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,QWURGXFWLRQ


In the literature there has been much debate concerning the question whether forms are
principally monosemous or polysemous; however, many of the studies are highly
theoretical, and do not support their empirical claims with extensive analyses of specific
empirical data. The focus on the theoretical aspect of the phenomenon of meaning
leads, in some cases, to particular shortcomings. Monosemous approaches frequently
leave the process of interpretation of abstract meanings unexplained, and in many cases
definitions of meanings are so abstract that they also describe oppositional forms. In
polysemous analyses, however, the criteria for distinguishing different uses are not
always clear, and intermediate uses are often not accounted for. Moreover, polysemous
analyses often fail to point at the shared features of different interrelated uses, which
may stand in opposition to other forms.
My aim is to provide further insight into the phenomenon of polysemy and
monosemy by giving a detailed analysis of the interaction between meaning and context
against the background of the semantic system in which the forms occur. The
expressions that I will analyze are the imperative and the dative-infinitive (DI)
construction in modern Russian. I have chosen to analyze the Russian imperative and
the Russian dative-infinitive construction because in the literature different uses are
distinguished for these expressions, while the question of how these uses are related is
rarely addressed, or at least not put forward as the main question. The choice of these
two expressions is further motivated by their shared ‘modal’ semantics; that is, both
forms express such notions as necessity, wish, etc. It should be noted, however, that
these expressions also differ in important aspects, since the modality of the Russian
imperative is expressed by one form, whereas the dative-infinitive construction consists
1
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of two forms, namely the dative and the infinitive, that together express modal notions
such as necessity, wish, etc. I will therefore treat the combination of the dative and the
infinitive as a construction, but I will focus on the meaning of the imperative in
abstraction from the construction in which it occurs (subject-predicate construction,
universal concessive construction, etc.).
I would like to emphasize that the main aim of the study is not primarily to present
new empirical data from Russian: the Russian imperative and the Russian modal
infinitive construction have been thoroughly studied by many authors, and it seems
unlikely that many new facts about the use of these forms will be found. It is, rather,
the analysis of the relation between these uses that is my main concern. In particular, I
will address the question of how the array of uses of these expressions are structured,
and I will try to motivate the interpretation of these forms. The framework used in my
analysis is the functional-cognitive framework, especially as provided by Bartsch (1998).
The book has the following structure. In Chapter II, I will discuss the structure of
meaning in general. The aim of this section is to provide a background to my research
and to underline the theoretical framework that I have chosen to work with. In Chapter
III, I will give my analysis of the Russian imperative. In Chapter IV, I will discuss the
dative-infinitive construction. In Chapter V, I will give a short conclusion and make
some further remarks.
Finally, I would like to make a brief comment on the Russian data used in my
analysis. Three types of Russian data are used in this book, viz. (i) data taken from the
linguistic literature, (ii) data taken from original sources (books, internet, corpus), and
(iii) data proposed by myself and checked by native speakers. In all cases I have
indicated the source of the data; the period, style and register of the examples are
mentioned where relevant. In the case of data from the linguistic literature, I have
indicated the original source of the data, since this is relevant for determining period and
style. The format for such references is the following: (author of the cited extract, year:
page/ original source of the cited extract).
I have translated the Russian sentences into English. The purpose of the translation is
primarily to give a general idea of how the sentences should be interpreted for those
readers who do not have a command of Russian; I am aware that occasionally the
translations may not be fully adequate according to more strict literary norms of
translation. In all cases I have provided the Russian sentences with glosses. The purpose
of these glosses is to indicate the UHOHYDQW grammatical structure of the sentences;
grammatical information that is not relevant for the discussion at stake is not given. For
the glosses I have used the following abbreviations:

2
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ACC
ADV
AGR
ADJ
DAT
FEM
FUT
GEN
IMP
IMPER
IMPERS
INF
INSTR
IRR
MASC
NEUT
NOM
PART
PAST
PERF
PL
PRES
PRT
REFL
SG

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

accusative
adverb
agreement
adjective
dative
feminine
future
genitive
imperative
imperfective
impersonal
infinitive
instrumental
irrealis (E\)
masculine
neuter
nominative
participle
past
perfective
plural
present
particle
reflexive
singular

'XHWRWHFKQLFDOUHDVRQV,KDYHUHSUHVHQWHG¶ ·ZLWK¶FK·¶ä·ZLWK¶VK·HWF
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7KHVWUXFWXUHRIPHDQLQJDQG
WKHSURFHVVRIFRQFHSWIRUPDWLRQ

,QWURGXFWLRQ
The main part of this dissertation consists of two data analyses, viz. analysis of the
meaning of the Russian imperative and the meaning of the Russian dative-infinitive
construction. The general aim of these analyses is to show how the association of form
with meaning operates with these expressions. In order to give a picture of the various
issues connected with this general theoretical theme, and to present the theoretical
framework that I will use in my analyses, in this chapter I will discuss some issues
related to meaning and conceptualization. This chapter is therefore primarily intended
to provide a theoretical background for my analyses.
Traditionally concepts are conceived as mental representations or as reconstructions
of properties, relationships, regularities, and contiguities in the world, experienced or
stated in theories. In language, concepts, or PHDQLQJV, are associated with forms, and
serve as intersubjective concepts for communication. Our understanding of meaning
and concepts in general may be greatly assisted by investigating the way in which we
learn concepts, that is the process of concept formation. In this book I will proceed
from the theory of concept formation described by Bartsch (1998) for the analyses of
the linguistic data. This theory can be seen as a logico-philosophical theory of concept
formation. The theory is foremost developed by trying to give an answer to the
question: ‘How can we gain insight in the structure of concepts by reconstructing the
way in which they are learned?’ Rather than looking for empirical evidence concerning
how this process might proceed, Bartsch provides a logical philosophical basis for a
theory of concept formation based on the available empirical evidence. The model that
4
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she provides may be seen as a formalization and extension of the work on conceptformation of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1986 [1934]), and it also uses
insights developed in structuralist approaches to language (e.g. Jakobson, 1960), such as
the notions opposition, contrast, similarity, identity, and contiguity.
The basic idea of the theory of concept formation described by Bartsch is that the
formation of concepts consists in establishing dynamic set-theoretic structures and
contiguity structures on growing sets of data, whereby the sets of data are internally
held together by similarity and contiguity relationships established between them.
Concept formation can be seen as the structuring of sets of data by ordering
relationships based on judgments of similarity (identity) and difference (especially
opposition or contrast) under perspectives (points of view under which similarity is
measured). In her analysis, Bartsch distinguishes between experiential (quasi-)concepts
and theoretical concepts. Experiential concepts are concepts constituted on the basis of
sets of experiential data. With a growing amount of data, and restricted by language use,
they converge toward socially accepted experiential concepts. Theoretical concepts, and
formal concepts based on these, are explicated on the level of linguistic representation
of knowledge. I will now very briefly discuss the properties of concept formation,
especially that of concept formation on the experiential level, which are relevant for my
study. For a detailed analysis of concept formation I would refer the reader to Bartsch
(1998).
&RQFHSWIRUPDWLRQRQWKHH[SHULHQWLDOOHYHO
In this section I will briefly discuss and summarize the process of concept formation
described by Bartsch (1998). This description of concept formation is rather abstract in
nature; in section 2.3. I will illustrate the process of concept formation by discussing a
specific example, viz. the verb HDW.
The process of concept-formation of a word can be described in a quasi-formal way
as follows. If there is an expression H and we construct the concept or concepts that are
associated with this expression, we have:
(i)
(ii)

experiences of utterances u
experiences of satisfaction situations, or experienced satisfaction situations s ; a
satisfaction situation is that situation which satisfies the use of a word or
sentence

5
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(iii)

a perspective 3, selected by a constraining contextual factor of an utterance, or
the point of view under which the extension of a certain subset S of pairs
<u,s> of utterances and satisfaction situations is constrained; similarity is
measured under a perspective, that is, two things are judged to be similar under
a particular perspective, or in a particular respect

Similarity sets of experienced satisfaction situations of expression H under perspective 3
are formed: sets in which each element is similar to all others, and where there are no
elements outside this set (in the considered collection of data) which are similar (to the
same degree) to all its elements under this perspective.1 Put differently: a perspective 3
selects a subset S , of S , namely the set with those members that are seen under this
perspective. Such a subset is called a 3-harmonized set of data. A 3-harmonised
sequence  RI H grows monotonously by adding only satisfaction situations of H that
conform to harmonization under 3. The largest member (the case where the largest
number of satisfaction situations are added to the set) of a P-harmonized sequence of
similarity sets at a certain point in time is called the TXDVLFRQFHSW of H with respect to the
available set of data under perspective 3.
Here, something should be said about the importance of the perspective. The
perspective ensures a minimal transitivity of the similarity relationship in the subsets of
the experienced satisfaction situations, or put differently: it ensures that the members in
this set are identical in at least one respect. Furthermore it ensures that similarity is
restricted to relevant identities between satisfaction situations and it creates a
meaningful relationship of contrast or opposition. This is because the members of a
similarity set for the use of expression H under a perspective 3 have to be more similar


1 The principles for forming perspectives must be specified at the beginning of the process of concept
formation, otherwise the concept formation may lead to an infinite regress of perspectives taken to view the
data, which in turn leads to an infinite regress of concepts. Note for example that languages differ
considerably in their conceptualizations, which means that in principle the language learner might be guided
by different perspectives in the process of concept formation. In the theory of Bartsch (1998) the first stage
of concept formation does not involve conscious judgments of similarity and contiguity. Basic and direct
experiences of the data provide the learner with perspectives. In the first stage of concept formation, socalled chain complexes are formed by the child (Vygotsky, 1986). In this stage, the meaning of a word is not
constant for the child, and is not restricted by correction (Ginsburg & Opper, 1988: 79). In this
preconceptual stage, the child both overgeneralizes and overspecifies (ibid.: 82). In the process of learning a
language, however, the systematization of the language is an important factor from the start of the process
of concept formation. Perspectives are therefore not only inferred from basic and direct experiences of
similarity and contiguity, but the experience of similarity is partly inferred by the language – that is the unity
in IRUP–– itself.

6
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to each other than to members of similarity sets for the use of expressions H under 3.
This means that the existence of opposition classes plays a considerable part in the
process of concept formation.
With the ordering relationship between the growing subsets of data there
corresponds a converse ordering relationship between the degrees of internal similarity
of these sets. For each member of a speech community, the ordered set of sets of
satisfaction situations for H forms a sequence RIJUowing sets which converges to a
limit at which further growth of the similarity sets no longer affects their degree of
internal similarity (adding a new satisfaction situation does not change the perceived
similarity that holds the different cases together). The finitely converging sequence )
results in an equivalence class of growing similarity sets which are equivalent in that
they do no longer change in degree of internal similarity under 3i, i.e. when new
satisfaction situations are added the degree of similarity remains stable. This is the
maximal equivalence class of a sequence ), and all the elements of this class can be seen
as a cognitive reconstruction, i.e. FRQFHSWV of the situational property expressed by H.
To summarize one can say that a set of satisfaction situations of an expression
under a particular perspective (Sn , ) in a sequence  LV FRPSOHWH ZLWK UHVSHFW WR D
concept expressed by an expression Hiff there is


(i)

(ii)
(iii)

6WDELOL]DWLRQ: Instances of satisfaction situations of H under i no longer change
the degree of similarity any longer, or they are not incorporated into the
concept, but are considered to be marginal cases. This means that the process
of concept formation terminates, i.e. the sequence of quasi-concepts is
stabilized and results in a concept.
3RO\VHP\: Different concepts which can be expressed by H are distinguished
by being concepts under different perspectives.
2SSRVLWLRQ: A concept is not overextended under a perspective Pi; this means
that Se,i is delineated by its oppositions Se’,i expressed by different H under the
same perspective.

An important point in Bartsch’s theory of concept formation is that a concept is formed
relative to certain contextual factors, which select certain perspectives under which
similarity and difference is measured, and that with an expression there corresponds a
complex of concepts, each related to a context type or perspective. In the process of
concept formation the strategies of metaphor (transfer of use based on similarity under a
particular perspective) and metonymy (a transfer based on contiguity under a particular

7
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perspective) play a considerable role; in the sections below I will discuss these strategies in
some detail.
Lakoff & Johnson (1980: 113) claim that the notion of similarity can play no part in a
theory of concept or metaphor since many instances of metaphor cannot be based on any
kind of similarity. They argue, for example, that the metaphor +HLVIHHOLQJXS cannot be
based on some kind of similarity between happiness and the basic spatial concept
expressed by XS. Although Lakoff & Johnson (1980) do not discuss this explicitly, their
notion of similarity is basically similarity in substance, form, color, etc. In Bartsch (1998),
however, similarity is always similarity under a particular perspective, and these
perspectives are not restricted to similarity in substance, form, color, etc., but may also be
similarity in goal, function, etc. In the case of the example given by Lakoff & Johnson the
similarity may be explained as follows: the concept ‘healthy person’ is similar to the
concept ‘up’ from the perspective of posture, since an erect posture usually goes along
with a positive emotional state.
It must be noted that the theory of concept formation discussed here in principle
allows for different kinds of conceptual association with forms. One possibility is that
the complex of concepts is formed under a common perspective. This is the case for
example with prototypically organized categories (see Rosch, 1973, 1978), and
categories that are organized by family resemblance (for example the concept 6SLHO as
discussed by Wittgenstein (1984), where all the instances can be seen as ‘activities’).
Another possibility is that the complex of concepts cannot be seen under a common
perspective. Note that the existence of a common perspective does not imply that this
common perspective defines a necessary and sufficient condition for the use of an
expression. To give an example: all games can be seen as activities, but not every
activity is a game.
Finally, something should be said about the generation of the polysemous complex.
Bartsch (1998) mainly addresses the question of how the existent conceptual structure
can be learned by the language learner. Although Bartsch (1998) briefly discusses
general principles of generation of the polysemous complex (cf. Bartsch, 1998: 96–
117), she does not explicitly discuss regularities in the cultural and physical basis of
concept formation. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) make typological claims about the
systematic nature of polysemous complexes. In the theory of Lakoff & Johnson (1980:
5), the basic force behind the creation of polysemous complexes is the understanding
and experiencing of one kind of thing in terms of another, a principle which they call
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‘metaphor’.2 They argue that since human beings are grounded both physically and
culturally, conceptualization mirrors this specific grounding. An example is the GOOD
IS UP metaphor, which according to Lakoff & Johnson (1980) is prevalent in languages
across cultures because of the shared physical features of humans. Lakoff & Johnson
(1980: 59, 112–113) further claim that one can speak of metaphor if something abstract,
or non-physical, is understood in terms of something concrete or physical, and that
metaphor theories that are based on similarity cannot have this notion of directionality.
In my opinion, this is an incorrect conclusion. The theory of concept formation of
Bartsch (1998), which is based on the notions similarity and contiguity, leaves room for
understanding an abstract thing in terms of a physical thing. It can be expected that in
the process of generation of metaphor, basic experiences, both physically basic and
culturally basic, will serve as the starting point of generation of polysemy.
/LQJXLVWLFH[DPSOHRIFRQFHSWIRUPDWLRQ
The treatment of concept formation given in Bartsch (1998) is rather theoretical in
nature, and is not illustrated with many linguistic examples. To illuminate the process of
concept formation as discussed above, I will briefly discuss a specific example, viz. the
possible formation of the concept of the verb HDW. Note that I do not claim to give an
exhaustive analysis of this verb. The analysis must be seen as a means to illustrate the
basic mechanisms that can play a part in HYHU\ instance of concept-formation.
Before giving an analysis of the verb HDW I first would like to make some remarks on
the status of the analysis, and the status of linguistic analyses in general. The process of
concept formation on the experiential level cannot be seen as a process whereby the
language learner has to form hypotheses about criteria in some innate mental language
in the sense of Fodor (1976). Similarity between experienced situations must be seen as
a basic cognitive notion, and must be stated on the basis of identity of causal effects of
identical quasi-parts of situations on the individual. These causal effects are purely
physiological, i.e. they are bodily reactions, and cannot be seen as concepts themselves
(see Bartsch, 1998: 40). Note that this description applies mainly to SHUFHSWXDO similarity,
viz. similarity from the perspective of form, color, etc. In many cases, however, two
objects may be similar from the perspective of IXQFWLRQ. Experiences of interaction with
2 The importance of the principle of analogy, and the importance of physical grounding is of course
explicitly remarked and analyzed by many scholars before Lakoff & Johnson, for example by the
psychologist Piaget (see, e.g., Ginsburg & Opper, 1988).
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different objects (e.g. a particular stone, and a piece of wood) may judged to be similar,
for example because the different objects all serve a similar purpose (they can be used
as tools to hunt animals). As such this perceived identity may be traced back to identity
of intention or attitude of the conceptualizer, and consequently to bodily reactions.
The analysis of meaning in terms of features is a linguistically expressed
reconstruction of meaning based on the available linguistic data. This reconstruction is
not an analysis of the mental processes that take place in the mind of the language user.
In effect, it is very unlikely that a reconstruction expressed in language by the linguist
might come close to a reconstruction of what actually takes place in the human mind.
It must further be noted that the norms of language users must be seen as norms of
SURGXFW, rather than norms of SURGXFWLRQ. Norms of product can be seen as norms that
define the notion of a correct product of type X, whereas norms of production can be
seen as norms that define how a product must be made or generated. The rules stated
by linguists often claim to be norms of production, although such a claim can hardly
ever be proved by independent evidence (e.g. psychological or neurological evidence).
Rules of the kind stated by linguists normally have a very abstract character, that is, they
can be seen as abstractions over linguistic data. The abstract character of linguistic rules
is often evident from the use of theoretical notions. The rules formulated by the
linguist can therefore not be seen as QRUPV, rather should be seen as V\VWHPDWL]DWLRQV of
and behind a set of norms. Such systematizations may be the result of a general
principle in a specific language, or may have a more general character; such a general
character may point at some shared biological or cognitive background.
The abstractions of the linguist are abstractions made over occurrences of language
data of the OLQJXLVWLF V\VWHP and not direct descriptions of the mental processes that
underlie language use. Of course, the linguistic system is created by humans, and of
course the structure of the linguistic system is restricted by the boundaries of our
human capacities. This does not mean, however, that we can ascribe to the individual a
knowledge of particular principles governing regularities in the linguistic system. In the
process of language learning the language user will try to build new sentences by
analogy to sentences that he has already encountered, rather than trying to formulate
one abstract rule that can describe the different sentences correctly.3 As such, the
abstractions made by the linguist have no psychological reality as UXOHV. Nevertheless the
description of the linguist has a relation with human cognition. Linguists describe and
postulate relations between linguistic products. Such relations also play a part in the
For the strategy of analogy in concept formation I refer to the works of Piaget (see for references
Ginsburg & Opper, 1988) and Vygotsky (1986).
3
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case of language users, since judgments about the acceptability of a form in context X
are based on the use of the same form in context Y. This means that on the level of
understandibility there is a correspondence between the method of the linguist and that
of the language user.
To recapitulate my main point: it must be noted that the analysis I am about to give
cannot be seen as an analysis in terms of norms, but must be seen as abstract
reconstruction of the linguist. Such a reconstruction cannot be seen as the description
in terms of a rule of the mental process that takes place in our heads when we construct
a concept. But the reconstruction shows something about the understandability of
certain forms, in the light of previous cases of use of this form. This understandability
lies on the level of relationships between linguistic products and their use, though not
on the level of production itself.
I will now start with the concept formation of HDW. In the following sentences we
find the verb HDW with different objects and in (e) with a different subject:
Set of data:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Jan is HDWLQJ an apple.
Jan is HDWLQJ a pear.
Jan is HDWLQJ a cookie.
Jan is HDWLQJ a toffee.
The dog is HDWLQJ a cookie.

The sentences above refer to different satisfaction situations, namely the situation of
Jan eating an apple, Jan eating a pear etc. Let us imagine that these satisfaction
situations are immediately present while uttering these sentences such that someone
utters these sentences while pointing at the different satisfaction situations. This means
that we have five pairs of experiences of utterances and the corresponding satisfaction
situations. Let us assume furthermore that the language learner has already learned the
other concepts in the sentences. It must be noted that in the actual process of language
learning this is often not the case: the meaning of HDW may be reconstructed by
reconstructing at the same time the meaning of – for example – SHDU. This does not,
however, change the fundamental strategies that underlie the process of conceptformation. How, then, can the process of concept formation be analysed in the case of
this example? One can proceed from the assumption that the language learner will try
to look for an overarching common perspective. This perspective functions as a
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criterion for similarity and contiguity between the different HDW situations. Because we
are confronted here with a verb, the first perspective will be ‘what kind of situation (=
action, state, process) do we find in all of these cases? On the basis of unity of form the
language user may abstract from all the situations and classify on the basis of
phenomena that the linguist can describe and explicate as follows:
‘Something is taken into the mouth, and swallowed’
As one feature presupposes the other (e.g. the idea of swallowing presupposes the idea
of something that is swallowed, and the idea of a mouth that does the swallowing), the
different features given here do not have an independent status but must be seen as
interdependent.
The description of HDW given here is a case of overgeneralization because RSSRVLWLRQDO
FODVVHV are not taken into account: the description also applies to a GULQNsituation. It may
be that the interpreter will start to classify by overgeneralizing, but it may also be that
he will classify differently by choosing different perspectives under which similarity and
contiguity is measured. Such perspectives could be for example ‘what kind of food is
the object of the action’ (fruit versus other eatable things), ‘what kind of movements
are made with the mouth’ (chewing versus sucking), ‘what kind of subject is doing the
action’ (human versus animal). According to these perspectives different subsets can be
constructed. In the process of concept formation such different classifications could be
viewed as quasi-concepts relative to a particular set of data. They are not concepts yet
because addition of new examples may still change their internal stability. Note that
such perspectives are chosenRQO\ if these differences are relevant to the language user.4
To give an example, in Dutch the word HWHQ (‘eat’) can be used for both humans and
animals, whereas the human mouth is called PRQG, and the mouth of animal is called
EHN. This does not imply that the language user who knows how to use the word HWHQ for
humans has to take a new perspective if he learns that it can also be used in relation to

4 Here we touch upon the question of the extent to which there is a universal cognitive basis for this
process, and the extent there are cultural criteria that play a part in this process. Bartsch (1998) does not
specifically address this question. The only criteria in her model are provided by the linguistic system (i.e.
the existence of oppositional forms). Note that the need for taking such additional perspectives may, in the
case of second language learning, also be provided by the linguistic categorization of the learner of the new
language. Thus if another language has different verbs for chewing food and sucking food, without an
overarching term, the learner will probably classify differently when learning English.
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animals. In the case of HWHQ this difference is irrelevant since both PRQG and EHN can be
viewed under one perspective.
As I remarked earlier, the quasi-concept of the verb HDW given above is a case of
overgeneralization, because on the basis of this concept the language user may use the
verb HDW for ‘drink’ situations. To construct the right concept of HDW, the following
sentences with their satisfaction situations are given:
New set of data:
f. Jan is GULQNLQJ coffee.
g. Jan is GULQNLQJmilk.
The description given of the verb HDW also applies to these situations: in this case too
some food is taken through the mouth. On the assumption that a particular situation
falls under one concept and not under another, the language learner may look for
another perspective, viz. ‘type of object’ or ‘the way in which the subject prepares the
food in his mouth’.5 One may for example classify as follows: solid versus liquidOne
can then define the following (quasi-)concepts:
HDW =





‘taking into the mouth and swallowing of solid food, prototypically by chewing’
(examples of objects: apple, pear, toffee)

5 The condition that the correct description of a form may not define oppositional forms is not valid for
inclusive forms, but in some cases the difference between RSSRVLWLRQDO forms and LQFOXVLYH forms is not
straightforward. I will give an example. A scene where someone is taking food is conceptualized in English
by using the word HDW. It is possible, however, to focus on the specific way the food is taken into the mouth;
in such cases one could, in the appropriate context, also use words like JREEOH, JXOS or VWXII. One could argue
that these concepts are included in the concept HDW. This means that the relation between HDW and JXOS or VWXII
is analogous to the relation between IORZHU and URVH. I do not think, however, that this view is entirely correct.
The word HDW is used not only as a hypernym for different ways in which food is taken, but also to
conceptualize the conventional way in which solid food is taken. You can therefore say ,GRQ·WFDOOWKDWHDWLQJ
WKDW·VVWXIILQJ but not WKLVLVQRWDIORZHUEXWDURVH. What does this imply for the linguistic description? It means
that the description of the word HDW is ‘taking of solid food’ whereas the description of the words HDW , JREEOH
and VWXII may be ‘taking of food specified in such and such a manner’.
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GULQN =





‘taking into the mouth and swallowing of liquid food’
(examples of objects: coffee, tea)
We add to the set: eggs, bananas, orange juice etc., which does not change the internal
stability of the set. It seems that the process of concept formation has now terminated;
adding new examples no longer changes the degree of similarity and such examples are
incorporated into the concept. Examples that would change the internal similarity (i.e.
change the stability) are considered to be marginal cases, in other words, the concept
has VWDELOL]HG.
The concept soup exemplifies such a marginal caseLet us imagine that we add the
word VRXS with its satisfaction situations:
Jan is HDWLQJ soup
Jan is GULQNLQJ soup
The adding of VRXS to HDW is problematic because it is liquid; VRXS therefore disturbs the
internal stability of the set of satisfaction situations. This necessitates the taking of a
new perspective for VRXS, viz. ‘way it is put in the mouth’: in the case of a mug, one
speaks of GULQNLQJ soup, in the case of a bowl and a spoon one speaks of HDWLQJ soup.
In the case of VRXS, it may be argued that there has been EURDGHQLQJRIFRQWH[WRIXVH. In
order to incorporate ‘eating soup’ into the concept of HDW, the concept HDW is broadened
such that all the uses of this verb can be seen under the perspective of ‘taking food’.
Such broadening of context does not occur randomly. The fact that ‘soup’ when taken
with a spoon does not fall under the concept of ‘drink’ is thus not coincidental. As I
mentioned, a possible explanation for this may be that it is typical of liquids like tea,
coffee, etc. that they are swallowed by putting the mouth to a container (mug, etc.).
This is not the case with ‘soup’, where we use a spoon, which is typical of many cases
of ‘eat’. For this reason a ‘soup taking’ situation is conceptualized as more similar to an
‘eat situation’ than to a ‘drink situation’. A more complicated case would occur if we
took coffee from a bowl with a spoon. Is this a case of ‘eat’ or of ‘drink’? If one
chooses to see it as a case of ‘eat’ this means that one emphasizes the fact that the way
in which the coffee is taken is typical of solid food. If one conceptualizes it as a case of
‘drink’, then one emphasizes the fact that coffee is a typical drink, which means that it is
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normally not seen as an instance of food (unlike ‘soup’).6 Such judgments play a part in
deciding under which concept a particular situation falls, and point at the relevance for
the linguistic system of taking into account such things as the way that something is
eaten. In these marginal cases of transfer of the verb ‘eat’, the transfer can be
understood via partial similarity.
Another potential explanation for the possibility of HDWLQJ VRXS is that VRXS usually
contains solid parts or can be seen as a more solid type of liquid, which makes it a
borderline case between solid food and liquid food. It could be argued that in the case
of HDWLQJVRXS the emphasis is on the solid nature of the substance, and the fact that we
may have to chew it. In the case of GULQNLQJ VRXS, we emphasize on the fact that the
substance can be seen as a liquid. Note, however, that this explanation does not
account for the fact that we can also eat soup if the soup does not contain solid parts at
all
It is possible that both explanations are to some extent valid. It can be argued that
in the case of soup or yoghurt the substance itself must be seen as a borderline case
between solid food and liquid food. Because of this borderline character, both
substances are taken using a spoon, or directly from a container. If we take the soup
directly from a container, we focus on the fact that it is liquid enough to drink, whereas
if we take it with a spoon, we focus on the fact that it is not liquid enough to drink. The
perspective that we take to view the substance is not based on ‘objective’ ontological
information, since the same substance can be viewed differently, depending on the
context or situation in which it occurs. Here, it must be noted that we should bear in
mind that the different ways of reconstructing the relation between the marginal HDW
cases and the basic HDWcases show that such relations need not be seen as part of the
knowledge of the language user. Such relations must rather be seen as systematizations
of and behind a set of norms.
The occurrence of HDWLQJ VRXS may be evidence for the existence of prototypical
effects in the case of HDW. It could be argued that the central member of HDW is
represented by that case where ‘solid food is taken into the mouth and swallowed’.
(DWLQJVRXS can be seen as a marginal case, because it lacks basic features of the central
case such as the solidity of the food. It is nevertheless conceptualized as a case of HDW
6 Note that the fact that we perceive this example as very hypothetical points at the inter-subjective
normative status of linguistic knowledge. In the case of new examples that are not yet incorporated in the
linguistic norm, people find it difficult to make judgments about correct or non-correct use of a word. This
implies that people are not equipped with well-defined information for the correct use of form, but follow
the norms of language that they have learned.
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because it shows more similarity to VRPH central HDW cases than to oppositional forms;
put differently, it shows more similarity to those HDW cases where a spoon (or a similar
instrument) is used, than to GULQN cases, which only occur with liquid substances. Note
that the feature of the eat-cases which selects the categorization of taking soup under
HDW, cannot be seen as a EDVLF feature of the central HDW cases. The basic feature of HDW is
the relative solidity of the food, and consequently the fact that we have to chew or suck
the food; the fact that in many cases we use a spoon to eat must be seen as a non-basic
feature of the central cases, because many central cases lack this feature (e.g. eating an
apple). There is no reason to assume that eating an apple, where one does not use tools,
must be seen as a less basic case of the verb HDW than eating porridge, where one does. It
may, however, be seen as a feature that is more typical of HDW cases of oppositional
classes. In other words, for the linguistic system, taking solid food with the use of tools
is more typical of HDW cases, than taking liquid food with the use of tools is of GULQN
cases.7
I would like to point to the fact that the description given so far may apply to cases
that cannot be seen as correct uses of the verb HDW I will illustrate this with an example.
Following the description of the verb HDW given above, one would expect that one could
use the word HDW for pills. However, this is not the case: ?-RKQLVHDWLQJKLVSLOOV In this case
one has to use the verb WDNH -RKQLVWDNLQJKLVSLOOV. I do not think that such facts can be
accounted for in the meaning or meanings of the verb HDW. That is not to say that no
‘explanation’ can be given for this fact. It is possible that ‘pills’ are not considered to be
typical food or nurture, and as such, do not fall under the type of objects that can be
applied to the HDW concept. Furthermore, in many cases pills are taken without chewing
them, whereas chewing is a feature typical of many HDW cases.
The structure of the linguistic system is a conventional structure that results from
inter-subjective agreement about the correct use of a word. Agreement about the
correct use of a word may be quite unproblematic for central cases, such as the
situation of eating an apple, but may be more problematic where marginal cases are
concerned. The act of taking pills may from one perspective be seen as similar to the HDW
cases, but from another perspective as less similar. In the linguistic system, on the basis
of inter-subjective agreement, conventions may arise as to how the act will be
conceptualized in the linguistic system. Such conceptualizations are not the result of a
random process, but are based on particular perspectives under which similarity and
difference is measured. Similarity or difference is, however, to some extent a subjective
There is also be a relation between solidity and the use of tools on the one hand, and liquidity and the use
of a container on the other.
7
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notion.8 This means that in principle different people may have different ways of seeing
things as similar or different; because of the subjective nature of conceptualization,
different languages may differ in the way they conceptualize similar domains. This
means that for the language learner it may be possible to understand or to construct the
utterance ‘eating pills’, but it is not possible to predict the norms of the given language;
norms are conventional and have to be learned.
The concept formation of the verb HDW has not yet terminated. Now we add the
following sentence (with satisfaction situation) to the considered set of data:
New data:
h. Jealousy was eating him up
In this sentence the verb HDW occurs with the preposition XS and the subject MHDORXV\.
According to the strategy considered above, the language user would try to incorporate
the given examples in the sets of equivalence classes considered before. So far two sets
have been constructed, viz. ‘taking of solid nurture into the mouth to swallow’ and
‘taking of liquid nurture into the mouth with a spoon to swallow’. The example given
above cannot be incorporated in the subsets constructed so far because the subject
‘jealousy’ is an abstract entity and nothing is consumed by being taking into the mouth.
This forces the language user to find a perspective that provides a basis for identity
between (h) and the sets constructed so far. In the case of (h) the similarity could be
described as follows. If you eat a cake, you gradually take possession of the cake by
putting it in your mouth or body; if someone is eaten up by jealousy, the jealousy is
gradually taking possession of this person by controlling all his thoughts. The
preposition XS, which expresses the perfective nature of the situation, probably
emphasizes the fact that nothing remains of the object of the verb. But there is more to
it, if someone is eaten up by jealousy he is destroyed by it, which is not necessarily the
case if someone is possessed by jealousy. This specific feature can be motivated by
pointing at the basic meaning of HDW: in the case of ‘eat’ the object of the action gets
destroyed, and is mashed up into small pieces.
This particular use of the word HDW is usually classified in the literature as PHWDSKRULFDO
use, in contrast to the word HDW in sentences like -RKQDWHDQDSSOH. The difference between
metaphorical and non-metaphorical use of a form is based on the linguistic intuition
that some uses are more ‘basic’ and ‘literal’, while others seem to be ‘non-literal’ and
8

Of course, there are biological restrictions on the way we perceive similarity and difference.
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‘derived from the basic use’. The strategy of concept formation in the case of metaphor
can be described in general terms as selecting features under change of perspectives
provided by contexts, and enriching the new way of using the expression with
additional features originating from the new cases of use. It must be noted that feature
clash and elimination of features is not part of meaning extensions such as the one
discussed here. I agree with Bartsch (1998: 97), who contends that so-called feature
clash is merely the result of the inappropriate application of an otherwise prominent
perspective of interpretation in circumstances in which another perspective is at issue.
Flexibility of perspectives, and the choice of a perspective by assuming a certain
question, or interest implicit or explicit in the situational context, prevents feature clash
from the outset.
There may be different reasons for the use of metaphoric extensions in language,
for example (i) the XQGHUVWDQGLQJ of one thing in terms of another, such as the
restructuring of complicated, abstract experiences in terms of basic and physical
experiences (see Lakoff & Johnson, 1980), (ii) the necessity to H[SUHVV a large quantity of
things with a limited set of words; in this sense language can be expected to have a
metaphoric structure, because without metaphoric interpretation the stability of the
system would be disturbed, and (iii) the need to create new ways of viewing particular
things by seeing something under a new perspective, for ‘poetic’ reasons.
Besides metaphor, PHWRQ\P\ plays an important part in the process of concept
formation (Bartsch, 1998: 57). Following Jakobson (1960), these two main processes of
linguistic extension can be described in terms of ‘transfer by similarity’ and ‘transfer by
contiguity’ respectively. An example of the everyday importance of the strategy of
contiguity can be illustrated with the understanding of the word VDOW on a salt cellar.
Without any problem we understand that this word does not refer to the salt cellar
itself, but to the contents of the salt cellar. The salt cellar and its contents cannot be
seen as similar in some way or another, but stand in a relation of contiguity: the salt
cellar FRQWDLQV the salt. In the case of metonymy, a word that is used to refer to x, is used
to refer to some phenomenon y that stands in a contiguity relationship with x, for
example, 7KH\SDLQWHGWKHXQLYHUVLW\ZKLWH, where ZKLWH does not refer to the institution but
to the building which houses the institution.
I have discussed the possible concept-formation of the word HDW here. It must be
noted that the process of concept-formation of a word is inherently dynamic, and as
such never really ends. This does not mean, however, that there are no restrictions on
the process of concept formation of a word. Infinite extensions of meaning would lead
to a disturbance of the stability of the linguistic system. In the model of Bartsch (1998)
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the stability of the system is provided by the fact that different concepts which can be
expressed by a word are distinguished by being concepts under different perspectives.
Furthermore, a concept is not overextended under a perspective because of the
existence of oppositional classes.
In Bartsch’s (1998) model, forms are normally associated with different interrelated
meanings. Although this opinion about meaning is well accepted in most of the
psychological and linguistic literature (see for example Rosch, 1978; Bartsch, 1984;
Lakoff, 1990; Sandra & Rice, 1995), there is still discussion as to whether a distinction
should be made between (JHQHUDO PHDQLQJ and FRQWH[WGHSHQGHQWPHDQLQJ or LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ. In
the following section, I will briefly discuss the issue of whether there is something like a
literal meaning or general meaning of a form, and whether it is useful to make a
distinction between literal meaning and context-dependent meaning.
*HQHUDOPHDQLQJDQGFRQWH[WGHSHQGHQWPHDQLQJ
In language, concepts are associated with forms, which serve as a formal
(morphological) criterion to identify concepts. It seems, therefore, that a good starting
point for the linguist is to look for a one-to-one correspondence between meaning and
form, or put differently, to look for monosemy, rather than polysemy. This is made
clear in the following extract from Palmer (1981: 101), where he speaks about the
meaning of the word HDW:
“If we decide, however, that there are two meanings of HDW, we may then ask whether eating
jelly is the same thing as eating toffee (which involves chewing) or eating sweets (which
involves sucking). Clearly we eat different types of food in different ways, and, if we are not
careful, we shall decide that the verb HDW has a different meaning with every type of food that
we eat. The moral is that we ought not to look for all possible differences of meaning, but to
look for sameness of meaning as far as we can, and to accept that there is no clear criterion
of either difference or sameness.”

The same can be said in terms of the process of concept formation discussed earlier. If
we construct the meaning of HDW on the basis of ‘eating jelly’, adding new examples like
‘eating toffee’ or ‘eating sweets’ does not disturb the internal stability of the constructed
set so far, which implies that all these uses can be viewed under the same perspective.
Although the postulation of the ‘one-meaning-one-form-principle’ may be a good
starting point for the linguist, it is very often the case that one form has many different
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‘uses’ that can be clearly distinguished. This phenomenon is accounted for in
monosemous approaches by the postulation of general meanings and contextdependent meanings. Consider the following extract from the Russian structuralist
linguist Jakobson (1971: 179) about the meaning of the Russian cases:
“In analysing cases or some other morphological category we face two distinct and
interconnected questions: the morphological INVARIANT, ‘intension’, general meaning of any
case within the given declensional system must be distinguished from the contextual,
syntactically and/ or lexically conditioned variants, ‘extension’, actual application of the case
in question.”

If we ignore his rather unfortunate terminology, we see that Jakobson makes a
distinction between JHQHUDOPHDQLQJ and FRQWH[WGHSHQGHQW meaning.9 The general meaning is
the meaning that ‘occurs’ in all the different uses of a particular form. Meanings that
occur in one use but not in another, can be said to be conditioned by the context, and
can therefore be called context-dependent or context-specific. One can say that
context-dependent meanings, also called LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV, are the result of the interaction
of the general meaning and the specific linguistic or non-linguistic context in which they
occur. Other terms used in the literature are ‘use’, ‘usage’, ‘sense’, and ‘variant’. The
term ‘interpretation’ is also used for the process of inference whereby meanings are
inferred from uses by abstraction. Meanings must be seen as DEVWUDFWLRQV from different
uses of a form, where the context-specific information is abstracted, that is they must
be seen as belonging to that which is a YDULDQW. The notion of abstraction used here can
be seen as the traditional Aristotelian notion of abstraction, namely the omission of
qualities.10
The idea that one can distinguish between general meaning and context-dependent
meaning can be illustrated by the work of the philosopher Searle (1991 [1983]: 145–
9 Jakobson’s use of the terms LQWHQVLRQ and H[WHQVLRQ does not accord with their use in philosophy (as defined
by Frege). In philosophy the term H[WHQVLRQ is used to indicate a state of affairs or objects designated by a
term in the world or in a possible world to which a word refers.
10 A problem with this description (see Damerow, 1996, for a discussion) is that it seems arbitrary which
qualities can be omitted, and which cannot. A second problem is that it is not clear how the discontinuous
transition between two qualitatively very dissimilar domains is to be explained by means of a continuous
process of omitting qualities of the concrete object. In other words, it is not clear how one can proceed
from a concrete object to very abstract notions, such as mathematical notions. Various scholars (e.g. Kant,
Hume, Hegel, Piaget, etc.) have tried to take account of these problems in their definition and description
of the process of abstraction.
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149), who provides a philosophical background for the idea of general meaning versus
context-dependent meaning. Searle discusses the meaning of the verb RSHQ and claims
that it has the same meaning in the following cases:
a. Tom opened a door
b. Bill opened a restaurant
c. Sally opened her eyes
d. The surgeon opened the wound
e. The chairman opened the meeting
f. The artillery opened fire
Searle’s point is that although the semantic content contributed by the word RSHQ is the
same in the sentences above, the semantic content that is understood is quite different
in each case. According to Searle, understanding language means more than just
grasping the meaning of the forms. In the understanding of language our Background,
that is the whole of capacities, learned abilities, unquestioned cultural and natural
preconditions of everyday conduct, plays an essential role. It is only via the Background
that the literal meaning can be interpreted, or put differently, can get a satisfaction
situation.
I would like to point out here that Searle uses the term ‘literal meaning’ both for the
highest abstraction of the semantics of some form (the invariant), and for the nonmetaphoric meaning of some form. In Searle’s theory the general meaning and the
literal meaning coincide. I will use the term general meaning for the abstract meaning of
some form (the highest abstraction), and the term literal meaning for the basic and nonmetaphoric meaning of some form. In my opinion, these two phenomena should be
kept separate.
The most important point made by Searle is that in the construction ‘X opens Y’
the information that we have about X and Y is not part of the semantics of the verb
RSHQ. Semantics deals with abstractions from use, and does not have to refer to actual
satisfaction situations. Searle makes a sharp distinction between that which is part of
semantics (what he calls literal meaning), that which is intentional and therefore
conscious knowledge, and that knowledge which is not part of semantics.
The term Background knowledge can partly be identified with what is called in the
literature HQF\FORSHGLF knowledge. Another term used in the literature is SUDJPDWLF
knowledge. The term ‘pragmatic knowledge’ is somehow confusing, because it is used
for different things. It is used both for non-linguistic knowledge in general (including
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encyclopedic knowledge), and more specifically for the knowledge of the language user
that concerns ‘pragmatics’, a field of research that can be defined as “the study of
meaning in relation to speech situations” (Leech, 1989: 6). According to the latter
definition, pragmatic knowledge can be seen as the knowledge of the language user of
pragmatic principles of communication or conversational implicatures like clarity, cooperativity, economy, etc. Many linguists who distinguish meaning from interpretation,
claim that every competent language user has knowledge of these pragmatic rules, and
that such rules do not have to be accounted for as part of the VHPDQWLF description of
language. Levinson, for example, argues with respect to the conversational implicatures
that “it allows one to claim that natural language expressions do tend to have simple,
stable and unitary senses (in many cases anyway), but that this stable semantic core
often has an unstable, context-specific pragmatic overlay – namely a set of
implicatures” (Levinson, 1983: 99–100).
Searle further distinguishes cases of literal meaning from cases of metaphoric
meaning. The latter must be seen as secondary uses, where the sentence meaning does
not coincide with the utterance meaning, and where one has to speak of a secondary
meaning derived from the literal meaning. In most monosemous approaches a
distinction is made between so called literal meaning and derived meaning. Consider for
example the following extract from Wierzbicka:
“ A word can be adequately defined only if its literal meaning is distinguished from its
metaphorical use, ironic use, playful use, euphemistic use, and other similar uses.
Dictionaries frequently fail in this respect, and, for example, treat a word’s metaphorical use
as a separate lexical meaning.” (1996: 244)

Although this is often not explicitly defined in the linguistic analysis, monosemous
approaches use the term ‘interpretation’ for the following two phenomena:
(i) Specification
(ii) Adjusting
In the case of what I will call VSHFLILFDWLRQ, the interpretation can be seen as a specification
of the (relatively) underspecified abstraction by means of the context. This specification
is the result of the interaction of the abstraction and the information provided by the
context. Put differently: the abstraction can be seen as an abstraction from such
interpretations.
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In the case of DGMXVWLQJ, the interpretation does not fall directly under the necessary
and sufficient condition for the correct use of a form, which is contained by the
abstraction. Under the influence of the context some features of the abstraction are
selected while others are backgrounded (in other words, the meaning is DGMXVWHG). This
means that the abstraction cannot be seen as an abstraction from such adjusted uses,
but such uses must be seen as GLUHFWO\ GHULYHG from the information contained in the
abstraction. As the principles of adjustment such as metaphor, metonymy, etc. are
thought to be part of the general knowledge of language users, and the basic meaning
always plays a part in such cases, adjustments are seen as a category of use, rather than a
category of meaning.11
In summary we can say that both the structuralist linguist Jakobson and the
language philosopher Searle make the following two different yet interrelated claims:
(i)
(ii)

Meanings can be seen as DEVWUDFWLRQV from different uses of a form, where the
context specific information is abstracted. As such, there is a distinction
between VHPDQWLFinformation and QRQVHPDQWLFinformation.
The general meaning can be seen as the highest abstraction, that is, an
abstraction from the ZKROH set of occurrences of the form in the considered set
of data. The general meaning can be seen as a necessary and sufficient
condition for the correctness of DOO the uses of a particular form, which means
that the general meaning defines all the uses of a form without defining other
uses.

It could be argued that an important point of the one-form-one-meaning approach is
that it tries to offer a unitary generalization, which can be seen as an aim of scientific
analyses in general. Because of this, the semantic analysis does not have to postulate an
infinite number of meanings for forms. Although it seems a good starting point to look
for unity of meaning DVIDUDVSRVVLEOH, discussion can arise about how we should define
‘as far as possible’. Furthermore, it is not clear to what extent the need for unification
that underlies the research of linguists actually mirrors the structure of the linguistic
system, or whether it is actually intended to somehow mirror the way in which language
users process meanings. Below I will discuss some of the possible arguments for and
against the idea of monosemy.

Note that confusion sometimes arises in discussions about polysemy and monosemy because in the case
of adjustments some linguists speak of monosemy, whereas others speak of ‘polysemy’.
11
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&DVHVWXG\7KHPHDQLQJRIRSHQ
As I have discussed above, monosemous approaches to language make two basic
claims, viz. (i) that meanings must be seen as abstractions from different uses, and (ii)
that for most forms in language general meanings can be given that can be seen as
necessary and sufficient conditions for the correct use of a form. In the literature this
view of meaning has been fiercely attacked by various scholars such as Bartsch (1984),
Lakoff (1990), Rosch (1973, 1978) and Wittgenstein (1984). In this section I will briefly
discuss some of the criticism. I will start by discussing the specific example used by
Searle (1991) to illustrate the idea of general meaning, viz. the verb RSHQ. Searle made
some far-reaching theoretical claims about meaning in general without giving a detailed
data-oriented analysis. To remedy this shortcoming, I will try to give more insight into
the meaning of RSHQ.
In my discussion of this verb RSHQ I will focus on the transitive use of the verb RSHQ,
rather than on the intransitive use (e.g. 7KHGRRURSHQV) or the adjective use (7KHGRRULV
RSHQ). Furthermore, I will not discuss oppositional uses and other semantically related
uses such as the verb FORVH. Of course, for a complete analysis of the verb RSHQ these uses
should also be taken into account. I think, however, that the examples discussed here
are sufficient to give greater insight into the structure of the verb RSHQ, and to illustrate
my more general point about the structure of meaning.
If there is something like a general meaning of the verb RSHQ, the physical action that
constitutes the act of ‘opening’ cannot be seen as an essential part of this meaning,
which is underlined by the different ways in which something can be opened. Compare
for example the differences between opening a book, an umbrella, and a meeting. It
seems that what these uses have in common is, roughly speaking, the functional act of
making something accessible, rather than the physical act that constitutes this functional
goal. In order to investigate what this functional goal exactly is, and whether this
functional act can be seen as the PHDQLQJ of the verb RSHQ, it is necessary to take a closer
look at the different examples of the verb RSHQ.
&DVH3DWKWKURXJK<WRFRQWHQWVRI<
The discussion of RSHQ can best be introduced by considering a FOHDU or EDVLF example of
RSHQ <, for which it is possible to define two features that play an important part in
different meaning extensions of the form:
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– Creating of path to Y (‘you want to get to the contents of Y’)
– Removing a barrier blocking the path to Y creating of path through Y (‘you want to
get through Y to get to something’)
This basic use of RSHQ is exemplified by cases like opening a box, one’s mouth, or a
bottle:
(1)

Sally is my favorite doll. My mouth dropped to the floor when I RSHQHG the box.

(2)

I sighed and RSHQHG my mouth, put in the ball gag and buckled it tightly behind my
head.

(3)

The importance of this discovery cannot be underestimated for a wine bottle is not just
a container. In Hugh Johnson’s words, “ it is a sealed vessel in which the wine,
protected from air, holds its complex potencies in readiness for the day when it is
drunk. Once the bottle is RSHQHG, the wine is exposed to the destructive side effects of
oxygen and there is no going back.”

In these cases the object of the action denoted by the verb can be seen as a container
that is initially closed. This means that it is not possible to have access to the inner part
of the container. By opening the container a path is created WKURXJK the container WR the
inner part of the container. The goal of the action may be to reach the content of the
container, to put something into the container, to let something out of it, or just to look
what is inside. These cases could be described in natural language as follows:
[RSHQV< < PRXWKERWWOHER[HWF 
x creates a path through a to b








where:
‘Y’ can be seen as a container, ‘a’ as part of the exterior of the container, and ‘b’ as what the
container contains12

12 This notion of container does not apply to containers such as FXSV, butmust be seen as an abstraction
over objects like boxes, bottles, the mouth, etc. As such, the notion of container used here cannot be seen
as a preconceptual schema in the sense of Lakoff (1990) and Lakoff & Johnson (1980, 1999).
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In these opening cases the path to the contents of the object is initially closed by
something which is part of the object itself. By opening it, this barrier is removed,
leading to a path to the contents of the object in question.
&DVH3DWKWR< E\UHPRYLQJEDUULHU 
The description for RSHQ given above in case 1, ‘creating of path through Y to (part of)
Y’ applies to opening containers such as boxes or bottles, but does not apply equally
well to cases of opening things such as books. If we want to use this description for
such cases, we cannot interpret the idea of making a path as referring to an act where
some kind of hole or opening is made in some container-like object. In the position
where the book is closed, it is not possible to see the contents of the book; in other
words, no visual contact is possible with the written part of the book. Objects like
books are made such that the contents of the book, i.e. the written part, can be
uncovered. In contrast to the container cases, this can be done ZLWKRXW making a hole in
it, for example by unrolling it (in the case of the Torah), or by taking the cover away (in
the case of conventional books).
It might be argued that also in these cases one should speak of a ‘container’. A book
would then be seen as a container of information (viz. the contents of the book). This
means that the term ‘container’ is broadened such that there is abstraction from
particular physical properties of objects such as boxes, etc. Indeed, it can be argued that
in the case of ‘opening books’ the idea of containment occurs in a weakened form. I
find it hard, however, to give a definition for such a broad term that does justice to
properties of typical containers such as boxes, which have an interior, into which you
can put something. Furthermore, in such a broad definition the resemblance between
books and things that are similar to books under particular perspectives, such as
umbrellas, is not expressed. Both umbrellas and books can be seen as things that
cannot function in a closed position because they are folded, covered, or wrapped up.
This is a feature which is shared by both objects, in contrast to the feature of
containment, which can be said to be part of the conceptualization of a book in a
weakened form, but which is not part of the conceptualization of an umbrella. In the
closed position, the umbrella is wrapped up or folded such that parts of the object are
not visible. By opening the umbrella, the ‘interior’ of the umbrella is made visible. It
seems that the similarity between opening an umbrella and other opening cases such as
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opening a book or opening a box is basically perceptual, since the creation of a path in
the case of an umbrella has nothing to do with the idea of containment.13
In order to take account of such uses, the description of RSHQ given above has to be
changed, that is made more abstract, such that there is abstraction from some of the
specific features of boxes etc. This can be done by backgrounding the feature of
‘making a path through Y’ from the description:
;RSHQV< < ERRN DOVRPRXWKER[HWF  
X creates a path to (part of) Y








where:
There exists a path to Y if some kind of contact (physical, visual) is possible with Y

Note that this description presupposes that in the situation before the object Y is opened,
that is when the object is closed, the path to Y is blocked in some way, or does not exist.
This blocking may be that the object is covered (in the case of a book, where part of the
book itself, viz. the cover, blocks the path to the pages of the book); in other cases the
making of a path may have a different character. Consider for example the following
sentences where we find that ‘roads’ can be opened or closed to people:
(4)

On December 3, 1998, a gas line exploded one mile from Arches National Park in
Moab. The road was FORVHGin and out of town, leaving truck drivers stranded in Moab
for approximately 48 hours.

(5)

On December 14, Israeli forces closed Satter Al-Gharbi road near Ganei Tal settlement
after an Israeli soldier was attacked. Israeli soldiers prevented Palestinian citizens and
wagons from entering the area. The road has not been RSHQHG since then.

Here, opening the road means making the road accessible to the public. In this case the
‘making a path to Y’ occurs without the feature ‘making a path through Y’. Also note
that in this case the object that blocks the road cannot be seen as part of the road (in
contrast to cases like opening a book, box, bottle, etc., where it is part of the object
itself that blocks the pathway).
Note, however, that in terms of the feature ‘making something accessible’ the ‘opening book cases’ show
more similarity to the typical ‘opening container cases’ than ‘opening umbrella cases’ do. This points to the
fact that it is difficult to give clear-cut categorizations of different uses of RSHQ.
13
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&DVH3DWKWKURXJK< WR= RUUHPRYLQJ<
Other opening situations to which the description above (for case 2) cannot be applied
in a straightforward way are cases of opening objects like curtains, windows, doors, and
bridges, but also barriers, as in the following sentence (where the whole situation is
interpreted metaphorically):
(6)

Currently, the last two barriers are being RSHQHG. As in the electric industry, state
regulations are allowing open access to the small commercial and residential retail
consumer to choose suppliers and the recovery of stranded costs by local utilities.

In the case of these objects the path is not created WR the object itself, but WKURXJK the
object to something that is covered or made inaccessible by the object in question (as in
the case of opening curtains), or in other cases, a path is created by removing Y (as in
the case of opening a door).14 These cases can be described in the following way:
X RSHQVY (Y = curtain, window, bridge, etc.) 
X creates a path to that which is blocked by Y by creating a path through Y, or by removing
Y






Note that in these cases the feature of ‘path through the object Y’, which is part of the
container cases is preserved, but the feature of ‘path to the object Y’ is absent: in this case
the object Y blocks a path, which becomes unblocked.15 It seems to me that uses like
RSHQLQJWKHFXUWDLQV must be understood on the basis of cases like RSHQLQJWKHER[. Note that in
this case there is a clear visual similarity between such cases; compare Figure 2.1.
In the case of containers the barrier that blocks the pathway to the contents of the
container is part of the container itself. Making a pathway means making a hole or
opening in the object in question, or removing the object. In the case of opening the
curtains a similar hole is made in the object, but in this case the hole does not create a
14 In the case of ‘doors’ both the hole and that part which covers the hole could be seen as falling under the
door concept. In such cases the difference between creating a path through Y, and removing Y is not clear.
15 The JRDO of the action need not be that the object which is covered by Y is made accessible; it suffices that
the creation of a pathway is always a result of the action in question. Take for example ‘opening your arms’.
In this case the initial position of the arms is such that the chest is covered by the arms; by opening them
the arms are removed from the chest and stretched out in horizontal position. The goal of this act need not
be that the chest of a person is made visible (although it is necessarily the UHVXOW of the action), but may be to
facilitate the subject to embrace someone else.
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path to the contents of the object, but to something that was initially blocked by the
object.16
Figure2.1
closed curtains
open curtains
closed box

open box

&DVH0HWRQ\P\
It is questionable whether the construction ‘RSHQ Y’ can be used in a metonymic way. I
will, however, briefly mention cases where the process of metonymy plays a part.
Consider the following sentence:
(7)

In a while, he RSHQHG the gas and started cooking a simple dish – fried rice.17

This use of open in (7) could be analyzed as a case of metonymy because the creation
of a path through the gas pipe by turning on the gas tap stands in a contiguity relation
with the gas: by turning the tap some barrier is removed that blocks the gas from
flowing. It may be argued that the metonymic transfer is facilitated by the fact that in
16 Also note the visual similarity that can be perceived between opening your arms, opening an umbrella and
a flower that opens.
17 Since such sentences are not accepted by all speakers of English, I will give the source:
http:/ / scicblc.nus.edu.sg/ ~ shingo/ shingo_fanfiction3.html
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the case of RSHQLQJWKHJDV a path WR the gas is also created: the turning of the gas tap can
be seen as the removing of some obstacle such that the gas can come out.
Note that in such cases it is often not clear how a sentence should be analyzed.
Consider for example the following sentence:
(8)

I drove to Goodings market and bought a bottle of wine, some fruit, muffins, and
cookies. As I mentioned earlier, this concept of ‘stocking up’ which (judging by what I
read in guidebooks and the Internet) is frequently used is, in my opinion, not a good
idea. We never RSHQHG the wine, the fruit wasn’t very good, the muffins got squished,
and the cookies well, crumbled.

A sentence like this could be analyzed in different ways, viz. (i) as a case of metonymy
of RSHQ, (ii) as a case of metonymy of ZLQH (with the contiguity relation ‘containercontent’) where open occurs in its basic use, and (iii) as a case of RSHQ where RSHQ <
means ‘create a pathway to Y’, without the feature of ‘making a path through Y’. In my
opinion it is best to say that in these cases RSHQ has its basic meaning, but that the object
of the verb must be interpreted metonymically.
&DVH$EVWUDFWFDVHV
The verb RSHQ also occurs in cases where the object in question is a non-physical entity,
and the verb RSHQ has a metaphorical character in the sense that the idea of ‘path to/
through Y’ is interpreted metaphorically. This is the case for example with sentences
where the object of the verb RSHQ is PLQG or people (XV):
(9)

Modern and creative environment RSHQV the mind for fresh new ideas and ensures the
success of the seminar.

(10)

Reading is the most creative ingredient we can feed our mind. It refreshes, stimulates,
and RSHQV us to new ideas and experiences.

Cases like these can be analyzed well using the theory of metaphor outlined by Lakoff &
Johnson (1980), where metaphor is described as experiencing and understanding one
phenomenon in terms of another. In these cases the abstract entity of the mind is
understood in terms of a container such as a box, which can contain things. The mind is
seen as a container that can contain ideas, experiences etc. By opening the mind, new ideas
are ‘let into the container’; that is, by opening the mind new ideas can develop. As Lakoff
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& Johnson (1980) observe, metaphors are often part of a whole network of interrelated
metaphors that all convey a particular way of conceptualizing an object or situation. Such
is also the case with this metaphor, as can be illustrated with the following sentences,
where the mind is conceptualized as a container:
(11)

2SHQ your mind to faith, and the Lord will swiftly enter.

(12)

The most common and pervasive barrier to innovation is ‘LQVLGHWKHER[· (my italics)
thinking caused by limited perspectives and mindsets that are FORVHGto new ideas.

(13)

A FORVHG mind limits us all. It’s a prison. No new ideas are allowed in. None find their
way out.

It might be argued that the word RSHQ in these sentences is not different in meaning
from the word RSHQ in container cases such as RSHQWKHER[ because it is not the verb itself
that is used differently but the object with which it is combined.
In other cases the verb RSHQ (or FORVHG) is used with non-physical phenomena where
the idea of a path WKURXJK is absent, but the idea of a path WR is present. These are cases
where for example RSHQ occurs (often with the preposition XS) with objects like a
perspective, idea, or opportunity:
(14)

Internet now RSHQV new perspectives for cooperative research.

(15)

Participation breeds more participation and RSHQV XS new ideas and new ways of
worshipping.

(16)

For the adventurous and risk takers, this flexible market RSHQV XS tremendous
opportunities to try new ideas and new business models.

(17)

There is no doubt that the ability to present your ideas orally to small groups and larger
audiences can create opportunities that would be FORVHG to you otherwise.

These uses of the verb RSHQ with non-physical objects like perspectives can be linked to
the more concrete uses discussed earlier, because in both cases the feature ‘creating a
path WR’ plays a part. That is, in the physical cases the functional goal of making
something accessible is related to the physical act of making something accessible, and
in the non-physical cases the functional goal of making something accessible occurs
without the physical act of making a path. It could be argued that in the case of opening
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a perspective, the initial situation is presented as a situation where some ‘mental’ path to
these phenomena is closed or blocked; put differently, the subject cannot KDYH the
opportunity or idea in question. By opening the object in question, a mental path to the
phenomena in question is opened; that is, the subject can have that opportunity or idea.
Note that if one wishes to use the term ‘path’ in these cases, one has to broaden its
use, such that it does not just refer to physical cases but also to abstract cases. To
account for such cases, it could be argued, the meaning would have to be changed as
follows:
X opens Y 
X performs an action directed at Y, such that a path is created to (part of) Y






where:
SDWKWR< =physical, visual or mental contact is possible with Y

A problem with a definition like this is that the feature ‘path’ is unclear. In order to
understand this feature one has to refer to scenes from which this feature is abstracted.
It seems to me that this feature can only be understood on the basis of the concrete,
physical cases; this means that the abstract uses must be seen as secondary.
&DVH0DUNLQJWKHEHJLQQLQJRISKHQRPHQRQ<
The verb RSHQ is further used to mark the beginning of the existence of a phenomenon.
In such cases the verb RSHQ can be used because the coming into being of the
phenomenon also means creating a path to the phenomenon in question, such that the
phenomenon becomes accessible; compare the following sentences:
(18)

The man RSHQHG the shop, and went in.

(19)

Our new shop has been RSHQHG to provide a custom designed on line shop for line
dancers, the profits of which will be used to help us develop this website into a major
resource for dancers.

In the first sentence the agent makes a physical path to the shop, by opening the door,
such that people can go in. In the second sentence the idea of opening must be
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interpreted in a more general sense as referring to the act of founding or setting up the
shop, such that people can have access to the shop; compare:
(20)

This site has just been RSHQHG (March 24th), and all new members will therefore be
able to compete for the available ranks on an equal scale.

In other cases the act of opening has a performative and symbolic character. This is the
case in the following sentence for example:
(21)

Deaconess of Medical Center 2SHQVChest Pain Evaluation Unit.

In this case the deaconess performs a symbolic action, as such marking the beginning
of the functioning of the object of the opening action. The event referred to here may
have been done in a performative way, that is, the deaconess may have said: ‘I hereby
open the Chest Pain Evaluation Unit’. Note that in many cases the act of marking the
beginning of some phenomenon and the physical act of opening may overlap. This is
explicitly the case for example in the following Dutch sentence about a fully automatic
toilet:
(22)

Het stadstoilet op het Zuideindigerpad werd vanmorgen niet JHRSHQG, maar RSHQGH
zichzelf.
‘This morning, the city toilet on the Zuideneindigerpad was not opened, but opened
itself.’

In other cases the idea of ‘creating a path to Y’ occurs in a weakened form. This the
case is for example in sentences where the verb RSHQ can also be used to mark the
beginning of an event such as a meeting, score, season, offensive, conversation, etc.:
(23)

The chairman RSHQHG the meeting.

(24)

Jurgen Dirkx RSHQHG the score after 26 minutes with a header.

(25)

Double sweep as softball RSHQVseason with 2–2 mark – Cardinal wins clash with the
Titans.

(26)

The battle was RSHQHGby Reille’s division.

(27)

A simple friend RSHQV a conversation with a full news bulletin on his life.
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(28)

The Senior Choir RSHQHG the concert by singing ‘Children of the World’ and a
Canadian song – ‘Four Strong Winds’.

In the case of these sentences the phenomenon that is opened (concert, score, match,
attack, conversation, etc.) has a beginning and often an end. These are all phenomena
that can be perceived as taking place in time, or evolving over time. The act of opening
constitutes the existence of the object in question, and as such marks the beginning of
the phenomenon in question. Such sentences with RSHQ often have the following
structure: ;RSHQHG<ZLWK=, where Z refers to the act that constitutes the beginning of
the object of the verb, that is, the instrument of the act. Sentences like these can be
linked to the other RSHQ cases because the beginning of the object makes mental access
to the whole phenomenon in question possible. Thus the opening of a concert means
that the rest of the concert can be experienced; the opening of a meeting means that
people can participate in the meeting; the opening of the score means that the score can
now freely change; the opening of a conversation means that we can participate in the
conversation, etc. It seems that in order to use the word RSHQ to indicate the beginning
of some event, it is necessary that the beginning is marked in some way. In some cases
this means that the event referred to is done with a performative act, e.g. ,KHUHE\RSHQWKH
PHHWLQJ. In other cases the performative character is not present, for example in the case
of (24). In this case, however, the header can be seen as the act that marks the
beginning of the event. The act of marking the beginning of a phenomenon can be seen
as the feature ‘making a path to’, or ‘removing obstacles to create a path to’ in a
weakened form. Weakening of features means that features are divided into subfeatures,
and that some of these features are backgrounded.
&RQFOXVLRQ7KHPHDQLQJRIRSHQ
Considering the different ways in which something can be opened, it seems that
‘opening something’ can best be viewed as a complex of different interrelated uses, with
basic uses, and uses that can be analyzed in terms of extensions of basic uses. The basic
uses are those where a physical path is created to something by removing a barrier that
is part of the object in question, prototypically by creating a pathway through the
object. In the case of these basic uses the features ‘creation of a path to Y’ and ‘creation
of a path through Y, or removing part of Y’ are interdependent since the goal of
creating a path WR the interior of the container presupposes the existence of obstacles
and, as such, the need to create a path WKURXJK the container. Different uses of the verb
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RSHQ can be seen as different extensions of such basic uses by means of strategies based
on similarity and contiguity under perspectives such as ‘function’ and ‘form’. In the
strategy of extension of use, metaphor and weakening of features play an important
part.18
Some of these different uses are represented in Figure 2.2 in a highly simplified
manner.
Figure 2.2
{score, attack, concert, meeting}
8

{shop} {internet site, shop}
6

7

4

mind

^PRXWKER[ERWWOH«`

3

2

{curtain, window, bridge, lock}
9

gas

Y

LLL

1

L

book

umbrella

5

LY
{perspective, opportunity}
LL

6HPDQWLFUHODWLRQV
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Weakening of feature ‘containment’
Physical similarity (without feature ‘containment’)
Selection of feature ‘pathway through’, and physical similarity-relation to feature ‘path to’
Metaphor
Metaphor by selection of feature ‘pathway to’
Backgrounding of idea of containment, selection of idea ‘pathway to’, attributing feature
‘marking the beginning of Y with Z’

It must be remarked that some authors, especially Lakoff (1990), Lakoff & Johnson (1980, 1999), use the
term metaphor in a much broader way, including DQ\strategy where analogy plays a part.
18
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7.
8.
9.

Weakening of feature ‘pathway to’
Weakening of feature ‘pathway to’
Metonymy (of verb meaning or object meaning)

3UHVHQFHRIIHDWXUHV
(i)
(ii)

Feature ‘containment’: {mouth, bottle, etc.}; weakened: {mind, book}
Feature ‘Path to Y’: {mouth, etc.}, {book}, {shop}, {internet site}; weakened:
{perspective, score, etc.}
(iii) Feature ‘Path through Y’: {mouth, etc.}, {bridge, etc.}
(iv) Concrete-physical cases: {mouth, etc.}, {umbrella}, {bridge, etc.}, {book}, {shop};
borderline case: {internet site}
(v) Feature ‘marking the beginning of some phenomenon’: {shop}, {internet site, etc.}, {score,
etc.}

Although it is possible to categorize the different uses of RSHQ as I have done above, it
must be remarked that a categorization into different uses remains principally an
idealization, and that other classifications may be possible as well. Firstly, uses can be
classified differently, in relation to the criteria that are used in the classification, and the
perspectives that are taken to view the different instances of opening something.
Secondly, the features that can form the basis for classification of uses such as
‘containment’, ‘pathway’, ‘barrier’, etc., are not discrete and well defined, but have a
flexible and subjective character. This implies that a categorization of the different uses
of RSHQ has, at least to some extent, a subjective character. Note, furthermore, that since
abstractness is a gradual phenomenon, it is often hard to draw the line between abstract
cases and non-abstract cases. Take for example a situation like opening a computer
program. In this case the creation of a path to the program must be identified with
clicking on an icon, or typing of a code, to make the program available for use. It is
hard to say whether this case must be seen as an abstract or non-abstract case.
Considering what I have said above, it seems that different uses of opening
something can be distinguished, but no clear-cut boundaries can be drawn between
different cases, and that the decision as to which cases must be seen as part of the same
use depends on the perspective taken to view those cases. Futhermore, in the
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ of all uses of opening something, a part is played by features from basic
uses, viz. ‘creating a pathway to Y by removing a barrier’.
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)XUWKHUDUJXPHQWVIRUDQGDJDLQVWJHQHUDOPHDQLQJV
I have discussed the English verb RSHQ in some detail as a means to illustrate the
structure of meaning in general. I have argued that although all the uses of the verb RSHQ
may be said to have a feature in common, such as ‘creation of a pathway’, the
theoretical interpretation of this feature remains problematic. It is not clear for example
whether this description can be seen as the meaning of the verb RSHQ or not. In this
section I will discuss the following (interrelated) counter-arguments to the proposition
that there is something like WKH general meaning of words like RSHQ and say something
about the status of general meanings in a broader sense:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

There is little empirical linguistic and psychological evidence that the highest
abstraction can be seen as a necessary and sufficient condition for the correct
use of a form.
Meanings cannot be treated as definitions from which the correct use of a form
can be SUHGLFWHG. This view of meaning does not take account of the flexibility
that is inherent to conceptualization, and the fact that the different
interpretations of a concept such as RSHQ are conventionally based uses that
have to be learned by the language user.
The general meaning cannot account for the fact that some uses of RSHQ have a
stronger internal similarity than others, and that in some cases different usage
types can be distinguished.
Not all uses of a word can be accounted for by means of abstraction from
different uses, because specific features of particular uses that are not part of
some abstraction play an important part in meaning extension.
The difference between what is called ‘literal’ or general meaning and derived
meaning is not clear in all cases. It may be that in some cases the relation
between the basic uses of a form and the derived meaning is not transparent; in
such cases the relation between the derived meaning and the general meaning
may be lost.

I will discuss these arguments in more detail below.
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/DFNRIHPSLULFDOVXFFHVVDQGSV\FKRORJLFDOHYLGHQFH
A first objection to the idea of general meanings is that most linguists who advocate the
one-form-one-meaning principle have considerable difficulty actually defining the
general meaning of a form. This is also the case with Searle, who does not formulate
the general meaning of the verb RSHQ, although he claims that “ we have no difficulty
grasping (...) literal meanings” (1991: 147). Another related shortcoming is that normally
speaking, LI a linguist defines a general meaning, it is usually so abstract that it is not
clear how it can be LQWHUSUHWHGor used by the language user. In other words, the process
of abstraction from different uses and the process of interpreting of the abstract
meaning remain unexplained in most monosemous accounts of meaning.
One would expect that if people make use of a general meaning of the verb RSHQ, or
if this meaning plays a part in the linguistic system, it would not be difficult to define it.
Of course, the criticism given here is not fundamental: the fact that it is difficult to
define general meanings and the process of interpreting of these meanings cannot be
seen as evidence SHUVH that general meanings do not exist. It could be argued that the
phenomenon of language is in general a difficult phenomenon that is hard to describe,
especially because language is described in terms of language itself.
Another problem with general meanings as postulated by linguists is that they are
often so abstract that they describe not only the form in question, but also oppositional
forms. Take for example the description for the basic meaning of EUHDN given by
Goddard (1999: 133), a scholar working within the framework of Wierzbicka: “ X broke
Y = X did something to Y; because of this, something happened to Y at this time;
because of this, after this Y was not one thing any more” .19 This description does not
tell us the difference between ‘breaking’, ‘cutting’, and ‘tearing apart’. This is
problematic if we want to give an adequate description of the different concepts in the
linguistic structure. The condition that descriptions of the meaning of a form must
apply to this one form only (and not to oppositional forms) needs some further
elaboration.
Firstly, it is imporant to distinguish QHFHVVDU\ features from DFFLGHQWDO features of
forms. In my analysis of the imperative, for example, I will argue that the feature of
directivity is a necessary feature of the imperative, and not of oppositional forms such
19 In the framework advocated by Wierzbicka concepts are described in terms of so-called universal primes,
that is, a set of concepts that are basic to human conceptualization in general, and that can be seen as the
building blocks of all other concepts. The inherent vagueness of the description, as I see it, is also related to
the restriction of the metalanguage to a limited set of universal concepts.
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as the infinitive. In the case of the infinitive the feature of directivity is an interpretation
or accidental feature conditioned by the context in which the infinitive occurs, and not
part of the meaning of the form; in other words, it is an interpretation. As I will explain
below, the different status of the feature ‘directivity’ in these cases also implies that the
directive use of the imperative differs in character from the directive use of the
infinitive.
Secondly, whether a description of the meaning of some form is underspecified in
the sense that it does not differentiate between the use of the form in question, and
oppositional forms, also depends on the information provided by the context in which
the utterance occurs. As such, underspecification is to some extent a relative concept.
In the context of the concept ‘stone’, Goddard’s above description of the word EUHDN
may suffice, because the normal way in which a stone is made into pieces is normally
described with the verb break, and not with forms like FXW or WHDUDSDUW. This does not
mean, however, that the description given by Goddard is sufficient for all cases, since in
principle it is possible to say something like FXW WKH VWRQH. In order to understand this
utterance it is necessary to know that cutting is done with a knife or similar tool, leading
to a different way of making the object in question into pieces, whereas breaking is
done without such an instrument.
Thirdly, the condition that descriptions of meaning must differentiate between
oppositional forms does not mean that there are no features shared by different forms,
but rather that the whole of features differs from form to form. I will illustrate this with
an example. Let us imagine that we define the meaning of the word ORSHQ (‘walk’) in
Dutch as ‘moving by taking steps in such and such a manner’.20 It could be argued that
this is not an accurate description since it can also apply to GDQVHQ (‘dance’): part of a
dance is usually that people move in this specific way. I do not, however, think that this
is a valid argument. Apart from the fact that it is questionable whether the movement
expressed by ORSHQ is a necessary feature of dancing, the movement expressed by ORSHQ
always occurs in combination with, and in relation to other features (such as moving on
music, moving in patterns, moving for pleasure etc.). As such, the description of ORSHQ
may be the description of an isolated satisfaction situation of a dance event, but never
of the complex of features associated with the dance event. Consequently, features
cannot be treated as individual information units, but always occur in relation to other
features, that is, they occur in Gestalts.

The correct description must ultimately use descriptions from biology and physiology such that the
difference between ORSHQ and UHQQHQ (‘run’) is made clear, but I will neglect this here.
20
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The skepticism concerning the idea that meanings can be seen as necessary and
sufficient conditions for the correct use of a form is supported up by evidence from
psychology, especially that provided by Rosch (1973, 1978). Rosch showed that in the
studied cases similarity to a so-called prototype of a category is sufficient for
classification into that category, if and only if similarity to the prototypes of the adjacent
categories is lower. The prototype can be defined in terms of necessary and sufficient
conditions, whereas the other instances of the category only share some of these
features.21 The occurrence of prototypical effects can be seen as the result of a strategy
of humans to group different phenomena together under a limited set of words. As
noted by many authors (e.g. Lakoff, 1990; Bartsch, 1998), the occurrence of prototype
effects seems to be a natural consequence of the fact that our conceptualization cannot
mirror the world in a one-to-one fashion. Note, however, that the evidence provided by
Rosch (1973, 1978) cannot be seen as final proof against the idea of general meanings.
Firstly, it is not clear whether, or to what extent these so-called prototype effects
play a part in HYHU\ case of word-meaning, and whether the phenomena grouped under
the label ‘prototype’ are in all respects similar, in the sense that the observed effects
actually show that no general meaning exists. The fact that in the case of the category
‘birds’ prototypical effects play a part, does not imply that prototypes play a part in
every case of word-meaning. It can be expected, for example, that in the case of natural
kind categories like ‘birds’, which can be seen as biological, partly scientific categories,
the categorization may be different in character than in the case of other concepts, for
example in the case of grammatical meaning. Linguists use the term prototypes for both
(i) cases where the prototype effect is based on psychological evidence, and where this
psychological evidence can be reconstructed on the basis of the presence or absence of
particular features of the objects of categorization, and (ii) cases where the prototype
effect is based on linguistic reconstruction of features only.22 It is not clear whether
these different phenomena can be seen as similar in all respects.
In my view the feature ‘feathers’ is a feature that occurs RQO\ with birds, and with DOObirds (except when
they have just been born). If this feature could be adequately defined, this would mean that a necessary and
sufficient condition could be given for the category bird, viz. ‘an animal that has feathers’. I think, however,
that such a definition does not do justice to the fact that other features play a much more important role in
our experience of birds, such as the ability to lay eggs, the presence of wings, and the ability to fly. In the
case of the category bird, the prototype theory gives a psychologically adequate description of the way in
which human conceptualization works.
22 Some linguists, such as Givón (1995: 113), use the term ‘prototype’ for theoretical notions that are based
on cross-linguistic evidence.
21
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Secondly, it is not clear how and to what extent the prototype effects actually say
something about the structure of the linguistic system. Note that prototype effects also
occur in the case of concepts where no prototype structure can be reconstructed on the
basis of features (e.g. the discrete concept ‘odd numbers’, where some odd numbers are
rated to be more odd than others; Armstrong et al., 1983). This led Armstrong et al.
(1983: 284) to conclude that the fact that informant responses are often graded is
probably “ a fact about something other than the structure of concepts” . It is thus not
clear how and to what extent the prototype effects observed in psychological tests
actually say something about the structure of the linguistic system. I do not think that
prototype organization implies per se that for the conceptualization of the language
user there are central and non-central members. Judgments about centrality are
judgments about perceived ontological phenomena, but do not always say something
about the conceptual status of the concepts about which these judgments are made.
Consider for example the use of the perfective aspect in Russian. It can be observed
that some uses of the perfective aspect are more basic, whereas others are more
peripheral. The basic uses are those where the conceptual status ‘mirrors’ the
ontological status. More specifically, the basic uses are those that refer to actions that
are clearly bounded. The peripheral uses are those where the conceptual status
(‘bounded’) does not ‘mirror’ the ontological status (the same events could also be
conceptualized as non-bounded). More specifically, the peripheral uses are those that
refer to actions that are not clearly bounded, but which are SUHVHQWHGDVEHLQJERXQGHG. It
may be that in the process of concept formation the peripheral uses are constructed by
analogy with the basic uses. This does not imply, however, that for the language user
the peripheral uses have a different conceptual status than the basic ones. It may be that
for the language user or, put differently, for the linguistic system, there are just
bounded, and non-bounded actions.
0HDQLQJVDUHQRWGHILQLWLRQV
A second weak point of many monosemous analyses is that general meanings are
treated as definitions from which the correct uses of a form can be predicted. This view
of meaning, however, does not take account of the inherently flexible nature of the
process of conceptualization and interpretation, and the fact that uses of a word are
FRQYHQWLRQDO, that is, the meaning of a word like RSHQ is an abstraction from different
conventionally based uses, that is, uses that have to be learned by the language user at
some point in the process of learning the language.
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A weak point of models where meanings are seen as definitions is that abstractions
are treated as information units that are totally separated from the contexts in which
these meanings occur. It can be argued, however, that the different satisfaction
situations that form the basis for a concept always play a part in the case of meanings,
since without these situations the abstraction can get no interpretation. Meanings are
not like definitions we have in our head, but must be seen as abstractions, formulated
by linguists, from the different satisfaction situations on which a concept is based. In
order to XQGHUVWDQG abstract definitions of general meanings, one has to refer to the
scenes from which these general meanings are abstracted. The idea that in order to be
able to interpret the meaning of some form, one has to know the satisfaction situations
on which the meaning was based, implies that it is not necessary for language users to
compute what RSHQDGRRUmeans by applying some abstract general meaning of the verb
RSHQ to the meaning of D GRRU, every time they are confronted with this expression. The
meaning of the verb RSHQ is based on all the different experiences of opening something
with which the language user is confronted; these experiences remain part of the
knowledge of the language user. An example of this was illustrated by the use of the
word HDW. It is a norm of language that we can say HDWVRXS in particular contexts, but the
language user does not have to know the reconstruction made by the linguist as to ZK\
it is possible to use HDW in the case of soup. For him it suffices to know all the different
ways in which a word can be used.
Of course, it may be argued that once the concept has been formed on the basis of
clear examples, it can be applied to new cases that are judged to be similar to the known
examples. However, whether a scene is perceived as similar to another scene is partly a
subjective matter, and it is partly a matter of convention how the linguistic system
categorizes different scenes. This can be illustrated with the word ‘open’ in English and
Russian. The general meaning of the Russian verb RWNU\YDW· (‘open’) and the English
verb RSHQ may very well be the same. Most uses of the two verbs are similar, in both
languages the verb can be used with respect to boxes, mouths, windows, books,
umbrellas, etc. Nevertheless, in some cases the verb RWNU\YDW· can be used in contexts
where English uses another word. This is the case for example with sentences where
the verb RWNU\YDW· is used in the meaning of ‘uncovering’ or ‘discovering’:
(29)

Uvidev Nexljudova, ona podnjala vual’, RWNU\OD ochen’ milovidnoe lico s blestjashchimi
glazami i vosprositel’no vzgjlanula na nego.
‘After she saw Nexludov, she lifted her voile, XQFRYHULQJ her very pretty face and shining
eyes, and looked at him as if she wanted to ask him something.’
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(30)

Ty xochesh’, chtoby ja RWNU\OD tebe svoju slabost’!
‘You want me to VKRZyou my weakness!’

The differences in use may be partly due to the different oppositional forms in the
different linguistic structures, and also partly due to ‘coincidental’ conventions.
Although regularities can often be perceived in the case of such differences – both (29)
and (30) can be described as cases where a cover is taken away – it seems impossible to
capture these facts in something like a general meaning. In both the case of RWNU\YDW· and
the case of RSHQ the general meaning must be something like ‘make something
accessible’. This meaning, however, is not specific enough to define which uses are
correct sentences in the language in question, and which uses are not. On the basis of
this description one would expect that it would be possible to say oSHQ $PHULFD
(meaning ‘discover America’), but in English the conventional way to refer to the
situation in question is different. Such facts just have to be learned by the language
users. Understanding works with cognitive abilities such as perceiving similarity and
analogy, whereas conventions and norms can be seen as restrictions on such perceived
similarities. In some cases such conventions can partly be motivated by the different
linguistic structures in which the forms occur. The decision to conceptualize a scene
with a particular concept may be modeled as the choosing of the RSWLPDOconcept for the
scene in question. The difference in oppositional EDVLF forms implies that the
conceptualization of peripheral forms may differ from structure to structure. Although
one can try to find systematizations for such norms, it is impossible to predict which
situations will satisfy an expression and which not; no ‘objective’ ontological principles
can be given for such different conceptualizations.23
Langacker (1999) argues against the idea that interpretations have a different status
from meanings by pointing to the fact that interpretations inferred by pragmatic
inference are conventional and must be learned. Although I agree with Langacker that
in some cases no clear boundaries can be drawn between meaning and interpretation, I
would like to stress here that the fact that language users have to OHDUQ the different
possibilities of use of a word does not imply that each of these possibilities must be
Another interesting example is the difference between the words UXQ and ZDON and their Dutch
counterparts. In English the word UXQ is used both for the movement of humans (‘walk fast’) and for the
movement of the mechanism of a machine (‘function’): 7KHPDQUXQV; WKHPDFKLQHUXQVZHOO. The word ZDON is
used for humans only (*7KHPDFKLQHZDONVZHOO). In Dutch we find that UHQQHQ (‘walk fast’) is used for humans
only, and not for machines (*'HPDFKLQHUHQWJRHG); for machines the word ORSHQ (‘walk’, ‘go’) can be used: GH
PDFKLQHORRSWJRHG.
23
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seen as a different meaning of a word. I will give an example of this. As I will argue
below, the meaning of both the Russian and the Dutch infinitive can be defined as
‘situation type’. This meaning reflects the basic and general capacity to categorize
situations as W\SHV. Although the meaning of the Dutch and the Russian infinitive may
be the same, the specific XVH of the infinitive differs in the two languages. Such
differences can in some cases be attributed to different oppositional forms, but in other
cases it seems impossible to give a further explanation for them. Theoretically one
could in such a case (i) define different meanings for the different infinitives, or (ii) treat
the different uses as meanings. In my opinion, however, it is best to see both infinitives
as having the same EDVLF meaning, viz. situation type. This meaning corresponds to a
basic strategy, viz. the strategy to see sets of situations of application of a term as types.
On the basis of this meaning, it is possible to understand the different uses. Such
different uses have to be learned, that is, they are conventional, but the term means the
same in all the uses. In contrast to, for example the verb RSHQ, understanding the
infinitive does not presuppose the capacity to select and background features under
contexts. As such, the description ‘situation type’ suffices as the meaning of the
infinitive.

7KHH[LVWHQFHRIXVDJHW\SHV
A third weak point in the assumption of a general meaning of RSHQ is that some
configurations of use of RSHQ seem to have a stronger internal similarity than others.
This seems to point at a situation where there is not something like WKH general meaning
of RSHQ but rather different related meanings of RSHQ that can have more or less similarity
to each other, depending on the perspective that is taken to view them. In this respect it
is interesting to look at the use of ellipse with conjunction or disjunction:
(a) Tom opened the door and the window.
(b) ? Tom opened his eyes and the door.
Note that the unacceptability of (b) cannot solely be attributed to pragmatic factors,
because it is perfectly normal to imagine a situation where one first opens one’s eyes,
and then the door. It could be argued then that the unacceptability of (b) is not so
much due to a difference in VLPLODULW\ between the two RSHQLQJevents, but more to the
fact that for the language user ‘opening doors’ and ‘opening windows’ occur in the
same IXQFWLRQDOVHPDQWLF domain. This means that both events can be described as
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‘opening parts of the house’, whereas finding a hypernym for ‘opening doors’ and
‘opening eyes’ is much more difficult. It may be that such factors play a part in the
acceptability of ellipse. However, they just show how different these two opening
situations are. I think that monosemous approaches often fail to recognize the
perceived differences between the different uses of a form.24
The psychological literature also contains evidence that some configurations of use
of a word may have a stronger internal similarity than others. Such evidence is provided
for example by the tests conducted by Sandra & Rice (1995) on prepositions. Sandra &
Rice point out that analyses which come up with polysemous networks are
characterized by a number of weaknesses: (i) a lack of clear methodological principles
for the identification of distinct usage types; (ii) an overly wide range of representational
variants of network models; (iii) a vagueness about whether the usage types correspond
to semantic distinctions or to referential distinctions (different contextualizations of a
single meaning); and (iv) an uncertainty about what the correct cognitive interpretation
of the network should be.
In their article they present a number of experiments that address the relationship
between the linguistic distinctions in lexical networks and the distinctions in the mental
representation of native speakers. In their experiments native speakers of English are
asked to do different tasks, among them sorting prepositions and making judgments of
similarity about these prepositions. Sandra & Rice state that the outcomes of these tests
show that the strong monosemy position is untenable, because language users clearly
distinguish between fairly general usage types and because there is evidence that they
even make distinctions at a more specific level as well.
The assumption underlying the tests of Sandra & Rice is that the subjects are guided
in their sorting behavior by the distinctions that are made on the level of mental
representation. They claim that if the strong monosemy thesis were true, the subjects
would not be able to do the sorting experiment, for the simple reasons that they are
being asked to make distinctions that they do not make at the level of mental
representation. Although the conclusion that they draw may be valid, there are in my
opinion a number of reasons for regarding the validity of the assumption as
questionable.
Firstly, it may be that language users are able to make distinctions on the level of
interpretation (meaning embedded in a particular context) as well as being able to
24 See also my criticism on Ebeling (1956) in section 3.1. Ebeling’s description of the Russian imperative
fails to explain why language users tend to see more similarity between the directive imperative and the
necessitive imperative, than between the directive imperative and the conditional imperative
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abstract from these different uses. Language users may for example perceive physical
similarities between opening a door and opening the window, but still perceive
functional similarity between different opening events such as opening doors, windows
and meetings.
Secondly, norms are not the same as systematizations of and behind the norm. This
means that the reconstruction of the linguist does not have to be the same as the
intuition of the language user. Furthermore, in the case of grammatical meaning such as
the imperative or the infinitive, judgments of language users about the PHDQLQJ of forms
are in fact very often judgments about the IXQFWLRQV of forms. Two IRUPV share (part of)
the same function if they share their closest hypernym, in other words, they can be seen
as having the same function when they can be seen as oppositional forms. This implies
that one form may have different functions, because the different uses of the form may
be paraphrased with different oppositional forms. Meanings, however, must be seen as
abstractions from such different functions of one word. Such meanings mostly have a
very abstract character, and must be seen as reconstructions of the linguist. As such,
they are not part of the knowledge of the language user. Sorting tests (e.g. Muravickaja,
1973, for the Russian imperative), seem to imply that language users tend to sort on the
basis of IXQFWLRQ rather than on the basis of meaning. This means that different forms
with similar functions are more similar for the language user than the different uses of
one and the same form. The way in which language users group uses of a form does
not imply per se that this is also the way in which the meanings of uses of this form are
related to one another. For language users it is important to know ZKDW\RXFDQGR with
words, and not KRZLWLVSRVVLEOHthat you can do things with words.25 The abstract nature
of meanings is such that they can often not be seen as part of the norms of language
users.
Thirdly, the fact that there is nothing like the highest abstraction that can be seen as
a necessary and sufficient condition for the correct use of a form does not mean that
there is something like GLVWLQFWLYHXVDJHW\SHV. In many cases the different uses of a form
cannot be VWULFWO\ classified into different usage types, because the borders between the
different types are fluid. This means that some uses can fall under two different usage
types. The existence of IX]]\ ERUGHUV between usage types points at the flexibility of
taking perspectives in the case of conceptualization, and refutes the idea that concepts
can be seen as definitions.
25 Note that this criticism does not directly concern the test of Sandra & Rice (1995); it must be seen as a
more general criticism on the hypothesis that meaning directly reflects the mental processes of language
users.
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*HQHUDOPHDQLQJVDEVWUDFWIURPIHDWXUHVWKDWSOD\DSDUWLQPHDQLQJ
H[WHQVLRQ
A fourth weak point in the argumentation for the general meaning of some word is that
marginal cases of a word sometimes cannot be seen as derived from some highest
abstraction, but must be seen as derived from a lower abstractional level.
An important point made by Searle is that language users have the ability to abstract
from uses. This ability enables them to group different phenomena together on the
basis of some shared feature. It is, however, questionable whether such abstractions
always contain all the information relevant for the understanding of certain uses of a
concept. This is exemplified by the verb HDW given above. If one wishes to explain the
occurrence of HDW VRXS, one has to take account of features that occur in the case of
particular HDW cases, viz. those cases where tools are used to eat. This feature cannot,
however, be part of some highest abstraction, because in many HDWcases no such tools
are used, for example HDWDQDSSOH. Put differently: if we only proceed from some highest
abstraction, we lose some important information that we need in order to explain some
specific uses of a form. Note that this is not an argument for rejecting general meanings
per se. It only means that also in the case of general meanings, the information
contained on lower abstractional levels may remain relevant.
0HWDSKRUDQGPHWRQ\P\
A fifth weak point in the idea of the general meaning of RSHQ is that PHWDSKRULF and
PHWRQ\PLF extensions of meaning create polysemy, such that no necessary and sufficient
conditions can be given for a word. Searle accounts for this by saying that such uses in
fact have the same meaning as literal cases, but that they are used in a different way. It
is, however, often not clear which uses must be seen as ‘adjustments’, which uses must
be seen as ‘specifications’, and which uses must be seen as separate meanings (see
section 2.4). Furthermore, many linguists have argued and demonstrated that family
resemblance structures disturb the transitivity relation between meanings in the
polysemous complex.
The idea of PHWDSKRULF and PHWRQ\PLF extensions creating polysemy can be exemplified
by the use of the word HDW in -HDORXV\ZDVHDWLQJKLPXS. This particular use of the word HDW
is usually classified in the literature as PHWDSKRULFDO use, in contrast to the use of the word
HDW in sentences like -RKQDWHDQDSSOH, where HDW is said to function in its literal sense. The
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difference between literal and non-literal use of a form is based on the linguistic
intuition that some uses are more ‘basic’ and ‘literal’ whereas others seem to be ‘nonliteral’ and ‘derived from the basic use’. This intuition is the basis for Searle’s
description of metaphor as a case where the speaker’s utterance meaning and the
sentence meaning do not coincide.
Although the notion of metaphor is based on linguistic intuition, and plays an
important part in many descriptions of language and concept formation, most scholars
fail to provide a description of metaphor that allows metaphorical use to be
distinguished from non-metaphorical use. The difficulty in describing what constitutes
metaphorical use and what constitutes literal use seems to result from the fact that the
distinction itself is not a clear-cut phenomenon. That it is often hard to draw a line
between metaphorical use and non-metaphorical use can also be illustrated with the
example used by Searle himself, viz. the verb to RSHQ:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

John opened the bottle.
John opened the book.
John opened the Torah.
The surgeon opened the heart of the patient.
John opened the computer program.
John opened the meeting.
The soldiers opened fire.
John opened her cold heart by saying ‘I love you’.
John opened the umbrella.

Which uses of the word RSHQ must be seen as metaphorical and why?
If we follow Searle’s line of thought, there must be something like a literal meaning
of the verb RSHQ, and there can be non-literal uses, such as metaphorical uses, that are
derived from this literal meaning. As I mentioned before, Searle describes metaphorical
use as that use where the sentence meaning cannot be equated with the utterance
meaning. If this description is taken literally, it is difficult to apply because it
presupposes that the sentence meaning, or OLWHUDO meaning is clear. According to Searle,
the literal meaning is that meaning which defines all cases of RSHQ, except the derived
cases such as the metaphorical uses. This, of course, is a circular strategy, because it
helps us to find the metaphorical meaning by means of the literal meaning, whereas the
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literal meaning can only be defined if one knows what the literal meaning is. So what
must be seen as the literal meaning of the verb RSHQ? 26
If the literal meaning must be identified with the general meaning (invariant, highest
abstraction), the physical action that constitutes the act of ‘opening’ cannot be seen as
an essential part of this meaning, which is underlined by the different ways in which
something can be opened. It seems that what these uses have in common is the
functional act of making something accessible, that is, making physical, visual or mental
contact possible. It is precisely the way in which something is made accessible that
differs from case to case. In (a–d) the activity is directed at some physical object, which
is not the case in (f–h), where the activity is directed at a mental or social object; (e) can
be seen as a borderline case because a computer program can be seen both as physical
object and as a non-physical object. Note that there is also a difference between (f,g)
and (h) because (h) in principle allows for an interpretation where some surgeonmagician physically opens the heart of the patient by saying the magic words ‘I love
you’; such an interpretation is not available for (f) because ‘a meeting’ cannot be
conceptualized as a physical object. This explains why the discrepancy between the
‘physical’ interpretation and the non-physical meaning is more clearly felt in (h) than in
(f). It is precisely this feeling of ‘discrepancy’ that (h) is felt as metaphorical, but (f) less
so, or not at all, although both are abstract cases.
As I said, Searle describes metaphorical use as a use where the sentence meaning
cannot be equated with the utterance meaning. This description means that metaphor
always implies some kind of semantic discrepancy between a basic or literal meaning
and a derived meaning. Note that this description only applies to QRQFRQYHQWLRQDOL]HG
metaphorical use of RSHQ and not to FRQYHQWLRQDO metaphorical use. It could be argued that
this description of metaphor is problematic because it implies that the new
conventionalised metaphoric use falls under the literal meaning of the concept RSHQbut
if the metaphorical use does not fall under the core of all the RSHQ cases, how can it be
possible that conventionalization changes the meaning to such an extent that it
becomes part of the semantic core of the verb? Searle cannot account for cases where
the relation between some basic use of a word and a derived use is no longer
transparent. This is the case for example with the narrative use of the Russian
26 Take for example Wierzbicka (1996: 158–159), who claims that Wittgenstein’s analysis of the word JDPH in
terms of family resemblances is wrong, and offers her own analysis of the word JDPH Wierzbicka, however,
runs into the same problems as Searle, as she claims that her description only accounts for the basic uses of
JDPH, without showing us a way to distinguish playful extensions from the basic meaning of a word, other
than that playful extensions do not fall under the basic concept.
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imperative. Although a relation between this use and the other imperative uses can be
reconstructed, this relation is not transparent anymore to the extent that the relation
plays no part in the meaning of the narrative imperative. Such a phenomenon can be
seen as diachronic change that influences the synchronic linguistic system.
Furthermore, it is not clear how Searle accounts for cases with a so-called family
resemblance structure. Polysemous complexes with a family resemblance structure are
cases where we have a metaphoric extension from a use that was already the result of a
metaphoric extension, such that use A shares features with use B, and use B with use C,
but uses A and C have no features in common that they do not share with oppositional
uses. Such family resemblance structures arise by changing subperspectives change,
while retaining the main perspective. Of course, it could be argued that it is an empirical
issue whether such cases actually exist. There is no a priori reason why family
resemblance structures should exist or not exist in language. Different linguists have,
however, pointed at such family resemblance structures in language (e.g. Wittgenstein
for the word 6SLHO (1984), Bartsch for the word UXQ (1984)).
I would like to note, however, that in my opinion such structures are probably the
exception, rather than the rule in language studied as a V\QFKURQLF system. This can be
motivated pragmatically by the fact that they weaken the communicative stability of the
linguistic system: infinite regression of meaning transfer is of no use for
communication. To express an experience, the optimal concept is chosen from the
range of available concepts in the linguistic structure. This means that similarity of the
scene expressed by X to (one of) the other concepts expressed by X is bigger than the
similarity to (one of) the concepts expressed by oppositional form Y. Optimality can
therefore often be defined in terms of the VSHFLILF VHPDQWLF GLVWULEXWLRQ of a term (see
Bartsch, 1998). A restriction on the extension of the range of uses of a word is that the
selection made by the new perspective has to be part of the specific semantic
characteristic distribution of a term, that is, the specific features of the referent which
distinguishes it from others. To give a specific example: the metaphor -RKQLVDZROI does
not refer to the fact that John has fur, since fur is not a characteristic of wolves that
distinguishes them from other animals. As such, ZROI is not the optimal concept to
express that John has fur. It must be remarked, however, that optimality is not a clearly
defined notion. In some cases it is therefore difficult to motivate why a particular
convention is the case.
Optimality must further be defined in terms of avoidance of ambiguity. If
differences in scene are relevant for the language user, the context must differentiate
between such uses. This is the case for example with -RKQ UXQV, and WKH PDFKLQH UXQV,
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where the context, the subject of the verb, provides enough information to choose the
right interpretation. Note also that in order to XQGHUVWDQG a meaning, it does not have to
contain a necessary feature that stands in opposition to other uses. To give an example,
I think it is quite possible to understand WKHPDFKLQHUXQV, WKHULYHUUXQV, WKHDUURZUXQV, WKH
URDGUXQV, etc. on the basis of -RKQUXQV, where the feature of ‘ongoing movement’ plays a
part in some way or another, notwithstanding the fact that a feature like ‘ongoing
movement’ is rather underspecified since it does not specify what kind of movement is
at issue (movement with legs, movement of a machine, etc.). However, on the basis of
our knowledge of rivers, machines, roads, and general principles of metonymy,
metaphor, and resultative perception (see Matsumoto, 1996), all these uses can be
interpreted. As such, it may be that the feature ‘ongoing movement’ is necessary to
understand the word UXQ; it ensures a minimal transitivity between the different uses.
This does not mean that in all cases of the word UXQ the subject of UXQ itself moves: it
may also be that the use is understood on the basis of the idea of movement (for
example in the case of metonymy).27 The relevance of the feature of ongoing movement
can be illustrated with the following example:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The machine runs well.
The factory runs well.
?The door runs well.
?The boomerang runs well

o
o
o
o

‘functions’
‘functions’
‘functions’
‘functions’

For (a): The machine (or its internal mechanism) functions by moving. For (b): the factory
can be seen as a machine that moves (things are going on), by moving it functions. For
(c): the functioning of the door is in regular cases not conceptualized as based on ongoing
movement. For (d): The functioning of the boomerang is not conceptualized as based on
ongoing movement. Polysemy-based analyses often fail to point at such shared features,
and regularities.28 This is sometimes because they do not make an adequate distinction
between the actual extension of words, and the way we conceptualize things.
Even in models where family resemblance structures or diachronic changes
effecting the synchronic system are accepted, it seems that whether one experiences a
difference between the literal meaning, that is the meaning based on the basic uses of a
concept, and the utterance meaning is at least partially subjective. For some language
27 This also accounts for WKHIHQFHUXQVIURP$WR%, since this use can be understood on the basis of resultative
perception.
28 Cf. Wierzbicka (1996), who convincingly argues against the existence of family resemblances in language.
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users, RSHQ in RSHQLQJDPHHWLQJ may be understood and experienced in terms of RSHQ as it
occurs in sentences such as RSHQWKHERRN, for others the two uses may be considered to
be of the same kind, while others may treat them as separate concepts. Searle does not
take such issues into account.
For my description of the linguistic data I would like to draw the conclusion that the
JHQHUDO meaning and OLWHUDO meaning must be kept apart. The general meaning can be seen as
the highest abstraction or invariant, which may stand in opposition to other forms used
for similar purposes, but which, in most cases, cannot be seen as a necessary and sufficient
condition for the correct use of a form. The general meaning can also apply to clearly
metaphorical cases (e.g. in the case of RSHQ VRPHRQH·V KHDUW or RSHQ WKH UDQNV the notion of
making something accessible plays a part in the metaphorical interpretation) but this is not
necessarily the case (e.g. in the case of MHDORXV\LVHDWLQJKLPXS, the feature of ‘taking nurture’
does not play a part in any literal sense). I will use the term ‘literal meaning’ for that
meaning from which a metaphorical meaning is derived. This meaning is not an
abstraction from all the different uses, but can be seen as a specific type of use. To give an
example, the phrases RSHQLQJ VRPHRQH·V KHDUW and RSHQLQJ WKH UDQNV can, in principle, be
understood in two different ways, namely in the literal sense (as in WKHVXUJHRQRSHQVVRPHRQH·V
KHDUW; WKHJHQHUDORSHQVWKHUDQNV) or in a metaphorical way (as in KHRSHQHGKHUFROGKHDUWE\VD\LQJ
, ORYH \RX; WKH UDQNV ZHUH RSHQHG IRU QHZ PHPEHUV). Note that the pragmatic description that
Searle gives for metaphor is in my view correct; the incorrect element of his viewpoint is
that he equates literal meaning with general meaning.


&RQFOXVLRQ
In this chapter I have set out the theoretical framework that I will use for the analyses
to be presented in the following chapters, and I have informally touched upon some of
the issues that play a part in the semantic analysis.
I have argued that meanings stated by linguists cannot be seen as definition-like
representations from which the correct uses of a form can be predicted. Meanings are
LQWHUVXEMHFWLYH mental reconstructions of properties and regularities in the world,
expressed by forms occurring in the structure of oppositions. Meaning formation can
be seen as structuring of sets of data by ordering relationships based on judgements of
similarity (identity) and difference, especially opposition or contrast, under perspectives.
As similarity is to some extent a subjective notion, the meaning (definition) of an
expression H can never SUHGLFW which situations satisfy H.From a set of examples stability
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can be predicted. But this prediction only accounts for the XQGHUVWDQGLQJ of an
expression, and not for the correct way in which a word can be used. Although one can
try to find systematizations for such norms, and point at RSWLPDOLW\ of the
conceptualization, it is impossible to SUHGLFWwhich situations satisfy H and which do not.
Owing to additional conventional boundaries, the prediction can fail for the correct use
of a word.
I have illustrated above the pitfalls of the semantic analysis with an analysis of the
verb RSHQ. I have given some arguments against the idea that there exists exactly one
meaning of the verb RSHQ. Instead, I have argued that the form is associated with the
whole set of experiences of opening something, which may be ordered into subsets,
each having a stronger internal similarity value than the whole set can have. I have
argued that EDVLF uses can be defined for the verb RSHQ; on these other uses can be based
by transferring features of the basic uses. The EDVLF uses provide a minimal transitivity
for the different uses of RSHQ, and contain all the relevant features that are needed to
understand non-basic uses of RSHQ.29 The general meaning of a word, for example RSHQ,
can be seen as an abstraction from the EDVLF use of RSHQ, stating the features that are
necessary to understand different uses of RSHQ. The definition of such features must be
flexible in character, mirroring our conceptualization and consequently the way in
which the linguistic system is set up. This means that the central feature of the verb
RSHQ, viz. ‘creation of a path’, has an inherent ‘fuzzy’ character, mirroring our capacity to
perceive similarity and contiguity between things under perspectives. As such, the
common feature of the verb RSHQ refers both to cases where the path is physical, for
example in the case of ‘opening a door’, and to cases where it must be understood in a
more abstract sense, for example in the case of ‘opening a perspective’. The existence
of borderline cases such as ‘opening a computer program’ shows that the difference
between a path in a physical and concrete sense, and a path in an abstract sense is not
clear-cut or well-defined.
In my opinion the general meaning can best be seen as a IUDPH within which the
different uses of an expression may occur. Such a frame cannot be seen as a definition,
as it does not predict the possible uses of a word, but rather defines the common
features of a word, which may stand in opposition to other uses. The notion of ‘frame’
points to two things: (i) it can be seen as a UHVWULFWLRQ on the use of a particular form, or
put differently, it can be seen as a restriction on the extensions of a particular form; and

In exceptional cases family resemblance structures occur. Furthermore, in some cases the context may
attribute additional features.
29
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(ii) it is within the possibilities provided by the frame that different uses can be
distinguished.
Firstly, in the linguistic system two opposite tendencies occur, viz. (i) the creation of
polysemy to maintain relative stabilility in the linguistic system, and (ii) the development
of basic or prototypical uses of an expression, which hold these different uses of an
expression together. This means that basic uses can be seen as restrictions on meaning
extension.
Secondly, for the language user some uses of an expression show more similarity to
each other, than they show to other subsets. To give an example, for the language user
opening a window and opening a door may form a subset within the polysemous
complex. Yet, polysemy does not imply that with every new case of, for example, RSHQ
or HDW, a new meaning must be posited. Abstraction of form-meaning associations can
be performed under different perspectives. This means that on the basis of different
perspectives we can form different configurations of form-meaning associations.
Furthermore, abstractions can be performed from different sets of data. If we make a
taxonomic categorization of a set of form meaning associations, we can abstract first
from the whole set, and then we can abstract from subsets of this set etc.
Although different usage types can be distinguished in the polysemous complex, the
different subsets in the complex cannot always be seen as clearly defined usage types. It
occurs often that no clear boundaries can be drawn for the different subsets of the set
of all uses of a form. As such, the different ‘semes’ in the polysemous complex can
therefore not be seen as classical concepts or definitions. New cases of use of a form
do not have to be inferred either from clearly delineated concepts within the
polysemous complex, or from well-defined general meanings. New uses can be inferred
from different levels of abstraction. In a way, then, it does not make sense to speak
about RQH meaning or GLIIHUHQWmeanings in the case of words like RSHQ,since such a view
of meaning treats meanings as definitions.
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7KH5XVVLDQLPSHUDWLYH


,QWURGXFWLRQ
In Russian there is a special imperative morphological form that is an instantiation of
the lexical verb. The lexical verb can be seen as an abstraction from the different
instantiations of the stem (infinitive, imperative, past tense, present tense, gerund, and
participle), expressing an identical situation. In my analysis, I will use the term
‘imperative’ both for the morphological form and for the combination of the lexical
verb and the morphological form. I will use the term ‘imperative situation’ for the
lexical verb of the imperative. In the literature (e.g. Ebeling, 1956; Isachenko, 1957;
Muravickaja, 1973; Veyrenc, 1980; 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND, 1980) it is generally accepted
that the imperative can be used for different functions, or to put it differently, that
there are different imperative uses. This can be seen below, where I present different
instances of the imperative as they are given in the literature, and the names that will be
used in my classification, are given:
'LUHFWLYHXVH ¶SRYHOLWHO·QRH]QDFKHQLH· 
(1)

%XG· gotov. (Ebeling, 1956: 86)
be-IMP-IMPERF ready
‘Be prepared.’
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The imperative is used to direct the addressee present in the speech situation to realize the
imperative action. This imperative use can be paraphrased, depending on the context, with
the infinitive, and with modal predicates like GRO]KHQ (‘must’) and [RWHW’ (‘want’).
1HFHVVLWLYHXVH ¶GRO]KHQVWYRYDWHO·QRH]QDFKHQLH· 
(2)

Vse ushli, a ja VLGL doma i UDERWDM. (Shvedova, 1974: 107)
all went, but I sit-IMP-IMPERF at.home and work-IMP-IMPERF
‘Everybody has gone out, but I have to stay at home and study.’

The imperative is used to express that the subject is forced or obligated to do the
imperative action. This imperative use can be paraphrased, depending on the context, with
modal predicates that express necessity such as GRO]KHQ, QDGR(‘must’, ‘have to’).
1DUUDWLYHXVH ¶SRYHVWYRYDWHO·QRH]QDFKHQLH· 
(3)

[B]arin tvoj prikazal mne otnesti k ego Dune zapisochku, a ja i SR]DEXG· gde Dunja-to
ego zhivet. (A. Pushkin, 3RYHVWLSRNRMQRJR,YDQD3HWURYLFKD%HONLQD)
master your ordered me take to his Dunja note, but I and forget-IMP-PERF where Dunja
PRT his lives
‘Your master ordered me to take a note to his Dunja, but I forgot where his Dunja lived.’

The imperative is used to express that the imperative action is unexpected. This
imperative use can be paraphrased, depending on the context, with the past tense, the
historical present, and a construction with the verb Y]MDW· (‘take’).
2SWDWLYHXVH ¶]KHODWHO·QRH]QDFKHQLH· 
(4)

0LQXM nas pushche vsex pechalej I barskij gnev i barskaja ljubov’. (Xrakovskij & Volodin,
1986: 234/ Griboedov)
pass-IMP us more than.all sorrows and masters wrath and masters love
‘May us pass more than all sorrows both the master’s wrath and the master’s love.’

The imperative is used to express that the speaker wishes the realization of the imperative
action. This imperative use can be paraphrased, depending on the context, with SXVW· (‘let’)
or with the subjunctive (past tense + E\). This use of the imperative is not productive in
modern Russian and occurs almost exclusively in petrified expressions.
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&RQFHVVLYHXVH ¶XVWXSLWHO·QRH]QDFKHQLH· 
(5)

Kuda on ni VNU\YDMVMD, on ot menja ne ubezhit. (Mazon, 1914: 69)
where he not hide-IMPER-IMPERF, he from me not run
‘Whereever he may hide, he won’t get away from me.’

The imperative is used in sentences that express concession. This imperative use can be
paraphrased, depending on the context, with the perfective present, the subjunctive, or the
infinitive.
&RQGLWLRQDOXVH ¶XVORYQRH]QDFKHQLH· 
(6)

5D]JRULV· atomnyj pozhar – i okazhutsja bessmyslennymi usilija ljudej dobroj voli.
(Wade, 1992: 328)
break.out-IMP-PERF atom war – and turn.out.to.be useless efforts of.people of.good will
‘If a nuclear war breaks out, the efforts of the people of good will will be useless.’

(7)

3ULGL ja na desjat’ minut ran’she, nichego by ne sluchilos’. (Isachenko, 1957: 11)
come-IMP-PERF I on ten minutes earlier, nothing IRR not happened
‘Had I come ten minutes earlier, nothing would have happened.’

The imperative is used to express both the so-called hypothetical and the counterfactual
condition. This imperative use can be paraphrased, depending on the context, with the
conditional form HVOL (‘if’), or in the case of the counterfactual use, with the subjunctive.
Without giving a detailed analysis of these uses, it is clear that the imperative has a
different function in each of the sentences given above. The imperative occurs not only in
its prototypical directive function, where the speaker attempts to direct the behavior of
the addressee, but also in other functions where the agent of the action is not the
addressee but a first, second or third person subject. Although the imperative can be said
to have a different function in each of the sentences given above, I think that careful
analysis of the imperative leads to the conclusion that the different uses are related to each
other. In my analysis I will argue that the basic feature that keeps these uses together is the
central feature of ‘directivity-hortation’; this central feature means that the speaker intends
to manipulate the world, or more specifically, intends to contribute to the realization of
the imperative situation, by using the imperative form.1 In the case of the directive variant,
1

In the terms of the language philosopher Searle (1975), the direction of fit is word-to-world.
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the speaker gives an impulse to the addressee, who is identical to the subject of the
imperative. I use the term KRUWDWLYH for those cases where the speaker gives an impulse to a
specified or non-specified entity (the addressee, a supernatural force) that is not identical
to the subject of the imperative.2
The close relation between the different uses is underlined by the fact that some
instances of the imperative can be classified as borderline cases between two different
usage types, and that all the different imperative uses express so-called ‘subjective modal
features’; this means that in the case of the imperative the speaker expresses his attitude
(wish, discontent, surprise, etc.) toward the imperative proposition. These subjective
modal features are mentioned in the literature (e.g. Garde, 1963; Shvedova, 1974;
Vasil’eva, 1969), but it does not make clear what these features precisely are, and how they
come about.3 As I will try to show below, the subjective modal features are interpretations
of the ‘directive’ or ‘hortative’ meaning, and are typical for the imperative form; this
means that they are not expressed by oppositional forms; that is, forms with which the
imperative can be paraphrased.
Besides the semantic features shared between the different uses, we find that all the
imperative uses share particular formal and syntactic features (or absence of features):
– + aspect (perfective, imperfective); all verbs in Russian have aspect
– – inflection for tense and gender
– + possibility of combination with nominative subject (and in some cases absence of
an expressed formal subject)
Other semantic-syntactic features of the imperative form, or semantic-syntactic features of
the clause in which the imperative occurs, differ from use to use. These are for example:
– The occurrence of the agreement suffix -WH, which is attached to the imperative stem in
the case of the directive uses if the subject is a second person plural.
– The possibility of attachment of the element -ND in the case of some directive,
optative, and conditional uses.
– The word order of the imperative clause; for example the obligatory VimpS order of the
conditional and optative imperative.

2 In the linguistic literature the term ‘hortative’ is also used for cases where the speaker gives an impulse to
himself, or himself and other people to perform an action. I will not use the term hortative in this way.
3 Not all authors use the term ‘subjective modality’ in relation with the imperative.
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– The occurrence of particles; for example the occurrence of the particle L, which is
usually placed before the narrative imperative, or the occurrence of the particle E\,
indicating irrealis, with some optative and conditional uses.
– The sentence structure in which the imperative clause occurs, for example the
coordinate structure of the conditional imperative.
These semantic-syntactic features constitute context types for the different imperative
uses.
About the meaning of the imperative one could ask such questions as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

What are the relations between these different uses?
What are the contexts in which the different uses occur?
How should the different uses be categorized?
Can something like a general meaning be formulated?
If so, what is the status of this general meaning?

An analysis of the imperative must further explain the semantic and syntactic features that
are shared by all imperative uses and those that differ from use to use. To give an
example: in the case of the conditional use of the imperative as in (6) and (7), we always
find that the first part of the sentence is introduced by the imperative; this is to say that
the conditional use always has a verb subject (VS) order. The analysis must explain why
this is the case. Furthermore, the analysis must show how the imperative uses differ from
their nearest oppositional forms. To give an example: the analysis must explain the
difference between the conditional imperative use (6–7) and conditional sentences with
the conditional form HVOL (‘if’).
In the literature the Russian imperative we find analyses of individual uses (e.g. the
analysis of the necessitive use by Shvedova, 1974). In other analyses different imperative
uses are discussed (e.g. Isachenko, 1957), but the question concerning the relations
between the different imperative uses is either not addressed or not put forward as the
main question. An example of an analysis devoted to the different imperative uses in
relation to one another is the study of the Russian imperative given by Ebeling (1956).
Ebeling, following the model of Jakobson, gave a compact analysis of the Russian
imperative from the monosemous point of view, that is, from the point of view that one
can speak of one general imperative meaning and that the different uses must be seen as
interpretations of this meaning. Since Ebeling’s analysis is one of the few analyses known
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to me that tries to relate the different imperative uses to one another in an adequate way,
and since Ebeling’s analysis is the starting-point for my own, I will briefly discuss it here.
In his analysis, Ebeling gives the following definition of the imperative meaning: “an
action fulfilled as the result of a foreign impulse or permission” (1956: 86). Different cases
may be distinguished according to the origin of the impulse or the permission. These
different cases are:
(i) The speaker is the giver of the impulse. An example of this use is (1): EXG·JRWRY (‘be
prepared’). Ebeling calls this the imperative in a narrower sense. In the case of
conditional/ concessive use of the imperative (like (5)–(7)) above), the speaker can also be
seen as the giver of the impulse. In these cases “the speaker invites us to suppose a fact,
and by using the imperative he adds that this fact would break the flow of events to which
it would belong” (1956: 87). In the case of optative use like in (4): 0LQXMQDVSXVKFKHYVH[
SHFKDOHM,EDUVNLMJQHYLEDUVNDMDOMXERY· (‘May us pass more than all sorrows both the master’s
wrath and the master’s love’), the speaker can also be seen as the giver of the impulse, but
the subject is a third person, in contrast to EXG·JRWRY where the subject is a second person.
(ii) The impulse or authorization does not come from a person, but from a whole
situation. These are cases of type (2) above. The example given by Ebeling is 'UMDQL
FKHORYHNX RGRO]KDW·VMD QH VOHGXHW (VKFKH VSDVLER HPX JRYRUL (‘It does not do to be under
obligations to a good-for-nothing, for then you have to say thank you to him’).
(iii) The actor himself is the urging or enabling force. These are cases of type (3)
above. The example given by Ebeling is the following: $WXWHVKFKHNDNQDURFKQRSRGYHUQLV·
GUXJRM ]QDNRP\M QDP JLPQD]LVW D QDFKQL FKYDWDW·VMD QRY\PL FKDVDPL (‘And there still, as if on
purpose, another schoolboy known to us crops up and begins to brag about his new
watch’). In this case you can speak of a foreign impulse, because the action is presented as
not in accordance with the preceding actions, as breaking the line of events.
Ebeling states that: “Thus the word ‘foreign’ in our definition does not point solely to
the actor, but to the natural flow of events as a whole (…)”(1956: 86). With the provision
that one meaning has to be given to the imperative, Ebeling’s definition of the imperative
could be reformulated as: ‘an action that breaks the natural flow of events’. This definition
is intended to function as a general meaning, that is, a necessary and sufficient condition
for the correct use of the imperative form; the specific interpretation of the invariant
meaning is influenced by the context in which the imperative form occurs.
Although Ebeling’s analysis of the imperative seems adequate in many respects, and is
preferable to analyses that do not go into the relations between the different uses, it has
some weak points:
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. The first definition of the imperative given by Ebeling, ‘an action fulfilled as the
result of a foreign impulse’, seems to be more adequate than the second, where he speaks
of “ an action that breaks the natural flow of events.” The first definition, however, does
not take account of type (iii) (the actor himself is the urging or enabling force), which is
problematic if one wishes to give RQH meaning for the imperative. This second definition
of the imperative is not very clear, because it remains unspecified what exactly the natural
flow of events is, and what breaking the natural flow of events means. Following this
definition, one cannot adequately explain the semantic features which do not occur in all
imperative cases, that is, which are not part of the imperative meaning, but are the result
of the interaction of the imperative meaning and the particular context in which this
meaning occurs. If we take, for example, sentence (2) and we interpret the imperative as
the instruction that we have to interpret the predicate verb as an action that breaks the
natural course of events, we could interpret it in different ways, for example:
a. They have all gone out, but I will stay home and study.
b. They have all gone out, but I stayed home and studied.
c. They have all gone out, but I have to stay home and study.
In (a) and (b) the action of the subject breaks the natural flow of events because the action
is seen as contrastive by the speaker of the sentence (as in the case of the narrative use); in
(c) the action breaks the natural course of events because the action is seen as contrastive
because it is again seen as contrastive DQG because the action is the result of a foreign (that
is non-subject) impulse. The correct interpretation for (2) however is (c); interpretation (a)
is impossible, while interpretation (b) is not possible in the given context since a narrative
reading only occurs if the particle-conjunction L is placed before the imperative, and if the
imperative is perfective.
Note also that on the basis of the imperative meaning given by Ebeling it is impossible
to predict which uses are possible, and which are not. The description given by Ebeling
cannot motivate why the following sentences with the given interpretation are incorrect:
(8)

Zavtra EXG· teplo.
tomorrow be-IMP warm
Cannot mean: ‘It must be hot tomorrow.’

(9)

,GL!
go-IMP
Cannot mean: ‘Let’s go.’
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The Russian imperative cannot be used to express epistemic necessity, or to express an
impulse from the speaker to himself together with other people. The fact that the
imperative meaning formulated by Ebeling can also be seen as a description for uses that
are described by oppositional forms, is problematic if the meaning has the status of a
necessary and sufficient condition for the correct use of a form.
. The meaning of the imperative does not fit the different imperative uses equally,
and needs more elaboration. More specifically, in my opinion it is correct to say that in the
case of the directive sentence EXG· JRWRY (‘be prepared’) there is an impulse from the
speaker to the hearer to SHUIRUP the action conveyed by the imperative, but it is doubtful
whether in the case of the conditional imperative like 6ND]KLRQPQHMDVHMFKDVXVWURLOE\YVH
(‘If he had told me that, I would have arranged everything by now’) there is a VLPLODU
impulse from the speaker to the hearer to VXSSRVH a certain fact. In my opinion, it is
necessary to make a distinction between ‘directive’ and ‘hortative’ imperative uses. In the
case of the directive uses the speaker gives an impulse to the addressee, who is identical to
the subject of the imperative, to perform the action. In the case of the hortative uses such
as the optative and the conditional, the speaker directs the addressee to contribute to the
realistic or imagined realization of the imperative situation by another agent. As I will
show below, the difference between directive and hortative uses can be motivated by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of the suffix -WH.
. The meaning does not explain or give sufficient insight into the relations between
the different uses. To give an example: the necessitive use seems to be more closely
related to the directive use than to the optative use. Ebeling’s analysis does not account
for this, because all uses have the same status of interpretation. An analysis along the lines
of Ebeling does not take into account that in some cases clear usage types can be
distinguished (viz. the different types given above), while other uses seem to have the
status of interpretations (e.g. different directive uses, such as order versus permission).
. The analysis does not specify the process of interaction between the general
meaning and its context. It does not take account of different semantic and syntactic
features of the imperative sentence like word order, aspect, the occurrence of particles,
etc., which makes the analysis incomplete.
In order to resolve the weak points mentioned above, one could try to reformulate the
imperative meaning and extend the given analysis, or one could formulate another
analysis. In the literature (e.g. Wittgenstein, 1984; Rosch, 1973, 1978; Bartsch, 1985;
Lakoff, 1990) the idea that abstract meanings can be given for linguistic items has been
under fierce attack. These analyses propose that forms may be associated with different
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interrelated meanings, and that polysemy is the rule rather than the exception in language.
I think that the weak points in the description of the Russian imperative can be seen as
resulting from the fact that Ebeling wishes to analyze the imperative from a strict
monosemous point of view, whereas a polysemy-based approach to the imperative would
be more appropriate. If one claims that the imperative is a polysemous complex, this
means that we cannot speak of one invariant imperative meaning such as the meaning
proposed by Ebeling, but should rather speak of different imperative uses that are related
to one another.
In principle a polysemy-based analysis can be seen as an analysis that treats all the uses
in the polysemous complex as having the status of ‘semes’; in such an analysis the
different meanings can all be described in terms of definitions (necessary and sufficient
conditions for the correct use of a form). In my opinion, such an analysis is incorrect for
the description of the Russian imperative, because it does not take into account that (i) the
idea of direction is basic to all the imperative uses, and (ii) some instances of the
imperative can be seen as borderline cases between different uses. In my opinion this can
best be captured by giving a basic imperative meaning; this basic meaning of the
Russian imperative can be defined as in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1

'HILQLWLRQRIWKHPHDQLQJRIEDVLF¶9 

 ·

By using the imperative the speaker expresses that he gives an impulse directed at the
realization of ‘V’ (by S, if S is expressed or not identified); this presupposes that:
– ‘not V’ is given
– there is a contrast between ‘V’ and ‘not V’ (because otherwise no impulse would
have to be given to realize ‘V’); put differently ‘V’ breaks the expected course of
events in the sense that giving an impulse presupposes that without the impulse, V
would not be realized
where the notion of impulse can be understood as follows: by uttering the imperative,
the speaker intends to contribute to the realization of the imperative action, because the
addressee (which may be expressed by the subject of the imperative predicate, or in the
case of the optative, some other force) can follow the direction by contributing to the
realization of ‘V’.
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The basic use can be seen as the imperative use on the basis of which other imperative
uses can be understood; note that this definition applies both to the GLUHFWLYH use and to the
RSWDWLYH use. In the case of GLUHFWLYH uses the speaker intends to manipulate the behavior of
the addressee present in the speech situation to realize the imperative situation, whereas in
the case of RSWDWLYH uses, the speaker tries to manipulate the behavior of the subject
LQGLUHFWO\; by using the imperative the speaker hopes that the addressee or some nonspecified force will contribute to the realization of the imperative situation by the nonaddressee subject. For such cases I use the term ‘hortative’. In modern Russian, the
optative use can no longer be seen as a productive use of the imperative. It can therefore
be argued that for the modern Russian language system the basic use has to be
reformulated or specified such that the impulse is directed at the second person addressee.
I will say more about this below when I discuss the different imperative uses.
An important reason to define a basic imperative meaning is that in this way the
features that are shared by all the imperative uses (and that may be absent in the case of
oppositional forms) can be motivated. The imperative is an instantiation of a lexical verb,
which means that the imperative has aspect, and the valency structure of the lexical verb
with which it forms a synthesis. There are three important interrelated features shared by
all verbs in the imperative mood that can be attributed to the basic imperative meaning
given above, viz. (i) the absence of tense, (ii) the possibility of combining the imperative
with a nominative subject, and (iii) the subjective modal nature of the imperative. I will
discuss these features here.
The imperative can be seen as a verb, or put differently, the imperative is one of the
instantiations in the verbal system. Traditionally, from the Greek period on, the verb has
been seen as a grammatical part of speech that expresses an DFWLRQ or DFWLYLW\ (in my
terminology ‘situation’), that is, roughly speaking, the conceptualization of something
that is realized in time, which can function as (part of) the SUHGLFDWH of the sentence (cf.
Jarceva, 1990). This description contains two important notions, viz. the idea of
rHDOL]DWLRQLQWLPH and the notion of SUHGLFDWH. The word ‘predicate’ comes from the Greek
logico-philosophical tradition, where the SUHGLFDWH is defined as the basic part of a
MXGJPHQW, that which says something about the VXEMHFW. Below, I will briefly discuss the
two important aspects of the verb, viz. the notion of WLPH, and secondly, the notion of
VXEMHFWKRRG.
The traditional idea that verbs have to do with phenomena that are conceived in
time is worked out in different ways in the literature. Givón (1984: 51–52), for example,
argues that “ experiences (…) which stay relatively VWDEOH over time (…) tend to be
lexicalized in human language as QRXQV (…). At the other extreme of the lexical-
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phenomenological scale, one finds experiential clusters denoting rapid changes in the
state of the universe. These are prototypical events or actions, and languages tend to
lexicalize them as verbs” . Note that the description given here by Givón must be seen
as an H[WHQVLRQDOO\ EDVHG description. In the world, as we experience it, there are things
that remain stable, and there are things that change; language mirrors this observed
distinction.
Another, more LQWHQVLRQDOO\ based, way of describing verbs is used by Langacker
(1991a/ b). The description that Langacker (1991) gives of verbs can be seen as a
translation of the traditional view about verbs in terms of the model of Cognitive
Grammar. The traditional perspective that verbs express something that takes place in
time is translated in terms of the perceptive-cognitive abilities that we need in order to
experience something in time. According to Langacker, in the case of verbs we
manipulate the perceptual information in terms of VHTXHQWLDOVFDQQLQJThis can be seen as
the cognitive mode of processing in which a series of states are conceived through the
successive transformation of one into another in a non-cumulative nature. The mode of
sequential scanning is represented by Langacker (1991b: 80) as in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2

The mode of sequential scanning can be opposed to the mode of VXPPDU\VFDQQLQJ,
in which the component states or specifications are activated in a cumulative fashion,
so that all facets of a complex structure are coexistent and simultaneously available as a
gestalt (cf. Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3

Langacker argues that this latter mode of scanning is typical for prepositions like
DFURVV, while for spatial verbs like FURVV, where the aspect of PRYHPHQW is important, the
idea of sequential scanning means that every scanned state differs from the other
because of the position of the scanned object. In the case of verbs where such an idea
of movement is absent, for example in the case of verbs that indicate mental states,
such as WKLQNWKDW, ZDQW, etc., or in the case of copular verbs like EH, every scanned state is
identical to the one preceding or following it. The description that Langacker gives of
verbs can be seen as an intensionally based description because he emphasizes the
cognitive abilities of humans to LPSRVH their cognitive-perceptual structure on the world.
As such, the same state of affairs can often be conceptualized as a verb or as a noun
(e.g. DUULYH versus DUULYDO; for a more detailed discussion of nominalization see 4.4.2).
Neither Givón nor Langacker, in the cited extracts, goes into the function that
verbs have in the sentence, viz. the predicative function of verbs, and the idea of
subjecthood. As I have discussed above, an important feature of verbs is that they
express phenomena that are conceived in time. An important difference between verbs
and other parts of speech (such as prepositions) is that verbs are often associated with
DFWRUVand other participants of an action or event
The importance of subjecthood in the case of verbs can be illustrated by
reinterpreting the picture given by Langacker in the following way. When we perceive a
dynamic phenomenon, we often perceive it as a property of a thing or entity. For
example, if we watch the movement of a ball flying through the air, we see the
movement as a property of the ball, that is, although the ball and its movement may be
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conceptualized separately, they are not conceptualized independently of each other.
Figure 3.2 above can be interpreted as a scene where we can identify a referent (ball)
which stays identical over time, and the action of the referent (flies); this can be
expressed in language as ‘The ball flies’. The inflection on the verb for person, number
and tense (and in Russian in some cases gender) indicates that the action is related to a
specific person, and to the time relative to the speech-moment. The presence of
agreement features (person, number, gender) means that the subject and the verb are
interdependent (finite verb presupposes subject, subject presupposes finite verb). In my
opinion, the idea of a SKHQRPHQRQLQWLPH, the idea of a VXEMHFW, and the idea of UHDOL]DWLRQ,
are interrelated in the case of a subject-predicate structure. In the case of a subject,
prototypically in the nominative case, we interpret the subject as expending ‘energy’ on
realization of the situation, such that we perceive a phenomenon in time.4
The imperative can be seen as an instantiation of a verb, which means that the
imperative expresses a situation, that is, a phenomenon conceived in time. In the case of
the imperative we find a nominative (pro)noun whose function is to identify the subject
of the imperative; in some cases the pronoun is not expressed, and here the identity of
the subject is (i) given in the context (S=addressee), (ii) left unspecified (S=generic), or,
(iii) in the case of impersonal verbs, absent. The nominative in the case of the
imperative can be motivated as follows. The basic imperative presupposes a
conceptualization that can be broken down into the following two (interrelated)
features:
(i)
(ii)

The addressee has to LPDJLQH a scene where the subject performs the imperative
action.
The addressee has to FRPSO\ with this scene (if S=addressee), or contribute to the
compliance with the scene (if SDGGUHVVHH 

Feature (i) means that part of the imperative conceptualization is the idea of a scene where
the agent and the situation are abstracted from an identical scene where the situation is
conceptualized in its moment of realization. In my opinion, this accounts for the
occurrence of the nominative subject. In contrast to the indicative and the past tense,
however, in most cases the imperative does not express agreement. There is only
agreement between the subject and the verb with second person plural directive uses, that
is, with uses where the second person plural addressee is identical to the subject of the
The idea of energy also applies to cases where the verb only indicates a property of a referent, for example,
WKH EDOOLVUHG. The notion of subjecthood in general falls beyond the scope of this analysis.
4
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verb. It could be argued that this means that with these directive uses there is only
agreement with the subject of the force or impulse, and not with the subject of the lexical
verb. In the case of directive second person plural, the occurrence of agreement is
connected with the type of impulse (see 3.2.3.2). The notion of agreement in the case of
the directive imperative differs from the notion of agreement in the case of the indicative.
In the case of the indicative the scene expressed by the verb is conceptualized in its
moment of realization, which means that the morphological form for person, number or
gender and the nominative refer to an identical referent and scene. In the case of the
imperative the verb expresses an imagined situation that is to be performed by the
addressee, which can be expressed in the nominative. I suspect that the absence of
agreement with all imperative uses (except for the second person plural directive use) may
be connected with the fact that the imperative always expresses the idea of FRPSOLDQFH.
Although the imperative always pressupposes the idea of an action conceptualized in its
moment of realization, it DOVR presupposes the idea of an action that is to be realized by
some force (feature (ii)). The function of the nominative is to identify a referent, which is
the LPDJLQHG subject of the imperative. As such, the relation between the imperative
situation and the nominative pronoun is different from the relation between the finite
verb and the nominative (pro)noun.5
Besides the absence of agreement in most cases, the imperative does not express WHQVH.
In Russian the term ‘tense’ is used for the function of two conjugations of the verb, viz.
the indicative and the past tense, of locating situations (states, events, etc.) in a temporal
domain during, after or before the moment of speaking or the ‘now’. Tense is not
expressed by the imperative and the infinitive (for the absence of tense in the case of the
infinitive, see Chapter IV). The absence of tense is conncected with the fact that the
imperative expresses that there is some IRUFHZKLFKLVGLUHFWHGDWWKHUHDOL]DWLRQ of the situation.
By uttering the imperative the speaker gives an impulse to realize the imperative situation
(in the case of the directive use, optative use, conditional use and concessive use), or
‘mimics’ the impulse directed at the realization of the situation (in the case of the
necessitive use, and in a weakened sense in the case of the narrative use).
The absence of tense for those cases where the speaker is the giver of the impulse
(directive, optative, conditional, concessive) can be motivated in a straightforward way
because giving an impulse presupposes that the situation has not been realized yet. In the
case of the necessitive and the narrative, however, the situation may have been realized at
5 The function of the nominative (pro)noun can partly be compared to the function of the pronoun in the
nominative-infinitive construction; in the case of this construction, however, the verbal element is not
expressed by a form, but is an interpretative phenomenon. (see 4.4.3).
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the moment of speaking (in the case of the necessitive) or has necessarily been realized
before the moment of speaking (in the case of the narrative). In these cases, however,
uttering the imperative means that the speaker SDUWLDOO\LGHQWLILHV with the impulse giver in
the sense that he ‘repeats’ in his mind the moment where some force is directed at the
realization of the situation. In the case of the necessitive this means that the speaker acts
as if he places himself at the moment where the impulse is given, in the case of the
narrative this means that the speaker does as if he GLUHFWO\H[SHULHQFHV the narrated course of
events. I will use the term ‘dynamic construal’ for the specific construal of the imperative.
Another instance of ‘dynamic construal’ is the use of verbal interjections such as EDF, JOMDG·,
SU\J, WRON, FKORSand FDSFDUDS:
(10)

Ja, znaete, kak vizhu muzhchinu, tak srazu SU\J k nemu na koleni i sizhu sebe, poka ne
otderut.6 (A. Kazancev, %HJXVKFKLH6WUDQQLNL)
I, you.know, when I.see man, then immediately jump-PRT to him on knees and sit
to.myself, as.long.as not they.tear.of
‘You know, as soon as I see a man – jump! – I am on his knees and I stay there, as long as
they don’t pull me away.’

What the imperative use under discussion and these cases have in common is that a close
contact between the speaker, the hearer, and the narrated events is established, by partial
mimicking of the narrated events.
The so-called subjective modal features can also be attributed to the basic meaning
given above. The imperative expresses that there is some force directed at the realization
of the situation. This presupposes that without this impulse the situation would not be
realized, or put differently, the realization of the imperative situation breaks the H[SHFWHG
FRXUVH of events. As I will argue below, the subjective modal features of the different
imperative uses can all be accounted for if this specific nature of the imperative is taken
into account.
I have argued that a basic imperative meaning can be given, and that this meaning can
account for the shared features of the imperative. The idea of a basic use can be compared
to the idea of a prototypical use. The term prototype is used by Rosch (1973, 1978) for the
clearest example of a category such as ‘bird’. In the case of the imperative, one cannot
speak of categorization in the same sense, because the different phenomena that can be
expressed by the imperative do not have the same ontological status as different types of
birds. More specifically, a particular instance of a bird exists no matter whether one has a
6

http:/ / www.theatre.ru:8084/ drama/ kazancev/ stranniki_2.html
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linguistic expression for it or not, and no matter how it is classified. This is not the case
for the different extensions of basic imperative use. In the case of the imperative the basic
use is not so much the clearest example of some category, but must be seen as the use that
always plays a part if the imperative form is used. In other words, the different imperative
forms can only be understood on the basis of this basic form.
In my analysis I will describe the understanding of the imperative by the process of
selection (and in one case canceling) of features of the basic meaning under
perspectives provided by contexts. The basic imperative use presupposes a particular
attitude of the speaker toward the imperative action, namely that the speaker wants the
action to be realized in the stretch of time starting with the moment of speaking, and a
particular situational context, namely that the addressee is not performing or is not
going to perform the imperative action/ situation.7 Different uses arise when the
situational context is changed, or when the attitude of the speaker toward the
imperative action is changed. Change of the imperative use is possible if the language
user can interpret the new use, and integrate it in the conceptual structure built up so
far by selection and in some special cases canceling of features with the help of general
cognitive-pragmatic knowledge.
The idea of selection of features can be seen as the highlighting of some features
and the backgrounding of others from some set of interrelated features. In the case of
the imperative one can speak of a set of interrelated features expressed by the
imperative because the existence of some feature presupposes the existence of some
other feature. To give an example, the feature ‘directivity’ presupposes the feature ‘at
the moment of speaking the imperative action is not being realized’. In some cases the
idea of direction is present, but the imperative is uttered in a situation where the subject
of the imperative is already performing the imperative action, e.g.:
(11)

0XFKDMVMD! Ne nado delat’ takie gluposti! (Barentsen, IRUWKFRPLQJ)
suffer-IMP-IMPERF! not necessary do-INF-IMPERF such stupid.things
‘Yes suffer! You shouldn’t have been so stupid.’

In such cases the feature of ‘speaker commitment’ present in the feature of ‘direction’ is
selected, and highlighted, such that the imperative is used to express that the speaker
agrees with the performance and continuation of the imperative action.
Bartsch (1998) argues that canceling of features is not part of the process of
meaning extension. In my opinion, canceling is indeed not part of most cases of
7

Such conditions can be seen as obviousness conditions (cf. Searle, 1975)
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meaning extension, but may take place in special cases. An example of such as special
case is possibly the narrative imperative. In the literature it is often remarked that the
narrative has a special status in the imperative complex of uses, because the idea of
‘direction’ or ‘impulse’ does not seem to be part of the narrative imperative meaning.
The narrative imperative is therefore sometimes treated as unrelated to the other
imperative uses (e.g. Muravickaja, 1973). As I will argue, in the case of the narrative
imperative the feature of ‘unexpectedness’ is selected, and the idea of ‘direction’ is
canceled, or at least weakened. In the case of the central uses (directive or necessitive use)
the feature of ‘unexpectedness’ is presupposed by the feature of ‘foreign impulse’, that is,
they form a cluster of features, whereas in the case of the narrative use the feature of
‘unexpectedness’ occurs independently from the feature of foreign impulse (although it
could be argued that the latter is still present in a weakened form). Note that a particular
use can only be extended if the new use shares more characteristic features with the basic
use than with an oppositional form, otherwise there is no need for the language user to
extend the use of a form. In the case of the narrative use this means that the feature of
‘unexpectedness’ is not on a par with the feature of ‘unexpectedness’ expressed by other
forms, but can only be compared to the feature of ‘unexpectedness’ as it occurs in the
other imperative uses, viz. unexpectedness as the result of a foreign impulse. Because of
this, the narrative imperative can still be seen as part of the polysemous complex of
imperative uses.
The extension of the basic imperative use presupposes the capacity to integrate
different contextual information, both linguistic and non-linguistic, in order to come to
the correct interpretation of the form in its context. This means that the language user
must be able to integrate information such as word order, and the absence/ nature of the
expressed subject with the meaning expressed by the imperative, and be able to infer how
the change in situational context changes the basic meaning of the imperative.
The process of looking for new perspectives for extending the use of the imperative
form is mediated and facilitated by various cognitive and pragmatic capacities that are part
of human knowledge. If we look at the meaning extension of the imperative we can see
that the following capacities play an important part:
(i)

The capacity to abstract from here and now (from the immediately given
speaker-addressee context), and to identify with, or to take the perspective of, a
force other than the speaker.
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(ii)

The capacity to construe a hypothetical imaginary scene, where the scene is not
actually to be realized, but is placed in an imaginary or mental space for
reasoning purposes only.

The strategies named under (i) account for the extension of the directive imperative use to
the necessitive imperative use. As I will argue, the extension from the directive use to the
necessitive use can be reconstructed as taking place in various intermediary steps, where
the feature of ‘speaker involvement’ is weakened. The strategy named under (ii) accounts
for the extension of the directive use to the conditional and concessive directive use, and
of the optative use to the conditional use. This strategy is reminiscent of the cognitive
capacities described in terms of mental spaces (Fauconnier & Sweetser, 1996). In my
analysis I will show how these various strategies play a part in the extension of the basic
imperative use.
An important question that I will address in this analysis is how different uses of the
imperative can be distinguished from one another. Because of the existence of a basic use
that plays a part in every imperative use, the polysemous complex cannot be seen as a
complex of clear-cut and discrete meanings or ‘semes’. Although some uses can be clearly
distinguished from one another, many borderline cases exist. The imperative has no
invariant abstract meaning that can be compared to a definition, but must be seen as a
complex of different interrelated uses that can have a more or less independent status, but
that always function in relation to other uses in the same complex, because of the
existence of the basic directive meaning.
The different uses in the polysemous complex can be seen as different IXQFWLRQV of the
imperative. Some insight into the status of the different uses can be found in Muravickaja
(1973). She asked (highly educated) native speakers to label different imperative uses
with the following meanings: SRYHOHQLHSREX]KGHQLH (instruction), SR]KHODQLH (wish),
GRO]KHQVWYRYDQLH (necessity), XVORYLH (condition), and XVWXSND (concession). She did not give
examples of the narrative use because in her view this use must be seen as not related to
the other uses (i.e. it is a case of homonymy). It was found that the respondents could
very easily distinguish these different uses from one another (1973: 51). It was also
found that in the process of distinguishing the respondents leaned heavily on the
possibility of paraphrase (1973: 55.) Thus necessitive use could be easily distinguished
from other uses because this use can be paraphrased with GRO]KHQ, which is not the case
for other uses.
Although Muravickaja’s (1973) test leaves many questions unanswered, it suggests
that language users classify primarily on the basis of function, rather than on the basis
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of meaning. An example of a function is ‘condition’; such a function can be expressed
by different usage types, for example the conditional use, the directive use and the
optative use. This provides evidence that function and meaning play a part on different
levels in language. Function can be seen as a category of XVH, whereas meaning must be
seen as an abstraction from use. As I will argue, the meaning of the imperative can be
identified with the basic meaning given earlier, whereas the different uses of the
imperative can be seen as different functions of this basic meaning.
It should be noted, finally, that other linguists have pointed to the polysemous nature
of the imperative. Take for example the following remark by Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986:
227): “ From what we have said, it follows, that we are skeptical about the efforts to define
a general meaning for the imperative that acounts for both the literal and the non-literal
uses of the imperative” .8 Similar remarks are made by Vasil’eva (1969), Muravickaja
(1973), Veyrenc (1980), and others.
An important task of my analysis is to elucidate which linguistic and non-linguistic
contextual factors contribute to the interpretation of the imperative form, or to put it
differently, I will try to determine the context-types for the different uses. With this
analysis I hope to explain the semantic and syntactic features that are shared by all the
imperative uses, the features that differ from use to use, and the semantic and syntactic
differences between the imperative uses and their oppositional forms.
In the following sections I will give an analysis of the different imperative uses. I will
discuss each use separately and then give an overview of the relations between the
different uses. The relations between the different uses can be represented in a simplified
way as presented in Figure 3.4.
The model given in Figure 3.4 is simplified because borderline cases exist between
different uses. These borderline cases will be discussed in the analysis that I will give in the
following sections. In my presentation I will employ the following classification of the
imperative use:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Directive use and derived uses (3.2)
Necessitive uses (3.3)
Narrative uses (3.4)
Optative uses (3.5)
Conditional uses (3.6)

8 “ Iz skazannogo sleduet, chto my skepticheski otnosimsja k popytkam vydelit’ u imperativa takoe obshchee
znachenie, kotorye bylo by emu svojstvenno kak pri prjamyx, tak pri neprjamyx upotreblenijax.” (Xrakovskij
& Volodin, 1986: 227)
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(f) Concessive uses with QLand [RW· (3.7)
The classification given here is in accordance with most classifications given in the
literature (e.g. Ebeling, 1956; 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980; Veyrenc, 1980).
Below I will discuss these different usage types.
Figure 3.4
Narrative use
Necessitive use



i

Directive use
Optative use

Conditional directive use
Concessive use (2 person)
Concessive use (1/ 3 person)
Conditional use








i

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)



Directive uses
Conditional uses
The speaker is the giver of the impulse
The impulse giver is not the speaker
Uses where there is a (more or less) identifiable impulse giver
Hortative uses (the speaker directs the subject indirectly)




7KHGLUHFWLYHXVHRIWKH5XVVLDQLPSHUDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this section I will give an analysis of the directive imperative construction. I will argue
that one can define a basic directive meaning for the imperative, from which it is possible
to derive other uses that can be seen as extensions of this basic meaning by means of
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selecting some features and backgrounding others under a perspective provided by a
context. I will argue further that the directive imperative has particular features that are
not expressed by oppositional forms, which are taken to have similar functions in certain
contexts but, as I will show, have different cognitive functions or meanings. I will argue
that the existence of the directive meaning accounts for the specific distribution of the
directive imperative, and motivates the difference in use from its oppositional forms.
This section has the following structure. In 3.2.2 I will give a definition of the meaning
of the basic directive imperative use. In 3.2.3 I will discuss some semantic-syntactic
features of the imperative. In 3.2.4 I will discuss some peripheral uses of the directive
imperative.
7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHGLUHFWLYHLPSHUDWLYH
I will start my analysis of the imperative with the most frequent imperative use, viz. the
GLUHFWLYH use of the imperative. This is the use where the speaker attempts to get the hearer
(or addressee) to do something, or in the case of negation, not to do something. The
following sentences are examples of directive uses of the imperative:
(12)

9VWDQ·.
get.up-IMP-PERF
‘Get up.’

(13)

1HQDYLG·, SUH]LUDM menja, GXPDM obo mne kak xochesh’, no ne ... XELYDM menja! (A.
Chexov, %H]RWFRYVKFKLQD)
hate-IMP-IMPERF, despise-IMP-IMPERF me, think-IMP-IMPERF about me how
you.want, but no ... kill-IMP-IMPERF me
‘Hate me, despise me, think of me whatever you want, but don’t .... kill me!’

In these sentences the imperative has a directive meaning, viz. it expresses the impulse
from the speaker to the addressee to perform the action expressed by the imperative. The
notion ‘directivity’ means that the speaker intends to contribute to the realization of the
imperative action by the addressee by uttering the imperative.
Following the strategy of concept formation discussed in Chapter I, I will start the
analysis by giving an informal definition of the EDVLF directive imperative, and then discuss
peripheral uses of the directive imperative by showing how these uses can be derived by
selection of some features and backgrounding of others under contexts. This means that I
will not try to incorporate all the uses of the directive imperative within one description,
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but I will rather define a basic use, and describe other (peripheral) uses as particular
extensions of this basic use.
In Figure 3.5, I give a definition for the basic directive imperative. Figure 3.6 can be
used as a frame for the directive imperative.
Figure 3.5

7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHKHDUHUDWW WRSHUIRUPWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ9
6,7 9   W  W W  

SIT maps a linguistic expression on the situation at t in which this expression is fulfilled
Situation
Directs

= action, state, process
= the speaker intends to contribute to the realization of the situation by the
addressee by uttering the imperative; this means that the speaker invokes
the addressee to perform the imperative situation. The idea of directivity
ranges from orders, where the speaker wants the realization of the
situation, to cases of permission, where the speaker only accepts the
imperative situation.
SIT (V)
= situation where the action expressed by the imperative verb and its
context is present
oSIT (V) = idea of realization of the imperative situation9
t1
= time or period associated with the realization of the imperative
situation, posterior to t0, the moment of uttering

Figure 3.6

)RUFH
Speaker

*RDO
o SIT(V+aspect)t1

6XEMHFWRIVLWXDWLRQ
Addressee

2EMHFWRIIRUFH
Addressee

I would like to stress that the idea of realization expressed by the imperative cannot be equated with the
idea of change of situation that is typical for the perfective aspect as described in Barentsen (1985). In the
case of the imperative the idea of change of situation relates to the non-occurrence of the action versus the
occurrence of the action. In the case of the perfective aspect the idea of change of situation relates to the
attainment of some natural or imposed end point of the action. In the case of the imperative the speaker
conceptualizes the idea of realization of an already aspectual action: SIT(V+aspect).
9
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The meaning of the imperative given in Figure 3.5 and 3.6 presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The situation is conceived as controllable or as something to which the
addressee can contribute.
The imperative situation breaks the expected course of events, that is, at the
moment of speaking SIT (not V) is the case, or is to be expected.
The speaker commits himself to wishing or accepting the realization of the
situation.
If the imperative is uttered, the addressee is directed to LPDJLQH a scene where
he is the subject of the situation, DQG to fulfill this situation by performing the
situation in question. As I will argue below in 3.2.4 the presence of the feature
‘impulse to imagine’ accounts for the derived uses of the imperative, more
specifically the conditional use, and for the differences in use from
oppositional forms.10

I will briefly discuss these different presuppositions below.
3.2.2.1 Controllability
Because the imperative expresses a direction of the speaker to the hearer to perform an
action, the hearer must in principle be able to follow the direction of the speaker, or at
least be able to contribute in some way to the realization of the imperative action. This
explains why sentences like the following, given in Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986: 146–147),
are not possible in a normal context:
(14)

?2FKXWLV· v Krymu.
find yourself-IMP-PERF in Crimea
‘Find yourself in the Crimea.’

(15)

?Legko RWNURM dver’.
easily open-IMP-PERF door
‘Easily open the door.’

10 Of course, imagination is part of every act of conceptualization. In this case, however, an LPSXOVH is given
to imagine something, which presupposes that the act of imagination requires some effort from the
addressee.
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It is important to notice that the fact that the addressee must be able to control the
situation, or at least be able to contribute to the situation, is SUHVXSSRVHG by the directive
meaning: by using the imperative, the action denoted by the verb is conceptualized as a
controllable situation or as a situation that the addressee can influence by his behavior.
In some cases the imperative predicate is used in the case of situations which do not
have a clear controllable character, and in which the direction has the character of a
wish. This is the case for example in the sentence 6SLVSRNRMQR (‘Sleep peacefully’) where
the imperative is used with the verb VSDW· (‘sleep’) and an adverbial modification. Here
the speaker expresses his wish that the addressee will sleep well. In this case the
addressee cannot of course really ‘control’ the action, but he can contribute to the
likelihood that the action will happen, for example by taking a comfortable position in
bed, closing his eyes, and thinking about nice things such that any disturbances may be
overcome.
The idea of ‘contributing to the (non-)realization of the situation’ is also present in
the case of negation and the perfective aspect. This is exemplified by the following
sentence:
(16)

Ne ]DEROHM, Norman. Tol’ko ne ]DEROHM.11 (A. Azimov, 9\ERU\)
not fall.ill-IMP-PERF, Norman. just not fall.ill-IMP-PERF
‘Don’t fall ill, Norman. Just don’t fall ill.’

In this sentence the speaker urges the addressee not to realize the undesirable
imperative action ]DEROHW· (‘fall ill’). Here one might speak of control because the speaker
directs the addressee to gather all his strength so that the undesirable situation will not
happen. In such cases, it may be that the speaker pretends to hold the addressee
responsible for the possible realization of the imperative situation, thus stressing that he
finds the imperative situation undesirable.12

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ FOUNDATION/ election.txt
Aspect plays a very important part with respect to control in cases like these. Compare for example 1H
]DEXG· (not forget-IMP-PERF) versus 1H]DE\YDM (not forget-IMP-IMPERF). The perfective aspect is typical
of cases where the speaker just expresses that he does not want the addressee to forget the situation (e.g.
‘When you go to the shop, don’t forget to buy a bottle of wine.’), whereas the imperfective aspect is typical
of cases where the speaker urges the addressee to ‘keep on putting energy’ in the non-realization of the
situation (e.g. ‘I really need the wine, so please don’t forget to buy it.’). The aspect of the directive
imperative in relation to the notion of control is discussed by many authors (e.g. Xrakovskij (1988) and
Paducheva (1996)); I refer the reader to these authors for more discussion.
11
12
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It must further be noted that the directive imperative may also be used in cases
where the speaker acts DVLI he directs the addressee to perform the imperative situation.
This is the case for example in the sentence 1H XPLUDM (‘not die-IMP-IMPERF; ‘Don’t
die!’). Such sentences stand on the borderline between optative sentences, where the
speaker directs some ‘supernatural force’ to contribute to the realization of the
imperative action, and directive sentences, where the speaker directs the addressee as if
he could contribute to the (non-)realization of the imperative action.13
In some other contexts, specifically in the case of conditional contexts, and in the case
of so-called reinforcement use, the directive imperative can occur with actions that are
usually not performed in contexts where they can be seen as controlled. Consider for
example the following sentence:
(17)

0XFKDMVMD! Ne nado delat’ takie gluposti! (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ)
suffer-IMP-IMPERF! not necessary do-INF-IMPERF such stupid.things
‘Yes suffer! You shouldn’t have been so stupid.’

Such cases must be seen as interpretations of the basic meaning where some features are
selected under a particular perspective provided by the context. These cases do not
directly fall under the basic use of the directive imperative. I will discuss them in 3.2.4.
Note that the extent to which the combination of the imperative and some lexical
verb creates an acceptable sentence may be partly conventional. In Russian it is
perfectly normal for example to say %XG·]GRURY (‘Be-IMP healthy: ‘May you be healthy’,
‘Take care’), whereas a translation in Dutch with the same verb and an imperative
(?:HHVJH]RQG) is not acceptable. A complete description of the directive imperative will
have to list such conventions, and state any regularities in the compatibility of lexical
verbs and the imperative. Note that such regularities may possibly be motivated by
pointing at other, non-directive uses of the imperative. In contrast to English or Dutch,
the Russian imperative may also be used as an optative with third and first persons; in
the case of the optative use of the Russian imperative the speaker does not direct the
addressee to realize the imperative situation, but directs some other, often supernatural,
force to contribute to the realization of the imperative situation. It could be that the use
of EXG· ]GRURY may be seen as a use close in character to the optative use of the
imperative (‘May you be healthy’) The fact that in Russian the imperative can be used
13 A similar phenomenon can be found in sentences like 'URSGHDG Such sentences, I think, must be seen as
special, playful uses of the directive imperative, because the speaker here is not actually intending to
contribute to the realization of the action by using the imperative.
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for various non-directive functions suggests that the directive use of the Russian
imperative may share semantic features with other non-directive uses, and as such, may
differ in meaning from directive imperatives in other languages, where the imperative
does not have these other functions.
There seem to be further restrictions on the use of the directive imperative that
have to do with control. Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986: 147), for example, remark that it
is unclear why the following sentence is ungrammatical *,YDQRWGR[QLL]]DJRORYQRMEROL
(lit. ‘Ivan, rest because of your headache’), whereas the following sentence is fully
acceptable ,YDQ,RWGR[QLXWHEMDJRORYDEROLW, (lit. ‘Ivan, rest, you have a headache). In my
opinion this is a syntactic problem. In the first sentence, the modification (‘because of
your headache’) directly modifies the imperative action, whereas in the second sentence,
the modification occurs as a separate clause. In the case of a direction the speaker wants
the hearer to fulfill the imperative action. The specification L]]DJRORYQRMEROL (‘because of
your headache’) cannot, however, be seen as part of the action that the speaker wants
the addressee to fulfill. As such, it cannot be part of the linguistic expression of the
direction.
3.2.2.2 Impulse to realize or impulse to keep on realizing
By using the imperative the speaker hopes to contribute to the realization of the
imperative action. Normally it only makes sense to direct someone to fulfill an action if
this person is not already performing this action when the imperative is uttered. In some
sentences, however, the imperfective imperative is used when the addressee is already
performing the imperative action at the moment of speaking, for example:
(18)

6LGLWH, VLGLWH, pozhalujsta.
sit-IMP-IMPERF-2PL, sit-IMP-IMPERF-2PL, please
‘Please, remain seated.’

In this case the speaker wants the addressee to FRQWLQXH the imperative action. Birjulin
(1994) argues that the Russian imperative has two basic meanings, viz. ‘change V’, and
‘continue V’. I do not think, however, that it is either necessary or possible to separate
such meanings. The idea of continuation arises in those cases where the speaker needs to
express that he wants the imperative action to be realized. Such cases only occur if the
addressee can be expected to stop performing the action, or when the speaker wants to
assure the addressee that he won’t interfere with the realization of the action. This is the
case for example in the following sentence, given in Birjulin (1994: 49):
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(19)

Zanimaetes’? Vot èto s vashej storony, mus’ju, prekrasno, chto vy zanimaetes’. Nu,
]DQLPDMWHV·, ja ne budu vam meshat’. (… ). (Kuprin)
you.work? well that from your side, monsieur, terrific, that you work. well, work-IMPIMPERF-PL, I not will you bother (… )
‘Are you busy? Well, for you, monsieur, it’s terrific that you are working. Keep on
working, I won’t disturb you.’

Birjulin (1994: 49) correctly remarks that the ‘continuation’ interpretation occurs in
those pragmatic contexts where the speaker informs the addressee that he will not
direct the addressee to realize not V.
A counter-argument to the claim that the idea of continuation cannot be seen as a
separate meaning, or does not have to be accounted for in the basic meaning of the
directive imperative, might be that in other languages, such as Dutch, the imperative is
not easily used to express direction to continue an action. A sentence like (18) would be
translated into Dutch with an imperative of the verb EOLMYHQ (‘remain’), and not with an
imperative of the verb ]LWWHQ (‘sit’). I do not think, however, that such facts must be seen
as arguments to speak of different PHDQLQJV. I would rather say that the specific
possibilities of use fall naturally within the framework provided by the basic meaning,
but that the actual way in which a language uses these possibilities is conventional. Such
differences in use of imperatives in different languages may possibly be attributed to
differences in the linguistic system, such as the existence of morphological aspect in
Russian, the existence of particles in Dutch that do not occur in Russian, and
differences in distribution between the imperative and its oppositional form, the
infinitive, in Russian and Dutch. To give an example: it may be that in Russian the idea
of continuation does not have to be expressed by a specific lexical verb similar to EOLMYHQ
(‘remain’), because of the strong association of the imperfective aspect with the idea of
continuation.
In some special cases the idea of ‘continuation’ arises in contexts where the
imperative action is not at all controllable, and where consequently no intention can be
ascribed to the addressee to stop performing the action. This is the case for example in
(17) above, where we find the verb PXFKDW·VMD(‘suffer’). I analyze such cases as special
interpretations of the basic imperative meaning, where the idea of direction to continue
an action is weakened, but is still partly present because the imperative action is
naturally evaluated in a negative way by the performer (the addressee). This means that
in such cases one may presuppose that the addressee ZRXOG like to stop performing the
action. I will discuss such sentences in 3.2.4.2.
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3.2.2.3 Speaker commitment
If the speaker uses the directive imperative, he commits himself to wishing or accepting
the fulfillment of the action. The actual attitude of the speaker toward the action may,
however, be different. In some cases the speaker ZLVKHV the realization of the action, but in
other cases the speaker SHUPLWV the addressee to realize the action. If we look at the
imperative, it seems that different uses can be distinguished on the grounds of theW\SH of
direction, as is remarked by Bondarko & Bulanin, who claim that: “ [t]he meaning of
instruction can be realized in language in different shades. It can be a request, appeal,
order, prescription, advice, exhortation, entreaty, and so on. All these shades are
determined by the conversational situation, the intention and the emotional attitude of the
speaker” (1967: 127). 14
The different directive types as given by Bondarko & Bulanin (SURV·EDVRYHWPRO·ED
etc.) are not unique to the Russian imperative system, but occur in other languages as
well. Donhauser (1986) gives an analysis for the German imperative, and claims that the
occurrence of the different directive types can be explained by the different evaluations
(by the speaker) of (future) action possibilities of the hearer, which can be evaluated
from two points of view: (a) from the perspective of the speaker’s interest and (b) from
the perspective of the hearer’s interest (which is known or supposed by the speaker).
On the basis of this model, Donhauser makes a division into four directive types:
$XIIRUGHUXQJ5DW:DUQXQJ$QJHERW'URKXQJ and (UODXEQLV
Donhauser’s explanation of the four imperative types is very similar to that of
Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986) for the Russian imperative. Xrakovskij & Volodin claim
that “ [i]n order to distinguish and classify these interpretations, it is necessary to take
into account the relation between the participants in the illocutionary act and their
attitude toward the caused act” (Xrakovskij & Volodin, 1986: 136).15 To analyze the
different directive types Xrakovskij & Volodin look at the following features:
A – Who is the giver of the causational impulse (A or S)?
A1 – S is the giver of the causational impulse
14“ [z]nachenie pobuzhdenija realizuetsja v rechi v razlichnyx ottenkax. Èto mozhet byt’ pros’ba, prizyv,
prikazanie, predpisanie, sovet, uveshchanie, mol’ba i t.p. Vse èti ottenki opredeljajutsja situaciej rechi,
namereniem i emocional’nym otnosheniem govorjashchego.”
15“ Dlja togo chtoby vydelit’ i klassificirovat’ èti interpretacii, neobxodimo uchityvat’ kak otnoshenija
mezhdu uchastnikami rechevogo akta, tak i ix otnoshenija k kauziruemomu dejstviju.”
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A2 –
B –
B1 –
B2 –
C –
C1 –
C2 –

A is the giver of the causational impulse
In whose interest is the imperative action (A or S)?
realization of the action is in the interest of S
realization of the action is in the interest of A
What is the hierarchical relation between S and A?
S considers himself to be higher in the hierarchical system
S does not consider himself to be higher in the hierarchical system

On the ground of these features Xrakovskij & Volodin make a distinction between SULND]
(order), SURV·ED (request), LQVWUXNFLMD (instruction), SUHGOR]KHQLH (suggestion), UD]UHVKHQLH
(permission) and VRYHW(advice). This is made clear in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

Types

Classificational features and their meaning

Order
Request
Instruction
Suggestion
Permission
Advice
Not interpretable
Not interpretable

Causational impulse
A1
A1
A1
A1
A2
A2
A2
A2

Interest
B1
B1
B2
B2
B2
B2
B1
B1

Subordination
C1
C2
C1
C2
C1
C2
C1
C2

The analysis of Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986) is basically the same as that of Donhauser.
In both analyses the different directive types occur as the result of the specific speakeraddressee context. We can say that the evaluation by the speaker of (future) action
possibilities of the hearer in Donhauser’s analysis can be identified with the causational
impulse in the analysis of Xrakovskij & Volodin. Furthermore, both analyses take account
of whose interest the action is in. In contrast to Donhauser, however, Xrakovskij &
Volodin take the hierarchical relation between the speaker and the addressee into account.
Xrakovskij & Volodin can therefore differentiate between SULND] and SURV·ED, whereas
Donhauser only speaks of $XIIRUGHUXQJ (which has to include both).
It is interesting to see that although both analyses are basically the same in that they
define the different directive types by the same features, the explanation of the specific
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types is not the same. Take for example SHUPLVVLRQ and DGYLFH in the case of Xrakovskij &
Volodin. According to them in both cases the giver of the causational impulse is the
hearer, and in both cases the action is in the interest of the hearer. The only difference is
that in the case of permission the speaker has a higher hierarchical status relative to the
hearer, and in the case of advice the speaker has a lower or equal hierarchical status
relative to the hearer. Donhauser, however, thinks the giver of the impulse in the case of
advice (5DW) to be the speaker, whereas in the case of permission ((UODXEQLV) her
explanation is similar to that of Xrakovskij & Volodin. It could be that Donhauser’s
advice is not the same as the advice of Xrakovskij & Volodin.16 I do not want to go
further into the analysis of the different types of direction here, but I would like to point
out that some imperative cases cannot be seen as clear-cut examples of one of the four
types, which is a reason to regard these types as LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of one directive meaning.
This is also stated by Xrakovskij & Volodin: “ (...) we think that the imperative has one
meaning ² direct volition of the speaker directed at the performance of the action
mentioned by him.” (1986: 136)17 The different interpretations can be seen as VSHFLILFDWLRQV
of this meaning, which can, in some cases, be classified according to some linguistic
expression (e.g. order, advice, etc.), as is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7
Meaning (underspecified); meaning + context
abstraction

specification

Usex,… … ..n

16 Donhauser (1986) probably does not make the distinction between LQVWUXNFLMD and VRYHW in the sense of
Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986). Note, however, that in my opinion analyses like these are, at least to some
extent, arbitrary, since I can well imagine contexts where the speaker is higher in the hierarchical structure
than the addressee, yet still advises the addressee to do something. Of course, it could be argued that in that
case the speaker acts DV LI he is not higher in the hierarchical structure, but I do not find this a very
convincing argument. Whether something is advice depends on the definition of the term ‘advice’. A
definition of such a term on the basis of the parameters given above is inherently fuzzy, since these
parameters themselves are not discrete (why, for example, is it not possible that the action is in the interest
of both the speaker and the addressee?)
17 “ (...) my schitaem, chto imperativ imeet odno znachenie – prjamoe voleiz’’javlenie govorjashchego
otnositel’no ispolnenija nazyvaemogo im dejstvija.” (Xrakovskij & Volodin, 1986: 136)
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Although the basic meaning of the imperative can be said to be underspecified in relation
to the parameters mentioned above (causational impulse, relation of speaker-hearer, etc.),
these specifications cannot be seen as meanings themselves. The difference between an
order and permission cannot be analyzed in terms of decomposing the ‘order’ concept
into subfeatures and extending this to a permission case by selecting and backgrounding
of features. The features that constitute the differences between a case of permission and
an order cannot be attributed to differences in conceptualization but are differences in
use, and are attributed by the context. For a more detailed analysis of such interpretations
I refer the reader to Birjulin (1994).

3.2.2.4 The notion of ‘directivity’ and oppositional forms
The specific GLUHFWLYHmeaning of the imperative can best be explained by comparison with
RSSRVLWLRQDO forms. Directive imperatives can in some contexts be paraphrased with modal
verbs like [RWHW· (‘want’) and GRO]KHQ (‘must’) and with infinitives. The difference between
the directive imperative and its oppositional forms is that the directive imperative has a
directive PHDQLQJ, whereas the oppositional forms have a directive LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ. Put
differently, in the case of a form like the infinitive, the directive use must be seen as a
special function of a more basic conceptual notion (viz. ‘situation type’), whereas in the
case of the imperative, the function of direction is directly part of the basic conceptual
structure.
In some contexts the directive imperative can be paraphrased with modal verbs like
[RWHW· (‘want’) and GRO]KHQ (‘must’):
(20)

Ja xochu chtoby ty prochital knigu.
I want that you read book
‘I want you to read the book.’

(21)

Ty dolzhen prochitat’ knigu.
you must read book
‘You have to read the book.’

In these cases, however, the feature of direction is not expressed by the form itself, but is
attributed by situational or contextual factors. Therefore you can say:
(22)

Ja xochu chtoby ty prochital knigu, no ja znaju chto ty ètogo ne budesh’ delat’.
‘I want you to read the book, but I know you won’t do it.’
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(23)

Ty dolzhen prochitat’ knigu, no ja znaju chto ty ètogo ne budesh’ delat’.
‘You have to read the book, but I know you won’t do it.’

But not:
(24)

?Prochitaj knigu, no ja znaju chto ty etogo ne budesh’ delat’.
‘Read the book, but I know you won’t do it.’

It can be argued that these oppositional forms lack a directive PHDQLQJ but can have a
directive LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ.
The directive meaning of the imperative is underlined by some other specific features.
Bondarko (1990: 190) remarks that the imperative cannot be accompanied by modal
subjective words like YR]PR]KQR (‘possibly’), PQHND]KHWVMD (‘it seems to me’), SRL[PQHQLMX
(‘according to them’) etc. (*SRL[PQHQLMXULVXM[RURVKR). The imperative cannot be used in
subordinate clauses with FKWR (‘that’), (*2Q VND]DO FKWR ULVXM [RURVKR); in such cases the
subjunctive (FKWRE\ and a past tense) is used (2Q VND]DO FKWRE\ MD ULVRYDO [RURVKR). These
features indicate that the directive imperative can only be used in the direct speakeraddressee context, where the speaker, by using the imperative, gives an impulse to the
addressee to realize the imperative situation.
The importance of the notion of direction can be shown if we compare the directive
imperative with the infinitive, which can also be used as a directive, especially in orders
and in the case of general statements like recipes (Maurice, 1996: 166/ 7). Although the
infinitive can be seen as an oppositional form²both the imperative and the infinitive can
be used as directives²they do not have exactly the same meaning, and hence not exactly
the same distribution of use. In the case of the imperative the addressee is directed to
imagine the imperative situation and consequently to perform this situation, whereas in
the case of the infinitive the directive use is an interpretation of the more general meaning
‘situation type’. The idea of directivity or instruction is not part of the infinitive meaning
but must be seen as an interpretation in a certain pragmatic context, viz. that which
provides a direction. The infinitive cannot for example be used in permissive directive
contexts like the following:
(25)

Mozhno otkryt’ okno?
‘May I open the door?’
Otkryvajte
open-IMP
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‘Yes go ahead.’
*Otkryvat’
open-INF

The imperative expresses that the addressee is permitted to perform the imperative action.
This means that the addressee wants to perform the action and that by giving an impulse
the speaker makes it possible for the addressee to realize the imperative action. The
infinitive expresses that the action type ‘open’ is the appropriate action type (and not
another action type). This is not compatible with the permissive context, where it is the
addressee that intends to fulfill the imperative action, or put differently, where the
addressee defines the appropriate action type.18
Another context where the imperative can normally not be paraphrased with an
infinitive is the conditional context. I think this is because the infinitive does not express
the idea of directivity, and consequently lacks the feature of ‘imagination’. I will go into
this in 3.2.4.1.

6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV
Above I have discussed the meaning of the basic directive imperative use. In this
description I abstracted from from some of the specific semantic-syntactic features of
the directive use. For the directive imperative, the following semantic-syntactic features
are relevant:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

+aspect (perfective/ imperfective)
–tense
possibility of expresing subject (W\/ Y\)
+suffix -WH in the case of second person plural (Y\)
combinable with negation ((QLNRJGD)QH)
combinable with clitic/ suffix -ND
no fixed word order
occurrence of imperative complements

18 Note that Bricyn (1990: 255) gives the following example from Zoshchenko of a directive infinitive with a
permissive reading: 9\JUX]KDW· FKWR OL" ² .RQHFKQR Y\JUX]KDW· ² VND]DO PX]KLN QH GR OHWX OH]KDW· WRYDUX (‘Shall I
unload or not? Of course you should unload, said the man, the goods cannot lie there till summer.’) In this case
the permissive character is made possible by the interrogative character of the sentence: the speaker asks if the
action type expressed by the infinitive is the appropriate one.
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I will here briefly discuss these semantic-syntactic features of the imperative; for the
absence of tense see 3.1.

3.2.3.1 Aspect
In Russian, aspect is a morphological category, which means that verbs occur either in
the perfective or in the imperfective aspect. Frequently pairs of perfective or
imperfective verbs share all or most of their lexical meaning; in such cases an aspectual
opposition occurs. Directive imperatives occur with both aspects. Xrakovskij (1988)
argues that the following factors are important in studying the aspect of the directive
imperative: (i) the meaning of the perfective and imperfective aspect, (ii) the different
types of direction (order, wish, advice, etc.), and (iii) the situational context and the
social relation between the speaker and the addressee. He further argues that the
following features are important in the aspectual choice: (a) presence or absence of
negation, (b) singularity/ non-singularity of the action, (c) process character or nonprocess character of the action, (d) type of direction (factual/ permissive/ wish). In his
study Xrakovskij (1988) shows that features such as the controllability of the action, the
presence of specific indicators of time, and pragmatic context are important in the
choice of aspect.
In this study I will discuss and analyze the aspect of the imperative only in relation
to the main question of this analysis, viz. how the different imperative uses are related
to one another. For a general and extensive discussion of aspect in general I refer the
reader to Forsyth (1970) and Barentsen (1985), and for a discussion of aspect in the
case of directive imperatives, to Xrakovskij (1988) and Paducheva (1996).
3.2.3.2 Valency structure, subjecthood, and word order
The imperative is a verb, and as such has the typical valency structure of verbs. This
means that depending on the specific valency structure of the lexical meaning of the
verb in question, the imperative can occur with different types of syntactic arguments
such as subject, object, indirect object, instrumental object, etc. The directive imperative
clause has no fixed word order, but seems to follow the general pragmatic principles of
word order for Russian. As I will argue below, the word order of the imperative sentence,
or more specifically the order of the verb relative to the subject (VS, SV, or V), is related
to the specific type of imperative directivity.
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A special position in the valency structure of the imperative is taken by the DJHQW of
the situation. The directive imperative DOZD\V evokes the thought of an agent or
performer of the action; in the case of the directive use the agent of the action is
identified with the addressee. The addressee may be formally expressed by a second
person pronoun in the nominative:
(26)

7\ej prosto VND]KLchto ty ee ljubish’ i xochesh’ pocelovat’.
you-NOM her just tell-IMP-PERF that you her love and want kiss
‘Just tell her that you love her and want to kiss her.’

In the majority of cases, however, the addressee is not expressed. In such cases the
identity of the addressee can be inferred from the context.
When the addressee can be identified with a second person plural (Y\), the suffix -WH
has to be added to the verb unless a group of people is seen as a collective:
(27)

a. 3LVKLWH!
write-IMP-IMPERF-PL
‘Write!’
b. – Nu, rebjata,²skazal komendant,²teper’ RWYRUMDM vorota, bej v baraban. (Barentsen,
IRUWKFRPLQJ/ Pushkin)
well, guys, said commander, now open-IMP-IMPERF gate, beat-IMP-IMPERF
drum
‘“ Well guys” , said the commander, “ now open the gate and beat the drum.” ’

This suffix -WH can be seen as an agreement-feature between the verb and the expressed or
non-expressed agent of the imperative situation, since the expression or idea of a second
person plural subject always agrees with the expression of -WH. In this case the difference
between a plural agent (expressible by Y\) and a singular agent (expressible by W\), and
consequently the expression or non-expression of -WH, may be related to a modification of
the W\SH of impulse, since the hierarchical relation between speaker and addressee is an
important factor in the type of directivity.
The directive imperative can also occur with the pronoun NWRQLEXG· (‘someone’):
(28)

Teper’ SRSUREXM-ka kto-nibud’ slovo VND]KL. (Veyrenc, 1980: 94)
now try-IMP-PERF-PRT someone-NOM word say-IMP-PERF
‘Now one of you just try to say a word [meaning: don’t do that, because if you do there
will be negative consequences for you].’
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Such cases can be seen as directives because the pronoun NWRQLEXG· refers to a specific but
non-specified person in the immediate speaker-addressee context (‘one of you’).
Something should be said here about the semantic-syntactic status of the
nominative pronoun in the case of the directive imperative. Some scholars define the
pronoun as the VXEMHFW of the sentence (e.g. Yokoyama, 1986; Dippong, 1995). Others,
such as Isachenko (1982), argue that one cannot in this case speak of a grammatical
subject, but rather of a vocative pronoun (REUDVKFKHQLH).19 Of course, whether or not one
can really speak of a subject in this case depends on the particular definition of subject
employed. It is preferrable to ask ZK\ the case of the pronoun is nominative, and ZK\
the pronoun is expressed in some cases, and not in others.
In my opinion the pronoun occurs in the nominative case because the function of
the nominative is to identify some referent, which is the imagined agent of the
imperative action. As such, the imperative can indeed be seen as a predicate of the
pronoun-subject. (See 3.1 for a more detailed analysis.) In contrast to regular subjects,
however, the nominative pronoun is not only the subject of the lexical verb, but also
expresses the identity of the addressee to whom the impulse is directed. The referent of
the pronoun thus has a more independent character, and shows similarities to a vocative.
In some cases the vocative character is emphasized by the information structure of the
sentence, e.g.:
(29)

(30)

(31)

19

6OXVKDM, W\, rasserdilsja korol’ (...). (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ/ A. Schmidt)
listen-IMP-IMPERF, you, said.angrily king
‘You there, listen to me, said the king angrily.’
Ne I\UNDM, ty!²skazal emu Rèdrik. (A. & B. Strugackie, 3LNQLNQDRERVKFKLQH)
not belch-IMP-IMPERF, you! – said him Rèdrik
‘“ Don’t belch!” , said Redrik.’
Ty, Mak, SRPHVKLYDM, SRPHVKLYDM. Smotri, esli prigorit. (A. & B. Strugackie, 2ELWDHP\M
2VWURY)
you, Mak, stir.from.time.to.time-IMP-PERF, stir.from.time.to.time-IMP-PERF. look, if
burns
‘Max, stir from time to time. Be careful not to let it burn.’

In Russian there is no formal difference between a nominative or vocative noun.
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In (29) the addressee is first directed to realize the imperative situation, and subsequently
the identity of the addressee is made explicit. In all these sentences the subject (pro-)noun
forms a separate informational unit (indicated by commas).
The function of the noun may be to contrast the agent with other persons or actions:
(32)

7\ SRVLGL 10 minut, a MD podnimus’ dvumja ètazhami vyshe.20
you sit-IMP-PERF 10 minutes, but I go.upstairs two floors higher
‘You sit down for ten minutes, while I go two floors up.’

Another function mentioned in the literature, is the modification of the strength and
character of the direction. It is further argued that the RUGHU of the predicate and the
subject plays an important part in the way the expression of the subject modifies the
strength of the direction. Concerning the meaning of the order of the imperative and the
subject, however, opinions differ. Dippong (1995: 53) cites Shaxmatov, who argues that
the order [pronounS + IMPV] occurs in the case of a categorical order, whereas [IMPV +
pronounS] must be seen as a weakened case of instruction. Vinogradov (cited in Dippong,
1995: 53), however, argues that [IMPV + pronounS] must be seen as a strong request.
In my opinion, the analysis of the function of an expressed agent in the case of the
imperative, and the function of word order should not be based on a notion such as
‘weakening or strengthening of the direction’. Such an analysis is insufficient because (i) it
does not make the right predictions (some sentences with an SV order have a ‘strong’
directive character, while others have a ‘weak’ character), and (ii) it remains unclear how
one can motivate this supposed function of word order in terms of the function of
word order in general.
Instead, I would like to suggest that the SV order occurs in those cases where there
is some implicit contrast with another action (which means that the imperative verb, or
one of the constituents of the verbal phrase, is accented), and where the (need for the)
realization of some action may be presupposed. Such contexts are often constituted by
adverbs such as OXFKVKH (‘better’) or WRO·NR (‘only’) which presuppose the idea of contrast.
Consider the following sentences:
(33)

20
21

7\ luchshe XVSRNRMVMD i UDVVND]KL vse po porjadku.21 (V. Loginov, 6KDJRYDMDXOLFD)
you better calm.down-IMP-PERF and tell-IMP-PERF all in order
‘You’d better calm down and tell everything in the right order.’

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ an/ an9803/ t980303.html
http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ loginov/ tript6.htm
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(34)

Tol’ko Y\ mne VND]KLWH chestno: bol’shaja ja ili malen’kaja? (K. Bulychev, 9RMQD V
OLOLSXWDPL)
just you me tell honestly: big I or small?
‘Just tell me honestly, am I big or small?’

In (33) the speaker expresses that in the given circumstances the best action for the
addressee is to do X (=calm down), and not some other given or implied action; such
sentences have the character of advice. In (34) the speaker expresses that he wants the
addressee to SHUIRUP just one particular action (and not another one); in this case there is
a contrast between the imperative action, and the set of expected actions. The idea of
contrast may also be interpreted differently, as in the following examples:
(35)

Net, W\ ne RWYRUDFKLYDMVMD, ne RWYRUDFKLYDMVMD! – rasserdilas’ babushka. (ibid.)
no, you not turn.around-IMP-IMPERF, not turn.around-IMP-IMPERF said.angrily
old.woman
‘“ No, don’t turn around, don’t turn around!” , said the old woman angrily.’

This sentence expresses that the speaker thinks that the given action of the addressee is
inappropriate, and that the addressee should do not X; in this sentence there is a
contrast between the given situation and the negation of the imperative action. The idea
of contrast is also clear in the following example, where the speaker explicitly expresses
that the addressee should SHUIRUP action X, instead of action Y:
(36)

E-e ... – Nikolin’ka zamorgal.²A pochemu takoj vopros? 7\ RWYHFKDM, a ne
SRFKHPXFKNDM.22 (O. Postnov, 3HVRFKQRHYUHPMD)
Eh, Nikolin’ka started.to.blink. but why such question? you answer-IMP-IMPERF, and
not ask.why-IMP-IMPERF
‘“ Eh” , Nikolin’ka started to blink. “ But why such a question? You should answer, and
not ask why.” ’

In my opinion the expression of the subject in these sentences, and the particular order
can possibly be motivated as follows. In sentences where no subject is expressed, the
speaker focuses on the realization of the imperative action; the identity of the subject of
this action is inferred from the immediate context. In the sentences with SV order the
subject is expressed because the focus is not on the immediate realization of the action
22

http:/ / litera.ru:8085/ slova/ postnov/ pv/ osa.htm
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(‘I want this now’), but on the specific identity of the action, or circumstances of
realization of the action, by the given subject. Sentences with a SV order first express
that there is some subject, which presupposes an action that the subject performs, while
the identity of the action is given later. This means that the assumption that the subject
is the agent of some implicitly or explicitly given other action is negated. These
sentences express that as far as the subject is concerned, he should realize the
imperative situation (and not another situation).
Besides sentences without expressed subject, and sentences with a SV order, there
are sentences with a VS order; such cases are less frequent than those cases with an SV
order (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ). Some examples are given below:
(37)

=DEXG·WHY\ sejchas i ob ètoj tvari, i o korabljax. Ne èto glavnoe.23 (A. Bushkov,
/HWDMXVKFKLHRVWURYD)
forget-IMP-PERF-PL you-NOM now and about that creature, and about ships. not
that main.thing
‘You’d better forget about that creature and about the ships. They are not important.’

(38)

Otec Kabani, bud’te ljubezny, YR]·PLWHY\ moix loshadej i otvedite ix k baronu
Pampe.24 (A. & B. Strugackie, 7UXGQRE\W·ERJRP)
father Kabani, be-IMP good, take-IMP-PERF-PL you-NOM my horses and bringIMP-PL them to Baron Pampa
‘Father Kabani, be so good as to take my horses and bring them to Baron Pampa.’

(39)

(40)

Da VND]KLW\ mne nakonec,²ty menja ljubish’? 25(V. Nabokov, 0DVKHQ·ND)
yes say-IMP-PERF you-NOM me at.last, you me love?
‘Tell me finally, do you love me?’
– 8ELUDMVMDW\ ot menja! – vzvizgnula ona (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ/ Dostoevskij)
beat.it-IMP-IMPERF you-NOM from me! cried she
‘“ Beat it” , she cried.’

I suspect that sentences with a VS order can be seen as directive cases where the
expression of the subject has the character of an afterthought or addition. This means
that the verb in such sentences is similar in character to the imperative in subjectless
http:/ / www.kuzbass.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ RUFANT/ BUSHKOW/ ostrow.txt
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ STRUGACKIE/ be_god.txt
25 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ NABOKOW/ mary.txt
23

24
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cases (the speaker focuses on the realization of the action expressed by V), but that the
speaker further adds the identity of the addressee to the information given by V. The
addition of the identity of the agent may be typical of cases of advice where the
expression of the subject creates a personal attitude toward the addressee, and of cases
where the speaker wishes to emphasize the identity of the agent (as in ((29), (30))
above). The addition of the agent also seems to be further typical of cases where the
speaker expresses his wish that the imperative situation be realized, but cannot control
the addressee.26The relation between VS order and the interpretation of ‘wish’ requires
futher analysis.
3.2.3.3 Negation
The imperative can be combined with negation, as in 0DO·FKLN QH FKLWDM qWX NQLJX (‘Boy,
don’t read this book’). Such sentences are called ‘prohibitive’ in the literature (cf.
Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986: 93, 150), who distinguish between prohibitive and
preventive negative sentences). In the case of (prohibitive) negation the speaker directs the
addressee not to perform the imperative action.
Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986: 89–96) argue that in the case of the negative directive
imperative there is no simple accordance between the semantic and the formal structure
of the sentence. According to them, the meaning of the imperative can be decomposed
into the features ‘direction of the speaker’, ‘taking place’ and the meaning of the lexical
verb. In their syntactic schema the negation must be applied to the feature ‘taking place’,
and not to the feature direction. I think, however, that it is questionable whether the
meaning of the imperative can be decomposed into different separate meaning
components in this way. If there is something like a directive ‘component’ of the meaning
of the imperative, I do not see how this component could in any way be negated since
uttering the imperative DOZD\V means manipulating in some way or another. Whether the
negation must be applied to the lexical verb (direction to perform not X), or whether it
must be applied to the idea of taking place (direction to not perform X), makes no
difference, as they extensionally amount to the same thing.27

26 Note that in the case of the optative imperative we also find VS order, and that in most necessitive cases
we find an SV order.
27 Note, however, that there may be conceptual differences in the way different types of directives are used with
negation. I suspect that in this respect there are important differences between the infinitive and the imperative.
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3.2.3.4 The clitic -ND
The imperative can be accompanied by the clitic -ND. For the use and function of this
particle I refer the reader to Levontina (1991); I will confine myself here to a few
observations. The clitic -ND can be combined with imperatives, analytical imperative
constructions (with SXVW·, GDM and GDYDM), with the first person perfective present, with the
directive use of the past tense, with the directive use of the first person plural, with some
interjections (QX), and in specific contexts with the infinitive. In all these contexts these
forms have a directive character. Like any clitic, -ND is attached to some other form, and
cannot be accented. In the case of the imperative, -NDis usually attached to the imperative
form. In some cases the form -ND is attached to the particle QX, instead of to the
imperative form. If the suffix -WH is expressed, this suffix forms a unit with the imperative,
which means that -ND is attached to this unit.
About the meaning of the suffix, opinions differ (see Xrakovskij & Volodin, 1986:
179). Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986: 183) remark that -ND is only used when the speaker can
be seen as the causational impulse (it is not used in permissives, where the hearer can be
seen as the causational impulse), where the social status of the speaker is the same as or
higher than that of the hearer, and where the speaker has a friendly relation with the
hearer. They describe the function of the particle as modifying (weakening/ strengthening)
the instruction, by expressing the informal and spontaneous relationship between the
speaker and the hearer. Levontina (1991) gives a more detailed analysis of the meaning of
the particle. She also emphasizes the spontaneous nature of the meaning of the clitic,
stating that the thought or need to do the action just occurred to the speaker. Barentsen
(forthcoming) further notes that the particle is used in cases where the speaker wants the
immediate realization of the imperative situation.
The suffix -ND seems to function as a supportof the impulse to immediately realize
the imperative situation. Such an extra support is needed if it can be expected that the
addressee will not perform the action without this extra support. This means that the
suffix cannot be used in the case of permissives, where the addressee already intends to
realize the imperative action. A reason to support the impulse to realize the imperative
situation may be that the speaker challenges the addressee to perform the imperative
situation, as in (28) above, or that the speaker wants the addressee to perform the
imperative action, whereas the addressee still shows no sign of performing the action:
(41)

3RJOMDGLWHND skoree, skazal Anton. (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ/ Mulisch)
look-IMP-PERF-PRT faster, said Anton
‘“ Come on, hurry up, have a look” , said Anton.’
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(42)

Èlli rezko obryvaet ego: – 3RPROFKLND, morjak! Nichego smeshnogo. (Barentsen
IRUWKFRPLQJ)
Elly sharply interrupts him: be.silent-IMP-PERF-PRT, sailor! nothing funny
‘Elly sharply cuts him off: “ Be silent, you sailor! There is nothing funny about it.” ’

(43)

Ty SRJOMDGLND luchshe, Mashek, chto tut u menja v sumochke pripaseno! 28(V. Loginov,
6KDJRYDMD8OLFD)
you look-IMP-PERF-PRT better, Mashek, what here at me in bag stored
‘You’d better look, Mashek, at what I stored in my bag.’

The idea of supporting the impulse may also be that the speaker wants to stimulate the
addressee to FRPH IRUZDUG and perform the action. In such cases the expression of ND
creates a feeling of ‘solidarity’:
(44)

(45)

A VND]KLND, Mak: ty mog by mne sdelat’ ljubeznost’?29 (O. Postnov, 3HVRFKQRHYUHPMD)
but tell-IMP-PERF-PRT, Mak, you can IRR me do favor?
‘But tell me Mak, can you do me a favor?’
– Nina, SRND]KLND tvoi risunki, predlozhila Milicija Ivanovna.30 (G. Klimov, ,PMD PRH
OHJLRQ)
Nina, show-IMP-PERF-PRT your drawings, suggested Milicija Ivanovna
‘“ Nina, why don’t you show your drawings” , suggested Milicija Ivanovna.’

It must be noted that in comparison with a language like Dutch, in Russian the imperative
is not used with many different modifying particles. In Dutch the expression of particles
(GDQ, PDDU, HHQV, WRFK, andQRX) is necessary to modify the strength of the direction; without
these particles the imperative direction would be felt as rude or too categorical. In
Russian, the imperative form itself does not need the expression of these particles to
soften or modify the strength of the direction, probably owing to the presence of
morphological aspect.

http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ loginov/ tript7.htm
http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ postnov/ pv/ author.htm
30 http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ PROZA/ KLIMOV_GP/ legion.txt
28
29
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3.2.3.5 Complement
In Russian two directive imperatives may be combined without conjunction in sentences
where the second imperative is semantically a complement to the first, as in (28) above.
This construction with two directive imperatives is used to indicate that the speaker wants
the addressee to perform one action, which is conceptualized as two different actions.
Note that a similar phenomenon also occurs with other moods in Russian, for example
with the perfective present and verbs of motion such as SRMWL (‘go’):


(46)

Ja pojdu postavlju chaj,²skazala Alisa. (K. Bulichev, 9RMQDVOLOLSXWDPL)
I go-PRES-PERF put-PRES-PERF tea, said Alisa
‘“ I’ll go and make some tea” , said Alisa.’

A similar phenomenon occurs in sentences like the following:
(47)

6PRWUL, ne XSDGL! (Dippong, 1995: 56)
look-IMP-IMPERF, not fall-IMP-IMPERF
‘Be careful not to fall.’

I do not agree with Dippong (1995: 56) that in this case one can speak of embedding; in
this sentence the speaker directs the addressee to be careful, and consequently not to fall.
In the preceding sections I have discussed the EDVLF imperative meaning. In some special
contexts this basic directive meaning is changed or reinterpreted under the influence of
the context in which the form occurs. In the following section I will discuss these uses.
'HULYHGXVHV
Besides the EDVLF directive uses, one can also speak of GHULYHG or DGMXVWHG uses. Some
examples of such uses are given below:
(48)

3XVWL babu v raj, a ona korovu za soboj vedet. (Mazon, 1914: 93/ proverb)
let-IMP-PERF this woman into paradise, but she cow with her will.take
‘Let a woman into paradise, and she will still take her cow with her.’

(49)

Tol’ko SRSUREXM! Ja tebja pridushu,²otvetil chelovek, kotoryj ee derzhal. (K.
Bulychev, 9RMQDVOLOLSXWDPL)
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just try-IMP-PERF! I you strangle, answered man, that her held
‘“ Just try! I will strangle you” , answered the man that held her.’
(50)

0XFKDMVMD! Ne nado delat’ takie gluposti! (Barentsen, IRUWKFRPLQJ)
suffer-IMP-IMPERF! not necessary do-INF such stupid.things
‘Yes suffer! You shouldn’t have been so stupid.’

(51)

Vecherom (...) na nee napal kashel’. – Ne EHJDM bosikom po rose!²zataratorila Katja (...).
(BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ/ Iskander)
in.the.evening (...) on her fell cold. – not run-IMP barefoot in dew! cried Katja (...)
‘During that evening she caught a cold. “ You shouldn’t have run barefoot in the dew!”
cried Katja [}].’

(52)

Sdelaem more²i u nas mel’nica elektricheskaja budet. A ja, kak provedut tok, priemnik
kuplju. Na vse volny QDVWUDLYDM! (Vasil’eva, 1969: 40)
we.will.make sea and at us windmill electric will.be. but I, when they.bring electricity,
transistor will.buy. to all frequencies turn.in-IMP-IMPERF!
‘We will make a sea, and we will have an electric windmill. And as soon as there is
electricity, I will buy a transistor. Just tune in to all the frequencies!’

The use of the imperative in (48) and (49) clashes with the SHUIRUPDQFH character, because
the speaker does not want the addressee to perform the action, but only to imagine the
action. The use of the imperative in (50) clashes with the IXWXUHWLPHFKDUDFWHU because the
addressee is already performing the action at the moment of speaking. The use of the
imperative in (51) clashes with the future time character because it expresses that the
agent should not have performed the action; this means that the direction is aimed
at/ motivated by a past action. The use of the imperative in (52) clashes with the idea
that the speaker wants the realization of the imperative situation by a specific addressee
present in the speech situation.
The new uses have to be interpreted; that is, if the already established concept – the
basic meaning given earlier – were related to the world, it would partly clash with the
new situation. To integrate this new use into the conceptual structure, some features are
selected while others are backgrounded relative to some context. Below I will discuss
the peripheral uses mentioned above: the conditional use, the ‘reinforcement use’, the
non-future cases, and the cases with a generic agent.
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3.2.4.1 Conditional-concessive use
In the case of the prototypical directive use the addressee is instructed to SHUIRUP the
imperative action. In some cases there is not so much an instruction to perform a certain
action, but much more to imagine a certain situation:
(53)

3XVWL babu v raj, a ona korovu za soboj vedet. (Mazon, 1914: 93/ proverb)
let-IMP-PERF woman in paradise, but she cow with her will.take
‘Let a woman into paradise, and she will still take her cow with her.’

(54)

[A] SURVLu nego, kak projti k fabrike²on tebja obol’et prezreniem s nog do golovy.
(BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ/ A. & B. Strugackie, *DGNLHOHEHGL)
but ask-IMP-PERF at him, how go to factory, he you will.pour.over with.contempt from
feet till head
‘But ask him how to get to the factory, and he will look at you contemptuously from head
to toe.’

(55)

Da YR]·PLWHvy ljubyx pjat’ stranic iz ljubogo ego romana, i bez vsjakogo udostoverenija
vy ubedites’, chto imeete delo s pisatelem.31 (M. Bulgakov, 0DVWHUL0DUJDULWD)
yes take-IMP-PERF-2PL you-2PL of.any.kind five pages from any.kind of.his novel, and
without any proof you will.be.convinced that you.have deal with writer
‘Just take five random pages from any of his novels, and you won’t need any proof to
convince you that you are dealing with a writer.’

Cases where the addressee is instructed to imagine a certain situation always have a
conditional or concessive character, and have the structure of a conditional sentence:
protasis-apodosis.32 The following semantic-syntactic features are relevant for this use:
– The imperative clause is the first clause in the co-ordinate structure.
http:/ / lib.ru/ lat/ BULGAKOW/ master.txt
In some special cases (such as in (49) above) the apodosis is left out or expressed as a separate sentence. In
my opinion this sentence must be seen as a case where the speaker ‘challenges’ the addressee to do the
imperative situation, and expresses in a subsequent sentence that realizing the situation will have negative
consequences for the addressee; such sentences are conditional sentences, because the negative
consequences of realizing of the imperative situation are either explicitly expressed or presupposed. Cases
like these cannot strictly be seen as cases where the addressee is directed to imagine a situation, but should
be better analyzed as ‘ironic’ cases, where the speaker ironically challenges the addressee to SHUIRUP a
situation.
31

32
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The imperative is prototypically perfective.
The addressee may be expressed or may remain unspecified.
The suffix -WH is expressed in the case of the second person plural.
The imperative situation is not necessarily controllable.
The subject may be expressed or may remain unspecified.
The second clause can be introduced with L (‘and’) or D (‘but’).
In the second clause the perfective present is prototypically used.

The speaker first directs the addressee to imagine the imperative situation, and
consequently expresses what the consequences of this realization are. In contrast to
normal use of the directive imperative, where the addressee is to perform the imperative
action, the conditional use of the directive imperative also occurs with non-controllable
situations:
(56)

Duxovnaja zhizn’ voobshche²ne jastreb i bystree strely, no VXPHM ee uderzhat’, i
ljubov’²ideal, neizmennaja krasota²jarkaja, svetlaja.33 (O. Platonov, =KL]Q·]DFDUMD)
spiritual life in.general not hawk and faster than.arrow, but know-IMP-PERF her
not.let.go, and love, ideal, invariable beauty, clear, light
‘The spiritual life is not at all like a hawk and fast like an arrow, but if you know how to
hold on to it, you will get love, ideal, never-changing beauty, clear and bright.’

The subject is often not expressed, and in such cases the imperative agent has a clear
generic character. In some cases the subject is expressed, as in (55). In these cases the
subject also has a generic character, since it is expressed that there is a generally valid
relation of condition and consequence between the realization of the imperative action
and the situation expressed in the second clause. On the basis of this general relation the
speaker can direct DQ\addressee to imagine the imperative situation.
The relation of condition and consequence can be made explicit with the
conjunctions D (‘but’) and L (‘and’). Note that in conditional sentences with HVOL (‘if’), no
coordinative conjunctions occur ((VOL SXVWLW· EDEX Y UDM D  RQD NRURYX ]D VRERM YHGHW).
These conjunctions occur, however, in the case of other conditional sentences without
conditional adverbs, for example in conditional sentences with past tense or infinitive
mood + E\ (Formanovskaja, 1989: 42). The coordinative conjunctions can be expressed
in the case of the conditional directive imperative because they indicate the WHPSRUDO
sequence of the realization of the imperative action and the consequences of this
33

http:/ / moshkow.perm.ru/ lat/ PLATONOWO/ rasputin.txt
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action, whereas in the case of HVOL the FRQGLWLRQDO (and therefore also temporal) relation is
explicitly expressed. Note that it is quite natural to interpret the idea of temporal
sequence of two events in terms of condition, as cause and effect are essentially
observed by the regular temporal sequence of events.34 In sentences without L or D, the
temporal sequence of the clauses in speech time is interpreted as referring to the
temporal sequences of the narrated events.
The occurrence of the directive imperative in conditional constructions is not a typical
trait of Russian, but exists in many European languages. The following examples are given
in Donhauser (1986):
(57)

Commande deux bières et tu passeras pour un Bèlge. (French)

(58)

Mach eine Bewegung, und ich drücke los. (German)

Constructions like these can be paraphrased with conjunctions like VL (French) and ZHQQ
(German). As Donhauser (1986) remarks, the fact that adverbs that are typical of the
direct speaker-hearer situation, like the German EHVVHU (‘better’), can occur with the
conditional imperative, but not in the protasis of sentences with ZHQQ, can be seen as
evidence for the directive character of the imperative conditionals. As I will discuss below,
the directive character of the conditional directive imperative is further underlined by the
specific VXEMHFWLYHPRGDO character of the conditional directive imperative, more specifically
its concessive or restrictive character.
The occurrence of directive imperatives in conditional constructions in different
languages is evidence that something like ‘direction’ can be semantically related to
something like ‘condition-implication’; this is remarked by the German linguist Erdmann
in the following fragment:
“ An einen jeden Befehl nämlich kann sich die Angabe eines Ereignisses anschliessen, das auf
die Aufführung desselben folgen wird: WKXH GDV VR ZLUVW GX OHEHQ. Da nun die Handlung im
moment des Befehlens noch nicht ausgeführt ist, sondern bloss vorgestellt wird, so lag es nahe,
den Imperativ auch dann zu brauchen, wenn eine wirkliche Ausführung desselben, überhaupt
nicht gewünscht, vielmehr bloss die Vorstellung desselben erweckt und mit dem Fall der
Verwirklichung eintretenden Folgen kombiniert werden soll.” (cited in Donhauser, 1986: 172)
34 Note, however, that in some cases, at least in Dutch, the directive conditional is also used with
coordinations where no temporal sequence is intended: /RV GLH VRP RS HQ MH EHQW VOLP (solve-IMP that
equation, and you are smart; ‘If you solve that equation, you must be smart.’). The basic idea of temporal
sequence leads to the presupposition of a (non-mentioned) ‘situation’, viz. the idea of ‘concluding’.
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Proeme, in his analysis of the Dutch (directive) imperative gives the following description
of such imperative cases, which can also be applied to the Russian imperative:
“ In what I will call the ‘interpretation of imagination’, the speaker uses the [imperative] form to
direct the addressee to imagine that he (the addressee) fulfills in the situation in question the
role that would be performed by the referent of the subject if the situation were described by
another sentence type. The goal of the speaker is to direct the addressee to take stock of the
consequences of the presented situation. Such consequences can be mentioned by the speaker
in a main clause that immediately follows the imperative sentence.” (Proeme, 1991: 36)35

According to Proeme there is something like a general or invariant meaning of the Dutch
directive imperative. The interaction of this general meaning and a particular linguistic or
pragmatic context results in a particular interpretation. This interpretation can be such that
the addressee is directed to perform the act as specified in the proposition or such that the
addressee is directed to imagine himself as the actor (and the consequences of the act).
The (general) meaning given by Proeme is stated here:
“ The speaker directs the addressee to consider himself to be performing the role in the
imperative action which otherwise (in another sentence type) would be performed by the
referent of the subject.” (Proeme, 1991: 39)36

It is also possible to state that the performance interpretation must be identified as the
central meaning of the imperative, and that the imagination interpretation must be seen as
a more peripheral use of the directive imperative. One then has to conclude that the
directive imperative shows something like prototypical effects; some imperative uses are
better satisfied by the given definition than others. An argument in favor of this
conclusion is that the imagination interpretation only occurs in a conditional context,

35 “ In wat ik de ‘voorstellingsinterpretatie’ zal noemen gebruikt de spreker de vorm om de toegesprokene
ertoe te bewegen zich voor te stellen dat hij (de toegesprokene) in het genoemde gebeuren of de genoemde
situatie de rol vervult die zou worden vervuld door de referent van het subject als het genoemde werd
beschreven door middel van een ander zinstype; de spreker heeft daarbij de bedoeling de toegesprokene de
gevolgen van de voorgestelde situatie of het voorgestelde gebeuren in ogenschouw te laten nemen. Zulke
gevolgen kan de spreker zelf noemen in een direct op de imperativuszin volgende hoofdzin (...).”
36 “ [D]e spreker zet de toegesprokene(n) ertoe aan zichzelf te beschouwen als in het genoemde de rol
vervullend die anders (bij een ander zinstype) zou worden vervuld door de referent van het subject.”
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often with a generic agent.37 Furthermore, the imperative action is always a future action,
which means that sentences like the following are not possible:
(59)

?Win de wedstrijd, wat had je met het geld gedaan?
PHDQLQJ: ‘Suppose that you had won the game, what would you have done with the
money?’

This cannot be explained on the basis of the (general) meaning of the imperative given by
Proeme. What is missing in Proeme’s definition of the imperative is the idea that the
addressee should take account of the consequences of his SHUIRUPDQFH.
It is important to get an answer to the question why the interaction of the general
meaning of the imperative and the particular linguistic or pragmatic context may, without
a special context, lead to a performance-interpretation, but may only lead to an
imagination interpretation if the context has a conditional character. In my opinion this
problem can be ‘solved’ if we accept that the central meaning of the imperative relates to
the fact that the addressee is to perform the imperative situation, and that in a generic
conditional context this meaning may be interpreted DVLI the subject is directed to perform
the act conveyed by the imperative. This DVLI interpretation occurs in a conditional context
only, because here it is clear that the speaker only wants to emphasize the consequences of
the performance of the imperative action by a subject and is not actually challenging the
addressee to perform the action.
Proposing this ‘DVLIinterpretation’ is the same as saying that the subject is instructed to
imagine himself to be the actor of the situation conveyed by the imperative predicate and
its environment. My analysis differs from that of Proeme because he considers the
performance interpretation and the imagination interpretation to have the same status,
whereas I think that the performance interpretation must be seen as the central use of the
directive imperative, and the imagination interpretation as a modification of the
performance interpretation. In the case of the imagination interpretation the speaker is
not actually challenging the hearer to perform the imperative situation, but rather is

In Dutch the conditional context can be pragmatic like in9HUOLHVLQGH6RYMHWXQLHPDDUHHQVMHSDVSRRUW 'DQ
EHQ MH QRJ QLHW MDULJ  (Lose-IMP in the Soviet Union PRT your passport! (Then you will be in trouble).
According to Proeme the expression PDDUHHQV is not obligatory to maintain the given interpretation. I do
not fully agree with that. In my opinion, 9HUOLHV LQ GH 6RYMHWXQLH MH SDVSRRUW is initially interpreted as an
instruction to perform the imperative. In my opinion, the word PDDU (with facultatively HHQV) is natural to
maintain the imagination interpretation here.
37
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challenging any hearer (the generic hearer) to imagine that he himself is the performer of
the imperative situation to describe the consequences of this act (Figure 3.8).
Figure 3.8

%$6,&PHDQLQJ:

7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHKHDUHUDWW WRSHUIRUPWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ
o6,7 9

+ FRQWH[W:

– The imperative is the first in a sequence of clauses.
– The relation expressed in the sequence of clauses must be pragmatically interpretable
as indicating cause – effect, rather than as something that the addressee must actually
perform at the moment of speaking. If the situation is controlable, the subject of the
action cannot (only) be equated with the hearer present in the speech situation, but
rather with the ‘generic’ agent, that is, anyone in the given context (and if the action is
uncontrollable, common sense has it that the addressee cannot follow the impulse to
perform the action).

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:

The speaker directs the hearer to imagine himself to be the performer of the imperative
situation: (o SIT(V)), to make him realize the consequences of this performance (or in
other words: the speaker directs the hearer K\SRWKHWLFDOO\ to perform the imperative action.)

6HOHFWHG: idea of imagination of the imperative action
%DFNJURXQGHG: idea of actual performance of the imperative action

The imperative is always connected to the idea of realizing an action and the idea of
imagining the consequences for the addressee, which means that the feature of
‘imagining’ is a necessary part of the directive imperative meaning. In the case of the
basic imperative use, the idea of realization is connected to the actual performance of
the action, which is lost in the case of the conditional use.
The directive character of the conditional imperative under discussion accounts for
the so-called ‘subjective modal’ character of this use. This means that in these sentences
the speaker expresses his attitude toward the imperative proposition. The subjective
modal character is absent in the case of oppositional forms. The subjective modal
character can be made visible if we paraphrase such sentences with other forms and find
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presuppositional focus-sensitive particles like HYHQ and RQO\MXVW: ‘(YHQ if you let this woman
into paradise she will take a cow with her’; ‘-XVW ask him how to go to the factory, and he
will look at you contemptuously from head to toe’. In these two sentences we find the
following pragmatic context for the imperative. The speaker wishes to make the point that
T (she is a woman who always takes her cow with her; he does not like it if people ask how
to get to the factory), under the assumption that the addressee does not expect Tto be the
case.
In the case of the conditional directive imperative, the hearer is not expected to
already imagine himself to be the performer of the imperative action because it is not
expected that the realization of X leads to Y. This can be motivated as follows. It only
makes sense to give an LPSXOVH to the addressee to imagine himself to be the performer of
the action, in those cases where it can be expected that without that impulse the addressee
will not imagine himself to be the performer of the action. The breaking of the expected
course of events can be interpreted differently, depending on the context in which the
imperative occurs. In some cases the expectation might be that the realization of X is not
enough to lead to Y; in such cases it is stated that MXVW the realization of X is enough to lead
to Y. In other cases the expectation is that of all the actions that can be realized, the
realization of X is the least likely to lead to Y; in such cases it is stated that HYHQ the
realization of X will lead to Y. These latter cases have a concessive character.
Note that the feature of ‘imagination’ is not expressed by the infinitive. This accounts
for the difference in use between the imperative conditional directive and the conditional
infinitive. A conditional directive imperative sentence like (48) cannot be paraphrased with
an infinitive:
(60)

?Pustit’ babu v raj, a ona korovu za soboj vedet.
let-INF this woman into paradise, and she will take her cow with her

The infinitive can only be used to express condition if the speaker expresses that there is a
general relation of condition-result between the infinitive situation and another situation,
or if the speaker actually wants the realization of the infinitive situation, for example:
(61)

Sidet’ v kabinax²znachit szhech’ ostatok gorjuchego, kotorogo i tak edva-edva xvatilo
by teper’ do sovxoza. A ne RWDSOLYDW·kabiny – zaprosto mozhno zamerznut’. (Proeme
IRUWKFRPLQJ/ A. Ajmatov, %HO\MSDUD[RG, 3RYHVWL)
sit-INF-IMPERF in cabins, means burn rest of.fuel, that and so hardly was.sufficient
IRR now till sovxoz. but not heat-INF-IMPERF cabin, just can freeze
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‘Sitting in the cabin means burning the rest of the fuel that would just about be
sufficient for the sovxoz. But not heating the cabin means that we will just freeze to
death.’
(62)

(63)

A ej VND]DW·, ona primet blizko k serdcu (...). (ibid./ L. Petrushevskaja, 3·HV\)
but her say-INF-PERF, she will.take close to heart (...)
‘If you tell her, it will trouble her deeply.’
Po smutnom sne bezdelica trevozhit. 6ND]DW· vam son: pojmete vy togda. (Maurice, 1996:
164/ Griboedov)
through disturbing dream trifle disturbs. say-INF-PERF you-DAT dream: will.understand
you then
‘Disturbing dreams can make you worry about trifles. Shall I tell you the dream, than you
will understand/ Telling you the dream will make you understand.’

In these sentences the idea of ‘just LPDJLQH Y to be the case’, and consequently the
unexpected relation between the apodosis and protasis, is absent. The infinitive does not
express the idea of a force directed at the hypothetical performance of some situation (o
SIT(V)), but expresses the idea of an appropriate situation type, which makes it unsuitable
for use in contexts in (60). In order to interpret the infinitive as a conditional, a special
context is necessary. This is a so-called predicative context where it is expressed that the
infinitive situation LV WKH FDVH, or DSSOLHV to some specified or non-specified agent. This
infinitive in a predicative context may have a general character, or a specific character.38 In
the case of the general character, the non-expressed infinitive agent remains unspecified,
such that it is interpreted as the generic agent. In these cases it is expressed that the
realization of X always or necesarily leads to Y (or put differently, situation type X always
involves situation Y); such a case is exemplified by (61), where the speaker expresses what
one can expect if the infinitive situation is realized. In other cases the infinitive can be
associated with a specific agent. This is the case for example in (63) where the speaker is
associated with the infinitive agent. This sentence can be interpreted as a question where
the speaker asks the addressee whether he agrees with the realization of the infinitive
Note that the infinitive can be used without conditional conjunction (HVOL  in counterfactual conditional
sentences with an optative character, as in the following construction [[infinitive + E\ + (dative)]
[subjunctive]]: 3ULMWL E\WHEHUDQ·VKHLP\RERYVHPE\GRJRYRULODV· (Formanovskaja, 1989: 42); come-INF-PERF
particle you-DAT earlier, and you about everything particle reach agreement; ‘If only you had come earlier,
we could have reached an agreement about everything’. I think these infinitives can be used in a conditional
context because of the hypothetical interpretation that results from the particle E\.
38
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situation; this case can be seen as a special instance of the modal infinitive sentences
discussed in 4.15.
3.2.4.2 Use of reinforcement
Another peripheral use of the directive imperative is the use what I will call
‘reinforcement’ use. These are cases like the following (repeated for convenience):
(64)

0XFKDMVMD! Ne nado delat’ takie gluposti! (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ)
suffer-IMP-IMPERF! not necessary do-INF such stupid.things
‘Yes suffer! You shouldn’t have been so stupid.’

In sentences like these the addressee is SHUIRUPLQJ the imperative action at the moment of
utterance without the expectation that he will stop performing the action. In most cases
the addressee does not desire the action, although this seems not to be a necessary feature.
The speaker agrees with the realization of the action by the addressee, and often takes a
kind of malicious pleasure in the performance of the action. The situation can be
uncontrollable. Cases like these can possibly be analyzed as in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9

%$6,&PHDQLQJ:

7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHKHDUHUDWW WRSHUIRUPWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ
o6,7 9
+ FRQWH[W:

– The addressee is SHUIRUPLQJ V at t0
– The situation can be uncontrollable
– The action can be seen as negative for the addressee

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:

By giving an impulse to the realization of the imperative action, the speaker UHLQIRUFHV the
imperative action, and as such expresses that he agrees with the realization, and
especially the continuation of the imperative action by the addressee.
6HOHFWHG: speaker commitment
%DFNJURXQGHG: idea of an action that breaks the expected course of events
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By reinforcing the imperative situation the speaker expresses that he agrees with the
realization of the imperative situation by the addressee.39 It may be that the idea of
reinforcement mostly arises in cases where the situation is not performed volitionally by
the addressee (like PXFKDW·VMD) and where the idea is attributed to the addressee that he
would like to stop perfoming the situation. As such, the idea of ‘breaking the expected
course of events’ occurs in a weakened form. These cases are similar to the ‘continue V’
cases discussed earlier. Facts such as these point at the IX]]\ERUGHUV between the different
usage types or interpretations. These fluid extensions between the different uses point at
the fact that we cannot treat them as separate representations, but rather must see them as
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV or DGMXVWPHQWV.
3.2.4.3 ‘Non-future’ use
A third peripheral case that I will briefly discuss is that of sentences where by using the
imperative the speaker expresses that a particular action is prohibited, although the action
in question has already been realized and the negative consequences of this action are
present. These are sentences like (51) above, and the following sentence:
(65)

Isaju Gorbovu ja bashku otorvu, uvidish’! – Za chto? – sprosil xoxol. – Ne VKSLRQ·, ne
GRQRVL! (BarentsenIRUWKFRPLQJ/ Gor’kij)
Isaja Gorbova I mug tear.off, you.see!- for what?, asked Ukrainian. not spy-IMP-IMPERF,
not sqeal-IMP-PERF
‘“ I’ll tear off Isaja Gorbov’s head, you know!” “ What for}?” asked the Ukrainian. “ He
shouldn’t spy and sqeal.” ’

Cases like these are different from prototypical imperative cases in that the idea of
performing a IXWXUH action is not expressed. Furthermore, in sentences like these the
direction is not per se aimed at the addressee present in the speech situation. I propose to
analyze sentences like these as in Figure 3.10.

39

Note that one cannot say that the speaker gives an impulse to the further realization of the action because
this would imply that the action would have to be controllable.
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Figure 3.10
%$6,&PHDQLQJ:

7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHKHDUHUWRSHUIRUPWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQo6,7 9

+ FRQWH[W:
– The imperative occurs with negation (QH V)40
– Some agent x is introduced that has performed action V
– The consequences of realizing V are present or imminent and are evaluated negatively
by the speaker

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:

The speaker expresses: if the generic agent wants the consequences of V not to happen,
realize QH V, where agent x is substituted for the generic agent, or put differently, where
the generic agent is interpreted as agent x. Because agent x has already realized V, this
implies that the speaker expresses that the agentVKRXOGQRWKDYHUHDOL]HG V.

6HOHFWHG: idea of impulse to perform an action
%DFNJURXQGHG: idea of immediate realization in the speech situation

The possibility of using of the imperative in contexts where the agent is not the
addressee present in the speech situation, but rather the generic agent, can be seen as an
important factor for the transfer of the directive imperative to the necessitive imperative,
which will be discussed in the next subsection.
3.2.4.4 Uses with a generic agent: Borderline cases between directive use and necessitive
use

The imperative can be used in Russian with uses where the agent can be identified with a
JHQHULF agent. Such uses can be seen as borderline cases between the necessitive use, which
I will discuss in the next section, and the directive use. Consider the following sentences:
40 This is possibly not necessary. I have not, however, seen sentences with the structure: x did not do V, the
consequences of not doing V are negative, and to avoid these negative consequences the agent should have
done V.
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(66)

Tam est’ xoroshij pljazh: OH]KL, ]DJRUDM, NXSDMVMD (Kovtunova & Shvedova, 1986)
there is good beach: lie-IMP-IMPERF, tan.IMP-IMPERF, bathe-IMP-IMPER
‘There is good beach there: one can just lie down there, take the sun and swim.’

(67)

Rybackij zakon: raz starshina govorit – Y\SROQMDM. Idet voda²znachit, èx, ne ]KDOHM sil,
UDERWDM, VR]GDYDM damby. (Vasil’eva, 1969: 40)
fisherman’s law: when oldest speaks – realize-IMP-IMPERF. goes water – means, hey, not
waste-IMP-IMPERF force, work-IMP-IMPERF, make-IMP-IMPERF dams
‘The law of the fishermen: when the oldest speaks, one should do what he says. If the
water flows, it means come on, don’t waste your power, work, make dams.’

The first sentence has a permissive character; which means that the addressee can be
seen as the causational impulse (see 3.2.2.3); the second sentence has the character of an
order. In contrast to prototypical directive (permissive) uses, the imperative does not
occur in a GLUHFW speaker-addressee context; the addressee is not specific but potential or
generic, and the speaker states that in the given situation the imperative action applies.
This means that the speaker is not the impulse giver, but he LGHQWLILHV with the impulse
giver and states that in the given situation the generic agent is to realize the imperative
action. The meaning of this construction can roughly be paraphrazed in English with: If
you are in situation X, do Y.
The abstraction from the direct speaker-addressee context is, at least to VRPH extent,
a matter of degree. In the sentences given above one can still speak of directive uses,
because the speaker can identify with the impulse giver and give the impulse from this
perspective, and the addressee can identify with the agent of the imperative situation; in
other sentences the directive character is weakened further, for example:
(68)

Zhizn’ v shalashe byla ochen’ prijatna Vasil’ju. /H]KL celyj den’ na svezhej paxuchej
solomne, SRJOMDG\YDM, ne zabralis’ li gde rebjata za jablokami, SRVYLVWLYDM i UDVSHYDM
pesni. (L. Tolstoj)
life in hut was very pleasant for.Vasily. lay-IMP-IMPERF whole day on fresh smelling
straw, look.after-IMP-IMPERF, not come PRT where children after apples, whistle-IMPIMPERF and sing-IMP-IMPERF songs
‘Life in the hut was very pleasant for Vasily. He only had to lie all day on the fresh,
fragrant straw, look to make sure the boys did not steal any apples, and whistle and sing
songs.’
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(69)

– I za porjadkom v kavartire VOHGL, i subbotniki SURYRGL i s objazatel’stvami po dvoram
[RGL, – dumaete, legko odnoj-to? (Shvedova, 1974: 113)
and after order in house keep-IMP-IMPERF, and voluntary.work do-IMP-IMPERF and
with obligations in courtyards go-IMP-IMPERF, you think, easy for.a.woman.alone-PRT
‘I have to keep the appartment tidy, and I have to voluntary work and I have to fulfill my
obligations in various places, do you think, that is easy for a woman all alone?’

Such sentences express necessity, in (68) with a nuance of permission, and in (69) with a
nuance of order. In these sentences the feature of direction is weakened even more
because the identification of the speaker with the impulse giver is weaker; this is especially
clear in (69) because in this sentence the speaker disagrees with the performance of the
imperative situations. Furthermore, in these sentences the non-expressed agent of the
imperative situation is associated with a specific agent, viz. the third person subject Vasily
in (68), and the speaker in (69). As such, these sentences do not have a typical generic
character. Such sentences are therefore usually not classified as GLUHFWLYH cases, but as
QHFHVVLWLYH cases (e.g. Shvedova, 1974).
One speaks of directive use when the speaker gives an impulse to the second person
addressee to perform an action, whereas one speaks of necessitive use if there is an
impulse directed at the realization of the situation, and the speaker cannot be seen as the
giver of the impulse and the second person addressee cannot be seen as the agent of the
imperative situation (as in (2) above). Clear directive cases occur in the immediate speakeraddressee context, whereas clear necessitive cases occur if the subject of the imperative is
a third or a first person subject. I do not think, however, that it is possible to draw clear
boundaries between directive use and necessitive use. Generic cases constitute
intermediate cases between directive cases and necessitive cases; in these sentences the
addressee is not the agent of the imperative action, but it is expressed that anyone in the
given situation, including the addressee, is directed to perform the imperative action.
In some sentences there is a close association between the intended agent of the
imperative situation and the speaker. The close semantic relation between such cases and
second person cases can be demonstrated with the following sentence, where the
imperative occurs with a second person subject (W\):
(70)

Devica platok uronila – ty SRGQLPDM, ona vxodit – ty YVWDYDMi GDYDM ej svoj stul, uxodit –
ty SURYR]KDM… (Vinogradov, 1947: 600/ Chexov)
girl handkerchief dropped – you-NOM take.up-IMP-IMPERF, she enters – you-NOM
stand.up-IMP-IMPERF and give her your chair, goes.out, you-NOM accompany-IMPIMPERF
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‘If a girl drops her handkerchief, you are to pick it up, if she enters, you have to get up,
and offer her your chair, if she goes out, you have to accompany her.’

In this sentence the second person subject does not refer to the addressee, but is
generic and implicitly refers to the speaker. The speaker takes the perspective of a force
(general law, norm, or habit) which gives an impulse to anyone in the given context,
including the speaker and the addressee, to realize the imperative situation.
In this subsection I will briefly discuss one specific generic imperative construction,
viz. the use of the imperative with the particle [RW· to indicate that the imperative situation
is a far-fetched but only adequate or possible reaction to a certain situation. The following
sentences are examples of this construction:
(71)

Pocherk u menja velikolepnejshij, xot’ v pisateli ili v ministry LGL. (Barentsen, pc/ Chexov)
handwriting at me magnificent, almost in writers or in ministers go-IMP
‘My handwriting is just magnificent, I might as well become a writer or minister.’

(72)

[V]oobshche zhe v S. chitali ochen’ malo, i v zdeshnej biblioteke tak i govorili, chto esli by
ne devushki i ne molodye evrei, chto xot’ ]DNU\YDM biblioteku. (Veyrenc, 1980: 124
/ Chexov)
generally PRT in S. they.read very little, and in local library such and they.said, that if PRT
not girls and not young jews, that almost close-IMP-IMPERF library
‘In general they read very little in S., and in the library here they used to say that had it not
been for the girls and young Jews, one might as well close the library.’

(73)

I tut navalivaetsja takaja rasslabuxa, chto xot’ OR]KLV· i SRPLUDM. (V. Kunin, .\VMD)
and here attacks such weakness, that almost lie.down-IMP-IMPERF and die-IMPIMPERF
‘And I was overwhelmed by such a weakness, that one could almost lie down and die.’

The following semantic-syntactic features are relevant for this construction:
– The imperative prototypically occurs in a sequence of sentences, either as the second
sentence in a coordinate structure (with an intonational pause), or as an embedded
sentence (with FKWR).41
41 In some cases the sentences do not occur in a coordinate structure, e.g. $YRWSRGLWH]KYWRULFKQR]DPX]K
Y\MWLEXNYDO·QRQHYVRVWRMDQLL3UMDPR[RW·YJD]HWHSHFKDWDM(‘But she is literally not able to marry for a second
time. One might as well put an add in the newspaper.’)
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– The particle [RW· is placed before the imperative (it modifies the imperative).
– No subject is expressed; the subject is interpreted as the generic subject.
– The imperative is prototypically imperfective, indicating that the subject could almost
HQJDJH in the imperative situation.
Many instances of this construction have a strong phraseological or idiomatic character
(cf. Lubensky, 1995). Xrakovskij & Volodin (1986) give the following description of this
use:
“ From the point of view of content there is a comparison of two situations: a real situation that
is judged by the speaker to have reached its natural end point of realization, and a potential
situation (expressed by the construction with the particle [RW· and the imperative), that
objectively follows from the real situation, since it is determined by it. In this respect it is not
important whether the potential situation could in fact actually be realized by the will of the
speaker (or another person), or whether this is not the case.” (Xrakovskij & Volodin, 1986: 241)

They further remark that the construction can be paraphrased in Russian with PR]KQR
(‘may’) + infinitive (1986: 241).
I think it is best to relate this use of the imperative to the basic directive imperative
use. The sentences under discussion convey that the scene expressed by the first clause
is DOPRVW a reason to give an impulse to the realization of the imperative situation. This is
a K\SHUEROLF statement, since it is clear that in reality the actual realization of the
imperative situation does not apply. The imperative use under discussion can be seen as
a case of possibility or permission because it is expressed that situation X removes a
potential barrier to the realization of Y (see Talmy, 1985, for an analysis of possibility in
terms of the dynamics of forces). Since the relation of condition is assumed to be
generally valid, the speaker acts as if he almost directs the JHQHULFagent (any agent in the
given situation) to realize the imperative action. The construction can therefore not be
seen as a directive use in the strict sense; this is underlined by the possibility of the
construction occuring in subordinate clauses, as in ((72), (73)). On the other hand, the
construction cannot occur with first or third persons; this underlines the relation
between this imperative use and the basic directive use.
&RQFOXVLRQ
In this section I have given a description of the directive imperative. The directive
imperative can be described as follows: The speaker directs the hearer to perform the
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imperative situation. This presupposes (i) that the addressee is not intending to realize the
imperative action, or that the addressee is expected to stop realizing the imperative action,
(ii) that the action is controllable by the addressee, and (iii) that the speaker by uttering the
imperative intends to contribute to the realization of the imperative action by the
addressee. The directive imperative differs from oppositional forms in that the idea of
directivity leading to the realization of the action must be seen as a PHDQLQJ, and not as an
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ. Besides the EDVLF use, GHULYHG uses of the directive imperative occur, for
example the conditional use, the reinforcement use, and the non-future use. One can
speak of a derived use because under the influence of a particular context, some aspects of
the basic imperative meaning are selected, whereas others are cancelled. This process of
interpretation is not random, but is based on general principles of rationality, that is, the
(conventionalized) interpretations are reasonable given the context, and the aim of the
language user to choose for optimal interpretation.
In the next section I will give a description of an extended use of the directive
imperative, viz. the QHFHVVLWLYH imperative. This use differs from the directive imperative uses
discussed in this section, because the features ‘impulse to the DGGUHVVHH’ is backgrounded.
1HFHVVLWLYHXVHRIWKHLPSHUDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In the previous section I gave an analysis of the directive imperative. I showed that it is
typical of the directive situation that there is an addressee who is directed by the speaker
to perform the imperative action. This description applies to the basic directive use;
peripheral uses can be seen as extensions of this use by selection and backgrounding of
features under perspectives. In this section I will give an analysis of the so-called QHFHVVLWLYH
use of the imperative. I will argue that the necessitive imperative can be seen as an
extension of the directive imperative by selection and backgrounding of features under
perspectives. The necessitive can be seen as a separate imperative use because the central
feature of the directive imperative ² direction from the speaker to the addressee ² is
backgrounded. This means that the imperative is used in non-directive contexts (with first,
third person subjects, inanimate subjects, and impersonal verbs).
The section has the following structure. In 3.3.2 I will give a definition of the meaning
of the necessitive imperative. In 3.3.3 I will discuss the semantic-syntactic features of the
necessitive imperative. In 3.3.4, I will further analyze the relation between the necessitive
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imperative and the directive imperative, and discuss difference in meaning between the
necessitive imperative and its oppositional forms.
7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHQHFHVVLWLYHLPSHUDWLYH
The following sentences are examples of the so-called necessitive use of the imperative:
(74)

Vzjalsja uchit’, tak on i XFKL. (Shvedova, 1974: 117)
started study, so he-NOM and study-IMP-IMPERF
‘He has begun his studies, so he should continue them.’

(75)

Ljudi bedokurjat, a ovcy – RWYHFKDM. (Shvedova, 1974: 115/ Spasskij)
people cause.trouble-IMP-IMPERF, but sheep-NOM – be.responsble-IMP-IMPERF
‘The people cause trouble, but the sheep are held responsible.’

(76)

Vse ushli, a ja VLGL doma iUDERWDM. (Shvedova, 1974: 107)
all gone, but I-NOM sit-IMP-IMPERF at.home and work-IMP-IMPERF
‘Everybody has gone out, but I have to stay at home and work.’

(77)

Im udovol’stvie, a my PXFKDMVMD… (Uppsala corpus)
they-DAT pleasure, but we-NOM suffer-IMP-IMPERF
‘They have pleasure, but we have to suffer… ’

(78)

V dome vsegda EXG· teplo, a sam ne xoches’ dazhe drov prinesti. (Veyrenc, 1980:
99/ 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 590)
in house always be-IMP warm-ADV, but self not you.want even wood bring
‘You always want it to be warm in the house, but you don’t even want to go for some
wood yourself.’

In these sentences the imperative is used to express that the imperative action is obligated,
or conceived as necessitive. Necessitive imperative use can be paraphrased in Russian with
modal forms such as GRO]KHQ, QDGR, SUL[RGLWVMD and the dative-infinitive construction. The
necessitive imperative prototypically occurs in contrastive contructions where the
necessity for the subject to SHUIRUP the imperative action is compared with another
situation. I will use the term ‘necessitive use’ for this use of the imperative, as a translation
of the Russian term GRO]KHQVWYRYDWHO·QRHQDNORQHQLH]QDFKHQLH (cf. Shvedova, 1974). In contrast
to the directive use of the imperative, the VSHDNHU does not direct the DGGUHVVHH to SHUIRUP an
action, but expresses that there is some force (other than himself, although he may
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identify with the force) that directs the agent of the action (expressed in the nominative)
to realize the imperative action. The force may be a person, a social norm, or the
circumstances in general. Because the imperative does not occur in the directive context,
the subject of the imperative is not restricted to second person subjects, but occurs
foremost with third and first persons, and in impersonal constructions. Following
Shvedova (1974), two main types of necessitive uses can be distinguished:
(a) Sentences where the necessity appears as an obligation, and where, dependent upon
the character of the obligating force, the speaker may express his negative attitude to
the action imposed on the subject, especially if he/ she is to be identified with the
subject (e.g. ((75)–(78)).
(b) Sentences where the necessity is the result of something like custom or habit, and
where the speaker accepts the imperative situation (e.g. (74)).
As I will argue below, type (a) shares features with directive imperative use, while some
uses of type (b) share features with optative imperative use.42 The second necessitive type
is less frequent than the first type, and Shvedova (1974: 116) cites Shmelev, who argues
that this use is not productive in modern Russian; she disagrees with this statement,
claiming that this use still occurs in modern Russian. The data at my disposal, however,
confirm that uses of type (b) are much less frequent than uses of type (a); most instances
of the necessitive imperative use occur either with non-expressed generic subjects (such
cases can also be seen as directive cases), or with third/ first persons in contrastive
constructions (e.g. (75)–(78)). I suspect that the rather infrequent occurrence of type (b) is
connected with the fact that such cases can also be expressed with the oppositional form
SXVW·, and that the decline of this necessitive use is directly related to the decline of the
optative imperative use as described in 3.5. I will motivate the tendency of restriction of
the necessitive use to constrastive contexts with first/ third persons by pointing at the
meaning of the construction.
The following description can be given for the necessitive imperative use:
7KHUH LV VRPH QRQVSHDNHU IRUFH DLPHG DW WKH UHDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH LPSHUDWLYH
VLWXDWLRQ H[SUHVVHGE\WKHVXEMHFWLQWKHQRPLQDWLYHLIWKHYHUELVSHUVRQDO 

Figure 3.11 shows the frame that can be given for the (basic) necessitive imperative.
In fact, some instances that Shvedova (1974) calls necessitive are classified as optative cases by Vinogradov
& Shvedova (1964).
42
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Figure 3.11
)RUFH
Non-speaker

'LUHFWHGDW
o SIT(V+aspect)t1

6XEMHFWRIVLWXDWLRQ
2EMHFWRIIRUFH
S=1/ (2)/ 3sg-pl/ impersonal S

The meaning of the necessitive imperative given above presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)

The imperative situation breaks the expected course of events
By using the imperative the addressee is invited to imagine the realization of the
imperative situation

Note that two of the presuppositions of the directive imperative are absent in the case of
the necessitive, viz. (a) controllability, and (b) speaker commitment (cf. 3.2.2.0). The
presupposition of speaker commitment is absent because the speaker is not the impulse
giver. The presupposition that the situation is controllable is also absent, and this is
underlined by the occurrence of impersonal cases, and cases like (77). In the case of the
directive imperative the feature of control could be attributed to the manipulative
character of the directive (expressing the imperative is intending to change someone’s
behavior). In the case of the necessitive this manipulative character is absent. By using the
necessitive imperative the speaker expresses that he imagines some force directed at the
realization of the imperative situation. Since this force may also be an abstract force (the
circumstances), such cases do not necessarily have a clear controllable character. Note
furthermore, that in most cases an agent expressed in the nominative can be seen as a
participant that must contribute to the realization of the imperative action. Put differently,
the non-agent force is directed at the subject of the imperative action. This is less clear,
however, with the verb E\W· (‘be’) where no subject is expressed, or where the subject is
non-animate (as in (89) below). In such sentences the force is aimed at some other
contextually given participant, or some non-specified participant, that must contribute to
the realization of the imperative action.
The two other presuppostions of the directive imperative, viz. (i) the imperative
situation breaks the expected course of events, and (ii) by using the imperative the
addressee is directed to LPDJLQH the imperative situation, are (partly) preserved in the case
of the necessitive imperative. If we look carefully at the use of the necessitive imperative,
we can see three important features that set this use apart from oppositional forms, such
as GRO]KHQ and QDGR, viz.:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Necessitive imperative sentences always express so-called ‘subjective modal’
nuances.
The necessitive imperative prototypically occurs in constrastive contexts.
In the case of the necessitive imperative we do not find tense.

Below I will argue that these specific features can only be motivated if we relate the
meaning of the necessitive to the meaning of the directive imperative. Both in the case of
the necessitive use of the imperative and in the case of the directive use of the imperative,
an essential part is played by the idea of direction aimed at the realization of the action (o
SIT (V)), and consequently the idea of contrast between SIT(V) and SIT(not V).
Before discussing the specific meaning of the necessitive and the relations between the
necessitive and the directive, I will first briefly consider some semantic-syntactic features
of relevance for the necessitive imperative. I will then examine the relations between the
necessitive imperative and other imperative uses, especially the directive imperative.
6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

+ imperfective aspect, perfective in some cases
– tense
+ all subjects in nominative / dative/ impersonal constructions
no plural morpheme -WH or directive suffix -ND
occurrence of embedded necessitives
no fixed word order

I will briefly discuss these features below.
3.3.3.1 Aspect
The necessitive imperative occurs with both aspects, but in most cases we find the
imperfective aspect. This can be motivated by the fact that in most necessitive cases the
imperative indicates a VWDWH that the subject is in. Two examples are given below of
sentences with a perfective aspect:
(79)

Filat i na bazar VEHJDM, i VYDUL, i SRGDM, i Y\FKLVWL, i Y\PRM, i XEDMXNDM Vasen’ku, i
QDNRUPL ego kashkoj, i SRQMDQFKL ego, i vezde Filat, i na vse emu vremja. (Vinogradov &
Shvedova, 1964: 227/ Vel’tm.)
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Filat and on market run-IMP-PERF, and scald-IMP-PERF, and give-IMP-PERF, and
clean-IMP-PERF, and wash-IMP-PERF, and lull-IMP-PERF Vasen’ka, and feed-IMPPERF him with.porridge, and nurse.for.a.while, and everywhere Filat, and on all him time
‘Filat has to run to the market, and cook, and serve, and clean, and wash, and lull little
Vasja, and feed him porridge, and nurse him for a while, and Filat is everywhere, and has
time for all these things.’
(80)

On ne ponimaet, chto ona iz tex zhenshchin, kotorye ne mogut shutit’ svoimi chuvstvami.
Odno iz nix: ili XYH]L on ee, ènergicheski SRVWXSL, ili GDM razvod. A èto dushit ee.
(5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND , 1980, II: 118/ L. Tolstoj)
he not understand, that she from those women, that not can make.fun of.their.own
feelings. one of these: or take.away-IMP-PERF he-NOM her, energetically act-IMPPERF, or give-IMP-PERF leave. but this kills her
‘He doesn’t understand that she is one of those women that cannot make fun of their own
feelings. One of the two: either he should take her away, and act energetically, or he
should let her go. But this is killing her.’

The first sentence could be seen as a case of ¶QDJOMDGQRSULPHUQRH]QDFKHQLH· (‘good example
meaning’), that is, the action is presented as if it were a single fact to illustrate that the
action is typical of the subject in question. Besides the ‘nagljadno-primernoe znachenie’,
which typically favours the perfective aspect, the perfective may also be chosen to indicate
that the obligated actions occur in a narrative chain of events; for such cases the perfective
aspect is typical (see Barentsen, 1985).
In the second sentence the speaker focuses on the positive result of the K\SRWKHWLFDO
performance of the imperative action, put differently, the speaker expresses that the
subject should realize one of the alternative imperative actions. This sentence is very close
to an optative imperative. Although the perfective aspect is typical of sentences where the
speaker agrees with the realization of the imperative stuation, we do not find the
perfective aspect in all such. Consider for example the following sentence, where we find
two perfectives and an imperfective:
(81)

Kogda kto v polon popadet²drugoj SURGDM vse i GDMvykup, a ne to sam VWXSDM v polon
(...). (Gogol’: 173)
when who in prison ends.up, other sell-IMP-PERF everything and bail.out-IMP-PERF, or
else self step-IMP-IMPERF in prison (...)
‘When one of them is captured, the other must sell everything and bail the other out, or
else go to prison himself.’
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In this sentence the speaker agrees with the realization of the imperative action, but
nevertheless an imperfective is chosen in the case of the third imperative (VWXSDM). This may
be motivated by the fact that QHWR (‘or else’) implies a negative alternative; this use of the
imperative in this sentence may be seen as a case of ¶SULVWXS N GHMVWYLMX· (‘start to do an
action’). From this sentence it can be concluded that speaker agreement is not a sufficient
condition for the perfective aspect.
In the case of negation we find the perfective aspect:
(82)

On vse dni gde-to propodaet, a ja iz domu ne Y\MGL. (Xrakovskij & Volodin, 1987: 238)
he all days somewhere vanishes, but I from house not go.out-IMP-PERF
‘Every day he goes to somewhere else, but I cannot even leave the house.’

(83)

V perednem vagone skuchno i xmurno i na nogu nikomu ne QDVWXSL. (A. Zoshchenko,
1935: 5)
in first railway carriage dull and depressing and on foot nobody-DAT not step-IMP-PERF
‘In the first railway carriage it is dull and depressing, and you may not step on anyone’s
foot.’

Such cases express prohibition (‘may not’). In the case of negation there is some
understood intention of the agent to fulfill the action, but the intended action is blocked
or interdicted by the obligating force. The perfective aspect is triggered by the fact that the
subject intends to realize the situation, but is blocked in this realization, and may not even
realize the situation on a single occasion.
3.3.3.2 Tense
The necessitive does not express tense. I discussed the absence of tense in the case of the
necessitive imperative in 3.1. I argued that the absence of tense in the case of the
necessitive imperative is connected with the fact that the speaker partially identifies with
the force that is directed at the realization of the imperative situation, leading to a so-called
G\QDPLFFRQVWUXDO of the realization or G\QDPLFUHDOL]DWLRQ. Because of the dynamic construal
the speaker invites the addressee to imagine the realization of the imperative situation at
the moment of uttering. The feature of dynamic realization is not compatible with the idea
of placing the action before, during, or after the moment of speaking. As such, the
necessitive is not marked for tense. Note that absence of tense does not mean that the
necessitive only refers to present actions; the necessitive imperative may refer to past
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situations. This is the case for example in (68) above. The past character is not part of the
meaning of the form but must be seen as an LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ.
3.3.3.3 Subject
In contrast to the directive imperative, which only occurs in the speaker-addressee context
where the hearer can be seen as the subject of the predicate, the necessitive can be
combined with first persons and third persons in the nominative case. It is questionable
whether the necessitive also freely occurs with second persons. It might be expected that
second person sentences give rise to ambiguity between a directive reading and a
necessitive reading, and are therefore avoided. In section 3.2.5 I gave an example of a
second person singular case where the subject implicitly refers to the speaker (70). Below
two more examples are given:
(84)

Grjaz’, chicher, ni puti ni dorogi, a ty LGL, NODQMDMVMD… da eshche ne to dadut, ne to net
… (Veyrenc, 1980: 96/ Bunin)
dirt, wet.snow, no route, no road, but you-NOM go-IMP, bow-IMP-IMPERF … and still
not that they.give, not that not
‘Dirt, wet snow, an invisible road, but you go anyway, and make your bow … and still they
give you something you don’t need, or they give you nothing at all ... ’

(85)

Nesusvetnaja zhara, a ty VLGL i ]DQLPDMVMD kak milen’kij. (Vasil’eva, 1969: 40)
unbearable heat, but you-NOM sit-IMP-IMPERF and study-IMP-IMPERF as sweet.child
‘The heat is unbearable, but you have to sit and study like a sweet child.’

I have seen no examples of sentences where the second person subject does not implicitly
refer to the speaker, and I have not attested examples with a second person plural.43
Shvedova (1974: 112) observes that in some sentences the subject of the imperative
predicate is expressed in the dative; such sentences have a strong colloquial character.
Shvedova gives three examples; two of these sentences are given below:
(86)

43.It

– Nu, malo li druzhkov u Kuz’mina? Za vorotnik ponalivajut, a mne UD]YR]L. (Shvedova,
1974: 112/ /LWHUDWXUQDMDJD]HWD)
well, few PRT friends with Kuz’min? behind collar they.pour, but I-DAT deliver-IMPIMPERF

may be that such sentences, provided with an appropriate context, are possible.
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‘Well Kuzmin has lots of friends. They drink lots of booze, and I have to drive them
around.’
(87)

Ne xodi, Kolja, èto on opjat’ vypivat’. – A chto zhe, mne vse NRSDM da SROLYDM? Rab ja,
chto li? (ibid./ ,]YHVWLD)
not go, Kolja, it he-NOM again drink-INF. but what PRT, I-DAT all dig-IMP-IMPERF
and water-IMP-IMPERF. slave I, what PRT?
‘“ Don’t go, Kolja, he only wants to drink again.” “ So what, do I have to dig and water the
garden? Do you think I am a slave or something?” ’

The occurrence of the dative in these sentences can be motivated by the fact that the
speaker experiences the imperative action as initiated by some other force; as such, the
speaker-subject can be seen as the H[SHULHQFHU of the force to do the imperative action. This
means that the idea of a situation conceptualized in its moment of realization is weakened.
The occurrence of the dative in these cases is comparable to the occurrence of the dative
in the case of the dative-infinitive construction (see Chapter IV).
Sentences with the verb E\W· (‘be’) have a special status since they can occur ZLWKRXW
subject, or in sentences where the force is not aimed at the subject itself:
(88)

U nas EXG· tishina, a im mozhno shumet’? (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 116)
at us be-IMP silence-NOM, but they-DAT may-ADV make.noise-INF?
‘We have to be quiet, but they are allowed to make noise?’

Here the non-agent impulse is directed at the speaker together with some other people
(‘us’), and not at the inanimate subject of the verb. The 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II:
579) gives the following sentence where a dative is expressed that can be identified with
the non-subject force that desires the imperative action:
(89)

Emu i rabota EXG· legkaja, i zarplata bol’shaja.
he-DAT and work-NOM be-IMP easy-ADJ and the income-NOM high-ADJ
‘He wants his work to be easy, and his income to be high.’

This sentence expresses that if it is up to the dative participant, the work should be easy
and the income high.
As I argued ealier in 3.2.4, in many sentences the subject is not expressed; in such
cases the subject has a generic character (if the verb is personal), e.g.:
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(90)

Ja ne ljublju moskovskoj zhizni. Zdes’ ]KLYL ne kak xoches’²kak tetki xotjat. (Shvedova,
1974: 113/ fragment from letter by Pushkin)
I not like Moscow life. here live-IMP-IMPERF not as want-2sg , like aunts want
‘I don’t like Moscow life. Here you can’t live the way you want, but you have to live like
those old women want you to.’

Sentences like this one are closely related to directive cases, since they share features with
second person cases. In this sentence the second person character is underlined by the
occurrence of [RFKHVK· (want-2-SG). Such cases can be seen as LQWHUPHGLDWH cases between
the directive imperative and the necessitive imperative. Sentences with a first or third
person, and sentences with impersonal verbs are clear examples of necessitive cases.
Sentences with a second person subject are interpreted as directive cases, although in
some instances a necessitive interpretation is possible, namely in those cases where W\
does not refer to the addressee but to the speaker. Some instances of the imperative
with personal verbs without subject can be interpreted as clear directive cases, while
others share more features with necessitive cases. However, many cases that have a
generic interpretation can be classified ERWK as directive cases and as necessitive cases; in
these cases it is not possible to decide whether the speaker can be seen as the giver of
the impulse.
Note furthermore, that the expression of the subject in the case of the necessitive is
often facilitated by the contrastive context in which the necessitive occurs: there is a
contrast with another explicitly or implicitly given subject. The contrastive context may
be marked by a pause before or after the pronoun. (Veyrenc, 1980: 97) Consider the
following sentence:
(91)

Vse ushli, a -$²VLGL doma i UDERWDM.
all gone, but I-NOM sit-IMP-IMPERF at.home and work-IMP-IMPERF

This sentence has the following structure: ‘Everybody is gone, but as far as I am
concerned: I have to stay at home and work.’
3.3.3.4 Lack of directive features
The following characteristics point at the difference between the necessitive imperative
and the directive imperative:
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– The plural directive suffix -WH does not occur in the case of the second person plural.
(although no good examples of such second person plural cases are given in the
literature).44
– The necessitive can occur with first and third persons, with impersonal verbs, and
with dative subjects.
– Absence of a directive intonation (Shvedova, 1974.)
– The clitic -ND which is typical of the directive context, does not occur in the case of
the necessitive use of the imperative.
– In contrast to the basic directive imperative, the necessitive imperative can occur in
embedded sentences:
(92)

Ja ne pisal stixov. Ja govoril, chto prezhde Zemlej, vodoj i nebom RYODGHM, chtob uznat’
derev’ja po odezhde, i po glazam razgljadyvat’ ljudej. (Shvedova, 1974: 116/ Lavrov)
I not wrote poetry. I said, that before Earth, water and sky control-IMP-PERF, in.order
know-INF trees by clothing, and by eyes know people
‘I didn’t write poetry. I said that first one has to control the earth, the water and the air, in
order to understand the trees by their clothing, and the people by their eyes.’

3.3.3.5 Word order
In most sentences where the subject is expressed, the necessitive clause has an SV
order. I suspect that this order can be motivated by the function of the different
consitutents in the sentence, and that the general principles governing the word order
of Russian also apply in the case of the necessitive imperative. As I argued before, the
SV order is typical of cases where there is some contrast with another action, which is a
typical necessitive context (see 3.2.3.2 for the SV order in the case of the directive
imperative, and 3.3.3.3, on the meaning structure of the necessitive). A VS order occurs
in some cases, for example in (80) given above. This sentence is close to an optative
imperative. It must be remarked that the VS order is typical of the optative and the
conditional use of the imperative. The VS order is possibly chosen here because the
speaker focuses on the hypothetical realization of the imperative action; the subject in this

According to my informants the subject in sentences with an expressed second person (W\) could
hypothetically speaking be substituted with Y\; in which case WH is not added to the imperative.
44
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sentence has the character of an afterthought. I will discuss the VS word order of the
optative in more detail in 3.5.3.3.45
Now that I have discussed some semantic-syntactic features of the necessitive, I will
discuss the relation between the necessitive and the directive use of the imperative.
7KHQHFHVVLWLYHLPSHUDWLYHXVHDQGRWKHULPSHUDWLYHXVH
In this subsection I will discuss the meaning of the necessitive imperative by showing how
it can be related to the other imperative uses, especially to the directive imperative. I will
argue that the necessitive imperative can be seen as an extension of the directive
imperative by backgrounding the specific speaker-hearer features of the idea of direction.
In the literature it is normally assumed that the directive imperative use and the
necessitive imperative use are semantically closely related uses of the imperative.
Ebeling (1956), in his description of the Russian imperative, argues that both the
necessitive use and the directive use are LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of a more general abstract meaning
of the imperative that accounts for all the imperative uses. The meaning of the
imperative that he gives is “ an action fulfilled as the result of a foreign impulse or
permission” (1956: 86). The difference between the directive imperative use and the
necessitive imperative use is that in the former case the speaker can be seen as the
foreign impulse (and the subject is a second person), whereas in the latter case the
authorization does not come from a person, but from a whole situation.46 Following
Ebeling’s line of thought, the specific contextual features of the necessitive use and the
directive use (-WH, -ND, embedding, etc.) must be seen as contributing to the specific
interpretation of the abstract imperative meaning.
In my opinion, the analysis given by Ebeling adequately points at shared features of
different imperative uses. A weak point of the analysis, however, is that both directive
and necessitive use are treated as having the same status (both are interpretations),
whereas this does not seem to be supported by the facts. Firstly, although some
instances can be seen as borderline cases between necessitive use and optative or
directive use, the necessitive imperative and the directive imperative are clearly
A VS order also occurs in the following sentence: I SRGDM ja, i SULPL ja, i RGHQ· ja, i za nim i pered nim,
vse ja (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 227/ Plavil’shch.). In this sentence the imperative is accented, and the
subject has the character of an addition (‘And THIS I have to do, and THAT I have to do’).
46 This description is rather unfortunate because in some necessitive cases the authorization may also come
from a person, e.g. (PXLUDERWDEXG·OHJNDMDL]DUSODWDERO·VKDMD(‘For him the work should be easy and the
income high.’)
45
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distinguishable, for example because of the presence of first or third person subject.
This contrasts with the non-discrete status of the different directive variants, where
many uses can be classified differently because of the flexible nature of the
classificational parameters. Secondly, the directive imperative use is more basic than the
necessitive use because: (a) directive imperative use is more frequent than necessitive
imperative use; (b) the necessitive use is more stylistically colored than the directive use;
(c) imperatives without additional context are interpreted as directive cases, rather than
as necessitive cases, and (d) in some necessitive cases the speaker can, at least partially,
be identified with the foreign impulse; this means that the typical feature of the
directive imperative ‘speaker direction’ seems, in some way or another, to be prevalent
in many necessitive cases as well.
Ebeling’s analysis does not adequately account for the specific relation between the
necessitive use and the directive use. Furthermore, his analysis is incomplete. He does
motivate how the necessitive imperative use differs from oppositional forms, and how
these differences can be motivated by the abstract meaning of the imperative. The
meaning that Ebeling gives for the necessitive, viz. ‘an action realized as the result of a
foreign impulse or permission’ can, without further explanation, also be seen as a
description for sentences with modal predicates like GRO]KHQ and QDGR.47
Shvedova (1974) argues that the directive imperative and the necessitive imperative
have two different meanings, and can be seen as different grammatical moods. She gives
the following arguments for this opinion: (a) there is a typical necessitive imperative
construction that has a different syntactic structure than the directive imperative; (b) an
independent meaning can be defined for the necessitive; (c) the necessitive has a different
intonational pattern than the directive imperative; (d) the necessitive has different
oppositional classes; and (e) the subject of the necessitive can occur in the dative case.
The arguments given by Shvedova (1974) are strictly speaking not arguments against a
position such as the one taken by Ebeling, but rather arguments against the position that
the necessitive imperative use must be seen as a directive imperative use embedded in a
different context. This latter position seems to be expressed by Veyrenc (1980: 97), who
speaks about a transposition of the direct mode of the directive imperative to the indirect
mode.48 According to such a position, a sentence like (2) should be interpreted as an
47 This can hardly be seen as a shortcoming, since Ebelings analysis is part of a rather small article and he
does not claim that his analysis is complete.
48 Veyrenc is not, however, very clear on the question whether one must actually analyze such cases as
indirect directives, or whether such cases must be seen as extensions of the directive imperative into the
indirect discourse, leading to a change of meaning of the basic directive use.
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indirect direction (‘but as for me’): 9VHXVKOLDMD¶VLGLGRPDLUDERWDM· I agree with Shvedova
(1974), that this is not a fully correct analysis. This opinion is supported by the occurrence
of embedded necessitives, the occurrence of necessitives with impersonal verbs, inanimate
subjects, and probably the absence of the suffix -WH in the case of the second person plural.
A weakness of Shvedova’s analysis, however, is that in many necessitive cases the idea of
direction seems to play some part, for example in cases where the speaker agrees with the
realization of the imperative action. Furthermore, we find directive cases that share
features with necessitive cases, such as those discussed in 3.2.4.
I will recapitulate my main point. It seems to me that the linguistic analysis has to
motivate the following facts:
– Different meanings can be given for the necessitive imperative and the directive
imperative on the basis of FOHDU H[DPSOHV and the absence or presence of particular
semantic-syntactic features (intonation, embedding, impersonal constructions,
inanimate subject, etc.).
– Some directive cases share features with necessitive uses; in such sentences the feature
‘directivity’ is, at least partly, present.
– Some necessitive cases share features with hortative-optative uses; in such sentences
the feature ‘directivity’ is at least partly present.
– The directive imperative is more EDVLF than the necessitive imperative (without context
the imperative is interpreted as a directive case, the directive imperative is more
frequent, there are necessitive cases with directive or hortative features.
– A general meaning can be given for both the necessitive imperative and the directive
imperative (see Ebeling, 1956).
– In the general meaning the feature of ‘directivity’, and thus speaker involvement, is
abstracted, i.e. pushed to the background.
– The general meaning given by Ebeling (1956) does not motivate the difference
between the necessitive use and its oppositional uses (the modal subjective nature, and
the absence of tense).
I would like to suggest that the necessitive imperative must be seen as an extended use of
the directive imperative by selection and backgrounding of features under contexts. The
relation between the necessitive imperative use and the directive imperative use can be
analyzed as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12
7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHDGGUHVVHHDWW WRSHUIRUPWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ
9o6,7 9 W ! 

+ FRQWH[W:
– The speaker does not direct some participant present in the immediate speakeraddressee context to realize the imperative situation, because no such participant is
available
– The realization of the imperative situation is presented as the result of some force
other than the speaker himself (i.e. the speaker cannot be held responsable for the
direction; in cases where the speaker agrees with the realization of the imperative
situation, the impulse leading to the realization of the situation is presented as the
result of some general law or norm)

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:

7KH VSHDNHU SLFWXUHV VRPH QRQDJHQW IRUFH WKDW JLYHV DQ LPSXOVH WR WKH
UHDOL]DWLRQRIWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQo6,7 9 W ! 
Presupposition:
– < t0 not V, where t0 is the moment where no impulse is given to realize the situation
– t1 can be seen as the moment of realization of the necessitive situation
The process of extension described here can be reached by selection and
backgrounding of features in the following way:

6HOHFWHG: abstracted feature ‘non-agent force gives an impulse to the realization of the
situation’
%DFNJURXQGHG: specific ‘speaker-addressee features’ (idea of contributing to the realization
of the situation by XWWHULQJthe imperative verb), but partly preserved because by uttering
the imperative, the speaker invites the addressee to imagine the force directed at the
realization of the imperative situation
If we analyze the necessitive in that way, we can motivate the meaning of the necessitive,
account for the differences between the necessitive imperative and oppositional uses
(more specifically the presence of the feature ‘speaker-involvement’ in the case of the
necessitive), and motivate why the directive imperative is more basic than the necessitive
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imperative. This approach does not have the shortcomings of an analysis where both the
necessitive and the directive imperative are seen as interpretations of one abstract meaning
that have equal status. The analysis that I give also leaves room for directive cases that
share features with necessitive cases, and necessitive cases that share features with
directive cases.
The necessitive imperative is normally treated as a separate imperative use (e.g.
Ebeling, 1956), or meaning (e.g. Shvedova, 1974). This contrasts with for example
different directive adjustments. The special status of the necessitive can be motivated by
the fact that the extension from the basic directive to the necessitve can be analyzed in
terms of backgrounding the FHQWUDO directive feature ‘speaker direction’. In the case of the
different directive adjustments discussed in 3.2.4, the idea of ‘speaker direction’ was not
abstracted.
Note that the extension I propose is a reconstruction. It could also be argued for
example that the directive imperative must be seen as an extension of the necessitive
imperative. I do not think there is any a priori reason why this could not be the case.
There is, however, some additional evidence that one can perhaps speak of an
extension in the way sketched above. This evidence is provided by the possibility of
reconstructing of a path of extension from the directive to the necessitive, as I will
discuss below. It is questionable whether a reverse path can be constructed in the same
way.
Note furthermore that the necessitive imperative might also be seen as an extension
of the RSWDWLYH imperative, which I will treat in 3.5. In my opinion, this could be the case
indeed. In the case of both the directive imperative and the optative imperative the
speaker can be seen as the impulse giver. The occurrence of the two basic types of
necessitive cases (those where the speaker agrees with the realization of the imperative
action, and those where there is no such identification) can possibly be related to the
optative and the directive imperative respectively. I would like to stress that in my
analysis it is natural that some instances of the necessitive imperative show more or
fewer similarities to other imperative uses. Some instances of the imperative are on the
borderline between directive and necessitive cases, while other instances share features
with both optative and necessitive cases. In the analysis that I proposed such borderline
cases need not pose problems; they can be seen as different instances of the process of
selecting and canceling features under contexts.
The analysis of the necessitive as an extension of use of the basic directive
imperative is sustained by the ocurrence of (directive) cases with generic subjects; such
cases can be seen as intermediate ‘steps’ between the directive and the necessitive use.
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The extension from the directive imperative use to the necessitive use can be analyzed
in terms of weakening of the speaker-commitment to the realization of the imperative
action, and abstraction from the direct speaker-addressee context. This can happen
because it is possible to take the perspective of some other force with which the
speaker identifies. Sanders & Redeker (1996: 293) define the notion of ‘perspective’ as
“ the introduction of a subjective point of view that restricts the validity of the presented
information to a particular (person) in the discourse” . The following path for the
extension of the directive to the necessitive can possibly be given (with an example from
English, viz., the verb JR):
a. Direct mode: perspective speaker (I said: ‘JR!’)
b. Direct mode: perspective non-speaker force (If you are in this situation then: ‘JR!’)
c. Indirect mode: perspective speaker (But he JR!)
In (a) one can speak of a regular directive: the action is conceptualized from the
perspective of the speaker, who gives the addressee an impulse to realize the action. In
(b) the speaker takes the perspective of the impulse giver, and repeats the impulse given
by this force. In (c) one can speak of embedding of the direction: the speaker reports
that there is some force that directs the agent to realize the action. In such cases,
prototypically with non-second person subjects, the feature of speaker commitment is
abstracted even further; the speaker only partially identifies with the impulse giver. The
partial identification with the impulse giver accounts for the difference between the
necessitive imperative and other forms that express necessity. The necessitive
imperative differs from its oppositional forms in two important respects. Firstly, the
necessitive imperative often has a subjective modal interpretation, i.e. the speaker
expresses his attitude to the proposition. Secondly, the necessitive imperative does not
express tense (in contrast to oppositional forms, e.g. 9VHXVKOLDMDGRO]KHQE\OVLGHW·GRPD).
If we wish to give an adequate description of the necessitive we have to explain these
facts. I have argued, above, that the absence of tense is connected with the fact that in
the case of the necessitive, expressing the imperative means conceptualizing the impulse
directed at the realization of the imperative situation. In my opinion, this feature is
closely related to the so-called subjective modal nature of the necessitive imperative.
Below I will briefly discuss this special necessitive imperative feature.
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6XEMHFWLYHPRGDOIHDWXUHV
The so-called subjective modal nature of the necessitive is mentioned by Shvedova (1974),
who distinguishes three types of modal subjective interpretations: (i) The speaker finds the
action difficult to realize or undesirable; (ii) the speaker finds the action easy to realize, and
(iii) the speaker disagrees with the breaking of some norm or habit. According to the
5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980), the particular modal subjective features of the necessitive
must be seen as LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of the necessitive meaning, that is, they must be seen as
variants of the necessitive meaning that occur in a particular context:
“ [I]n a particular context the necessitive form often shows meaning features of condemnation,
undesirability, discontent because something is obligated, demanded by someone or forced
from the outside. However, the feature of inner rejected instruction is not contained in the
meaning of the form itself: it only rests on the necessitive meaning in the context, and in this
way the main semantic division in the necessitive form can occur: it can be the obligation forced
by an isolated situation, or the obligation dictated by custom, by what is taken to be generally
accepted.” (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 117; my translation)

This view seems justified to me; the different uses must be seen as variants of one
necessitive meaning.
The problem that remains to be solved is how to relate the different interpretations of
the necessitive imperative to its meaning. The solution, I think, must be sought in the
notion of GLUHFWLYLW\. In the case of the necessitive the speaker partially identifies with the
impulse giver, which leads to the so-called G\QDPLF FRQVWUXDO, where the action is
conceptualized as if the impulse to realize the imperative is given at the moment of
speaking. The partial mimicking of the force means that the speaker establishes a closer
contact with the narrated events. As such, the necessitive imperative differs from
oppositional forms such as GRO]KHQ, where the necessity is only indirectly conceptualized
(GRO]KHQ expresses a state of some referent, that is characterized by a force directed at the
realization of some situation, whereas the utterance of the necessitive imperative itself can
be seen as the force). I argued above that this feature accounts for the fact that the
necessitive does not express tense. Another result of this feature is that the focus is on the
fact that the agent is not H[SHFWHG to realize the action himself. This means that there is a
contrast between the imperative action (SIT Vimp) and the action(s) expected of the agent
(SIT not Vimp).
If the subject is not the giver of the impulse, it may be that he is forced to act. In such
a context it is plausible that the action is a non-desirable action or experienced as very
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hard as in (2) above. In (2) the contrastive nature of the obligated action is strengthened
by the contrastive context in which it occurs. In this sentence there is a contrast between
the action expected of the agent (SIT (not Vimp), e.g. to go out, just like the others) and the
actual imperative action (SIT(Vimp)).
Besides cases of type (i) we find cases of type (ii), where the idea of ‘protest’ or
‘resentment’ is totally absent, and where, in FRQWUDVW to type (i), the action is seen as HDV\ to
accomplish, as in the following sentence:
(93)

A nash Nikolaj ej ni na chto ne nuzhen. A on tjanetsja voobshche ujti za nej. Ona tol’ko
PRUJQL. (Petrushevskaja, 7ULGHYXVKNLYJROXERP)
but our Nikolaj she-DAT not on that not is.needed. but he reaches in.general go.out for
her. she just blink-IMP-PERF
‘And she in no way needs our Nikolaj. While he is tempted to go completely for her. She
just has to blink.’

How can these two opposite interpretations be linked to each other?
I think that in both cases there is a contrast between the imperative action and the
action expected of the agent. In the sentence above, the contrast is connected with the
idea of UHVWULFWLRQ. There is some expectation that more actions are necessary than just the
imperative action. This means that there is some restriction on the set of necessary
actions.49 The character of restriction of necessity can be seen as a particular interpretation
of the necessitive, and is the result of the particular presuppositions of the interpreter and
the context in which the necessitive occurs, for example the presence of WRO·NR in (93). In
(93) the idea of restriction is connected with the FRQGLWLRQDO character of the sentence: the
necessitive action is enough for another action to occur. This sentence has the structure:
For Y to occur it is necessary to realize only X. Although (93) is similar to the conditional
use of the imperative, it does not have all the properties of the conditional imperative
(division into apodosis and protasis, VS order in the protasis, etc.). As such it can possibly
be seen as a ERUGHUOLQHcase between the necessitive use and the conditional use.50

49 It can be argued that in the case of the contrastive sentences one can also speak of restriction, namely
restriction of the agent to realizing a certain single act. Possibly the feature of ‘restriction’ is present in all
the imperative cases, and can be compared to what Percov (1998) calls ‘emotionality’.
50 A different type can be found in (68). Here there is a restriction relative to some “ general standard” (the
imperative actions in (68) are generally seen as easy to accomplish). Cases like these with the imperfective aspect
have a permissive character and seem only to occur with generic agents, which underlines the relation between
this use and the directive imperative use.
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The third interpretational type, viz. the speaker disagrees with the breaking of some
norm or habit, occurs in sentences with so-called speaker involvement, e.g. (74). In these
sentences the modal-subjective interpretation is connected with the fact that the agent of
the action is not intending to do the action (as such, he breaks with some norm or habit)
and the speaker states that there is some necessity to do the imperative action. This means
that in this case there is a contrast between the real world, where (not V) is the case, and
the ideal hypothetical world, where (V) is the case. It could be argued that a sentence like
(74) must be seen as a case of volition: the speaker wishes the realization of the action
conveyed by the imperative. A counter-argument to this is that necessitive cases like these
do not RQO\ express the wish of the speaker for the imperative situation: the speaker’s wish
for the realization of a certain action is always justified by pointing at ‘objective’ factors.
The necessity is always presented as the result of custom, habit, or other ‘objective’
factors.
Necessitive cases like (74) occur in both the imperfective and the perfective aspect,
in contrast to regular necessitive cases that are normally imperfective. Further it must
be noted that in the case of regular necessitive use we find that the word order is
normally SV, whereas in the case of this type we find both SV and VS word order.
Sentences like these can be seen as borderline cases between necessitive use and
directive or optative use. The relation between the optative use and this type of
necessitive is underlined by the occurrence of necessitive sentences with a VS order and
a perfective aspect as in (80), features that are typical of the optative use.51 Whether or
not the speaker must be seen as the giver of the impulse is a question that can possibly
not be answered; only if the language user has to make this decision this is a relevant
question.52
&RQFOXVLRQ
The necessitive imperative can be defined as follows: there is some non-agent force that
directs the agent to perform the imperative action: o SIT (V). I have proposed to analyze
the necessitive as an extended case of the directive imperative. In the case of the directive
imperative it is the speaker who gives the impulse to realize of the action, whereas in the
case of the necessitive it is a non-speaker impulse. In the case of the necessitive, however,
there is a partial indentification of the speaker with the impulse giver, leading to the
Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964) classify cases with the structure [X, WDN Vimp ] as optative cases.
It may be asked for example if the suffix -WH occurs in the second person plural, and whether we find
embedded cases; I have not, however, seen any such examples.
51

52
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feature of dynamic realization. This partial identification is absent in the case of
oppositional forms, and can account for both the absence of tense and the presence of
so-called subjective modal features.


1DUUDWLYHXVHRIWKHLPSHUDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this section I will give an analysis of the so-called narrative use of the imperative (in
short: narrative imperative). I will argue that the narrative imperative can possibly be seen
as an extension of the necessitive imperative where the feature ‘non-agent impulse’ is
weakened or cancelled.
The section has the following structure. In 3.4.2 I will introduce the narrative
imperative and define its meaning. In 3.4.3 I will briefly discuss semantic-syntactic features
of the narrative imperative. In 3.4.4 I will discuss the relation between the narrative
imperative and the other imperative uses. In 3.4.5 I will discuss an oppositional (and in
some cases co-occurring) form of the narrative imperative, viz. the so-called Y]MDW·
construction , and show how this oppositional form differs from the narrative imperative.
7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHQDUUDWLYHLPSHUDWLYH
The following sentences are examples of narrative imperatives:
(94)

I vdrug togda, v tu sekundu, kto-to i VKHSQL mne na uxo. (Veyrenc, 1980:
104/ Dostoevskij)
and suddenly then, in that second, someone-NOM and whisper-IMP-PERF me in ear
‘And suddenly then, in that second, someone ZKLVSHUHG something in my ear.’

(95)

... Stala ja sosedok rassprashivat’, chto Katja bez menja delaet; a oni mne vse i UDVVND]KL...
(Prokopovich, 1969: 56/ Nekrasov)
started I women.neighbors interrogate, what Katja without me does, but they-NOM me all
and tell-IMP-PERF… .”
‘I started to interrogate the neighbor women what Katja was doing without me, but they
MXVWWROG me everything.’
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(96)

Noch’ju, byvalo, prosnesh’sja, s polatej vniz gljanesh’, a on ves’ belyj pered obrazom i
skvoz’ zuby shipom shipit: “ Ty menja s-slyshish’? Ty s-slyshish’?” Ja i VND]KL emu odin
raz: slyshu, govorju. Ke-ek on zatrjasetsja da vskochit, a uzh ja ne mogu, iz menja smex
nosom idet.53 (E. Zamjatin, 6ORYRSUHGRVWDYOMDHWVMDWRYDULVKFKXFKXULJLQX)
(...) I and tell-IMP-PERF him one time: I.listen, I.say. (...)
‘At night, it often happened that you woke up, and you looked down from your
sleeping bench, and he would be in front of the icon, looking all white, hissing through
his teeth: “ Do you hear me? Do you hear me?” And once I MXVWWROG him: “ I am
listening” , I said. He starts to shake and jumps up, but I can’t hold myself anymore, and
am overcome with laughter.’

(97)

Bibliotekarsha poshla vypolnjat’ trebovanie, a moj malen’kij istorik to VNORQLV· nad
prilavkom, to SRPDVKL rukoj komu iz znakomyx, to XO\EQLV· mne. (Vasil’eva, 1969: 42)
library.miss went deal.with order, but my little historian then bend-IMP-PERF over
counter, then waved-IMP-PERF with.hand who-DAT from his.friends, then smile-IMPPERF at.me
‘The library miss went to deal with the order, but my little historian EHQWRYHU the counter,
ZDYHGto some of his friends, or VPLOHG at me.’

(98)

Ego zhdut, a on i RSR]GDM na celyj chas. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 625)
him they.wait, but he-NOM and come.late-IMP-PERF on whole hour
‘They waited for him, but he ZDV one whole hour ODWH.’

In the case of the narrative use there is not only abstraction from the directive context,
such that the narrative can occur with first and third person subjects, but also abstraction
from the feature ‘impulse’. In the sentences given above the idea of a foreign impulse is
absent, or at least extremely reduced. The imperative form is used to express that the
imperative situation is unexpected. The action may be unexpected in the sense that it is a
VXGGHQ action, in (94); such actions often occur with adverbs that indicate the suddenness
of the action like YGUXJ. The action may also be unexpected in the sense that is an
LQDSSURSULDWH action, as in (98).
Following Mazon (1914: 94), I use the term ‘narrative imperative’ for the imperative
use under discussion because the imperative occurs in what is called QDUUDWLYH discourse;
this is the type of discourse where past events are described in temporal order. 54 Another
http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ prose/ zamye002.htm
Note that Mazon (1914: 71-72) also uses the term ‘narrative imperative’ for uses that I call necessitive.
The narrative imperative under discussion he calls ‘perfective narrative or historic imperative’ (1914: 94).
53

54
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term that is used in the literature is ‘impérative de dramatisation’ (e.g. Veyrenc, 1980: 86)
or ‘descriptive imperative’ (Ebeling, 1956: 90).
The narrative imperative is typical of the spoken language, and occurs mostly in
colloquial style discourse and in so-called ‘skaz’ style discourse (Prokopovich, 1969;
Russkaja Grammatika, 1980, II: 625). As such, the narrative is QRW a neutral way to express
unexpectedness in modern literary Russian. On the basis of the data at my disposal, I
suspect that the narrative imperative was more frequently used in the nineteenth century
than in the twentieth century. It seems probable that in the nineteenth century the
restriction of the narrative imperative to colloquial discourse and VND]-style discourse was
less strong.55
Something should be said here about the oppositional forms of the narrative
imperative. In cases where the unexpected nature of the situation is expressed by forms
other than the narrative imperative, such as in (94), the narrative imperative can be
paraphrased with a past tense or with the historic present (,YGUXJWRJGDYWXVHNXQGXNWRWR
VKHSQXOVKHSFKHW PQH QD X[R; and suddenly then, in that second, someone
whispered/ whispers me in ear). In cases where the unexpected nature is only expressed by
the narrative imperative, the imperative can be paraphrased with a construction with the
verb Y]MDW· (‘take’) conjuncted with a perfective verb in the past tense (henceforth: Y]MDW·construction), for example (JR]KGXWDRQY]MDOGDLRSR]GDOQDFHO\MFKDV. I will discuss the
difference in meaning between the narrative imperative and the Y]MDW·construction in 3.4.5.
The meaning of the narrative imperative can be formulated as follows:
8QH[SHFWHGUHDOL]DWLRQ o6,7 9 RIWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ E\WKHVXEMHFW
H[SUHVVHGLQWKHQRPLQDWLYHLIWKHYHUELVSHUVRQDO .
As I will argue below, the narrative imperative can be seen as an imperative use where the
feature of ‘impulse’ or ‘force’ is backgrounded or even cancelled, and where the
presupposition that the action breaks the expected course of events is selected as the
meaning of the imperative. This means that the frame, that I used to model the directive
use and the necessitive use cannot be applied to the narrative imperative, since the
parameters ‘force’ and ‘object of force’ do not apply in the case of the narrative.
Nevertheless, a possible way to analyze the narrative imperative is to identify the force
with something like ‘fate’.
55 It may be that in contemporary Russian there is a tendency to use the narrative imperative only with a
specific class of verbs. I have attested, for example, several instances of the construction 1X MDLVND]KL (‘I
just said’).
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6RPH QRQREVHUYDEOH DQG QRQLGHQWLILDEOH IRUFH JLYHV DQ LPSXOVH WR WKH
UHDOL]DWLRQ o6,7 9 RIWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ E\WKHVXEMHFWH[SUHVVHGLQ
WKHQRPLQDWLYHLIWKHYHUELVSHUVRQDO .
Under this analysis the frame in Figure 3.13 can be given.
Figure 3.13
)RUFH



*RDO LQWKH
FDVHRIWKHIDWH
DQDO\VLV 

6XEMHFWRI
VLWXDWLRQ


2EMHFWRIIRUFH
LIWKHIRUFHLV
DQDO\]HGDV¶IDWH· 

Absent (or partly
present if the force is
identified with ‘fate’)

o SIT(V+aspect)t1

S=1/ 2/ 3sg
-pl/ impersonal

S (if V=personal)

We can give the following presuppositions for the narrative imperative:
(i)
(iii)

The imperative situation breaks the expected course of events
By using the imperative the addressee is invited to imagine the realization of the
imperative situation

I will say more about the validity of this analysis in 3.4.4 below, where I discuss the
relation of the narrative imperative to the other imperative uses.
An important feature of the narrative imperative is the feature of G\QDPLFUHDOL]DWLRQ As
I discussed in 3.1, this feature is part of every imperative use, and accounts for the absence
of WHQVH; for the analysis of tense, see 3.1. Note that most linguists describe the meaning of
the narrative imperative as an unexpected action in the past’. This description fails to take
account of the feature of ‘dynamic realization’, and the relation between the narrative
imperative construal and the construal of the other imperative uses. This means that it is
insufficient.
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6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV
Before discussing the meaning of the narrative imperative, and the relation between the
narrative imperative and the other imperative uses, I will briefly discuss the relevant
semantic-syntactic features of the narrative imperative:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

+aspect perfective
–tense
+subject in the nominative (and occurrence of impersonal constructions)
occurrence of L , GD(‘and’) before the imperative
co-occurrence of the Y]MDW·construction
+ embedded narratives
– -WH or -ND
no fixed word order

For the discussion of tense, I refer the reader to 3.1, but I will make a short remark. The
interpretation of the narrative imperative as a SDVW event must be explained by the QDUUDWLYH
nature of the imperative. Since narrative discourse refers to situations that are already
known to the speaker, the narrative imperative always refers to a past event. I think that
the typical narrative nature of the narrative imperative must – either synchronically or
diachronically – be attributed to the ‘fate’ character of the force. In the case of the
narrative imperative the speaker expresses that the imperative action is a non-expected
action in the narrative chain of events. This unexpectedness can be analyzed as the result
of some force (‘fate’) that gives an impulse to the realization of the imperative situation.
The ‘fate’ character is absent in the case of interjections like SU\J, which can there also be
used for future events.
3.4.3.1 Aspect
The aspect of the narrative is always perfective. The perfective aspect is natural for the
narrative because the narrative typically indicates an action in a chain of events; typical of
such cases is the perfective aspect (see Barentsen, 1985). Ebeling (1956: 90), however,
argues that imperfective cases occur, and gives the following sentence with a non-telic
situation:
(99)

Vse vzjalis’ na rabote, a on OH]KLna pechke. (Ebeling, 1956: 90)
everyone took.off for work, but he lie-IMP-IMPERF on stove
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Ebeling’s translation: ‘Everyone took to his work, but he lay on the stove.’

Ebeling is probably mistaken here; this case must be seen as a necessitive case (‘Everyone
took to his work, but he has to lay on the stove’), which is underlined by the contrastive
context, and the absence of the particle L, which one would expect in the case of a
narrative imperative.56
3.4.3.2 Subject
Narrative use of the imperative occurs with all subjects in the nominative.57 Second
person cases are very rare, but Vinogradov gives the following examples:
(100)

A ty SRMGLi VND]KL ob ètom babushke? (Vinogradov, 1947: 552)
but you-NOM go-IMP-PERF and tell-IMP-PERF about that grandmother?
‘And you MXVWZHQW and WROG grandmother about that?’

(101)

A vy i SRYHU· emu? (ibid.)
but you-NOM-PL and believe-IMP-PERF him?
‘And you MXVWEHOLHYHG him?’

In my opinion the infrequent occurrence of the second person has to do with the
narrative discourse: it is pragmatically odd to tell someone what this person did himself.
This pragmatic ‘restriction’ does not apply to the sentences given here because they are
questions.58
The narrative imperative also occurs in sentences with impersonal verbs (with a dative
subject in the role of experiencer):
(102)

[N]am ved’ tak by vazhno uznat’, ne videl li kto ix, v vos’mom-to chasu, v kvartire-to, chto
i mne i YRREUD]KLV· sejchas, chto vy tozhe mogli by skazat’. (Prokopovich, 1969:
56/ Dostoevskij)

56 This specific example was already given in Mazon (1914: 72), where he classifies it under ‘Impératif
narratif ou historique de l’action’. Note, however, that Mazon also uses this term for necessitive cases.
57 I have not seen examples where the subject is a first person plural noun. I suspect, however, that such
sentences are in principal possible.
58 Another exception is (105), but this sentence is an instance of the WDNH-construction.
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we-DAT PRT so IRR important know, not saw PRT who them, in eight-PRT hour, in
house-PRT, that and I-DAT and imagine-REFL-IMP-PERF just.now, that you also could
IRR tell
‘You know, it would have been so important for us to find out whether someone saw
them, after seven o’clock, in that house, that I suddenly UHDOL]HGjust now that you could
have told me that yourself.’

3.4.3.3 Co-occurrence of other forms
In the vast majority of cases, the narrative imperative occurs with the conjunction-particle
L (‘and’), or GD L. This conjunction-particle is always placed immediately before the
imperative. The same conjunction-particle also occurs in the case of the Y]MDW·construction
(see 3.4.4). About the different uses of the particle L, Vasilyeva (1972: 134) remarks: “ The
particle L comes from the conjunction L ‘and’ and in many cases retains its copulative
meaning, while at the same time assuming new meanings and shades of meaning” . In the
case of the narrative imperative, the function of conjunction is not clear in most instances
of the construction. An exception is the following sentence, where L also occurs at the
beginning of a phrase; in this sentence the relation between the particle L and its copulative
meaning is more evident:
(103)

(… ) Proshlo goda dva²i SRSDGLV· mne pis’mo ot nego Varvare ... (Prokopovich, 1969:
57/ Skitalec)
(...) passed.by year two, and fell.in.hands-IMP-PERF I-DAT letter-NOM from him
to.Varvara
‘About two years passed by²and a letter from him to Varvara IHOOLQWRP\KDQGV.’

An explanation must be given of the constribution of L to the narrative construction. It
seems that in most sentences L is obligatory; in a sentence like (98), for example, the
particle cannot be left away ("(JR]GXWDRQRSR]GDMQDFHO\MFKDV). On the other hand, there
are sentences where it does not occur, for example in (97). In this particular sentence
the absence of the particle may be motivated by the special meaning of intermittent
repetition.59

59 However, an alternative analysis has to be given for the absence of the particle in the following sentence
from a well-know fable by Krylov (cited in Vinogradov, 1947: 550): 1RVNYRUXVKNDXVO\VK·NDN[YDOMDWVRORY·MD
(… ) (‘But the starling heard how they praised the nightingale’). It may be that the non-occurrence of the
particle is influenced by the metric structure of the text.
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It may be that the function of L in the case of the narrative imperative is to create a
rupture in the narrative discourse; this rupture has the effect of focussing on the
imperative event following in the narration. I suspect that the use of L is related to the use
of L in sentences with a past tense like the following:
(104)

Okazyvaetsja, Tat’jana Nikolaevna ego blizkaja rodstvennica. A ja L ne znal, i ne slyshal
nichego ob ètom. (Vasilyeva, 1972: 135)
turns.out, Tat’jana Nikolaevna his near family. but I and not knew, and not heard nothing
about that
‘It turns out that Tat’jana Nikolaevna is a close relative of his. And I didn’t even know, and
didn’t hear anything about it.’

In this sentence the particle L has a so-called ‘emphatic’ meaning, close to GD]KH (‘even’). It
stresses that the situation to which it is applied, is the least expected situation in the given
context. In the case of the narrative imperative a similar analysis can be given, since the
narrative situation expresses an unexpected situation in the narrative discourse.
Another form that co-occurs with the narrative is YR]·PL the imperative form of
Y]MDW·(‘to take’), occurring with the particles L, GD or the combination GDL:
(105)

Ja voobchshe soskuchilas’. Po rabote, po shkole, po ljudam. A vyYR]·PLLSULGL (… ).
(Prokopovich, 1969: 56/ Ju. German)
I totally was.fed.up. about work, about school, about people. but you-NOM-PL takeIMP-PERF and come-IMP-PERF (...)
‘I was totally fed up, with my work, with school, with people. And you VXGGHQO\FDPH.’

The verb YR]·PL co-occurring with the narrative imperative is an instance of the
construction with ‘Y]MDW’. This construction can occur in the imperative, past tense,
perfective present, subjunctive, or infinitive mood, conjuncted with a verb with the same
tense or mood. In this construction the verb Y]MDW· can be seen as a modal auxiliary that
has lost its original lexical meaning (‘to take’) and valence. The construction with Y]MDW· and
past tense is very similar to the narrative imperative, but shows some differences,
especially the absence of the feature of G\QDPLF UHDOL]DWLRQ, which is typical of the
imperative. I will discuss this construction and the differences from the imperative in
3.4.5.
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3.4.3.4 Absence of directive features
The narrative cannot be seen as a directive use, which is underlined by some syntacticsemantic features:
– absence of the suffix -WH in the case of a second person plural (see (101) and (105)
above)
– no attestation of the suffix -ND
– occurrence of embedded cases (e.g. (102) above)
– occurrence of impersonal cases
These features point at the non-directive nature of the narrative, that is, they show that
in the case of the narrative the speaker does not give an impulse to the addressee.
3.4.3.5 Word order
There is no fixed word order for the narrative imperative; the word order seems to be
governed by the general pragmatic rules of word order for Russian. In most cases the
subject occurs before the verb. This can be motivated in the same way as the SV order in
the case of the directive use and the necessitive use (see 3.2.3.2 and 3.3.3.5): the situation
expressed by the narrative is often contrasted with another explicitly given, or implied
situation. Note, however, that other orders occur as well. This is the case for example in
(103), with an animate dative participant and an inanimate subject, or in the sentence
below, where we find a VSO order (with an accent on the V):
(106)

[U] nej na tabakerke ee sobstvennyj portret, kogda eshche ona nevestoj byla, let
shest’desjat nazad. Vot i XURQLona tabakerku (… ). (Prokopovich, 1969: 53/ Dostoevskij)
at her on snuffbox her own portrait, when still she bride was, year sixteen ago. Well and
loose-IMP-PERF she-NOM snuffbox (...)
‘She had a snuffbox with her own portrait on it, dating from the time when she was still a
bride, sixty years ago. But then she MXVWORVW the snuffbox.’

7KHQDUUDWLYHLPSHUDWLYHDQGRWKHULPSHUDWLYHXVH
In this section I will discuss the meaning of the narrative imperative by showing how it
can be related to the other imperative uses. I will argue that the narrative can possibly be
seen as an extension of the necessitive imperative. Before giving my analysis, I will briefly
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say something about the different opinions that exist in the literature about the relation of
the narrative to the other imperative uses.
Different explanations are given in the literature for the occurrence of the narrative
imperative. Three of such explanations, and the type of analysis that I prefer, are given:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The narrative imperative is not genetically related to the other imperative uses but
must be seen as a relict of another form (Stender-Petersen, 1930; Vinogradov,
1947)
The narrative imperative is an instance of another construction (Isachenko, 1960)
The narrative imperative is an instance or interpretation of a more general
imperative meaning (Ebeling, 1956)
The narrative imperative must be seen as an extension of other imperative use
with an independent status (my analysis)

I will briefly discuss these analyses here.
The first opinion is put forward by Stender-Petersen (1930). He argues that when the
aorist disappeared in Russian, the imperative, which showed morphological overlap with
the aorist, took over some of its functions, especially the non-perfect past tense character,
and attributed some features to the meaning of the new aorist form, viz. modal nuances
like unexpectedness of the action. According to Stender-Petersen, the narrative imperative
can be seen as a modern variant of the aorist.
Stender-Petersen’s reconstruction is discussed by Isachenko (1960), who rejects the
analysis on two grounds: (i) the narrative imperative cannot be seen as a past tense form,
but must be seen as a form whose use to refer to past events is comparable to the historic
present, (ii) the narrative imperative has a strong expressive meaning, which we do not
find in the aorist.
Isachenko’s criticism of Stender-Petersen’s analysis seems partly valid to me.
Especially the first remark that the narrative imperative must be seen as a use comparable
to the historic use of the imperfective present indicative, is compatible with my idea that
in the case of the narrative one can speak of dynamic realization. The second remark
made by Isachenko is not justified, in my opinion, because Stender-Petersen argues that
the imperative DWWULEXWHG some functions to the aorist. It remains unclear in Stender-
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Petersen’s analysis, however, both why this happened, and how the modern narrative
imperative can still be seen as a form that functions like the aorist.60
Further evidence against the position taken by Stender-Petersen is that in other
languages the imperative can also be used to express notions like unexpectedness. This is
the case for example in some variants of Arabic. The basic function of the imperative
form in these is to express directivity; but the same form can also be used in a way quite
similar to that of the Russian narrative use (cf. Palva, 1977, 1984). In these variants of
Arabic the so-called ‘descriptive imperative’ is used to highlight a sudden or unexpected
turn in the narrative, or to describe a quick or rapid succession of events. Palva argues on
the basis of synchronic data that this is a case of diachronic change. According to him the
imperative was first used in a way more similar to the directive use of the imperative; by
using the imperative the speaker establishes a closer contact between himself and the
listeners, which gives it an exclamatory character. Palva claims that when the form was
used in several successive sentences, the idea of suddenness and unexpectedness was
weakened, and this development resulted in a new, secondary function of the descriptive
imperative.61 He states: “ The form became a special kind of narrative consecutive form
expressing quick succession, a development hardly possible without a weakening of the
original expressive power as the result of frequent use” (Palva, 1977: 26).
Although one must be careful about generalizing over languages, the Arabic data give
some interesting information. They provides us with some evidence that something like
XQH[SHFWHGQHVV may well be semantically related to something like GLUHFWLYLW\. However, the
exact nature of this relation remains unclear under such an analysis.62 Thus it is not clear
whether in Russian narrative cases the relation to the directive use is still present, or
whether we must speak of a diachronic change, as is claimed to be the case for Arabic.
Furthermore it remains unclear in the analysis for Arabic precisely how directivity is
related to something like ‘an exclamatory character’ or ‘close contact with the hearer’ in
terms of semantic transfers.
A second way to explain the occurrence of the narrative imperative is suggested by
Isachenko (1960), who argues that the narrative imperative can possibly be seen as an
60 There may also be formal diachronic arguments against Stender-Petersen’s analysis (especially the fact
that the morphological overlap of the imperative and the aorist was so marginal that the suggested change
of function seems very unlikely). I will, however, not go into them here.
61 He has no diachronic data to show this.
62 Other evidence for the relation between ‘unexpectedness’ and ‘directivity’ is the use of the construction
with ODWHQ (‘to let’) and QRX (‘now’) in Dutch. Most narrative imperative sentences can be paraphrased with
this construction, e.g. :LMZDFKWWHQRSKHPPDDUODDWKLMQRXHHQXXUWHODDW NRPHQ (translation of (98) in Dutch).
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elliptical construction where the idea of ‘to think’ is not expressed, or as a construction
that derived from such a construction. Isachenko argues this as follows: “ It is not
impossible that the construction of the type DRQLYHUQLV· is in some way derived from the
elliptical abbreviation of the sentence: DRQ >SRGXPDO@ ‘YHUQLV··. (… ) It must not be forgotten
that the verb Y]MDW·, occurring in the stereotypical construction of the type YR]·PLGDLYHUQLV·,
has the meaning of Y]GXPDW· (‘take it into one’s head’)” (Isachenko, 1960: 501).
It seems to me that the analysis suggested by Isachenko may be right, but there are a
number of reasons which make it less plausible, or in any case incomplete. First of all,
the evidence given by Isachenko for the occurrence of the narrative imperative is partly
based on the meaning of the Y]MDW·construction; this construction may be close in
meaning to the narrative imperative, but not identical. Secondly, Isachenko does not
explicitly explain KRZ the expression (or omission) of something like SRGXPDW· could lead
to the meaning of ‘unexpectedness’. Thirdly, it remains unclear to me how one could
argue that something like ‘vzdumat’ ‘ is expressed in sentences without nominative
subject. The idea of ‘vzdumat’’is, I think, also absent in many cases with a nominative
subject, especially in sentences with non-animate subjects. If one wishes to account for
such cases, it must be argued that there has been a diachronic change. First the idea of
‘podumat’ ‘ was left out in sentences with animate subjects, leading to the interpretation of
unexpectedness, and subsequently the form could also be used in contexts where the idea
of ‘podumat’’ was absent. To sustain the analysis suggested by Isachenko, diachronic data
would be necessary; unfortunately, I have no such data at my disposal. The earliest
instance of the narrative imperative I have attested is given by Sobolevskij (1962 [1907]:
155), who touches on the possibility of using the narrative imperative use to indicate a
quickly realized action; he gives the following example dating from 1518:
(107)

Theofan” starec” s” brat’eju i starosta ... oni YR]PL obraz” Prechistye da SRYHGL,
(Sobolevskij, 1962 [1907]: 155/ Ak. Jur. 30)
Theofan elderly monk with brothers and village.elder ... they take-IMP-PERF icon
of.pure.mother.god and bring-IMP-PERF,
‘The elderly monk Theofan with his brothers and the village elder ... they WRRN the icon of
the pure mother of God and EURXJKW it,’

This sentence seems to be an example of the narrative imperative proper, where the verb
WDNH occurs in its original meaning.
Diachronic data will have to explain the exact relation between the Y]MDW·construction
and the narrative, and establish whether the narrative imperative occurred through the
influence of the Y]MDW·construction , or vice versa. Nevertheless, on the basis of synchronic
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data, I suspect that the narrative imperative occurred independently of the Y]MDW·
construction ; the occurrence of the Y]MDW·construction in the narrative imperative mood
was probably facilitated by the existing narrative imperative use (see 3.4.5 for an analysis
of the Y]MDW·construction ).
A third way to explain the occurrence of the narrative imperative is proposed by
Ebeling (1956), who claims that both in the case of the directive imperative use and in the
case of the narrative imperative use, we find the feature of ‘unexpectedness’. He argues
(1956: 86) that in the case of the narrative imperative “ we can speak of a foreign impulse,
because the action is presented as not in accordance with the preceding actions, as
breaking the course of events. Thus the word ‘foreign’ in our definition does not point
solely at the actor, but at the natural flow of events as a whole (and so it must be
understood in the first and second types also [i.e. other imperative uses])” .
In my opinion, the analysis given by Ebeling is adequate since it relates the feature of
‘unexpecteness’ present in the narrative use to the directive imperative uses, but the actual
explanation that he gives is insufficient. Firstly, the relation between the notion of
‘direction’ and ‘unexpectedness’ remains vague and unexplained in the description given
by Ebeling. Secondly, if we follow the line of thought proposed by Ebeling we have to
give the following general definition for the imperative: ‘an action that breaks the natural
course of events’. In my opinion, this description cannot account for the different
imperative uses. Thirdly, in his analysis the narrative imperative is treated as one of the
different interpretations of the imperative, having essentially the same status as the other
uses. This does not seem to be sustained by the intuitions of native speakers. Muravickaja
(1973), for example, claims that speakers of Russian do not relate the narrative imperative
to other imperative uses (whereas for example speakers relate the directive imperative to
the necessitive imperative).63 Furthermore, there are no borderline cases between the
narrative imperative and other imperative uses. This suggests that the narrative imperative
has a clear independent conceptual status. This conceptual status can be sustained by the
absence of the notion of ‘a foreign impulse’ in the case of the narrative.64
63 Although this claim is not based on psycholinguistic evidence, I think that the narrative does indeed have
a special status in the imperative complex, because the idea of a foreign impulse is cancelled or weakened.
64 Another suggestion to explain the occurrence of the narrative is made by Percov (1998). In his analysis,
Percov claims that the narrative imperative can be seen as a special extension of the directive imperative
where only the feature of expressiveness is preserved. Although I think that the strategy that he takes to
relate the narrative imperative to the other imperative uses is right, I think his specific explanation is
insufficient. It remains unclear to me what the feature ‘expressiveness’ actually means, and how this feature
constitutes the meaning of the narrative imperative.
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In my opinion, the narrative imperative can best be reconstructed as an extension of the
necessitive imperative where the feature of a ‘non-agent impulse’ is cancelled, and the
feature of ‘unexpectedness’ is selected and strengthened, reoccurring as the meaning of
the imperative. This process of extension can be showed if we proceed from the
necessitive meaning as in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14
7KHUHLVVRPHQRQDJHQWIRUFHWKDWGLUHFWVWKHVXEMHFWWRSHUIRUPWKHLPSHUDWLYH
DFWLRQ6,7 QRW9 o6,7 9 
SUHVXSSRVHV:

There is no intention of the agent to do the imperative action, which implies that the
agent is not expected to realize the imperative situation.
FRQWH[W:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

the action takes place before the moment of utterance
the imperative situation occurs after another situation (is embedded in the
narration)
the action can be controllable or not controlable
there is no force available in the context (for the speaker to identify with) that
directs the realization of the imperative action (although in some cases it may
be argued that the situation can be attributed to fate)
sometimes explicit indication of unexpectedness (YGUXJ, YRW etc.)

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:

Because of (iv), the action cannot be seen as the result of a foreign impulse; the
interaction between the definition given above and the narrative context leads to the
selection of the presuppositional property of unexpectedness as the meaning of the
narrative:
([SUHVVLRQRIWKHXQH[SHFWHG o6,7 9 RIWKHDFWLRQ DQGFRQVHTXHQWO\WKH
FRQWUDVWEHWZHHQ 9 DQG QRW9 

6HOHFWHG: Unexpected realization of the imperative situation
&DQFHOOHG: Idea of a foreign impulse/ :HDNHQHG: Idea of a foreign impulse; the idea of a
foreign impulse may partly be preserved in the idea of ‘fate’
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It could be argued that the action is conceptualized DV LI it is induced by some
unknown force, and is thus unexpected. For the conceptualizer, experiencing a sudden
and unexpected action by some agent has the same effect as the situation where some
non-observable force gives a ‘push’ to the agent to perform the action.65 As such this
can partly be compared to what is called ‘resultative perception’ or ‘fictive change’ as
discussed in Matsumoto (1996), where the current state of the object is perceived as the
result of a possible past history.
I do not think, however, that in the narrative imperative the idea of resultative
change is preserved in modern Russian. It is possible that it can be seen as a diachronic
step, leading to the present meaning. It could be argued that a trace of this meaning is
preserved in the existence of cases with ‘uncontrolled’ situations where the agent is not
intentionally planning the action, but is overwhelmed by the action, e.g.:
(108)

V ètu-to Dunjashu i YOMXELV· Akim! Da tak, kak prezhde nikogda ne vljubljalsja.
(Vinogradov, 1947: 550 / Turgenev)
in that PRT Dunjasha and fall.in.love.IMP-PERF Akim-NOM. yes so, as before never not
fell.in.love
‘Akim IHOOLQORYH with that Dunjasha, as he had never fallen in love before.’

(109)

Barin tvoj prikazal mne otnesti k ego Dune zapisochku, a ja i SR]DEXG·, gde Dunja-to ego
zhivet. (A. Pushkin, 3RYHVWLSRNRMQRJR,YDQD3HWURYLFKD%HONLQD)
master your ordered me take to his Dunja note, but I-NOM and forget-IMP-PERF where
Dunja PRT his lives
‘Your master ordered me to take the note to his Dunja, but I IRUJRW where his Dunja lived.’

In this case the presence of a non-agent impulse might be identified with a nonobservable force. It could be argued that one meaning must be attributed to the
narrative imperative. As such, cases like these all express an unexpected action, without
reference to some non-subject force. This means that the idea of a foreign impulse is
not EDFNJURXQGHG, but FDQFHOOHG. On the other hand, it may also be argued in the case of
the narrative, the feature of a foreign impulse is backgrounded more in some cases than
65 Another albeit similar way to preserve the idea of a foreign impulse is to analyze the narrative imperative
as a use where it is the speaker himself that ‘directs’ the realization of the imperative action. In the narrative
context, the speaker can be seen as the creator of the narration. As such, the speaker can act as if he can
manipulate the actions of the participants in the narration by directing them to SHUIRUP an action that is not
expected of them.
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others, whereas in the case of other forms or constructions, such as the construction
with NDN + perfective present, the idea of a foreign impulse is totally absent.66
It must be noted that for the language user there is probably no clear relation between
the narrative imperative and the other imperative uses. Muravickaja (1973) therefore does
not take account of the narrative imperative in her ‘psycholinguistic’ tests for the
distinction between the different imperative uses. I think that Bondarko & Bulanin (1967:
120) are right when they remark that the narrative imperative can be seen as a borderline
case of homonomy, rather than as a case of polysemy. The fact that language users do not
perceive the relation between the different uses, does not mean, however, that the linguist
cannot point at shared features. I think that the feature of ‘dynamic realization’ is shared
by all the different imperative uses. This may explain the ‘vivid’ and ‘lively’ character of the
narrative and the absence of tense, which are otherwise difficult to explain. This feature
cannot, however, be seen as the meaning of the form, which explains why language users
do not relate the meaning of the narrative imperative to the other imperative uses.
As I mentioned before, the narrative imperative can be paraphrased with the Y]MDW·
construction. In the next section I will briefly discuss this construction. I will argue that
the meaning of the narrative imperative cannot be seen as identical to the meaning of
the Y]MDW·construction .
7KHY]MDW·FRQVWUXFWLRQ 
In this subsection I will briefly discuss the meaning of one of the RSSRVLWLRQDO forms of
the narrative imperative, namely the construction with the verb Y]MDW· (‘take’) that can
occur in the indicative, past tense, subjunctive, infinitive and imperative mood. I will
henceforth use the term ‘Y]MDW·construction’ for this construction. I will devote a
relatively large ammount of attention to the meaning of the Y]MDW·construction for the
following reason. Some linguists, such as Isachenko (1960), treat the narrative
imperative as a special kind of Y]MDW·construction, namely a Y]MDW·construction where the
verb Y]MDW· is left out. Often the descriptions given of the Y]MDW·construction are rather
general, such that the difference in meaning and use between the Y]MDW·construction and
the narrative imperative is not made clear.67 In this section I will try to describe the
66 A possible test to resolve this problem would be to see if uncontrolled verbs are more typical of the
narrative than of other constructions that express similar notions.
67 Consider for example the following description of the Y]MDW·construction given in the 6ORYDU· 5XVVNRJR
-D]\ND: “ Uprotrebljaetsja v sochetanijax s sojuzami GD, L, GD L, i sledujushchimi glagolom v znachenii
vspomogatel’nogo glagola dlja vyrazhenija vnezapnogo ili neozhidannogo dejstvija.” (‘It is used in
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meaning of the Y]MDW·construction, and try to make some suggestions as to how the
construction differs from the narrative imperative. I will start my discussion with some
of the relevant semantic and syntactic features of the Y]MDW·construction in Russian, and
then I say something about the meaning of the Y]MDW·construction.
3.4.5.1 Semantic-syntactic features of the Y]MDW·construction
In the Y]MDW·construction we find the following forms:
a. The verb Y]MDW· in the present tense, subjunctive mood (past tense + E\/ infinitive +
E\), past tense, imperative mood, or infinitive.
b. The conjunction GD, L, or GDL.
c. A perfective verb with the same mood or tense as Y]MDW·.
The meaning of the Y]MDW·construction is an abstraction from the different occurrences
of the construction. As such, it is an abstraction over the different tenses or moods of
the verbs that occur in the construction. This means that an occurrence of the Y]MDW·
construction in the narrative imperative mood must be analyzed as a combination of the
abstract meaning of the Y]MDW·construction, and the meaning of the narrative imperative.
As such, my analysis differs from analyses that treat the narrative imperative as a special
instance of the Y]MDW·construction (such as Isachenko, 1960), or from analyses that make
no distinction between narratives with or without YR]·PL (e.g. Prokopovich, 1969).
Below, I will briefly discuss different semantic-syntactic features of the Y]MDW·
construction in some detail.
3.4.5.1.1 Tense and mood
The verb Y]MDW· can occur in the present, subjunctive (past tense + E\/ infinitive + E\),
past tense, imperative or infinitive mood, and is conjuncted with a perfective verb in
the same mood, tense and conjugation. Some examples are given below:

combination with the conjunctions GD, L, GDL, and a verb as an auxiliary to express a sudden or unexpected
action.’) Although this description is adequate for the Y]MDW·construction, it is not specific enough, because it
also applies to the narrative imperative.
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3HUIHFWLYHSUHVHQW
(110)

A chto, kak ja v samom dele YR]·PX GD ]KHQMXV· na nej? (Vinogradov, 1947:
604/ Chernyshevskij)
but what, how I indeed take-PERF-PRES-1SG and marry-PERF-PRES-1SG her
‘But what if I indeed PDUU\ her.’

3DVWWHQVH
(111)

Y]MDOL neozhidanno XH[DO (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 222)
he.took-PERF and suddenly he.went-PERF
‘he suddenly ZHQWDZD\’

,QILQLWLYH
(112)

Oni tol’ ko pishut prikazy, a kapitan vypolnjaj. Vot Y]MDW· GD L RWND]DW·VMD. (5XVVNDMD
*UDPPDWLND1980, II: 222)
they just write orders, but captain perform-IMP-IMPERF. PRT take-INF-PERF and
and refuse-INF-PERF
‘They just write orders, but the captain must perform them. Well, one FRXOGMXVWUHIXVH.’

,QILQLWLYHby
(113)

Izvini, bratan, nu ne xotel ja tebja obidet’. 0QH E\ Y]MDW· GD L VND]DW·, chto prav
starina Zelenyj, tak net²kljunulo menja v zadnicu ne soglasit’sja.68
sorry, brother, well not wanted I you insult. I-DAT IRR take-INF-PERF and say-INFPERF that right fellow Zelenyj, so not – it.picked me in bottom not agree
‘Sorry, brother, but I didn’t want to insult you. , FRXOGVKRXOG KDYH VDLG that this guy
Zelenyj is right, but no, for some stupid reason, I just didn’t agree with him.’

3DVWWHQVHby
(114)

68

I zhal’ bylo svoego chuvstva … tak zhal’, chto kazhetsja, Y]MDOE\L]DU\GDO. (Chexov,
,RQ\FK)
and sorry was for.his.own feelings … so sorry, that seems, took IRR and cried
‘He felt so sorry for himself, so sorry, that it seemed KHFRXOGEXUVWRXWLQWRWHDUV.’

http:/ / alisa.ru/ ArmyAlisa/ ArmyAlisa7.htm
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Note that the imperative mood can be narrative or directive, which can be shown by
the absence or presence of the suffix -WH in the case of the second person plural (see
(105) above, that can be seen as a narrative case). Below, an example is given of a
directive imperative case:
(115)

Esli vy svjato ubezhdeny, chto Fedor Ivanovich Shaljapin nikak ne predstavlen ni v
russkoj, ni v mirovoj Seti ² ne nado iskat’ strelochnika i stavit’ diagnoz. Prosto
YR]·PLWHGDLVR]GDMWHego stranicu.69
if you holy convinced, that Fedor Ivanovich Shaljapin in.no.way not portrayed not in
Russian nor in world site, not need-ADV search scapegoat and make diagnosis. just
take-IMP-PERF-2PL and and create-IMP-PERF-2PL his page
‘If you are totally convinced that Fedor Ivanovich Shaljapin is not portrayed on a site in
Russian or somewhere else in the world, you should not look for a scapegoat and make
your diagnosis. Just PDNHKLP a page yourself.’

In the case of the second person singular, directive imperative use may occur without
an expressed subject:
(116)

Mne nado sxodit’ v magazin: “ 7DNYR]·PLLV[RGL” .
I-DAT need go to shop: so take-IMP and go-IMP
‘I have to go to the shop: “ Then go.” ’

In some exceptional cases the mood of the verb Y]MDW· and the conjuncted verb are not
identical, e.g.:
(117)

Podumal ja: chto mne zlit’sja? 9]MDOLSLVKX: “ Syn!..” (Uspenskij, ,GLOOLMD)
thought I: what I-DAT be.angry? took and write-IMPERF-PRES-1SG: “ Son!..”
‘I thought: why should I make myself angry? I MXVWVWDUWHGWRZULWHGRZQ : “ Son!..” ’

In this case the past tense form is conjuncted with a historical present in the
imperfective aspect. This switching of tense is a typical trait of narrative discourse in
Russian.70

http:/ / www.cityline.ru:8084/ vi/ 14sep1997.htm
It may also be argued that Y]MDO indicates that the decision has been taken, and SLVKX indicates the result of
it, that is, the action in its progress.
69
70
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3.4.5.1.2 Subject
The verb Y]MDW·can occur with a nominative pronoun or noun if the verb occurs in the
present or past tense, or in the imperative mood. The participant expressed in the
nominative is the subject of the action expressed by Y]MDW·, and the action expressed by
the verb with which Y]MDW· is conjuncted. The Y]MDW·construction can occur with all
subjects; I have not, however, attested examples with a third person plural. The Y]MDW·
construction can also occur without expressed subject; in such cases the identity of the
subject can be inferred from the context, e.g.:
(118)

Menja prigovorili k rasstrelu, a zatem nachali pochemu-to doprashivat’. Ja prigotovilsja
umeret’ s dostoinstvom, a tut menja YR]·PLGDLQDFKQL izbivat’ bil’jardnym kiem.71
(...), but here me take-IMP-PERF and and start-IMP-PERF hit with.billiard cue
‘They sentenced me to death by shooting, but after that they started to interrogate me. I
prepared to die with dignity, but VXGGHQO\WKH\VWDUWHGWRKLW me with a billiard cue.’

In this sentence the agent of the action expressed by the verb is the people given in the
context (‘they’).
On the basis of the meaning of the construction (see 3.4.5.2), one would not expect
instances of the construction with impersonal verbs; the only example I have attested is
given by Karcevski, who gives the following example with an impersonal verb in the
imperative mood:
(119)

Tol’ko bylo cveti raspustilis’, kak vdrug YR]·PLGDSULPRUR]·.(Karcevski, 1927: 140)
just PRT flowers opened, how suddenly take-IMP-PERF and freeze-IMP-PERF
‘The flowers had just opened, when suddenly LWVWDUWHGWRIUHH]H.’

I have not seen examples with impersonal verbs and a dative, which may be connected
with the fact that the action must be volitionally performed by the agent, or presented
as such. Note that this contrasts with the narrative imperative, where we find
impersonal sentences with a dative.


71

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ d43.html
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3.4.5.1.3 Syntactic function
In most cases the verb Y]MDW· and the verb with which it is conjuncted can be seen as the
head or predicate of the sentence. If the verb occurs in the infinitive mood, the [Y]MDW·
conjunction V] constituent does not occur as the head of the sentence, but as the topic
of the sentence.
3.4.5.1.4 Word order
The normal order of the construction is [Y]MDW· conjunction V], but other orders or
confugurations occur as well:
take-argumentV (=object)-and-V:
(120)

Gad ty, i bol’she nikto. 9]MDODE\ tebja i XELOD. (Lubensky, 1995/ Vamilov)
creep you, and more nothing. took-FEM IRR you-ACC and killed-FEM
‘You’re a creep, that’s all. ,FRXOGNLOO you.’

take-and-argumentV(=object)-V:
(121)

No sej mudryj izograf/ … / Y]MDOL sovsem inoe QDSLVDO. (Leskov, =DSHFKDWOHQQ\MDQJHO)
but that wise icon-painter / … / took and entirely other painted
‘But that wise icon-painter/ … / MXVWSDLQWHG something totally different.’

take-and-argumentV(=indirect object, instrument, object)-V:
(122)

[O]na kakuju zhe shtuku pridumala, Y]MDODGD muzhu varen’em i lico i borodu
Y\PD]DOD. (Ostrovskij, 6WDU\M'UXJ/'Y)
she which PRT joke thought.out, took and husband with.jam and face and beard
smeared
‘She thought out this joke, she PDGH the beard and the face of her husband dirty with
jam.’

An example with a [V conjunction Y]MDW·] order:
(123)

“ … kakoj vy otec? … 8GDYOMXV· vot YR]·PX!” (5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND, 1980, II:
220/ Uspenskij)
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“ … what you father? … strangle.myself-PERF-PRES-1SG PRT take-PERF-PRES1SG
‘“ … What kind of father are you? … I ZLOOVWUDQJOHP\VHOI.” ’

Note that with reverse order no conjunction is expressed. In some exceptional cases
with the normal order we also find no conjunction (GDL, or GDL) expressed:
(124)

Ruchkoj-to svojeju, znaete, Y]MDOLREQMDOL, a zdes’… (Shvedova., 1955: 296/ Leskov)
with.hand PRT, his, you.know, took embraced, but here…
‘With his hand, you know, he [the tsar] VXGGHQO\HPEUDFHGPH, and then … ’

3.4.5.2 Meaning of the Y]MDW·construction
In the literature the meaning of the Y]MDW·construction is discussed by various authors,
such as Shvedova (1955), Isachenko (1960), Coseriu (1966), and Ekberg (1993).
Shvedova (1955: 295) gives the following description for the meaning of the Y]MDW·
construction in Russian: “ The decision to realize the action is in no way encumbered,
often the action has a nuance of ‘arbitrariness, entirely caused by the personal whim of
the subject.’” 72 In her analysis Shvedova (1955: 296) emphasizes that the construction
has two different basic interpretations. In some cases the construction expresses an
action that is easily fulfilled in the absence of any obstacles or barriers; in other cases,
however, the construction expresses an arbitrary and undesirable action; in such cases
the feature of easiness of the realization of the action is absent. Shvedova (1955) does
not discuss how these interpretations are related to the meaning of the construction,
and the context in which the construction occurs.
Isachenko (1960: 501) gives an analysis of the Y]MDW·construction in terms of the
meaning of the component Y]MDW·. He argues that the meaning of the verb Y]MDW· in the
V-construction can be seen as identical to ‘vzdumat’’ , roughly translatable into English
as ‘to take it into one’s head’. This means that Y]MDW· expresses that the action can be
seen as volitional, but at the same time as non-premeditated, as something that is not
the result of planning by the agent.
Both Shvedova (1955) and Isachenko emphasize that the subject agrees with the
realization of the action, but that the action is not planned, and that the realization is
unexpected. Problematic in such a description is that the Y]MDW·construction also occurs
“ Dejstvie kak nichem ne zatrudnennoe osushchestvlenie prinjatogo reshenija, chasto – s ottenkom
‘proizvol’nogo dejstvija , vsecelo obuslovlennogo lichnoj prixot’ju sub” ekta’.”
72
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in the case of actions where the will of the subject plays no part at all. This is the case
for example in sentences with the verb XPHUHW· (‘die’) and the narrative mood:
(125)

Lekarja nashli, zastavili xvorogo voina celit’, a voin tot YR]·PLGDLSRPUL, nevziraja ni
na kakoe celenie.73 (Elena Xaeckaja, 2EUHWHQLHqQNLGX)
physician found, forced ill soldier heal, but soldier that take-IMP-PERF and and dieIMP-PERF not.looking no on what healing
‘They found the physician, and gave an order to heal the soldier, but the soldier MXVWGLHG,
nothwithstanding whatever healing.’

In this case the action is non-premeditated, unexpected DQG non-volitional.
Nevertheless, it may be argued that in this case the action is presented DV LI it is the
result of a whim or caprice of the subject. If some action has a whim-like character, it
will be unexpected, and if some action is unexpected, a whim-like character is attributed
to the action. In the sentence above this means that the speaker acts as if he holds the
subject responsible for the realization of the action. As such, the description given by
Shvedova (1955) and Isachenko (1960) also applies in these cases.
I suspect that the presence or absence of the volitional character of the action is
related to the context in which the construction occurs, and more specifically to the
mood or tense of the verbs in the construction, and the person of the subject. It may
be that the volitional character is most clearly expressed in sentences that do not refer
to past events, such as the following with a directive imperative:
(126)

Komu chto interesno – 9R]·PLGDNXSL. (Advertisement, Internet)
who-DAT what interesting, take-IMP-PERF and buy-IMP-PERF
‘For everyone who is interested: -XVWEX\LW.’

In this sentence the Y]MDW·construction is used to eliminate the addressee’s possible
hesitation to do the action. In narrative style sentences with a third person, the
emphasis does not have to be on the whim-like character of the action, but can also be
on the unexpected and sudden nature of the action:
(127)

73

No sej mudryj izograf/ … / Y]MDOL sovsem inoe QDSLVDO (Leskov, =DSHFKDWOHQQ\MDQJHO)
but that wise icon-painter / … / took and entirely other painted
‘But that wise icon-painter/ … / MXVWSDLQWHG something totally different.’

http:/ / www.kuzbass.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ HAECKAQ/ enkidu.txt
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Although there seems to be some plausibility to Isachenko’s (1960) idea that the verb
Y]MDW· can be defined as expressing something like ‘vzdumat’’ , it remains unclear how
this meaning is related to the meaning of the construction as a whole. Another question
that is not addressed by Isachenko is how the basic meaning of the verb Y]MDW· is related
to the meaning that it has in the Y]MDW·construction. To find an answer to these
questions one has to look outside of the Russian linguistic literature, namely to the
analyses of Coseriu (1966) and Ekberg (1993).
Coseriu (1966: 13–55) compares different analyses of paratactic constructions with
the verb ‘to take’ and another verb in different European languages (Greek, Spanish,
Russian, Italian dialects, Albanian, Danish, Finnish and others). Coseriu draws the
following conclusions for this construction. The construction must be seen as a
grammatical unit, where the verb ‘take’ has no predicative function of its own. The
meaning of the construction can be defined as the expression of “ the unity and
indivisibility of the action” (1966: 42). Other shades of meaning (unexpectedness,
suddenness, arbitrariness, etc.) must be seen as interpretations, that is, they occur as the
result of the context in which the construction occurs (especially the meaning of the
verb in the construction). Coseriu argues that there is no synchronical relation between
the auxiliary ‘take’ in the construction and the basic meaning of WDNH. According to him,
the construction is so ‘peculiar’ that it is not possible it has developed independently in
the different languages; the occurence of the construction must probably be seen as the
influence of Greek (1966: 44–55).
Coseriu’s analysis is the starting point for that of Ekberg (1993). Ekberg gives an
analysis of paratactic constructions with WDNH as they can be found in different languages
such as Swedish, some variants of English, Spanish, Polish, etc. from a cognitive
semantics framework. There are two main differences between the analyses of Ekberg
and Coseriu. Firstly, Ekberg argues that the WDNHconstruction cannot purely be seen as a
grammatical unit. She says that at the level of event structure the WDNHconstruction has a
complex or split representation, as the construction refers to both the initiation and the
boundedness of the event expressed by the verb with which the verb WDNH is conjuncted.
Secondly, the verb WDNH is not purely grammatical, but rather lexico-grammatical.
According to Ekberg, the meaning of the construction can be related to the basic
meaning of WDNH. The relation between the basic meaning of the verb WDNH, and the
meaning of WDNH in the WDNHconstruction can be explained as follows.
The verb WDNH designates a complex event, consisting of the subcomponents
‘Initiation’, ‘Transfer’, and ‘Possession’. The first image-schematic component
corresponds to the initiation of the overall event. As this event is volitional and
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inceptively momentaneous, the initiation component is distinguished by two properties,
viz. [+Volitional] and [+Momentaneous]. 7DNH does not focus on the entire imageschematic structure in the WDNHconstruction. Only the properties of the first
subcomponent, Initiation, are explicitly kept in the WDNHconstruction. This means that
there are two main properties that characterize the WDNHconstruction and oppositional
forms, viz. (a) the marking of the initiation of the event expressed by the second verb,
and (b) the marking of the volitionality of this event.
Although Ekberg mainly focusses on the semantic-syntactic properties of the WDNH
construction in Swedish, she claims that the analysis is appropriate for the WDNH
construction in all the different languages she discusses. According to Ekberg this crosslinguistic claim is sustained by the remarks of Bybee & Pagliuca (1985: 75) that
metaphorical extensions are “ cognitively based, and are similar across languages” .
Ekberg’s analysis gives us some interesting insights into the construction, but
precisely the claim that the analysis is valid cross-linguistically, is one of the weak points
of the analysis.74 Ekberg sometimes refers to the construction in other languages to
prove her point for Swedish, but fails to do this when Swedish differs from these
languages. As a description of the Russian Y]MDW·construction, the analysis is therefore
not fully appropriate. To give an example: in Russian, the Y]MDW·construction is
compatible with the goal-oriented verb meaning ‘come’ (Y]MDOGDSULVKHO, YR]·PLGDSULGL), in
contrast to Swedish (Ekberg, 1993: 29). In Russian the Y]MDW·construction can occur
with non-volitional actions, e.g. YR]·PLGDLXPUL, in contrast to Swedish (Ekberg, 1993:
33) (although such cases have a ‘ironic’ nature). Generally, it seems that in Swedish the
takeconstruction is used to indicate the initiation of a volitional and momentaneous
action (with additional shades of ‘mental contact with the subject of the action’, cf.
Ekberg, 39), whereas in Russian the construction more strongly emphasizes the idea of
arbitrariness and unmotivatedness of the action.75
Nevertheless, I think we can use Ekberg’s type of analysis to capture the meaning of
the Russian Y]MDW·construction. It seems to me that the same basic event (a basic ‘take’
event) can be extended in different ways in different languages, giving rise to similar but
74 In my opinion, this is often a problem of analyses that try to define the meaning of specific forms in
language in terms of more general basic cognitive structures.
75 Most examples that are given for Swedish cannot be paraphrased in Russian with the Y]MDW·construction.
To give an example. The sentence +DQWRJRFKOlVWHHQERNQlUGHWE|UMDGHUHJQD. (Ekberg, 1993: 28), is translated
in English with ‘He started to read a book, when it started to rain’. If I understand the example correctly,
the idea of unexpectedness, inappropriateness, or unmotivatedness, which we find in the case of the
Russian construction, is not present in this sentence.
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not identical use of comparable constructions in different languages. We can motivate
the idea of ‘arbitrariness’ if we relate the specific relation between the subject and the
object present in the basic meaning of ‘take’, to the Y]MDW·construction. In the case of the
basic meaning of ‘take’ there is an agent that performs an action to get something in his
possession. This means that the subject can be seen as an agent, whereas the object
must be seen as a patient. In the case of the Y]MDW·construction, the agent and the patient
can be seen as two manifestations of the same entity, that is the entity expressed by the
subject. The action can be seen as a volitional action by the agent, that is the subject is
an agent, but at the same time the action is not the result of a process of preplanning or
premediation. We conceptualize the moment when the agent feels the urge to SHUIRUP an
action that breaks the expected flow of events, or to put it more crudely, we
conceptualize the scene as if the agent ‘takes himself’ to do an action.
Now, let us go back to the initial question of this section, namely, what is the
difference in meaning between the Y]MDW·construction and the narrative imperative?
Prokopovich, in his analysis of the imperative mood, discusses the Y]MDW·construction
with imperative mood. He gives the following description (originally from Vinogradov)
for the Y]MDW·construction with YR]·PL: “ So, very characteristic is the feature, close to the
voluntative [i.e. narrative imperative] mood, viz. the modal nuance of the arbitrariness
of the action, entirely caused by the personal ‘whim’ of the subject, his arbitrary will”
(1969: 59).76 According to Prokopovich, the narrative imperative has the same meaning
as the Y]MDW·construction, but the character of unmotivatedness (SURL]YRO·QRVW·) is less
articulated in the former case than in the latter. Prokopovich does not discuss the
difference in meaning between the narrative imperative and the Y]MDW·construction with
other moods than the imperative.
In the case of the narrative imperative the action is conceptualized as if LWLVWKHUHVXOW
RI VRPH QRQDJHQW IRUFH. As I argued earlier, the action is conceptualized in its dynamic
realization (o SIT(V)). This feature accounts for the absence of tense in the case of the
narrative. The feature of dynamic realization is absent from the meaning of the Y]MDW·
construction , although it can be added to the meaning of the construction if the verb
Y]MDW· and the main verb with which it is conjoined occur in the narrative mood. Because

“ Tak, ochen’ xarakteren blizkij k voluntjativnomu nakloneniju modal’nyj ottenok proizvol’nogo dejstvija,
vsecelo obuslovlennogo lichnoj ‘prixot’ju’ sub” ekta, ego proizvolom.”
76
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the Y]MDW·construction does not express the idea of dynamic realization, it can occur in
non-narrative moods, such as the infinitive.77
In the case of the Y]MDW·construction the idea of suddenness and unexpectedness
arises because the subject of the action is conceptualized both as the agent and as the
patient of the action. This construal hinges on the specific meaning of the verb Y]MDW· in
the construction. That a meaning can be attributed to Y]MDW· is made clear in the
following example, where the verb Y]MDW· is placed between parentheses:
(128)

Ne znaju, chem ja zasluzhil doverennost’ moego novogo prijatelja, ² tol’ko on, ni s
togo, ni s sego, kak govoritjsa, ‘Y]MDO· GD L UDVVND]DO mne dovol’no zamechatel’nyj
sluchaj … (Prokopovich, 1969: 60/ Turgenev)
not I.know, through.what I.deserved trust of.my new friend, just he, not of that not of
this, as one says, ‘took’ and told me rather remarkable story
‘I don’t know how I deserved my new friend’s trust, but all of a sudden, as one says, he
just WROG [lit. took and told] me a rather remarkable story.’

In my opinion, the Y]MDW·construction expresses that the subject of the action
volitionally and intentionally performs an action, which the speaker takes to be
unexpected for the hearer. As such, the speaker attributes the idea of ‘vzdumat’ ‘(‘take it
into one’s head’) to the subject of the action. This does not mean, however, that the
subject himself is necessarily overwhelmed by the action. This can be elucidated with
the following sentence, where the subject can be identifed with the speaker:
(129)

Dama ot ètogo otkazyvalas’, govorja: ‘net, net, menja ne budet doma!’ – A Stepa
uporno nastaival na svoem: ‘a ja vot YR]·PXGDLSULGX!’ (Bulgakov, 0DVWHUL0DUJHULWD)
lady from that refused, saying, “ no, no, I not will.be at home!” but Stepa stubbornly
was.holding his ground: but I here take and and will.come
‘The lady was refusing this, saying, “ no, no, I won’t be home!” But Stepa was
stubbornly holding his ground: “ I MXVW ZLOOPDNHVXUHWRFRPH!” ’

In this sentence the speaker uses the Y]MDW·construction to indicate that he will engage in
an action that is not expected of him, and not to indicate that he himself is
overwhelmed by the action.
77 It may be that the narrative imperative is more easily used in impersonal sentences than the Y]MDW·
FRQVWUXFWLRQ. In any case, I have seen just one example of an impersonal Y]MDW·construction. Impersonal
sentences, however, occur with the narrative imperative without Y]MDW·.
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I think that the differences between the Y]MDW·construction and the narrative
imperative are also connected with the fact that in the case of the Y]MDW·construction the
idea of unexpectedness can be attributed to a specific lexeme, viz. Y]MDW·. Because of this,
the idea of ‘vzdumat’’ and the idea of ‘engaging in an activity’ or ‘initiation of an action’
are more clearly expressed in the case of the Y]MDW·construction than in the case of the
narrative imperative. In those cases where the Y]MDW·construction occurs with the
narrative imperative we find both the so-called dynamic conceptualization and the
meaning expressed by Y]MDW·; such cases are the most expressive and vivid. In those case
where we find the Y]MDW·construction without the narrative, we do not have the feature
of dynamic realization; furthermore, it may be that in such sentences the idea of ‘being
overwhelmed’ by the action is absent, and that, instead, the volitional character of the
action is stressed.78
&RQFOXVLRQ
The narrative imperative can be defined as follows: unexpected dynamic realization of
the imperative situation. The narrative can be analyzed as a special extension of the
necessitive or directive imperative where the idea of an impulse is cancelled, or at least
extremely reduced. The narrative shares with the other imperative uses, that the
imperative situation breaks the expected course of events. In the case of the other
imperative uses this must be seen as a presupposition, whereas in the case of the
narrative, this feature is selected as the meaning of the narrative. It may be argued that
in the case of the narrative the idea of an impulse is partly preserved in the idea of ‘fate’.
Under this analysis the imperative situation is conceptualized as if there is some nonspecifiable force, call it ‘fate’, that contributes to the realization of the imperative
situation.

78Finally, it must be remarked that in modern Russian the narrative imperative seems to be restricted to
special styles, and discourse types, whereas the use of the Y]MDW·construction is less restricted. As such the
two constructions cannot be seen as purely oppositional forms, but must be seen as similar uses that occur
in different domains of the language register.
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2SWDWLYHXVHRIWKHLPSHUDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this section I will give a description of the optative use of the imperative form
(henceforth: optative imperative). The optative imperative can be seen as an instantiation
of the EDVLF meaning of the imperative, viz. the directive-hortative meaning. The basic
status of the optative imperative is underlined by diachronic data, rather than by
synchronic data. Diachronic data suggest that in older stages of the Slavic languages (for
example in Church-Slavonic and in Old-Russian), the imperative form was used as an
optative, conjunctive or hortative (Sobolevskij, 1962 [1907]; Issatchenko, 1983: 377).
Issatschenko (1983: 377) argues that the Slavic imperative originates from an IndoEuropean optative with the feature *-oi-. Although the current imperative form probably
derived from a form whose basic function was to express optativeness, in nineteenthcentury and twentieth-century Russian, the optative imperative use occurs almost
exclusively in petrified expressions, and is no longer a productive use of the imperative
anymore. Nevertheless, I will briefly discuss this imperative use here. This discussion is
relevant because I will argue in in 3.6 that the conditional use of the imperative (with first
and third persons) can be analyzed as an extended use of the optative imperative.
7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHRSWDWLYHLPSHUDWLYH
The following sentences, the first two both from the nineteenth century, and the third
from the twentieth century, are examples of optative imperatives:
(130)

(131)

(132)

79

1DJUDGL vas gospod’ za vashu dobrodetel’. (A.Pushkin, .DSLWDQVNDMDGRFK·)
reward-IMP-PERF you-ACC god-NOM for your goodness
‘May God reward you for your goodness.’
6JLQ· ona! (N. Leskov, /HGL0DNEHW0FHQFNRJRXH]GD)
die-IMP-PERF she-NOM
‘May she die!’
Nu, ja pljunul i govorju: davaj po rukam, EXG· chto budet.79 (V. Belov, 3ULY\FKQRHGHOR)
well, I spat and say: let’s over hands, be-IMP what will.be

http:/ / lib.ru/ lat/ PROZA/ BELOW/ delo.txt
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‘Well, I spat and said: “ Let’s make a deal, come what may.” ’

This use of the imperative is called RSWDWLYH, because the imperative is used to express the
wish or desire of the speaker that the imperative action will be realized. In contrast to the
basic directive use of the imperative as discussed in 3.2, which only occurs with second
persons, the optative imperative occurs with first, second, and third persons.
Before discussing the optative use in more detail, I will give a description of the
meaning of the optative imperative:

7KHVSHDNHULQWHQGVWRFRQWULEXWHWRWKHUHDOL]DWLRQRIWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ E\
WKH SDUWLFLSDQW H[SUHVVHG LQWKHQRPLQDWLYHLIWKHYHUELVSHUVRQDO E\JLYLQJDQ
LPSXOVHWRWKHDGGUHVVHHRUVRPHRWKHUQRQVSHFLILHGIRUFHWRFRQWULEXWHWRWKLV
UHDOL]DWLRQ
The meaning-frame shown in Figure 3.15 can be used for the optative imperative.
Figure 3.15
)RUFH
Speaker

*RDO
o SIT(V+aspect)t1

6XEMHFWRIVLWXDWLRQ
S=1/ 2/ 3sg-pl/
impersonal

2EMHFWRIIRUFH
Addressee, nonspecified force

The meaning of the optative imperative given above presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

if the hearer cannot contribute to the realization of the situation by the subject,
some supernatural force is presupposed for helping to bring about the situation80
at < t1 not V, or there is some intention of the subject to do not V
the speaker commits himself to wanting the realization of the imperative situation

In the case of the optative imperative the speaker hopes to contribute to the realization of
the imperative situation by uttering the imperative. Therefore a sentence like the following
is not possible:
(133)

?3URYDOLV· ona, no ja znaju chto èto nevozmozhno.

An example where the hearer can contribute to the realization of the situation can be found in (136)
below.
80
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get.lost-IMP-PERF she-NOM, but I know that is impossible
‘May she disappear, but I know it is not possible.’

In the case of the optative imperative the speaker cannot influence the realization of the
imperative situation directly by manipulating the agent of the situation, but he intends to
contribute to this realization by uttering the imperative because he directs the addressee or
some non-specified force to contribute to the realization of the imperative situation. As
such, the optative imperative can be said to have a KRUWDWLYH function.
The non-specified force can often be identified with a supernatural force like a saint,
the lord, god or satan. This supernatural force is often mentioned in the sentence, and is
sometimes expressed in the vocative form, such as in %R]KHVR[UDQL (‘Oh God, protect’).
Consequently, Veyrenc calls this imperative the ‘injonction à l’extrapersonnel’. According
to Veyrenc DOO optative imperative cases have this extrapersonal character. Veyrenc states
that:
“ Le sujet apparant, qui peut être alors de genre inanimée (...), n’est que le réflexe superficiel d’un
objet profond. C’est en réalité une entité surnaturelle non designée qui est implicitement
chargée de l’accomplissement éventuel de l’action néfaste.” (Veyrenc, 1980: 102)

He sees evidence for this in the occurence of sentences with a passive form:
(134)

%XG· ja prokljat.
be-IMP I-NOM cursed
‘May I be cursed.’

In this case the passive form of the verb may indicate that “ [l]’opérateur de la malédiction
est extérieur à la personne prise pour sujet de ce passif” (Veyrenc, 1980: 101). Other
evidence for the ‘supernatural’ character of the optative imperative is the fact that there
are very few sentences in modern Russian where the performer is not expressed as a
supernatural force, and they always occur with a special kind of act (like ‘provalit’sja’
which can be seen as indirectly performable by a supernatural force. Thus in PRGHUQ
Russian we do not find sentences like:
(135)

?3URFKLWDMon ètu knigu.
read-IMP-PERF he that book
‘May he read the book.’
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It may be argued that the optative imperative occurs only with a very specific type of
actions, namely those actions that can be seen as (indirectly) performable by a supernatural
force, which are typically actions that cannot be controlled by the subject. Such cases
occur mostly in petrified expressions where the supernatural force is mentioned or
implied. Note that this is not the case with SXVW·, the lexical element expressing
optativeness; SXVW· can be seen as the natural way to express optativeness in modern
Russian.
Although in modern Russian all optative imperative cases seem to have a supernatural
character, this character does not appear to be a necessary feature of this use in earlier
stages of Russian. Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964: 224–226) discuss the optative
imperative in the nineteenth century and claim that in the second half of the eighteenth
century, the optative imperative was used in both literary style and colloquial style. Until
the 1850s the optative imperative was freely used, whereas in the second half of the
nineteenth century the optative imperative disappears from the high style literature, but its
place is taken by SXVW·/ SXVNDM81; in the second half of the nineteenth century the use of the
optative imperative is preserved only in texts with a colloquial style. Vinogradov &
Shvedova (1964) do not discuss the difference in meaning between the optative
imperative and the SXVW· construction, but the examples they give do not all have a clear
supernatural character. Take for example the following extract from a letter, written in the
nineteenth century (1826):
(136)

Blagodarju miluju Mashen’ku ... i nezhno celuju; SHUHFHOXM ona takzhe za menja sestric i
Pavlushu. (Vinogradov & Shvedova,1964: 225/ Vjazemskij)
I.thank dear Masha … and tenderly I.kiss;.kiss-IMP-PERF she-NOM also for me
sisters and little.Pavel
‘I thank dear Masha and kiss her gently; let her also kiss in my name the sisters and little
Pavel.’

In this sentence the speaker directs the reader of the letter to make the subject of the
imperative realize this action; the imperative action can be controlled by the subject. The
occurrence of sentences like this suggests that the optative imperative was originally used
to address both supernatural forces or the addressee present in the speaker-hearer context
(as is the case with SXVW·), but that this use declined, probably owing to the influence of
81 Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964) give the following sentence where SXVNDM co-occurs with the optative
imperative: .WR [RFKHW WRW SXVNDM VHUGLV· 1DG QDVKHM VKDORVW·MX RVWULV·. (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964:
224/ Griboedov)
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SXVW·, in the middle of the nineteenth century. Nowadays, the imperative only occurs in set
expressions where a supernatural force is mentioned or implied, and with the verb E\W·
6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV
The following semantic-syntactic features are relevant for the optative imperative:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

–tense
+aspect (perfective, imperfective)
+subject
prototypically VS order
no suffix -WH
suffix -ND
in some cases expression of particle E\
idiomaticity

Below I will briefly discuss some of these features; for the feature tense I refer to 3.1.
3.5.3.1 Aspect
The optative imperative occurs in both the perfective and the imperfective aspect. By
using the perfective aspect, the speaker indicates that he wishes the subject to reach the
natural or imposed end point of the imperative action, because of the desirabale
consequences of this realization. In the case of the imperfective aspect, the action qua
action is seen as desirable, e.g.:
(137)

Net, GHODMon to chto mne poleznjae. (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 224/ Sumarok)
no, do-IMP-IMPERF he-NOM that what me more useful
‘No, may he do what is more useful for me.’

3.5.3.2 Subject
The optative imperative occurs with all persons in the nominative, and with impersonal
verbs:
(138)

%XG· by zdes’ tixo! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND 1980, II: 106 )
be-IMP IRR here quiet
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‘If only it would be quiet here.’
(139)

Poskol’ku bol’shinstvo kul’turnyx proektov segodnja rukovodstvujutsja lozungom
“ Dozhit’ do rassveta!” , to izdanie, vidimo, gotovilos’ po principu “ Vvjazhemsja v draku, a
tam xot’ ne UDVVYHWDM.” 82
in.so.far.as majority of.cultural projects today are.being.managed with.motto “ live till
dawn!” , then edition, obviously, was.prepared according.to principle “ let’s.throw.ourselves
in fight, but there PRT not dawn-IMP-IMP”
‘In so far as the majority of the cultural projects today are managed according to the motto
“ Live till dawn!” , this edition was obviously prepared according to the principle “ Let’s start
fighting, and let it remain dark there.” ’ (meaning: ‘let’s get on with the job, the rest is not
important’)

The optative imperative can occur with non-animate subjects:
(140)

Esli ty goloden i nag,/ %XG· tebe utexoj uchebnyj shag.83 (K. Pruktov, $UP\DSKRULVPV)
if you hungry and naked/ be-IMP you-DAT consolation-INSTR training step-NOM
‘If you are hungry and naked/ May the drill-training be like a consolation to you.’

The nominative pronoun or noun can be seen as the subject of the imperative predicate.
In the case of a second person singular there is no clear distinction between the directive
use and the optative use. Veyrenc (1980: 101) gives the following example of a second
person optative with the verb SURYDOLW·VMD (‘to get lost’):
(141)

3URYDOLV· ty. (Veyrenc, 1980: 101)
get.lost-IMP-PERF you
‘Get lost.’

The verb SURYDOLW·VMD is a typical optative lexical verb (it is a situation that cannot be
controlled by the subject, but which could be influenced by some supernatural force), and
the VS order is typical of the optative imperative; nevertheless, there are no clear criteria
for deciding whether it is an optative case or a directive case. Note, however, that in the
case of the second person plural, the suffix -WH is sometimes attached to the verb, whereas
in other cases it is not:
82 http:/ / www.russ.ru:8085/ krug/ kniga/ 99-07-06/ knyazev.htm; I have attested several instances of the
expression DWDP[RW·QHUDVVYHWDM, which suggests that it is idiomatic, at least to some degree.
83 http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ stixiya/ authors/ appendix/ prutkov_voennoe.html
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(142)

(143)

Da SURYDOLV· vy vmeste s vashej antennoj (… ).84 (N. Ognev, .UXVKHQLH$QWHQQ\)
yes get.lost-IMP-PERF you together with your antenna (...)
‘Get lost together with your antenna.’
Da SURYDOLWHV· vy skvoz’ zemlju!85 (K. Bulychev, 3UHGVND]DWHO· SURVKORJR)
yes disappear-IMP-PERF-2PL you through ground
‘May you sink into the ground.’

I do not think that such cases have a different meaning. I think that second person cases
must be seen as borderline cases between optative use and directive use. In the case of a
second person singular, this ‘ambiguity’ may remain underspecified. In the case of the
second person plural, however, where a choice has to be made between adding WH or not,
both variants occur.
3.5.3.3 Word order
Optative sentences normally have a verb subject (VS) order. The imperative usually takes
the first position in the clause, but in some cases other constituents (than the verb) may be
expressed, for example:
(144)

Puskaj pogibnet svet, Lish’ tol’ko mne V\VKFKLV· ljubeznaja sobaka. (Vinogradov &
Shvedova, 1964: 224/ V. Majk.)
let die earth, just only I-DAT find-IMP-PERF favorite-NOM dog-NOM
‘The earth may be destroyed, I only want to find my favorite dog.’

In most cases the verb and subject are not separated by other constituents, but exceptions
occur:
(145)

%XG·ej teper’ moja sud’bina! (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 225/ Borat.)
be-IMP she-INSTR my destiny
‘May my destiny now be hers.’

The imperative verb is always accented. The last accent of the optative construction may
be on the imperative predicate (e.g. XP5,RQD) or on another constituent, which may be the
84
85

http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ prose/ ognen003.htm
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ BULYCHEW/ kora03.txt
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subject or another constituent (e.g. %8'· E\ WLVKL1$ 3HUHFHO8- RQD WDN]KH ]D PHQMD VHVWULF L
3DY/8VKX). Deviance from the VS order rarely occurs. Below an example is given with an
SV order:
(146)

Ego primer EXG· nam naukoj. (Pushkin, (YJHQLM2QHJLQ)
his example be-IMP us science
‘May his example be like a lesson to us.’

The order here is possibly influenced by the poetic structure of the text.
The word order of the optative imperative is connected with the specific semantics of
this use, and also occurs in the case of other optative use without optative conjunctions.
6XEMXQFWLYHRSWDWLYH
(147)

Uexali by oni!
went IRR they
‘If only they would go away!’

,QILQLWLYHRSWDWLYH
(148)

Zhit’ vam do sta let!
live-INF you-DAT to hundred years
‘May you live a hundred years.’

This suggests not only that the VS order is linked not only to the meaning of the
imperative optative but, more generally, that it may be a natural order when the predicate
is interpreted as expressing wish.
It may be that there are differences between moods in the extent to which word order
is fixed. Bondarko (1990: 175) claims that in the case of the subjunctive with an optative
meaning the SV order is possible:
(149)

Papasha, vy by govorili s Aleksandroj. (Bondarko/ Gor’kij)
papa, you IRR spoke with Alexandra
‘Papa, if only you would talk to Alexandra.’
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According to Bondarko, however, this order is never obligatory; sentences like this can
DOZD\V be rendered to a VSX order (3DSDVKDJRYRULOLE\Y\V$OHNVDQGURM).86 Shvedova (1967:
75), on the other hand, claims that another order than VS in the case of the subjunctive
optative is “ practically excluded” . She states that in the following sentence %\OE\XPHQMD
GUXJ the verb obligatorily takes the first position in the clause. Unfortunately, neither
Shvedova (1967) nor Bondarko (1990) discuss the difference in word order in terms of
the information structure of the clause. The evidence that they provide, however, suggests
that the QRUPDO order for optative is VS (X). The fixedness of the VS order suggests that an
explanation of the word order cannot solely be based on the general pragmatic principles
of word order (cf. Keijsper1985; Kompeer, 1992).
In my opinion the word order in the case of the optative imperative can possibly be
motivated as follows:
69" #%$ RUGHU
The expression of the subject presupposes the existence of some action, the identity of
which is given later.
9" #%$ 6RUGHU
The expression of the verb means that the existence of the action is introduced in a
hypothetical mental space or world, and presupposes the existence of a subject, when
the verbs is personal.
In the case of the sentences under discussion the VS arrangement is not connected to the
theme status of V and the rheme status of some constituent following V. In the case of
the optative the existence of the situation expressed by the verb is not given, but
introduced in the discourse. In such sentences the verb expresses the information that is
the ‘starting point’ for the rest of the information expressed in the clause. This may
motivate its clause initial position; the subject in such sentences has the character of
additional information. In the case of the optative imperative the starting point for the
optative situation is the predicate: the speaker pictures to himself the presence of the
optative situation expressed by the predicate. One might say that the position of the
Bondarko claims that this sentence can be seen as an optative case because it can be paraphrazed with [RW·
E\. Unfortunately, Bondarko does not discuss the difference between these sentences in terms of their
information structure.
86
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subject relative to the imperative verb gives information about the reality-hypotheticality
status of the imperative action from the perspective of the speaker. This analysis of the VS
order in the case of the optative imperative remains highly speculative. I will say more
about the VS word order in 3.6.3.3, where I will discuss the VS order of the conditional.
3.5.3.4 Presence of ND

I have attested one example of a combination of the optative imperative and the suffix
-ND:

(150)

5D]YHUQL-ka on im ètu knigu i QDFKQL chitat’ bez premudryx slov i bez xvanstva, bez
voznoshenija nad nimi, a umilenno i krotko, sam radujas’ tomu, chto chitaesh’ im i chto
oni tebja slushajut i ponimajut tebja (… )87 (F.M. Dostoevskij, %UDW·MD.DUDPD]RY\)
open-IMP-PERF-PRT he they-DAT that book and start-IMP-PERF read without wise
words and without boasting, without elevation above them, but emotionally and gently,
self enjoying that, that you.read them and that they you listen and understand you (… )
‘May he open the book for them and start to read without using difficult words and
boasting, without placing himself above them, but read emotionally and gently, enjoying
yourself that you read them and that they listen to you and understand you.’


This extract is from a nineteenth-century novel, and from the speech of a monk who uses
language with archaic features. Nevertheless, the possibility of combining the optative
imperative with ND underlines that it can be seen as a hortative use.

3.5.3.5 The particle E\

The 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 106) notes that in modern Russian we find the
optative imperative of the verb E\W· in conjunction with the particle E\ (which indicates that
the predicate to which it is applied does not occur in the real world but in a counterfactual
world):
(151)

%XG· by zdes’ tixo! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 106 )
be-IMP IRR here quiet
‘If only it were quiet here.’

(152)

%XG· by druz’ja rjadom. (ibid.)

87

http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ dostoevs/ karama06.htm
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be-IMP IRR friends-NOM close
‘If only my friends were close.’

According to the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 106), this use is typical of the spoken
language.
There is possibly a tendency to to use the particle E\ with other verbs as well, which
seems to be stated by the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND: “ It is possible to express wish by the
imperative form together with the particle E\; such sentences have a general personal
meaning” (1980, II: 624).88 The following examples, both from Bunin, are given by the
5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 624):89
(153)

3URSDGL(by) vse propadom.
get.lost-IMP-PERF (IRR) all without.a.trace
‘The hell with them.’

(154)

3URYDOLV· (by) oni v tartarary.
disappear-IMP-PERF (IRR) they-NOM to hell
‘Damn them.’

Below, another example is given:
(155)

Kakaja vse-taki zhizn’!²v odin mig vse srazu ruxnulo. Da i SURSDGL by on propadom,
ètot kozhan!90 (Vasilij Shukshin, 0RM]MDW·XNUDOPDVKLQXGURY)
which still life! in one moment all immediately it.collapsed. yes and dissappear IRR he
without.a.trace, that leather.jacket
‘What a life this is! In one moment everything has collapsed. Well, the hell with that leather
jacket.’

The occurrence of optative imperative sentences with the particle E\ can possibly be seen
as the modern implication of the ‘supernatural optative’. In the case of the optative
imperative as decribed above the speaker addresses a force that can contribute to the
realization of the imperative action. The desirable situation conveyed by the imperative
88 “ Pobuzhdenie v soedinenii so znacheniem zhelatel’nosti vyrazhaetsja formoj povelit. nakl. v
vozmozhnom sochetanii s chasticej E\; takie predlozhenija imejut obobshchenno-lichnoe znachenie.”
(5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND 1980, II: 624)
89 It is unclear to me whether E\ occurred in the original text.
90 http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ SHUKSHIN/ my_zat.txt
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cannot be accomplished by the subject EHFDXVH it can only be accomplished by a
supernatural force; in the case of the ‘modern optative’ the imperative indicates a desirable
situation that can be accomplished QHLWKHU by the subject (if there is any), QRU by a
supernatural force. Note that the particle E\ does not occur in optative cases where the
supernatural force is mentioned. I have not attested sentences like:
(156)

*1DJUDGL by vas gospod’ za vashu dobrodetel’.
reward-IMP-PERF IRR you-ACC the Lord for your goodness
‘May the Lord reward you for your goodness.’

We could explain this by pointing at the fixedness of this expression. On the other hand,
the particle E\ does occur in other set expressions, like in (154). These are all expressions
where the supernatural force is not mentioned. It can be argued that with the
disappearance of the idea of indirect appeal, the idea of the action being realizable is also
lost; the speaker can no longer influence the realization of the action by some other force.
It seems therefore that the occurrence of optative imperative sentences with E\ is
connected with the disappearance of the supernatural character of the optative. The
imperative no longer expresses the indirect appeal of the speaker toward supernatural
forces or to some understood agent, and can be seen as more or less equivalent to
subjunctive optative use:
(157)

(158)

Byli by druz’ja rjadom! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 106)
be-PAST-PL IRR friends-NOM close
‘If only my friends were here!’
Da provalilos’ by vse k bezdnam kosmicheskim!91 (A. Legostaev, /MXERY·VLO·QHHPHFKD)
PRT disappear-PAST-PERF-NEUT IRR all to hellhole cosmic
‘If only everything would disappear into that cosmic hellhole!’

In Russian the subjunctive can be used to express wish. The examples of optative
subjunctives that I have seen often occur in a conditional structure. Unfortunately, the
5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND does not provide additional context for the optative imperative with
E\ and E\W·; it is not clear to me how and to what extent the optative imperative differs
from the optative subjunctive.92 The 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 106, 107, 108) also
http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ sf/ legoa003.htm
Here I should note that when I checked the use of the imperative optative with the particle E\, I found that
the respondents interpreted these sentences as the protasis of a conditional clause. A sentence like: %XG·E\WLVKLQD
91

92
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mentions the possibility of using SXVW·E\ to express wish; this use can be paraphrased with
modal constructions that express necessity like VOHGRYDORE\, QX]KQRE\ORE\ (‘should have’),
indicating that it would have been/ be more appropriate to realize an alternative situation:

(159)

Trudnyj narod èti zhenshchiny! – on zasunul ruki v karmany i daleko vpered vytjanul
nogi, – zachem, naprimer, menja poslali po ètomu delu? Pust’ by ezdil Begemot, on
obajatel’nyj ...93 (M. Bulgakov, 0DVWHUL0DUJDULWD)
(...) let IRR went Begemot, he charming ...
‘“ What a difficult kind of people, those women!” – he put his hands in his pockets and
fully stretched his legs in front of him, “ Why, for example, did they send me to take
care of this matter? Begemot should have gone, he’s charming ...” ’

In the case of the optative imperative with E\, as it occurs in (155), the idea of ‘necessity
of an appropriate alternative situation’ is absent.
3.5.3.6 Idiomaticity
As I mentioned above, in modern Russian the optative imperative occurs only in petrified
expressions, mostly in expressions where reference is made to a supernatural
phenomenon, and in expressions with the verb E\W· such as QHYRELGX/ YXSRU/ YXSUHN/ YJQHY
EXG·VND]DQR (‘No offense is meant.’).94

&RQFOXVLRQ

The imperative can be used to express optativeness with a hortative character. This use of
the imperative is not productive in modern Russian but only occurs in more or less
petrified expressions. In modern Russian the analytical form SXVW· is a more neutral way to
express hortative-optativeness. The optative imperative can co-occur with the particle E\;
(‘If only it was quiet’) was seen as a subordinate conditional clause without the main clause. This is comparable
to the occurrence of optative sentences with HVOL (‘if’) like 2HVOLE\MDPRJHHXYLGHW· (‘O if only I could see her.’). As
I will discuss in the next section, in modern Russian the particle E\ can also be conjoined with the counterfactual
conditional imperative use. This seems to be a nineteenth-century phenomenon. Note that optative imperative
use with E\ already occurs in the second half of the nineteenth century in colloquial style: &KWR SMDWGHVMDW·
W\VMDFKX]KSURSDGDME\RQL. (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 226/ Vel’tman)
93 http:/ / lib.ru/ lat/ BULGAKOW/ master.txt
94 Data of the verb E\W· show that the restricion to more or less fixed expressions (EXGLWHEHL]YHVWQRYHGRPR;
EXG· QD WHEH PLORVW· ER]K·MD, etc.) already occurred in the eighteenth century, and to a lesser extent in the
seventeenth century.
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the use of E\ possibly indicates that the ‘hortative’ feature of the optative is weakened in
modern Russian. In the next section I will discuss the conditional imperative. I will argue
that the conditional imperative can be seen as an extension of the optative imperative.
&RQGLWLRQDOXVHRIWKHLPSHUDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this section I will give an analysis of the conditional use of the imperative. I will argue
that the conditional imperative can be seen as an extension of the optative imperative
where the feature of ‘wish’ has been modified or weakened. In the case of the optative
imperative the speaker hopes to contribute to the realization of the imperative action by
uttering the imperative because he ZLVKHV the realization of the optative action in this
world; in the case of the conditional imperative, the speaker wishes the hearer to LPDJLQH
the realization of the imperative action, and describes in the following part of the sentence
what the consequences of the hypothetical realization of the imperative action would be
or could have been.
The section has the following structure. In 3.6.2 I will discuss the meaning of the
conditional imperative. In 3.6.3 I will discuss some of the semantic-syntactic features of
this use, in 3.6.4 I will discuss the relation between the conditional use and other
imperative uses, and in 3.6.5 I will discuss the so-called ‘subjective-modal’ features of the
conditional imperative use, which are absent in the case of oppositional forms.
7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHFRQGLWLRQDOLPSHUDWLYH
The following sentences are examples of conditional imperatives:
(160)

5D]JRULV· atomnyj pozhar²i okazhutsja bessmyslennymi usilija ljudej dobroj voli.
(Wade, 1992: 328)
break.out-IMP-PERF atomic fire, and turn.out.to.be useless efforts of.people of.good will
‘If a nuclear war breaks out, the efforts of the people of good will will be useless.’

(161)

1DFKQL on vykladyvat’ emu podobnye dovody, kak tot srazu zhe sprosit: “ A zachem
prinimaesh’ uchastie v srazhenijax?” 95 (J. Nikitin, =RORWDMDVKSDJD)

95

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ NIKITINYU/ gold.txt
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begin-IMP-PERF he-NOM motivate him such arguments, how that.one immediately PRT
will.ask: “ but why you.take part in battles?”
‘If he starts to motivate similar arguments to him, the other will immediately ask: “ But why
do you participate in such battles?” ’
(162)

3ULGL ja poran’she, mozhet stojal by sejchas rjadyshkom s infantil’nymi astronavtami
(… ).96 (S. Lukjanenko, 7HQLVQRY)
come-IMP-PERF I-NOM somewhat.earlier, maybe stood IRR now besides with infantile
astronauts (...)
‘Had I come just a little bit earlier, I might have stood here together with those infantile
astronauts.’

(163)

A Simon i vovse poterjal oshchushchenie real’nosti, i SRMDYLV· pered nim sam Satana
sobstvennoj personoj, on by prinjal èto kak dolzhnoe i lish’ vjalo perekrestilsja by,
izgonjaja nechistogo proch’.97 (O. Avramenko, 3ULQF*DOOLL)
but Simon and entirely lost feeling of.reality, and appear-IMP-PERF before him self
Satan-NOM in.own person, he IRR took that how necessity and only limply made.the.sign
of.the.cross, chasing the.evil.one away
‘But Simon had completely lost his feeling of reality, and if Satan himself in his own
person would appear before him, he would take it as a necessity, and he would only limply
make the sign of the cross, to chase the evil one away.’

In Russian the imperative can be used with all subjects, or with impersonal verbs, as the
first constituent of a clause in a co-ordinate complex to express condition. Depending on
the situation mentioned in the clause following or preceding the imperative clause, the
conditional imperative may be interpreted as a case of K\SRWKHWLFDOcondition or FRXQWHUIDFWXDO
condition.98
Sentences (160) and (161) are examples of hypothetical conditional imperatives. In the
case of a hypothetical conditional imperative, we find the indicative mood (perfective
present) in the clause following or preceding the imperative clause. The term ‘hypothetical’
conditional is used to contrast this type of conditional with the ‘counterfactual’
conditional; in contrast to the latter, the construction with the hypothetical conditional
http:/ / moshkow.perm.ru/ lat/ LUKXQN/ tenisnov.txt
http:/ / www.kuzbass.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ RUFANT/ AWRAMENKO/ prince2.txt
98 Dancygier & Sweetser (1996: 87) argue that the term ‘counterfactual’ is not correct for English sentences
with LI because of the occurrence of sentences like ,I \RX JRW PH D FXS RI FRIIHH ,·G EH YHU\ JUDWHIXO, where the
realization of the action can still occur in this world. They therefore prefer to use the term ‘negative
epistemic stance’. For the Russian conditional imperative, however, the term ‘counterfactual’ suffices.
96

97
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imperative expresses that the realization of the imperative situation is hypothetical. This
means that the question whether in reality the imperative situation could be fulfilled is left
open. As I will argue below in 3.6.5, in the case of the hypothetical imperative conditional,
the imperative situation breaks the expected course of events, that is, it is a situation that
the addressee is not likely to imagine, or a situation that the addressee is not likely to
associate with leading to the situation mentioned in the protasis. The hypothetical status
of the conditional imperative is therefore merely rhetorical. Hypothetical conditional
imperative use can be paraphrased with a construction with HVOL (‘if’) + perfective present.
In the case of counterfactual conditional imperatives like (162) and (163), we find a
subjunctive (past tense + E\; infinitive mood + E\) in the clause following or preceding the
imperative clause. Such uses are called ‘counterfactual’ because the imperative situation is
interpreted as a situation whose actual realization is seen as contrary to the facts. There are
two possible interpretations of the counterfactual conditional, viz. (i) the imperative
situation could have occurred in the past, but did not occur, or (ii) one could imagine the
actual world being slightly different, such that the imperative situation would be the case.
Put differently in terms of possible worlds, in a world close to the factual world, the
imperative action would have occurred, as in (162), or could occur, as in (163), but in this
world it did or does not. Sentences like these can be paraphrased with HVOL (‘if’) +E\ + past
tense in the subordinate clause and a subjunctive (past tense + E\ ) in the main clause, or
with a subjunctive.99 The close relation between the conditional counterfactual imperative
and the subjunctive is underlined by the following sentence, where the imperative cooccurs with a subjunctive:
(164)

%XG· ja pomolozhe, i SR]YROLOD by komplekcija, sam by polez, ej bogu! (A. Chexov, 1988)
be-IMP I-NOM younger, and allowed IRR bodily.constitution, self IRR climb, PRT
‘Had I been younger, and had my bodily constitution allowed it, I would have climbed
myself.’

Whether we are dealing with a hypothetical or a counterfactual conditional cannot be
determined from the imperative form itself but only from the apodosis (whether it is in
the indicative or the subjunctive). In some counterfactual cases, however, we find the
particle E\ in the imperative clause. The following example is given in the 5XVVNDMD
*UDPPDWLND (1980, II):

99

Note that in this case the imperative is conjoined with a subjunctive mood.
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(165)

%XG· by borovki, nastojashchie griby, stal by ja, staryj chelovek, naklonjat’sja za chernym
gribom! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, II, 1980: 104/ Prishv.)
be-IMP IRR borovki-NOM, real mushrooms, begin IRR I, old man, bow for black
mushroom
‘If there were borovki [type of white mushrooms], real mushrooms, do you think that I, an
old man, would start to pick black mushrooms?!’

I will discuss such cases in 3.6.3.6.
The meaning of the conditional imperative construction can be formulated as follows:
%\XWWHULQJDWW& WKHLPSHUDWLYHWKHVSHDNHUJLYHVDQLPSXOVHWRWKHDGGUHVVHHWR
FRQWULEXWH WR WKH UHDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH LPSHUDWLYH VLWXDWLRQ o 6,7 9 W '  E\ WKH
VXEMHFW LIWKHYHUELVSHUVRQDO LQDLPDJLQHGZRUOGRQO\LQRUGHUWRGHVFULEHWKH
FRQVHTXHQFHVRIWKHK\SRWKHWLFDOUHDOL]DWLRQRIWKLVVLWXDWLRQWKLVPHDQVWKDWWKH
VSHDNHUJLYHVDQLPSXOVHWRWKHDGGUHVVHHWRLPDJLQHWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ
The frame given in Figure 3.16 can be used for the conditional imperative.
Figure 3.16
)RUFH
Speaker

*RDO
o SIT(V+aspect)t1 in an
imaginary world only

6XEMHFWRIVLWXDWLRQ
S=1/ 2/ 3sg-pl/
impersonal

2EMHFWRIIRUFH
Addressee

The conditional imperative meaning given above presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)

the imperative situation breaks the expected course of events
the speaker commits himself to wanting to illustrate the relation of condition and
consequence between the imperative and some other expressed situation

As I will argue below, the fact that the speaker gives an impulse directed at the imaginary
realization of the imperative situation means that the addressee is not expected to imagine
the realization of the imperative situation by himself. Consequently, the contrast between
SIT (not V) and (SIT V), which is typical for of the other imperative uses, is also present
in the case of the conditional imperative use. The semi-hortative meaning of the
conditional imperative gives rise to the so-called subjective modal interpretations of the
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conditional imperative use, features which are absent in the case of the conditional
structure with HVOL and are also absent in the case of the subjunctive conditional.
Below I will go into the meaning of the conditional imperative in more detail. I will
first discuss some semantic-syntactic features of the conditional imperative. The
discussion of these features gives greater insight into the meaning and use of the
conditional imperative. Further, I will discuss the relation between the conditional
imperative with other imperative uses, and then discuss the subjective modal
interpretations of the imperative in some detail.
6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

+aspect (perfective, imperfective)
–tense
+all subjects
fixed VS order
no suffix WH ; occurrence of ND
occurrence of embedded conditional imperatives
co-ordinated protasis-apodosis structure
occurrence of E\ in the imperative clause
lexical verbs

I will discuss some of these features below. For the absence of tense I refer to 3.1.
3.6.3.1 Aspect
The conditional imperative occurs in both the perfective and the imperfective aspect,
although most cases are perfective. The perfective aspect is chosen in those cases where
the speaker wants to express that the realization of the imperative situation, including the
natural or imposed end point of the situation, leads to another situation. The imperfective
aspect is chosen in the case of inherently imperfective verbs and in those cases where the
speaker wants to express that the existence of some state is the condition for some other
action, e.g.:
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(166)

3RUDERWDM oni tak, kak rabotaet Sara Bernar, ]QDM stol’ko, skol’ko ona znaet, oni daleko by
poshli! (A. Chexov, 1988: 27)
work-IMP-PERF they-NOM so, as works Sarah Bernard, know-IMP-IMPERF so.much,
how.much she knows, they far IRR went
‘If they worked as Sarah Bernard works, if they knew what she knows, they would have
(had) more success.’

In this sentence we find the imperfective imperative ]QDM (know-IMP); the nearest related
perfective (X]QDM) would convey the idea of proceeding from a situation of non-knowing
into a situation of knowing, which is not what the speaker wants to convey.
3.6.3.2 Subject
The Russian imperative can be used with all persons, expressed in the nominative. In
the case of the second person plural use, the plural suffix WH does not occur:
(167)

Ne EXG· vy, a drugaja²ni za chto by ne poshel provozhat’. (A. Zoshchenko, 1935: 9)
not be-IMP you-NOM-PL, but other-NOM, not for what IRR not went accompany
‘If it were not you but another woman, I would never accompany her home.’

(168)

Lichno mne vse edino, EXG· vy xot’ zelenogo cveta.100 (Discussion about
discrimination)
personally I-DAT all the.same, be-IMP you-NOM-PL even green color
‘Personally, it’s all the same to me, even if you had a green skin.’

The conditional imperative also occurs with impersonal constructions and a dative
subject, and with impersonal subjectless verbs and constructions:
(169)

100

Verojatno, luchshe bylo by, GRYHGLV· mal’chiku ispolnjat’ svoe zhelanie. (5XVVNDMD
*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II/ Sharov)
probably, better was IRR, bring-REFL-IMP-PERF boy-DAT fulfill his wish
‘Probably, it would have been better, had the boy gotten the opportunity to work on
fulfilling his wish.’

http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ 990711152833.gb.html
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(170)

5DVVYHWDMsegodnja poran’she, ja by vstal vo-vremja. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 104/
Durnovo)
dawning-IMP-IMPERF today earlier, I IRR get.up in time
‘If teh dawn had started earlier, I would have got up on time.’

(171)

Tol’ko vot ljubvi u nas i malo, a EXG· ee pobolee,²Grigorij Efimovich sokrushenno
vzdoxnul,²ne to by, dorogoj, bylo.101 (O. Platonov, =KL]Q·]DFDUMD)
just here of.love at us and little, but be-IMP she-GEN more, Grigorij Efimovich broken
sighed. not that IRR, dear, was
‘“ But we have so little love, and if we had more of it” , Grigorij Efimovich said and
sighed upset, “ it would not be like this(, but things would be nice).” ’

(172)

Ne znaju, chto bylo ej izvestno o sotrudnichestve Èfrona s GPU, no dumaju, EXG· ej
izvestno dazhe vse, ona by ot nego ne otshatnulas’.102 (Interview with I. Brodsky)
not I.know, what was-IMPERS she-DAT known-ADV about cooperation of.Efron with
GPU. but I.think, be-IMP she-DAT known-ADV even everything, she IRR from him not
move.away
‘I didn’t know what she knew about Efron’s cooperation with the GPU, but I think that
even if she had known everything, she would not have turned her back on him.’103

3.6.3.3 Word order
The prototypical word order of the conditional is VS (in those cases where S is expressed).
The first position of the imperative clause is prototypically taken by the imperative, but
the verb may be preceded by the conjunction FKWR (‘that’), negation, or particles like QX, GD,
etc. In most cases the subject is put immediateley after the verb, but the verb and the
subject may be separated by other constitutents, as in (163) above, or as in the following
sentence, where the verb and subject are separated by an indirect object:

http:/ / moshkow.perm.ru/ lat/ PLATONOWO/ rasputin.txt
http:/ / lib.ru/ lat/ BRODSKIJ/ wolkow.txt
103 In the case of the impersonal construction with VOXFKLW·VMD (‘happen’) the conditional imperative can cooccur with a verb in the perfective present: – A kuda denesh’sja, – otvechala jarkaja ènergichnaja devushkakorotyshka. – Ja uzhe na ètu zarplatu dva groba sebe pripasla. 6OXFKLV· pomru, a groby u menja pod rukoj.
(http:/ / www.rvb.ru:8090/ mamleev/ 01prose/ 2stories/ 5end/ 01-2-5-08.htm); (...) happens-IMP die-PRESPERF-1SG...; (...) ‘If it happens that I die...’. Perhaps, a tendency toward grammaticalization of VOXFKLV· can
be perceived here.
101

102
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(173)

(...), ne EXG· emu okazana vsestoronnjaja pomoshch’ mirovym soobshchestvom.104
(...), not be-IMP he-DAT [=people of Kuwait] given from.all.sides help-NOM by.world
community
‘(...), if the extensive help from the world community had not been given to the people of
Kuwait.’

The subject may be followed by another constituent, or group of constituents V S X. The
last accent of the conditional construction may be on the imperative:
(174)

Mne kazhetsja, chto Y\VND]KLV·my²i vse pojdet po-staromu.
me seems, that speak.out-IMP-PERF we – and all goes as before
‘It seems to me that if we speak out, everything will become as before.’

In most cases, however, the last accent is on another constituent (e.g. 5D]JRU,6· DWRPQ\M
SR=+$5; in (160)). Note that the information structure of the conditional imperative
sentence is different from the optative imperative sentence because of the co-ordinate
protasis-apodosis structure of these sentences. This could imply that the last accent of
the sentence always falls in the final clause. It seems, however, that the protasis of the
clause can be seen as an independent information unit as far as the word order and
information structure is concerned. Additional evidence for this is that the order of the
protasis and apodosis may be changed (protasis-apodosis to apodosis-protasis), without
changing the placement of the last accent in the protasis.
The occurrence of an SV order with conditional imperatives is a very rare
phenomenon. The only example of an SV order in the case of the conditional imperative
that I have found is the following sentence105:
(175)

Da, pravda, ne svoi bedy ² dlja vas zabavy. Otec rodnoj XEHMVMD – vse ravno.
(Muravickaja, 1973: 54/ Griboedov)
yes, true, not own misfortune, for you amusement. father-NOM own-NOM kill-REFLIMP-PERF, all the.same
‘Yes, indeed, someone else’s misfortune is amusement to you. Your own father may even
kill himself/ get killed, for you it’s nothing.’

The relatively fixed VS(X) word order of the conditional imperative, but also of the
optative imperative, cannot be explained (solely) in terms of the division of the clause
104
105

http:/ / www.russ.ru:8085/ edu/ 99-07-05/ logunov.htm
The concessive character of this sentence is discussed in 3.6.5.2.
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into topic and focus; rather the fixed word order must be connected with the specific
meaning of the conditional imperative construction. Note that the same fixed VS order
also occurs in the case of the subjunctive conditional without conditional conjunction,
and infinitive conditional:
(176)

Uchilsja by syn, mat’ by ne ogorchalas’. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 104–105)
studied IRR son, mother IRR not was.sad
‘If the son had studied/ would study, the mother would not have been/ be sad.’

(177)

Prijti by tebe ran’she, i my obo vsem by dogovorilis’. (Formanovskaja, 1989: 42)
come-INF-PERF IRR you-DAT earlier, and we about everything IRR reach.agreement
‘If only you had come earlier, we could have reached an agreement about everything.’

Deviance from this order may probably occur under particular circumstances. Shvedova
(1967: 75) gives the following sentence with SV order in the protasis:
(178)

Noch’ byla by, tak on by sumel skryt’sja.
night was IRR, so he IRR could hide
‘If it were night, he could hide.’

The basic word order for the conditional imperative clause is VS(X), and perhaps more
specifically (X)VS(Y) where the X may be filled with the subject. The VS order is relatively
fixed and cannot be explained solely in terms of the theme-rheme division of the clause. I
have argued earlier, in 3.5.3.3, that the VS order can possibly be motivated as follows:
69" #%$ RUGHU
the expression of the subject presupposes the existence of some action, the identity of
which is given later.
9" #%$ 6RUGHU
the expression of the verb means that the existence of the action is introduced in a
hypothetical mental space or world, and presupposes the existence of a subject when
the verbs is personal.
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In the case of optative and conditional sentences the existence of the situation expressed
by the verb is not given but introduced in the discourse. In such sentences the verb carries
the most important information in the clause, which may motivate its clause initial
position; the subject in such sentences has the character of additional information. The
verb itself expresses independent information, and the identity of the subject can be seen
as an addition to this information. As I remarked earlier, the conditional situation could be
seen as the supposition of a hypothetical action to be true. It is only against the
background of this supposition that the prediction expressed by the apodisis can be
understood. Because of the background status, it may be natural that the first position is
taken by the imperative.
Note that the tentative analysis here also accounts for the first position of the
conjunctions HVOL and SXVW· in the case of conditional and optative sentences. It may be that
the idea of backgrounding is related to contrast between a real situation and some
supposed situation expressed by the imperative. However, the exact relation between
topicality, or background, and hypotheticality is not clear to me.
The VS order under discussion can possibly be compared to VS order in other
languages such as Dutch. The VSX order in Dutch is called inversion of the basic word
order pattern; in Dutch, the basic word order is verb second, which means that the finite
verb normally comes in the second position. Inversion of the word order pattern SV is
typical for optatives, conditionals, questions, and in the case of contrast:106
(179)

Kwam hij maar. (optativeness)
came he but
‘If only he came.’

(180)

Komt hij, dan ga ik ook. (condition)
comes he, then I go too
‘If he comes, I will come as well.’

(181)

Komt hij? (question)
comes he

Further note that a VS order also occurs in sentences where the first constituent is not expressed, e.g.
'RHQZH (‘We will do that’). Sentences like these can be said to adhere to the V2 principle of Dutch. Other
sentences where the VS order occurs, are sentences where the verb indicates some unexpected action, e.g.:
,NORRSRSVWUDDWNRPW]LMHURSHHQVDDQ; ‘I am walking on the street, when suddenly she comes up to me.’ It
may be that such sentences adhere to the V2 principle, because the first clause must be seen as the first
constituent, or suggest the idea of ‘at that particular moment’.
106
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‘Is he coming?’
(182)

Komt Peter vaak te laat, Jan komt nooit te laat. (contrast))
comes Peter often too late, Jan comes never too late
‘Whereas Peter often comes late, Jan never is late.’

What these contexts have in common is that in all cases the action is supposed, rather
than asserted.107 This means that the speaker does not give a description of the state of
affairs of the real world, but gives an invitation to imagine an action to be true. This can
be explained for the different context in the following way. In (179) the speaker pictures a
hypothetical world where the desired action takes place. In (180) the speaker pictures a
hypothetical world where the action takes place, in order to describe the consequences of
this action. In (181) the speaker pictures a hypothetical world where the action takes place
and asks whether this situation applies in the real world. In (182) the speaker invites the
addressee to accept the validity of the proposition, in order to contrast it with another
situation.
A final word should be said about the status of the VS order of the conditional
imperative. I have argued that the VS order must be explained from the meaning of the
conditional imperative. Note that a particular word order need not necessarily point at a
particular interpretation; a VS order can point at the topical status of the verb in general
and does not necessarily point at the hypothetical status of the verb. Furthermore, a VS
order in the case of the imperative need not necessarily point at a conditional (or optative)
interpretation; we find VS order in the case of other imperative uses as well, for example
in the case of the narrative. The specific conditional or optative meaning requires a
specific word order, and the specific word order together with the rest of the context and
the meaning of the imperative points in the direction of a particular interpretation.

107

In generative treatments (Model, 1991: 62) the VS order in the case of the Dutch conditional is
‘explained’ by pointing at the notion of complementary distribution. In this case this means that the finite
verb is moved to the complementizer place only if this place is not taken by another constituent. Because of
this we get the configuration {C...V[+fin] } in the case of a conditional adverb, and the configuration {V[+fin]
...r} in the case of absence of a conditional adverb. It remains to be explained, then, which element is
missing in the other cases. Furthermore, this does not explain the semantic relation between the different
contexts.
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3.6.3.4 Absence and presence of directive-hortative features
The conditional imperative cannot be seen as a directive use, which is underlined by the
following features:
– absence of the suffix WH in the case of the second person plural (see sentences (167),
(168) above)
– occurrence of the conditional imperative in embedded clauses (see (174) above)
The hortative character is, however, underlined by the occurrence of the suffix ND.
Such occurrences are rare, but Garde (1963: 215) gives two examples:
(183)

=QDM-ka on umnye-to slova, po nashej by storone mnogo mog vyigrat’. (Garde, 1963:
215/ Ostrovskij)
know-IMP-IMPERF PRT he wise-PRT words, for our IRR side much could win
‘If he knew these wise words, he could win a lot for our side.’

(184)

'RYHGL-ka ja kakim-nibud’ processom nashu pargalovskuju glinu do togo, chtoby iz nego
vyxodil farfor luchshe saksonskogo ili sevreskogo, tak ty dumaesh, tut ne bylo by
prisutstvija vysshej sily? (Garde, 1963: 215/ Goncharov)
accompany-IMP-PERF-PRT I with.some process our Pargalovskij clay till that, in.order.to
from it came porcelain better than.Saxonian or from.Sevres, then you think, here not was
IRR presence of.highest power?
‘If I turned our clay from Pargalov through some kind of process into something from
which you can make porcelain better than Saxonian porcelain or porcelain from Sevres,
would you really think that there would not be a presence of a higher power?’

3.6.3.5 Sentence structure
The following features are relevant for the conditional imperative:
– occurrence of the conditional imperative in a coordinate structure
– possibility of introduction of the second clause with L
– prototypically protasis-apodosis order (deviance is possible)
The sentence of the conditional imperative can, like any conditional, be divided into a
SURWDVLV and an DSRGRVLV. In the protasis the condition is expressed, and in the apodosis the
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consequences are expressed. The regular order is protasis-apodosis, although the reverse
order occurs as well:
(185)

Ona nikogda by ne dogadalas’, chto on ² chuzhak, ne VND]KL on ob ètom.108 (A.
Azimov, *DONDYQHEH)
she never IRR not guessed, that he, alien, not tell-IMP-PERF he-NOM about that
‘She would never have guessed that he was an alien, had he not told her about it.’

Note that this differs from the directive conditional imperative, where an apodosisprotasis order is not possible. It is typical of conditional sentences with HVOL (‘if’) that the
protasis can be seen as a subordinate clause, and the apodosis as a main clause. In the
case of the conditional imperative, however, it is better to speak of a coordinate
complex. This means that the conditional sentence consists of two clauses that are
conjoined, and form a semantic and syntactic unit. There are different ways in which
the two clauses may be coordinated:
– the apodosis (in sentences with a protasis-apodosis order) is introduced with a
pause, graphically represented with ‘–’ (as in (167))
– the apodosis (in sentences with a protasis-apodosis order) is introduced with the
conjunction L (‘and’) (as in (164)), or in the case of a concessive interpretation with D
(‘but’):
(186)

%XG· on semi pjaden’ po lbu, a ot suda moego ne ujdet. (Garde, 1963: 210/ Pushkin)
be-IMP he seven pjad’around forehead, but from my judgment not will.go.away
‘Even if he is a real genius, he won’t escape my judgment.’

– the apodosis (in sentences with a protasis-apodosis order) is introduced with a pause
and then a conjunction (as in (160))
– the apodosis is introduced with NDN (as in (161))
– the apodosis is introduced with WR:
(187)

108

2SR]GDM on xot’ na minutu, to vse pogiblo. (Barentsen, p.c.)
come.late-IMP-PERF he just on minute, then all was.lost
‘If he will be just one minute too late, everything is lost.’

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ FOUNDATION/ pebblsky.txt
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According to Formanovskaja (1989), in Russian an implicational clause can be
introduced by L if the conditional character is not expressed by a conditional
conjunction (HVOL).109 In Russian conditionality can be expressed without HVOL in the case
of subjunctive conditional use, conditional use with infinitive and E\, imperative use,
and perfective present conditional use. Formanovskaja paraphrases this use of the
conjunction L with L WRJGD (‘and then’) or L Y qWRP VOXFKDH (‘in that case’). According to
Formanovskaja HVOL can be left away because the conditional character is expressed by
the VP itself; the same argumentation may explain the absence of L in the case of HVOL:
[(VOL A, L B] can only be interpreted as [(VOL [A L B]] because HVOL has an inherent
conditional meaning. As in the case of the conditional directive imperative use (see
3.2.4.1), the conjunction L can occur in the case of the imperative because it indicates
the temporal sequence of the realization of the imperative action, and the consequences
of this action, whereas HVOL A, B does not express the idea of the realization of an action,
and consequently the realization of another action, but rather expresses that in those
worlds where A is the case, B is the case as well (which is usually interpreted as a causal
effect of A on B).110
3.6.3.6 Particle E\
In some cases the particle E\ is conjoined with the imperative; such cases have a
counterfactual interpretation, and mostly seem to occur with the verb E\W·.111 An example
was given above in (165); two other examples are given below:

109 On the basis of the data that I have seen, I suspect that the conjunctionL occurs more frequently in the
case of hypothetical condition, than in the case of counterfactual condition. This may perhaps be connected
with the fact that in the case of the counterfactual the imperative situation will not be realized in reality, in
contrast to the hypothetical imperative.
110 Because of this reading, sentences with HVOL can also be used in contexts where the conditional relation
does not convey that A leads to B, but that on the basis of A, one can conclude B (e.g. ,IWKHOLJKWVDUHRQ-RKQ
PXVWEHKRPH).This sentence expresses that on the basis of the protasis, one can conclude that the situation
expressed in the apodosis is the case. Such sentences do not convey the idea of a condition between
situations expressed as a causal effect that can be perceived in time (B follows A in time, because A leads to
B).
111 The 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 104) gives an example with ]DMGL; I give it here with some additional
context: 'D]DMGLERQNRPQHMDE\HPXSROQXMXNDMVWUX]DJOD]DQDV\SDO1DEHUL²VYLQHMNRUPLPQH]KDO·GHU·PD
GOMD[RURVKHJRFKHORYHND (A. Fadeev, 5D]JURP); PRT came-IMP-PERF IRR he to me, (...); ‘Well, if he came up
to me, I would pour out for him as much as a whole bag .... Here, take it, we feed the pigs with it, we can
give a good man as much as he likes of that shit!’
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(188)

%XG· by K. dejstvitel’no podlecom, on by sejchas spokojno by nezhilsja sebe gdenibud’ na belom pesochke pod zharkim solnyshkom, navsegda zabyv pro ètu stranu.112
(Internet forum)
be-IMP IRR K. really scoundrel, he IRR now quietly IRR cherish himself somewhere
on white sand under hot sun, for.always having.forgotten about this land
‘If K. really were a scoundrel, he would now be enjoying himself somewhere on the
white sand under the burning sun, forever having forgotten this land.’

(189)

Nu, EXG· by eshche kakoj zhanr, no fantastika²i bez novizny?113
but be-IMP IRR still other genre, but fantasy, and without new things?
‘Well, had it been another genre, [it would not have been so bad,] but fantasy, and than
without any innovation? [that’s no good].’

I suspect that the particle in these sentences is used to emphasize that the realization,
occurrence or being the case of the imperative situation is contrary to the facts:114 in (188)
because the speaker does not think that K. is a scoundrel, and in (189) because it is clear
that the genre in question is fantasy.
3.6.3.7 Lexical meaning of the imperative verbs
There are no special restrictions on the verbs that occur in the construction with the
conditional imperative, although, as I will explain below, the meaning of the construction
may impose particular restrictions on the verbs that can occur in the construction. (See
3.6.5). Garde (1963: 213–214) claims that in the nineteenth century the construction under
discussion (with third persons) occured in the majority of studied cases with the verb E\W·,
and with the verb SRSDVW·VMD, but also with other verbs; however, in the twentieth century
the conditional imperative construction almost exclusively occurs with the verb E\W·. Garde
(1963: 214) even says about EXG· that it has become “ un simple équivalent de l’expression
un peu lourde HVOLE\E\O” . The data at my disposal do not confirm Garde’s observation that
in the twentieth century the construction only occurs with E\W·; as my examples show, the

http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ 981215124655.gb.html
http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ esli/ rubr/ kritika/ es497gak.htm
114 In Dutch these two sentences can be translated with the particle QRX: ‘als het nou zo was dat X’.
112
113
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construction occurs with different types of verbs, but nevertheless the verb E\W· is
relatively frequent.115
7KHFRQGLWLRQDOLPSHUDWLYHDQGWKHRWKHULPSHUDWLYHXVHV
In this subsection I will show how the conditional imperative is related to the other
imperative uses, especially the optative imperative. I will argue that the conditional
imperative can be seen as a hortative imperative in a weakened form.
In the literature opinions differ about the relation between the conditional
imperative and the other imperative uses. Two main opinions are given below:
(i)
(ii)

The conditional imperative can be seen as a GLUHFWLYH use of the imperative where
the speaker gives an impulse to the hearer to VXSSRVH an action, instead of
SHUIRUPLQJ it (Ebeling, 1956).
The conditional imperative can be seen as an extended case of the optative
imperative (e.g. Isachenko, 1957; Percov, 1998).

In my opinion, both opinions are to some extent valid. Below I will discuss these
opinions, and then give my own extended analysis.
According to Ebeling the conditional use of the imperative can be compared to the
directive use of the imperative because both cases concern “ an action fulfilled as the result
of a foreign impulse or permission” . According to him, both in the case of the directive
use and in that of the conditional use the speaker can be seen as the giver of the impulse,
who gives an impulse to the hearer. In the case of the directive imperative the speaker
gives an impulse to the hearer to SHUIRUP the imperative action, whereas in the case of the
conditional imperative the speaker gives an impulse to the hearer to VXSSRVH the imperative
action. The description given by Ebeling (1956) seems to imply that the conditional
imperative can be paraphrased in English with ‘suppose that’. This means that the speaker
gives an impulse to the hearer to perform the action of supposing.
The relation between conditionality and the act of supposing is underlined by the fact
that conditionality in general is sometimes said to be an expression of supposition. Take
for example the following extract from $16 (1984) where it is claimed that the Dutch
marker of conditionality (DOV), which is comparable to the English LI, can be paraphrased
115 If the relatively frequent occurrence of E\W· is higher in the case of the conditional imperative than in the case
of oppositional forms, I propose that this be attributed this to the meaning of the imperative conditional
construction (although morphological features may also play a part (cf. Garde (1963)).
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with ‘suppose that/ imagine that’: “ DOV is te omschrijven met ‘stel dat’” . If we accept that in
the case of the conditional imperative there is a direction from the speaker to the hearer to
suppose a situation, we can see a close semantic relation between conditional imperatives
and directive imperatives that occur in a conditional context as discussed above in 3.2.4.1.
In a conditional directive sentence like (48) above it can be argued that the hearer is
instructed to imagine himself to be the agent of the action. In the case of the conditional
imperative the idea of performing the imperative action is not present, but the idea of
performing the act of supposing is present.
Although the relation sketched here between the conditional imperative and the
directive imperative seems plausible, there are some indications that one cannot speak of
an impulse to suppose a fact in the case of the conditional imperative in the same way as
one can speak about a impulse to suppose a fact in the case of the conditional directive
imperative. That ‘direction to the hearer to perform an act’ is part of the meaning of the
directive conditional imperative, and not of the non-directive conditional imperative, or
other conditional constructions, nor of other conditional constructions with HVOL, can be
shown by the following features:
'LUHFWLYHLPSHUDWLYHZLWKFRQGLWLRQDOLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
– suffix WH with second person plural
– apodosis-protasis order
– no occurrence in embedded clauses
&RQGLWLRQDOLPSHUDWLYH
– no suffix WH with second person plural
– apodosis-protasis/ protasis-apodosis order
– occurrence in embedded clauses
What these facts show is that the conditional directive must be seen as a directive use
where the notion of SHUIRUPDQFHRIWKHLPSHUDWLYHVLWXDWLRQ plays an essential part, which is not
the case for the conditional imperative.
Firstly, in contrast to the directive imperative with a conditional interpretation, the
conditional imperative does not occur with the suffix WH. The presence of WH indicates that
the conditional directive imperative is a directive use; in the case of conditional sentences
this means that the speaker acts DVLI the addressee is to perform the imperative situation.
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This description does not account for the conditional imperative, where the speaker only
wants the hearer to LPDJLQH the imperative situation.
Secondly, in contrast to the conditional imperative, the order of the directive
imperative sentences with a conditional character is always apodosis-protasis. This fact can
be explained with reference to the principle of LFRQLF RUGHULQJ as defined in Dik’s (1989)
Functional Grammar:
Constituent ordering is a matter of Iconic Patterning to the extent that the order of constituents,
say AB, in some sense corresponds to the temporal or psychological order of the items A and
B.

According to the principle of iconic patterning it can be expected that the order of AB in
the sentence reflects the temporal/ psychological order of AB. In the case of directive use
this implies that you first have to direct someone to suppose a certain act or situation (A),
and then you can name the consequences of the realization of that act or situation (B). If
we accept this principle, the incorrectness of an apodosis-protasis order in the case of the
conditional directive use can be explained, because in this case the implication is given
before the condition. We can say that the occurrence of the order BA is psychologically
strange when A must be seen as an impulse from the speaker to the hearer to do
(‘suppose’) a certain situation.116
Thirdly, another argument against the hypothesis that the conditional imperative is
connected with the feature of ‘performing’ a situation, is the fact that the conditional
imperative can occur in a subordinate clause introduced by FKWR (‘that’) (see (174) above).
Directive imperatives do not occur in subordinate clauses with FKWR, because the speakeraddressee context is absent there.
On this basis it can be argued that if we understand the notion of directivity in the
same way as in the case of the directive imperative use, the meaning of the conditional
imperative cannot be defined as ‘an impulse from the speaker to the hearer to suppose a
certain fact’. Further evidence for this is the occurrence of cases that have both an
optative and a conditional character (sentences where the realization of the imperative
action is wished because it leads to desirable consequences expressed in another clause).
In Ebeling’s approach, conditional cases would have to be seen as sentences where the
speaker gives an impulse to the hearer to imagine an action by some agent expressed in
116 Note that the same principle may also account for the strong WHQGHQF\ that in conditional sentences the
protasis (A) comes before the apodosis (B). It should be noted, however, that this is just a tendency:
conditional sentences where the order is BA do occur.
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the nominative, whereas optative cases would have to be seen as sentences where the
speaker gives an impulse to a third person nominative subject to perform/ fulfill the
imperative action. In my opinion, such an analysis does not adequately describe the
similarities and differences between these uses.
Another approach to the conditional imperative is advocated that by Isachenko
(1957), who claims that the conditional imperative must use be seen as closely related to
the opative use, and even as an H[WHQVLRQof the optative use. This meaning is expressed by
Isachenko in the following extract:
“ Genetically it is not difficult to show that we find here [that is, in imperative conditional cases
like 3ULGLMDUDQ·VKHQLFKHJRE\QHVOXFKLORV·] a case of transposition of the imperative. We only have
to reconstruct the modality of wish of the first part of the sentence by means of the
corresponding interjection, and the origin of such constructions becomes clear: 2 YHUQLV· MD
UDQ·VKH1LFKHJRE\QHVOXFKLORV·. [‘O, if only I had come earlier, Nothing would have happened.’]. In
modern language, of course, this modality of wish is lost.” (Isachenko, 1957: 10–11)117

In the extract above Isachenko claims that the conditional must be seen as a transferred
case of the optative. Consider the following sentences:
(190)

O, vernis’ ja ran’she! Nichego by ne sluchilos’.
o return-IMP-PERF I earlier! nothing IRR not happened
“ O, if only I had come earlier. Nothing would have happened.”

In the first sentence of this example the imperative action is desired by the speaker. In the
second sentence the consequences of this desirable act are mentioned. This can be seen as
an explanation of the desirability of the situation conveyed by the optative clause. Because
the action conveyed by the optative is desired by the speaker of the sentence, we can see
the content of the optative situation as volition proceeding from the speaker and directed
at the realization of the imperative situation. In the case of the conditional the aspect of
desire is lost: the speaker no longer wishes the imperative action.
In my opinion Isachenko’s suggestion to relate the conditional imperative to the
optative imperative is right, but his analysis is incomplete and is not sustained by any kind
of synchronic or diachronic evidence. First of all, Isachenko claims without any
117 “ Geneticheski netrudno pokazat’, chto zdes’ nalico transpozicija imperativa. Stoit tol’ko vosstanovit’
zhelatel’nuju modal’nost pervogo predlozhenija vvedeniem sootvetstvujushchego mezhdometija, i kartina
vozniknovenija takix postroenij stanet jasna: 2 YHUQLV· MD UDQ·VKH 1LFKHJR E\ QH VOXFKLORV·. V sovremennom
jazyke èta zhelatel’naja modal’nost’, konechno, utrachena” (Isachenko, 1957: 10–11).
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explanation or reference, that it is ‘very easy’ to show that there is a genetic relation
between the optative imperative and the conditional imperative; to my knowledge,
however, no diachronic research has been done on the proposed relation. Secondly,
Isachenko relates the FRXQWHUIDFWXDO conditional imperative to the QRQFRXQWHUIDFWXDO optative
imperative, which makes the proposed analysis not entirely accurate. Thirdly, Isachenko
does not discuss the meaning of the conditional use in detail; more specifically, he does
not address the question of how the conditional imperative differs from oppositional use
such as constructions with HVOL, and how the difference in use between these constructions
is related to a difference in meaning.
In my opinion the suggestion made by Isachenko (1957) to relate the optative
imperative to the conditional imperative is sustained by the following correspondence of
formal features:
2SWDWLYHLPSHUDWLYH &RQGLWLRQDOLPSHUDWLYH
– VS order
– absence of the suffix WH in the case of the second person plural
– conjunction of the imperative with the particle E\ (IRR) in some cases
What these features show is that both the optative imperative and the conditional
imperative have no GLUHFWLYH meaning, that is, there is no impulse from the speaker to the
DGGUHVVHH to SHUIRUP an action. One can speak of directivity if the speaker wants to
contribute to the performance of the action by the addressee-subject by uttering the
imperative form. A typical directive use is the basic directive imperative use. Here the
speaker has the idea of contributing to the realization of the imperative action because he
thinks that he can manipulate the addressee-performer present in the speech context. In
the case of the optative imperative the directive context is not present, although one can
speak of LQGLUHFW direction. In the case of the optative the speaker gives an impulse to the
hearer or some other specified or non-specified entity to contribute to the realization of
the imperative action. In the case of the conditional the idea of direction is weakened even
more, since the speaker wants the realization of the imperative action in a hypothetical
world only. In the case of the conditional imperative the speaker assumes the imperative
situation to be true (o SIT (V)) for the sake of the argument. This act of supposition can
be seen as an invitation by the speaker to the hearer to imagine a situation. As I argued
earlier, such an invitation cannot be equated with a direction to SHUIRUP an action: in the
case of such a direction the speaker wants to direct the behavior of the addressee, whereas
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in the case of an invitation, the speaker pictures to himself an action, and in doing this
invites the hearer to picture the same situation.
In modern Russian, there is no clear semantic relation between the conditional
imperative and the optative imperative, since the optative imperative is no longer a
productive use of the imperative anymore. This means that it cannot be argued that the
conditional imperative can only be XQGHUVWRRG on the basis of the optative imperative,
analogous to understanding the conditional directive imperative on the basis of the basic
directive imperative. Nevertheless, a diachronic relation may be reconstructed between the
optative imperative and the conditional imperative as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Optative imperative
Optative imperative with conditional structure
Hypothetical conditional imperative
Counterfactual conditional imperative

The optative imperative is used to express that the speaker gives an impulse to some
concrete or abstract entity present in the speech situation to realize the imperative action.
This optative sentence can be extended with a clause where the desirable consequences of
the realization of the imperative action are mentioned (aob). In those cases in which the
optative clause is conjoined with another clause, the situation of the clause following the
imperative clause is interpreted as the apodosis of the optative clause. This relation of
‘implication’ has the character of a temporal sequence: the occurrence of some situation X
is followed in time by the occurrence of situation Y. In my opinion, the idea of immediate
temporal sequence of two events is closely related to the idea of a conditional relation
between two events. In those cases where the occurrence of some event is always
followed by the occurrence of some other event, it is natural to see the occurrence of the
first event as the condition for the occurrence of the second.
The next step (boc) can be reconstructed as a case where the speaker acts DVLIhe
directs the hearer or some abstract entity to contribute to the realization of the imperative
action. This means that the idea of actual wish to realize the action is lost, but that the
feature of wish reoccurs in a modified way. In this case the speaker does not wish the
realization of the action in this world because of the desirable consequences of this
realization, but rather wishes the realization of the action in a possible world, only in order
to describe the consequences of this hypothetical realization; this means that the speaker
wants the addressee to imagine the imperative situation. The imperative in such sentences
has become a device for reasoning about things, rather than as a device for expressing a
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wish or desire, and for realizing this wish by manipulation. In this case there can be no
restrictions in terms of controllability on the imperative verb, since the speaker only wants
the addressee to LPDJLQH the imperative situation.
The loss of the feature of wish must have helped the occurrence of the conditional in
counterfactual cases (cod). Here it is clear that the action cannot be realized, because it
only occurs in a counterfactual world.118 Note furthermore that, considering the data at my
disposal, the counterfactual conditional imperative use is more frequently than the
hypothetical conditional imperative use. It may be that the frequent occurrence of E\ is
related to the specific meaning of the conditional imperative use, namely the fact that the
speaker gives an impulse to the addressee to imagine a certain situation. As I will motivate
below, this specific feature means that the imperative situation breaks the expected course
of events. This feature accords with counterfactual cases, where it is explicitly expressed
that the realization of the imperative situation is not in accordance with the actual way
things happened, or the actual way reality is. The productive occurrence of the conditional
imperative in the twentieth century, which contrasts with the non-productive use of the
optative imperative, may also be motivated by the loss of the feature of wish. As I argued
above, the optative imperative use probably declined under the influence of the
oppositional form SXVW·. This form, however, is not (strictly speaking) an oppositional
form of the imperative used as a conditional. It may be that when the function of the
optative imperative was taken over by SXVW·, the conditional imperative had already taken
its unique position in the linguistic structure, and survived when its source²the optative²
declined.
In this section I have argued that the conditional imperative must be seen as an
extended optative imperative where the feature of ‘wish’ is weakened. The quasi-hortative
character of the conditional imperative accounts for its specific semantics, more
particularily its subjective modal nature, and the difference in meaning from oppositional
forms. The subjective modal nature of the conditional imperative will be the theme of the
next section.
6XEMHFWLYHPRGDOLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVRIWKHFRQGLWLRQDOLPSHUDWLYH
In this section I will discuss the so-called ‘subjective modal’ interpretations of the
conditional imperative. These subjective modal features are absent in the case of the
118 Note, however, that since the process of meaning extension (metaphor, metonymy, etc.) is a basic strategy of
humans, it may be that different extensions have been part of the imperative use from the very start. Study of
diachronic data may possibly give insight into this question.
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oppositional form HVOL I will argue that the difference between these forms is connected
with the semi-directive feature of the conditional imperative. I will argue that the contrast
between the imperative situation (SIT(Vimp)) and the situation that is imagined before the
impulse to realize the imperative situation is given (SIT(not Vimp)) is essential for the
meaning of the conditional imperative, and that this feature is absent from the meaning of
conditional sentences with HVOL(‘if’). The contrast between these two situations relates to
the notion of LPSXOVHand the idea of EUHDNLQJWKHH[SHFWHGFRXUVHRIHYHQWV. In the case of the
conditional imperative the speaker gives an impulse to the addressee to imagine the
imperative situation for two reasons:
–
–

It can be expected that the addressee does not imagine the imperative situation
because he does not expect that the realization of the imperative action will lead to
the scene expressed in the apodosis.
The imperative situation itself is unexpected, and therefore something that the
addressee does not imagine.

This contrastive nature of the conditional imperative, or put differently, the idea of
breaking the expected course of events, is often called ‘modal’. The following different
modal interpretations can be distinguished:
a. Character of unexpectedness
b. Character of immediate implication/ restriction (‘only’ character)
c. Character of concession (‘even’ character)
The different interpretations are the result of the context in which the imperative occurs
and the presuppositions of the interpreter. Note that in some cases it is difficult to
distinguish between these different interpretations. This is a natural consequence of the
fact that they are interpretations of the same basic meaning. Note furthermore, that the
interpretations (b) and (c) also occurred in the case of the conditional directive imperative
use (see 3.2.4.1); these interpretations have essentially the same structure as the conditional
imperative interpretations under discussion.
In the literature some remarks are made about this so-called modal character, although
the systematic relation between the different interpretations and the relation of these
interpretations to the imperative meaning is not recognized. Here I will briefly discuss the
different interpretations.
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3.6.5.1 Character of unexpectedness
Conditional imperatives with a character of ‘unexpectedness’ are difficult to define
because there are no additional formal specifications as in the case of the restrictive or
concessive interpretation. The nature of unexpectedness is, however, remarked by various
authors, such as Isachenko (1957: 10–11):
“ In modern language, of course, the modality of wish [that is in the case of the conditional]
is lost, but something of modality, different from the modality of the actual conditional, has
been preserved; consider: ‘2Q VWHUSHO E\ QH QDFKQL 0qUL YVH FKDVKFKH L FKDVKFKH ]DJRYDULYDW· R
SROR]KHQLL FYHWQ\FK. (...)’ [‘He would have been able to stand, if Mary had not started to talk
about the situation of the non-white people. (...)’] One could argue that QH QDFKQL means
something like ‘if she had not by accident (as if to annoy him).’” 119

Vasil’eva (1969: 42) observes that the conditional imperative can express additional
meaning features of ‘sluchajnost’’ (‘coincidentality’) or ‘neozhidannost’’ (‘unexpectedness’).
She suggests that the following sentences can be rendered to conditional imperative cases
without the additional specifications:120
(191)

– A esli by Pojarkov YGUXJ voskres? Chto by ty emu teper’ skazal?
but if IRR Pojarkov suddenly rose? what IRR you him now said?
‘But what if Pojarkov suddenly rose from death? What would you tell him?’

(192)

My tak davno ne videlis’, chto esli by on VOXFKDMQR vstretilsja, ja by ego ne uznala.
we so long not saw.eachother, that if IRR he accidentally met, I IRR not him recognized
‘We haven’t seen each other for such a long time that if he were to accidentally meet me, I
would not recognize him.’

In the following sentences with a conditional imperative an element of unexpectedness
might be observed although they lack the specifications as YGUXJ or VOXFKDMQR (occurring in
(191) and (192)):
119 “ V sovremennom jazyke èta zhelatel’naja modal’nost’, konechno, utrachena, no soxranilos’ nekaja
modal’nost’, otlichnaja ot modal’nosti chisto uslovnoj ili soslagatel’noj; sr.: ‘2Q VWHUSHO E\ QH QDFKQL 0HUL YVH
FKDVKFKH L FKDVKFKH ]DJRYDULYDW· R SROR]KHQLL FYHWQ\FK (...).’ Ved’ zdes’ QH QDFKQL mozhno tolkovat’ kak ‘QH QDFKQL
VOXFKDMQRNDNQD]OR·µ (Isachenko, 1957: 10–11)
120 Vasil’eva (1969: 42) suggests that meaning features like ‘neozhidannost’ ’, ‘sluchajnost’ ’, ‘zhelatel’nost’ ’
can be said to be part of the conditional PHDQLQJ. These features do not, however, occur in every conditional
case. I would therefore prefer the term conditional LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ.
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(193)

Mozhno li chto-to sdelat’? Ili krovoprolitie nikogda ne konchitsja? Vse delo v Vejnte.
8PUL ona²i vzaimnoe istreblenie prekratitsja.121 (G. Garrison, =LPDYqGHPH)
may-ADV PRT something do-INF? or bloodshed never not will.stop? all case in
Vejnta. die-IMP-PERF she, and mutual destruction will.end
‘Is there something that we can do? Or will the bloodshed never end? It’s all connected
to Vejnta. If she dies, the mutual destruction will come to an end.’

(194)

I vrjad li ‘ljudi v chernom’ vypolnili by zadachu, ne SRPRJL im v nuzhnyj moment
milaja ledi-patologoanatom Lorel. (From description of the film ‘Men in Black’)122
and probably not ‘men in black’ performed IRR task, not help-IMP-PERF them in
necessary moment sweet lady-pathologist-NOM Lorel
‘And probably the men in black wouldn’t have performed their task, were it not that the
lady-pathologist Lorel had not helped them at the right moment.’

In the following extract the speaker expresses that he is offended by people who use
English on a Russian discussion page on the Internet:
(195)

Interesno, kakov byl by èffekt, ]DMGL ja na kakoj-nibud’ amerikanskij forum i QDFKQL tam
pisat’ na russkom jazyke?123
interesting, what was IRR effect, visit-IMP-PERF I-NOM on some American forum and
start-IMP-PERF there write on Russian language
‘It would be interesting to know what the effect would be, if I visited some American
forum and started to write in Russian.’

The character of unexpectedness is due to the fact that in the case of the conditional
imperative the speaker gives an impulse to imagine the imperative situation. This means
that the hearer is not expected to imagine the imperative situation himself. In the case of
the sentences under discussion, this is because the situation itself is unexpected.
Consequently, there is a contrast between the imperative situation and the normal
expected situation. Cases like these can also be seen as cases of immediate implication as
discussed in the following subsection because they express that the reality could very well
have been/ be different, if only the imperative situation had not been/ is the case. In such

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ GARRISON/ edem3.txt
http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ extelop/ cinema/ 11l/ 11l001.htm
123 http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ guestbook-po981205.html
121

122
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cases it is no so much the imperative situation itself that is unexpected, but rather the
relation between the imperative situation and the situation expressed in the apodosis.
3.6.5.2 Character of restriction/ immediate implication
In the following sentences we find examples of conditional imperatives with a restrictive
character or a character of immediate implication:
(196)

5DVVYHWDMtol’ko, i my poedem. (Barentsen, p.c.)
day.break-IMP-IMPERF only, and we go
‘As soon as the day breaks, we will go.’

(197)

Nu VND]KL on: treshku platjat. I srazu nevidannaja summa perejdet v ego karman.
(Zoshchenko, 1935)
well say-IMP-PERF he: three.ruble they.pay. and immediately unprecedented amount
disappears in his pocket
‘Well, if he says: they pay three rubles, all this money will disappear immediately into his
pocket.’

The character of restriction and that of immediate implication are semantically closely
related. This can be clarified by the observation of Garde (1963: 210), who notes that the
hypothetical conditional imperative often occurs with focus-sensitive and presuppositional
particles like FKXW· (‘almost’) and WRO·NR (‘just’), indicating that the slightest occurrence of a
particular situation leads to another situation. In the case of the conditional imperative the
hearer naturally expects that more is needed than X to lead to Y, but it is expressed that X
immediately leads to Y.
Vasil’eva (1969: 42) suggests that specifications of restriction in conditional sentences
with HVOL can be left out if these sentences are paraphrased with imperatives:
(198)

Esli by WRO·NR on ne zadel moego syna, ja by promolchala togda.
if IRR only he not hurt my son, I IRR remained.silent then
‘If only he had not hurt my son, I would have remained silent then.’

(199)

Ne ]DGHQ·on moego syna, ja by promolchala togda.
not hurt-IMP-PERF he my son, I IRR remained.silent then
‘If only he had not hurt my son, I would have remained silent then.’
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This gives an indication that the feature of restriction is expressed by the imperative itself
and cannot solely be attributed to the specifications: because of the special character of
the conditional imperative, it is easily combined with restrictive particles.
I think one can motivate the character of restriction as follows. In the case of the
optative use in a conditional context the speaker gives an impulse to realize the imperative
situation because the realization of the imperative situation is followed by a desirable
situation. The directive situation furthermore presupposes that the subject is not already
expected to realize the imperative action. In the case of the conditional imperative under
discussion, the speaker does not want the realization of the action, but he gives an impulse
to the imaginary realization of the imperative action RQO\ to indicate what the consequences
are of the realization of the imperative action; this means that the realization of the
imperative action only takes place in an LPDJLQDU\ZRUOG. This presupposes that the hearer is
not expected to know that the realization of the imperative action leads to another
situation. In the case of the restrictive interpretation of the conditional imperative the
situation described in the protasis (p) leads to the situation described in the apodosis (q),
while one would normally expect that p is not enough to lead to q (for q only p is
necessary). One can say that in these cases the speaker restricts the domain of actions that
could be imagined to a certain single one.
Note that in many cases we do not find the additional specifications of restriction; this
is the case for example in the sentences given below:
(200)

Ne EXG· vy, a drugaja²ni za chto by ne poshel provozhat’. (Zoshchenko, 1935: 9)
not be-IMP you-NOM-PL, but otherNOM-FEM. never IRR not went accompany
‘If it were not you but another woman, I would never accompany her home.’

(201)

%XG· u nas bardaki, tak nikakix ljubovnyx svjazej, lzhi vsej ètoj ne bylo by (… ).
(Amal’rik, 1970: 90)
be-IMP at us brothels-NOM, so no amourous affairs, lie all that not was IRR (...)
‘If we had brothels, then we wouldn’t have any amourous affairs, all those lies wouldn’t
be there.’

(202)

.ULNQL Zhen’ka ‘da’, vse by, navernoe oboshlos’. (Erofeev, 1993: 37)
shout-IMP-PERF Zhen’ka-NOM yes, all IRR probably worked.itself.out
‘If Zhenka had shouted “ yes” , everything would probably have worked itself out.’

These sentences can also, however, be seen as cases of ‘immediate implication’ or
restriction. By using the imperative the speaker underlines that the situation mentioned
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in the main clause (which is not the case in this world) could easily be the case or could
easily have been the case LI the imperative situation applied. The conditional imperative
therefore has a different character than conditional sentences with HVOL (‘if’), where this
subjective-modal character is absent. The subjective modal character of the imperative
also differs from the subjunctive conditional. I suspect that the subjunctive is used
exclusively, or at least foremost, in cases where the speaker wishes the realization of the
imperative situation, or where he thinks that the subjunctive situation would be good.
The feature of ‘breaking the expected course of events’ is not expressed by the
conditional subjunctive construction. Compare the following two examples of the
subjunctive with the imperative:
:LWKVXEMXQFWLYH
(203)

%\OE\ Shura na meste Vodily – problem voobchshe ne bylo by. (V. Kunin, .\VMD)

was IRR Shura-NOM on place of.Vodila, problem at.all not was IRR

‘If only Shura had been in the place of Vodila, there would not have been a problem at
all.’
(204)

%\OE\ èto moj rebenok, ja by ej takoe pokazala, chto ona tri dnja sidet’ by ne smogla!
(V. Kunin, 5XVVNLHQD0DULHQSODF)
was IRR that my child-NOM, I IRR her such showed, that she three days sit IRR not
could
‘Had it been my child, I would have given her something, such that she would not have
been able to sit for three days.’

:LWKLPSHUDWLYH
(205)

124

[In the following extract the author speaks about an illustration in a fairy tale about
Pinocchio written by Alexej Tolstoj, where Pinocchio pierces through a fireplace with
his nose]:
%XG· ja na meste Alekseja Tolstogo – chego, konechno zhe, byt’ ne mozhet, a vse-taki!
– ja by uzh pobol’she, chem on, nakrutil vokrug ètogo narisovannogo ochaga.124 (E.
Kljuev, 0H]KGXGYX[VWXO·HY)
be-IMP I-NOM on place of.Alexej Tolstoj, what, of.course PRT, be not may, but
nevertheless!, I IRR PRT more, than he, made.up around that drawn fireplace

http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ PSIHO/ klyuew.txt
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‘If I had been in the place of Alexej Tolstoj²which is, of course, impossible! – I, more
than he did, would have made up a story around that drawn fireplace.’
(206)

V ego naruzhnosti byli vse te zhe semejnye cherty (...) golos ego byl ix golosom, no
rech’ otlichalas’ takoj ser’eznost’ju i ceremonnost’ju, chto, EXG· èto moj kuzen
Dzhasper, proizvodila by vpechatlenie napyshchennoj i fal’shivoj, u nego zhe,
ochevidno, byla estestvennoj i nenarochitoj.125 (I. Vo, 9R]YUDVKFKHQLHY%UDMGV[HG)
in his appearance were all these PRT family features (...) voice his was their voice, but
language distinguished by.such seriousness and ceremoniousness that, be-IMP that my
cousin Jasper, created IRR impression of.pompous and of.false, at him PRT, of course
was natural and not.ostentatious
‘In his appearance were the same family features (...), his voice was like their voice, but
the way he spoke was characterized by such a seriousness and ceremoniousness, that
had he been my cousin Jasper, it would have made a pompous and false impression, but
in his case, of course, it was natural and not ostentatious.’

In (203) the speaker expresses that the counterfactual situation where Shura had been in
the place of Vodila would have been good, since that would have led to the desirable
situation where there would have been no problems. In (204) the speaker expresses that
the hypothetical situation where he was the parent of the child would be good, because
then the child would have gotten a good beating. In (205) the speaker stresses that in
reality the imperative situation cannot occur; this means that the realization of the
imperative situation would break the expected course of events. In (206) the speaker
does not wish the realization of the imperative situation, but expresses that the
hypothetical situation (‘he is my cousin Jasper’) would immediately lead to another
situation. This character of immediate restriction is probably not a necessary part of the
subjunctive.
3.6.5.2 Character of concession
In this subsection I discuss interpretations of the conditional imperative that have a
concessive character. It must be noted that these uses differ from the imperative uses that
I call ‘concessive use’, which will be discussed in 3.7. The concessive uses under
discussion here all have VS order, and do not have a character of performance (which is
underlined by the absence of the suffix WH in the case of the second person plural). As
such, they must be seen as interpretations of the conditional imperative.
125

http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ WO/ brajdshed.txt
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In the following sentences the imperative has a so-called scalar concessive character:
(207)

Da EXG· on xot’ princ Amerikanskij²ne podumaju zamuzh za nego idti. (Garde, 1963:
210/ Gor’kij)
yes be-IMP he-NOM even prince American – not I.think marry after him go
‘Even if he were an American prince, I wouldn’t think about marrying him.’

(208)

Da EXG· ja i negrom preklonnyx godov, i to bez unyn’ja i leni, ja russkij by vyuchil tol’ko
za to, chto im razgovarival Lenin. (Majakovskij, 1989: 20)
yes be-IMP I-NOM and negro of.venerable years, and then without dejection and laziness,
I russian IRR learned only for that, that by.him spoke Lenin
‘Even if I were a negro of old age, I would, without dejection or laziness, learn Russian,
just because Lenin spoke it.’

The concessive conditional interpretation occurs in the case of hypothetical condition, as
in (207), or in the case of counterfactual condition, as in (208). One can speak of a
concessive when the proposition expressed in the main clause contrasts with the
expectation that would normally be based on the proposition expressed in the subordinate
clause. One can speak of concession if we find the expectation that p will lead to not q,
but this relation is denied (p o q). In most cases we find a negation in the second part of
the coordinate clause (as in (207)), but this is not necessarily the case (see (208)). Here
there is an expectation that p (he is a negro of old age) will not lead to q (he will learn
Russian), but this relation is denied (p leads to q).
In the case of the concessive interpretation of the conditional imperative the
imperative normally has a scalar concessive character. This means that of all the situations
that may lead to not q, p is the most likely; this relation is, however, negated. In the
context the scalar character is often sustained by particles like [RW· (‘even’; particle
indicating permission), L (‘even’), as in the sentences above, and GD]KH (‘even’), as in the
sentence below:
(209)

126

A krome togo, dazhe QDSLVKL ja èto po-russki, slova èti ne uvideli by sveta dnja pod
russkim nebom. Kto b togda prochel ix? 126 (I. Brodskij, 3ROWRU\NRPQDW\)
but besides that, even write-IMP-PERF I these in Russian, words that not saw IRR light
of.day under Russian sky. who IRR then read them?
‘But besides that, even if I had written everything in Russian, my words would not have
been published in Russia. Who would then have read them?’

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ BRODSKIJ/ rooms.txt
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In my opinion, concessive conditional cases have a permissive character. The permissive
character of the imperative clause is the result of the interaction between the imperative
clause and the contrastive clause that follows it, and is further strengthened by the use of
particles like [RW·. The permissive character means that the speaker gives an impulse to
imagine the realization of the imperative action because he presupposes that the addressee
‘wants’ the imagined realization of this action. This presupposition has a ‘rhetorical’
character because the speaker does not actually know that the addressee wants p. The
speaker supposes that the addressee holds not q to be true under particular circumstances,
especially under the presupposition that p is the case, since p is the most likely to lead to
not q. In such cases the speaker SHUPLWV the hearer to imagine p, because p leads to q,
where there is an expectation that p is the most likely action to lead to not q. In English,
sentences like these could be paraphrased as ‘Let even X be the case, and still it leads to
Y’.
Muravickaja (1973: 54) argues that in some sentences, such as (175) above, one can
speak of a mixed concessive-conditional type. In my opinion, this sentence can be said to
have a concessive interpretation, because on the basis of p (your own father kills himself)
one would expect that not q (you will think that is terrible), but this relation is denied (you
don’t care). I am not sure whether in this case one has to speak of a mixed conditionalconcessive type. I would rather say that this imperative can be interpreted both as a
conditional and as a concessive. To decide which type it is we need a particular context. In
some cases the context may lead to two interpretations. These interpretations cannot,
however, be seen as occuring at the same time, that is, they are discrete. The most
important difference between the concessive and the conditional is that in the case of the
concessive the imperative predicate has a permissive interpretation, whereas in the case of
the hypothetical conditional the emphasis is on the causal relation between the protasis
and the apodosis. The imperative predicate cannot be seen as permissive (as in the case of
the concessive) or desired (as in the case of the optative), but functions as the marker of
conditionality.
The relation between the (restrictive) conditional use and the concessive conditional
use of the imperative is thus a matter of a difference in expectation. One can speak of a
concessive conditional interpretation if there is an expectation that the imperative action
will lead to another opposite action (p o not q), because p is PRVWOLNHO\ to lead to not q,
but this relation is denied (po q). In both the restrictive interpretation and the concessive
interpretation the speaker suggests or supposes an action to be true, while there is some
presupposition that another action is to be supposed. This means that there is a contrast
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between the imperative action and another expected action. Put differently, there is a
contrast between SIT (V) and SIT (not V). In the case of the concessive conditional
interpretation the addressee is assumed to hold the position that not q is true under
particular circumstances, especially if p (=SIT(V) + environment) is the case. The speaker
wants to prove the opposite, and acts as if he sacrifices his strongest argument, viz. the
addressee is permitted to imagine p to be true, only to show that even p does lead to q. In
this case SIT(not V) is expected because p (SIT (V) + environment) is the strongest
argument for not q (and the speaker wants to prove that q). In the case of the restrictive
conditional interpretation the speaker assumes that the addressee does not expect that the
realization of V is enough to lead to the consequent. This expectation is, however, denied:
the speaker states that p is enough to lead to q.
&RQFOXVLRQ
The conditional imperative use can be defined as follows: ‘The speaker hopes to
contribute to the realization of the imperative situation (o SIT (V)), only to describe the
consequences of this realization; this means that the speaker wants the addressee to
imagine the imperative situation’. The conditional imperative can be seen as an extended
optative imperative, where the features of direction and wish occur in a weakened form.
The weak directive nature of the conditional does, however, account for the so-called
modal subjective interpretations of the conditional imperative use.
&RQFHVVLYHXVHRIWKHLPSHUDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this section I will give an analysis of two other concessive uses of the imperative, viz.
the concessive use with an interrogative adverb/ adjective and QL (so-called ‘universal
concessive use’), and the concessive use with the particle [RW·(‘even’), and a character of
performance; this character is underlined by the presence of the suffix WH in the case of the
second person plural. As I showed in the preceding section, the conditional imperative
can also be interpreted as a case of concession. Nevertheless, the concessive use of the
conditional differs from the concessive uses under discussion here because these latter
uses have a character of performance, which is absent in the case of the former
(underlined by the absence of the suffix WH in the case of the second person plural). It is
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because of the difference in formal and semantic features between these two concessive
uses and the conditional imperative use, that I will discuss these two uses or constructions
separately.
I will argue that the concessive imperative uses under discussion can be seen as an
extension of the directive imperative, where one of the presuppositions of the basic
directive imperative, viz. speaker commits himself to wanting or accepting the imperative
situation, is changed, and where the context of use is broadened from the directive
context to third persons.
The section has the following structure. In 3.7.2 I will discuss the meaning of the
concessive construction with [RW·. In 3.7.3 I will discuss the semantic-syntactic features of
this construction. In 3.7.4 I will discuss the meaning of the concessive construction with
an interrogative and QL, and in 3.7.5 I will discuss the semantic-syntactic features of this
construction. Finally, in 3.7.6 I will discuss the relation of these two constructions to the
other imperative uses.

7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHFRQFHVVLYHLPSHUDWLYHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWK[RW·

The following sentences are examples of concessive imperatives with a second person,
and a third person respectively:
(210)

Xot’ XELYDMWH, ne mozhet. (Vasil’eva, 1969: 43)
even kill-IMP-IMPERF-2PL, not can
‘You may kill her, but he/ she can’t.’

(211)

Nad nim xot’ krysha XSDGL, tak on ne poboitsja smerti. (proverb)
above him even roof fall-IMP-PERF, so he not will.fear death.
‘The roof may even fall on his head, and still he won’t fear death.’

The imperative can be used with all persons in the nominative as a concessive in the first
clause of a co-ordinate complex. One can speak of a concessive when the proposition
expressed in the first clause contrasts with the expectation based on the proposition
expressed in the second clause. Concessive uses with [RW·have a so-called VFDODU concessive
character. In the case of scalar concessive use the imperative expresses a situation that can
be seen as the situation that is most likely to lead to another situation; this relation of
interdependency is, however, denied. The scalar character is expressed by the particle [RW·
together with the concessive context in which it occurs, that is the information contained
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in the protasis and the apodosis and the presuppositions concerning their normal
relations.
Note that in the preceding section I discussed the scalar concessive use of the
conditional imperative. Although both imperative uses have a scalar concessive
interpretation, they cannot be seen as identical. The difference between these uses can be
illustrated by their different semantic-syntactic features:
&RQFHVVLYHXVHRIWKHFRQGLWLRQDOLPSHUDWLYH
–
–
–
–
–
–

no occurrence of the suffix WH in the case of the second person plural.
protasis-apodosis / apodosis-protasis order.
VS order
particle [RW· does not modify the imperative.
prototypically perfective aspect.
no obligatory expression of [RW·.

&RQFHVVLYHXVHZLWKxot’
–
–
–
–
–
–

occurrence of the suffix WH in the case of the second person plural.
prototypically protasis-apodosis order.
no strict VS order.
particle [RW· modifies the verbal phrase.
prototypically imperfective aspect.
the particle [RW· is an obligatory element of the construction.

The features given above are evidence that the concessive use with [RW· is different from
the concessive interpretation of the conditional imperative. More specifically, the former
has a character of SHUIRUPLQJ the situation, which is absent in the case of the latter, which
has an LPDJLQDWLYH character. Note, however, that in some cases the difference between
these two types is not very straighforward. This is the case for example in (211) above. On
the basis of formal criteria this cannot be seen as a conditional use because of the VS
order is absent. On the other hand, in this case we find the perfective aspect, and the
particle [RW· can be interpreted as modifying the subject of the verb; this sentence is
therefore close to a conditional case (8SDGLQDGQLP[RW·NU\VKDWDNRQQHSRERLWVMDVPHUWL;
Fall-IMP-PERF on him PRT roof, so he not will.fear death). This example shows that
borderline cases may exist between the different usage types. The same can be said about
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cases with a second person; such cases are borderline cases between basic directive use of
the imperative and concessive use. I will, however, discuss the concessive use separately
because of its special semantics and the possibility of third person subjects.
The meaning of the concessive use of the imperative can be formulated as follows:
7KH VSHDNHU GLUHFWV RU SHUPLWV  WKH VXEMHFWDGGUHVVHH LQ WKH FDVH RI D VHFRQG
SHUVRQ RUVRPHRWKHUVXEMHFWLQGLUHFWO\ LQWKHFDVHRIDWKLUGSHUVRQ WRUHDOL]H
WKH LPSHUDWLYH VLWXDWLRQ o6,7 9 (*)+ , - . /  RQO\ LQ RUGHU WR H[SUHVV LQ DQRWKHU
FODXVHWKDWWKHLPDJLQHGUHDOL]DWLRQZLOOQRWOHDGWRWKHH[SHFWHGFRQVHTXHQFHV
In the case of the VFDODU concessive use the expression of the particle [RW· leads to the
meaning attribution of the idea of ‘even’. The following frame (Figure 3.17) can be used
for the concessive imperative:
Figure 3.17
)RUFH
Speaker

*RDO
o SIT(V+aspect)t1

6XEMHFWRIVLWXDWLRQ
Addressee/ 3sg-pl/ impersonal

2EMHFWRIIRUFH
Addressee

The meaning of the concessive imperative given above presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

If S=addressee: the imperative situation is conceived as controllable.
The imperative situation breaks the expected course of events.
The speaker acts DVLI he commits himself to wanting or accepting the imperative
situation.
If S=addressee: the addressee is directed to imagine and perform the imperative
situation; if SDGGUHVVHH WKH DGGUHVVHH LV LQYLWHG WR LPDJLQH WKH LPSHUDWLYH
situation.127

As I will argue, the concessive can be seen as a special, playful use of the directive
imperative, where the speaker permits the subject to realize the action, only to describe
that the hypothetical realization of the action does not lead to the expected concequences.
The permissive character of the concessive accounts for the impossibility of combining it
with the suffix ND.
127

As I will explain, this performance has a strong ‘as if’ character.
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The scalar concessive imperative can be paraphrased with the subjunctive, indicative
(mostly perfective present, past tense), or infinitive. These moods can all be seen as
instantiations of the same scalar concessive construction (see 3.7.6 for examples):
[[RW· V]clause [X] clause
where: V=subjunctive, perfective present, past tense, infinitive
The use of the imperative mood in this construction with a third person was still normal
in the nineteenth century, and occurred both in idioms and in non-idiomatic expressions,
but is archaic in modern Russian; for third person cases the indicative mood is used in this
construction. In modern Russian the concessive imperative with [RW· is used primarily in
cases with a second person; such cases often have an idiomatic character. The idiomatic
character of this construction may be facilitated by its meaning, viz. the speaker permits
the subject to realize the ‘extreme’ situation expressed by the imperative and [RW·, only to
describe that the hypothetical realization of the action does not lead to the expected
consequences. Language has evolved fixed ways to express such ‘extreme’ situations. The
language user can easily draw from this wide range of playful expressions, in order to
make his point as effectively as possible.
Before discussing the universal concessive imperative construction, and the relation
between the concessive imperative use and the other imperative uses, I will first briefly
discuss the semantic-syntactic features of the scalar concessitive imperative use.
6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHVRIFRQFHVVLYHXVHZLWK[RW·
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

+aspect (prototypically imperfective)
+all subjects (possibly no first person cases)
word order
occurrence of suffix WH
co-ordinated protasis-apodosis structure
occurrence in embedded cases

I will briefly discuss some of these features below.
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3.7.3.1 Aspect
The aspect of the scalar concessive use is predominantly imperfective, although perfective
cases also occur. Note that the imperfective aspect is typical of permissive directive cases.
In the case of permission, it is not the speaker who wants the realization of the situation,
but the addressee; the emphasis is therefore not on reaching the endpoint of the situation,
but on the fact that the addressee is permitted to HQJDJH in the situation.
In some cases the same concessive imperative expression may occur with both
aspects. Consider the following construction (with a different implied object):
(212)

Xot’ XELYDMWH, ne mozhet. (Vasil’eva, 1969: 43)
even kill-IMP-IMPERF-2PL, not can-3SG
‘You may kill her, but she can’t.’

(213)

[X]ot’ XEHM, ne ponimaju. (Lubensky, 1995/ Vojnovich)
even kill-IMP-PERF, not understand-1SG
‘You may kill me, I don’t understand it.’

3.7.3.2 Subject
The scalar concessive imperative occurs with third and second person subjects in the
nominative, and with generic agents (cases without subject can be generic or second
person cases). According to Garde (1963) the concessive imperative use with [RW· only
occurs with second person singular or plural and with third person singular, implying
that it does not occur with the first person: “ La proposition à l’impératif s’emploie à la
3e personne du singulier ou à la 2e personne du singulier et du pluriel” (Garde, 1963:
237). I have indeed not attested cases with a first person. It may be that first persons do
not occur because of the permissive nature of the use; in the case of a first person the
speaker would permit himself to do the imperative situation.128
According to Garde (1963: 237) the use of the scalar concessive imperative is, in
contrast to the nineteenth century, not productive in modern Russian, but occurs, in the
spoken language only, mostly in set expressions, and very infrequently, with a second

128 This restriction does not occur in the case of the other moods/ tenses and in the case of SXVW· (‘let’),
which can be used in concessive sentences: 3XVW·MDQHSUDYQRW\GRO]KHQPHQMDY\VOXVKDW·(lit. ‘Let me be wrong,
but you must listen to me’).
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person plural. The data at my disposal confirm this observation, although the statement
that cases with a second person plural only occur in the spoken language is too strong.
3.7.3.3 Word order
There is no fixed word order for the scalar concessive use. A restriction on the word
order is that the particle [RW· occurs at a position before the imperative predicate, such that
it modifies the verbal phrase. We find the following possibilities:
[RW· S V
X [RW· S V
[RW· V S X
By placing the particle [RW· before the predicate, the speaker expresses that he acts as if he
gives ‘permission’ to the realization of the imperative predicate.

3.7.3.4 Occurrence of -WH

In the case of the second person plural the suffix WH is added to the verb (see (212) above).
This suffix is obligatory.

3.7.3.5 Sentence structure
The concessive imperative prototypically occurs in the first clause of a co-ordinate
structure, while in the second clause a verb in the indicative mood occurs. In some cases,
however, the order is reversed:
(214)

Ja ne pomnju ee, xot’ XEHM.129 (N.Shitova, 'HU]NDMD)
I not remember her, even kill-IMP-PERF
‘I don’t remember her, even if you kill me.’

In some cases the second clause, with a verb in the indicative, is introduced with the
conjunction D:
(215)
129

Xot’ ]DUH]K·WH menja, a ja vam nichego ne pridumaju. (Xrakovskij & Volodin, 1986: 242)

http:/ / moshkow.aaanet.ru/ lat/ PROZA/ shitowa.txt
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even stab.to.death-IMP-PERF me, but I you-DAT nothing not think.out
‘You may stab me to death, but I can’t think of anything for you.’

The conjunction D (‘but’) points at the contrast between the expected consequence of the
antecedent and the presented consequence.

3.7.3.6 Occurence of embedded cases

The concessive imperative with [RW· also occurs in embedded sentences:

(216)

Dozhd’ popolam s gradom lupit takoj, chto xot’ NULFKL – nichego ne uslyshish’. (F.
Iskander, 6DQGURL]&KHJHPD)
rain half-and-half with hail barks such, that even shout-IMP-IMPERF – nothing not
you.hear
‘The rain together with the hail was making such a noise, that even if you shouted, you
couldn’t hear anything.’


The occurrence of such cases shows that the speaker does not direct the addressee
present in the speech situation to realize the infinitive situation, but that the direction is
abstracted from the direct speaker-addressee context.

7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHFRQFHVVLYHLPSHUDWLYHFRQWUXFWLRQZLWKQL
Below we find two sentences with generic agents (no expressed subject), one sentence
with a second person plural agent, and one with a third person agent respectively:
(217)

Kakuju versiju ni UD]YLYDM, ona mozhet byt’ legko perebita inoj iz nix. (,]YHVWLMD, 5-5-1995)
which version not develop-IMP-IMPERF, she can be easily broken by.another of them
‘No matter which version you develop, it may be easily broken by another one.’

(218)

Kak ni VFKLWDM vse ravno dorogo.130
how not consider-IMP-IMPERF, all.the.same expensive
‘No matter how you look upon it, it is expensive.’

(219)

[D]a, neshchast’e, kak vy ni QD]\YDMWH, ja znaju chto to, chto sluchilos’ s vami v Moskve,
bylo neshchast’e. (L. Tolstoj, 9RMQDLPLU)

130

http:/ / lat.www.vladivostok.com/ Golden_Horn/ 1999/ 063/ b014.htm
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yes, misfortune, how you-2PL not name-IMP-IMPERF-PRT, I know that that, what
happened with you in Moscow, was misfortune
‘Yes, a misfortune, whatever you call it, I know that what happened with you in Moscow,
was a misfortune.’
(220)

Kuda on ni VNU\YDMVMD, on ot menja ne ubezhit. (Mazon, 1914: 69)
where he not hide-IMP-IMPERF, he from me not run.away
‘Wherever he may hide, he won’t escape me.’

In these sentences the imperative occurs with interrogative adverbs or pronouns like NDN
NXGDNWRJGHFKWR, etc. or with interrogative adjectives like NDNRM, NRWRU\M together with the
negative particle QL. In the literature it is normally assumed that it is not possible to define
the meaning of the construction compositionally and that the interrogative together with
QL must be taken as one semantic unit (Tarlanov, 1982: 43).131
The construction under discussion has a so-called XQLYHUVDO concessive character: it is
expressed that q is the case under any circumstance (p), while there is an expectation that
there must be a condition for not q to occur. Universal concessive sentences are similar to
the scalar concessive sentences discussed above, because both usage types of the
imperative have a character of performing the imperative situation. The character of
performance is underlined by the occurrence of the suffix WH in the case of the second
person plural. As such, the meaning given above for the scalar concessive imperative also
applies for the universal concessive imperative:
7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHVXEMHFWDGGUHVVHH LQWKHFDVHRIDVHFRQGSHUVRQ RUVRPH
RWKHU VXEMHFW LQGLUHFWO\ LQ WKH FDVH RI D WKLUG SHUVRQ  WR UHDOL]H WKH LPSHUDWLYH
VLWXDWLRQ o6,7 9 (*)+ , - . /  RQO\ LQ RUGHU WR H[SUHVV LQ DQRWKHU FODXVH WKDW WKH
LPDJLQHGUHDOL]DWLRQZLOOQRWOHDGWRWKHH[SHFWHGFRQVHTXHQFHV
In the case of the XQLYHUVDO concessive imperative construction the expression of
[interrogative + QL ] leads to the meaning attribution of the idea of ‘no matter where, who
etc.’. The same frame and presuppositions can be given for the universal concessive use as
for the scalar concessive use (Figure 3.18).

131 Note that a sentence like the following is not possible 2QLGHWNXGDQL (‘He goes everywhere.’). This may
indicate that (i) the meaning of the construction cannot be compositionally defined, and (ii) the
construction may still have an interrogative character.
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Figure 3.18

)RUFH
*RDO
Speaker
o SIT(V+aspect)t1

6XEMHFWRIVLWXDWLRQ
Addressee/ 3sg-pl/ impersonal

2EMHFWRIIRUFH
Addressee

The meaning of the concessive imperative given above presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

If S=addressee: the imperative situation is conceived as controllable.
The imperative situation breaks the expected course of events.
The speaker acts DVLI he commits himself to wanting or accepting the imperative
situation.
If S=addressee: the addressee is directed to imagine and perform the imperative
situation; if SDGGUHVVHH WKH DGGUHVVHH LV LQYLWHG WR LPDJLQH WKH LPSHUDWLYH
situation.

Like the scalar concessive imperative, the universal concessive imperative can be
paraphrased with the subjunctive, indicative, past tense, or infinitive. Such cases can all be
seen as instantiations of the same concessive construction.
[Interrogative + [QL + V]]clause [X] clause
where: V=subjunctive, perfect present, past tense, imperative
Note furthermore that the construction [Interrogative + [QL + V]]clause with moods/ tenses
other than the imperative also occurs in non-concessive contexts (see (229) below).
Like in the case of the scalar concessive use, the use of the imperative with third
person cases is archaic; in modern Russian the imperative mood mainly occurs with
second person cases and with generic cases.
Before discussing the relation between the concessive imperative and the other
imperative uses, I will first briefly discuss the semantic-syntactic features of the universal
concessive imperative use.
6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHVRIWKHXQLYHUVDOFRQFHVVLYHXVHZLWKQL
(i)
(ii)

+aspect (prototypically imperfective)
+all subjects (possibly no first person cases)
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

word order
occurrence of suffix WH
co-ordinated protasis-apodosis structure/ cases without co-ordinated structure
occurrence in subordinate clauses

I will briefly discuss some of these features below.
3.7.5.1 Aspect
The aspect of the universal concessive is predominantly imperfective, but perfective cases
also occur; compare the following sentences:
(221)

(222)

Vperedi²kuda ni JOMDQ·²voda, ravnina, ostrova.132 (J. Mamleev, %OD]KHQVWYRLRNDMDQVWYR)
ahead – where not look-IMP-PERF – water, plain, islands
Ahead of us, wherever you look, there is water, plains, and islands.’
V kakuyu storonu ni JOMDGL, vyxoda net.133 (A. Azol’skij, 6WHSDQ6HUJHLFK)
in which side not look-IMP-IMPERF, escape not
‘No matter in which direction you look, there is no way out.’

The occurrence of the imperfective aspect in most cases can be motivated in the same
way as the occurrence of the imperfective aspect in the case of the scalar concessive use
(see 3.7.2).
3.7.5.2 Subject
The universal concessive can occur with subjects in the third and the second person
and with generic agents. I have not attested clear first person cases, but in the following
sentence a first person plural is implied:
(223)

132
133

(...) Sram-to byvaet u bogatyx, a my, kak ni ]KLYL, nikomu do ètogo dela net. (Barentsen,
p.c./ Ostrovskij)
shame-PRT is at rich.people, but we, how not live-IMP-IMPERF, to.no.one till that
business not

http:/ / www.rvb.ru:8090/ mamleev/ 01prose/ 2stories/ 4folk/ 01-2-4-04.htm
http:/ / www.bryansk.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ AZOLXSKIJ/ stepan.txt
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‘The rich people know what shame is, but in us, no matter how we live, no-one is
interested.’

The concessive use under discussion also occurs with non-animate subjects as in the
following sentence with the verb VOXFKLWV·MD (‘happen’):
(224)

No²chto ni VOXFKLV·!²Prodolzhaetsja zhizn’.134 (Songtext A. Pugacheva)
but – what not happen-IMP-PERF! – goes.on life
‘But no matter what happens, life goes on.’

The tendency for modern Russian to use the imperative in the universal concessive
construction only when the subject is a second person or a generic agent can also be
perceived for the universal concessive; for example:
(225)

Samolet, kak ni VWDUDMVMD, ne uderzhish’ v vozduxe dol’she neskol’kix chasov.135 (R.
Bax, 0RVWFKHUH]YHFKQRVW·)
plane, how not try-IMP-IMPERF, not keep-2SG in air longer some hours
‘No matter how you try, you won’t keep a plane in the air for more than some hours.’

Garde argues that the concessive imperative (including the universal concessive) figures
almost exclusively in set expressions.
“ Les propositions concessives au conditionel et à l’impératif sont en régression dans l’ensemble
de la langue, excepté des survivances isolées dans certaines expressions toutes faites.” (Garde,
1963: 248)

The data at my disposal confirm this observation, although it must be remarked that
sentences with generic agents or second persons probably occur more frequently than
cases with third persons.136
http:/ / lat.online.stack.net/ ~ turkin/ pugach/ alb2/ 37.htm
http:/ / moshkow.donetsk.ua/ lat/ RBACH/ bach04.txt
136 The opinion that the concessive imperative is declining in modern Russian seems, at least for the
universal imperative, to be supported by the findings of Osipova (1992), who discusses the concessive with
QL. The examples of universal concessive imperatives she gives from the twentieth century are mostly set
expressions or cases with a generic subject. I do not, however, agree with all Garde’s observations. Garde
(1963: 245) notes for example that the universal construction with QL never occurs with the verb E\W·. I think
this statement is too strong. In some texts, and probably confined to specific genres, cases with E\W· even
occur relatively frequently (e.g. in O. Platonov =KL]Q· ]D &DUMD, a text with about 110,000 words, the
134
135
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3.7.5.3 Word order
In the case of the universal concessive imperative we find the following structure:
[Interrogative S QL Vimperative imperfective/ perfective X] [(a) Vindicative]
where X is S, or another constituent
The interrogative takes the first position in the clause and is followed by the subject (if
expressed) and the imperative. The particle QL is always placed before the imperative. In
most cases we find an [Interrogative S QL V] order, although other orders occur, as below
where the subject of the clause occurs at the end of the clause:
(226)

Kakov ni EXG· grozen den’, a vecher nastanet. (Osipova, 1992/ proverb)
how not be-IMP terrible day, but evening comes
‘No matter how terrible the day may be, the evening will come.’

3.7.5.4.Occurrence of the suffix -WH
In the case of the second person plural the suffix WH is added to the verb (see (219) above).
This suffix is obligatory.

3.7.5.5 Sentence structure
The universal concessive imperative prototypically occurs in the first clause of a coordinate structure. In some cases the order is reversed:
(227)

Ja lezhal na gladkoj tverdoj, odnako neskol’ko iskrivlennoj poverxnosti. Ja ne byl
svjazan, no signaly ot mozga ne proxodili k konechnostjam, kak ni VWDUDMVMD.137 (A.
Tjurin, 9RRUX]KHQQRHYRVVWDQLH]KLYRWQ\[)
(… ) I not was tied.up. but signals from brain not come.through to limbs, how not tryIMP-IMPERF

imperative of E\W· was distributed as follows: 9 directive cases, 8 concessive cases with QL, 5 conditional cases,
and 2 optative cases).
137 http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ TYURIN/ annew.txt
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‘I was lying down on an even, hard, but somewhow bent surface. I wasn’t tied up, but the
signals from my brain did not reach my limbs, whatever one tried.’

In some cases the second clause, with a verb in the indicative, is introduced with the
conjunction D:
(228)

Kak ni NRORWLV·, a bez brani ne zhit’e. (Tarlanov, 1982: 44/ proverb)
how not beat, but without swearing not life
‘No matter how you beat me up, there is no life without swearing.’

The conjunction D (‘but’) points at the contrast between the expected consequence of the
antecedent and the presented consequence.
Some clauses with a universal concessive character do not occur in a co ordinate
structure, e.g.:
(229)

Sjad’ vozle dverej, i ne zabud’ podat’ komandu ‘Vstat’, Smirno’, esli kakaja ni EXG·
rozha iz oficerov nadumaet sjuda sunut’sja.138 (Veles i Kompanij, 1HYRHQQDMD [URQLND
VROGDWVNRMVOX]KE\)
sit-IMP next.to doors, and not forget-IMP give command ‘Stand-INF, … at attention’,
if which-F-SG-NOM not be-IMP bastard from officers decides here to.interfere.with
‘Sit down next to the doors, and don’t forget to give the command “ Stand … at
attention” , if one of those bloody officers decides to interfere.’

In this sentence the imperative clause can be seen as a modification to the noun phrase.
The form NDNRMQLEXG· (‘some’) is highly grammaticalized in Russian. In this sentence,
however, the particle QL and the imperative are not contracted into one word, which points
at the compositional status of the construction. Compare this with the following case with
a normal occurrence of NDNDMDQLEXG·:
(230)

138
139

Chto zh on, ptica NDNDMDQLEXG·, chtoby pet’, da eshche posle smerti?139 (J. Mamleev,
6OXFKDMYPRJLOH)
what PRT he, bird some, in.order sing, yes still after death
‘What is he, some kind of bird, that he still sings after his death.’

http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ veles/ veles1.htm
http:/ / www.rvb.ru:8090/ mamleev/ 01prose/ 2stories/ 5end/ 01-2-5-13.htm
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3.7.5.6 Occurrence of embedded cases
The universal concessive imperative prototypically occurs in the first clause of a coordinated structure. In the following sentence, however, the imperative occurs in a
subordinate clause:
(231)

Bukashki bystro polzli v nashu storonu. Ix processija javno napominala boevoj
porjadok, i ja ponjal, chto, kak ni VWDUDMVMD, nevozmozhno izbezhat’ vstrechi.140 (K.
Sajmak, 5RNRYDMDNXNOD)
insects quickly crawled in our direction. their procession clearly reminded of.war order,
and I understood, that what not try-IMP-IMPERF, impossible avoid meeting
‘The insects crawled up in our direction. Their procession looked like soldiers
marching, and I understood that, no matter how one tried, it would be impossible to
avoid them.’

Such sentences show, in my opinion, that the expression NDNQLVWDUDMVMD is idiomaticized,
such that the basic directive meaning is weakened.
7KHFRQFHVVLYHLPSHUDWLYHFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGWKHRWKHULPSHUDWLYHXVHV
In the literature it is assumed that the concessive use of the imperative can be seen as a
case of ‘permission’. This opinion is expressed for example by Ebeling (1956: 87), who
argues that in the case of the concessive imperative use, the speaker gives permission to
the hearer to suppose a certain act. In my opinion this analysis of the concessive
imperative is right, but incomplete on two points. Firstly, it is necessary to state
explicitly ZK\ one can speak of permission in the case of the concessive use; and
secondly, Ebeling’s description does not differentiate between the concessive uses
under discussion, and conditional concessive cases as discussed in 3.6.5. As I explained
above, these latter cases have a different semantic character, which is underlined by the
different word order, the different placement of [RW·, and most importantly, the fact
that the directive plural suffix WH does not occur in these sentences.
Isachenko (1957: 11) emphasizes the diachronic relation between directive cases and
concessive cases. He expresses this opinion in the following fragment:

140

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ SIMAK/ destdoll.txt
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“ The use of the imperative form in concessive constructions like .DNW\WDPQLNUXWLFKWRW\WDPQL
JRYRULMDWHEHYVHUDYQRQHSRYHUMX, can be seen as a transposition of the [directive] imperative. Such
constructions in modern language occurred from the combination of two independent
sentences, that is the exclamation (*RYRULFKWRXJRGQR*RYRULFKWR[RFKHVK·) [‘Say what you want’]
and the statement (-DWHEHQHSRYHUMX) [‘I won’t believe you].” (Isachenko, 1957: 11)141

In my opinion concessive cases with a second person can indeed be seen as a special
instance of the directive use of the imperative. This can be illustrated with the sentence
given by Isachenko with a second person singular:
(232)

Chto ty tam ni JRYRUL, ja tebe vse ravno ne poverju.
what you there not say-IMP-IMPERF, I you all.the same not will.believe
‘No matter what you say, I won’t believe you.’

In this sentence the speaker assumes that the addressee-subject holds that under
particular circumstances not q (I will believe you) is the case. By directing the addressee
to perform the imperative action (‘say whatever you want’), the speaker acts DV LI he
agrees with accepting or permitting the addressee to prove that not q will be the case,
by assuming that the addressee wants to make his point that under particular
circumstances not q is the case. The speaker can direct the addressee to realize the
imperative situation, since he assumes that q (‘I will not believe you’) will be the case
anyway.
Note that in many cases it is clear that the speaker does not actually expect the
addressee to give in to the impulse to realize the imperative situation. This is especially
evident with the construction with [RW·, as in (213) with the verb XELW·, where the
occurrence of the imperative situation is presented as the most extreme possible
situation relative to the given context. Cases like these underline that the concessive is
primarily a rhetorical device to prove that q (=situation mentioned in the clause
cooccuring with the imperative clause) is the case, rather than a form that is used to
manipulate the actual behaviour of agents.
The directive performative nature of the concessive is underlined by the occurrence
of the directive suffix -WH in the case of the second person plural. In the case of a third
person and in the case of generic agents, however, such an analysis does not apply.
141 “ Transpoziciej imperativa sleduet priznat’ upotreblenie ètoj formy v ustupitel’nyx predlozhenijax tipa
.DNW\WDPQLNUXWLFKWRW\WDPQLJRYRULMDWHEHYVHUDYQRQHSRYHUMX. Podobnye konstrukcii sovremennogo jazyka
voznikli iz sochetanija dvux samostojatel’nyx predlozhenij vosklicatel’nogo (*RYRUL FKWR XJRGQR *RYRUL FKWR
[RFKHVK·) i povestvovatel’nogo (-DWHEHQHSRYHUMX)” (Isachenko, 1957: 11).
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Generic cases can be seen as intermediate between third person cases and second
person cases. In the case of third persons, the speaker gives an impulse to the
realization of the situation by the agent, which is not present in the speech situation.
Such cases are closer to hortative-optative cases, so one can speak here of indirect
direction. By uttering the imperative the speaker intends to contribute to the realization
of the imperative situation that is not present in the speech situation. Cases with third
persons can be seen as extensions of the concessive directive imperative by broadening
of context of use. The occurrence of such cases is probably facilitated by the
occurrence of other imperative uses with third persons, especially the optative
imperative use.
Finally I will say a few words about the oppositional forms of the concessive
imperative. As I remarked earlier, the concessive construction with [RW· and QL can occur in
different moods and tenses, viz. the present, past tense, subjunctive, and the infinitive.
Below we find the same expression with the verb VWDUDW·VMD (‘try’, ‘do your best’, ‘make an
effort’) in different moods/ tenses:
VNRO·NRQLLQILQLWLYH
(233)

Skol’ko ni starat’sja/ Stanu udaljat’sja,/ Zhizn’ju naslazhda-a-at’sja/ I v stolice zhit’! (… ). (F.
Dostoevskij, %UDW·MD.DUDPD]RY\.QLJD3MDWDMD)
how.much not try-INF-IMPERF/ I.will.start go.away/ with.life enjoy/ and in capital liveINF-IMPERF
‘No matter how much it takes/ I want to get away/ Enjoy life / And live in the capital.’

NDN6QLSDVWWHQVH
(234)

142

Kak on ni staralsja vtolkovat’ im, oni nichego ne ponjali, a mozhet byt’, nichemu ne
poverili.142 (A. & B. Strugackij, 8OLWNDQDVNORQH)
how he not tried to.explain them, they nothing not understood, and may be, nothing
not believed
‘No matter how he tried to teach them something, they didn’t understand anything, and
perhaps believed nothing.’

http:/ / lib.novgorod.net/ lat/ STRUGACKIE/ bespokoj.txt
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NDN6QLSUHVHQW
(235)

Zadacha uchenika – otrazit’ udar chem pridetsja. Uzh kak on ni naprjagaetsja, kak ni
staraetsja ugadat’ otkuda budet vypad, vse zrja.143
task of.student – parry blow with.what will.come.at.hand. PRT how he not
exerts.oneself, how not tries guess from.where will.be attack, all for.nothing
‘The task of a student is to parry the blow coming at him using whatever he can. No
matter how he exerts himself, and tries to guess from which direction the attack will
come, it’s all for nothing.’

NDNE\QLSDVWWHQVH
(236)

Chelovek, kak by ni staralsja byt’ Bogu vernym vo vsex pravilax, ne ustoit pered
iskusheniem, dazhe, esli by on pretendoval v ètom na Bozh’ju pomoshch’.144
man, how IRR not try be to.God faithful in all rules, not will.resist before temptation,
even if IRR he claims in that on God help
‘Man, no matter how he might try to be faithfull to God according to all the rules, will
not be able to resist temptation, even if he sought for God’s help God.’

NDNLPSHUDWLYH
(237)

Samolet, kak ni starajsja, ne uderzhish’ v vozduxe dol’she neskol’kix chasov.145 (R. Bax,
0RVWFKHUH]YHFKQRVW·)
plane, how not try-IMP-IMPERF, not keep-2SG in air longer some hours
‘No matter how hard you try, you won’t keep a plane in the air for more than a few
hours.’

Above we find the QLconstruction with the lexical verb VWDUDW·VMD (‘try’) and the pronoun
NDN (except in (233), where the pronoun VNRO·NR (‘how much’) occurs), with the infinitive,
past tense, present tense, subjunctive and the imperative. It should be noted here that the
extracts are from different types of text, and that the first extract is from the nineteenth
century, in contrast to the others, which are from the twentieth century. Such facts are
important, since instances of the construction with particular moods/ tenses may be
archaic (such as the use of the imperative, especially with third persons), while other
moods or tenses may be confined to particular styles (e.g. Garde, 1963: 245) argues that in
http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ d66.html
http:/ / lib.ru/ lat/ HRISTIAN/ prospect.txt
145 http:/ / moshkow.donetsk.ua/ lat/ RBACH/ bach04.txt
143

144
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modern Russian the perfective present is used in the spoken language, whereas the
subjunctive is used in the written language.). The restriction to particular styles and
periods indicates that the different moods/ tenses of the construction cannot strictly be
seen as oppositional forms; put differently, LI there is a possibility of choice between
different particular moods/ tenses, this choice is based not only on purely semantic
grounds, but also on register and style. Furthermore, in the case of this construction the
question of (the level of) idiomaticity plays an important part (cf. Garde, 1963). It may be
that some instances of the construction (in particular with the imperative mood as in
(237)) have a higher degree of idiomaticity than others. This suggests that the use and
distribution of the construction cannot solely be attributed to the meaning of the
particular moods/ tenses.
Leaving aside the factors mentioned, it seems that the differences between the
different moods/ tenses are connected with the meanings of these different moods. The
imperative is used in those cases where the agent is generic, and where the speaker gives
an impulse to the addressee (and anyone like him in the same situation) to imagine the
imperative action. This means that in the case of the imperative (i) there is more speakeraddressee involvement than in the case of the other uses, (ii) the construction itself does
not express the relation between the scene and some specific moment in time (as in the
case of the indicative and the past tense), and (iii) there is no agreement between the agent
of the verb and some specific agent (as in the case of the indicative and the past tense).146
The speaker-addressee involvement resulting from the directive nature of the construction
with the imperative means that this construction is more lively and expressive than
instances with other moods/ tenses. Furthermore, it implies that the idea of ‘breaking the
expected course of events’ is more clearly expressed in the case of the imperative than in
that of the other moods/ tenses. This means that in the case of the imperative the speaker
assumes that the DGGUHVVHH holds that there must be some way of trying such that not q will
be the case; this relation of interdependency is, however, denied. The difference between
the imperative and other moods can further be illustrated with the following sentence
with a perfective present, where the construction FKWR + QL + V does not occur in a coordinated concessive context:

(238)

146
147

Vse, chto on ni VND]KHW, dolzhno vosprinimat’sja lish’ kak ego lichnoe mnenie, a ne kak
prikaz ot moego imeni ili ot imeni Legiona.147 (R. Asprin, 6KXWWRYVNDMDURWD)

An exception could be made for cases with –WH.
http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ ASPRIN/ phule_1.txt
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all, that he not says-PRES-PERF, must be.take only as his personal opinion, and not as
order from my name or from name of.Legion
‘Everything that he says should be taken as his own personal opinion, and not as an order
on behalf of me, or on behalf of the Legion.’

If we compare this sentence to (237)²a similar construction with an imperative²we see
some important differences, viz. in (238) (i) the construction with QL does not occur in a
co-ordinated concessive structure, (ii) the verb is perfective, and (iii) the subject is a third
person. In constrast to (237), in (238) the idea of challenging the subject (‘I don’t care
what the subject does’) is absent. In this sentence the construction is only used to refer to
any future instance of the subject performing the situation expressed by the verb. It is
precisely the feature of ‘just go ahead, I don’t care anyway because I know that it doesn’t
make any difference’ that is typical of the imperative in the concessive construction, and
not of the other moods and tenses in the concessive construction.
In my opinion, a similar analysis accounts for the imperative cases with a third person,
and for concessive imperative cases with [RW·. The idea of breaking the expected course of
events is absent in the case of the other moods. In the case of the past tense, subjunctive,
or perfective present no such assumption is made; it is only expressed that the subject in
question tried/ would or could try/ will try different things, but that this does not lead to
not q. The idea of breaking the expected course of events is also absent in the case of the
infinitive in (233); this sentence has a necessitive nuance (‘it does not matter how much
effort one KDV to make’).

&RQFOXVLRQ

I have argued that the concessive imperative construction with QL or [RW· can be seen as an
extension of the directive imperative where one of the presuppositions of the basic
directive imperative, viz. speaker commits himself to wanting or accepting the imperative
situation, is changed, and where the context of use is broadened from the directive
context to generic cases, impersonal cases and third persons. In modern Russian third
person cases are no longer productively used.

&RQFOXVLRQDQGIXUWKHUUHPDUNV
In this chapter I have given an analysis of the Russian imperative. The aim of the analysis
was to give an overview of the different uses of the imperative, to show how these uses
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are related to one another, to account for different semantic-syntactic features of the
imperative, and to show how the imperative differs from oppositional forms.
I have argued that the Russian imperative can best be seen as a complex of interrelated
uses with a basic meaning. The basic imperative meaning can be defined as shown in
Figure 3.19, where the meaning of VIMP can be seen as the circumstances under which
VIMP may be uttered.

Figure 3.19

'HILQLWLRQRIWKHPHDQLQJRIEDVLF¶90 12345 6 0 73 ·
By using the imperative the speaker expresses that he gives an impulse directed at the
realization of ‘V’ (o SIT (V)); by S, if S is expressed or given in the context; this
presupposes that:
(i)
(ii)

‘not V’ is given (that is, V is a future situation)
there is a contrast of expectation between ‘V’ and ‘not V’ (because otherwise
no impulse would have to be given to realize ‘V’); put differently, ‘V’ breaks the
expected course of events.

The notion of impulse can be understood as follows: by uttering the imperative, the
speaker intends to contribute to the realization of the imperative action, because the
addressee (which may be expressed by the subject of the imperative predicate, or in the
case of the optative imperative use, by some other entity) can follow the direction by
contributing to the realization of ‘V’.
The basic meaning given here can be seen as an abstraction from the directive uses and
the hortative-optative uses. These uses have basic uses themselves, and extensions from
these basic uses by the process of selecting, and in the case of the narrative imperative,
possibly cancelling features under perspectives provided by contexts. The process of
extension by feature selection occurs in different degrees (corresponding to the number
of selected features), such that some instances of the imperative can be seen as
borderline cases between different uses. The different uses should therefore be seen as
XVDJHW\SHV.
The different usage types correspond to FRQWH[W W\SHV. To decide which different uses
can be distinguished I have looked at both semantic criteria and formal criteria. In the
following scheme an overview is given of some of the relevant formal features of the
different imperative uses. These are the occurrence of a subject (S), the occurrence of the
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directive suffix WH in the case of an expressed or implied second person plural subject, the
occurrence of embedded imperatives (FKWR V), the occurrence of the directive particle -ND,
the occurrence of a set word order (WO), the aspect of the imperative, the occurrence of
the particle E\ and the occurrence of the imperative in a co-ordinate complex, and the
order of the clauses within this complex. If a particular feature is attested I have indicated
this with a +, if it is a necessary feature, I have expressed this with N. An overview of
different imperative uses and the linguistic context types of these uses is given in Table
3.2.
The different linguistic features give indication of the following usage types:
–

S: gives information about the directive or non-directive context of use;
identification of directive versus non-directive uses
– -WH : necessary with second person plural directive variants; identification of
directive versus non-directive uses
– -ND: possible with non-permissive hortative-directive variants; partial identification
of directive/ hortative versus non-directive/ hortative uses
² FKWR: not possible in the case of basic directive/ hortative cases
– WO: VS order is obligatory in the case of the optative use and conditional use;
identification of hortative (optative, conditional) use
– aspect: the narrative imperative is obligatorily perfective; identification of narrative
imperative
² E\: can be expressed with the optative and counterfactual conditional; identification
of the abstraction from the basic hortative use
– coordinate complex: indentification of conditional-concessive uses
– clause order: an apodosis-protasis order is not possible in the case of the
conditional directive and conditional optative interpretation; identification of the
abstraction from the basic directive-hortative context
As I argued, the imperative can be used in different ways, such that different IXQFWLRQV of
the basic meaning can be defined. Different functions of the imperative constitute
different usage types. The different imperative usage types and the relations between them
are given in Figure 3.20.
In Figure 3.20 the lines represent semantic relations between the uses as described
in the preceding sections. The arrows point at hierarchical relations that exist between
uses. They represent semantic transfers. If use B is a transferred case of use A, there is a
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hierarchical relation between A and B in the sense that B can be transferred from A,
and not A from B.
Table 3.2
WH

FKWR V ND

Uses*

S

DIR

2sg/ pl, Ø=
addressee
or generic

NEC

123sg/ pl,
Ø= generic
or impers, 2
= speaker

+

SV, (VS) impf
(perf)

NAR

123sg/ pl
imp, Ø=
impers.

+

SV, (VS) perf

OPT

123sg/ pl
imp, Ø=
impers.

COND

123sg/ pl
imp, Ø=
impers.

+

CONC
+ QL

2,3sg/ pl150
N
Ø= generic,
(impers.)152

+

CONC
+ [RW·

2,3sg/ pl
+
Ø= generic,
(impers.)

+

N

+

+ 148

WO

aspect

V, SV
VS

perf,
impf

E\

coCl-order
complex
+

A-P

+

VS149

perf
(impf)

+

+

A-P

+

VS

perf
(impf)

+

N

Both

Interr S
QLV X
(=S)

impf
(perf)

N 151

A-P
(P-A)

impf
(perf)

N

A-P
(P-A)

[RW·V

* DIR=directive, NEC=necessitive, NAR=narrative, OPT=optative, COND =conditional, CONC=
Cases with WH could equally be seen as directive cases.
With a few exceptions.
150 Although I have not attested first person singular cases, I suspect that such uses are also possible.
151 There seem to be a few exceptions here (see (229)).
152 I have not attested concessive impersonal uses (with QL or [RW·), but I suspect such uses are possible.
148
149
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concessive, A=apodosis, P=protasis, WO =word order, S=subject, V=verb, +=possible,
N=necessary.

Figure 3.20
Narrative
c3
Necessitive

8

i

c2
c1
Directive c5

Conditional directive
Concessive (second person)

Optative c4

Concessive (third person)
Conditional

vii

9
89

99

99

i

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Directive uses
Conditional uses
The speaker is the giver of the impulse
The impulse giver is not the speaker
Uses where there is an identifiable impulse giver153
Hortative uses (the speaker directs the subject indirectly)
Uses where the impulse is aimed at the actual performance of the situation

8

Contexts (c) are given that are relevant for the semantic extensions:
c1 = The imperative occurs in a coordinate complex; the subject of the imperative can be equated
with the generic addressee
c2 = The subject is a first or third person, a force other than the speaker is given or understood
from the context

153

In the case of the necessitive there is a clear force, but the identity may be less identifiable.
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c3 = The aspect of the verb is perfective; the imperative action is embedded in the narration; no
force is given or understood from the context (although one may perhaps still speak of fate)
c4 = The verb occurs in a coordinate complex; there is no feature [+wish]; there is a possibility of
placing ‘V’ in a counterfactual world (+ E\)
c5 = The imperative occurs in a coordinate complex; introduced with universal interrogative
adverb + QL, or [RW·

This means that an abstraction from both use A and use B would result in loss of
information, and that the meaning of use B can only be explained in terms of its
relation to A (B is understood in terms of A).
The creation of the polysemous complex is the result of applying the imperative in a
new context of use, whereby the meaning of the new use can be understood only on the
basis of the interaction between the basic meaning and the new context. In some cases the
relation between the original use and the new use is no longer transparent, for example in
the case of the relation between instances with the feature ‘non-subject force’ and the
narrative; this can probably be seen as a case of cancelling features. As I have explained in
my analysis, the process of understanding requires knowledge of general pragmaticcognitive principles. As such, the different uses can be seen as interpretations with an
independent status. They can be seen as interpretations, because they can only be
understood on the basis of the basic meaning, but they can be seen as independent uses,
because different uses can be defined on the basis of clear examples. In the case of some
uses, more specifically the narrative, the independent status is even stronger, as there are
no borderline cases exist between the narrative and other imperative uses.
The specific relations between the different uses can further be described in the
following way:
$ : 

3URWRW\SLFDOGLUHFWLYHXVH

Main features:

1. Force: speaker
2. Goal: o SIT(V)
3. Subject situation: addressee
4. Object force: addressee

%. Necessitive:

Extension of $ : by change of perspective (embedding)
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 select 2, modify 1: force other than speaker to get SIT(V) done,
modify 3, 4: subject situation to 1,3sg/ pl and impersonal, object
force is subject situation:
1. Force: non-speaker
2. Goal: oSIT(V)
3. Subject situation: 1-3sg/ pl, impersonal
4. Object force: subject situation

&. Narrative:

Modification or weakening of %
modify 2 by adding presupposition of unexpected nature SIT(V);
possibly cancelling 1, or weakening 1 (force is ‘fate’)

'. Concessive:

Modification of $ : by (i) changing precondition, and (ii) broadening
context
(a) select all, modify 2: the speaker acts DVLI he wants the addressee to
performV, (b) modify 3, 4, such that subject situation = third person
(broadening context of use), and obbject of force is addressee

$; 3URWRW\SLFDOKRUWDWLYHRSWDWLYHXVH
Main features:

1. Force: speaker
2. Goal:o SIT(V)
3. Subject situation: 1,2,3sg/ pl, impersonal
4. Object force: addressee (hearer, non-specified phenomenon)

%; : Conditional use Modification of $; by ‘rhetorical’ reasoning (weakening feature of
performance)
modify 2, only hypothetical performance (DVLI performance)
In many cases the idea of extension can be interpreted synchronically. This is the case
for example with the necessitive imperative, which can be understood on the basis of
the directive imperative. In other cases the notion of extension must be interpreted
diachronicially. This is the case for example with the conditional imperative, which can
be seen as an extension of the optative imperative. In contemporary Russian, however,
the optative imperative is not productive. Nevertheless, in modern Russian the
imperative is still productively used as a conditional with third and first persons. In my
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opinion, the conditional use must be seen as a remnant of an extended optative
imperative, which has survived independently. This means that the conditional
imperative can only be analyzed GLDFKURQLFDOO\ as an extension of the optative use. The
fact that the conditional imperative is still productively used in modern Russian points
to the fact that it can be seen as a use with an independent status: If the conditional
imperative could only be interpreted on the basis of the optative imperative, the loss of
the optative imperative would lead to a loss or at least a change of the conditional
imperative. In my opinion, the ‘survival’ of the conditional is probably made possible by
the fact that it shares important features with directive uses, or directive-based uses
(such as the necessitive). The different directive uses, and the conditional use, which
can be seen as a hortative use in a weakened form, can all be seen as instances of the
basic directive-hortative imperative meaning.
It could be argued that the loss of the optative imperative means that the basic
meaning of the imperative given above could be undergoing a change, restricting the
use of the imperative to directive contexts, or contexts that can be derived from
directive use, such as the necessitive. Such a phenomenon may possibly be perceived in
the case of the concessive use, which seems to be restricted to second persons in
modern Russian, in contrast to earlier stages where the concessive also occurred with
third persons. The occurrence of the conditional, however, points to the fact that the
basic meaning of the imperative must still take (semi-)hortative variants into account. In
the synchronic system, however, the directive use has a more central status than other
uses, such as the narrative and the conditional. The present central status of the Russian
directive imperative may be an important factor in future changes in the imperative
system.
Although it is not possible to give a necessary and sufficient definition for all the uses
of the imperative, it is possible to abstract from the uses on different levels. On the
highest abstractional level we find the unexpected realization of the imperative situation,
which is typical of all the imperative uses, and can therefore be seen as a necessary
condition. The imperative is always linked to the idea of contrast of expectation between
situations: there is always a contrast between the imperative situation (SIT(V)) and the
situation expected of the agent (SIT(not V)); because of the contrast the imperative often
has a so-called modal subjective character.
On a lower abstractional level we find that the idea of contrast is the result of the nonagent or foreign impulse: the impulse leads to a change of situation, and a contrast
between the imperative action and the expected action of the agent. This foreign impulse
may be the speaker or another force and the performer/ agent of the action may be the
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hearer or an entity not present in the speaker-addressee context. In the case of the highest
abstraction, exemplified by the narrative, we find that the idea of change of situation and
the resulting contrast between the imperative action and the expected action of the agent
appear independently of the foreign impulse, although it may be that in the case of the
narrative ‘fate’ can be identified with the foreign impulse.
The directive-hortative character of the imperative accounts for the absence of tense
and agreement features. The aspect of the imperative gives information about the internal
structure of the action, and can be perfective or imperfective. The imperative expresses an
action, event, or state and can evoke the thought of an agent or the carrier of an event or
state. The subject of the imperative is expressed in the nominative case. It is not expressed
in the case of a generic agent and is often not expressed if it is clear from the context, as in
the case of the directive use. A dative subject occurs in some necessitive uses and,
according to the general rule in Russian, with impersonal verbs. The word order for the
imperative clause follows the general principles of word order in Russian. In the case of
the optative use and conditional use, however, we find a fixed VS order. The clause initial
position of the imperative verb is connected with the ‘background’ status of the verb.
The highest abstraction described above, or the basic imperative meaning cannot be
seen as the meaning of the imperative. However, it does not include the use of the
oppositional forms of the imperative (e.g. directive use of the infinitive, necessitive use
with GRO]KHQ, conditional sentences with HVOL etc.). This may be connected with the borders
of the polysemous complex: the polysemous complex can only be extended if the new
highest abstraction does not capture oppositional use. This means that in the polysemous
complex a particular given imperative use shows more similarity to the other imperative
uses, more particular to the basic imperative use, than to an oppositional form.154
A few words should be said about the question of polysemy versus monosemy. In my
opinion both frameworks point at important aspects of the meaning of the imperative.
Important aspects of the different approaches are given below:
,PSRUWDQWDVSHFWVRIWKHPRQRVHPRXVDSSURDFK
(i)
(ii)

The idea of direction (or foreign impulse) is a feature of every use, or is necessary
to understand every use.
Many instances of the imperative can be seen as borderline cases between
different usage types.

This is in contrast to the level of IXQFWLRQ, where uses show more similarity to their oppositional forms
than to uses of the same form with a different function.
154
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(iii)

All imperative uses share features that stand in opposition to other uses.

,PSRUWDQWDVSHFWVRIWKHSRO\VHPRXVDSSURDFK
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

There is no necessary and sufficient condition for the imperative that predicts
which uses are correct and which are not.
Different imperative uses have an ‘independent’ character.
The relation between the different uses can be analyzed in terms of semantic
transfers (which means that some uses can be seen as extensions of other uses).

The approach that I advocated can be seen as an intermediate position between the
monosemous approach and the polysemous approach. It shares with the monosemous
approach the idea that some collection of features (viz. directivity) can be seen as a
necessary and sufficient condition for the correct understanding (rather than correct use)
of the imperative, and with the polysemous approach it shares the idea that different uses
have a more or less independent status, and that different uses can be analyzed in terms of
extensions of other uses. I would like to stress that it is quite possible that new data,
both synchronic and diachronic, may change the proposed structure of meaning
relations between the different uses. Nevertheless, I think that an analysis of the
meaning structure of the imperative must principally follow the approach that I have
used.
Finally some words have to be said about the status of the different types. In my
analysis I have not thoroughly investigated the issues of (a) period and diachronic
change, (b) style and register, and (c) idiomaticity. Below I will briefly make some
general remarks about these issues.
Firstly, some uses are confined to a particular period, and are no longer productively
used in modern Russian. This is the case for example with the concessive uses with
third persons, which were still productive in the nineteenth century, but in modern
Russian occur almost exclusively in petrified expressions. No clear motivation can be
given for the disappearance of this use, but it may be that the disappearance of third
person cases is connected with the disappearance of clear third person hortative cases
in the imperative system, more especially the disappearance of the optative imperative.
The optative imperative use occurs in modern Russian only in petrified expressions;
in the beginning of the nineteenth century the optative imperative was still productive
in high-style literary discourse with archaic features. The decline of the optative
imperative is probably related to the rise of the lexical item SXVW·; this explanation also
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motivates the productive use of the conditional imperative, since this use does not
stand in opposition to SXVW·.
A similar phenomenon can be perceived in the case of the narrative imperative. In
the nineteenth century the narrative imperative still occurred in literary texts, but in
modern Russian there seems to be a stronger restrction to very specific styles and
registers (VND], spoken language). The tendency of decline of the narrative imperative
can probably be attributed to the oppositional construction with Y]MDW·.
Secondly, the style and register are important in the study of the polysemous
complex. Some uses of the imperative are confined to particular styles or registers. This
is the case for example with the narrative imperative, which in modern Russian only
occurs in spoken language, and in VND]-type language. In the case of the other
imperative uses, restrictions to particular styles can often be attributed to the PHDQLQJ of
the imperative. Since the imperative always expresses a situation that breaks the
expected course of events, it has a typical modal subjective character. This character is
typical of discourse where the speaker’s involvement is at stake, and not so much of
less informal texts, such as scientific texts.
Finally, the study of the polysemous complex must take account of degrees of
idiomaticity and the restriction of uses to particular lexical items, and particular
contexts. In the case of the necessitive imperative use, there is a tendency of restriction
to constructions without expressed subject (generic interpretation) and to third or first
person subjects in contrastive constructions. As I have explained above, these
restrictions can be attributed to the meaning of this use. In the case of the optative
imperative there is a restriction to petrified expressions, mostly expressions where
reference is made to a supernatural force; in the spoken language, the optative
imperative can be used in non-petrified expressions with the lexical item E\W· and the
particle E\. The concessive imperative use is restricted to idiomatic expressions in the
case of third persons. Also in the case of a non-expressed subject (generic
interpretation), or second persons a tendency can be perceived to use the construction
in idiomatic expressions. I think that the tendency to idiomaticity is, at least partly,
connected to the specific ‘rhetorical’ character of the imperative construction under
discussion: the language user can make use of ‘prefab’ expressions with a strong
rhetorical character. Further analysis of the imperative will have to focus on these
specific features.
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0HDQLQJDQGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
RIWKHGDWLYHLQILQWLYHFRQVWUXFWLRQ


,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this chapter I will present an analysis of the Russian construction with an infinitival
predicate, a so-called ‘dative subject’, and in some specific cases impersonal use of the
verb E\W· (‘be’). Note that in Russian the verb E\W·is usually not expressed in the present.
In cases where there is an opposition with the past tense or the future tense of E\W·,
some scholars therefore speak of a zero form of E\W·. In the construction under
discussion the past or future tense of E\W· is expressed under specific circumstances.
The construction expresses that the participant in the dative is the recipient of the
situation expressed by the infinitive, or put differently, the participant expressed in the
dative is the potential agent of the situation expressed by the infinitive, which is assigned
to him by a force. The verb E\W· (‘be’) can, under particular conditions, be used to relate
this scene to a time before, or after the moment of speaking. Some examples of this
construction are given below:
(1)

(2)

0QH eshche UHVKDW·zadachu. (Maurice, 1995: 115)
I-DAT still solve-INF-IMPERF problem
‘I still have to solve the problem.’
7HEH zavtra QH YVWDYDW·rano. (Maurice, 1995: 152)
you-DAT tomorrow not get.up-INF-IMPERF early
‘You don’t have to get up early tomorrow.’
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

%\W·JUR]H! (Bricyn, 1990: 219/ A. Vetrov)
be-INF-IMPERF thunder-DAT
‘There will be thunder.’
Ne E\W·PLUX i SRUMDGNX, poka Imperija ne raskinetsja, kak ran’she (...).1 (A. Koul,
9R]YUDFKVKHQLHLPSHUDWRUD)
not be-INF peace-DAT and order-DAT, as.long empire not spreads.out, as before
‘There won’t be peace and order, as long as the empire doesn’t extend, as before.’
(PX QH UD]REUDW·VMD samomu. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 373)
he-DAT not understand-INF-PERF self-DAT
‘He can’t understand it by himself.’
3HWH ]DOH]W· na derevo, a 0LVKHQHW. (Mets, 1985: 205)
‘Petja-DAT climb-INF-PERF on tree, but Misha-DAT not
Petja can climb the tree, but Misha can’t.’
Polez Zhilin v dyru, FKWRE i .RVW\OLQXSUROH]W·. (Garde, 1963: 291/ L. Tolstoj)
climbed Zhilin in hole, in.order and Kostylin-DAT get.through-INF-PERF
‘Zhilin climbed into the hole, so that Kostylin could also get through.’

In the literature this construction is treated as part of the class of so-called ‘infinitive
sentences’, that is, the class of constructions where the infinitive can be seen as the
SUHGLFDWH of the sentence (e.g. 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND, 1980). Since the dative-infinitive
construction is the main construction in Russian that constitutes the class of infinitive
sentences, some authors use this term to refer specifically to the construction under
discussion (e.g. Bricyn, 1990). Another name that occurs in the literature is ‘modal
infinitive’ (Maurice, 1996). This term is used because the dative-infinitive construction has
a modal character, and expresses notions such as (absence of) necessity, (im)possibility,
directivity, and wish. In my analysis I will use the term GDWLYHLQILQLWLYHFRQVWUXFWLRQ, or ',
FRQVWUXFWLRQ, for this construction. The choice of this term is motivated by the formal
structure of the sentences given above, namely the occurrence of the dative and the
infinitive. It must be remarked, however, that some constructions with an infinitive
predicate where no dative is expressed, share important semantic and syntactic features
with the DI-construction. The absence of a dative in such sentences can in some cases
be motivated by the generic status of the agent of the infinitive situation. In such cases
1

http:/ / www.atlant.ru:8070/ library/ koul/ ComeBack/ 116.htm
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it is possible to insert the sentence into the paradigm of the DI-construction. In other
sentences the dative is not expressed because the nature of the potential agent is given
contextually, and therefore not formally expressed; in such sentences a dative noun
may be inserted in the sentence. Although these constructions cannot strictly be seen
as instances of the DI-construction, I will discuss them as well, since they share
important semantic-syntactic features with the DI-construction.
Several scholars have given overviews of the different uses of the DI-construction
(e.g. Timofeev, 1950; Veyrenc, 1979; Bricyn 1990, and Maurice, 1996). Besides these
overviews, the DI-construction has also received attention from scholars addressing
more theoretical issues. The main discussion about the DI-construction centers on the
question how the different uses or interpretations of the construction can be
accounted for (e.g. Maurice, 1995, 1996), and what the semantic-syntactic status is of
the different constituents in the construction. More specifical questions that have been
addressed concern which constituent the modal nature of the construction can be
attributed to (e.g. Wierzbicka, 1966; Veyrenc, 1979; Zolotova, 1982; Ebeling, 1984;
Bricyn, 1990; Schoorlemmer, 1995), and whether all instances of the construction have
a modal meaning (e.g. Schoorlemmer, 1995; Rubinstein, 1986). Before going into the
research question of this chapter, I will briefly discuss the different uses of the DIconstruction.
The DI-construction is used, in both interrogative and assertive sentences, to
express different shades of QHFHVVLW\, or in the case of negation, DEVHQFH RI QHFHVVLW\;
examples of such uses are given in (1)–(4). In such sentences the infinitive
prototypically has the imperfective aspect. As I will argue below, the necessity of the
DI-construction has a typical ‘ontic’ character, expressing the ‘way things are/ go’, and
differs as such from other forms that express necessity. In the context of negation, and
prototypically the perfective aspect, the DI-construction is used to express different
shades of LPSRVVLELOLW\; an example of such use is given in (5). The possibility
interpretation, and notions close to possibility, occurs in specific contexts only. These are
interrogative contexts, and non-interrogative contexts with the operators WRO·NR (‘only’),
HGYD (‘hardly’) and YUMDGOL (‘it is doubtful whether’), sentences with the subordinators FKWRE\
(‘in order’) as in (7) above, sentences with the particle [RW· (‘even’), and contrastive
sentences, as in (6) above. The contexts for the possibility interpretation can partly be
identified with contexts that can be reduced in some way or another to negation, and that
are contexts for so-called negative polarity items. This the case for example with the
operators WRO·NR (‘only’), HGYD (‘hardly’), YUMDG OL (‘it is doubtful whether’), which are all
contexts for negative polarity items across languages, and can be reduced to negation in a
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straightforward way (see Van der Wouden, 1994; Giannakidou, 1997). A reduction to
negation is, however, more problematic in other contexts, for example in the case of the
subordinator FKWRE\ (‘in order’) as in (7) above. Operators like FKWRE\ (‘in order’) are not
listed in the literature as constituting negative contexts.
The DI-construction also occurs with the particle E\; the function of this particle is to
indicate that the realization of the infinitive action takes place in a hypothetical world or
mental space only. Uses of the DI-construction with E\ can express different modal
notions, such as wish or direction, e.g.:
(8)

2WGR[QXW· E\ PQH. (Mets, 1985: 358)
Rest-INF-PERF IRR I-DAT
‘If only I could rest.’

Most uses of the DI-construction have a clear modal character, hence the name ‘modal
infinitive’ for this construction (Maurice, 1995, 1996). Uses that do not have a clear modal
interpretation, and which are sometimes erroneously treated as altogether non-modal (e.g.
Schoorlemmer, 1995: 64), occur in specific contexts only, namely with the subordinators
HVOL(‘if’), SHUHGWHPNDN (‘before’), andFKWRE\(‘in order to’):
(9)

(10)

(11)

Gruzovik i kombajn tozhe bezvredny, esli LP ne SHUHEHJDW· dorogu. (Bricyn, 1990:
285/ V. Panova)
truck and harvester also harmless, if they-DAT not cross-INF-PERF road
‘The truck and the combine-harvester are also harmless, if they do not cross the road.’
A nedavno, pered tem kak Y]RMWL OXQH, po nebu letala bol’shushchaja ptica. (Comrie,
1974: 133/ Gor’kij)
but recently before rise-INF-PERF moon-DAT, about sky flew huge bird
‘Recently, before the moon rose, a huge bird was flying about the sky.’
Oni zhdut poezda, kotoryj ix povezet, chtoby LP ne RSR]GDW· kuda-to. (Rubinstein, 1986:
367/ Okudzhava)
they wait.for train, that them takes, in.order they-DAT not be.late-INF-PERF somewhere
‘They wait for the train which will take them, so that they won’t be late.’

As I will argue below, sentences like these are also modal in nature, but the modal
character has a more abstract nature.
The DI-construction can be paraphrased with different Russian forms, depending on
the context in which it occurs. Among the oppositional forms are modal predicates of
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necessity (QDGR, QX]KQR, VOHGRYDW· etc.), possibility (PRFK·, PR]KQR, QHO·]MD, XGDW·VMD), and the
future tense (the perfect present, the future tense of E\W·). The different oppositional
forms of the DI-construction indicate that different uses can be distinguished for the DIconstruction. Nevertheless, the different uses of the DI-construction share features that
are absent in the case of oppositional forms. I will go into these features below.
Having briefly discussed the different uses of the DI-construction, I will now discuss
the relation of the DI-construction to other constructions in the linguistic system. More
specifically, I will discuss the ‘subject’ function of the dative in the DI-construction in
relation to similar functions of the dative in other constructions, and I will discuss the
‘predicate’ function of the infinitive in the DI-construction in relation to similar functions
of the infinitive in other constructions.
The DI-construction is part of a family of constructions where no nominative subject
is expressed or expressible, and where the dative is associated with the highest-ranking
semantic role on the scale of agentivity (see Fillmore, 1968). In the DI-construction,
the dative expresses the recipient of the situation expressed by the infinitive, and the
past or future tense of the verb E\W· in the neuter declension situates this scene to a time
before or after the speech moment; in the present tense no form is expressed. The DIconstruction is related to constructions where the dative participant can be seen as the
recipient of an adverbial state, and where the infinitive, under particular circumstances,
may be expressed to specify the adverbial state:
(12)

Mne nado bylo rabotat’.
I-DAT necessary-ADV was-NEUT work-INF-IMPERF
‘I had to work.’

In this sentence the dative can be seen as the recipient of the state expressed by the
adverbial predicate; the infinitive has the function of a subject-complement or
specification (see 4.4.4 for an analysis). The DI-construction differs from the
construction with an adverbial predicate because in the DI-construction the dative
subject is the recipient of the situation expressed by the infinitival predicate; this means
that the participant expressed in the dative can be seen as the SRWHQWLDO agent of the
situation expressed by the infinitive (see 4.6).
Besides the DI-construction, an interpretation of the dative as the potential agent
also occurs in the case of the so-called existential construction, e.g.:
(13)

Est PQHkuda LGWL. (Veyrenc, 1979: 72)
is I-DAT where go-INF-IMPERF
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‘There is somewhere for me to go.’

In this sentence the participant expressed by the dative is the recipient of the existence
of a place, which is characterized by the infinitive situation. This means that, in
contrast to the DI-construction, the dative participant is only LQGLUHFWO\ the potential
agent of the infinitive situation. The existential construction is related to the DIconstruction, but differs both syntactically and semantically. I will discuss the
existential construction in 4.16.2.
In the literature the term ‘dative subject’ is used by some authors for the use of the
dative as it occurs in the DI-construction and constructions with an adverbial
predicate. (e.g. Zaichkova, 1972; Schoorlemmer, 1995). The term VXEMHFW is used to
indicate that this particular use of the dative shares semantic-syntactic features with the
nominative subject. Nominative subjects in Russian have certain syntactic properties
that set them apart from other parts of the sentence. These are predicate agreement,
so-called anaphoric binding, and gerund binding (see Neidle, 1982: 422; Schoorlemmer,
1995: 59–60). Dative subjects do not induce verbal agreement, but they do bind
anaphors and gerunds.2 As such they fall, at least partly, within the set criteria
formulated by Keenan (1976) for subjecthood. I will discuss the term ‘dative subject’ in
more detail in 4.3.2, but it should be kept in mind that I use the term ‘dative subject’
for sentences or clauses where the participant expressed in the dative is associated with
the highest-ranking semantic role on the scale of agentivity, and where there is no
nominative subject available for the finite verb.
In the Russian linguistic literature (5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND, 1980; Zolotova, 1982;
Bricyn, 1990) the DI-construction is treated as part of a familiy of constructions where
the infinitive is analyzed as the SUHGLFDWH of the sentence or clause, the so-called
‘infinitive sentences’. In most instances of the DI-construction, the infinitive forms a
sentence or a subordinate clause (for example in sentences where the DI-construction
is introduced by FKWR). In some cases, however, the infinitive and the dative can best be
analyzed as the specification to a noun. An example of such a construction is given
below:
(14)

2

Selixov segodnja s utra dal komandu YVHP RWG\[DW·, NXSDW·VMD. (Bricyn, 1990: 155/ A.
Salynskij)
Selixov today from morning gave order everyone-DAT rest-INF-IMPERF, swim-INF
‘This morning Selixov gave an order that everyone should rest and swim.’

Such cases are sometimes considered ungrammatical.
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In this sentence the noun NRPDQGX (‘order’) is specified by the infinitive, and, as I will
argue below, the dative is interpreted both as the dative subject of the infinitive and as
the indirect object of the noun. Constructions like these will be discussed separately in
4.16.3, since they differ from the DI-construction in important respects.
In the DI-construction, the infinitival predicate occurs with a dative subject; in
other constructions where the infinitive can be seen as the predicate, the infinitive can
also occur with a nominative subject, as in (15), or without expressed or expressable
subject at all, as in (16):
(15)

(16)

7\– VPHMDW·VMD nado mnoj? Ax ty, molokosos. (Ebeling, 1984: 119 / Ostrovskij)
you-NOM – laugh-INF-IMPERF at me? Oh you, baby
‘You, laugh at me? What do you know?’
Mnogo ]QDW·– malo VSDW·. (Veyrenc, 1979: 46)
much know-INF-IMPERF – little sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘To know a lot, means to sleep little.’

As I will argue below, the dative occurs with an infinitive predicate to express the
specific PRGDO semantics of this combination. This specific modal character is absent in
infinitive sentences with a nominative, or in constructions where no subject is
expressible.
Besides the occurrence of the DI-construction with dative (pro)nouns, I will also
analyze the occurrence of RGLQ (‘alone’) and VDP (‘self’) in the dative case when they occur
as adjuncts to an infinitive (cf. Neidle, 1982, 1988). An example of such a so-called
‘second dative’ is given below:
(17)

Xotel ot nas otdelat’sja, da? &KWRE\ VDPRPX XOL]QXW·, kak pytalsja vchera?3 (R.
Zheljazny, 'ROLQD3URNOMDWLM)
wanted from us escape, yes? In.order self-DAT slip.away-INF-PERF, how tried
yesterday
‘You wanted to escape us, didn’t you? So that you could slip away by yourselves, like
you tried yesterday.’

In my analysis I will argue that the construction with the second dative must be seen as a
special instance of the DI-construction. The second dative will be discussed in 4.17.
3

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZELQZNY/ damnatio.txt
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Now that the DI-construction has been introduced in a general way, the research
question can be presented:
:KDWLVWKHPHDQLQJRIWKHFRPELQDWLRQRIWKHGDWLYHDV¶VXEMHFW· WKHGDWLYH
LVQRWSDUWRIWKHYDOHQF\VWUXFWXUHRIWKHPDLQYHUEDQGQRQRPLQDWLYHVXEMHFW
LVH[SUHVVHGRUH[SUHVVLEOH DQGWKHLQILQLWLYHDVSUHGLFDWH"
More specifically, I will address the following issues in this analysis:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Can one meaning be attributed to the DI-construction or is the construction
polysemous?
Can the abstract meaning of the DI-construction be seen as compositional, i.e.
can it be derived from its component parts?
What is the semantic-syntactic status of the different constituents in the
construction?
How can the different interpretations of the construction, both modal and socalled ‘non-modal’, be accounted for?
How can the restriction of particular interpretations to particular context types
be explained?
In what contexts is a dative assigned to the infinitive?

I will argue that an abstract meaning can be attributed to the DI-construction. This
meaning can be defined both as an abstraction from the total of occurrences of the DIconstruction, and as the result of the composition of the different component parts of
the construction. A compositional analysis can account for the range of uses of the
construction and for the restriction of the construction to specific contexts. Moreover,
the idea that one can give semantic maps or paths showing that occurrence of some
uses can only be explained as later developments (e.g. Van der Auwera & Plungian,
1998, for some uses of the DI-construction; Sweetser, 1990, for modality in general)
cannot be sustained for this construction; the different uses of the construction must
be seen as LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of a more abstract general meaning.
The semantic-syntactic status of the DI-construction has received considerable
attention from many scholars. The DI-construction is interesting in a theoretical
respect because the construction has so-called modal interpretations, while no modal
element is expressed in the construction. This has led some scholars, mainly those
working from a generative framework, to posit a non-expressed underlying modal
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element in the DI-construction similar to modal adverbs (e.g Schoorlemmer, 1994,
1995). In this analysis I will show that the modal interpretation of the construction can
be derived from the meanings of the constituents, without it being necessary to posit
such an underlying modal element.
Another semantic-syntactic issue raised in the literature is the question of which
constituent must be seen as the predicative or ‘verbal’ element of the construction. In
the literature the predicative element of the construction is taken to be either the
infinitive (e.g. Timofeev, 1950; 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980; Bricyn, 1990), or the verb
E\W· (‘be’) (e.g. Veyrenc, 1979).4 In my analysis I will argue that no main predicative
element is expressed in this construction, but that the predicativeness is an
interpretative phenomenon that arises from the interaction of the meaning between the
dative and the meaning of the infinitive, more specifically the unification of the nonexpressed infinitive subject and the participant expressed by the dative noun.
Another reason why the DI-construction is interesting is that it has such GLIIHUHQW
interpretations, ranging from clearly modal uses to uses that do not have a clear modal
interpretation, and that, as I will argue, are often mistakenly called ‘non-modal’. To my
knowledge, no adequate answer has been given in the literature to the question how the
modal interpretations are related to the so-called ‘non-modal’ ones. Related to this
issue is the question of how the different modal interpretations are related to one
another. Maurice (1995, 1996) has addressed this question, and has pointed out that the
difference between a necessitive interpretation and one of impossibility is connected
with the question of whether an intention can be ascribed to the dative participant to
realize the action expressed by the infinitive.5 Maurice did not, however, analyze the
relation between the different interpretations of the construction and the meanings of
the different constituents in the construction. She did not, for example, address the
question of why the construction expresses possibility only in very specific contexts,
taking into account the meaning of the construction. In this analysis I will argue that
the occurrence of specific interpretations of the construction in specific contexts can
be accounted for if we take the meaning of the construction and the ‘meaning’ of
modality into consideration. I will argue that a model of modality such as that
presented in Talmy (1985) can motivate the occurrence of the use of possibility to a
restricted set of contexts. As such, the analysis of the DI-construction may give further
insight into the phenomenon of interpretation in general and that of modality, especially
4 None of these authors, however, explicitly discuss the difference between the predicate and the
predicative or verbal element.
5 However, the importance of context is also mentioned by other authors, e.g. Bricyn, 1990.
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the interconnection between such notions as ‘(im)possibility’ and ‘(un)necessity’, in
particular.
In my analysis I will show that the assignment of the dative to the infinitive is
semantically motivated. This means that all the instances of the DI-construction share
semantic features. Taking the semantics of the different forms in the construction into
consideration makes it possible to relate the different uses – both modal and so-called
‘non modal’- of the construction to one another, to explain the systematic occurrence of
the dative in the construction, and to account for the different interpretations.
Furthermore, this approach makes it possible to relate the contexts where the infinitive
predicate is combined with a dative (pro-)noun to the contexts where RGLQ (‘alone’) and
VDP (‘self’) occur as adjuncts of the infinitive in the dative. As such, the approach
advocated here provides a ‘deeper’ explanation for the phenomena under discussion than
analyses proceeding from a generative framework (e.g. Franks, 1990; Kondrashova, 1994;
Junghanns, 1994; Schoorlemmer, 1995), or analyses operating within the framework of
Lexical Functional Grammar, more specifically that of Neidle (1982, 1988). In these
analyses meaning is not systematically taken into account in the syntactic analysis. Such
an approach fails to draw parallels between different interrelated phenomena, and to
motivate them.
In the following sections I will look at the questions raised above. In 4.2 I will briefly
discuss the method that I will use to analyze the DI-construction, and touch on the topic
of compositionality. In the next sections, 4.3–4.5, I will discuss the meaning and use of
the different constituents of the construction: the dative, the infinitive and the verb E\W·
(‘be’) respectively. In 4.6 I will consider the abstract meaning and the semantic-syntactic
structure of the construction. In 4.7–4.8 I will discuss the usage types and classification of
the construction. The last part (4.9–4.17) consists of an analysis of the different uses of
the construction, and of other related constructions. This part should be seen as an
overview of the different uses and the contexts in which they occur, and the rules of
interpretation. Finally, in 4.18, I will present my conclusion.


0HWKRG
In this section I will set out the way in which I will analyze the construction, and address
the question of whether the construction is compositional.
Before addressing the general issue of method and compositionality, I will first briefly
present the different constituents in the construction. The DI-construction is constituted
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by a dative noun or pronoun, an infinitive, and in some cases the verb E\W· (‘be’) in the
past or future tense (E\OR/ EXGHW) in the neuter declensions.6 I will propose that the
following meanings are relevant for the meaning of the construction:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

infinitive: situation type
E\OR/ EXGHW (past/ future tense of E\W·): auxiliary of time
dative: the participant is a recipient/ experiencer

The infinitive expresses aspect (perfective or imperfective), and can be negated; the
negation is placed before the infinitive. There are no lexical restrictions on the lexical
items that can occur as infinitives in the construction, although some interpretations are
restricted to lexical items of specific classes. This is the case for example with the socalled ‘epistemic-ontic’ uses of the construction, where the knowledge of the way things
go can be seen as evidence that lead the speaker to conclude that the infinitive situation
will necessarily be the case, these uses only occur with lexical items that can be interpreted
as ‘states’ (see Bricyn, 1990: 214–215). In some cases the DI-construction occurs with
sentences where no infinitive is expressed, but where the identity of the infinitive can be
inferred from the context, e.g.:
(18)

(19)

Ego put’ na Krajnij Sever, v samye nizov’ja. Mne by na nem tuda! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND,
1980, II: 377/ Sartakov)
(...) I-DAT IRR on her there
‘The journey will go to the very edge of the north. If only I could go there.’
A PQH chto? (Zoshchenko, 1935)
but I-DAT what?
‘But what must I do?/ But how does that concern me? ’

In the first sentence, the combination of the infinitive with E\, the dative, and the time
indication (WXGD), together with the pragmatic context in which the sentence is uttered,
implies that the situation referred to must be identified with an act of movement,
comparable to ‘going’. In the second sentence the situation could be identified with
something like GHODW· (‘do’). Such sentences are special instances of the DI-construction.
The verb E\W· occurs with an inflection for tense (past/ future/ ‘zero’ for present), and
person (neuter), and cannot be negated. The occurrence of this verb is subject to
6

I will also discuss cases where the dative is an adjunct.
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particular restrictions, viz. to particular lexical items and contexts; I will consider these
restrictions below in more detail. It most be remarked here that in Russian the verb E\W· is
usually not expresed in the present tense; in such cases there is normally an opposition
with the past tense and the future tense. In the case of the DI-construction, however,
there are additional restrictions on the expression of the past tense and the future tense,
which can be attributed to the PHDQLQJof the construction.7
The neutral word order for the DI-construction is dative-infinitive, but this word
order can be changed. A restriction on the word order of the DI-construction is that the
infinitive and E\OR/ EXGHW always seem to occur as a single constituent (see Veyrenc, 1979;
$NDGHPLFKHVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 378). This means that E\OR/ EXGHW can occur before
the infinitive, or as a clitic after the infinitive.
The (pro)noun in the dative can occur with both animate and inanimate participants.
There are restrictions on the class of verbs that can occur in the DI-construction:
impersonal verbs that indicate meteorological phenomena or psychological states
cannot form infinitive sentences (Bricyn, 1990: 25). The impossibility of forming
infinitive sentences with these lexical items can be motivated by the absence of the idea of
an agent in these cases.
In some cases no dative is expressed, especially in directives (where the addressee is
the potential agent), interrogatives or sentences with E\ where the speaker can be
identified with the potential agent (PA), and in the case of a generic agent:
'LUHFWLYH 3$ DGGUHVVHH
(20)

0ROFKDW·!
be.silent-INF-IMPERF!
‘Be silent!’

4XHVWLRQ 3$ VSHDNHU
(21)

.DNSRH[DW·v centr?
how go-INF-PERF in center
‘How can I get into the center?’

Whether one wishes to speak of a zero form of the verb E\W· in this case is, in my opinion, foremost a
matter of taste.

7
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:LVK 3$ VSHDNHU
(22)

Vot by X]QDW·, chto tvorilos’ u starogo skazochnika v golove, kogda on sochinjal ètu
istoriju!8
PRT IRR know-INF-PERF what was.created at old fairy.tale.writer in head, when he
created that history
‘If only I knew what was going on in the head of the old fairy-tale writer when he created
this history.’

*HQHULFUHDGLQJRILPSRVVLELOLW\ 3$ JHQHULFDJHQW
(23)

Vam ponachalu pridetsja prignut’sja, inache zdes’ ne SURMWL, no èto nichego!9 (R. Fejst,
9UDWDYRMQ\)
you first.of.all must bend, otherwise here not pass-INF-PERF, but that nothing
‘First of all you must bend, otherwise it’s impossible to pass here, but that’s no
problem.’

In the case of directives (20) and sentences where the speaker must be identified with the
non-expressed infinitive subject (21), (22), a dative (WHEH or PQH respectively) can be used,
although this leads to a subtle change in meaning of the expression. In the case of the
generic interpretation, as in (23), the expression of a dative changes the specific generic
interpretation of the sentence. Nevertheless, such cases fall within the paradigm of the
DI-construction (PQH/ WHEH/ HPX/ QDP/ YDP/ LP QH SULMWL). Although the constructions
discussed here are not strictly speaking instances of the DI-construction, I will discuss
such sentences as well because they share important semantic and syntactic properties
with sentences with a dative.
Having now discussed the constituents of the DI-construction in a general way, I will
address the question of how the DI-construction can best be analyzed. The syntax can be
modeled as the combining of the components to form a new component. The syntax of
some construction follows the following general rules:
1. Constructions have a hierarchical structure, i.e. a constituency structure. This
means that constructions can be divided into components that may also consist of
components.

8
9

http:/ / www.russ.ru:8085/ krug/ razbor/ 19991210.html
http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ FEIST/ appret.txt
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2. Meanings can be modeled as information frames with slots. Such slots can be seen
as information variables. The syntax can be modeled as the filling of these slots.
The identity of the slots is sought in the context. This process cannot be identified
with some psychological process of sentence parsing, but is rather a reconstruction
of the conventional sentence structure.
3. Constituents form conceptual entities. Because of this, the filling in of slots
happens in chunks (constituents). This means that information may be stored, or
held, such that the filling in of slots may be delayed. (see Keijsper, 1985).
4. The hierarchical structure of constituents may be described in terms of relational
hierarchies, that are connected with the information structure of the clause, i.e.
OLQNLQJ (see Keijsper, 1985).
5. In order for a word or string of words to be a construction, some component, or
the total of components must be associated with a predicate (predicative
minimum), or to put it differently, in order for an expression to be LQIRUPDWLYH,
something has to be said about something (From the tradition of Aristotle).10
The general rules given here must be reflected in the representation of constructions.
In this book, I will use a representation with a tree structure, and a non-formal way of
representing information frames. I will present my representation by taking an instance
of the DI-construction (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1 is a representation of the process of relating information frames to one
another such that their slots are filled in. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the relating of
frames occurs in chunks; in the representation above the dative frame is only filled in
when the infinitive frame and the E\W·frame are already related to each other. This does
not mean that the information expressed by the dative is not considered when these
two frames are related to each other: information that is expressed remains active but
can be put ‘on hold’. Furthermore, note that the question of which consituent can be
seen as the predicate of the sentence, or the predicative element/ idea of the sentence,
can only be decided when the whole sentence is uttered. It may be for example that the
infinitive is first interpreted as the predicate, but later reinterpreted because some other
predicate is uttered. The predicate structure of the sentence is therefore given at the
top. In my analysis of constructions, I will start with the constituents that make up the
10 In the case of expressions such as VSDVLER(‘thank you’) the whole expression must be seen as a predicate.
Such expressions do not have a subject-predicate structure. In fact, I do not think that the idea of
predicativity necessarily means that constructions have a subject-predicate structure in the sense that
particular constituents must be identified with either subject or predicate.
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construction and work bottom-up, instead of top-down. The strategies that are used to
semantically combine components are the result of the information contained in the
individual components and general rules of interpretation. Such interpretational rules
may be inferred from other constructions where they also apply, but are basically
general in nature.
Figure 4.1
V+ = non-expressed (IS THE CASE, APPLIES, MUST, CAN, etc., depending on the context)
‘Predicate’ = INF

R is recipient of situation type T in past/ future
situation type T by a is the case in past/ future

[recipient R of situation s]a [situation type T by agent a]s [situation s is the case in past/ future]s
+
dative

infinitive

bylo/ budet

where:
y
x
= def form x is associated with information y
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x
y

z

= def x is decomposed into y and z, where z is linked to y
x
y

z

= def x is decomposed into y and z, where y is linked to z
Letters in inverted commas refer to identified concepts (‘x’….n; ‘X’…..n )
Letters refer to non-identified concepts; e.g. a = agent, s = situation
[…] refers to information frames
[….](a...z), refers to the conceptual status (a…z) of information frames ([…])
The large arrow on top of the tree refers to the predicate structure of the sentence

The concept of general rules of interpretation may be rather vague, so I will
illustrate it with an example. Consider the sentence -RKQDWH. In this sentence -RKQ and
DWH, are related to each other such that -RKQ is the agent of DWH. This can be modeled as
the filling in of slots in the different information frames (DWH has an action frame and
can contain an agent and a goal). In the information frame of DWH there is a slot for the
object of the action. In this sentence no object is given. Because of this the object of
the action is interpreted either as referring to a contextually given object, or to a nonspecified object (-RKQDWHVRPHWKLQJ). In the latter case the identity of the object is ‘pushed
to the background’, for example because it is not relevant for the communication. The
interpreting of some non-expressed argument as referring to some non-specified entity
must be seen as a general rule of interpretation. This rule can be semantically or
pragmatically motivated: if some information is not relevant, it is not expressed. This is
a general pragmatic principle basic to communication. Note, however, that the
grammar must state the cases in which such rules may be applied by the speaker;
languages may differ in the extent to which slots may remain unspecified. In the case of
the DI-construction the reference to interpretational rules is relevant for cases like
(20)–(23), where the identity of the participant associated with the potential agent of
the infinitive is not formally expressed, but is implied by the context.
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I will proceed from the point of view that the meaning of the DI-construction can be
UHFRQVWUXFWHG from the composition of the meanings of its component parts or from other
constructions already established in the grammar. This is not to say that the construction
can be said to be compositional in the sense that the meaning of the construction can be
strictly SUHGLFWHG in some way or another from its component parts or from other
constructions already established in the grammar. Because of the flexibility and multiinterpretability of meanings, and the prototype effects that are associated with meanings,
constructions are never compositional in the sense that the result of the composition of
meanings can be SUHGLFWHG in some strict sense. It is difficult to define when one can
actually speak of SUHGLFWLRQ because the notion of prediction in language is a highly
subjective and theory-dependent notion. Whether something is predictable or
reconstructable in language is a matter of degree, and something for which no strict
logical or deductive basis can be given. It therefore makes more sense in the case of
language to speak of ‘motivation’ rather than about prediction. The importance of
motivation in the field of language is further evidenced by some motivation-based
reasoning strategies used in Artificial Intelligence, e.g. the strategy of abduction, where
after-the-fact inferencing is used to determine why a given sequence of event should have
occurred as it did. (Goldberg, 1995: 71). In contrast to the notion of deduction, the
notion of motivation is inherently a matter of degree, and probability. This character is
also evident in the description of ‘motivation’ given by Lakoff (1990: 537–540), where a
given construction is motivated WR WKH GHJUHH that its structure is based on other
constructions in the language.
The idea that the notion of strict predictability does not make sense in language, and
that it is better to speak of motivation, implies that constructions, as linguistic
phenomena, are QHYHU purely compositional. As such, constructions may very well be
conceptualized as ‘wholes’ or ‘entire Gestalts’ (Lakoff, 1990: 539). This is not to say,
however, that the composition of the different components in the construction does not
play an important part in the construction of this ‘whole’. This point is also made by
Goldberg (1995: 24), who works within the framework of Construction Grammar. She
remarks that the analysis of constructions must be both top-down (from the construction
to the components) and bottom-up (from the components to the construction). She
argues, however, that constructions must be seen as the basic units in language, because
they FRQWULEXWH meaning to the components of the construction (Goldberg, 1995: 4, 10, 16).
In my opinion, such a modeling of constructions is indeed ‘elegant’ for the analysis of
many constructions, especially for the constructions analyzed by Golberg herself. I do not
think, however, that such an analysis necessarily contradicts analyses of constructions that
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focus on the composition of those constructions.11 For my analysis I think that the focus
on the individual components in the construction is necessary to motivate the specific
distribution of the construction, more specifically the peripheral status of cases that
express possibility. Analyses that start out from abstract meanings of the construction
(e.g. Bricyn, 1990; Maurice, 1996) fail to provide motivation for such facts. This is not to
say that different usage types cannot be distinguished on different levels of abstraction
(cf. Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2
DI-construction

RGLQ, VDP

nouns
x

y

n

x

etc.

y n
etc.

where x, y, etc. refer to different lexical items
In many cases these different usage types correspond to more or less clear-cut
constructions that may well have an ‘independent’ status in the process of language
parsing and production. In my analysis, however, I will focus mainly on the
systematization of and behind these conventional uses. This means that I will try to
motivate the interpretation of particular instances of the construction.
In the analysis of the DI-construction I will use the following procedure:

11 Although I agree with the analyses given by Goldberg, I think that she partly bases her evidence for the
basic status of constructions on an incomplete analysis (Goldberg, 1995: 15–16). In her example of the use of
the Dutch impersonal passive, she does not prove that the restriction to non-telic use of verbs in the
construction cannot be based on the meanings of the constituents in the construction (HU, ZRUGHQ). I would
prefer an analysis that focuses more on the meanings of constituents in the analysis of constructions.
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Definition of the meanings of the forms in the construction by abstraction from
the total of occurrences of the forms in the considered set of data.
Definition of the abstract meaning of the construction by composition.
Definition of the abstract meaning of the construction by abstraction from the
total of occurrences of the construction in the considered set of data.
Description and motivation for the rules of interpretation of the construction.

Firstly, the meaning of the different components of the DI-construction must be defined.
This can be done by abstraction from the total of occurrences of these forms in the
language structure in the considered set of data.12 In some cases, uses can be grouped
together, such that prototypical and peripheral uses can be established. Peripheral uses are
understood in terms of the more prototypical uses, such that eventually an abstract
meaning for all the uses of a particular form can be given, or in other cases, polysemous
complexes can be established.
Secondly, the meaning of the construction can be defined by means of the
composition of the different components in the construction and the way in which they
occur in the construction (word order and accentuation). This abstract meaning can be
seen as a theoretical construct that defines the borders of use of the DI-construction.
This meaning is inherently fuzzy and general because it does not take account of the
influence of other forms or constructions in the language structure. It does, therefore, not
contain all the information on the particular distribution of the construction. This means
that while it may contain enough information to interpret an instance of the construction,
it does not contain enough information to correctly predict which uses are possible and
which not. Because important information may be lost in the process of defining the
meaning of forms by means of abstraction, it may be necessary to go back to the initial
data, viz. the occurrences of constructions themselves, and abstract from them.
The third theoretical step is therefore the abstraction from the total of occurrences of
the construction, taking into account the already established meanings of the individual
constituents in the construction. This can be represented in a simplified way as in Figure
4.3, where arrows stand for cognitive operations, i.e. manipulation of information.

Of course, the bigger the set of data, the bigger the prediction value of the abstraction. The notion of the
total of occurrences of a form remains principally an idealization.

12
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Figure 4.3
composition
Meaning of form(x, y)

Meaning of construction X= x+ y

abstraction from x , y

abstraction from X

construction (X … … … .Q) with component forms(x, y, x+y)
The final step is the description and motivation of the rules of interpretation of the
construction. This means that a description must be given of the interaction of the
established meaning and the context that leads to the different uses of the construction.
In this section I have argued that the DI-construction can best be analyzed in a
compositional way. This means that in order to analyze the DI-construction it is
necessary to define the meanings of the different constituents in the construction: dative,
infinitive, E\OR and EXGHW. In the following sections I will discuss the meanings of these
constituents. In 4.3 I will discuss the dative, in 4.4 I the infinitive, and in 4.5 the meaning
of E\W·. In 4.6 I will discuss the composition of these constituents, the abstract meaning of
the construction and the semantic-syntactic structure of the construction.

7KHGDWLYH
In this section I will give a short description of the meaning of the dative in
constructions without preposition (GDWHO·Q\M EH]SUHGOR]KQ\M). I will first give some
examples of the use of the dative in Russian, and then say something about the abstract
meaning of the dative. Finally I will make a few comments on the status of the dative
in constructions where it can be analyzed as a so-called ‘dative subject’.
)XQFWLRQVDQGPHDQLQJRIWKHGDWLYH
In Russian, the dative without preposition can have different functions in the sentence.
Zaichkova (1972) distinguishes six semantic-syntactic functions, viz. (i) the dative
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occurring with a verb in the function of ‘subject’ or ‘object’, (ii) the dative occurring in
different constructions with the impersonal verb E\W· in the function of ‘object’ or
‘subject’, (iii) the dative occurring with nouns, (iv) the dative occurring in elliptical
constructions, (v) ethical datives, (vi) the dative occuring with particles. Some examples
of these functions are given below (the examples are taken from Zaichkova (1972),
unless otherwise indicated):
'DWLYH¶REMHFW·RIILQLWHYHUE LQGLUHFWREMHFWEHQHIDFWLYHREMHFW
(24)

(25)

(26)

On PQH dal knigu
he I-DAT gave book
‘He gave me the book’ .
On sh’et HMkostjum.
he sews she-DAT costume
‘He is sewing a costume for her.’
Il‘ja Ivanych rasplatilsja za pivo i grustno pozhal PQH ruku. (Zoshchenko, 1935)
Il’ja Ivanych payed for beer and sadly shook I-DAT hand
‘Ilja Ivanych paid for his beer, and sadly shook my hand.’

'DWLYH¶VXEMHFW·RIILQLWHYHUE
(27)

0QH ne spitsja.
I-DAT not sleep-3SG-REFL
‘I can’t sleep.’

'DWLYHLQLPSHUVRQDOFRQVWUXFWLRQVZLWKbyt’LQWKHIXQFWLRQRI¶VXEMHFW·
(28)

0QH xolodno.13
I-DAT cold-ADV
‘I feel cold.’

'DWLYHLQFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKQRXQ H[SUHVVLQJWKH¶LQGLUHFWREMHFW·RIWKHQRXQ
(29)
13

prikaz NRPX

In this case the verb E\W·is not expressed, but it can be expressed in the past or future tense.
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order who-DAT
‘order to someone’
(30)

oskorblenie NRPX
insult someone-DAT
‘insult to someone’

(WKLFDOGDWLYH
(31)

(32)

No on zhe PQH ne chuzhoj chelovek! – skazala Alisa.14 (K. Bulychev, ,]OXFKDWHO·GRERUW\)
but he PRT I-DAT not strange man! (...)
‘“But he isn’t a stranger to me!”, said Alisa.’
Prishel on WHEH domoj, vse dveri nastezh’. (Jakobson, 1995: 359)
came he you-DAT home, all doors wide.open
‘He came home on you, all the doors wide open.’

'DWLYHLQ¶HOOLSWLFDO·FRQVWUXFWLRQ
(33)

(34)

Vse bogatstva – PQH!15 (N. Alenev, /HVQDMDVND]ND)
all richness – I-DAT
‘All richness – for me!’
Mir [L]KLQDP, vojna GYRUFDP! (Paustovskij, 1DFKDORQHYHGRPRJRYHND)
peace-NOM huts-DAT, war-NOM palaces-DAT
‘Peace to the huts, war to the palaces!’

'DWLYHRFFXUULQJZLWK¶SDUWLFOH·
(35)

(36)

Vot WHEH den’gi.
PRT you-DAT money
‘Here is the money.’
Byli u professora den’gi? – Zachem HPX den’gi? poslyshalsja golos Ichun’. – Esli emu
chto-nibud’ bylo nuzhno, vse srazu prisylali iz goroda.16 (K. Bulychev, ,]OXFKDWHO·GREURW\)

http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ kb/ stories/ izluchatel_dobroty/ text-02.htm
http:/ / inache.karelia.ru:8084/ skazka.html
16 http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ kb/ stories/ izluchatel_dobroty/ text-02.htm
14
15
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(...) why he-DAT money? – (...)
‘“Did the professor have money? What would he need that for?”, said the voice of
Ichun’. “If he needed something, they immediately sent it to him from town.”’

As I will argue below, all these cases of the dative share features, viz. the participant
expressed in the dative is an experiencer or recipient. This abstract meaning is
interpreted differently, depending on the semantic-syntactic context in which the dative
form occurs. In many cases it is not possible to draw strict boundaries for different
usage types of the dative, which points at the fact that all dative uses share basic
features. I will not go into the specific function of the dative in the sentences given
above, but will first discuss the meaning of the dative in general. Finally I will say
something about the function of the dative as a subject.
In the literature there has been much debate concerning the question of whether
case must be analyzed as a semantic category, or as a purely syntactic category without
semantic basis. One of the earliest semantic theories about the Russian case system is
given by Jakobson [1936], while ‘syntactically’ based theories of case proceed from the
work of Chomsky. Analyses based on Chomksy start out from the following two
principles, viz. (i) case is determined by syntactic structure, that is, particular verbs or
prepositions assign a particular case to a form, and (ii) case has no influence on the
semantic interpretation of sentences. In my analysis I will focus on the semantic basis
of case, but I would like to stress that convention plays an important part in case
assignment. This means that a semantic analysis of case must be seen as a motivation
and systematization of and behind linguistic norms, rather than as a rule-based
explanation.
Jakobson assumes three important principles in his study of the Russian case
system, viz. (i) cases have meaning, (ii) every case has exactly one (general) meaning and
different context-dependent uses or interpretations, and (iii) the meaning of the
different cases (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, instrumental, locative) must be
described in opposition to the other cases in the system. More specifically, cases are
described in terms of the markedness principle, that is, in terms of the obligatory
signalling of the presence of a feature x (marked for x), or the absence of such an
obligatory signalling (unmarked for x). The features employed by Jakobson in his work
on case [1936], are ‘directedness’, ‘scope’, ‘status’ and ‘shaping’.
Jakobson analyzes the meaning of the dative as follows: “ [I]t signifies peripheral
status, like the I [instrumental], and involvement in an action, like the A [accusative].
Thus the D [dative] has been defined as the case of the indirect object or the auxiliary
object” (1995: 357). Jakobson further argues that the dative participant must be seen as
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a recipient (Jakobson: 1995 [1936]: 359). According to him, one can speak of a
recipient if “ an action, or more exactly a state of affairs, is experienced as independent
of the activity of the experiencer” . The idea of a recipient is also clear in Jakobson’s
description of the dative as denoting the existence of its referent as independent of the
action (1995: 358).
The meaning of the dative given by Jakobson must be seen as a general meaning or
invariant; hence the description of the dative is said to apply in all the different dative
uses. To give an example, in the case of the ethical dative, verbs that are not normally
associated with indirect objects are assigned an extra role because of the meaning of the
dative. Jakobson (1990: 359) argues that the function of the dative in such cases is to
indicate that the participant expressed by the pronoun is a recipient, because the
participant expressed in the dative is perceived “ as if he were affected by the action, as if
it had even taken place with reference to him” . Although Jakobson (1990) illustrates the
meaning that he gives with many examples, the way in which the general meaning must
be interpreted, and the exact status of the different features used in the description,
remains in some cases unexplained.
An up-to-date approach to case meaning is given by Wierzbicka (1986), who
discusses the dative in Polish. She proposes that the dative case be described in terms
of a FRUH PHDQLQJ. She further argues that the dative core meaning is similar across
languages, but the extensions from this basic meaning differ from language to
language. She argues (1986: 387) that the core meaning of the dative can be identified
with its use as it occurs with verbs like JLYH; she offers the following description for this
FRUH meaning: “ X did something with thing Y; wanting person Z to come to have it;
something happened to Y because of that; one could assume that Z would come to
have Y because of that” . After careful investigation of different uses of the dative in
Polish, Wierzbicka (1986: 419) further concludes that all the dative cases in Polish have
something in common, viz. the idea that the dative implies a situation which is not
controlled by a person Z but which is likely (though not certain) to have an effect on
him.
In my description of the dative I wish to focus on the idea of ‘being affected’. The
idea of ‘being affected’ is also part of other descriptions of the dative meaning in
different languages, for example in the notion of ‘active experiencer’ used by Langacker
(1991b: 236–254). The notion of ‘affectedness’ or ‘active experiencer’ can be illustrated
with the sentence (24) above. In this sentence the dative participant can be seen as a
recipient because he is actively involved in the act of giving, he is ‘affected’ by this act,
without initiating this act, that is, being the agent of the action. This differs from the
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role of the participant in the case of the accusative, where no active involvement is
required and where the participant is not necessarily affected, e.g.:
(37)

Ja videl ego.
I-NOM saw him-ACC
‘I saw him.’

In this case the patient of the action does not have to be aware that he is the object of
some action; put differently, he is not actively involved or affected. The idea of active
experiencer, or being affected is not clearly present in all instances of the dative,
especially in cases where the dative participant is a non-animate entity. In such cases,
the idea of ‘effect’ is connected with the idea of FRPLQJLQWRHIIHFW. This can be illustrated
with the word NRQHF (‘end’) that can occur with a dative if it is used in an abstract sense,
and has the function of subject or object of the sentence (Zaichkova, 1972: 55);
compare:
(38)

(39)

I nastupil vse-taki NRQHFHJR PXFKHQ·MDP.
and came in.the.end end his sufferings-DAT
‘And finally in the end there came an end to his suffering.’
Chasy pokazyvali NRQHFUDERFKHJRGQMD.
clocks showed end work-GEN day-GEN
‘The clocks showed the end of the working day.’

With NRQHF (‘end’) the dative is used in those cases where the coming into being of the
final phase of some temporal phenomenon is concerned, possibly as the result of an
external force, whereas the genitive is used in those cases where the final phase is
portrayed as an (inherent) feature of the phenomenon in question. In the sentence with
the dative, the phenomenon in question is conceptualized as a dynamic phenomenon,
that is, we conceptualize the transition from the moment where there is no end to the
suffering to the moment where such an end exists. This dynamic character is absent in
the case of the genitive.
In the definitions of the dative given by Jakobson and Wierzbicka the emphasis lies
on the affected nature of the dative participant. The affected nature presupposes that
there is some force or agent that can be seen as the affecting force. This
presupposition is more clearly expressed in the definition of the dative given in
Zaichkova (1972: 82); she defines the meaning of the dative in Russian as goal-oriented
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directedness (FHOHYDMDQDSUDYOHQQRVW·). The idea of ‘goal-directedness’ is clear in sentences
such as 2QPQHGDONQLJX (‘he gave me the book’). In this sentence the subject (RQ) can
be seen as a participant that performs an action directed at the dative participant. This
means that the goal of the action is that the dative participant will receive the object of
the action. In some constructions the idea of ‘goal-directedness’ has a more abstract
character because there is no identifiable participant that can be seen as the goaldirected force. This is the case for example in constructions with a dative subject and
an adverbial predicate, as in (28). In this sentence the dative participant can be seen as
the experiencer of the state expressed by the predicate that is induced by an abstract
force such as circumstances, the weather, etc.
Considering the different uses of the dative in Russian, I think it can best be
described in terms of a basic meaning and extensions of this basic meaning. As cases
occur in a relatively clear-cut V\VWHP of cases, it can be expected that the choice of case
and the conventionalization of use of case must be described in terms of choosing the
RSWLPDO case from the case system, since optimization in terms of basic uses accounts
for the relative stability of the case system (see Chapter II for a more general
discussion of stability and polysemy). I would like to propose that the following three
LQWHUUHODWHG features constitute the EDVLF meaning of the dative in Russian:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

There is some force directed at Y.
Y is potentially affected by this force.
The potential effect (potentially) results in a dynamic scene (‘receiving’,
‘coming into effect’).

Besides basic uses there are SHULSKHUDO uses. This notion is a WKHRUHWLFDO notion, in the sense
that the peripheral status is not based on psychological evidence or evidence from
judgments of language users, but on theoretical criteria. Peripheral uses can be described
and analyzed as uses where some features present in the basic dative meaning are
weakened or changed because of the context in which the dative occurs. Peripheral uses
are exemplified by cases where the force that is directed as the dative participant is not
expressed, and where the dative is an inanimate entity. An example is given below:
(40)

Vsem cvetam cvety. (A. Velichko, 1996: 15)
all-DAT flowers-DAT flowers
‘The best flowers of all.’
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Here we find an instance of the construction [YVHP + nounplural-dative + nounnominative] which
expresses that the noun in the nominative (x) is considered by the speaker to be the best
example of the universal set of x; in this sentence there is no identifiable or expressed
force directed at the phenomenon expressed in the dative, and the dative noun is an
inanimate entity. I will not go into this construction here but will offer a suggestion as to
how this use of the dative might be motivated. In this sentence the speaker expresses that
for all flowers the following statement applies: the contextually given flowers are WKH
flowers, that is, the EHVW flowers. The speaker can be seen as a force directed at all flowers
since he makes a statement concerning all flowers; this presupposes an information state
where it is not known that the statement in question applies to all flowers. Similar
‘abstract’ instances of ‘affectedness’ can be found with some uses of the DI-construction
that occur with overt subordinators like FKWRE\, SHUHGWHPNDN and HVOL, as in (9)–(11) given
above. In my analysis I will argue that the occurrence of the dative in these cases is
facilitated by the context in which it occurs, more specifically the meaning of the
subordinators, and that the idea of ‘recipient’ occurs in these cases in a weakened form. If
we take this point of view, we can motivate the specific distribution of the dative, and
point at semantic and syntactic similarities between the DI-construction and
constructions with the second dative. Such a motivation is not provided in the generative
literature. The occurrence of the datives in sentences like these is normally treated in the
generative literature as a ‘syntactic phenomenon’ where the experiencer semantics of the
dative is presumed not to play a part in the occurrence. Schoorlemmer (1995: 64), for
example, distinguishes sentences with a so-called structural dative from sentences with an
experiencer semantics dative and claims that they are not connected to each other. As I
will discuss later, this is an unsatisfactory conclusion, which leads to inaccurate syntactic
analyses and the failure of unifying phenomena that are formally unified.
I do not think it is possible to predict the range of uses of the dative on the basis of
the three features I gave above. It is possible, however, to XQGHUVWDQG the dative on the
basis of these features and the context in which the dative occurs. Furthermore, it may
be that particular regularities in the use of the dative can be observed.17 A complete
17 It would be interesting to study the change in the use of the dative in Russian, to see whether it must be
attributed to a change in basic meaning of the dative or not. In older stages of Russian, up to the
nineteenth century, the dative stood in opposition to the genitive case in contexts where in modern Russian
a genitive is required. (see Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 157–172). Consider the following sentence: /RY
HM>U\EH@QHQDFKLQDOVMDHVKFKH (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 163/ Golovn.), (catch they-DAT not started yet,
‘The catching of the fish has not started yet’). The occurrence of the dative in this sentence can be
motivated as follows: the fisher can be seen as a force that is directed at the catching of the fish, which
means that the fish is affected by the catcher (resulting in the ‘fished’ state of the fish). In modern Russian
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description of the dative in Russian must list all the different usage types for the dative
and point out regularities, while at the same time defining the basic use of the dative; it
must also state how the dative differs from other cases. Finally, whether some
participant of an action expressed by a verb is expressed in the dative is, at least partly,
a matter of convention, and must therefore be listed in the valency structure of the
verb. A complete analysis of all the different uses of the dative case is beyond the
scope of this research. I have confined myself to formulating the meaning of the dative
insofar it is relevant for my study. In the next section I will make a few remarks on the
use of the dative as a so-called ‘subject’.
7KHGDWLYHDVDVRFDOOHG¶VXEMHFW·
In the DI-construction the dative is interpreted as the potential agent of the infinitive
situation. Some scholars (e.g. Zaichkova, 1972; Schoorlemmer, 1995; Komar, 1999) call
the dative in the DI-construction a VXEMHFW. The interpretation of the dative as a subject
may be based on different theoretical principles, which I will not go into here. In my
opinion the syntactic classification of the dative as a ‘subject’ can be based on two
different criteria: (i) the same construction can be interpreted differently depending on
the syntactic function assigned to the dative; this accounts for a syntactic classification
DV VXFK, and (ii), the function of the dative in the DI-construction, and other similar
constructions, shares particular features with nominative VXEMHFWV, which accounts for
the use of the term VXEMHFW for some uses of the dative. I will briefly discuss these criteria
below.
The difference between the ‘subject’ function of the dative and the ‘indirect object’
function can be elucidated with the following instance of the DI-construction:
a genitive is required here (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 163); this means that the catching is portrayed
as a property of the fish. This diachronic change can possibly be seen as part of a larger group of similar
phenomena. During the course of the nineteenth century the use of the dative with nouns was confined to
specific syntactic contexts, viz. (a) as the specification of the predicate with nouns like GUXJ(‘friend’), e.g. RQ
GUXJEUDWX (‘he a friend of my brother’), (b) in constructions like GDW·QDFKDORGHOX (‘to start something’), and (c)
with nouns that express direction, appeal, etc., e.g. [YDODJHURMDP (‘praise of the heroes’),SR]RUXELMFH (‘shame
on the murderess’). There seems to be a diachronic tendency in Russian to use the dative in those cases
where it is part of the predicate of the sentence (see Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 14.) At the beginning
of the nineteenth century it was still possible to use words like GUXJ (‘friend’) in the dative as a specification
of a noun in non-predicative contexts (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 171), whereas by the end of the
nineteenth century this use had become obsolete. It may be that the dative became reserved for predicative
contexts because in such sentences the idea of recipienthood was more strongly felt.
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(41)

Tebe nalit’? (Maurice, 1996: 91)
you-DAT pour-INF-PERF?

In this construction the dative could – K\SRWKHWLFDOO\ VSHDNLQJ – be interpreted in two
ways, viz. (i) as the indirect object of the verb (‘Shall I pour you?’), (ii) as the potential
agent of the infinitive situation (‘Will you pour?’); the first interpretation is
pragmatically the more likely and is chosen by the language user.
In the case of the ‘indirect object’ interpretation the participant expressed by the
dative is portrayed as a participant to which an action with an identifiable subject (in
this case the speaker) is directed. For this interpretation the following informal analysis
can be given:
QDOLW·: ‘to pour’; valency structure: subject (who poured?), object (what is poured?),
indirect object (for whom is poured?)
– indirect object: dative
– object: non-specified
– subject: because of the infinitive mood non-specified, but associated with the
speaker
In the case of the so-called ‘subject’ interpretation the participant expressed by the
dative is portrayed as a participant that is the recipient of the situation expressed by the
infinitive. In this case the force that assigns this situation to the dative participant has
no clearly identifiable character. The following informal analysis can be given for this
interpretation:
QDOLW·: ‘to pour’; valency structure: subject (who poured?), object (what is poured?),
indirect object (for whom is poured?)
– indirect object: non-specified
– object: non-specified
– subject: because of the infinitive mood non-specified, but associated with the dative
Since the dative participant can be seen as the potential DJHQW of the infinitive situation,
and no other entity with agentive properties is expressed or implied in the
construction, the dative is sometimes called the dative VXEMHFW.
The interpretation of the dative as a ‘subject’ also occurs in other constructions where
no nominative subject of the finite verb is expressed, and where the dative participant
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is the recipient of some state that has no subject, or at least no identifiable subject. The
relation between the DI-construction and other constructions with a dative ‘subject’ is
shown in the tree in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4

&216758&7,21:,7+'$7,9(68%-(&7

with finite verb (+ -VMD (reflexive))
(e.g. (27))

with finite form of E\W· (‘be’))

with adverbial predicate on -R
(e.g. (28))

without adverbial predicate on -R

DI-construction

Existential construction
(e.g. (13))

As is shown in Figure 4.4, a main division can be made between those sentences
where there is a finite verb and the reflexive suffix -VMD, and those cases where the finite
element is expressed by the neuter form of E\W· (‘be’). Sentences where the finite verb can
be identified with E\W· (‘be’) can be subdivided into cases with an adverbial predicate on -R,
and cases without adverbial predicate on -R.18 Cases without adverbial predicate are
exemplified by the DI-construction. Cases without adverbial predicate on -R are
exemplified by the existential construction (e.g. (13)); in this construction the interrogative
can be seen as the predicate of the sentence.
What these cases have in common is that the dative participant is the experiencer of a
situation that has no nominative subject, or agent with a clearly identifiable character. The
non-identifiable character of the subject of the situation means that the dative participant
18 Cases with an adverbial predicate can be further subdivided into particular cases with modal predicates
(PR]KQR, QDGR, QX]KQR) and other predicates. As I will argue in 4.5, this difference is connected with the
semantic-syntactic status of the predicate and the verb E\W· (‘be’).
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is more highlighted, or put differently, more ‘profiled’ (Langacker, 1991), than in
sentences where it functions as a so-called indirect object. In the case of the dative use
under discussion, the prominent status of the dative participant is further underlined by
the association of the dative participant with an DJHQWLYH role.
In the DI-construction (1)–(7), and in the so-called existential construction (13), the
dative has an agentive role because he can be seen as the SRWHQWLDO agent of some situation.
This means that these constructions imply (the absence of) a scene where the dative
participant realizes the infinitive situation.
In constructions with a reflexive finite verb (27) the participant is associated with an
agentive role because he intends to realize a situation, in which he does not succeed;
instead another action is induced by the circumstances.
In other constructions the association of the dative subject with an agentive role
may be more abstract. This is the case for example in sentences with an adverbial
predicate on -R, such as in (28) above, where the dative participant experiences some
feeling induced by the cold temperature. In this sentence the ‘agentive’ role is connected
with the fact that the dative participant is actively involved in the situation, the cold
temperature may for example give rise to a bodily sensation, without being an actual
agent; the bodily sensation is the result of an external force. Note that not all adverbs can
occur as predicates with a dative subject (Schoorlemmer, 1994: 140), e.g.:
(42)

*Nam bylo krasivo.
we-DAT was-IMPERS beautiful-ADV

The property ‘krasivyj’ is conceptualized as an inherent property of some thing, and
cannot be conceptualized as having an effect on some participant (‘we found it beautiful’).
This phenomenon is part of a larger group of similar phenomena; that is, there are similar
adverbs that cannot be used as predicates, or particular modifications are necessary in
order to use such an adverb as a predicate. For a further discussion, I refer to Zaitseva
(1990: 215–229), who describes the conditions for the dative NP in impersonal
constructions in Russian.
Whether the prominent status of the dative participant in the cases discussed above is
enough to classify it as a subject, is, in some way, a senseless question, because it depends
on the particular definition of subject. A possible reason to speak of a dative subject is to
do credit to the fact that that nominative subjects and so-called dative subjects share
semantic features, which can account for some observed phenomena I mentioned earlier
such as gerund binding and anaphoric binding. Other features that point to similarities
with nominative subjects are the tendency of the dative to occupy the first position in the
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clause, and probably other features that are related to the topical status of the dative.
Nevertheless, I would like to stress that dividing the use of the dative into different
semantic-syntactic functions is to some extent only a theoretical issue, which, in my
opinion, cannot be adequately defined. This can be illustrated with the following
construction without verb, where the event suggested by the combination of the dative
and the noun has already taken place:
(43)

Emu smex – a mne chut’ ne infarkt.19
he-DAT laughter-NOM – but I-DAT little not stroke-NOM
‘It made him laugh, but I almost had a stroke.’

I think this construction can best be analyzed as follows. The dative occurs, facilitated
by the contrastive nature of the construction, to indicate that the participant expressed
in the dative was the recipient of the referent expressed by the noun. The combination
of the dative and the noun creates a predicative relationship, that is, the construction
expresses that the participant received the thing, or realized the action suggested by the
noun. Should the dative in this construction be seen as a subject or not? If the subject
is defined as the participant with the highest ranking semantic role, the dative could
indeed be seen as a subject, but if the subject is defined as the participant expressed in
the nominative, the dative FDQQRW be seen as a subject in this case because of the
presence of a nominative subject. Cases like these show that the issue of subjecthood is
very much a theoretical issue, which cannot be adequately solved. I will, however, use
the term dative subject in my analysis, to refer to the use of the dative in the DIconstruction, where the potential agent is expressed. The term ‘subject’ in my analysis
can thus not be seen as having any kind of theoretical implications in the sense of
Generative Grammar (cf. Komar, 1999, on the status of subjecthood in formal
frameworks).


7KHLQILQLWLYH
In this section I will discuss the meaning and function of the infinitive. I will start with a
general discussion of the meaning of the infinitive. I will argue that the infinitive must be
seen as a verb denoting a situation type. I will further propose that some specific ‘modal’
uses of the infinitive result from the interaction between this abstract meaning and the
19

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ an/ an9903/ t990331.html
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context in which it occurs, and that the differences between infinitives and oppositional
forms such as nouns must also be accounted for in terms of the difference in meaning
between these parts of speech. Finally, I will give an overview of different uses of the
infinitive in the different semantic-syntactic contexts.
6LWXDWLRQW\SH
I agree with Ebeling (1984) that the infinitive denotes in all its different uses a situation
type. I use the term ‘situation’ to refer to all the phenomena that are expressed by verbs,
such as events, states, etc.; this means that my term ‘situation’ is identical to the term
‘process’ used by Langacker (1991), and the term ‘fact’ used by Ebeling (1984). Because
the infinitive denotes a situation, it can evoke the thought of an agent or subject of the
situation and the idea of the realization of a situation, unless the lexical meaning of the
verb blocks the idea of a subject (in the case of impersonal verbs). In contrast to
situations expressed by finite verbs, the infinitive does not refer to an individual
instantiation of a situation but rather to a situation W\SH. Situation types can be seen as
abstractions from individual occurrences of situations that are grouped together on the
basis of similarity. In contrast to individual situations, which are expressed by finite verbs,
the infinitive does not express person, number, or tense. The only grammatical
information expressed by the infinitive is aspect, which is connected with the internal
structure of the situation; some authors also treat the reflexive suffix -VMD as grammatical
information (voice). Apart from the absence of a grammatical subject, the Russian
infinitive has the normal valence of finite verbs.
The absence of inflection for person, tense, and gender is connected with the type
character of the infinitive. In the case of the infinitive, features that are associated with
the realization of the situation by a specific person, at a particular moment in time are
abstracted, resulting in those features that the individual situation shares with other
similar individual situations. Because of the type character of the infinitive, the infinitive
shares features with parts of speech that denote referents or things, such as nouns. It is
typical of situations that they occupy a unique position in time and space, whereas things
can occupy different positions in time and space. Infinitives, however, differ from nouns
because they are associated with an agentive role if the verb is personal; as such they can
function both as predicate and complement (see 4.4.3).
The description of infinitives as a situation type, resulting from the cognitive
manipulation of abstracting from the individual properties of the situation such that types
can be constructed, is in accordance with the description given by Langacker (1991b: 82)
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for the English infinitive. According to Langacker, in the case of the infinitive the
sequential scanning of the verb stem is suspended, which means that the processual
predication of the stem is converted into an atemporal relation. It is not clear to me,
however, whether the cognitive strategy to construct situation types must be seen as
based on some YLVXDO capacity. It could for example also be argued that the suspension of
the sequential scanning is the UHVXOW of viewing the situation as a type. Furthermore, I do
not think that the verbal character of parts of speech such as infinitives is solely
constituted by the cognitive manipulation of ‘sequential scanning’ (Langacker, 1991b). In
my opinion the main reason that infinitives are verbal in nature, and can as such be seen
as verbs, is that they are always associated with the idea of the UHDOL]DWLRQ of the situation
and hence with an agent or subject of this realization if the verb is personal (see 3.1, for
the discussion of the status of verbs). In the case of situations such as actions we focus
on the relation in time between the agent of the action and the action itself. We
perceive a scene as an action because we conceptualize the entity as expending energy
over time such that an event takes place in time. This means that it is not only the
sequential scanning which is relevant, but the whole of agenthood, realization, and
time.
The conceptualization of the infinitive event as having an agent means that the
subject of the action must be identified with some agent present in the context (cf.
Zolotova, 1982: 254–255). If no specific agent is available in the context, the nature of
the agent will be non-specific. This non-specific nature of the infinitive agent in such
contexts is the result of the type character of the infinitive. An example of this can be
found in sentences such as .DWDW·VMDYHVHOR (skate-INF fun-ADV; ‘It’s fun to skate’), where
the infinitive applies to unspecified agents (‘Generally, it’s fun to perform the action of
skating’). In some contexts, however, the agent of the action may be associated with a
specific agent. This is the case for example in sentences like 2QQDFKDOXFKLW·VMD (‘He started
to study’). As a result of the relation that is made between the infinitive and a specific
agent, the infinitive refers in this sentence to a situation that is definite. The
individualized character of the infinitive in its context must be seen as an interpretation
and not as part of the meaning of the infinitive.
The process of unification of the infinitive agent with a specific agent in the
context may very well be partly conventional; that is, it has to be learned by the
language user, and does not follow from our cognitive make-up. This is not to say that
these conventions cannot be reconstructed as primarily ‘pragmatic’ in nature, that is,
based on common sense. In the case of the sentences 2Q QDFKDOFKLWDW· (‘He began to
read.’); 2QOMXELWFKLWDW· (‘He likes to read.’) the agent present in the context is the agent
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of the finite verb. The presence of this agent in the syntactic context may be the sole
reason that we interpret the agent of the infinitive as identical to the agent of the finite
verb. In other contexts, other agents may be more plausible candidates. This is the case
for example in sentences where the finite verb occurs with an indirect object, as in 2Q
YHOHOHPXSULH[DW (‘He ordered him to come’). In this case the only plausible candidate for
the agent of the infinitive is the same referent as the indirect object. If the subject of
the finite verb was interpreted to be the agent, this should lead to the pragmatically odd
interpretation where someone orders someone else that he himself would do
something.
Of course, this is by no means a complete analysis, but it does suggest that syntactic
conventions may very well have a semantic-pragmatic ground. In generative analyses
the association of the infinitive agent with a specific agent is described in terms of
positing an underlying element in the sentence, called PRO, that can have case (e.g.
Comrie, 1974) or be assigned case (e.g. Franks, 1990). In my opinion, the nonexpressed subject of the infinitive cannot be seen as an individual subject that can have
case, since it must be seen as an abstraction over individual subjects, which means that
we cannot conceptualize PRO as a specific entity. In some cases, however, the nonexpressed infinitive subject may be associated with an expressed participant. For the
unification of the non-specified infinitive agent with some participant, I think an
analysis in a model such as Optimality Theory would be suitable (for references I refer
the reader to Archangeli & Langendoen, 1997).
In the literature it is often remarked that the infinitive expresses so-called ‘subjective
modal’ nuances such as unexpectedness, wish, desire, etc. or objective modal nuances
VXFK DV QHFHVVLW\ RU SRVVLELOLW\ 6RPH VFKRODUV HJ 5 ]KLFKND   WU\ WR DWWULEXWH D
modal meaning to the infinitive, but the status and interpretation of this modal ‘meaning’
remains unclear. Ebeling (1984: 128) proposes to account for such uses in his definition
of the meaning of the infinitive, viz. “ the Russian infinitive presents a fact as a member of
a pair of facts [situations], the relation between the two being ‘accompanying’” . In my
opinion Ebeling’s description cannot be seen as the PHDQLQJ of the infinitive, but must be
seen as a description that defines the range of possible interpretations of the abstract
meaning ‘situation type’. I think it is best to see the specific ‘modal’ use of the infinitive as
an interpretation of the more abstract meaning ‘situation type’. This means that the
infinitive itself has no modal meaning, but can be used to express modal notions, and
other related notions, in a specific context.
In some contexts, for example, the infinitive is interpreted as expressing
unexpectedness. This interpretation can indeed be described in terms of ‘two situations’:
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the conceptualization of a situation as a type may point to the need to contrast the
situation with some other situation. An example of an interpretation where a part is
played by the notion of ‘contrast’ or ‘unexpectedness’ occurs in the nominative-infinitive
construction, exemplified by the following sentence:
(44)

Ja pod zemlej byl, kak raz u sebja v inzhenernyx sooruzhenijax, vdrug – bums – zemlja
drognula. U menja v odnom meste v tonnele s potolka pesok stal sypats’ja. -D – EH]KDW·
iz-pod zemli.20 (Veles i Kompanija, 1HYRHQQDMD[URQLNDVROGDWVNRMVOX]KE\)
(...) I – run-INF from under the ground
‘I was under the ground, when in the engineers building suddenly – boom! – the ground
was shaking. In one of the parts of the tunnel sand started falling from the ceiling. I
started to run from under the ground.’

This sentence has a so-called ingressive interpretation, indicating the beginning of an
unexpected action. I think Ebeling (1984: 119–120) gives an appropriate analysis for such
cases. He argues that in such sentences the infinitive presupposes the idea of a contrast
with an expected action in the narration. A similar interpretation can be found in the
following sentence:
(45)

Kak priedet – spat’. 21 (L. Leonov, %DUVXNL)
when comes home – sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘When he comes home – goes to sleep.’

In this sentence the infinitive indicates the action that the subject will engage in as soon as
some other action is completed. The preceding context (NDNSULHGHW) already presupposes
the question ‘what type of action will the subject do?’; the infinitive fills in the identity of
the action, and does not convey what was already presupposed, viz. the idea that the
subject will engage in some action.
A different interpretation can be found in cases that express notions such as direction
or permission. Consider the following sentence:
(46)

20
21

Molchat’!
be.silent-INF
‘Be silent.’

http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ veles/ veles2.htm
http:/ / moshkow.orsk.ru/ Library/ lat/ LEONOWL/ barsuki.txt
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The modal nature of this sentence must not be sought in some modal feature that is
part of the infinitive form. Instead, it is preferable to account for such cases by looking
at the interaction between the meaning ‘situation type’ and the context in which the
infinitive occurs. In this sentence the infinitive is used as a directive, an interpretation
that can be motivated as follows: if the speaker expresses the idea of a particular
situation type in the context where there is some addressee who does not perform the
infinitive action, a possible interpretation is that the speaker expresses that in the given
circumstances the infinitive action (and as such no other situation type) applies or is
the case. Because the agent given in the context is the addressee, the non-specified
infinitive agent is unified with the addressee, and because the agent is not performing
the infinitive action, the infinitive is interpreted as a directive. Note that this
explanation presupposes that the idea of ‘is the case’, or ‘applies’, is naturally inferred if
the infinitive is used in a context where it is not embedded in a syntactic context with a
finite verb. In my opinion, this is the most neutral predicative meaning of any form
that can enter into a predicative relationship. An example from English would be an
utterance like ‘beautiful weather’, which is interpreted as ‘It is beautiful weather’, and
not, for example, ‘I hope that in two days it will be beautiful weather’.
There are further regularities in the use of the dative in Russian, which cannot be
attributed to the meaning of ‘situation type.’ Ebeling (1984: 102) remarks that in the case
of predicates indicating modal attitudes (e.g. [RWHW· (‘to want’), OMXELW· (‘to love’), GRO]KHQ
(‘must’), VRELUDW·VMD (‘to be going to’)) the infinitive situation is necessarily ‘indefinite’, that
is, the infinitive cannot refer to a situation that takes place at the same time as the
situation expressed by the finite verb.22 Compare the following sentences from Russian
and Dutch respectively:
(47)

Roland dumal uvidet’ v apteke sovsem ne to, chto uvidel.
Roland thought see-INF-PERF in chemist’s shop at.all not that, what saw
‘Roland didn’t expect to see at all in the chemist’s shop what he saw.’

(48)

Roland dacht iets ongewoons in de apotheek te zien.
Roland thought something unusual in the chemist’s.shop to see-INF
‘Roland thought he saw something unusual in the chemist’s shop.’

22 An exception to this rule is the construction E\W· + UDG (‘happy’) + infinitive, where the infinitive refers to
an action that takes place at the same time as the state expressed by the predicate and the verb E\W·. I do not
think it is correct to account for the impossibility of sentences like (48) in Russian in terms of the infinitive
meaning (cf. Ebeling, 1984, for such an approach).
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In Russian the infinitive in the construction with GXPDW· (‘think’) expresses an action that
the subject expects to do in the future, whereas in Dutch the infinitive is interpreted as an
action that takes place at the same time as the action expressed by the finite verb. To
obtain a similar interpretation in Russian, one has to use a subordinate clause introduced
with FKWR (‘that’): RQGXPDOFKWRIn my opinion, regularities like these do not imply that the
meaning of the infinitive has to be changed such that the definition can predict them. I
think it is best to say that the infinitive means ‘situation type’, but that the actual way in
which this meaning can be used is conventional, and must therefore be described in the
semantic description. This points to the relevance of taking the meaning of constructions
into account in the linguistic description.
,QILQLWLYHVYHUVXVQRPLQDOL]DWLRQV
As I have argued, the infinitive is a verb with a type character. The verbal nature of the
infinitive accounts for its specific use and the differences in use between the infinitive and
non-verbal parts of speech, such as nouns that denote ‘things’ or ‘referents’. The
definition of the term ‘thing’ is an intricate problem, because it is not clear to what extent
this notion must be seen as a language specific or language dependent notion, or whether
a language independent definition can be given that is based on general cognitive
capacities of humans, such as the capacity to construe Gestalts. Langacker (1991b: 20)
defines the term ‘thing’ quite broadly to refer to a “ region in some domain” .23 To obtain a
better insight into the difference between verbs and nouns it is useful to look at the
difference in meaning between infinitives and their closest oppositional forms from the
domain of nouns, the nominalizations. Langacker (1991b: 98–99) argues that the
difference in meaning between nominalizations and verbs in English (for example H[SORGH
versus H[SORVLRQ) can be attributed to the fact that they employ different images to
structure the same conceptual event: H[SORGH imposes a processual construal on the
profiled event, while H[SORVLRQ portrays it as an abstract region. Following Langacker’s line
of thought, the infinitive of H[SORGH imposes a processual construal where the sequential
scanning is suspended, whereas the nominalization H[SORVLRQ potrays the event as an
abstract region.

23 Problematic in this definition is that ontological and epistemic categories are confused in the linguistic
terminology. Although things always take up some region, they DUH not regions; at different times things can be
at quite different regions. But this is only a matter of terminology; I agree with Langacker that the difference
between noun and verbs is connected with a difference in conceptualization or ‘construal’.
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In my opinion, an important difference between nouns and verbs is the question of
whether the particular conceptualization abstracts from the idea of DJHQWKRRG and
UHDOL]DWLRQ:
finite verb
infinitive
nominalization

abstraction from idea of UHDOL]DWLRQ, and DJHQWKRRG

Although I think that an analysis of the difference between verbs and nouns in terms of
strategies of abstraction from the notion of realization and agenthood is correct, it does
not fully explain the VSHFLILF differences in use and meaning of the different parts of
speech. In order to account for these differences it is best to look at the specific contexts
where they can be seen as oppositional forms. Consider the following sentences:
(49)

On ljubit chitat’.
he likes read-INF-IMPERF
‘He likes to read.’

(50)

On ljubit chtenie.
he likes read-NOUN
‘He likes reading/ people reading.’

(51)

Ja nachala chitat’ s zhadnost’ju, i skoro chtenie uvleklo menja sovershenno. (6ORYDU·
5XVVNRJR-D]\ND, 1984, IV/ Dostoevskij)
I began read-INF-IMPERF with craving, and soon reading-NOUN carried away me
totally
‘Eagerly, I began to read, and soon the reading carried me totally away.’

In the case of the infinitive (49) the agent of the situation must be identified with the
nominative subject of the finite verb, whereas the nominalization (50) does not express
the idea of an identifiable agent. The first sentence therefore only expresses that the
subject strives to read himself, whereas the second sentence can also mean that the
subject likes to listen to other people read. Note furthermore that the nominalization
FKWHQLH can be used to refer both to a specific instance of a reading event (‘the reading’)
and in the plural to an institutionalized event where someone is reading (‘lecture’). This
latter interpretation shows more clearly the ‘thing’ character of the noun, that is, the
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abstraction from the idea of a subject, and the conceptualization of the phenomenon in
question that can occupy different places in time and space.
The specific difference in meaning between the infinitive and the nominalization
can further be illustrated with sentence (51). In this sentence both an infinitive and a
noun occur. In the case of the infinitive the focus is on the realizationof the action
type ‘read’ by the subject of the finite verb. The subject performs an action that can be
seen as the start of the action of reading. Put differently, the action of the subject is
directed at, or is part of, the realization of the action expressed by the infinitive. In the
case of the nominalization, an instantiation of the action type ‘read’ is already taking
place and is as such established. It can therefore be perceived as a thing, and can
function as the subject of a predication. Although the noun (FKWHQLH) can be associated
with a logical subject (the subject of the corresponding clause), it does not express the
idea of UHDOL]DWLRQ of the action. The logical subject of nouns can therefore only be
expressed as an attribute to the thing denoted by the noun (e.g. FKWHQLMD 3HWUD; lit. the
reading of Peter’).
In my opinion the difference between the interpretation of the agent in these cases is
connected with the fact that the nominalization, in contrast to the infinitive, does not
express the idea of UHDOL]DWLRQ. The infinitive can be used in the context of actions or
phenomena that are directed at, or related to, the UHDOL]DWLRQ or FRPLQJ LQWR EHLQJ of the
situation expressed by the infinitive. Such a conceptualization is absent in the case of the
nominalization. In the case of the nominalization the focus is not on the idea of
realization, or agenthood, but on the phenomenon as such. This means that the
nominalization has a more general character than the infinitive, and is not intimately
related to an agent, even if it is given in the context.
The difference between nominalizations and infinitives can further be illustrated with
another context where the infinitive and the nominalization stand in opposition, viz. cases
where a noun is specified either by an infinitive (a) or by a nominalization in the genitive
case (b):
a. Noun + infinitive
b. Noun + nominalization-genitive
In the construction [noun + infinitive] the infinitive specifies the noun type in terms of a
situation type. The phenomenon expressed by the noun is often interpreted as GLUHFWHG
DW/ IDFLOLWDWHV the realization or coming into being of the situation expressed by the
infinitive. The features of ‘directedness’ and ‘coming into being/ realization’ can be seen
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as two sides of the same coin: because we conceptualize the ‘coming into
being/ realization’ of a situation we may infer that the referent of the noun before the
infinitive is directed at/ facilitates/ leads to this realization (see also 4.4.4.4). In the
construction with the nominalization the phenomenon expressed by the noun is
conceptualized as a property of the phenomenon expressed by the nominalization.
If one takes the specific meaning of nouns and infinitives into account, particular
regularities observed in the literature can be motivated. Such a regularity is remarked by
Bricyn (1990: 143), who says it is surprising that the infinitive can be used as a
complement of finite verbs that indicate phasal actions such as QDFKDW· (‘begin’), but that it
cannot be used as the specification of nouns like QDFKDOR(‘beginning’):
(52) a. Ja zhelal rabotat’
o zhelanie rabotat’
I wished work-INF o wish-NOUN work-INF
‘I wished to work’ o ‘the wish to work’
b. Ja mog rabotat’
I could work-INF
‘I could work’

o vozmozhnost’ rabotat’
o possibility-NOUN work-INF
o ‘the possibility of working’

c. Ja nachinal rabotat’ o *nachalo rabotat’
I started work-INF o beginning-NOUN work-INF
‘I started to work’ o QRWLQWHUSUHWDEOH

The noun QDFKDOR, can, however, be combined with a nominalization in the genitive:
(52) d. nachalo rabotat’
beginning work-NOUN-GEN
‘The beginning of the working.’

I would suggest motivating the regularities mentioned here as follows. One can say QDFKDOR
UDERWDW· (‘beginning of the working’) because the event of working can be conceptualized
as a thing with particular characteristics, such as having a beginning and an end. In this
case one cannot use the infinitive (*QDFKDORUDERWDW·) because the infinitive can only be used
if the phenomenon expressed by the noun is directed at the realization of the infinitive,
such that we conceptualize the coming into being of the infinitive situation. This reading
is not possible with phasal verbs, because the scene of ‘beginning of the working’
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presupposes that the working is already taking place.24 The infinitive can, however, be
used with nouns like YR]PR]KQRVW·, as in (52b), because the possibility can be seen as a
phenomenon that enables the carrier of this phenomenon to UHDOL]H the infinitive action;
put differently, the possibility is directed at or facilitates the coming into being of the
situation type expressed by the infinitive.25
The exact rules of use of infinitives or nominalizations with nouns are quite subtle,
and difficult to define. An example of the subtle difference in meaning between the two
constructions is exemplified by the following extract where the noun ULVN (‘risk’) occurs
first with an infinitive and then with a nominalization:
(53)

Pivo vyvodit iz organizma kancerogennye veshchestva i snizhaet ULVN ]DEROHW· rakom.
Issledovanija japonskix uchenyx pokazali, chto reguljarnoe upotreblenie piva sposobno
snizit’ ULVN]DEROHYDQLMDv 2–3 raza.26
beer removes from organism cancer substance and decreases risk get.ill-INF by.cancer.
research by.Japanese scientists showed that regular use of.beer able-ADV decrease-INF
risk get.ill-NOUN-GEN in 2–3 times
‘Beer removes the cancer substance from the organism and decreases the risk of getting
cancer. Research conducted by Japanese scientists has shown that regular use of beer can
lead to a decrease in the risk of getting ill by 2 or 3 times.’

The noun ]DEROHYDQLH can be used to refer both to an illness, and to the process of getting
ill, whereas the infinitive ]DEROHW· refers to the situation of falling ill. I suspect that in the
case of the infinitive the focus is more on the idea of UHDOL]DWLRQ of the process of getting ill
by a non-specified agent, whereas the noun is used to focus on the phenomenon,
24 Note that in Dutch the infinitive can be ‘individualized’ by placing the determiner KHW before the infinitive
(EHJLQYDQKHWOH]HQ, beginning of the read-INF, ‘beginning of the reading’). In this construction the infinitive
can occur both with an adjective (with flection) and with an adverb (without flection), probably with a
difference in meaning (e.g. het snelle/ snel lezen, the fast-ADJ read-INF/ fast-ADV read-INF, ‘the fast
reading’). The comparison between Dutch and Russian shows that languages may differ as to whether the
referent of the infinitive may be individualized; this is possibly due to the different oppositional classes of
the language, and the different morphological structure of the language.
25 Bricyn (1990: 144) notes that the infinitive cannot be used to indicate the situation in which some
phenomenon is directed with nouns that indicate physical actions (e.g. QDJLEDQLHSRGQMDW·; bending take.upINF versus QDJQXW·VMD SRGQMDW· ‘bend to take up’). I suspect that this is connected with the fact that the
nominalization refers to the situation in abstraction from the idea of an agent, and has as such a more
general character. This general character is not in accordance with the specific character of the scene to
which one here intends to refer.
26 http:/ / beer.artcon.ru:8105/ texts/ medecine.html
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including the result (having the illness), in abstraction form the idea of an agent. The
infinitive therefore has a predicative character, it expresses something like ‘the risk that
one gets ill’; this predicative character is absent in the case of the nominalization. The
conceptualization of the scene with either an infinitive or a noun is possibly connected
with the ‘information structure’ of the text. There may be a tendency to use the
nominalization in those cases where the topic of getting ill has already been introduced
and established.27 The exact difference between infinitives and the corresponding
nominalizations merits further investigation, but lies beyond the scope of this book.
&RPSOHPHQWVSHFLILFDWLRQRUSUHGLFDWH
In the sections above I have described the infinitive as a situation type. I think this
specific meaning accounts for the difference in meaning and distribution from
oppositional forms such as nouns. I have argued that the infinitive expresses the idea
of the realization or bringing into being of a situation by a non-specified subject (if the
verb is personal). In this section I will argue that this specific meaning accounts for the
syntactic functions of the infinitive; I will argue that due to the meaning ‘situation type’,
infinitives always occupy a position in-between predicates and complements or
specifications.
In the Russian linguistic literature different classifications are given of the use of
the infinitive, although usually a main division is made between infinitives that are
dependent upon some other constituent, and infinitives that function as the predicate
of the sentence. Zolotova (1982: 252–253), for example, makes a three-way division,
namely a into (i) dependent infinitives, that is infinitives as complements of finite
verbs, (ii) independent infinitives, that is infinitives as complements of adjectival or
adverbial predicates, and (iii) infinitive sentences, that is infinitives as predicates. A
somewhat different clasification is given by Bricyn (1990), who offers a main
classification into (i) infinitives occurring with finite verbs, (ii) infinitives occurring with
It can be expected that also in this construction there will be a difference between the infinitive and the
nominalization, due to the fact that infinitives, unlike nouns, are always associated with a non-expressed
agent. In Dutch the difference between nouns and infinitives can be clarified with a similar construction,
viz. the difference betweenKHWULVLFRYDQEHVPHWWLQJ(‘the risk of contamination’), with a noun, and KHWULVLFRWH
EHVPHWWHQ (‘the risk to contaminate’) with an infinitive. The construction with the infinitive is interpreted as a
scene where some unspecified agent realizes the action of ‘contamination’, whereas the construction with
the noun can be interpreted as a scene where some other participant contaminates the subject. This
underlines the importance of the idea of realization and agenthood in the case of the infinitive, which is
absent in the case of the nominalization.
27
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adjectival and adverbial predicates, (iii) infinitives occurring with nouns and infinitives,
and (iv) infinitive sentences, that is, cases where the infinitive is the predicate of the
sentence.
Although both authors use similar parameters for the classification of the infinitive,
they classify different constructions differently. This is the case for example with the
existential construction (e.g. (13)), which Zolotova (1982: 253) classifies as an infinitive
sentence, whereas Bricyn (1990: 182–193) argues that one cannot speak of an infinitive
predicate in the case of this construction. Another example is the construction with an
infinitive and no finite verb, given below:
(54)

Strannye ljudi, èti Kresse! 6ND]DW· pri mal’chishke takuju veshch’! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND,
1980 II: 376/ Bulgakov)
strange people, those Cretians! say-INF-PERF at boy such thing!
‘Strange people those Cretians! To say something like that in front of a boy.’

The 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980) treats this construction as an infinitive sentence, but
Bricyn (1990) does not discuss such sentences in his section on infinitive sentences.
Such differences point at the problematic status of syntactic criteria in the classification
of the infinitive.
In my opinion, a classification of the use of the infinitive remains principally an
idealization, but nevertheless it is possible to make a main division into cases where the
infinitive must be seen as a complement/ specification of a predicate, and cases where
the infinitive must be seen as the predicate of the sentence. The division into these
main types mirrors the observation that in some cases the infinitive is the subject of
some predication, the object of some action or attitude, or the specification of some
thing, action or state, whereas in other cases the infinitive is not dependent upon some
other constituent, and functions as the predicate of the sentence. In these latter cases
the main information that is expressed in the sentence is that the situation type
expressed by the infinitive ‘is the case’, or ‘applies to some agent’, and the infinitive is
‘predicative’. According to the traditional 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND, every utterance must
express in some way the category of SUHGLFDWLYLW\ in order to constitute a sentence. The
term ‘predicativity’ is defined by the Academic Grammar (1980, I: 86) as “ the category
that relates the utterance to some temporal plan of reality by the whole complex of
syntactic and formal means” . The term ‘predicativity’ derives from the word ‘predicate’,
which comes from the Greek logico-philosophical tradition where the SUHGLFDWH is
defined as the basic part of a MXGJPHQW, that which says something about the VXEMHFW. The
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notion of predicate and predicativity can be illustrated with the example given by
Ebeling (1978: 231):
a. The high trees
b. The trees are high

Ebeling argues that both require the existence of high trees in the appropriate
referents, which implies the presence of a situation of which these trees are a part. This
situation is characterized by a feature that consists of the fact that the referent of WUHHV is
identical with the referent of KLJK. According to Ebeling the difference between (a) and
(b) is that this feature of the situation is explicitly transmitted by (b) but not by (a). This
explicitness is typical of the character of a judgment expressed by the predicate.28 The
difference between (a) and (b) can be seen as a difference between a concept and a
constellation of concepts that forms a judgment; whereas in (a) the identified referent
is ‘high trees’, in (b) the identified referent is ‘tree’ about which something is said.29
The difference between the function of the infinitive as a specificationcomplement, and the function of the infinitive as a predicate can be illustrated with the
following two sentences:
(55)

(56)

Xochu UDERWDW’.
want-1SG work-INF-IMPERF
‘I want to work.’
5DERWDW·!
work-INF
‘Work!’

In (55) the infinitive can be seen as the object of some attitude, viz. the attitude of
wishing. In this case the infinitive can be seen as a complement to a predicate. Such
cases express what Ebeling (1984: 101–102) calls ‘implicative fact type’, that is, the
28 In poetic speech, the mere projection of the referent may constitute the goal of an expression; in such
cases the poet invites the reader to imagine particular phenomena, for example to illustrate the setting of an
event.
29 As discussed by Langacker (1991: 174–175), both the predicate-subject relation and the modifier-head
relation can be seen as a dependency relation; the predicate/ modifier is always conceptually dependent on
the subject/ head, which is conceptually autonomous. The information structure of the sentence reflects the
different dependency character of these conceptualizations (see Keijsper, 1985).
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working of the subject is not a definite action, but only something that is conditioned
or implied by the attitude expressed by the finite verb.
In (56) the infinitive occurs without other constituents, and constitutes a sentence
on its own. In this sentence the infinitive expresses that the action type ‘work’ applies
in the context. This context is constituted by a directive context, such that the
addressee is interpreted as the subject to whom this action type applies. This leads to
the interpretation that the addressee is directed to realize the infinitive action. In this
case the infinitive cannot be seen as a complement, but rather it functions as a
predicate.
It must be stressed that the distinction between these different main types is largely
theoretical. In many cases no clear boundaries can be drawn between sentences where
the infinitive functions as a complement and sentences where the infinitive functions
as a predicate. This can be illustrated with (54), which is classified as an infinitive
sentence by the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 376); this means that the infinitive can
be seen as the predicate of the sentence.
The 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 375) remarks about such sentences that “ in the
co-text the infinitive sentence can at the same time express an action or state, and contain
an element of judgement, a subjective relation to the action or state. Such sentences, that
express a state or action from the perspective of the person who judges, are always a
component of a whole text” . The observation made by the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND stresses
that the status of predicate depends heavily on the co-text in which the sentence occurs.
As such, this sentence can be compared to a sentence where the infinitive phrase occurs
embedded in a syntactic context, e.g.
(57)

*RYRULW·pri mal’chishke takuju veshch’ – ochen’ stranno!
say-INF at boy such a thing – very strange
‘It is very strange to say such a thing in front of a boy.’

In this sentence the infinitive phrase occurs as a component of the sentence, viz. as a
subject complement to the predicate VWUDQQR. The infinitive can therefore be seen both as a
complement, and at the same time as a predicate of some contextually given or generally
assumed subject. This example illustrates that the difference between the component
status and the predicate status is in many cases not clear. The ‘fusion’ between these
functions is the result of the fact that the infinitive can be seen both as a verb, and as a
type. The verb character implies that the infinitive is always associated with an agent, this
means that the infinitive always has a predicative character, even in those cases where it
does not function as the predicative element. The type character implies that the verb is
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not individualized, but generalized. As such, it can function as a subject, an object, or a
specification.
The fusion between the complement role of the infinitive and the predicate role of
the infinitive resulting from its action type character has further consequences. One of
these is that it is unclear whether an infinitive component constitutes a clause or not. In
the literature infinitive complements are sometimes treated as subordinate clauses, even
if they do not occur with subordinators. The reason that infinitives are treated as
clauses is that they contain an agent/ actor term or a participant term. In the generative
literature, this means that an infinitive contains PRO (Model, 1991: 192–193). Here, I
will not go into the question of whether and when infinitives can be seen as
subordinate clauses. In my opinion, this is a theoretical question that depends on the
definition of subordinate clause. In 4.16 I will further consider the question of
sentencehood of the infinitive.
Although infinitives do not automatically separate into either complementspecifications or predicates, I will maintain this classification here. It must, however, be
remarked that this distinction is a classification into proto-types, and that due to the
meaning of the infinitive, borderline cases exist. It must further be remarked that the
context in which the infinitive occurs, are important factors in the particular syntactic
interpretation of the infinitive. In some cases the infinitive can be seen as the predicate
of the sentence, because of the construction in which it occurs (as in the case of the
DI-construction): in other cases the interpretation of the infinitive as a predicate is
facilitated by the pragmatic context in which the infinitive sentence occurs (as in the
case of directive infinitives), and yet in other cases the linguistic context plays an
important part (as in (54) above).
2YHUYLHZDQGFODVVLILFDWLRQRIWKHLQILQLWLYH
Below I will briefly give some examples of different uses of the infinitive. The
following uses can be distinguished, although a different classification remains possible:
&RPSOHPHQWRUVSHFLILFDWLRQ
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Complement of finite predicate
(Goal) specification of finite predicate
Complement of adverbial predicate/ specification of adjectival predicate
(Goal) specification of noun, gerund
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,QILQLWLYHSUHGLFDWH
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

DI-construction and related constructions
Nominative-infinitive construction
Other infinitive constructions

I will briefly discuss these constructions below.
4.4.4.1 The infinitive as a complement of a finite predicate
The infinitive can be a complement of a finite verb. In such cases the infinitive may be
the object of the action denoted by the predicate. Such uses can be further subcategorized
into objective and subjective infinitives. If the subject of the infinitive is identical to the
subject of the finite verb one speaks of subjective use:
(58)

(59)

Xochu UDERWDW·.
want-1SG work-INF-IMPERF
‘I want to work.’
On nachal XFKLW·VMD.
he started study-INF-IMPERF
‘He started to study.’

In such sentences the finite verb can be ‘subjective modal’ in nature, indicating the
attitude of the subject to the potential action expressed by the infinitive (e.g. [RWHW· (‘want’),
OMXELW·(‘love’), SRSURERYDW· (‘try’), UHVKDW·(‘decide’)), or phasal in nature, indicating some phase
of the action (e.g. QDFKDW· (‘begin’) SURGRO]KDW· (‘continue’)); I refer the reader to Bricyn
(1990), for an overview of different lexical items that can form subjective infinitives.
If the agent of the infinitive is identical to the indirect object of the finite verb, one
speaks of objective use. The finite verb in the case of the objective infinitive indicates an
action of the subject that aims at the realization of the infinitive action by some other
agent:
(60)

Ja velel emu SULH[DW·.
I ordered him come-INF-PERF
‘I ordered him to come.’
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4.4.4.2 The infinitive as goal specification of a finite predicate
In some cases the infinitive is interpreted as a specification to a finite verb with the
function of expresssing the purpose or goal of the action expressed by the finite verb,
e.g.:
(61)

(62)

On poshel RWG\[DW·.
he went rest-INF-IMPERF
‘He went to rest.’
Prishla s raboty, postavila YDULW· mjaso i prilegla.30
came from work, put cook-INF-IMPERF meat and lay.down
‘She came back from work, put the meat on to cook, and lay down.’

In the first example the non-specified agent of the infinitive is associated with the subject
of the finite verb, whereas in the second sentence the infinitive subject is associated with
the object of the finite verb (PMDVR).
4.4.4.3 The infinitive occurring with adverbial or adjectival predicates
Infinitives can also occur as complement-specifications of adverbial predicates or
specifications of adjectival predicates:
$GYHUELDOSUHGLFDWH
(63)

(64)

30

Stydno REPDQ\YDW·. (Zolotova, 1982: 252)
ashaming-ADV deceive-INF-IMPERF
‘It is a shame to deceive.’
.DWDW·VMDveselo. (Zolotova, 1982: 252)
skate-INF fun-ADV
‘It’s fun to skate.’

http:/ / lat.www.vladivostok.com/ Speaking_In_Tongues/ gaysarova.htm
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$GMHFWLYDOSUHGLFDWH
(65)

Ja rad tebja YLGHW·.
I-NOM happy you see-INF-PERF
‘I am happy to see you.’

The exact function of the infinitive in these sentences depends on the predicate with
which it occurs: whether is adverbial or adjectival, or whether it is modal or non-modal.
Wierzbicka (1966: 94) argues that in a sentence with an adverbial predicate, as in (63), the
infinitive can be seen as the object of the state expressed by the adverb. Zolotova (1982:
268) gives a different description, and contends that one cannot speak of an object of
some state, but that the infinitive expresses an action which causes the state that the
subject is in. I think that the analysis given by Zolotova is more accurate. In my opinion
sentences with an adverbial predicate express that LI the subject realizes the infinitive
action, he will experience the state expressed by the adverb. Therefore, sentences with an
adverbial predicate, a dative and a past tense of E\W· (e.g. 0QHE\ORVW\GQRREPDQ\YDW·, ‘I found
it a shame to deceive him’) do not QHFHVVDULO\ express that the subject actually realized the
action, although in a certain context such a reading is possible.31 This contrasts with the
construction in (65). In this sentence the infinitive can be seen as the object of the
predicate, that is, it expresses the content of the state of being happy. This sentence does
not have the conditional character typical of the adverbial construction, but rather can
always be paraphrased with a WKDW-clause (-DUDGFKWRMDYL]KXWHEMD, ‘I am glad that I see
you.’).
A few words should be added here about the status of so-called ‘independent’
infinitives. These are infinitives that occupy the first position in the clause and, as such,
function as the WRSLF of the clause. Such sentences occur with adverbial predicates as in
(64). This use of the infinitive is sometimes called ‘independent nominal use of the
infinitive’ (Timofeev, 1950: 261) Traditionally, the infinitive is said to function like a
subject (‘podlezhashchee’) in these sentences and it has a function similar to that of a
noun. The analysis under discussion is not unproblematic, as Timofeev points out
himself (1950: 262), remarking that the information structure of the clause may
sometimes be the only factor that distinguishes an independent nominal infinitive from
a dependent infinitive. This can be illustrated by means of the following two sentences,

In (63) without dative such a reading is less clear; this sentence means that people who realize the
infinitive situation should be ashamed.
31
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which differ only in information structure, but have a different syntactic structure
according to this view:
'DWLYHVXEMHFW,QILQLWLYHVSHFLILFDWLRQ
(66)

Emu bylo stydno XELW· cheloveka bezoruzhnogo.(Timofeev, 1950: 262/ Lermontov)
he-DAT was-IMPERS ashamed-ADV kill-INF-PERF man unarmed
‘He was ashamed to kill an unarmed man.’

,QILQLWLYHWRSLF
(67)

8ELW· cheloveka bezoruzhnogo emu bylo stydno. (ibid.)
kill-INF-PERF man unarmed he-DAT was-IMPERS ashamed-ADV
‘To kill an unarmed man was a shame for him.’

On the basis of such evidence, both Wierzbicka (1966: 90) and Bricyn (1990: 104)
reject the idea that the infinitive can be seen as a subject in the sentences above. The
difficulty in this case is connected with the fact that the status of subjecthood
(grammatical, logical, and psychological) is not clear. Although the different types of
subject can be distinguished, they are also similar in important respects.
In my opinion it is best to distinguish the information structure from the semanticsyntactic structure in the case of sentences like these. This means that in both
sentences the infinitive has the same syntactic and semantic function. In both cases the
infinitive expresses the situation that induces the state expressed by the adverbial
predicate of which the participant expressed in the dative is the recipient. In both cases
the situation expressed by the infinitive can be identified with the situation expressed
by the adverbial predicate. As such, the infinitive can be seen as identical to the nonidentifiable subject of the verb E\W·.
Can such a subject be compared to a nominative subject? It seems to me that there
are differences and similarities. The infinitive topic is not identical to a nominal
referent that is predicated by a finite predicate. In the case of a referent-predicate
relation the predicate specifies some property of the thing. The inherent relation
between the property and the thing is expressed in the case of finite verbs by means of
agreement. In the case of adverbs as in (67), a predication is made about some nonspecified situation, the identity of which is expressed by the infinitive. This means that
the predicate indirectly predicates over the referent of the infinitive phrase. As the
infinitive is a verb, the predication is made about a different kind of referent than in
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the case of a nominative subject. The property of an action may be for example the
influence that the situation has on the agent ([RORGQR (‘cold’), YHVHOR (‘fun’), WUXGQR
(‘difficult’)). In the case of the construction under discussion, these properties are
therefore associated with the dative participant, which has agent-like properties. Finally,
whether one still wishes to speak of a subject or not, is ultimately a matter of choice.32
In my analysis, however, I will treat the infinitive as the subject in this construction.
4.4.4.4 The infinitive occurring with nouns
As I mentioned above, the infinitive also occurs as a specification to nouns or
participles, as in the following examples:
(68)

(69)

(70)

Zhelajushchie SRH[DW· na ekskursiju, dolzhny sobrat’sja rovno v devjat’ casov.
wish-PART go-INF to excursion, must gather precisely in nine hours
‘Those who wish to go on the excursion, must gather at nine sharp.’
Ja ne byl v sostojanii UDERWDW·.
I not was in position work-INF
‘I wasn’t in the position to work.’
Esli est’ chto GREDYLW· – pishite.
if is what add-INF – write
‘If you have something to add, write.’

In these sentences the infinitive specifies the referent of the noun by a restriction in terms
of the situation type expressed by the infinitive. To give an example, the noun VRVWRMDQLH
refers to ‘position’ in general, but by placing the infinitive after it – VRVWRMDQLL UDERWDW· – the
speaker refers to a position DV IDU DV the realization of the situation type ‘working’ is
concerned. The specificational function of the infinitive is connected with the referent of
the noun being GLUHFWHGat the realization of the situation expressed by the infinitive, that is,
the noun expresses a phenomenon that has particular characteristics that give rise to the
realization of the infinitive situation. The specific nature of the relation between the
referent of the noun and the infinitive situation differs from case to case.
In (68) the participle suggests a situation (‘wishing’) that is directed at the realization
of the infinitive situation. In this case the infinitive expresses the content of the
Not all adverbial predicates occur with infinitives, e.g. PQHWHSOR (‘I feel hot.’). A discussion of such cases
fall beyond the scope of this analysis.
32
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phenomenon expressed by the noun. In (69) the physical-psychological phenomenon
expressed by the noun (‘position’) can be seen as something that enables the carrier of
this phenomenon to realize the infinitive situation. In (70) the pronoun expresses a
phenomenon (‘something’), which is specified by the infinitive. This specification can be
seen as the ‘purpose’ of the phenomenon, that is, the referent has particular
characteristics such that one can realize the infinitive situation (‘a piece of text that is
suitable for adding to existing text’).
4.4.4.5 Infinitives as predicates
I will now briefly discuss constructions where the infinitive can be seen as the predicate
of the sentence, the so-called ‘infinitive sentences’. I will give three types of such
constructions, viz. (i) the DI-construction or similar constructions, (ii) the nominativeinfinitive construction, and (iii) constructions without subject in the dative or nominative.
Furthermore, I would like to argue that in constructions with the subordinators FKWRE\ (‘in
order’), HVOL (‘if’) and SUH]KGHFKHP/ SHUHGWHPNDNGRWRJRNDN (‘before’), the infinitive can also
be seen as the predicate of a clause with a subordinate character; such cases can therefore
be seen as special instances of the class of infinitive sentences. Examples are given below
of the constructions under discussion:

6HQWHQFHVZLWKVXERUGLQDWRUV UHODWHGWRWKH',FRQVWUXFWLRQ 
(71)

(72)

(73)

Pered tem, kak QDJQXW·VMD, ona posmotrela v nebo. (Aksenov, 2]KRJ)
before it how bend.down-INF-PERF, she looked at sky
‘Before she bent down, she looked at the sky.’
Ja edu k morju, chtoby RWGR[QXW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 289)
I go to sea, in.order.to rest-INF-PERF
‘I go to the sea to rest.’
Esli WURQXW· strasti v cheloveke, to, konechno, pravdy ne najdesh’. (Bricyn, 1990:
287/ Esenin)
if touch-IMF-PERF passion in man, then, of course, truth not you.will find.
‘If you touch the passion in a man, then, of course, you won’t find the truth.’
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(74)

(75)

(76)

A oni – [L[LNDW·. (V. Erofeev, 1993)
but they – laugh-INF-IMPERF
‘But they started to laugh.’
Chut’ svet, a ty uzh SR[PHOMDW·VMD. (L. Leonov, %DUVXNL)33
hardly light, and you already take.a.hair.of.the.dog.that.bit.you-INF-IMPERF
‘It’s hardly light, and you already take a hair of the dog that bit you.’
Ja UHYQRYDW·? Vot ideja! (Ebeling, 1984: 120/ Gogol’)
I-NOM be.jealous-INF-IMPERF? what idea!
‘Me be jealous? What an idea!’

&RQVWUXFWLRQVZLWKRXWVXEMHFW
(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)

Sejchas v vannuju, bystro HVW· i VSDW·.34 (From a list of things to do in a diary, Internet)
now in bathroom, quickly eat-INF-IMPERF and sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘Now go into the bathroom, eat something quickly, and go to bed.’
Strannye ljudi, eti Kresse! 6ND]DW·pri mal’chishke takuju veshch’! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND,
1980, II: 376/ Bulgakov)
strange people, those Cretians! Say-INF-PERF at boy such a thing
‘Strange people those Cretians! To say something like that in front of a boy.’
Mnogo ]QDW·² malo VSDW·. (Veyrenc, 1979: 46)
many know-INF-IMPERF – few sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘To know a lot, means to sleep little.’
([DW· tak H[DW·. (A. Velichko, 1996)
go-INF-IMPERF then go-INF-IMPERF
‘If we have to go, then let’s go.’

The interpretation of the infinitive as a predicate occurs in constructions where there is
no agreement between an expressed or contextually given nominative and a finite verb, or
33
34

http:/ / moshkow.orsk.ru/ Library/ lat/ LEONOWL/ barsuki.txt
http:/ / www.zhurnal.ru:8085/ zavist/ cinema/ i_knew.htm
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in constructions where the finite verb is the impersonal use of the verb E\W· (‘be’).35 As I
argued above, the interpretation of the infinitive as a predicate may be the result of the
meaning of the construction itself, or of the linguistic/ pragmatic context in which the
construction occurs. As such, the ‘independent’ semantic and syntactic status of the
construction differs from one construction to another.
In constructions where the infinitive can be seen as the predicate of the sentence, the
so-called predicative meaning of the infinitive can be paraphrased with ‘is the case’, or
‘applies to some agent’. This semantic overlay can be seen as the expression of
predicativeness in its most basic form, and presupposes that there exists some referent
about which the situation is predicated. Note that in my analysis I make a distinction
between the constituent of the sentence that can be analyzed as the SUHGLFDWH of the
construction, and the SUHGLFDWLYHFHQWHU of the construction, that is, the head constituent that
expresses the ‘verbal’ properties of the construction. In my analysis I will argue that it is
incorrect to assign the category of predicativity to non-finite verbs. As I will argue below
in 4.5 and 4.6, the predicative center of the DI-construction and the nominative-infinitive
construction is an LQWHUSUHWDWLYH phenomenon that is not formally expressed, but is rather
implied by the combination of the infinitive and some expressed or implied agent that is
associated with the infinitive (dative, nominative). The specific way of associating the
infinitive with an agent differs from one construction to another, and is connected with
the meaning of the different constituents in the construction.
Below I will briefly discuss these different constructions, and say why I think the
infinitive can be seen as the predicate of the construction.
In the case of the DI-construction, the non-expressed infinitive agent is associated
with the dative participant. The association of the non-expressed infinitive agent with the
dative subject leads to a modal interpretation (necessity, wish, possibility, direction, etc.).
As I will argue below, this modal nature of the DI-construction results from the fact that
the speaker states that a situation will be the case regardless of the question of whether
the potential agent inititates the situation; this means that the infinitive situation is
assigned to the dative participant. In the DI-construction the predicative center is implied
by the association of the infinitive with a dative participant; the infinitive can be seen as
the predicate of the sentence in the sense that it expresses the situation type that is
assigned to the dative participant. The DI-construction will be discussed extensively
below.
As I will discuss below, in some contructions the third person use of the verb ]QDFKLW· (‘mean’) can be
expressed.
35
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In the case of sentences with the subordinators FKWRE\ (‘in order’), HVOL (‘if’) and SUH]KGH
FKHP, or SHUHGWHPNDN and GRWRJRNDN (‘before’) no dative subject occurs, although, as I will
discuss below in 4.11, the dative may be expressed under particular circumstances; such
cases can be seen as instances of the DI-construction. In the literature the construction
under discussion (with or without dative) is usually not treated as an instance of the class
of infinitive sentences (see Bricyn (1990: 282–304) for a discussion). Bricyn (1990: 285)
argues that the construction under discussion often shows formal correspondences with
infinitive sentences, but differs from the infinitive sentences because they lack the specific
modal meaning typical of infinitive sentences. In my opinion, this statement is not
entirely correct for two reasons, namely (i) sentences with subordinators and a dative do
have a modal character, and (ii) the predicate status of the infinitive is not constituted by
the ‘modal’ meaning of the construction.
The question of whether the construction without a dative can be seen as an infinitive
sentence or not is, in my opinion, a question that cannot be answered with a simple yes or
no because the so-called ‘category’ of predicativity is not a clear-cut semantic
phenomenon, but an LQWHUSUHWDWLRQDO phenomenon. Consider the following sentence, where
the goal of the action is not introduced by FKWRE\:
(81)

Podumala poexat’ v meriju, tam najti pravdu, a mne posovetovali ne trepat’ sebe nervy.
(Internet, Newspaper).
thought go-INF-PERF in city hall, there find-INF-PERF truth (...)
‘I thought about going to the city hall, to find the truth there, but they adviced me not to
go into all that trouble.’

Must the infinitive be seen as a predicate or not? Both syntactically and semantically, the
infinitive constituent has, at least to some exent, an independent status. The syntactically
independent status is underlined by the intonation break, indicated by the commas.36 It
can be argued that the infinitive forms a semantically independent unit because it is not a
necessary complement to SRGXPDODSRH[DW·YPHULMX, but gives additional information about
the goal of the action; since the infinitive is always associated with an agent, the infinitive
constituent can be seen as a clause with a subordinate character. Nevertheless, the
infinitive constituent also has a dependent status, since it semantically depends on the
information expressed in the first clause; the infinitive is only possible when it indicates a
programed, consciously chosen situation (see Murav’eva, 1984, for a discussion). The
syntactic dependence of the infinitive is underlined by the fact that the infinitive
36

Note that one could insert L (‘and’) here, which points at the co-ordinate character of the construction.
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constituent necessarily occurs in a second position (*7DP QDMWL SUDYGX SRGXPDOD SRH[DW· Y
PHULMX). In the case of sentences with FKWRE\ the independent character is even stronger. I
agree with Ebeling (1984: 105), who remarks that FKWRE\ connects two separate situations,
whereas sentences without FKWRE\ present one complex identity, consisting of two parts.
Semantically, this is underlined by the fact that the infinitive need not refer to a
consciously chosen situation, and syntactically, because such infinitive clauses can also
occur as the first clause in the sentence; this is made possible by the fact that the
indication of goal is expressed by a form, and not inferred from the context.
A different construction is exemplified by the nominative-infinitive construction in
(74)–(76). In the nominative construction a participant is identified by the nominative
pronoun, and the situation of this subject is expressed by the infinitive. Such sentences
always have SV order, occur only as main-clauses, and often have an intonational pause
between the subject and the infinitive (indicated in written language with ‘–’). In some
cases (those that have an ingressive interpretation) the particle QX can be placed before the
infinitive. Depending on the context, these infinitives receive a so-called ingressive
interpretation (indicating the beginning of an action) or an intensive interpretation
(indicating that the infinitive action contrasts with another expected action). I think these
specific interpretations are the result of the interaction between the general infinitive
meaning of situation type, as discussed earlier, and the context in which the infinitive
occurs. The subject in the nominative combined with a situation type presupposes a
contrast with another, expected action. In all cases it is expressed that the infinitive
situation applies to the agent, and not a situation of another type. Bulygina & Shmelev
(1997: 105) argue that this construction only occurs with controlled situations, which they
underline by the impossibility of using lexemes like [XGHW· (‘become slim’) or non-animate
subjects in the construction.37 The construction can only be used in the case of
identifiable subjects, in cases where the realization of the situation can be perceived at the
moment of speaking. Note that the occurrence of the nominative in this construction,
instead of the dative, means that the realization of the infinitive situation is not
conceptualized as the result of a force; this construction therefore differs semantically
from the DI-construction.
In many constructions where the infinitive can be seen as the predicate of the
sentence it is not possible to express a subject (nominative, dative) at all, or the
expression of a dative subject would alter the meaning of the construction. This is the
case for example in (80). The construction [infinitive + infinitive] can be used to express
This restriction only accounts for the ingressive interpretation; in the case of the intensive interpretation
the situation may be uncontrolled (-D²UHYQRYDW·"9RWLGHMD; Ebeling (1984))
37
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consent with the realization of the infinitive situation. This construction could be
paraphrased in English with ‘if it is the case that the infinitive situation is appropriate,
then the infinitive situation is appropriate’; this reading suggests that the speaker agrees
with the realization of the infinitive. In this construction the dative may be inserted, e.g.:
(82)

A mne uzh exat’ tak exat’. (A. Velichko, 1996: 20)
but -DAT PRT go-INF-IMPERF then go-INF-IMPERF
‘Well if I have to go, I’ll go’/ ‘I have to go, so I’ll go.’

Cases with a dative express the idea of necessity more clearly than cases without a dative;
by expressing the dative, this construction can be seen as an instance of the DIconstruction.
In other cases it is not possible to insert a dative. This is the case for example in (77),
where the infinitive is used in a list of actions that are going to be performed; in (78),
where the speaker expresses his negative attitude to the past realization of the situation
type by the contextually given agents, and in (79), where two infinitive clauses are
conjoined to form a complex sentence with a conditional interpretation.
The impossibility of expressing a dative in these cases must be motivated by the
absence of the idea of a force that is directed at the realization of the infinitive situation.
In the case of a list of actions, the speaker merely focuses on the identity of the things
that he is going to do. In the case of (78) the infinitive situation is not conceptualized as
the result of a force, but rather the speaker focuses on the type of situation, as such
abstracting from the individual occurrence of the situation. As I mentioned before, this
use of the infinitive is typical of contexts where a judgement is uttered about the type of
action (cf. Ebeling, 1984). Note that in contrast to the DI-construction, in both
constructions the predicativity of the infinitive is dependent on the linguistic or pragmatic
context in which the construction occurs.
For the impossibility of expressing a dative in conditional constructions like (79), the
motivation must be sought in the ‘general character’ of the construction. This
construction expresses that there is a relation of coherence between the realizations of the
two situation types. This identity may be interpreted differently, depending on the context
in which the construction occurs. The 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 312–314)
distinguishes five main types, viz. (a) identity, (b) equivalence, (c) existence, (d) implication
and (e) comparison. In most cases it is not possible to change the order of the
constituents, because this would lead to a change in meaning, more specifically the
relation of implication would be reversed. I think that the absence of the dative in this
construction must be motivated by the semantics of the construction and the
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incompatibility of the meaning of the construction with the meaning of the dative noun.
In my opinion, the fact that no dative noun can be expressed in this construction is
connected with the general, law-like character of such expressions. This general character
presupposes the idea of a non-specific agent, which means that the infinitive subject must
remain unspecified.38
The impersonal conditional infinitive construction as in (79) has given rise to much
discussion in the literature, especially because it is not clear whether the infinitives in these
sentences are predicates, nor whether such sentences have a subject-predicate structure.
To give more insight into the status of predicative infinitives, I will briefly discuss them
here.
In the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 312) sentences like these are treated as sentences
with a subject-copula-predicate structure. In my terminology this means that the status of
predicative center is assigned to the non-expressed or expressed finite verb, and the status
of predicate is assigned to the second infinitive. Peshkovskij (1956: 279) gives a different
analysis, and speaks about a complex of two infinitive sentences. This means that a
predicative status is assigned to each of the infinitives. He does, however, make an
exception for cases where a copula or a finite verb like ]QDFKLW(‘means’) is expressed:
(83)

(84)

1D]YDW·ego v glaza obmannikom – bylo SRGYHUJQXW·sebja pogibeli.
(Pushkin/ Peshkovskij, 1956: 279)
call-INF him in eyes deceiver, – was-NEUT expose-INF self to.death
‘To call him a deceiver in his presence, was like exposing yourself to death.’
… 5HYQRYDW· znachit XQL]KDW· i sebja i ee … . (L. Tolstoj/ Peshkovskij, 1956: 279)
be.jealous-INF means humiliate-INF and self and her
‘To be jealous means to humiliate both yourself and her.’

Peshkovskij (1956: 279) contends that in these sentences one can speak of subject,
copula, and predicate, although he claims that the question of which infinitive must be
seen as subject or predicate cannot be answered. An altogether different opinion is
expressed by Bricyn (1990: 177), who thinks that in this construction the infinitives have
a purely nominal function, and cannot be seen as either subject or predicate. Bricyn (1990:
38 Ebeling (1984: 117) argues that the absence of a subject must be interpreted in the same way as the absence
of the infinitive subject in subjective infinitives, but I am not sure how this remark should be interpreted. I
would like to point out that in the case of the conditional construction and in the case of the construction
where the infinitive has the character of a complement, the forms RGLQ and VDP occur in the dative case. For a
further discussion, see 4.17
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178) therefore speaks about a ‘three componental subjectless predicateness schema (InfInf)-Vfbyt’
The differences in opinion presented here not only indicate the difficulty of this
linguistic phenomenon, but also point to the problematic status of terms like ‘subject’,
predicate, and ‘predicative’. The subject-predicate structure of language must principally
be seen as a logico-pragmatic feature, rather than as a structural feature. In order for a
linguistic expression to be informative, something must be said about something. In
language this logical-pragmatic subject-predicate structure can be called ‘predicativity’.
Predicativity is the feature of OLQJXLVWLFIRUPVLQWKHLUFRQWH[W such that they can be interpreted
as predicates. Finite verbs are inherently predicative because they always evoke the idea of
an agent.39 In such cases what is expressed is that some entity was the agent of some
action. Other parts of speech may need more contextual information to be predicative.
Consider for example the following sentences where an adjective and a noun are
predicative:
a.

Tasty!
= That is tasty.

b.

Tea?
= Do you want tea?

Infinitives are always associated with agents (if the verb is personal); this means that
infinitives are potentially predicative. In relation to finite verbs, however, the level of
predicativity is ‘lowered’ because the relation between a specific subject and an action is
abstracted. In its context, however, the infinitive may be related to a specific agent, which
may induce a predicative interpretation if no other predicate is available. In the
construction under discussion the infinitives have a predicative interpretation, but this
interpretation only occurs when the clauses are related to each other, to form a
compound predicate. In WHUPV RI ODPEGD DEVWUDFWLRQ [3 [   4 [  LV LQWHUSUHWHG DV
[ 3 [  4 [ ,QWKLVDQDO\VLVWKHSUHGLFDWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIERWKRIWKHLQILQLWLYHV
is the result of the context, which is partly constituted by the infinitives themselves.
A problematic aspect of this analysis is that the predicative nature of the infinitives is
not very clear in most cases, especially in those cases where the agent of the infinitive
cannot be identified with some specific agent given in the context. In the conditional
construction under discussion the predicative character of the infinitives can only be
39

In the case of impersonal verbs, the ‘agent’ has a more abstract nature.
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made clear with a paraphrase such as ‘If you do X, you will also do Y’.40 A further
problematic aspect of the treating of the infinitives as predicative is that they do not
essentially differ in function from infinitives that occur as a complement to an adverbial
predicate, e.g.: 1D]YDW·HJRYJOD]DREPDQQLNRP²E\ORRSDVQR (‘Calling him a deceiver in front
of his eyes was dangerous’).
Because of the problematic status of predicativity of infinitives in the conditional
construction under discussion it might be better to follow Bricyn (1990: 177), who
treats the infinitives in this construction as pure nominals. I do not think, however,
that this is entirely right. Infinitives cannot be seen as SXUHO\ nominal, because they are
always associated with some agent, either generic or given in the context. As such, they
differ from nominals expressed by nouns. It is precisely the borderline status of
infinitives that gives rise to the problems in the classification of such sentences. In my
opinion, the occurrence of sentences like these shows that the division of infinitives
into complements and predicates is not absolute, and is to some extent artificial. As
such, infinitives are never real complements, nor real predicates.
In this section I have discussed the meaning of the infinitive, and the different
syntactic functions of the infinitive. In the following section I will discuss the meaning
and function of the verb E\W·.

7KHYHUEE\W· ¶EH· 
In this section I will give a description of the verb E\W· (‘be’) as it occurs in the DIconstruction, and as it occurs in other constructions. The verb E\W· in the DI-construction
shows clitic-like behavior. As such, it can be compared to the use of E\W· as it occurs with
some modal adverbial predicates (PR]KQR, QDGR) and modal adjectival predicates (GRO]KHQ). I
will argue that the clitic-like status of E\W· in the DI-construction is connected with the
PRGDO nature of the construction. I will propose that the function of E\W· (‘be’) in the
DI-construction is that of an auxiliary of time. This means that E\W· cannot be seen as
the SUHGLFDWLYH FHQWHU of the DI-construction, i.e. it does not express the main verbal
properties of the sentence. The predicative center of the construction is not formally
expressed, but results from the unification of the non-expressed infinitive agent with
the agent in the dative or some non-expressed agent, leading to the modal nature of the
construction.
Note that in some cases nouns can be used in the same context, e.g. in the Dutch sentence 0DFKWLVNUDFKW
(‘Power is strength’). Such sentences share properties with the infinitive sentences under discussion.
40
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I will first briefly look at the way in which this word functions in the DI-construction.
I will start by touching on the impersonal character of the verb E\W·, and then consider the
auxiliary status of E\W·.

,PSHUVRQDOXVH
In the DI-construction the verb E\W· occurs in the neuter declension. This specific use can
be seen as so-called ‘impersonal’ use. One can speak of SHUVRQDO use of E\W· if there is
grammatical agreement between a nominative subject and E\W· for example in the
expression MDE\ODY\E\OL(I-NOM was-AGR/ you-NOM were-AGR). One speaks of
LPSHUVRQDO use if there is no nominative subject available, and the verb E\W· occurs in the
neuter declension. The impersonal use of E\W· occurs in constructions where there is no
finite verb other than E\W·, and where the subject, if expressed or expressible, is a dative
subject. These are constructions with an adverbial predicate, constructions where the
infinitive is the predicate, or the existential construction, where the adverb/ pronoun +
infinitive is the predicate.
It may be argued that the neuter declension of E\W· in the case of the impersonal use
points to the fact that one has to speak of a non-expressed subject comparable to the
English ‘it’ in this construction. This opinion is discussed by Birjulin (1993), and more
explicitly put forward by Smith (1994), who defines the non-expressed subject of
impersonal use of verbs as ‘the setting’. In my opinion one should be careful ascribing
meaning to a constituent which is not formally expressed and expressible. I therefore
prefer to speak of a non-specified subject in these cases, rather than of a non-expressed
specific subject. To give some insight into the semantic-syntactic function of E\OR, I will
give a simplified syntactic representation of an instance of an adverbial construction
with impersonal use of E\W· in Figure 4.5.
In the sentence in Figure 4.5 the impersonal verb E\OR expresses that some
unspecified situation was the case; this unspecified situation is then further associated
with the situation expressed by the infinitive. As such, the subject of E\OR can be
indirectly identified with the infinitive. The identification of the non-specified situation
with a specific expressed situation occur in all cases. Take for example the following
sentence: %\OR]KDUNR (was-IMPERS hot-ADV; ‘It was hot’). In this sentence the verb
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E\OR expresses that there was a situation where non-specified people experienced
hotness.41
Figure 4.5
1sg experienced past situation ‘action type R by 1sg’ as having property ‘P’ 42

Past situation ‘action type ‘R’ by agent a has property ‘P’

Past situation s has property ‘P’

[Rec. R sit. s]a

[prop. P sit. s]

[sit. s the case in past]s

[action type ‘R’ by agent a]s

+
Mne
trúdno
I-DAT
difficult-ADV
‘I found it difficult to work.’

bylo
was-IMPERS

Ø

rabotat’
work-INF-IMPERF

7KHDX[LOLDU\VWDWXVRIE\W·
In the DI-construction, E\W· can occur in the past and future tense; the absence of the
verb E\W· in the present tense can in principle be seen as a zero form of E\W·, since the
41 Of course one can say that in this case the subject of the sentence is ‘the setting’, but I am not sure
whether such an analysis attributes much to the understanding of the construction. Furthermore, the
gender of the verb E\OR can also be motivated in terms of the most RSWLPDO choice from the gender system.
42 A more adequate way of saying could be ‘there was a situation in the past where I experienced the
difficulty of my working’.
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absence of E\W· stands in opposition to presence of E\W· in the the future and past tense.43
Another way of analyzing the absence of E\W· in the present tense is to say that the
predicative idea of ‘something being the case’ is an interpretative phenomenon that is
induced by relating the constituents in the construction to each other. This means that
the idea of E\W· is LPSOLHG by the context, rather than H[SUHVVHG by a zero form in the
construction. It must be remarked here that E\W· occurs more frequently in the past tense
than in the future tense (see Maurice, 1996), and that there is a tendency for E\W· to occur
with specific verbs only (see the analysis of the different uses below). As such, the
absence of E\W· in the present tense of the DI-construction does not always imply an
opposition with a past or future tense. This means that the status of E\W· in the case of the
DI-construction differs from the status of E\W· in other constructions with a ‘zero form’ of
E\W· (cf. the nominative-copula-noun construction in (91) below, where there is no
restriction on expressing E\W· in the past of future tense).
There are further restrictions on the verb E\W· in the DI-construction. The verb E\W·
cannot be accented, and cannot be negated; the negative particle QH has to be placed
before the infinitive; a sentence like the following is ungrammatical:
(85)

*Emu ne bylo ponjat’.
He-DAT not was-IMPERS understand-INF

%\W can occur as a clitic to the infinitive (E\OR INF) or as a non-clitic (INF E\OR); the
infinitive and E\W· always seem to form a constituent (Veyrenc, 1979). The dative can
occur before the infinitive-E\W· constituent or after it:


(86)

?Bylo emu ne ponjat’. (E\W· and the infinitive do not form a constituent)
was-IMPERS he-DAT not understand-INF

(87)

?Rabotat’ vchera mne bylo. (ibid.)
work-INF yesterday I-DAT was-IMPERS

(88)

Emu bylo ne ponjat’.
he-DAT was-IMPERS not understand-INF
‘He couldn’t understand’

43 Another way of analyzing the absence of E\W· in the present tense is to say that the predicative idea of
‘something being the case’ is an interpretative phenomenon that is induced by relating the constituents in
the construction to each other. This means that the idea of E\W· is LPSOLHG by the context, rather than H[SUHVVHG
by a zero form in the construction.
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The syntactic behavior of E\W· (no accent, impossibility of negation) shows clitic-like
properties. As I will argue below, the clitic-like status of E\W· is connected with the
modal nature of the construction.44 To gain insight into the meaning and use of E\W· in
the DI-construction we have to look at the function and use of E\W· in other
constructions as well.
The semantic-syntactic function and use of the verb E\W· differs from one
construction to another. Veyrenc (1983: 212) gives an overview of the different uses of
E\W·. He speaks about a ‘scale of E\W· where seven types can be distinguished. Below in
Table 4.1, I give an overview of the different functions distinguished by Veyrenc:
Table 4.1. The seven degrees of E\W· (‘be’) (Veyrenc, 1983: 212)*
Forms of past E\O

(Hyperemphatic)
7 Emphatic with support
(Absolute-existential construction)
6 Emphatic
(Locative construction)
5 Emphatic ~ accented
(Possesive construction)
4 Accented
(Copular use)
3 Accented ~ clitic
(Non-modal adverbs)
2 Clitic
(Modal adverbs)
1 Suppresible clitic
(DI-construction)

Forms of present and negation
HVW·aVXW·

QHHVW·aQHVXW·

HVW·

(???)

HVW·

QHW

HVW·aØ

QHW

Ø

QH

Ø

QHa«

Ø

QH«

(Ø)

QH«

* ‘QH«’means that the negation cannot be followed immediately by E\OR; ‘x~ y’ means that both x
and y occur.

Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964: 341) note on the use of the infinitive sentence in the nineteeth century
that in the spoken language the accent may be on the copula in the case of the particle E\: E\OyE\+ INF.
44
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Veyrenc bases his classification on (i) the accentability or emphasizability of E\W·, (ii) the
possibility or necessity of expression in the present tense, (iii) the negatability, and (iv)
the type of negation (QH or QHW). This syntactic classification, based on parameters of
information structure, mirrors semantic differences between the different functions of
the verb E\W·. Roughly speaking, three uses can be distinguished, viz. (i) uses that
express H[LVWHQFH (types 5–7), (ii) so-called FRSXODUXVH (type 4), and (iii) uses that must be
seen as DX[LOLDULHV (types 1–3). Veyrenc classifies the DI-construction as a case of type 1,
which means that the verb E\W· in the DI-construction must be seen as a suppressible
clitic with the status of an auxiliary.45 Below I will briefly discuss the different functions
of E\W· mentioned here.
In the case of the so-called H[LVWHQWLDO use of E\W·, the form E\W· expresses the
existence or presence of an entity. This is the case for example in the locative
construction given below:
(89)

V ètoj biblioteke est’ interesnye knigi.
in this library is interesting books
‘There are interesting books in this library.’

A formal difference between existential use and non-existential use is that in the case of
existential use E\W·can beexpressed in the present tense; note that there is only a third
person singular form of E\W· in the present, viz. HVW·. As I will argue below, in such
sentences E\W· is both the predicative center (main verbal element) and the predicate of the
sentence.
In the case of so-called FRSXODU use the verb E\W· (expressed in the past or future tense,
and ‘implied’ in the present tense) can be seen as the predicative center, expressing the
verbal properties of the sentence, but not as the predicate of the sentence. A copula is
used to point at the relation of some property, expressed by the predicate, and an
entity, which is interpreted as the carrier of the property expressed by the predicate (cf.
Ebeling, 1978: 231). For the copular meaning of Russian E\W· one can offer the
description given by Langacker (1991a: 65) for English EH, viz. “ EH profiles a
continuation through time of a stable situation characterized only as a stative relation” .
In Russian, copular use occurs with adjectives or nouns:
(90)

45

On byl molodoj.
he-NOM was-SG-M young-SG-M

The classification given by Veyrenc does not account for the existential construction.
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‘He was young.’
(91)

On uchitel’.
he teacher
‘He is a teacher.’

In such sentences a predication is made about the subject of the sentence; the subject
is said to have the property expressed by the predicate (in the case of adjectives), or the
subject is said to have the identity expressed by the noun. In the present tense the verb
E\W· is not expressed in the case of copular use. In such cases the predicativity is
inferred from the combination of the adjective or noun, and the subject (or expressed
by a zero form), or put differently, expressed by a zero form. The verb E\W· is only
expressed in the past tense or the future tense; in such cases the expression of the
copula is necessary to express tense. In constrast to the clitic-like use of the verb E\W· in
the DI-construction and in the case of modal adverbs, the copula can be negated. In
the case of negation it is expressed that the subject does not have the property
expressed by the predicate.
The verb E\W· also occurs with adverbial predicates, as in (28) above. In the case of
predicates, as in (28), one cannot speak of copular use in the strict sense because there
is no relation between the nominative subject and a finite verb. Veyrenc (1983: 212)
therefore uses the term ‘auxiliary’ for such cases. Note that the status of E\OR/ EXGHW/ 
(auxilary/ copula) also depends on the information structure of the clause. In
constructions with non-modal adverbs E\W· can occur in a pre-adverbial position, or as a
clitic of the adverb:
(92)

Oni vyshli na ulicu. Bylo zhárko. (Veyrenc, 1983: 213)
they went on the street. was-NEUT hot
‘They went out on the street. It was hot outside.’

(93)

Oni vyshli na ulicu. Zhárko bylo. (ibid.)
they went on the street. hot was-NEUT
‘They went out on the street: it was hot outside.’

The difference in position and intonation is related to a difference in meaning (cf.
Veyrenc, 1983: 213). As I will argue below, this difference in meaning can be related to
the difference in information structure.
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The term ‘auxiliary’ is used quite broadly by Veyrenc to refer to those cases that he
classifies as non-existential and non-copular (types 1–3). Besides the use with an
adverbial predicate, which I discussed under copular use, he classifies as auxiliary use
cases with the modal predicates GRO]KHQ, QDGR, PR]KQR and QHO·]MD (type 2) and the modal
infinitive construction (type 1). What these cases have in common is that the verb E\W·
occurs as a clitic and cannot be negated. The clitic-like status of the verb E\W· in the case
of modal predicates occurs both with nominative subjects, where there is agreement
between the subject and E\W·, and with dative subjects, where we find the neuter form:
$JUHHLQJPRGDOV
(94)

(95)

(96)

On QH dólzhen byl ostavat’sja.
he-NOM not must-AGR be-PAST-AGR stay-INF-IMPERF
‘He didn’t have to stay.’
On dolzhen byl QH ostavát’sja.
he-NOM must-AGR be-PAST-AGR NEG stay-INF-IMPERF
‘He had to not stay.’
*On dolzhen QH byl ostavat’sja.
He-NOM must-AGR NEG be-PAST-AGR stay-INF-IMPERF

1RQDJUHHLQJPRGDOV
(97)

(98)

(99)

Emu QH nádo bylo ostavat’sja.
he-DAT NEG need be-PAST-NEUT stay-INF-IMPERF
‘He shouldn’t have stayed.’
Emu nado bylo QH ostavát’sja.
he-DAT need be-PAST-NEUT NEG stay-INF-IMPERF
‘He should have not stayed.’
*Emu nado QH bylo ostavat’sja
he-DAT need NEG be-PAST-NEUT stay-INF-IMPERF

This use of the verb E\W· can be contrasted with the use of the verb E\W· with normal
adverbial predicates, where E\W· occurs before the adverb, and where E\W· or the adverb can
be negated:
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(100)

Mne ne bylo grustno.
I-DAT not was-IMPERS sad-ADV
‘I wasn’t sad.’

(101)

Mne bylo ne grustno.
I-DAT was-IMPERS not sad-ADV
‘I wasn’t sad.’

In these sentences the adverb can be seen as a modifier of the state expressed by E\W·.
As such, negating the adverb and negating the copula amount to negating the same
state of affairs. This is not possible in the case of modal adverbs; the use of E\W· with
modal adverbs/ adjectives can be compared to the use of E\W·in the DI-construction,
where the verb E\W· cannot be accented or negated.
The relevant information I have presented so far can be summarized as follows.
The verb E\W· in the DI-construction shows clitic-like behaviour. In this respect it differs
from the use of E\W·in the case of the existential constructions, and in the case of normal
adverbial predicates. It does share, however, this property with some modal predicates.
Considering this, it may be that the clitic-like status of E\W· is related in some way to the
PRGDO meaning of both constructions.
Before going into the relation between modality and the auxiliary status of E\W·, I
want to argue that there exists the following general relation between the degree of E\W·
and its predicativity:
The higher the degree of E\W· as defined by Veyrenc (i.e. the lower its clitic-like status),
the higher its predicativity; the lower the degree of E\W· (i.e. the higher its clitic-like
status), the lower its predicativity.

This is a very general statement, as both the phenomenon of ‘clitic-like behavior’ and
the phenomenon of ‘predicativity’ are very fuzzy; and difficult to define and measure.
Nevertheless, the statement conveys the observation that in those cases where E\W·
shows clitic-like behavior, it cannot be seen as the predicative center. This
phenomenon can be pragmatically motivated by the following rule:
If some information ‘x’ is expressed by form [, then the same information will not be
expressed by form \ in the same sentence.
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This means that in those cases where E\W· occurs as a clitic, it is not the predicative
center, because the predicativity is expressed by some other form, or combination of
forms, and in those cases where it occurs as a non-clitic, the predicativity is expressed
by E\W· itself.
I would like to suggest that the fact that E\W· can only occur after the predicate in
the case of the modal predicates is connected with the SUHGLFDWLYH status of these modal
forms. My assertion is that modals that necessarily occur before impersonal E\W·
function as predicative elements, viz. the elements expressing the YHUEDO properties of
the sentence.46 In such sentences the modal forms can be seen as the SUHGLFDWLYHFHQWHUof
the sentence, and the verb E\W· as an DX[LOLDU\RIWLPH. The auxiliary only expresses the
time of the situation expressed by the predicate. It cannot be negated because that
would ‘clash’ with the meaning already expressed by the modal form. The modal form
expresses that some situation is the case in reality, while E\W· expresses that the action
that is the case is related to a particular time. Negating E\W· would amount to saying that
‘something which is the case is not the case’.
In the case of adverbs that can occur after the copula as in (100)–(101), the
predicate is the adverb, but the predicative center (the form expressing the verbal
properties) is the copula: it expresses that there is a stable relation between the subject
and the property expressed by the adverb. It is possible to negate the copula, because
this amounts to saying that there is no such relation.
It has to be explained (a) ZK\ the modals PR]KQR, QDGR, GRO]KHQ can function as
‘verbal’ predicates, and (b) how the information structure of the sentence is related to
the predicative status of these modals. To start with the first question: why can modal
adverbs/ adjectives function as predicative elements? In order to answer this, it must be
shown that the modal meaning of these predicates is compatible with the idea of
DJHQWKRRG, UHDOL]DWLRQ, and HPEHGGLQJLQWLPH. I think this is indeed the case. I wish to argue
that the idea of being compelled to do an action can be conceived as a situation in
which there is a moment where the subject is not compelled, and a moment where the
subject is compelled by a particular force to GR an action. The same, I think, accounts
for cases of possibility; here there is no compelling force, but rather an enabling ‘force’
that enables the subject to do an action. In both cases, we perceive an entity as
expending energy to do an action such that a state of affairs can be perceived through

46 Cf. Schoorlemmer (1994), who argues that modal adverbs must be seen as verbs. In her analysis,
however, the verbal status of the modals is only analyzed in terms of syntactic properties, and is not
semantically motivated.
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time. Note that an expression of modality does not imply SHU VH that we perceive the
action in time, only that it is FRPSDWLEOH with the idea of embedding in time.
The predicative nature of the modal can be illustrated with an example. In the
following sentences the short adjective GRO]KHQ occurs, in (a) as an adjective proper and
in (b) as a modal form:
(102)

On byl dólzhen mne dva dóllara.
he-NOM was-AGR obliged-ADJ I-DAT two dollar
‘He owed me two dollars.’ (lit. He was under obligation me two dollars)

(103)

On dólzhen byl ostavát’sja.
he-NOM obliged-ADJ was-AGR stay-INF
‘He had to stay.’

In (102) GRO]KHQ expresses a property of the subject. The expression of the property
(GRO]KHQ) is not related to time; the predicative center of the sentence is the copula. Here
we can negate E\W· because this amounts to saying that the property expressed by the
adjective is not part of the subject. In (103) it is expressed that the subject is under the
influence of a particular force that compels him to do something. HereE\W· cannot be
negated because the verbal use of the adjective, which expresses the idea of ‘something
being the case in reality’, is not in accordance with the negation of E\W·. The function of
E\W· in this sentence is to express that the situation that is the case, is related to the past.
It must be remarked that the proposed predicative status of the modal
adverbs/ adjectives under discussion only occurs in cases where (i) the subject of the
predicate is expressed in the dative or nominative case or (ii) the subject of the adverb is
not expressed but is interpreted as a non-specified subject. An example of a non-specified
subject can be found in the case of the modal adverb PR]KQR PR]KQR cannot be
combined with a dative in most contexts, but still shows Adverb E\W· order. In the case
of impersonal sentences, however, the verb E\W· can be negated, if it occurs before the
adverb:
(104)

a. ne bylo nádo.
not was must-ADV
b. ne nádo bylo.
not must-ADV was
c.

*nádo ne bylo.
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must-ADV not was
d. bylo ne nádo.
was not must-ADV
‘It wasn’t necessary.’

The same accounts for sentences with universal negation in the dative and negative
concord, where the dative does not refer to a specific person, but to the universal
negative quantifier:
(105) a. Nikomu ne bylo nádo.

nobody-DAT not was-IMPERS necessary-ADV

b. Nikomu ne nádo bylo.
nobody-DAT not necessary-ADV was
c. ?Nikomu nado né bylo.47
Nobody-DAT (that) necessary-ADV not was
d. Nikomu bylo ne nádo.
Nobody-DAT was not necessary-DAT
‘Nobody had to/ It wasn’t necessary for anyone.’

The relation between impersonal sentences and sentences with a universal negative
quantifier can be motivated as follows. The negative universal quantifier does not refer to
an entity, viz. a person or thing with the name ‘nobody’. Because of this, no properties
can be attributed to it. The non-entity status of the universal quantifier accounts for some
of the observed semantic behavior of this form, e.g. for its so-called anti-additive
behavior. The property of additivity can be defined as follows (cf. Van der Wouden,
1994: 30):
'HILQLWLRQ Let % and % be two Boolean algebras.
A function I from % to % is DGGLWLYH iff for arbitrary arguments ;, <, %:
f (; U <) = f (;) U f(<)

Insertion of qWR (‘it’)makes the sentence grammatical: 1LNRPXQDGRqWRQpE\OR (lit. ‘For nobody necessary it
was not’). The prosodic structure of the sentence plays an important part in phenomena like these.
47
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Because the negative universal quantifier is anti-additive, the following sentences cannot
be seen as identical:
Nobody drinks or smokes 1RERG\GULQNVRUQRERG\VPRNHV
In the case of QRERG\ it is not expressed that there is some subject of some action, but
rather that for some action there is no subject. As such, the syntactic behaviour of QRERG\
is not that of a subject. The difference between normal subjects and QRERG\ has a semantic
origin, and leads to the syntactic processing of GULQNVRUVPRNHV as one unit to which no
subject is assigned. As such, sentences with a negative universal quantifier can also be
compared to impersonal sentences as well.
Now we can go back to our initial problem, viz. why is it that in impersonal sentences
the status of QDGR is not that of the predicative center, but must be compared that of
adverbs like JUXVWQR in (101) To motivate this, then, it is necessary to explain why we
cannot embed the situation in time, as in the case of personal sentences (PQHQDGRE\OR).
The reason for this, I think, can be found in the fact that we do not have the idea of a
situation in which there is a moment where a specific subject is not compelled, and a
moment where the subject is the recipient of some state of being compelled, assigned
by a particular force. In the case of impersonal sentences we perceive the necessity as a
stative state of affairs, rather than as a repetitive event where a force compels the
subject to do an action. As such impersonal cases where E\W· occurs before the predicate,
and cases where it can be negated may be compared to adverbs in sentences like:
(104)

Bylo zhárko
was-IMPERS warm-ADV
‘It was warm.’

These impersonal sentences with an adverb indicate a state and do not point at the
relation between a participant and the way in which the participant is affected.
The exact relationship between the syntactic status of the constituents and the
information structure merits further investigation. In this respect, some interesting
statistical data are provided by Sirotinina (1965: 118), who gives a list of the relations
between the order of the predicate and the copulative element in the case of different
predicates. The above-mentioned modal predicates (GRO]KHQ, PR]KQR, QDGR, QX]KQR) occur in
99.8% of the investigated cases with post position of the copulative element. On the
other side of the scale we find predicates like XEH]KGHQ (‘convinced’) and XYHUHQ (‘sure’),
which in her collection of data only occur with the copulative element before the
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predicate.48Most predicates, however, occur with both configurations. I think it would be
interesting to look at whether the predicate can occur with other constituents that may be
focused, whether a nominative subject or a dative subject can be expressed, and whether
and where negation occurs in the sentence.
I argued above that the special behavior of the verb E\W· in the case of some modal
forms is connected with its auxiliary status. This auxiliary status is the result of the
predicative status of the modal form. As I explained, modal forms have some particular
semantic features that enable them to be perceived in time. However, this does not
explain the relation between the predicative interpretation and the LQIRUPDWLRQVWUXFWXUH of
the sentence. In the following I will try to give an answer to the question of how the
information structure DGYHUEDGMHFWLYHYHUE is related to the idea of embedding in time of
the first constituent.
The explanation of the information structure and the predicative status of the
adverb is not an easy task, because it is not clear on what deeper level of abstraction a
possible explanation should be based, and how/ whether such an explanation could
possibly be falsified. The first thing to do, then, is to see whether in other domains of
the language there is a correspondence between the information structure in question,
and the status of predicativity of one of the elements in the structure. A second step
would be to try to find a deeper level to explain the phenomena in question. The
direction in which these steps should be taken is suggested by Keijsper (1985, 1994).
Keijsper (1985: 333) suggests that one might explain the difference between the
placement of the copula in the case of modal adverbs in the same way as one explains the
difference between the word order in the case of sentences like 2QJRWyYE\O (he ready was),
with a so-called ‘backward link’ and 2QE\OJRWyY (he was ready), with a so-called ‘forward
link’. For a further analysis of the theory of linking, sentence accent, and word order I
refer the reader to Keijsper (1985, 1994). Here, I will only make a few suggestions.
Both in the case of modal adverbs, and in the case of 2QJRWyYE\O, the predicate is
expressed before the verb E\W·. In these cases the verb E\W· can be seen as an auxiliary of
tense, because it only UHSHDWV that some action is the case. In the sentence 2Q E\O JRWyY,
however, it is first expressed that some situation is the case, and then the identity of this
However, the Adjective Verb order is, by no means ungrammatical. Some examples are given here: ,
XYHUHQ
E\O
E\
MD
9
WRP
FKWR
W\
QH
GOMD
PHQMD
(S.
Flint);
http:/ / www.novgorod.ru:8105/ klen/ html/ text13.htm. 8YHUHQ E\O FKWR PX]KFKLQX XNUDVKDMXW P\VKF\. (Ju.
Vizbor, $O·WHUQDWLYD YHUVKLQ\ .MXFK); http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ WIZBOR/ alternativa.txt. $ JODYQRH
² XEH]KGHQ E\O Y VREVWYHQQRM QHYLQRYQRVWL L SRWRPX RWELYDOVMD V XPRP. (E. Xaeckaja, 6XG·MD QHSRGNXSQ\M);
http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ HAECKAQ/ judge.txt.
48
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situation is filled in. As such, the verb E\W· does not function as an auxiliary of tense, but
rather as a pure copula. In many cases a different order has a different ‘semantics’. An
example of this is given in (92) and (93).
In (92), two independent events are presented, whereas in (93) the second event is
presented as the cause of the first event. It seems to me that the explanation for this
semantic difference is the same as in the case of the modal adverbs. In both of these the
element that is already established as being the case occurs first, giving rise to the auxiliary
status of the verb E\W·. A final question that remains to be answered is ZK\ the specific
order is related to the predicative interpretation. In my opinion the answer to this
question must be stated in terms of our cognition, and the way we process information. It
may be connected to do with our tendency to present information about events in
temporal order, and the tendency to present given information first. Note that this
corresponds with the fact that in (92) the identity of the slot could in principle by filled in
differently; it could for example also have been the case that it was cold, whereas in (93)
the speaker has already taken the temperature into consideration. The word order mirrors
the temporal order of the events as experienced by the speaker. I suspect that a similar
analysis must be given for the order of the modal predicates.
I have discussed the status of E\W· in modal forms in some detail. How can we apply
the findings here to the status of E\W’ in the DI-construction? The syntactic similarities
between the modal forms and the DI-construction are listed below:
0RGDODGYHUE
²
²
²
–

%\W· clitizes to modal adverb/ adjective
%\W·cannot be accented
%\W·cannot be negated
The negation is placed before the modal adverb/ adjective

',FRQVWUXFWLRQ
²
²
²
–

%\W· can occur as a clitic to the infinitive or as a non-clitic (before the infinitive)
%\W· cannot be accented
%\W·cannot be negated
The negation is placed before the infinitive
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As we can see from the above information, an important similarity between the DIconstruction and the modals is that the negation cannot occur before E\W·. An important
difference is that the negation is placed before the modal element in the case of the modal
predicate, whereas in the case of the DI-construction, the negation occurs before the
infinitive.
I would like to suggest that E\W· in the DI-construction can be seen as an auxiliary of
time. In the case of sentences like 1DP E\OR QH YVWDYDW· UDQR (‘We didn’t have to get up
early’), the form of E\W· expresses the time to which the situation of ‘the subject being
under the influence of a force compelling it to the infinitive action’ is related. The
auxiliary cannot be negated because this would yield a reading where it is stated that the
dative participant is the experiencer of some action, and at the same time it is stated that
this is not the case. The impossibility of negating E\W· occurs in the modal cases where
there is always an association between the infinitive and some agent.
The analysis given here motivates the position of the negation in a straightforward
way, taking the semantics of the construction into account. It shows that in order to
account for the presence of negation no appeal has to be made to phenomena such as
‘negation transportation’. Such an analysis is given by Rappaport (1985: 211), who claims
that the negation is moved from the verb E\W· to the infinitive. This analysis is probably
based on the assumption that the modal meaning of the construction can be ascribed
to one constituent, namely the verb E\W·. It may be clear that in my opinion this is not
correct: the modality of the construction is an interpretative phenomenon that cannot
be ascribed to one constituent. The same confusion between meaning and
interpretation can be found in Schoorlemmer (1995: 66), who posits a null modal
element in the construction. In her analysis, she is not able to acount for the position
of negation.
As I have explained, the impossibility of negating E\OR/ EXGHW in the DI-construction
may be motivated by the modal nature of the combination of pronoun and infinitive.
There are, however, some possible historical data that point to a different situation.
According to Veyrenc (1979: 42), in Old Russian and even until the seventeenth
century the copula could be negated, while the construction also had a modal meaning
(see Nikiforov, 1952: 191–223). In my opinion, however, this is not sufficient evidence
for the status of the construction in modern Russian. It seems to me that the different
syntactic behavior of the construction in Old Russian must first of all be attributed to a
different meaning and use of E\W· in Old Russian.49
Nikiforov (1952: 191–223), in his discussion of the DI-construction in sixteenth-century Russian, only
gives examples of the DI-construction where the negation occurs before the infinitive, and examples of the
49
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If there has been a historical change, it may be that there has been a development
from E\W· as the predicative center of the DI-construction to a situation where the
predicative center is implied by the combination of dative and infinitive, and where E\W·
has become an auxiliary. Perhaps, this development was made possible by the modal
meaning of the construction, as I explained earlier. It could be that when the function
of E\W· developed from a predicative verb to a verb with the status of an auxiliary, its
status became marginal.50
As Maurice (1996: 85) remarks, the status of the auxiliary in the DI-construction is
marginal because it is not possible to make a complete tense paradigm with every
infinitive sentence. In many cases it is theoretically possible to fit in E\OR, in other cases
it is doubtful, and sometimes it is not possible at all. The expression of EXGHW is even
more restricted than that of E\OR. In my opinion, the present marginal status of E\W·
must be explained in terms of the interference between tense and modality. A problem
with this analysis is that in the case of lexical modal items like QDGR, we find the whole
tense paradigm (Maurice, 1996: 85):
(105)

Emu nado (/ budet/ bylo) uexat’.
he-DAT necessary-ADV be-PRES/ FUT/ PAST go
‘He has to/ will have to/ had to go’

It seems to me, however, that if one wishes to explain the occurrence of E\W· in terms
of interference between tense and modality, the infinitive construction and modal
lexical items cannot be treated in the same way. In the case of the infinitive
construction the modality is syntactically derived, and not lexically expressed, which
has important consequences for the semantic and syntactic properties of the
construction. I will discuss this later in more detail.
Having now discussed the meanings of the constituents in the DI-construction
(dative, infinitive, auxiliary), I will discuss what the abstract meaning of the
construction is.
present tense where E\W· is not expressed. This is not to say, of course, that in older stages the DIconstruction might not have been different in nature. That this might have been the case is also suggested
by the fact that in older stages of Russian, E\OR/ EXGHW was more frequently expressed than in modern
Russian (Maurice, 1996: 85).
50 It must be remarked that this is a very general and incomplete sketch of the status of E\W·. Important
questions that have to be answered are (a) what was the exact meaning of the DI-construction in Old
Russian?, (b) how can this specific meaning be linked to the status of the constituents?, (c) has there been a
development in the structure of the DI-construction?, and (d) if so, why?
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In the preceding sections, I have discussed the meaning and use of the various
constituents in the DI-construction. In this section I will show how we can derive an
abstract meaning of the DI-construction by composition of the various meanings in
that construction. I will argue that the predicative element of the construction cannot
be identified with a specific form, but arises because the non-specified infinitive agent
is unified/ asociated with the participant expressed in the dative. This means that the
verbal head of the DI-construction, the modal element, is syntactically derived. I will
first discuss the abstract meaning of the DI-construction, and then discuss the question
of to which constituent the modal meaning of the construction must be attributed.
7KHDEVWUDFWPHDQLQJ
In the DI-construction we find the following constituents with their meanings:
– dative noun: active experiencer, recipient of situation s
– infinitive: situation type with associated agent a
² E\OR/ EXGHW (in some cases) : auxiliary of tense of situation s
How do these constituents combine? The semantic structure of an instance of the DIconstruction can informally be represented in a tree (Figure 4.6).
The infinitive can be seen as the predicate of the sentence in the sense that it expresses
the situation that is associated with the dative participant. Note, however, that the head
or verbal element of the sentence can be identified with the idea that is the result of the
application of the dative to the infinitive, and is as such an interpretative phenomenon.
The verb E\W· can be identified with an auxiliary of tense.51 In some cases no dative
participant is expressed. In such cases the agent of the infinitive must be identified with
a potential agent given in the context (for example the speaker), or with a generic agent.
The information structure of the DI-construction may differ from instance to instance.
In some cases the infinitive can be identified with the focus (rheme) of the sentence,
while in other cases the dative must be identified with the focus (rheme) of the
sentence.

51

In many cases E\OR occurs EHIRUHthe infinitive. In such cases the verb E\W·must still be seen as an auxiliary.
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Figure 4.6
V = non-expressed (IS THE CASE, APPLIES, MUST, CAN, etc., depending on the context)
‘Predicate’= INF (the infinitive expresses the situation that is associated with the dative participant)

R is recipient of sit. type T by R in past/ future
Sit. type T by a is the case in past/ future

[Recipient R of sit. s]a

[Sit. type T by agent a]s

[Situation s is the case in past/ future]s
+

Dative

Infinitive (+ accent)

E\OREXGHW

Ø

On the basis of the meanings and the syntactic process given above the DEVWUDFW
meaning of the infinitive construction can informally be described as in Figure 4.7.
It should be noted that the description given here does not apply to the existential
construction, or to constructions with an adverbial predicate. In the case of the
existential construction the infinitive must be seen as a specification of the
pronoun/ adverb. In this construction the dative participant is therefore only LQGLUHFWO\
the recipient of the situation expressed by the infinitive. In the case of constructions
with an adverbial predicate and an infinitive, the infinitive must be seen as a
specification-complement of the adverbial predicate (see 4.4.4.3). Note, however, that
sentences with an adverbial predicate and infinitive sentences share important
properties, which is underlined by the occurrence of sentences that share properties
with both the DI-construction, and constructions with an adverbial predicate (see
4.16.1).
Above I have given the abstract meaning of the DI-construction. Four important
remarks have to be made about this meaning:
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(i)

The meaning given here describes the basic uses of the DI-construction;
peripheral uses must be analyzed in terms of selection and backgrounding of
features.
The meaning given here does not predict the entire possible range of the DIconstruction, but gives enough information to understand the different uses of
the construction.
The subject status of the dative differs from the subject status of the
nominative.
The expression of the dative is semantically motivated.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

I will briefly discuss these below.
Figure 4.7
– The dative expressses the idea of a recipient rec: [rec = recipient of situation s]potential
– [recipient of situation s]potential agent SUHVXSSRVHV force F that brings about [realization of
situation s by agent a]
– The infinitive expresses the idea of a situation type INF: [situation type INF by nonspecified agent a]situation
– [dative rec] + [infinitive INF]: rec is the potential agent of INF because of the
existence of F
agent

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:

6RPH IRUFH LV GLUHFWHG DW WKH UHDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH VLWXDWLRQ H[SUHVVHG E\ WKH
LQILQLWLYHRIZKLFKWKHGDWLYHSDUWLFLSDQWLVWKHSRWHQWLDODJHQW
As I will show in my analysis of the different uses of the construction, the idea of
recipienthood of a situation presupposes an initial information state where the dative
participant is QRW associated with the realization of the infinitive situation (or in the case
of negation, where the dative participant LV associated with the infinitive situation),
which is contradicted.
Firstly, the description of the DI-construction given above must be seen as an
‘idealized’ interpretation, that is, it must be seen as an abstraction from different
instances of the construction, where information about the lexical meaning of the
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infinitive, nature of the dative participant, etc. is abstracted. The meaning must account
for a whole range of different uses, ranging from the more SURWRW\SLFDOcases of the DIconstruction, to the more SHULSKHUDOones. The occurrence of prototype effects can be
motivated by the fact that case meaning occurs in a clearly delineated system of
oppositions. The choice of case can therefore best be explained in terms of choosing
the RSWLPDO case from the case system.
As I will argue below, the idea of being the recipient of a situation type can be
interpreted differently, depending on the context in which it occurs. In some cases the
idea of recipienthood is connected with the presence of an identifiable force, such as a
norm, script, or observable pattern in nature or ‘fate’ that brings the situation about.
This is the case for example in sentences that can be classified as cases of so-called
(de)ontic necessity (if the force is a norm or script) or epistemic-ontic necessity (if the
force is ‘fate’, or ‘the way things go’). The idea of recipienthood is, however, less clear
in some other contexts, for example in cases with the conjunctions HVOL (‘if’), SHUHGWHP
NDN (‘before’), and in some cases that express possibility, for example contrastive
contexts such as (6). As I mentioned above, an important feature of the DIconstruction is that the initial information state that the dative participant is not
associated with the realization of the infinitive situation, is contradicted. In my analysis
I will show that the dative noun is triggered in these contexts because of this particular
feature, and that these cases can be analyzed as cases of so-called ‘epistemic
deblocking’.
Secondly, the meaning given above, derived by composition of the components of
the construction, must be sustained by a description based on abstraction over the
different uses of the construction. The compositional analysis cannot predict which
uses of the DI-construction are possible, and which uses are not. This can be
underlined if we look at the use of the DI-construction in older stages of Russian. The
uses of the DI-construction in the sixteenth century discussed by Nikiforov (1952:
196–203) cannot all be paraphrased with a DI-construction in modern Russian,
although they can all be understood by a speaker of present day Russian. More
specifically, the use of the DI-construction to express necessity was less confined than
it is now (Maurice, 1996). The change in use of the DI-construction may possibly be
attributed to a change in the system of oppositional forms.
Thirdly, the subject status of the dative differs from the status of the nominative
subject. In 3.1 I illustrated the conceptualization expressed by a nominative subject with
an example of a prototypical scene for the nominative, viz. the movement of a ball flying
through the air. In this case we see the movement as a property of the ball, that is,
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although the ball and its movement may be conceptualized separately, they are not
conceptualized independently of each other. This can be expressed in language as ‘The
ball is flying’. The inflection on the verb indicates that the action is related to person,
and to time; this means that the subject and the verb are interdependent (finite verb
presupposes subject, subject presupposes finite verb). This conceptualization differs
from the dative in combination with the infinitive. In the case of the dative subject and
the infinitive predicate, the realization of the action and the subject of the action are
independently conceptualized. Since the situation is assigned to the dative participant by
some force, and the dative participant is not the initiator of the situation, the situational
scene is conceptualized as the coming into being of/ something that may lead to the
situation expressed by the infinitive. This means that the scene is conceptualized in two
moments, viz. a moment where the situation does not take place, and a moment where
the situation takes place, namely the moment where the dative participant is the subject of
the situation. In contrast to the nominative-finite verb construction, the dative subject is
only a SRWHQWLDO subject, because the conceptualization does not convey whether the subject
will actually give in to the force and realize the infinitive action.
The assignment of a situation type to some participant in the dative creates a
predicative relationship: the situation is related to the participant, which is to realize the
infinitive situation. Because of the predicative nature of the unification of the nonexpressed infinitive agent (PRO) with the dative participant the status of cases in which
the dative is assigned to second predicates (RGLQ (‘alone’), VDP (‘self’)) can be compared to
sentences (S) or subordinate sentences (S´). The predicative moment that is constituted
by the relating of the infinitive predicate to the dative subject creates the idea of a
phenomenon perceived in time; this phenomenon can be seen as the ‘verbal’ element of
the construction. I suspect that the verbal element of the construction with a dative
subject and the infinitive predicate is expressed by the combination of the dative and the
infinitive. This means that it is not expressed by one form, and must be seen as an
epiphenomenon of the construction. The subject dative in combination with the infinitive
predicate is capable of conveying verbalness (the conceptualization of some scene in
time) because the idea of recipienthood always presupposes change in time, viz. a change
from the scene where the subject is not receiving the action, to a scene where the subject
is the receiver of some action.52
Fourthly, the expression of the dative is semantically motivated. In the generative
literature the occurrence of the dative in the case of the DI-construction is ‘explained’
In the case of expressions such as PQH[RORGQR (I-DAT cold-ADV) the change in time has a very abstract
character.
52
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by stating a rather mechanical rule, viz. a rule that assigns the dative case to PRO (e.g
Franks, 1990; Komar, 1999), or a rule that states that PRO is dative (e.g. Comrie, 1974;
Neidle, 1988).53 Although such rule may partly capture particular regularities in the
linguistic data, no explanation for the rule itself is given. In my opinion, a semanticallyconceptually based analysis can provide a deeper level of explanation, because it can
motivate ZK\ the case of PRO may be dative. A further shortcoming of the postulation
of such a non-motivated rule is that in some cases it fails to make correct observations.
It does not account for the nominative-infinitive construction, where the infinitive
occurs with a nominative subject (e.g. (74)–(76)), or cases where the infinitive
construction cannot occur with a subject at all (e.g. (77)–(80)):
(106)

Tebe* mnogo ]QDW·² tebe* malo VSDW·. (Compare (79))
they-DAT many know-INF – they-DAT few sleep-INF

(107)

Strannye ljudi, eti Kresse! Im* VND]DW· pri mal’chiku takuju veshch’! (Compare (78))
strange people, those Cretians! They-DAT say-INF at boy such a thing

Neidle (1988: 152) tries to account for cases with a nominative subject such as (74) by
saying that this construction contains a null verb with the meaning ‘starting’. This
analysis, however, does not explain KRZ this meaning comes about, and why in some
cases, for example -DUHYQRYDW·? (I be.jealous-INF, ‘Me-be jealous?’), the meaning of the
proposed null verb is different. Franks (1990: 237) tries to account for the absence of a
subject in cases like (78) by claiming that dative subjects are licensed only when in the
scope of a tense operator in C, or to put it differently, dative subjects only occur in
clauses with tense. In my opinion tense is not a necessary part of the construction with a
dative subject (see for example (9)–(11) above). Note furthermore that in most cases no
tense is expressed for the DI-construction; as I will argue below the absence of tense has
a semantic-pragmatic nature.
The impossibility of expressing a dative has a semantic reason. Above I have
argued that the impossibility of inserting a dative in (79) is connected with the
obligatory generic status of the infinitive subject in this construction. The absence of
tense in most cases is connected with the fact that such sentences do not refer to a
specific scene in time, but have a more general character; in some cases, however, a

53

For the exact interpretation of these rules I refer the reader to these analyses.
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tense operator may be expressed.54 In the case of (78) the absence of the (subject)
dative is connected with the absence of the idea of a force.
In my opinion, it makes no sense to assign case to the non-expressed subject of the
infinitive (PRO) or to posit an underlying element PRO that already has case. The nonexpressed subject of the infinitive, PRO, cannot be seen as an individual subject, since
it must be seen as an abstraction from individual subjects, which means that we cannot
conceptualize PRO as a specific entity. However, if the infinitive predicate occurs with
a dative subject, PRO is XQLILHG or DVVRFLDWHG with the dative subject.
7KHPRGDOQDWXUHRIWKH',FRQVWUXFWLRQ
In the preceding section I discussed the abstract meaning of the DI-construction; in
this section I wish to argue against the idea expressed in the literature on the DIconstruction that the so-called ‘modal’ meaning of the construction must be attributed
to one of the constituents in the construction.
I have argued that we can account for the modal character of the DI-construction
if we look at the meanings of the constituents in the construction and the way in which
they are combined. In the literature on the DI-construction, opinions differ about how
the different meanings contribute to the meaning of the DI-construction, and how the
DI-construction should be analyzed both semantically and syntactically. Three main
opinions exist about why the DI-construction is modal in nature:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Because of the presence of a non-expressed modal element (Wierzbicka, 1966;
Kondrashova, 1994; Junghanns, 1994; Schoorlemmer, 1995)
Because of the presence of the infinitive (Ebeling, 1984; 5 ]KLFKND)
Because of the presence of E\W· (Veyrenc, 1979)

I wish to argue that the modal meaning of the DI-construction is an interpretation of
the combination of the dative with the infinitive in a particular context, viz. in a
context where the non-specified infinitive agent is associated with a particular agent
expressed by the dative. This means that I reject the idea that the modality can be
attributed solely to one of the expressed or non-expressed constituents in the sentence.
I will now briefly discuss the analyses mentioned above.
Note that in these cases no dative noun can be expressed, but the case of the adjuncts RGLQ and VDP is
dative (see 4.17).
54
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The first possibility is advocated in an early work of Wierzbicka (1966) and by
scholars working in a generative framework (Schoorlemmer, 1995; Kondrashova, 1994;
and Junghanns, 1994). Wierzbicka claims that the DI-construction has essentially the
same structure as sentences with a dative subject and an adverbial predicate like:
(108)

Mne legko bylo rabotat’.
I-DAT easy-ADV it.was work-INF
‘I found it easy to work.’

Wierzbicka claims that in such sentences we find the following semantic information:
(a) subject of the state (PQH), (b) process (E\OR), (c) property (OHJNR), (d) object of the
state (UDERWDW·). In the case of the DI-construction we find exactly the same structure, a
null predicate (and often a null copula).
Generative treatments of the modal infinitive construction (Schoorlemmer, 1995;
Junghanns, 1994) assume a non-overt modal predicate comparable to modal predicates
like QDGR (‘must’, ‘have to’). According to these studies, the positing of a null predicate
explains some syntactic features of the modal infinitive construction, especially the
occurrence of the structural dative (Schoorlemmer, 1995: 66), although it does not
account for the position of the negation in such sentences (Schoorlemmer, 1995: 66).
In my opinion, it is not correct to speak of a null predicate in the case of the
infinitive construction because the status of such a null predicate remains unclear. It is
not clear (a) ZK\ a null predicate occurs in the case of the infinitive construction, (b)
what the meaning is of this predicate, (c) why the null predicate is sometimes
interpreted as a case of necessity and sometimes as a case of (im)possibility and (d)
what the relation is between the so-called modal uses and the non-modal uses of the
DI-construction. Further evidence that one cannot speak of a null predicate in the case
of the DI-construction is that the syntactic possibilities of the DI-construction and
sentences with modal adverbs are different. As I will discuss below, the semanticsyntactic behaviour of sentences with modal adverbs such as QDGR and PR]KQR is
different from the semantic-syntactic behavior of the DI-construction. If we claim, that
in the case of the DI there is a null adverb that behaves in the same way as an overt
adverb, we cannot adequately explain the differences in combinatory possibilities between
the DI and the overt adverb.55
55 In some specific cases, however, the combination of a dative and an infinitive is better analyzed in terms
of ellipsis. This is the case for example in the following sentence $ PQH D PQH SRVPRWUHW· ² VKHSWDOD
QHWHUSHOLYDMD PRMD OMXERY· (...). (M. Kononenko, 7DQJR; http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ tango.htm; but I-
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I have claimed that it is incorrect to posit a null predicate in the case of the DIconstruction. However, I do not think that the idea of a null predicate is entirely
erroneous. In the case of the DI-construction, the predicative idea of the sentence (is
the case, applies, must, can, etc.) is not formally expressed, because it is LQGXFHG by the
combination of the dative and the infinitive. If some agent is the recipient of a
situation type, this implies the idea of a predicative scene, viz. the situation that there is
some external force that compels the agent to do the action. This means that in the
case of the DI-construction, the predicative center is not formally expressed, but only
implied. As such, the predicate cannot be seen as a null form that functions
independently of the other constituents in the sentence. The relation between the DIconstruction and sentences with an adverbial predicate can be made clear with the
interpretation of PQHVWDW· FKOHQRPqWRJRVRMX]D in the following two sentences:
(109)

(110)

Legche verbludu projti skvoz’ igol’noe ushko, chem PQHVWDW· chlenom ètogo sojuza.56
easier camel-DAT pass through needle eye, than I-DAT become-INF-PERF member
of.that union
‘It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle, than for me to become a
member of that union.’
0QHVWDW· chlenom ètogo sojuza.
I-DAT become-INF-PERF member of.that union
‘I will become a member of that union.’

In the first sentence PQH VWDW· FKOHQRP qWRJR VRMX]D is interpreted in the domain of the
predicative adverb OHJFKH (it is easier). This means that the dative expresses the recipient
of a state, whose the identity is filled in by the infinitive. In the second sentence no
predicative adverb is expressed. In this sentence the predicate is expressed by the
infinitive. The verbal element of the sentence is an interpretative phenomenon that
expresses the idea of predicativity in its most basic form, viz. ‘is the case’, or ‘applies to
an agent’. Because of the specific context (dative, aspect, etc.) this meaning is
interpreted as a case of epistemic-ontic necessity, expressing the infinitive situation will
necessarily be the case.
The second possibility, viz. that the modal meaning of the DI-construction is due
to the meaning of the infinitive is advocated by both 5 ]KLFKND   DQG Ebeling
DAT, but I-DAT look-INF-PERF, whispered inpatient my love; ‘Let me have a look, let me have a look,
whispered my impatient love.’) This sentence can be analyzed as a construction where GDM(‘let’)is left out.
56 http:/ / trn.jazz.ru/ books/ markin/ 50.htm
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(1984); 5 ]KLFKND  GRHVQRWPRWLYDWHWKHPRGDOPHDQLQJRIWKHLQILQLWLYHVR,ZLOO
not go into his analysis here. Ebeling (1984) points out that some infinitive sentences
occur without a dative and copula but still have a modal character. These are sentences
with a non-expressed and generically understood subject like the following:
(111)

Zdes’ ne SURMWL.
Here not go through-INF-PERF
‘One can’t trespass here.’

This could be seen as an argument in favor of the idea that the modal character of the
infinitive construction must be sought in the meaning of the infinitive itself. According
to Ebeling, the infinitive “ presents a fact as a member of a pair of facts, the relation
between the two being ‘accompanying’” (1984: 128). Ebeling’s description applies to all
infinitive cases and is the basis of the modal meaning of the infinitive. The meaning is
interpreted differently depending on the context in which the infinitive occurs. In the
case of the modal infinitive construction ‘accompanying’ takes the shape of ‘giving rise
to’. This means that there is some situation that ‘furthers’ the coming into existence of
another fact.
As I already argued in 4.4.1, I do not think it would be right to attribute the modal
character of the construction to the PHDQLQJ of the infinitive, as Ebeling does. In my
opinion, it is the specific XVH of the infinitive that creates a modal interpretation in cases
like (111); infinitives are capable of being interpreted as such because of their specific
meaning of situation type. A sentence like (111) expresses that the not reaching of the
terminus of the situation expressed by the infinitive is applied to an unspecified agent.
If a situation has a general application, it can be interpreted such that there must be
some force that is compelling any agent (or put differently, the unspecified agent)
toward this action, hence the modal interpretation. As in this case the infinitive action
is not initiated by the agent himself, the agent can be seen as an entity with a status that
is close to that of a recipient.57 In sentences like (111) it is possible not to express the
agent-subject because in Russian a zero subject form is (under specific circumstances)
to be interpreted as a generic subject.
In my opinion, the occurrence of sentences like (111) does not imply that in
sentences where a dative LV expressed, it does not contribute to the modal nature of the
construction. Furthermore, I do not think that something like a modal PHDQLQJ should
I do not wish to claim that one should speak of a zero recipient in such cases. The term recipient must be
reserved for linguistic expressions.
57
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be attributed to the infinitive form. However, the combination of the meaning of the
infinitive and a specific context may yield a modal interpretation
The third possibility, viz. that the modal interpretation of the DI-construction can
be ascribed to the impersonal use of E\W·, is advocated by Veyrenc (1979: 37–39).
According to him, acros languages we find that verbs which indicate possession or
existence can also indicate necessity (or impossibility). Languages usually fall in one of
the two groups. In languages like English the verb ‘to have’ is used to indicate necessity
(KHKDVWRJR), whereas in languages like Finnish and Hungarian, the verb ‘to be’ is used
to express necessity.
Of course, I cannot deny the facts presented by Veyrenc, but I do not think that
this typological evidence can be seen as evidence that in the Russian construction the
modality must be described solely to the verb E\W·. To motivate this, an analysis must be
given of how E\W· accounts for the modal interpretation of the construction.
Unfortunately, Veyrenc does not give such an analysis. Ebeling (1984: 107) rejects the
analysis given by Veyrenc because in many cases the verb E\W· does not occur (more
specifically in the case of the present tense); in my opinion, this is not a very strong
argument against Veyrenc, since E\W· can, under specific circumstances, be expressed in
the past and the future tense. A better argument against Veyrenc’s position is the
marginal position of E\W· in the DI-construction, and the impossibility of expressing E\W·
at all in some cases (for example sentences with subordinators) that nevertheless have a
modal character. As such, the modality cannot be ascribed to the verb E\W·.
I have argued that I do not think the verb ‘be’ on its own constributes to the modal
meaning of the DI-construction. I have in fact argued that the modal character of the
construction is the result of the interaction of all the components, and cannot be seen
as a meaning but rather as an interpretation. In the following section, I will discuss how
the construction is interpreted in the different contexts.


2QWKHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKH',FRQVWUXFWLRQ
In the sections above I have discussed the meanings of the different constituents in the
DI-construction, and the meaning of the construction as a whole. I have argued that
the meaning of the construction must be defined both as a composition of the
meanings of its constituent parts, and as an abstraction from the total of occurrences
of the construction. In this section I will go into the question of how the DI-
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construction can be interpreted, and what the relation is between particular
interpretations and particular context types.
In the literature it is generally accepted (e.g. Timofeev, 1950; Bricyn, 1990; Maurice,
1996) that the DI-construction has different uses.58 Bricyn (1990), for example, gives a
main classification into the following types: (a) necessity (GRO]KHQVWYRYDQLH) or absence of
necessity, (b) predestination (SUHGRSUHGHOHQRVW·) or negation of predestination, (c)
impossibility (QHYR]PR]KQRVW·) and in some special cases possibility, (d) purpose-wish
(FHOHVRREUD]QRVW·-]KHODWHO·QRVW·), (e) directive sentences (SREXGLWHO·Q\H SUHGOR]KHQLMD), and (f)
interrogative sentences (YRSURVLWHO·Q\H SUHGOR]KHQLMD). This classification is based on the
semantic differences between the different uses, which are made visible by the different
ways in which they can be paraphrased with other forms in Russian. The classification
further treats declarative, directive and interrogative sentences separately,
notwithstanding the fact that interrogative sentences can also be classified as cases of
(negation of) necessity or (im)possibility.
Maurice (1996) gives a similar classification based on semantic criteria, but places
more emphasis on the existence of context types. In her study of the modal infinitive
construction, she makes a main division between non-interrogative sentences and
interrogative sentences. Non-interrogative sentences are classified into declarative
sentences, sentences with E\, and directive sentences. The declarative sentences are
further classified according to aspect, presence or absence of negation, and other
formal features such as the presence of particles (]KH) and the Aktionsart of the verb.
The interrogative sentences are further classified according to the type of interrogative
adverb or pronoun, and of the presence of other forms (such as OL, PR]KHW). The
different context types constituted by these different forms (negation, particles, etc.),
and meanings (aspect, lexical classes) roughly correspond to the semantic types given
by Bricyn (1990).
Classifications of the DI-construction in the literature such as the ones discussed here
show that (i) the DI-construction has different uses, (ii) the different instances of the
construction all have a so-called ‘modal’ meaning, (iii) particular uses are confined to
specific contexts, and (iv) in some cases no clear boundaries can be drawn between
different uses. These observed phenomena point to the interpretative status of the
different uses. The different uses cannot be seen as meanings, but are all interpretations
58 Note that different authors use different terms for the construction that I call the DI-construction.
Bricyn (1990) calls instances of this construction ‘infinitive sentences’, according to the classification of the
infinitive as a predicate. Maurice (1996) speaks about ‘modal infinitive sentences’, according to the modal
nature of the construction. I will maintain the term DI-construction..
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of the same abstract meaning, or put differently, are all interpretations of the interaction
of the same meanings, viz. infinitive and dative.
In the literature, the question of why these different interpretations occur, and how
these interpretations can be motivated by the meaning of the construction and the
context in which it occurs has not been systematically addressed by most authors. An
exception is Maurice (1995, 1996), who points to the fact that the two main
interpretations of the DI-construction without E\, viz. necessity and impossibility, can
be motivated by the intention that may be ascribed to the dative participant. In the case
of the necessitive interpretation, no intention is ascribed to the dative subject, whereas
in the case of the impossibility interpretation, an intention to realize the action can be
ascribed to the dative subject. The question of whether an intention can be ascribed or
not in most cases corresponds with the aspect of the infinitive. In the case of the
impossibility interpretation the perfective aspect prototypically occurs, whereas in the
case of the necessitive interpretation the imperfective aspect prototypically occurs.
Maurice (1995, 1996) does not systematically go into the question of how the
different interpretations of the DI-construction are related to the meaning of the
construction, or the meaning of its component parts. Furthermore, she does not
systematically address the question of why in declarative sentences the possibility
interpretation occurs in very specific contexts only, and why in interrogative sentences
it occurs without restriction. In my opinion, this is connected with the fact that she
tries to analyze the modal meaning of the construction in terms of modal logic
operators. She (1995: 151–152) asserts that the basic modality of the DI-construction is
necessity; she motivates this with the modal logic equation: 1HFHVVDU\ QRW ;   QRW
SRVVLEOH ; . According to this equation, the uses that express impossibility can be
analyzed as necessitive uses and uses that express possibility must be reduced to
negation as well.
Maurice (1995, 1996) discusses two uses that express possibility, viz. uses with HGYD
(‘hardly’) and WRO·NR (‘only’): 59
(112)

(113)
59

Ulicy takie uzkie, chto edva UD]PLQXW·VMD GYXPPDVKLQDP. (Maurice, 1995:
151/ 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980)
streets so small, that hardly overtake-INF-PERF two-DAT cars-DAT
‘The streets are so narrow that two cars can hardly overtake each other.’
A i tol’ko v vyrezy PXUDVKXSURMWL. (Maurice, 1995: 151/ %\OLQ\)

Maurice (1996: 152) explicitly states that she will not discuss sentences with FKWRE\.
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but and only in hole ant-DAT go.through-INF-PERF
‘But only an ant can go through those holes.’

She claims about such uses that they can be seen as cases of restricted possibility, and
that restricted possibility can be seen as impossibility in a broader sense. She motivates
the reason ZK\ the DI-construction expresses only necessity or impossibility, by
pointing at the fact that necessity is more informative than possibility: “ How can one
explain that impossibility is more central than possibility? Possibly because it is more
informative. When I know that someone can do something, then I don’t know whether
he will do it or not. When I know, however, that someone can’t do something, I can
suppose that he won’t do it.” (my translation; Maurice, 1996: 282). She (1995, 1996)
concludes that the DI-construction only expresses the more informative modalities.
The analysis given by Maurice (1995, 1996) has a number of weak points. Firstly, if
all uses express necessity, and impossibility can be reduced to necessity by means of a
logical operation, we need additional logical rules in order to apply the operation in the
case of restricted possibility: RQO\ SRVVLEOH ;  QHFHVVDU\ RQO\ ;; the right side of the
equation is stronger.
Secondly, if all uses must be reduced to necessity, it is not clear how we should deal
with cases where the possibility interpretation cannot be reduced to negation at all, e.g.
sentences with FKWRE\:
(114)

Polez zhilin v dyru, chtob i .RVW\OLQX SUROH]W·. (Garde, 1963: 291/ Tolstoj)
climbed Zhilin in hole, in.order that Kostylin-DAT pass.through-INF-PERF
‘Zhilin climbed into the hole, so that Kostylin could pass through as well.’

It is unclear how the equation given above can be applied in this case.
Thirdly, Maurice analyzes all cases of the DI-construction as uses that express
notions such as ‘necessity’ or ‘possibility’. In some cases, however, it is questionable
whether an analysis in terms of either necessity or possibility does justice to specific use
of the construction. This is the case for example with uses with the particle E\. One can
of course try to classify such uses as cases of necessity or possibility, but these are only
theoretical notions, and not concepts expressed by the construction itself.
Fourthly, the motivation for the basic meaning of necessity of the DI-construction
is rather implausible. No motivation is given for why in the case of the DIconstruction the ‘weak’ modality of possibility cannot be expressed, whereas it can be
expressed with other forms or other constructions in the linguistic system (e.g. PR]KQR).
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Furthermore, it remains unclear why in some cases, for example sentences with E\, the
construction is not interpreted as a case of necessity or impossibility.
The problematic nature of Maurice’s analysis is connected with the logical model
she uses for modality. In my opinion, the way she uses modal logic operators has two
weaknesses: (i) The model defines modality extensionally, and not intensionally, and (ii)
the model ascribes meaning to a form, whereas in the case of the DI-construction the
modality is an interpretative phenomenon.
Firstly, the model that she uses defines modality extensionally; that is, it defines
what the result is of some ‘must’ or ‘can’ situation, rather than how this situation
comes about. In such models, ‘necessary x’ is defined as a situation where in all
possible worlds x is the case, whereas ‘possible X’ is defined as a situation where in
some worlds X is the case. This description of modality lacks important information in
the description of modality for the DI-construction; viz. it lacks the information of
how the described situation comes about.
Secondly, the model used in Maurice (1995, 1996) analyzes the modal feature of the
construction as a definable operator. Such an analysis does not explain how this
operator comes about in the construction, and why it does not occur in all instances of
the construction. More particularly, it does not take account of the inherent fuzzy
nature of the modality in the case of the DI-construction. As I will argue, the meaning
of ‘recipient of a situation type’ cannot be HTXDWHG with ‘necessity’, but can be
interpreted as such in some contexts. The notion of ‘necessity’ as defined in the model
used by Maurice has no conceptual status, but is rather a mathematical idealization of
conceptualization.
The problematic aspects connected to the analysis given by Maurice (1995, 1996)
can be solved if we look at the PHDQLQJ of the construction. If we do this, we can
motivate why the construction can express both necessity and impossibility, and why
the possibility interpretation is restricted to specific contexts. If we try to account for
the use of the construction in this way it becomes unnecessary to posit modal logic
operators as defined in logical models.
The shortcomings of the modal logic model in the analysis of modal predicates in
natural language are absent in more cognitively oriented models of modality, such as
that of Talmy (1985). In this model English modal verbs are described in terms of )RUFH
'\QDPLFV. Talmy (1985) describes the meaning of modal predicates such as FDQ and PXVW
in terms of the dynamics of different opposing forces. The following conceptual
primitives play a part in the theory of force dynamics. There are two entities, that each
exert a force on the other. One is foregrounded or singled out for focal attention (the
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‘agonist’), the other is considered for the effect it has on the agonist (the ‘antagonist’).
Entities are taken to exert a force by virtue of an intrinsic tendency toward either
motion (action) or toward rest (inaction). Opposed forces have different relative
strengths, and the entity that is able to manifest its tendency at the expense of its
opponent is the stronger. According to their relative strengths, the opposing forces
yield a resultant. This means that the agonist will either act or not act.
In Talmy (1985) modality is described in terms of two opposing forces in the
following way:
Necessary x = def
Subject x= Agonist
Subject x has tendency to inaction (not X) (o Antagonist opposes this tendency)
Antagonist is stronger than subject
Possible x = def
Subject x = Agonist
Subject has tendency to action (X) (o Antagonist opposes this tendency)
Subject is stronger than Antagonist

In this model ‘necessity’ is described in terms of an imposing force, whereas
‘possibility’ is described in terms of an absent potential barrier. This can be illustrated
with the following sentences:
a. I have to go to school; my mother wants me to.
b. I can sing very well; I take lessons.
In (a) the subject is presented as having no choice but to do the action; the Antagonist
in this case can be identified with a specific person, namely his mother. In (b) it is
expressed that if the subject wants to sing, he will do it, because he has particular
properties that enable him to do so. The notion of ‘enabling’ presupposes that some
force is needed to overcome the situation where one cannot sing (the situation where
one takes no lessons).
I think that the model under discussion can be used for the description of modality
in the case of the DI-construction, with the following reservations. Firstly, whether the
subject will act or not act is not an extensional issue. In the case of necessity the action
only takes place in an ideal world; in the actual world the subject may not give in to the
imposing force (e.g. ,KDYHWRJRWRVFKRROEXW,ZRQ·WGRLW). In the case of possibility it can
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only be H[SHFWHG that the subject will act; in the actual world the subject may not follow
the initial intention to act. Secondly, in the case of the necessitive interpretation, one
can speak of a tendency to inaction of the subject only in the sense that the action is
SUHVHQWHG as the result of some other force. The subject may agree with the intended
action of the other force; as such there does not have to be a situation of RSSRVLQJ
forces. This is the case for example with so-called utilitarian modality (see
Shatunovskij, 1996 for a discussion of this type of modality), e.g.: ,UHDOO\KDYHWRJRQRZ
LQRUGHUWRFDWFKWKHWUDPDQG,ZDQWWRFDWFKWKHWUDP , or in the case of accepted norms,
where one agrees with the norms or expectations that one has to follow.
With the additions to the model of modality, the two main modal possibilities of the
infinitive construction, ‘necessity’ and ‘(im)possibility’ can be modeled. Proceeding from
the meaning of the DI-construction given above, two main interpretations of the DIconstruction are represented schematically in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8*

1HJDWLRQRI QHFHVVLW\:
situation (not) INF
EF

1HJDWLRQRI SRVVLELOLW\:

DAT

situation (not) INF
DAT+

EF

* DAT = dative-participant (‘+’ points at the intention of the potential agent to fulfill the
situation), EF = contextually given external force, INF = infinitive situation, arrow
represents that there is a force directed at the dative participant
The difference between the necessitive interpretation and the possibility interpretation
relates to the question of whether the intention of the agent to do the situation is taken
into consideration. The specific interpretation is influenced by the aspect of the
infinitive verb, the presence or absence of negation in the sentence, and
presuppositions of the interpreter.
In the case of necessity, the interpreter focuses on the fact that, no matter whether
the potential agent wants to realize the situation or not, he will (not) be the potential
agent of the infinitive situation. This means that in the case of the necessitive
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interpretation, the intention of the potential agent to fulfill the situation or not is
considered to be irrelevant, and the focus is on the force leading to the realization of
the infinitive situation. Necessitive cases prototypically occur in the imperfective
aspect.
In the case of the (im)possibility interpretation, the situation is ‘viewed’ from the
point of view of the potential agent that intends to fulfill a particular situation (DAT+)
but is initially not in the position to realize the situation, and the focus is on the
question of whether the dative participant is in the position to realize the intended
situation. Cases that express possibility prototypically occur in the perfective aspect.
Note that the term ‘intention’ does not necessarily mean that the dative participant
deliberately and consciously strives to realize the infinitive situation; in some cases the
term ‘intention’ must be understood in a more abstract way, namely as referring to the
positive attitude of the agent toward the realization of the infinitive situation.
I would like to stress that the dative participant is the UHFLSLHQW of a situation. As I
mentioned above, the idea of recipienthood is connected to the contrast between the
initial information state pertaining to the realization of the infinitive situation by the
dative participant, and the scene expressed by the construction. In affirmative sentences
the initial information state is a scene where the dative participant is not the potential
agent of the infinitive situation; in negative sentences the initial information state is a
scene where the dative participant is the potential agent of the infinitive situation.
In my opinion, the recipienthood of the agent can motivate the different uses of
the DI-construction, especially the RQWLF character of the different uses, stressing that
the realization of the infinitive situation is in full accordance with the way things are or
go. The ontic character of the DI-construction is underlined by the fact that the socalled deontic use only occurs in specific contexts, and is favored by particular formal
features (HVKFKH, YHG·, ]KH, contrast). The recipienthood of the agent can also motivate
why the DI-construction is only interpreted as a case of possibility in very few
contexts. About the restriction on the use of possibility, I will make a few comments.
If the agent of a situation is a recipient, this means that he does not initiate the
action himself. In the case of the impossibility interpretation one can speak of
recipienthood because the agent is the recipient of the situation ‘not X’, whereas he has
an intention to realize situation ‘X’. In the case of the possibility interpretation one can
speak of recipienthood because the blocked intended situation of the dative participant
is unblocked, which makes him the recipient of the situation ‘X’. As such, the
possibility interpretation only occurs in very specific contexts, viz. those where the
agent can be seen as a recipient, which occurs in contexts where the action is
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unblocked. These contexts are provided by interrogatives, negation, contrastive
sentences, WRO·NR (‘only’), [RW· (‘even’), FKWRE\ (‘in order’). In sum: the DI-construction can
only express possibility in those contexts where there is some kind of blocking
(associated with negation), or in those cases where there is some kind of unblocking
(associated with the undoing of negation). Furthermore, the possibility interpretation
only occurs in those contexts where an intention can be ascribed to the dative subject,
whereas a necessitive interpretation only occurs in those cases where the intention of
the dative subject is not taken into account.
As I mentioned, the DI-construction can also occur with the particle E\, which
expresses irreality or a ‘negative epistemic stance’ (for this term, see Sweetser, 1996). Such
cases can have the character of advice or wish, e.g.:
(115)

(116)

2WGR[QXW· by EUDWX. (Mets, 1985: 358)
rest-INF IRR brother-DAT
‘Our brother should rest.’
2WGR[QXW·by tebe! (ibid.)
rest-INF IRR you-DAT
‘You should rest.’

Prototypically, in such sentences the speaker (Sp) can be seen as the external force. For
cases like these a representation as in Figure 4.9 can be given.
Figure 4.9
action (not) X
Sp

IRREALITY SITUATION
DAT

The situation described here has the following logic. If some agent is the recipient of
an action in a irreality situation, this implies that the agent is not performing the action
in the present situation, and that the speaker takes into consideration that the
hypothetical situation will not happen anyhow in the future. Sentences with E\ like
these are closely related to cases that express necessity because in these sentences the
speaker can be seen as an external force. Since the speaker is the source of information
and perspective, the situation is presented from the point of view of the external force.
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In some sentences, however, the speaker may identify with the dative subject and
ascribe an intention to realize the action to the subject. Sentences like these share
properties with sentences that express possibility, because in these sentences it is
expressed that an agent wishes to fulfill an action, but the realization of this action is
blocked, e.g.:
(117)

Otdoxnut’ by mne (ibid.)
rest-INF IRR I-DAT
‘If only I could rest.’

Such cases could be respresented as in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10
action (not) INF
DAT+= Sp

IRREALITY SITUATION
EF =Sp

It must be stressed, however, that in most cases both interpretations are possible, and
that no discrete borders can be drawn between the different interpretations.
In the following section, where I will discuss my classification of the DI-construction,
I will say more about the way in which the construction can be interpreted and whether
different uses can be distinguished.
8VDJHW\SHVDQGFODVVLILFDWLRQRIWKH',FRQVWXFWLRQ
In the preceding section I discussed how the different modal interpretations of the
construction can come about. In this section I will discuss how these uses can be
classified. I will briefly discuss the different criteria of classification, and finally present
the classification that I will use.
The classification of the DI-construction into usage types can be based on the
following three interrelated criteria:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Semantic-functional criteria
Formal-contextual criteria
Criteria based on some system of interpretation of the meaning frame
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Most classifications of the DI-construction (e.g. Timofeev, 1950; Bricyn, 1990; Maurice,
1996) are primarily based on the different functions or semantics that can be ascribed to
the different uses. These are different so-called modal functions like ‘necessity’,
‘predetermination’, ‘impossibility’, ‘wish’, etc. Although a classification of the construction
into such semantic types mirrors observed semantics, there are a number of problems
connected with such a classification of the DI-construction:
(i) The status of the semantic criteria is not always clear.
(ii) Many instances of the construction do not fall under the proposed semantic
descriptions.
Semantic criteria can be based on either language-independent definitions of modal
notions, or language-dependent strategies, viz. classifications according to oppositional
forms. An example of the use of language-independent definitions is given by Maurice
(1995, 1996), who uses definitions from the logical tradition in her analysis of the DIconstruction. Semantic criteria can also be based on the possibility of paraphrase, either
with other forms from Russian, or from other languages. Both Bricyn (1990) and Maurice
(1996) mention the possibility of paraphrase with other forms in Russian, such as the
modal forms QHO·]MDPR]KQR, (QH PRFK·, QHXGDW·VMD, (QH) QDGR, QX]KQR, SUHGVWRLW, and future tense
forms (perfective present, future tense with E\W·). Maurice (1995) further refers to the
possibility of paraphrazing the DI-construction in other languages (German and English).
Although a classification based on semantic criteria as discussed above may give
insight into perceived semantic-functional differences, it must be stressed that it is not
always clear what the status of such differences is. A classification based on oppositional
forms may impose the parameters of the oppositional forms on the construction,
whereas for the meaning structure of the construction itself these parameters may be
irrelevant. To give an example, in Russian there are different forms that express necessity,
for example QDGR, QX]KQR, GRO]KHQ, SUL[RGLWVMD etc. The differences between these forms are
connected with, among others things, the type of obligation (cf. Shatunovskij, 1996). For
the language user these differences in the type of necessity are important, because they
correspond to different forms. However, the fact that the DI-construction can be
paraphrased with these different forms does not imply that the parameters that define the
differences between the modal forms are also relevant for the DI-construction; in this
case the different ‘semantic’ features are not connected to different forms.
A second problem with a classification based on semantic criteria is that many
instances of the DI-construction cannot be classified as clear examples of either
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(im)possibility or (un)necessity, and it is often difficult to tell whether a particular case
must be seen as a case of (un)necessity or (im)possibility. Consider the following
sentence:
(118)

Xotel by ja d golymi rukami/ Okno d tjuremnoe vzlomat’/ Da zhal’ bratishechki ja
skovan kandalami/ 0QH vse ravno QHXEH]KDW·.60 (Song text)
(… )/ I-DAT anyway not escape-INF-PERF
‘I would like to break the prison windows with my bare hands, but alas, my brothers, I
am chained. I FDQ·Wescape anyway.’
‘I would like to break the prison windows with my bare hands, but alas, my brothers, I
am chained. I ZRQ·W escape anyway.’

This sentence could in principle be classified both as case of epistemic necessity and as
a case of impossibility. The fusion between sentences that express impossibility and
sentences that express negative epistemic necessity can be explained with the models of
modality discussed above and the meaning of the DI-construction.
Extensionally speaking, the situation where an action will necessarily not occur can
be identified with a situation where it is impossible that an action will occur.
Intensionally speaking, however, these situations differ. In the case of possibility an
intention can be ascribed to the subject to realize the infinitive action, whereas in the
case of necessity, the intention of the subject is not considered. In most cases the
aspect of the infinitive in the construction directs the specific interpretation. In the
case of the perfective aspect, we can ascribe an intention to the dative subject to realize
the action. In the case of the imperfective aspect, we do not focus on the possible
completion of the action, and do not ascribe an intention to the dative subject to
realize the action. In all cases, however, the dative subject can be seen as a UHFLSLHQW of
some action. This means that in DOO cases some situation is LPSRVHG on the dative subject.
This idea of imposing is closely related to the necessitive situation, but cannot be
identified with it. It explains, however, why all sentences that express impossibility have
an ontic flavor. As I will discuss below, this ontic flavor is especially strong in those
cases where forms like YVHUDYQRQH, or QLNRJGDQH occur.
The same ‘fusion’ between modal types also occurs in some sentences without
negation:

60

http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ D3/ D3.21.lat.html
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(119)

ËWLP UHEMDWDP H]GLW·/ Oni po prirode ezdovye/ / A HM/ ona nikogda ne smozhet sama
VHVW· za rul’. (Bricyn, 1990: 225)
these-DAT boys-DAT drive-INF-IMPERF/ they by nature fit.to.drive/ / but sheDAT/ she never not will.can herself sit-INF-IMPERF behind wheel.
‘These boys ZLOO drive/ They are drivers by nature/ / But she/ she will never be able to sit
behind the wheel.’
‘These boys FDQdrive/ They are drivers by nature/ / But she/ she will never be able to sit
behind the wheel.’

This sentence is classified by Bricyn (1990: 225) as a case of ‘predestination’, in my
terms ‘epistemic-ontic necessity’, whereas Mets (1985: 205) classifies such sentences as
cases of possibility.61 The question as to which classification applies is connected with
the question of whether one considers this to be a case of imposing, or a case of
deblocking. As I will argue in 4.10.2, such sentences can be seen as cases of deblocking.
This deblocking, however, is always connected to the idea of recipienthood, and as
such to the idea of ‘imposing’.
The discussion of the phenomena here suggests that a division into notions such as
‘necessity’, ‘possibility’, ‘deontic necessity’, ‘epistemic necessity’, etc. must be seen as
model theoretic idealizations of the semantics of the construction. As such, a
classification according to these parameters does not adequately capture the meaning of
the construction.
Because of the problems discussed above, classifications based on semantic criteria
can be backed up with classifications that are based on FRQWH[W W\SHV. Context types are
constituted by collections of formal features that correspond to clear examples of
different semantic types. Context types can be seen as idealized models. This means that
instances of the DI-construction can share more or fewer features with context types.
Because particular semantic types such as ‘necessity’ or ‘impossibility’ prototypically
occur with particular formal features, context types for such semantic types can be given.
Features that constitute such context types may be the aspect of the verb, the presence or
absence of negation, the presence or absence of conjunctions, adverbs and particles, the
word order and information structure of the sentence, the presence or absence of
question markers, the presence or absence of a dative, etc. In some cases non-formal
features constitute context types, for example the Aktionsart of the verb.
There are two main types of non-interrogative DI-constructions without E\, viz., (i)
sentences with an imperfective infinitive, with or without negation, expressing different
61

Note that in the last sentence of the extract an explicit modal verb is chosen, viz. VPRFK· (‘can’).
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shades of necessity, and (ii) sentences with negation and a perfective infinitive
expressing different shades of impossibility. Sentences without negation and a
perfective infinitive occur in special contexts only, and can be interpreted as special
cases of necessity, possibility, or similar notions. Because of the perceived relation
between types based on semantic criteria, and specific formal features, these
(collections of) formal features can be said to constitute context types. This does not
mean, however, that a classification based solely on formal features mirrors
classifications based solely on semantic features. Because of the multi-interpretability of
phenomena such as imperfective and perfective aspect, this is not the case. As such, a
classification based solely on aspect will not adequately capture some perceived
semantic similarities and differences. Classifications of the DI-construction must
therefore take both semantic and formal criteria into account.
A possible third way to classify and categorize the different uses of the DIconstruction would be to point at some system or structure behind the different
interpretations. Such a system could be based on the systematic possibilities of the
interpretation of some abstract meaning, corresponding to different semantic and
contextual types. In the case of the DI-construction a system of interpretations could
for example be based on the following parameters:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

The question of whether the dative subject is the recipient of the action in this
world, in a hypothetical world (in the case of HVOL, FKWRE\, and SHUHGWHP), or in a
irreality world (cases with E\ .
The question of whether the dative subject is the recipient of negated or nonnegated action.
The question of whether an intention can be ascribed to the dative participant
to realize the infinitive action (roughly corresponding to aspectual choice).
The question of whether the DI-construction functions as a question or not.
The nature of the external force or the dative participant (for example, is the
external force the speaker or some other entity? can the external force be
identified with fate, or with some script, norm, or contextually given force?).

Needless to say, classifications of the DI-construction must be seen as idealizations of
the linguist, because the DI-construction cannot be seen as neatly falling into different
usage types. Usage types can, however, be seen as systematizations of and behind the
linguistic system, and, as such, give insight into the different ways in which the
construction may be used. In some cases usage types may perhaps also constitute
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relevant types for the processing and parsing of language. I think that in order for an
instance of the abstract DI-construction to be an instance of such a ‘subconstruction’
of the DI-construction, it must satisfy two conditions, viz. (i) it must have a welldefined formal structure that is distinguishable from other instances of the DIconstruction, and (ii) this structure must correspond to a well-defined and
distinguishable linguistic function. A well-defined and distinguishable function
presupposes that the function of the construction is not too abstract, and not too
specified.62 Since psycholinguistic research would be needed to answer such questions
adequately, I will not go into this theme here.
In my discussion of the DI-construction, I will mainly follow the classifications that
are proposed in the literature mentioned above (cf. Bricyn, 1990; Maurice, 1996). I
think these classifications can be justified because of the perceived differences in use of
the construction, which can be sustained by different oppositional forms, the existence
of context types, and the system behind these cases. The following types can be
distinguished:
8VHVRIWKH',FRQVWUXFWLRQ
– Uses with prototypically the imperfective aspect that express notions like deonticontic necessity
– Uses with prototypically the imperfective aspect that express notions like epistemicontic necessity
– Uses with the imperfective aspect and the particle ]KH that express notions inbetween necessity and impossibility
– Uses with the imperfective aspect that express the idea of ‘being capable of’
– Uses with prototypically the perfective aspect and negation that express notions like
impossibility
– Uses with prototypically the perfective aspect and special context of deblocking
that express notions like possibility
– Uses that occur with subordinators HVOL, SHUHGWHPNDN, and FKWRE\
– Optative use without E\ (with VS order)
– Uses with E\
– Directive use
– Interrogatives without interrogative pronoun/ adverb
In fact, I do not think that it makes sense to speak of ‘functions’ in the case of highly abstract or
specified notions. Functions are by definition not too abstract or too specified.
62
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5HODWHGFRQVWUXFWLRQV
–
–
–
–

Uses with verbs of motions and quantificational modifier
Existential construction
DI-construction as specifications of nouns
Instances of the second dative

There are three important things that have to be mentioned about this classification,
viz. (i) the classification is a cross-classification, because some uses are classified twice
(e.g. uses with FKWRE\ are classified as cases that express possibility, and are discussed
separately), (ii) the classification is an idealization, because all uses share the same
semantics, and in many cases no strict borders can be drawn between different uses,
and (iii) the classification of the DI-construction into ‘necessity’ and ‘possibility’ etc. is
only an idealization, because these terms do not convey the actual meaning of the
construction. Nevertheless, the classification partly conveys perceived differences
between different uses, and partly aims to give an insightful overview and explanation
of the different uses.
My main aim in the linguistic analysis of the DI-construction is to show how the
language user interprets a particular use of the construction. This means that the
linguistic analysis must reconstruct how the language user employs the semantic
information from the construction to arrive at his interpretation. In the following
sections I will give a UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ of the interpretations of the construction.
1HFHVVLW\DQGDEVHQFHRIQHFHVVLW\&DVHVRILPSRVLQJ
In this section I will discuss uses of the DI-construction that can be seen as cases of
necessity. Uses that express necessity can be visually represented as in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11*
(not) INF
EF

DAT

* INF = situation expressed by the infinitive; DAT= the participant expressed by the dative noun,
EF=external force
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In the case of the necessitive interpretation of the DI-construction, the dative participant
is not the initiator of the situation but only a SRWHQWLDODJHQW because there is some external
force that FRPSHOV the participant expressed in the dative to realize the infinitive situation.
Such an interpretation occurs if no intention is, or can be ascribed to the dative subject to
realize the infinitive situation, and the infinitive situation can be interpreted as the result
of a force. The following prototypical context can be given for such cases:
'$7 E\W·   QH ,1)   + [presupposition: initiation of the (non)realization of the infinitive situation can be ascribed to another force than the dative participant] o The dative participant has a necessity to do the infinitive situation, or in the
case of negation, no necessity to do the infinitive situation.
This must be seen as a SURWRW\SLFDO context because in some cases one can speak of an
necessitive interpretation of the DI-construction, while the infinitive verb is perfective.
Two main necessitive uses of the DI-construction can be distinguished: (i) uses that
have a GHRQWLFRQWLF character, and (ii) uses that have an HSLVWHPLFRQWLF character. I will speak
of ‘deontic-ontic necessity’ if the external force can be identified with a force like a
person, institution, norm, or script that compels the agent to do the action. In this term,
GHRQWLF refers to the force (person, norm, or script), whereas the term RQWLF refers to the
idea of ‘the way things DUH or go’. I will speak of ‘epistemic-ontic’ necessity if the force can
be identified with something like ‘fate’, ‘the inevitable way things go’; or ‘some observable
pattern in reality’; in these sentences it is expressed that the situation will QHFHVVDULO\ be the
case because of fate or the way things go. In this term, RQWLF refers to the idea of ‘the way
things DUH’, whereas the term HSLVWHPLF refers to the idea that NQRZOHGJH of the way things are
can be seen as evidence leading to the conclusion that the situation will necessarily be the
case. Below examples of both types of necessity are given:
'HRQWLFRQWLF
(120)

Mne zhe vecherom vse ravno LGWL v biblioteku; kakaja tut rabota! (Bricyn, 1990: 208)
I-DAT PRT evening anyway go-INF-IMPERF to library; what here work!
‘I have to go to the library this evening anyway; how could one work here!’

(SLVWHPLFRQWLF
(121)

%\W· sil’nomu dozhdju.
be-INF strong-DAT rain-DAT
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‘There will beheavy rain.’

(De)ontic infinitive sentences can be paraphrased in Russian with modal predicates of
necesssity QDGRGRO]KHQ(‘must’) and in some contexts withQX]KQR (‘need’) or the future
tense Epistemic-ontic infinitive sentences can be paraphrased with future tense (EXGHW)
and in some context with GRO]KHQE\W· (‘must be’) and SUHGVWRMDW· (‘be due for’, ‘await’).
It must be noted that in many cases it is not possible to make a distinction between
(de)ontic cases and ontic cases with an epistemic character. This underlines that the
classification into such types must to some extent be seen as an overspecification by the
linguist.
As discussed, there are two different interpretations of necessity of the DIconstruction. How do we account for them? In other words, how can the DIconstruction be interpreted such that it expresses (de)ontic necessity and epistemic-ontic
necessity? In the theoretical linguistic literature, it is often assumed that epistemic
modality must be seen as an extension or later historical and psychological development
of deontic necessity (e.g. Sweetser, 1990). In such analyses, deontic necessity is seen as
more ‘basic’ than epistemic necessity. The hypothesis that deontic necessity is more basic
than epistemic necessity seems to imply that an epistemic interpretation of the DIconstruction can only be motivated by means of the deontic interpretation of the
construction, and not the other way around. Such a hypothesis cannot be sustained for
the DI-construction. It is therefore more appropriate to say that the meaning of the
construction can be LQWHUSUHWHG either as a case of deontic-ontic necessity or as a case of
epistemic-ontic necessity, depending on the context in which it occurs. The interpretative
status of these uses is underlined by the occurrence of borderline cases.63
Some remarks have to be made about the status of the DI-construction as a means to
express necessity. Maurice (1996: 306–308) remarks that the use of the DI-construction
to express necessity is more marginal now than it was in the past; she suggests that the
decline of this use is connected with the preference of language users for a more explicit
way to express necessity, like such as modal forms like QDGR, QX]KQR, and GRO]KHQ. I think
that Maurice’s observation is correct, but it must be added that the DI-construction may
still be preferred in particular contexts, and with particular verbs. I suspect that the DIconstruction is still a neutral way to express necessity in the case of so-called ‘script63 Note furthermore that in older stages of Russian the DI-construction could be used in some contexts
where in modern Russian a modal predicate expression of deontic necessity is preferred. (See Nikiforov,
1952). It may be that there is a diachronic tendency to use the DI-construction for epistemic-ontic cases,
and not for deontic-ontic cases.
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necessity’; in the case of sentences where the subject is emphasized, and generally in
sentences where the speaker emphasizes that the necessity is the result of the appropriate
way things go and are; typical of such contexts is the use of particles such as YHG· and ]KH.
Furthermore, the DI-construction is an implicit way to express modality; in some cases
such an implicit way may be preferred, especially in interrogative sentences, where
parahrase with a modal form is sometimes unacceptable (see Maurice, 1995: 190), or
where the DI-construction can be chosen to keep the modality in question
underspecified. In the following sections I will discuss the (de)ontic necessitive use of the
infinitive construction in affirmative and negative sentences, and then discuss the
epistemic-ontic necessitive use of the DI-construction.
'HRQWLFRQWLFQHFHVVLW\
The following sentences are examples of what I call ‘(de)ontic’ necessitive uses of the DIconstruction:
(122)

(123)

(124)

64
65

Poedem? Èvka budet rada. – 0QH zavtra v Ameriku OHWHW·, – govorju. – Ne vyspljus’. (V.
Erofeev, *RYQRVRVND)
shall.we.go? Èvka will.be happy. – I-DAT tomorrow to America fly-INF-IMPERF, I.say
– not I.sleep
‘Shall we go? Èvka will be happy to see you. “ I have to fly to America tomorrow” , I said.
“ I will have to get up early.” ’
Pojdem bystree, PQH cherez pjat’ minut Y\H]]KDW·.64 (V. Pelevin, 3ULQF*RVSODQD)
let’s.go faster, I-DAT in five minutes go.away-INF-IMPERF
‘Let’s go faster, I have to go in five minutes.’
A ved’ zavtra PQHYVWDYDW· rano/ Potomu chto PQH k tomu parnju/ Na zachet LGWL
opjat’, mama.65(A. Babij, 8QWLWOHGSRHP)
but PRT tomorrow I-DAT get.up-INF-IMPERF early/ because I-DAT to that guy/ on
test go-INF-IMPERF again, mama
‘But tomorrow I have to get up early/ Since with that guy/ I have to do a test again,
mama.’

http:/ / moshkow.donetsk.ua/ lat/ PELEWIN/ prince.txt
http:/ / www-trn.alex.krsk.ru/ 197_/ 1972/ 1972_08.htm
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(125)

(126)

(127)

(128)

(129)

(130)

A QDP eshche PHULW· versty, I zhit’ nam, i veselo pet’ ... . 66 (Songtext, L.Sergeev,
7ROVW\H)
but we-DAT still measure-INF-IMPERF versts, and live-INF-IMPERF we-DAT, and
happy sing ...
‘But we still have to measure the miles, and live, and sing happily.’
0QHH[DW·, a WHEHRVWDYDW·VMD. (Mets, 1985: 206)
I-DAT go-INF-IMPERF, but you-DAT stay-INF-IMPERF
‘I have to go, but you have to stay.’
A ty, ty chto sdelal? Vot otskrebut sejchas sanitary kishki tvoi ot asfal’ta – vot i vse tvoi
dela. A QDP UDERWDW· i UDERWDW·, celuju maxinu vorochat’, potomu chto vse, chego my
poka dobilis’, èto tol’ko nachalo, èto vse eshche nuzhno soxranit’, milyj moj, a soxranivshi
– priumnozhit’ ... .67 (A. & B. Strugackie, *UDG2EUHFKHQQ\M)
(...). but we-DAT work-INF-IMPERF and work-INF-IMPERF, (...)
‘But you, what have you done? Well the hospital attendants will have to scrape you off
the asphalt, that’s what will happen to you. But ZHKDYHWRZRUNDQGZRUN, deal with a large
number of things, because everything that we have achieved until now, that is just the
beginning, and we have to keep all that, my dear, and what we keep we have to increase.’
Tol’ko i guljat’ segodnja, a WHEHVLGHW· tut do temnoty.68 (R. Gusejnov, ,ERSUH]KQHHSURVKOR)
only and walk-INF-IMPERF today, but you-DAT sit-INF-IMPERF here till darkness
‘It would be nice to go out for a walk today, but of course that’s not possible, one has to
stay here till it gets dark.’
Ne WHEHVXGLW·!69 (E. Shvarc, 2E\NQRYHQQRHFKXGR)
not you-DAT judge-INF-IMPERF!
‘It is not up to you to judge!’
Ty, Sultan Abramych, krugom neprav. Potomu chto ne WHEHJRYRULW· o gitlerjugende,
fashizme-nacizme, Gitlere.70
you, Sultan Abramych, all.over wrong. because not you-DAT speak-INF-IMPERF about
Hitlerjugend, fascism-nazism, Hitler

http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ KSP/ sergeew.txt
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ STRUGACKIE/ grad_obr.txt
68 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ ZHURNAL/ rustam.txt
69 http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ SHWARC/ chudo.txt
70 http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ guestbook-po000124.html
66
67
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‘You, Sultan Abramych, are totally wrong. Because you have no right to talk about the
Hitler youth, fascism-nazism and Hitler.’
(131)

Sud’ja dejstvitel’no zdes’, i ètot sud’ja – ty. 7HEHVXGLW·, xorosho li vyshlo. (Maurice,
1996: 122)
judge really here, and that judge – you. You-DAT judge-INF-IMPERF, good part went
‘The judge is really here, and that judge is you. It is up to you to decide whether it went
well or not.’

Different types of deontic-ontic use can be distinguished, although one should bear in
mind that in many cases no strict borders can be drawn between different types; the
different types are given below:
– Necessity based on personal plans with an ontic character (often YHG·, ]KH, HVKFKH)
– Contrastive sentences
– Necessity based on generally accepted norms (often with contrastive accent)
expressing ‘the appropriate way things go or are’
In some sentences the necessity is linked to a personal plan (e.g. (122)–(125)). Relative to
some individual plan, the infinitive action is conceived as necessitive; such cases
prototypically occur with a first person. Because the infinitive action is linked to an
individual plan, the infinitive action does not necessarily have to occur, as it does in the
case of epistemic-ontic necessity; in the following sentence the infinitive action occurs
on an ‘ideal’ level only:
(132)

0QH eshche konja SRLW·, no ja, pozhaluj, ètogo ne budu delat’. (Bricyn, 1990: 210)
I-DAT still horse water-INF-IMPERF, but I probably that not will do
‘I still have to give water to the horse, but I probably won’t do it.’

In many cases the necessity based on the individual plan is presented as the motivation
for another situation; typical of such cases (e.g. (124)) is the expression of the particles YHG·
(‘you know’, ‘after all’) and ]KH (‘you see’). The particle YHG·emphasizes the obviousness of
a fact or truth contained in an utterance, whereas the particle ]KH places categorical and
insistent emphasis on the indisputability of a fact (Vasilyeva, 1972: 46–71). Another
typical element is the particle HVKFKH(‘still’) as in (125) and (132). This particle emphasizes
that at the present time the infinitive situation has not yet been realized, but that
according to some plan, the infinitive situation will still have to be realized. In all cases,
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the RQWLF character of the deontic necessity is underlined, because the speaker expresses
that according to the planned way things are the infinitive situation will be the case.
In other cases the deontic-ontic use of the DI-construction occurs in sentences where
the necessity to do the action is contrasted with another situation, as in (126)–(128). In
such sentences the speaker may express his discontent with the necessity to realize the
infinitive situation.
The deontic-ontic interpretation furthermore occurs in sentences where the
realization of the infinitive situation is presented as an appropriate action, based on some
generally accepted norm or script (cf. Maurice, 1995, 1996; for the term ‘script’). This
reading is typical of sentences with partial negation, as in (129)–(130). Sentences like these
can often be paraphrased in English with ‘it’s up to x to do Y’.
What the contexts given above have in common is that the idea that the participant
expressed in the dative is the recipient of the infinitive situation is emphasized, either by
implicitly negating the opposite situation (by partial negation), by emphasizing the
obviousness of the recipienthood of the dative participant (expressed by YHG·or ]KH), by
focusing on the fact that the situation is still to happen (expressed by HVKFKH), or by
constrasting the recipienthood of the participant of the infinitive situation with some
other situation. In all cases one can speak of what I will call ‘epistemic imposing’. In my
opinion these contexts show that the deontic-ontic interpretation has a basic RQWLF nature,
expressing ‘the way things are and go’. This specific ontic character is absent in the case
of oppositional forms such as QDGR, QX]KQR, GRO]KHQ, VOHGRYDW·, and SUL[RGLW·VMD. A further
difference between the use of the DI-construction under discussion and the oppositional
forms QDGR and QX]KQR, and VOHGRYDW· is that in the case of the predicative adverbs, and the
verb VOHGRYDW·, the dative subject may remain unspecified, and can be interpreted as a
generic agent:
(133)

71

Est’ tverdo prinjatyj teatrovedcheskij postulat – chto proizvedenie sleduet sudit’ ne po
namerenijam avtora, a po rezul’tatu.71 (7KHDWUHMRXUQDO)
exists strong accepted theatrologistic postulate – that work must judge not according
intention of.author, but according result
‘There is a well accepted theatrologistic postulate – that one has to judge a literary work
on the basis of the way it is played, and not on the basis of the way the author intended it
to be.’

http:/ / www.theatre.ru:8084/ ptzh/ 2000/ 20/ 094.html
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Such an interpretation is not possible for the use of the DI-construction under
discussion; in this case there is always some emphasis on the recipienthood of the dative
participant.
Below, I will give a further description of the meaning of the DI-construction in the
case of the deontic-ontic use. First, the abstract meaning is given, followed by the relevant
semantic-syntactic features for the deontic interpretation, and finally I described how
these features interact with the abstract meaning. Note that, in contrast to the description
of the Russian imperative in Chapter III, I do not present the different uses of the
construction in terms of semantic extensions or transfers, but as interpretations of the
different constituents making up the construction, or as different interpretations of the
abstract meaning of the construction (cf. Figure 4.12).
Figure 4.12

7KH GDWLYH SDUWLFLSDQW [ LV WKH UHFLSLHQW RI D VLWXDWLRQ W\SH < LH [ GRHV QRW
LQLWLDWH<KLPVHOI
6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

Y is prototypically imperfective.
Participant x is animate.
If x is not expressed it must be interpretable as the speaker or addressee
Y can be interpreted as a (controllable) situation.
In the case of a personal plan reading, the action is placed in the context of a
place/ time specification (]DYWUD HVKFKH, VHMFKDV, etc.); in general the initial
information state that the infinitive situation is not already the case must be
emphasized (favored by YHG·, ]KH, HVKFKH, contrastive context, contrast accent, etc.).
The auxiliary E\OR can be expressed, but is restricted to specific contexts; the
expression of EXGHWis unacceptable.
Prototypically [dative infinitive] order.
The infinitive can be negated.
The infinitive can occur in interrogative sentences.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

Because no intention is ascribed to x to realize situation Y, and the situation can be
controlled by the animate subject x, the reason that the action Y is not initiated by x is
that there is some other force that compels x to do Y:
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7KHSDUWLFLSDQW H[SUHVVHGLQWKHGDWLYHIRUP LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDQDFWLRQW\SH
DVVLJQHGWRKLPE\VRPHIRUFHLHDFFRUGLQJWRVRPH¶VFULSW·RU¶SODQ·WKHDJHQW
KDVQRFKRLFHEXWWRGRWKHLQILQLWLYHDFWLRQRULQWKHFDVHRIQHJDWLRQWKHDJHQW
GRHVQRWKDYHWRGRWKHLQILQLWLYHDFWLRQ

It is typical of the deontic-ontic use of the DI-construction, that the recipienthood of the
dative participant is stressed; this means that there is always an implicit negation of an
alternative situation (typically expressed by YHG·, ]KH, or contrastive accent).
Below I will discuss in more detail the semantic-syntactic features as they are given in
Figure 4.12.
(i) Aspect
Ontic-deontic necessitive infinitives mostly have the imperfective aspect. The explanation
for the imperfective aspect is that the first thing that comes to mind if an action is
imposed on an agent, is the occurrence of the action as such, and not the SRVVLEOH
completion of the action. By using the imperfective aspect, the focus is not on the
possible intention of the dative subject to complete the action, but on the fact that some
action is imposed, and that the force compels the subject to HQJDJH in the action.
In some specific usage types the (de)ontic necessitive interpretation also occurs with
perfective verbs. The following usage types with a (de)ontic necessitive interpretation and
a perfective infinitive can be distinguished:
(a) Possibly in sentences with the particle HVKFKH (‘still’), or sentences without HVKFKH, that
can be interpreted as cases with HVKFKH (see Maurice, 1996: 119, 120, 142)
(b) Sentences with a restrictive necessitive character
(c) Sentences where the necessity has the character of a ‘need’ (5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND,
1980, II)
(d) Sentences where the necessity has the character of ‘a wish directed at the speaker’
I will briefly discuss these cases below.
Maurice (1996: 119) claims that the perfective aspect can be used in sentences with
the particle HVKFKH (‘still’) in order to emphasize that the result of the action is wished,
e.g.:
(134)

0QH eshche UHVKLW· zadachu. (Maurice, 1996: 119)
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I-DAT still solve-INF-PERF problem
‘I still have to solve one problem.’

Maurice (1996: 120, 142) further argues that most speakers of Russian do not accept
sentences with a perfective aspect and HVKFKH. Since I have not seen actually attested
cases of such expressions, and the possibility of these cases is rather hypothetical, I will
not analyze them further.72
A perfective aspect occurs in the following sentences with the restrictive particle
WRO·NR:
(135)

(136)

Da ved’ HPX tol’ko glazom PLJQXW·, on takim by psom obzavelsja, chto axnut’. (M.
Bulgakov, 6REDFK·HVHUGFH).
PRT after.all he-DAT only with.eye wink-INF-PERF, he such IRR dog acquire, that
gasp-INF-PERF
‘He only has to wink, and he would have a dog that makes you gasp.’
0QH tol’ko na minutku ]DEH]KDW·v kontoru. (Maurice, 1990: 120/ L.Tolstoj)
I-DAT just for a minute run-INF-PERF in office
‘I just have to go into the office for a second.’

The first sentence has a conditional character. It expresses that for situation Y to occur, it
is only necessary to realize the situation expressed by the infinitive. The restrictive
character is connected with the semelfactive character of the verb in combination with
the meaning of WRO·NR (‘just’) + JOD]RP. In this case, using the imperfective aspect (PLJDW·)
would not convey that the dative subject has to do only a very small action for another
situation to occur. The conditional character is absent in (136). In this sentence the
occurrence of the perfective can be motivated in the same way. It is expressed that the
dative participant just has to realize a small thing, with the suggestion that after this he
can do another action.
Another sentence type where the perfective aspect occurs is constituted by sentences
that express some need to do the action expressed by the infinitive. The 5XVVNDMD
*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 374) gives the following two examples:

72 I find it difficult to analyze the expressions under discussion, since I have not seen attested cases. The
only attested case given by Maurice (1996: 120) is (136), where HVKFKH does QRW occur. I will, however,
analyze this sentence differently, viz. as a case of restricted necessity.
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(137)

(138)

Vy zachem prishli? – 0QH SRJRYRULW· s uchitelem. (5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND, 1980, II:
374)
you why came? – I-DAT speak-INF-PERF with teacher
‘Why have you come? I need to speak to the teacher.’
V priemnoj mnogo posetitelej: RGQRPX SRGSLVDW· spravku, GUXJRPX SRGDW·
zhalobu, WUHW·HPX – XYLGHW· predsedatelja. (ibid.)
in waiting.room many visitors: one-DAT sign-INF-PERF note, other-DAT file-INFPERF complaint, third-DAT see-INF-PERF chairman
‘In the waiting room are a lot of visitors: the first needs something to be signed, the
other needs to file a complaint, and the third needs to see the chairman.’

Sentences like these can be paraphrased with QX]KQR (‘need’) or [RWHW· (‘want’). The
perfective aspect indicates the relevance of reaching the telos of the action from the
perspective of the dative participant. The occurrence of the dative shows that the
action is not conceptualized as the result of the will of the agent, but that an internal
disposition or urge compels the subject to do the action. It must be remarked that such
cases only seem to occur in very specific contexts, namely where the presence of the
dative participant is directed at the realization of the infinitive action, and is PRWLYDWHGby
the need to realize the infinitive action. I suspect that the perfective aspect is sustained
by this particular context of motivation. In those cases where a motivation has to be
given for the presence of the subject in terms of ‘goal specification’ the emphasis on
the need to realize the action leads to a better motivation. Note that the interpretation of
the infinitive as ‘goal specification’ also occurs in cases without dative subject, such as
in the following sentence:
(139)

I zachem vy tol’ko prishli bratec? (...) – 3RVPRWUHW· na vidy kontrrevoljucii, bratec, –
otvetil Ozhogov. (B. Pil’njak, 9ROJDYSDGDHWY.DVSLMVNRHPRUH)
and why you just came brother? (...) – see-INF-PERF on sight of.counter-revolution,
brother, – answered Ozhogov.
And why did you come, brother? (...) “ To look what is going on with the counterrevolution” , answered Ozhogov.’

In this sentence the idea of goal specification is expressed without the idea of need.
The perfective aspect also occurs in the case of sentences where the speaker ‘directs’
himself to do an action (and where the dative is emphasized):
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(140)

3RH[DW·LPQH, uznat’, chto tam takoe, – skazal Dubov.73 (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II:
374/ A. Fadeev)
go-INF-PERF and I-DAT get.to.know-INF-PERF, what there such, – said Dubov
‘I’d better go myself too, to find out what is going on there, said Dubov.’

The occurrence of the perfective aspect can be motivated by the fact that the speaker
wishes the realization of the infinitive situation in the immediate speech context.
(ii-iv) Nature of the dative participant and the infinitive action
In order to interpret the DI-construction as referring to a scene where a force compels
the agent to do something, it is necessary that there is an agent expressed by the dative
subject, which is conceptualized as an entity that could, under the influence of a force,
do the infinitive action. This means that the infinitive subject must be associated with
the dative participant, that the agent must be animate, and that the action expressed by
the verb must be understood as controllable by the agent. As I will explain below, the
epistemic-ontic interpretation occurs if these conditions are not met, especially when
the agent is non-animate and when the infinitive situation can be interpreted as a state,
instead of an action.
In some cases no dative subject is expressed; in such sentences the agent may be
interpreted as the speaker (‘I’), or the addressee present in the speech situation (‘you’):
(141)

(142)

Nu/ govoril s nim/ / I chto/ / V subbotu snova GH]KXULW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 209)
well/ spoke to him/ / and what/ / on saturdays again be.on.duty-INF-IMPERF
‘Well, I spoke to him, and do you know what, I have to be on duty Saturday again.’
Da uljazhesh’sja ty nakonec!/ / Rano zhe YVWDYDW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 209)
PRT will.lay down you at.last/ early PRT get.up-INF-IMPERF
‘Are you lying down at last!/ / You should get up early.’

In these sentences the subject can be inferred from the context, and in principle
inserted.74 Cases without dative particpiant can also be interpreted as directive cases,
expressing that the speaker wants the addressee to realize the infinitive action, e.g.:
73 The 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980) does not place X]QDW· between commas, but in A. Fadeev, 5D]JURP (1969:
140) these commas are given.
74 In the following sentence the potential agent can be identified with a non-specified group of people
(‘they’)2QLX]KHVWUDVV\RVQRYQRMVYHUQXOLSRNDUWHVSUDYOMDMXWVMDH[DW·QHGROJRVNRURqWRVDPRHWDWDUVNRHSROHYSO\YHW
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(143)

9VWDYDW·!
get.up-INF-IMPERF
‘Get up!’

Such sentences can also occur with the perfective aspect, stressing the wish of the
speaker to realize the action; in such sentences the second person addressee may be
formally expressed, but in most cases it is inferred from the context. I will discuss
directive sentences in 4.14.
If the infinitive is perfective, impersonal sentences (that is sentences without a
dative participant) can also be interpreted as expressing direction to non-specified
people (‘people’, ‘they’):
(144)

=DUH]DW· takogo starika ko vsem svin’jam! (I. Babel’: 231)
kill-INF-PERF such a old man to all pigs
‘They should kill the old man like a pig/ Let them kill the old man like a pig.’

Such sentences cannot strictly be seen as cases of the DI-construction, since the dative
participant cannot be expressed ((LP*) ]DUH]DW·WDNRJRVWDULNDNRYVHPVYLQ·MDP). A similar
case is the following sentence, where the identity of the infinitive subject may also be
associated with the speaker himself:
(145)

Nichego v nix osobennogo, pusten’kie devicy. =DE\W· pro nix. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND,
1980, II: 372/ Trif.)
nothing in them special, empty girls. forget-INF-PERF about them
‘There is nothing special about them, they are superficial girls. One should forget about
them/ Let me forget about them.’

This sentence shows similarities to the construction with OXFKVKH (‘better’), where the
speaker states that it is better to do the infinitive action (0QHOXFKVKH]DE\W·SURQL[). Both
(144) and (145) can be seen as infinitive sentences that share features with sentences
where the infinitive clause is a complement; such cases lean heavily on the context in
QHGROJR VR PQRMX PXFKLW·VMD PRL NDSUL]\ VQRVLW·. (V. Erofeev, 5XVVNDMD .UDVDYLFD); (they already from road
main left, on map look, go not.long, soon that same Tartar field appears, not.long with me suffer-INFIMPERF, my whim bear-INF-IMPERF; ‘They already left the main road, and look at the map, it won’t be
long before the Mongol-field will appear, they won’t have to suffer from me anymore, and bear my
whims’). Sentences with GROJR have a different structure than regular cases and are discussed in 4.16.1.
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which they occur (see 4.4.3). A non-directive reading of impersonal sentences occurs in
the case of sentences with WRO·NR (‘only’) that express reduced negation:
(146)

Gosudar’, ponimaesh’, manifest podpisal, chtoby vse perevernut’ po-novomu, nikomu
ne obizhat’, muzhikam zemlju i vsex sravnjat’ s dvorjanami. Podpisannyj ukaz, ty chto
dumaesh’, tol’ko REQDURGRYDW·. (B. Pasternak, 'RNWRU=KLYDJR)
(...). signed decree, what you think, only proclaim-INF-(IM)PERF
‘The ruler, you know, signed a decree, to change everything completely, to insult noone, to give the farmers land so that they have as much as the noblemen. The signed
decree, just imagine, only has to be proclaimed.’

This sentence has a deontic character, expressing that the only action that is to be
realized is the infinitive action; the infinitive subject is associated with a non-identified
group of people (‘they’).
In all these sentences the necessity has a general character, since the non-expressed
infinitive agent is not linked to a specific agent. These cases therefore lack the typical
ontic character that can be ascribed to the combination of the dative and the infinitive.
The non-generic status of the agent in the DI-construction also differs from the status
of the agent in the case of the adverbial predicate of necessity QDGR. This adverb often
occurs without a dative subject; in such cases the subject is interpreted as a generic
subject (Shatunovskij, 1996: 241). In the case of QDGR, the generic interpretation is made
possible by the fact that the modality is expressed by a form, whereas in the case of the
DI-construction the necessitive interpretation occurs because the non-specified agent
of an action type is unified with some agent expressed in the dative; the omitting of the
dative leads to a different interpretation, viz. a directive interpretation, or, with WRO·NR, to
a deontic interpretation without the ontic nuance.
(v) Additional specifications
Bricyn (1990: 209, 215) remarks that most deontic necessitive interpretations of the
DI-construction occur with a specification of space and time such as WXW or WRWFKDV. The
expression of a time specification is also noted by Mets (1985: 206), who claims that a
DI-construction like the following is not interpretable without context:
(147)

?Mne rabotat’.
I-DAT work-INF-IMPERF
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This is in contrast to sentences with a form expressing necessity, like the modal adverb
QX]KQR (‘need’):
(148)

Mne nuzhno rabotat’.
I-DAT necessary work-INF-IMPERF
‘I have to work.’

According to Mets, adding a form like ]DYWUD (‘tomorrow’) makes sentence (147)
interpretable (0QH UDERWDW· ]DYWUD). Note that the time-space specification is not a
necessary trait of the (de)ontic necessitive interpretation of the DI-construction, but
only occurs in the case of a personal plan reading. Note furthermore that the
specification of time is often absent in the case of the epistemic-ontic interpretation of
the DI-construction; the epistemic-ontic interpretation typically occurs with states that
cannot be linked to a particular moment in time (Bricyn, 1990: 227).
I think that the difference between the syntactic behavior of the DI-construction and
modal predicates must be sought in the different syntactic-semantic status of these two
expressions of modality. In the case of the DI-construction, the modality is indirectly
expressed, that is, derived by composition, whereas in the case of forms like QX]KQR or
QDGR, the modal meaning is associated directly with the form. In the case of the deontic
interpretation of the DI-construction, it is expressed that the dative participant is the
recipient of some situation. This differs from the construction with QDGR or QX]KQR, where
the dative participant is the recipient of a VWDWH, viz. a state where some abstract agent is
compelled to do something by some force; in those cases where a dative is expressed this
abstract agent is associated with the dative participant.
In contrast to modal predicates like QDGR and QX]KQR, the deontic use of the DIconstruction has a typical ‘ontic’ character, that is, the construction expresses that
according to some force (plan, script, norm) something is bound to happen, or due to
happen. In many cases the ontic character of the deontic interpretation of the DIconstruction is underlined by the use of particles like YHG· (‘after all’), which stress that the
way things are supposed to be is such that the infinitive situation will be realized. In order
to interpret this meaning as referring to a case where the speaker expresses that some
deontic force compels the speaker to realize the action, it is necessary to place the action
in time, prototypically by expressing a future-oriented time specification (]DYWUD, HVKFKH,
WRWFKDV, WXW, etc.). Such a specification is absent in those cases where the emphasis is not on
the fact that the action is due to happen, but is on the agent of the action, the action type,
or other circumstances of the action.
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(vi) Expression of E\OR/ EXGHW
Necessitive infinitives occur with the impersonally used copula E\OR to locate the scene
expressed by the infinitive predicate in a moment before the moment of speaking. In
most cases E\OR occurs before the infinitive, but E\OR can also occur as a clitic to the
infinitive (e.g. (152)). Insertion of E\OR is acceptable in the case of partial negation,
interrogatives, and with the verb SULY\NDW· (Maurice, 1996: 138, 225, 238):
(149)

(150)

(151)

(152)

On zhil po-svoemu, QHPQHE\ORVXGLW· ego; on shel svoej dorogoj.75 (A. Nikitin, 1RFK·
EHJXVKFKHJRSVD)
he lived in.his.own.way, not I-DAT was-NEUT judge-INF-IMPERF him; he went his
way
‘He lived in his own way, it wasn’t up to me to judge him; he went his own way.’
V karmane ostalis’ tol’ko prava i kljuchi ot mashiny. Chto PQHE\ORGHODW·? Prishlos’
volej-nevolej pustit’sja v stranstvie za prezrennym metallom (...).76 (M. Isaev, 2]KLYOHQLH)
(...) what I-DAT was-NEUT do-INF-IMPERF?
‘In my pocket only the driving license and the car keys were left. What should I do?
Whether I liked it or not, I had to start my journey for that filthy lucre.’
Zadacha okazalas’ ne iz lëgkix, no k podvigam JHURMXE\ORQHSULY\NDW·.77 (A. Smirnov,
=HUNDO·Q\MVKLW)
task turned.out.to.be not from easiest, but to heroic.deeds hero-DAT was-NEUT not
get.used-INF-IMPERF
‘The task was not one of the easiest ones, but our hero was accustomed to heroic deeds.’
(lit. ‘he didn’t have to get used...’)
$UWHPX, nemalo pobrodivshemu po raznym miram, QH SULY\NDW· E\OR ko vsjakim
chudesam, no zdes’ on stolknulsja s sovershenno neob” jasnimym javleniem.78 (Ju. Brajder
& N. Chadovich, .OLQNL0DNVDURY)
Artyom-DAT (...), not get.used-INF-IMPERF was-NEUT (...)
‘Artyom, who had been travelling a lot through different worlds, was accustomed to all of
these miracles, but in this case he was confronted with an unexplicable phenomenon.’ (lit.
‘he didn’t have to get used...’)

http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ nikitin/ noch.html
http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ isaev/ max1.htm
77 http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ ak_smirnov/ zs.html
78 http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ sf/ bray&002.htm
75
76
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Maurice (1996: 138–140) states that in other contexts the expression of E\OR is
unacceptable.79
The restriction on the expression of EXGHW, the future tense of E\W·, is even stronger.
I have attested no sentences with EXGHW and a deontic-ontic interpretation. I suspect that
the expression of EXGHW in the DI-construction emphasizes the ontic nature of the
construction, implying an epistemic-ontic interpretation.
It must be remarked that the acceptability of EXGHW in the DI-construction is subject
of disagreement amongst different scholars. Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964: 343), for
example, claim that it is too categorical to state that PQH H[DW· (I-DAT go-INFIMPERF) in modern Russian (nineteenth century) does not have a corresponding past
or future tense construction with E\OR or EXGHW. The occurrence of past tense or future
tense forms may also be related to particular styles, viz. colloquial speech and ‘skaz’style language (cf. Maurice 1996: 288; who claims that the function of E\W· in ‘byliny’
(folklore stories) cannot be seen as purely temporal). It is also important to keep in
mind that the marginal status of E\W· in the case of the deontic-ontic use of the DIconstruction differs from the status of E\W· in constructions with modal adverbs, where
there are no restrictions on the use of E\W·.
In my opinion it is best to motivate the restrictions of E\W· in the DI-construction
by the specific ontic character of the construction. I would like to suggest that the
difference between the function of E\OR/ EXGHW in the DI-construction and the function
of the construction with QDGR must be sought in the different syntactic and semantic
properties of these expressions, and the resulting difference in conceptualization. As I
argued above, in the case of QDGR the dative participant is an experiencer of a particular
VWDWHviz.the state of being obliged. In the case of the infinitive construction, the idea
of obligation occurs as the result of the interaction between the meaning of the dative
and the meaning of the infinitive. The dative participant is under the influence of some
force that assigns the infinitive action, thus creating the necessity to realize the action.
The idea of a recipient of an action type is a constellation that is embedded in time; we
can picture a moment where the subject is not under the influence of a force, and the
moment where the subject is forced to do the action. I think that because of this
79 Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964: 340, 342) note that until the beginning of the nineteenth century E\OR
could also be used to locate the situation in a desirable counterfactual world (E\OR in the function of E\): 0QH
SHW·E\ORR7URH (Lomonosov), (‘If only I could sing about Troy’), and to indicate actions that the participant
should have done in the past, or to indicate an uncertain decision (e.g. 3RS\WDW·VMDE\ORVSURVLW·XQHJR; ‘Should I
try to ask him?’). In modern standard Russian, such use is highly infrequent.
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inherent dynamic character, we often tend to interpret the action of the infinitive as a
IXWXUH action. I want to argue that because of the interference between modality and
tense, EXGHW is normally not expressed in the DI-construction; the construction itself
expresses the idea of a future action, which makes insertion of EXGHW superfluous. The
form EXGHW may only be expressed in those cases where the speaker wishes to
emphasize that the infinitive situation is due to be realized. Such an interpretation
occurs mainly in the case of the epistemic-ontic interpretation of the DI-construction
(see 4.9.2). In the case of the deontic-ontic use of the construction, the emphasis on
the feature of ‘inevitability’ is not possible, since this use expresses necessity based on
generally accepted norms that are not linked to a specific moment in time, or the
necessity to realize an action based on an individual script, where the future orientation
is already expressed by other modifications such as ]DYWUD and where the script as such
already exists in the present.
For the restriction on the use of E\OR a similar motivation may be given. Insertion of
E\OR in the construction leads to an additional mental step, viz. the creation of a
vantage-point at a moment before the moment of speaking, from which a ‘future’
action is conceived. In many cases such an additional mental step is not in accordance
with the character of the construction, especially in the case of sentences that express
personal plans. The insertion of E\OR is less restricted in the case of sentences such as
(149)–(152) above, where the ‘personal plan’ character is absent, and where the
narrator expresses the presence of (the absence of) necessity pertaining to the past.

(vi) Word order

The word order for the deontic-ontic use of the DI-construction is [dative infinitive];
the last accent (indicating focus) may be on the infinitive or another constituent. The
5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 378) states that there is a possibility of changing this
order, but the examples that are given are all cases that express impossibility. The
clause initial position of the dative in the case of neutral word order is typical of
constructions where the dative can be seen as the highest participant (dative subject).
Since I have not attested deontic-ontic necessitive cases with a VS order, I will not
analyze this order here. For the analysis of VS word order, see 4.10.1. 
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(vii) Expression of negation
The DI-construction can be interpreted as a case of (de)ontic necessity in sentences
with negation; in such sentences, the DI-construction expresses the absence of some
necessity to do an action (e.g. (151)–(152). I have already discussed the position of the
negation in the case of the DI-construction in 4.5.2, but I will briefly analyze such
sentences here as well.
As Maurice (1995: 152) remarks, the interpretation of absence of necessity occurs
in those cases where the realization of the infinitive action can be evaluated negatively.
Consider the following sentence:
(153)

Tebe zavtra ne YVWDYDW· rano. (Maurice, 1995: 152)
You-DAT tomorrow not get.up-INF-IMPERF early
‘You don’t have to get up early tomorrow.’

The reason why such sentences are interpreted as cases of absence of necessity can be
explained as follows. It is only informative to speak of ‘not necessary X’ if ‘necessary
X’ is the case or is to be expected. This situation applies if an action that is expected to
be necessary is presented as not necessary, or if the necessity that is the result of an
action that is imposed on the potential agent is taken away. This description applies to
(153), where the action of ‘getting up early’, which is not evaluated positively by the
dative participant, so that the intention to do the action does not come from the dative
participant, is expected to be the case.
The following context can be given for sentences like these:
'$7 E\W·    QHJDWLRQ  ,1)    + [presupposition: no intention of the
dative participant to do Inf] o Agent has no necessity to do Inf
Cases like these have an imperfective aspect. The imperfective aspect occurs here
because the emphasis is placed on the (non-)occurrence of the action as such, and not
on the (non-)reaching of the terminus of the action.
It should be noted that sentences like these are interpreted as cases of negation of
necessity, although compositionally they express that some external force gives an
impulse to a negative action. This explains why in past tense the negation cannot be
placed before the copula, sentences but must be placed before the infinitive:
(154)

?1DP ne bylo YVWDYDW· rano.’
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we-DAT not be-PAST get.up-INF-IMPERF early
(155)

1DP bylo ne YVWDYDW· rano.
we-DAT be-PAST not get.up-INF-IMPERF early
‘We didn’t have to get up early.’

Placing the negation before the copula would yield a reading where the relation
between the subject and the infinitive predicate is negated. Modal infinitive
constructions, however, always express a relation between an action and a subject that
is the result of an external force, hence the ungrammaticality of (154).
Note that in terms of modal logic, sentences like (153) share properties with cases
where there is a possibility of a negated action; in logical terms:  [ ¡ x. In the
latter case the external force provides the possibility of realizing the negation of the
action; compare:
(156)

Vy mozhete ne otvechat’ mne.
you can not answer-INF-IMPERF me
‘You can not answer me.’

The difference between such sentences and the DI-construction is that in the case of
the DI-construction the agent has no choice about doing the action or not: some
external force initiates the action not X, where not X is wanted by the agent. In the
case of the DI-construction there is always some force that gives rise to some action.
In the case of affirmative sentences this force is interpreted as indicating necessity, in
the case of negative sentences this force must not be interpreted as indicating the
absence of necessity, but rather as the presence of a force – call it necessity – that leads
to the absence of some presupposed necessity. The confusion between the notion of a
force leading to some action and the idea of necessity is clearly underlined by those
analyses that use underlying modal operators in the analysis of the DI-construction.
The nature of the negative DI-construction also motivates why negative deontic
cases of the DI-construction are interpreted as cases of ‘not necessary X’, instead of
‘necessary not X’. In the case of ‘not necessary X’ there is always the implication of a
choice between doing X and doing not X. In the case of the DI-construction, however,
this choice is absent because of the presupposition that the agent does not want to
perform the infinitive action. Sentences that are interpreted as cases of necessity to not
do a situation only occur with directive sentences with a second person agent, such as
(157):
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(157)

Ne RWNU\YDW· dver’ na xodu poezda. (Rappaport, 1985: 108)
not open-INF-IMPERF door on motion of.train
‘Don’t open the door while the train is in motion.’


In such contexts an intention can be ascribed to non-expressed infinitive agent to do
the action; the speaker can be seen as the external force that initiates the action ‘not
Y’.80

(viii) Interrogative sentences

The DI-construction expressing necessity also occurs in interrogative sentences with
interrogatives like NDN, FKWR, NRJGD, JGH, ]DFKHP, SRFKHPX, etc. The interrogative may be part
of the valency structure of the infinitive, or may function as a specification of place, time,
manner, etc. of the infinitive situation. Below some examples are given:
(158)

(159)

No kto ty? – U menja mnogo imen. – I kak PQHQD]\YDW· tebja? – Nazyvaj menja prosto
A.81 (M. Morozov, 1HVRPQHYDW·VMDQLYFKHP)
but who you? – at me many names. – and how I-DAT call-INF-IMPERF you? – call me
just A
‘“ But who are you?” “ I have many names.” “ And what should I call you?” “ Just call me
A.” ’
– No FKHJR QDP ERMDW·VMD? – Nikto ne znaet, chego imenno nuzhno bojat’sja. (A.
Amal’rik; 1970)
but what-GEN we-DAT be.afraid-INF-IMPERF? – no.one not knows, what just needADV be.afraid-INF-IMPERF
‘But what VKRXOG we be afraid of? No-one knows, what we should be afraid of.’

In the following extract the infinitive and dative (PQH H[DW·) do not occur with an
interrogative, but with a specification of direction (.XFKLWHOMX):
80 Rappaport (1984), gives an example with a third person: .XUJDQWDNNXUJDQ.D]DFK·HMVODYHQHSURSDGDW·.
(Rappaport, 1984: 212/ Pavlenko) (Burial ground, so burial ground! Cossacks-DAT glory-DAT not dieINF-IMPERF; ‘Burial ground or no burial ground, the glory of the Cossacks must not die!’). I think this
sentence must be seen as a case of epistemic-ontic necessity (‘ZLOO not die’).
81 http:/ / www.adelaida.net:8205/ litera/ ne_somneva6.html
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(160)

A ne nado, – skazala Pelegeja. – Spasibo tebe, Ivan Kuz’mych, za sovety. Mne exat’ nado.
I Pelageja, ostaviv na stole kulek s zernom, poshla k dveri. Potom vernulas’. – Drob’-to
mne, Ivan Kuz’mych ... *GH PQH pro ètu samuju drob’-to teper’ X]QDW·? K uchitelju,
chto li, PQHH[DW·? (Zoshchenko, 1935)82
(...) where I-DAT about that same fraction PRT now know-INF-PERF? to teacher, or
something, I-DAT go-INF-IMPERF?
‘“ Oh, that’s not necessary” , said Pelegeja. “ But thank you for your advice, Ivan
Kuz’mych. I have to go now.” And Pelegeja, leaving the paper bag with the grain on the
table, walked to the door. Then she returned. – “ Where can I find out more about that
fraction? Must I go to the teacher, or something?” ’

In the construction, the dative may be expressed in all persons; in sentences where the
dative is not expressed the speaker or the generic agent can be seen as the potential agent.
In cases where the interrogative clause is a subordinate clause, the potential agent may
also be associated with a contextually given participant:
(161)

Judzhin Danbi ne znal, chto delat’.83 (D. Chekalov, 3XVW·qWRYDVQHEHVSRNRLW)
Judzhin Danbi not knew, what do-INF-IMPERF
‘Eugene Dunbee didn’t know what to do.’

Interrogative instances of the DI-construction differ from assertive instances in
particular respects. These difference are given in Table 4.2.
I think that the features mentioned here can be motivated by the specific nature of
questions and the specific semantics of the DI-construction. For the analysis of the
possibility interpretation in interrogatives, see 4.10.2; I will now briefly discuss the
other features.
An important factor in the interpretation of interrogative instances of the DIconstruction is aspect. As Rassudova (cited by Maurice, 1995: 155) remarks, with
infinitive-interrogatives a necessitive interpretation occurs normally in the case of the
imperfective aspect, whereas a possibility interpretation normally occurs in the case of
the perfective aspect.

Note that the first construction (*GHPQHSURqWXVDPXMXGURE·WRWHSHU·X]QDW·" must be seen as a case of
possibility.
83 http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZHURNAL/ chekalow.txt
82
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Table 4.2. Differences between affirmative instances and interrogative instances
Affirmative

Interrogative

The possibility interpretation occurs in special
contexts only.

No restrictions on the possibility interpretation.

The perfective aspect (in non-directive
sentences) points at an interpretation of
(im)possibility84.

Perfective cases may have a necessitive
interpretation.

There is a relatively clear-cut opposition between Neutralization of the opposition between
necessity and (im)possibility.
necessity and possibility in many cases.
The interpretation of (de)ontic necessity is
confined to specific contexts only (see 4.9.1.)
The use of E\OR is highly restricted.

There are no special restrictions on the use of
necessity.
Less restriction on the use of E\OR.

The dative is an integral part of the construction. The potential agent may remain unspecified.
The construction occupies a peripheral position
in the system of modal expressions.

The construction occupies a central position in
the system of modal expressions.

Maurice (1995: 155) cites the following examples from Rassudova, both without
expressed dative:
(162)

(163)

Kak SRV\ODW· vashe pis’mo: avia ili prostym?
how send-INF-IMPERF your letter: air or normal?
‘How should I send your letter: air or regular?’
Vy ne znaete, kak SRVODW·otsjuda zakaznoe pis’mo?
you not know, how send-INF-PERF from.here registered letter?
‘Could you tell me how to send from here a registered letter?’

In (162) the speaker asks the hearer what act he is supposed to do, i.e. the speaker has
no particular intention to fulfill the situation, and the hearer can be seen as the
initiating force; the active role is indicated by the pronoun YDVKH (‘your’). This sentence
can be paraphrased with modal predicates that express necessity such as GRO]KHQ. In
84

Exceptions are discussed above.
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(163) the speaker intends to realize the infinitive situation himself, and asks the
addressee how he can contribute to this realization; this case has the character of
possibility, which is underlined by the possibility of paraphrasing with PR]KQR or PRFK·
(‘may’).
Maurice (1995: 156) remarks that the aspect is not the only factor that determines the
interpretation, because sentences with the perfective aspect can also express necessity; she
gives the following example with the lexeme SRQMDW·(‘understand’):
(164)

Kak SRQMDW· vashe vyrazhenie?
how understand-INF-PERF your remark?
‘How should I understand your remark?’

Maurice analyses this sentence as a case where the deontic force (‘modal subject’) is the
addressee, and where the speaker does not desire the infinitive situation. In this sentence
there might be different possibilities from which to choose, and the speaker asks the
addressee which is the appropriate one. The necessitive interpretation is underlined by the
possibility of paraphrasing this sentence with GRO]KHQ (‘must’).
Maurice further argues that in other cases the opposition between possibility and
necessity can be absent altogether. She illustrates this with the following example, where
the infinitive occurs in a subordinate clause:85
(165)

Ne znaju, kak SRVWXSDW·/ SRVWXSLW· (Maurice, 1995: 156)
not I.know, how act-INF-IMPERF/ act-INF-PERF
‘I don’t know how I should/ could act.’

This sentence can be paraphrased with both QX]KQR (‘need’) and PR]KQR (‘can’), but the
difference between these paraphrases is minimal.
I do not wish to dwell on interrogatives here, but I would like to make a few
suggestions for the study of these cases. It must be kept in mind that the notions of
necessity and possibility are not part of the PHDQLQJ of the construction, but are general
terms to classify different LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of the construction. It is preferable to account for
the choice of aspect and the occurrence or non-occurrence of the dative in isolation from
the question what modality is at stake. The interpretational status of the modality of the
DI-construction is underlined by the fact that in many cases the opposition between
necessity and possibility is neutralized. In such cases one cannot decide on the parameters
85

Maurice (1996: 229) gives the same example without this subordinate context.
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relevant for the modal status of the construction (does the potential agent intend to
realize the infinitive, or can the addressee be seen as the modal force?). To analyze this
‘neutralization’ or the modal character of these questions in general it is relevant to look
at the following factors: (i) the pragmatics of questions, (ii) the presence or absence of a
dative noun, (iii) the meaning of the lexical item, and (iv) the meaning or function of the
interrogative in the construction.
In the case of the questions under discussion, the speaker asks the addressee for
information pertaining to the realization of the infinitive situation. This context
presupposes that the speaker wants the realization of the infinitive situation, or at least
accepts the realization of the infinitive situation as a given fact. Furthermore, this context
presupposes that the addressee always plays a more or less active part in the
communicative context. Since the parameters for the type of modality are the intention or
non-intention of the speaker to do the infinitive, and related to that the question of
whether the dative participant can be seen as the modal force or not, it can be expected
that in the case of questions these parameters do not have a + or – status.86
The specific pragmatics of questions also accounts for the occurrence of the
necessitive interpretation without the restrictions that occur in the case of assertive
sentences, where the deontic interpretation only occurs if there is some initial information
state that is contradicted (see 4.9.1). In my opinion, this can be motivated as follows. In
the case of questions with interrogatives, the speaker assumes that the situation will take
place, but asks for information pertaining to the place, time, person, manner, etc. of the
realization of this specific situation. Since the realization of the situation has already been
taken into account by the speaker, the logical subject of the infinitive situation (dative
participant) can be presented as being affected by the infinitive situation. Interrogatives
therefore do not need an additional context of imposing (YHG·, ]KH, contrast, etc.) but can
have a (de)ontic reading without such a context, albeit a stronger RQWLF character.
The difference in nature between modal predicates and the DI-construction in
interrogatives is evidenced by the fact that in some cases, the DI-construction cannot be
paraphrased with modal forms. Maurice (1996: 190, 239–240), remarks that in the
following sentence with the interrogative ]DFKHP (‘why’) a paraphrase with a modal adverb
is unacceptable:
(166)

Zachem PQHYUDW·?
why I-DAT lie-INF-IMPERF

A similar motivation can be given for cases with third person datives. In such cases one can speak of free
indirect speech.
86
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‘Why would/ should I lie?’
(167)

Zachem mne nuzhno vrat’.
why I-DAT need-ADV lie-INF

The reason that (167) is unacceptable as a paraphrase of (166) can probably be motivated
as follows: in (166) the speaker asks the addressee rhetorically what reasons exist that can
be seen as a force which will make him realize the infinitive situation in the future,
whereas in (167) the speaker asks the addressee what the reason is that makes him
obligated to perform the infinitive situation. This presupposes that the speaker accepts
that he must perform the action, but does not know the exact reason for this necessity
(cf. Maurice, 1995: 239). The reason for these different interpretations can be attributed
to the RQWLF character of the DI-construction, which is absent in the case of QX]KQR. The
DI-construction focusses on possible reasons that will convince the speaker to realize the
infinitive action in the future, whereas QX]KQR focuses on the presently experienced need
of the infinitive action.
Whether an intention to realize the situation can be ascribed to the dative participant,
further hinges on the question of whether a dative is expressed, and on the specific lexical
item in question. Maurice (1995) analyzes sentences where the dative is not expressed,
without pointing at the different conceptualization resulting from the absence of a dative.
The absence of the dative is connected to the generic status of the non-expressed
infinitive subject. Although the speaker may be associated with the potential agent, the
sentences given above can all be translated with ‘one’, which means that the nature of the
non-expressed infinitive subject may remain unspecified. The absence of the idea of a
specific agent to which the infinitive situation pertains, leads to a ‘neutralization’ of the
idea of necessity and possibility, since the idea of a generic agent means that the intention
to realize the infinitive situation cannot be attributed to a specific agent.
In sentences with a dative, the perfective infinitive does not necessarily mean that the
sentence can be seen as a case of possibility. A paraphrase with a modal form expressing
possibility is appropriate in cases where the speaker intends to realize the infinitive
situation, is blocked in this realization, and asks the addressee, to give information such
that the blockage is removed (see 4.10.2); such a reading is not possible with all lexical
items in particular contexts. In the case with some lexical items, such as the infinitive
SRQMDW·/ SRQLPDW· (‘understand’), the choice of aspect is related to other parameters than the
question of whether the dative participant wants the realization of the situation or not.
Consider the following sentences:
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(168)

(169)

(170)

On ne ponimaet. Da i NDNHPXSRQMDW·?87 (A. & B. Strugackie, 7UXGQRE\W·ERJRP)
he not understand. yes and how he-DAT understand-INF-PERF?
‘He doesn’t understand. And how would/ could he understand?’
Kogda ty voshla v otverstie, mozhet sluchit’sja vse chto ugodno. Pomni, chto nuzhno byt’
ostorozhnoj i v to zhe vremja smeloj. – No NDN PQH SRQMDW·, chto tam est’ chto? –
sprosila ja.88 (T. Abeljar, 0DJLFKHVNLMSHUH[RG)
(...) – but how I-DAT understand-INF-PERF, what there is what? – asked I
‘When you have gone into the hole, anything may happen. Remember, that you have to
be careful and at the same time courageous. “ But how do I know what is what there?” , I
asked.’
No uchtite – ja krut! – predupredil on (...). – .DN PQH SRQLPDW· vas.89 (V. Pikul’,
%RJDWVWYR)
(...) how I-DAT understand-INF-IMPERF you? (...)
‘” But don’t forget that I have a stern temper” , he warned me (...). “ How should I
understand your remark” ’

In the case of the perfective aspect the dative participant wishes to realize the infinitive
situation, but the speaker thinks that it is not possible to realize this situation. By using
the perfective aspect he stresses that in his opinion the reaching of the end point of the
situation (‘come to understanding’) is not likely. In (170), which has an imperfective, the
speaker asks the addressee to provide him with the information about the right
interpretation of this words. In this case the imperfective aspect is chosen because the
focus is on the question of KRZ he should perform the action; the fact that he will realize
the action as such is already given. A similar function of aspect can be found in the
sentences given below:
(171)

Ja ne znaju NDNPQHSRVWXSLW·, ja vynuzhdena na èto [abortion] pojti, mne tak bol’no i
strashno.90
I not know how I-DAT act-INF-PERF, I need on that go, I-DAT so painful-ADV and
terrible-ADV

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ STRUGACKIE/ be_god.txt
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ KASTANEDA/ taisha.txt
89 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ PIKULX/ bogatstwo.txt
90 http:/ / www.herpes.ru:8105/ abort/ mnenia1.htm
87
88
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‘I don’t know what I must do, I have to go to have an abortion, I am so hurt and
terrified.’
(172)

No, po krajnej mere, ja znal, NDNPQHSRVWXSDW· dal’she.91 (S. Luk’janenko, 1RFKQRMGR]RU)
but, in any case, I know, how I-DAT act-INF-IMPERF further
‘At least I know what I should do further.’

In (171) the speaker expresses that she does not know what to do, in a situation where it
is clear that something should be done; in (172) the speaker has already taken the decision
to engage in the infinitive situation, and focuses on KRZin particular he will engage in it.
Note that GDO·VKH expresses the idea of continuation, which triggers the imperfective
aspect.
(SLVWHPLFRQWLFQHFHVVLW\
The following sentences are examples of what I call epistemic-ontic interpretations of
the DI-construction:
(173)

(174)

(175)

91

Ne UDVWLWUDYH/ Posle oseni;/ Ne FYHVWLFYHWDP/ Zimoj po snegu! (A. Kol’tsov, 3HVQMD)
not grow-INF-IMPERF grass-DAT;/ after autumn;/ not flower-INF-IMPERF flowersDAT/ in.winter on snow
‘Grass will not grow after the autumn, flowers will not bloom in the winter on the
snow!’
[Ja] znaju – VDGXFYHVW· (...).(Bricyn, 1990: 219/ Majakovskij)
I know, garden-DAT blossom-INF-IMPERF
‘I know that the garden will blossom.’
– Byl ja segodnja v bol’nice u Danila Aleksandrycha. I skazal on mne, chto u menja
neizlechimaja bolezn’, rak zheludka, cherez dva mesjaca PQHXPLUDW·, a èto vremja
VWUDGDW· i PXFKLW·VMDstrashnymi mukami. (B. Pil’njak, *RO\MJRG)
– was I today in hospital at Danil Aleksandrycha. and told he me, that at me
untreatable illness, cancer of.stomach, over two months I-DAT die-INF-IMPERF, and
that time suffer-INF-IMPERF and be.tortured-INF-IMPERF by.terrible pains

http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ lukian/ books/ nochnoy_dozor/ nochnoy_dozor_1_07.htm
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‘Today, I visited Danil Aleksandrych at the hospital. And he told me, that I have a
terminal illness, cancer of the stomach, in two months I will die, and before that time I
will suffer, and be tormented by terrrible pains.’
(176)



(177)

(178)

Nam kazalos’ – mashina ne xochet/ I ne mozhet rabotat’ na nas./ Zavtra PQH i PDVKLQH
YRGQXGXW·GXGX/ V avarijnom rezhime u vsex na vidu, – / Ty mne nozh naposledok ne
vsazhivaj v sheju!92 (V. Vysockij, 0\Y]OHWDOLNDNXWNL ... )
(...) tomorrow I-DAT and car-DAT in one blow whistle-INF-IMPERF
‘It seemed to us that the car didn’t want to/ And wasn’t able to work for us./ Tomorrow
me and my car will sing the same tune/ In the safety procedures, in front of everyone/ At
last, don’t put your knife on my throat.’
No bystro SRVWDUHW·HM. (The Penguin book of Russian Verse, 1962: P. Anatol’sky)
but swiftly become.old-INF-IMPERF she-DAT
‘Yet it will age swiftly.’
Ne E\W·PLUX i SRUMDGNX, poka Imperija ne raskinetsja, kak ran’she (...).93 (A. Koul,
9R]YUDFKVKHQLHLPSHUDWRUD)
not be-INF peace-DAT and order-DAT, as.long.as empire not will.spread.out, as
before
‘There won’t be peace and order, as long as the empire doesn’t extend, as before.’

In the case of the epistemic-ontic interpretation of the DI-construction, the DIconstruction expresses that the infinitive situation will necessarily occur EHFDXVH of the
way things go. This particular interpretation can best be explained if we compare this
use of the DI-construction with its oppositional form, viz. the future tense EXGHW. A
sentence with a future tense like EXGHW GR]KG· (‘there will be rain’) expresses that the
situation ‘raining’ will occur in the future, whereas a sentence with an infinitive like E\W·
GR]KGMX (‘there will be rain’) expresses that the situation will LQHYLWDEO\ or QHFHVVDULO\ occur
because of the way things go or are (‘fate’). By using the DI-construction in such cases
the speaker implicitly contradicts the idea that the dative participant would not be the
subject of the infinitive situation; instead the speaker expresses that the dative
participant is necessarily ‘affected’. Because of its specific epistemic-ontic meaning, this
use of the DI-construction has a rather pathetic character, and primarily occurs in poetic
speech.
92
93

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ vv/ pesni/ my-vzletali-kak-utki.html
http:/ / www.atlant.ru:8070/ library/ koul/ ComeBack/ 116.htm
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Apresjan (1992) claims that the construction with E\W· + dative must be seen as an
independent construction, i.e. the meaning of the construction cannot be motivated
from the meaning of its parts or from other constructions, and is therefore not a
instance of the class of modal infinitive sentences. I agree with Maurice (1996: 136),
who argues that this statement is too strong. Nevertheless, I think that the epistemicontic use of the DI-construction shows strong idiomatic features. Expressions such as
E\W· JUR]H (‘there will be thunder’), E\W· EHGH (‘there will be misfortune’) can be seen as
more or less fixed expressions. Furthermore, the construction very frequently occurs
with verbs like E\W· (‘be’), UDVWL (‘grow’), FYHVWL (‘flower’), ]KLW· (‘live’), and XPLUDW· (‘die’).
The frequent occurrence of these verbs may possibly be motivated by the meaning of
the construction, as I will explain below, but I am not sure whether this motivates the
entire distribution of this use.
How can we arrive at the epistemic-ontic interpretation if we start out from the
abstract meaning of the DI-construction? We start out from the abstract meaning
given earlier, and specify it with a context (see Figure 4.13).
Figure 4.13

7KHDJHQW H[SUHVVHGLQWKHGDWLYHIRUP LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDVLWXDWLRQ<LH[
GRHVQRWLQLWLDWH<KLPVHOI

6HPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Y is prototypically imperfective.
x is always expressed.
x is animate or inanimate.
If x is animate, then Y is not controllable or indicates a state, XQOHVV it occurs
with specific formal features like accentuation of Y or modifications like ERO·VKH
QH, X]KHQH, YVHUDYQR, QLNRJGD, QLYFKHP, QHYVHetc., whose function is to assert the
(non-)existence of Y (and which overrules the prototypical Aktionsart of the
verb).
The infinitive can be negated.
prototypical [dative infinitive] order; in the case of the verb E\W· [infinitive
dative order].
The future tense indication EXGHW occurs in some cases.
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,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ:
Because the agent is inanimate, or animate but the potential subject of an
uncontrollable action, there can be no ‘real world force’ that compels the agent to do
the action. However, we can still speak of the agent as the recipient of the action
because the action will LQHYLWDEO\ occur, that is, the speaker presents the occurrence of
the action not as the result of the initiation of the participant, but as something that
will QHFHVVDULO\EHWKHFDVHEHFDXVHRIWKHZD\WKLQJVJR:

7KH DJHQW H[SUHVVHG LQ WKH GDWLYH IRUP  LV WKH UHFLSLHQW RI D VLWXDWLRQ W\SH
DVVLJQHGWRKLPE\VRPHIRUFHOLNHGHVWLQ\RUIDWHLHWKHDJHQWLV¶FRPSHOOHG·
WRGRWKHLQILQLWLYHVLWXDWLRQLQWKHVHQVHWKDWWKHZD\WKLQJVJROHDGVLQHYLWDEO\
WRWKHVLWXDWLRQEHLQJWKHFDVH
By using the DI-construction the speaker makes explicit that no alternative situation is
possible, and that the dative participant is necessarily affected by the infinitive
situation.
The description given above needs further explanation. For this it may be useful to
contrast my analysis with that of Sweetser (1990: 58–65), who discusses the occurrence
of epistemic necessity in English. She claims that epistemic necessity is the epistemic
counterpart of the root-modal (in my terms ‘deontic modal’) PXVW, and proposes that
root-modal meanings, like the English PXVW or PD\, can be extended metaphorically
from the ‘real’ (socio-physical) world to the epistemic world, since in the case of
epistemic necessity, evidence can be seen as a force that compels the speaker to draw a
particular conclusion. Her analysis differs from traditional treatments of epistemic
modality in that she claims that the epistemic interpretation must be seen as a
metaphoric extension of the deontic interpretation, and that the mapping from the
domain of root-modality to the epistemic domain is a EDVLF mapping in language, in
other words, it occurs in many different domains of the language system.
Although Sweetser’s analysis is successful for the English modals, it is not clear
whether it can also be applied to the DI-construction. The occurrence of the dative
suggests that it is not the speaker who is conceptualized as ‘forced’ (‘I am forced to
draw the conclusion etc.’), but rather the dative participant itself. If we follow
Sweetser’s line of thought for the Russian infinitive, it is not clear how we can map the
idea of a participant being forced to the idea of the speaker being forced, without an
intermediate step where both the participant itself and the speaker are in some way
forced. It therefore seems better to follow the line of thought proposed by Jakobson
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(1990 [1936]: 359), who speaks about a IDWHGQHFHVVLW\ (‘destiny’) in the case of sentences
like E\W·GR]KG·MX. The same idea is expressed by Maurice (1996: 132–134), who refers to
‘the events as they are predicated from above, and the way things go’. I wish to argue,
therefore, that in the case of the DI-construction the epistemic interpretation always
has an ontic flavor. This means that the external force leading to the occurrence of the
event must be identified as something like a regular pattern in reality, in other words,
‘the way things go’. This pattern ‘compels’ the agent to do the infinitive action, and DV
VXFK leads the speaker to the conclusion that the event will occur:
(179)

Vse nebo zakryto tuchami. %\W·VLO·QRPXGR]KG·MX.
all sky covered with.clouds. Be-INF strong-DAT rain-DAT
‘The sky is all covered with clouds. There will be heavy rain.’

Because the initiator is not a particular entity, but a regularity in the world, the
occurrence of the action is not linked to an ideal level, but to an absolute level: the
action will necessarily occur.
Note that the idea of QHFHVVLW\ as the result of the speaker being forced to draw a
particular conclusion is weakened or even absent in particular contexts, which can be
seen as further evidence for the ‘fated’ analysis. This is the case for example in the
following sentence:
(180)

Kak YHUHYRFKNH ni YLW·VMD, konec vse ravno budet. (Osipova, 1992: 25/ Proverb)
how string-DAT not unwind-INF-IMPERF, end all.the.same will.be
‘No matter how you wrap people around your finger, there will come an end to it
anyway.’

In this case the speaker is not forced to draw the conclusion that a particular action will
be the case, but it is expressed that no matter what destiny will be, no matter how
things will go, the occurrence of the infinitive action will not lead to the action
mentioned in the second clause. As such, the idea of necessity is absent in this
sentence, although we can still speak of a IDWHG interpretation.
I have claimed that in the case of the epistemic-ontic interpretation of the DIconstruction, we can still speak of a recipient, because the action is not the result of the
intention of the subject, but is initiated by something like fate or the way things go. In
order to interpret the DI-construction as such, we need a specific context. Below I will
discuss the contexts as they are given above in more detail.
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(i) Aspect
The aspect of the epistemic-ontic DI-construction is normally imperfective. For this
the same explanation can be given as for the imperfective aspect in the case of the
deontic interpretation. In the case of epistemic-ontic necessity the speaker focuses on
the fact that some action is imposed on the dative participant and that he will HQJDJH in
the action; in such sentences the fact that the action will necessarily be realized is not is
not highlighed. In some cases, however, one finds the perfective aspect, e.g.:
(181)

(182)

,Pskoro VWDW· soldatami. (Rappaport, 1985: 209/ 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II)
they-DAT soon become-INF-PERF soldiers
‘They are about to become soldiers.’
Tak chto, – zagovoril on toroplivo, – front, bozhe soxrani, prodvigaetsja ... Ili QDP
SRGDW·VMD v glub’ strany ... Ili, mozhet byt’, RVWDW·VMD.... (A. Zoshchenko, 1935)
(...) or we-DAT draw.forward in depth of.land ... or, maybe, stay-INF-PERF
‘“ So” , he said in a hurry, – “ the front, may God protect us, is moving forward ... Either
we will have to draw forward into the heart of the country ... Or, maybe, we will stay.” ’

In the first case the perfective aspect focuses on the end point of the process of
becoming a soldier, as such pointing to the situation where they DUH soldiers. The
second sentence can be seen as an intermediate case between deontic-ontic necessity
and ontic necessity with an epistemic nuance. This sentence can be paraphrased with
constructions/ forms like VWRLW (‘have to’), OXFKVKH (E\) (‘it’s better’), QDGR (‘must’), GRO]KQ\
(‘must’), and also with the verb PRFK· (‘can’). The perfective aspect focuses on the
desirable result of the situation (‘we will be in the heart of the country’/ ‘we will still be
in the same place’), and not on the fact that the subject will engage in the situation.
(ii-v) The nature of the dative participant and the infinitive situation
The dative participant may be an inanimate agent or an animate agent. Sentences with
inanimate agents are often sentences that express the necessary occurrence of natural
phenomena, like FYHVWL VDGX (‘The garden will blossom.’) or E\W· JUR]H (‘There will be
thunder.’). In cases like these it is clear that we cannot interpret the DI-construction in
a deontic way: there is no force that compels the agent to do the action, because the
agent is inanimate and the action consequently uncontrollable. In these sentences it is
some SDWWHUQLQQDWXUH that is observed by the speaker as HYLGHQFH, that will lead inevitably
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to the RFFXUUHQFH or H[LVWHQFH of the action. If the dative participant is an animate agent, it
needs a particular context in order to be interpreted as a case of epistemic-ontic
necessity, rather than a case of deontic necessity. If the agent is animate and the agent
cannot control the action, the DI-construction is interpreted as a case of epistemic
necessity. These are often sentences with the ‘existential’ verbs E\W(‘be’), QHE\YDW·,]KLW·
(‘live’), XPLUDW·(‘die’); below some examples are given with the verb E\W·, E\YDW·:
(183)

(184)

(185)

Ox, neraschetlivyj ty tip, Sapargaliev! – vzdoxnul Èdik. – 1HE\W·WHEH bogatym i
zazhitochnym. (V. Kunin, 5XVVNLHQD0DULHQSODF)
(...) not be-INF you-DAT rich and well-to-do
‘“ Oh, what a wasteful type you are, Sapargliev!” , said Edik. “ You won’t be rich or
well-to-do.” ’
Kogda slushal tolki, chto E\W· skoro 0LW·NH glavnym inzhenerom kolxoza, nichego ne
govoril. (Bricyn, 1990: 224/ Ivanov)
when heard rumours, that be-INF soon Mit’ka-DAT head engineer of.kolkhoz,
nothing not said
‘When he/ I heard the rumours that Mit’ka would soon be the head engineer, he/ I said
nothing.’
Ne E\YDW·6DGNX so sinja morja! (The Penguin book of Russian verse, 1962/ %\OLQ\)
not be-INF Sadko-DAT from blue sea!
‘Sadko will not be returning from the blue sea.’

Maurice (1996: 130) argues that the absence of controllability is present in all the cases
of the ontic interpretation of the DI-construction. Put differently, if we encounter an
instance of the DI-construction and we have to interpret it, the controllability of the
verb determines whether it should be interpreted as a case of (de)ontic necessity, or as
a case of epistemic-ontic necessity. The problem is, however, that it is not clear which
verbs can be seen as controllable, and which not. Maurice argues that the controllability
of a verb can be tested by inserting the verb in a FKWRE\ (‘in order to’) clause. If the verb
can be inserted in a FKWRE\ clause without losing its purposive meaning, it can be said to
have the feature [+control]:
FRQWURO
(186)

My zashli k sosedke, chtoby ona ne obidelas’.
we went to neighbor, in.order she not be.insulted
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‘We went to the neighbor, so that she wouldn’t be insulted.’

FRQWURO
(187)

*Solnce zashlo, chtoby bylo temno.
sun set, in.order was dark.

(188)

Ego dolgo nosilo po svetu, i nakonec on priexal sjuda, chtoby cherez polgoda umeret’
zdes’ ot maljarii. (Bulygina, 1982: 69)
him long it.carried over world, and at.last he came here, in.order over half.a.year die
here of malaria
‘He wandered all over the world, and at last he came here, to die of malaria in half a
year.’

Although it may be the case that the specific epistemic LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ of the DIconstruction implies that the action is SHUFHLYHG as not controlled by the agent, we cannot
judge from the verb alone whether it will be interpreted as a case of (de)ontic necessity
or epistemic-ontic necessity. Some verbs that are controllable according to the test
given above can, without special context, be interpreted as cases of epistemic-ontic
necessity (such as OHWHW· (‘fly’)), while other verbs that are controllable need a specific
context to be interpreted as such. The claim that controllability is the distinguishing
factor in whether the DI-construction is interpreted as a case of (de)ontic necessity or
epistemic-ontic necessity can therefore not be maintained.
It seems that an important factor in the interpretation of the DI-construction is the
$NWLRQVDUW of the verb. An analysis based on this idea can be found in Steedman (1977)
for the English modals PXVWZLOOPD\. Steedman claims that the difference between the
epistemic interpretation and the deontic interpretation of the English modals is
connected with the Aktionsart of the verb with which it is combined. He claims that
verbs naturally fall into two groups. The first group – of HYHQWV – includes activities,
accomplishments, and achievements. They all describe what KDSSHQHG or what someone
GLG. The second group – of VWDWHV – describe VRPHWKLQJEHLQJWKHFDVH. Steedman claims that
if the verb with which the modal form is combined is interpreted as a state, it is
interpreted as a case of epistemic modality, and if it is interpreted as an event, it is
interpreted as a case of (de)ontic necessity.
Steedman’s analysis can be used for the DI-construction in the following way: in
order to interpret the DI-construction as a case of epistemic necessity we QHFHVVDULO\
have to interpret the infinitive-situation as a state: the epistemic DI-construction
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expresses that a particular action will necessarily EHWKHFDVH. Some verbs have a meaning
that make them interpretable as such. Bricyn remarks (1990: 226–227) that among the
typical verbs that occur in the DI-construction in an epistemic interpretation we find
verbs that indicate ongoing processes or states, rather than events that are linked to a
specific moment in time. These include verbs that indicate position, like VWRMDW·(‘stand’),
VLGHW· (‘sit’). Other verbs that are normally interpreted as cases of epistemic necessity are
those that indicate physical or psychological influence on a person, like VWUDGDW· (‘suffer’)
and PXFKLW·VMD(‘be tormented’) in (175). As Bricyn (1990: 227) mentions, such actions
cannot easily be planned, which makes it difficult to associate them with a specific
moment in time:
(189)

?Mne v 5 chasov nad nim nasmexat’sja. (Bricyn, 1990: 227)
I-DAT at 5 o’ clock at him make.fun-INF-IMPERF
‘I have to make fun of him at 5 o’clock.’

Other verbs are normally interpreted as events, but can indicate a state if they occur in
the right context. Such a context can be provided by (a) a particular accentuation or (b)
occurrence of particular modifications such as negation. An example of the influence
of accentuation is given below:
'HRQWLFXVH
(190)

(PXFKLWDW· knígu.
he-DAT read-INF-IMPERF book
‘He KDV to read the book.’

(SLVWHPLFXVH
(191)

(PXFKLWiW· knigu.
he-DAT read-INF-IMPERF book.
‘He ZLOO read the book.’

In (190) it is expressed that the agent must do a particular action, whereas in (191),
with the accent on the infinitive, it is expressed that a particular action will be the case.
An accented infinitive negates the presupposition that the infinitive action is not the
case.
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Other features that influence the interpretation of the DI-construction are
particular forms like X]KHQH, ERO·VKHQH(‘not anymore’)YVHUDYQRQH (‘not anyway’):
(192)

(193)

0QH volos tvoix/ ne WURJDW· bol’she/ Gub tvoix, Alena/ 0QHne FHORYDW· 94 (Song text)
I-DAT hair your/ not touch-INF-IMPERF anymore/ Lips your, Alena/ I-DAT not
kiss-INF-IMPERF
‘I ZRQ·W touch your hair anymore, and your lips, Alena, I won’t kiss.’
(PX uzhe ne FKLWDW· knig. (Bricyn, 1990: 226)
he-DAT already not read-INF-IMPERF books.
‘He ZRQ·W read books anymore.’

These forms emphasize the fact that the infinitive situation will not occur in the future,
by constrasting it with the occurrence of the action in the present (ERO·VKHQH, X]KHQH), or by
expressing that no matter how things go the action will not take place (YVH UDYQR QH). It
seems that if these modifications occur, the DI-construction is always interpreted as a
case of epistemic-ontic necessity. This means that sentences like (192)–(193) cannot be
interpreted as expressing absence of necessity, even if the infinitive situation is interpreted
as a negative state. The motivation for this may be that in the case of negation, the
realization of the infinitive situation is not related to a specific moment in time. Note
furthermore that such sentences can in principle be interpreted as cases of impossibility if
an intention to realize the situation is ascribed to the dative subject. This underlines the
close relation between these various interpretations and the interpretative status of the
different uses.

(vi) Word order

The word order is mostly [Dative infinitive], as in the case of deontic-ontic use. In the
case of the construction with E\W·, however, the order is [E\W· dative].95 Timofeev (1950:
279) argues that this order gives the construction a nuance of inevitability, and
therefore a greater expressiveness. This specific order here must be motivated by the
meaning of E\W·. I will give the following tentative motivation. The verb E\W· cannot be
in a focus position in this construction (it cannot have the last accent) because that
http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ K08/ K08.05.lat.html
An exception must be made for the saying &KHPXE\W·WRJR>WRPX@QHPLQRYDW·. (‘What must happen, you
cannot avoid.’), but this construction has a different semantic structure.
94

95
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arrangement would presuppose a contrast with another situation relevant for the dative
subject, or would presuppose that the dative subject does not exist:
(194)

?%HGHEëW·.
misfortune-DAT be-INF
(i) Contradiction of a ‘relevant alternative’ situation. (cf. Verhagen, 1986; for this term)
(ii)Contradiction of the presupposition that EHGD does not exist.

Both interpretations are pragmatically odd. The first because no such alternative
situation can be given, the second because it presupposes the idea of a world where
misfortune does not exist at all.

(vii) Occurrence of EXGHW

In some cases EXGHW, the future tense of E\W·, is used to stress that the scene expressed
by the DI-construction is related to a time after the moment of speaking:
(195)

(196)

A o chem ja dumaju? Vot o chem: chem QDP]KLW·EXGHW?96 (letter from Pushkin)
but about what I think? here about what: through.what we-DAT live-INF-IMPERF
will.be
‘About what I think? Here is what I think: on what will we live?’
Frolu QHVGREURYDW· EXGHW. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 376/ Shukshin)
Frol-DAT turn.out.badly-INF-IMPERF will.be
‘It will turn out badly for Frol.’

Such uses are infrequent (Maurice, 1996). I think the restrictions can be explained in
terms of the interference of the future tense with modality. The auxiliary E\OR is not
expressed in the construction, which can be motivated by the ontic nature of this use.97


http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ pushkin/ bio/ puvj.htm
The 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 376) notes that E\OR occurs in an old saying; this use is not productive
in modern Russian.
96
97
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 7KH FRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK ]KH QHJDWLRQ DQG LPSHUIHFWLYH LQILQLWLYHV ,Q
EHWZHHQLPSRVLQJDQGEORFNLQJ
The imperfective infinitive occurs in sentences with the particle ]KH (‘after all’) and
negation:
(197)

(198)



(199)

(200)

(201)

(202)

Muzhchina dostig svoej celi – on isportil-taki ej nastroenie. V konce koncov, QHHPX]KH
RGQRPXUD]GUD]KDW·VMD!98 (O. Malaxov & A. Vasilenko, 2NHDQ3URWLYRSROR]KQRVWL)
(...) after all, not he-DAT PRT alone-DAT be.annoyed-INF-IMPERF
‘The man achieved his goal, he also spoiled her mood. After all, he couldn’t possibly be
irritated alone.’
1HYVHP]KH v stolicax ]KLW·! (A. Zoshchenko, 1935)
not all-DAT PRT in capitals live-INF-IMPERF
‘After all, we cannot all live in the capital!’
A chto ja mog sdelat’ eshche? 1HXVWXSDW·]KHE\ORemu svoju dolzhnost’. (S.
Dovlatov, .RPSURPLVV)
but what I could do still? not let.have-INF-IMPERF PRT was-NEUT him own duty
‘But what more could I do? After all, I couldn’t possibly hand over his duty to him.’
Kak zhe byt’? 1HGR]KLGDW·VMD]KHPQH vashego muzha! (A. Chexov, 5DVVND]\)
how PRT be? not wait-INF-IMPERF PRT I-DAT your husband
‘But what should I do? I can’t possibly wait here for your husband.’
1HPQH]KHRGQRPX obo vsem ètom GXPDW·.99
not I-DAT PRT alone-DAT about everything think-INF-IMPERF
‘I can’t possibly think about everything myself.’
I kak xorosho, chto ja vchera gostincev kupil, – QHH[DW·]KH v Petushki bez
gostincev.100 (V. Erofeev, 0RVNYD²3HWXVKNL)
and how good, that I yesterday gift bought, – not go-INF-IMPERF PRT in Petushki
without gifts
‘And how good that I bought some presents yesterday, after all one can’t go to
Petushka without gifts.’

http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ malahov_vasilenko/ ocean.htm
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZHURNAL/ savelichev.txt
100 http:/ / lib.ru/ lat/ EROFEEW/ petushki.txt
98
99
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The following semantic-syntactic information is relevant for this construction:
² 1H and ]KH (and sometimes YHG·) are obligatory elements of the construction.
² 1H and ]KH are placed respectively before and after the constituent with the
sentence accent, or in the case of second datives, as in (201) above, around the first
dative
– The infinitive is imperfective.
– The construction occurs with first, second and third person datives.
– Cases with a third person always occur in free indirect speech (Maurice, 1996: 108).
– In many cases the dative participant is not expressed; such cases have a generic
character (202), although the speaker may be associated with the potential agent.
(Maurice, 1996: 108).
– The verb E\OR occurs in the construction; no attestation of EXGHW.
– Both VS and SV order occur.
This construction can be seen as an intermediate case between possibility and necessity
(cf. Maurice, 1996: 112). The fact that the construction can be analyzed both as a case
of necessity and as a case of possibility can be motivated as follows.
The construction is uttered in a context where the speaker proposes that it might
be argued that the realization of the infinitive situation by the potential agent is the
case, or is appropriate. By using the construction under discussion the speaker appeals
to a generally accepted fact (implicitly referred to by ]KH) that can be seen as a norm
that assigns the non-realization of the infinitive situation to the potential agent. This
means that according to this norm, the realization of the infinitive situation is
inappropriate, not possible, or not permitted. In contrast to actual cases of
impossibility, with the perfective aspect, no actual intention is ascribed to the potential
agent to realize the infinitive situation. The ascription of an intention to the potential
agent in the case of this construction has only a rhetorical value (‘the hypothetical
statement that X would be appropriate is not correct, since according to some generally
accepted norm the realization of X is inappropriate’). As such, cases like these are close
to necessitive cases.
The construction under discussion expresses very clearly the ‘contrastive’ nature of
the DI-construction: the initial information state that the dative participant could be
the performer of the infinitive situation is contradicted with reference to an
indisputable fact, sustained by the particle ]KH; this means that the dative participant is
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necessarily affected by the (non-occurrence of) infinitive situation. For the expression
of E\OR, see 4.9.1. For the word order, see 4.10.1.
6HQWHQFHVZLWKLPSHUIHFWLYHLQILQLWLYHVWKDWH[SUHVVWKHLGHDRI¶EHLQJ
FDSDEOHRI·

In some cases the DI-construction occurs with an imperfective infinitive in sentences
where the idea of being the recipient of the infinitive situation is connected to the idea of
‘being able to’ or ‘being capable of’; such sentences can be parpaphrazed with modal
predicates of possibility, such as PR]KQR and VSRVREHQ. Two examples are given below:
(203)

(204)

Ty ne romantik! – busheval Pashka.– 7HEHVLGHW· doma i UD]YRGLW· kvadratnye
arbuzy!101 (K. Bulychev, *D·GRLHJRJRVSR]KD)
you are not a romantic! – said Pashka in a rage – you-DAT sit-INF-IMPERF at.home
and grow-INF-IMPERF square melons
‘“ You are not a romantic!” , Pashka said in a rage. “ You will wind up staying home and
growing square melons/ you are capable of staying home and growing square melons.” ’
(that is, do something dull or boring).
Ot” elsja ty, komandir. V shtabe WHEHVLGHW·, a ne YRHYDW·. (S. Luk’janenko, 2VHQQLHYL]LW\)
overate you, commander. in headquarters you-DAT sit-INF-IMPERF, and not fightINF-IMPERF
‘You have become fat, commander. Your place is to sit in the headquarters, and not to
fight.’

In both sentences the occurrence of the dative is facilitated by the constrastive reading of
the sentence, which is implied in (203) and explicit in (204). In contrast to the sentences
that express impossibility and possibility with a perfective aspect, in these sentences no
actual intention is ascribed to the dative participant to realize the infinitive situation, but it
is expressed that ‘the dative participant has such properties that the only thing for him to
do is the infinitive situation’. Sentences like these show that in some cases it is difficult to
make a distinction between cases that express necessity and cases that express possibility,
since these terms do not adequately describe the actual meaning and interpretation of the
construction.


101

http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ kb/ stories/ gaj-do/ text-00.htm
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¶,PSRVVLELOLW\·DQG¶SRVVLELOLW\·&DVHVRIEORFNLQJDQGGHEORFNLQJ

In this section I will discuss uses that express impossibility or possibility. Such uses can
be visually represented as shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14*
(not) INF
DAT+

EF

* INF=the action expressed by the infinitive; DAT=the participant expressed by the dative;
EF=external force

In the case of the (im)possibility interpretation of the DI-construction, the dative
participant is not the initiator of the action because (a) he LQWHQGV to realize the action
but the realization of the action is blocked by an external force (which makes the dative
participant the recipient of action not INF), or (b) the dative participant LQWHQGV to
realize the action, but he is blocked, and this blockage is removed (which makes the
dative participant the recipient of INF). The following general context can be given for
such cases:
'$7 QHJDWLRQGHEORFNLQJ  E\OREXGHW ,1)  + [presupposition: intention x to realize Inf] o There is some (im)possibility for the agent to do Inf
Cases of (im)possibility can be paraphrased in Russian with modal forms, e.g (QH) PRFK·,
(QH) XGDW·VMD and with the perfective present. In the next two sections I will discuss how
the DI-construction can be interpreted as a case of impossibility or possibility. I will
discuss sentences without negation separately because of the special position that they
occupy in the use of the DI-construction.
¶,PSRVVLELOLW\·DQGUHODWHGFDVHV
The following sentences are examples of impossibility interpretations of the DIconstruction:
(205)

Nikuda YDP ne VNU\W·VMDot gibeli. Nikuda ne ujti ot vraga. (Bricyn, 1990: 230/ Esenin)
nowhere you-DAT not hide-INF-PERF from death. never not go away-INF-PERF
from enemy.
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‘There is not place where you can hide to escape death. You won’t succeed escaping
the enemy.’
(206)

(207)

(208)

(209)

(PX ved’ ne XMWL iz goroda.102 (N. Shitova, 'HU]NDMD)
he-DAT PRT not go.from-INF-PERF from city
‘After all, he can’t leave town.’
Svoboda, Paul’, – funkcija organizma! 7HEH ètogo ne SRQMDW·! Ved’ ty rodilsja
svobodnym, kak ptica!103 (S. Dovlatov, .RPSURPLVV)
(...) you-DAT that not understand-INF-PERF!
‘Freedom, Paul, is a function of the organism. You can’t understand that! After all, you
were born free like a bird.’
No, ponimaja, chto bez pomoshchi PQH uzhe ne RERMWLV·, ja vse zhe otpravilsja na
ispoved’ v xram pri Staroj Shkole.104 (U. LeGuin, (VKFKHRGQDLVWRULMDLOLU\EDNL]
YQXWULPRU·MD)
but, understanding that without help I-DAT already not go.around-INF-PERF, I all
PRT went on confession in church near old school
‘But, since I understood that I wouldn’t be able to cope without help, I went to
confession in the church near the Old School.’
Odin gospodin iz Berdicheva/ sel na sled isprazhnenija ptich’ego./ Ogljadevshi svoj
frak,/ on skazal – èto znak,/ tol’ko smysl PQHne SRVWLFK· ego.105
(...)/ just meaning I-DAT not reach-INF-PERF him.
‘A man from Berdichevo/ sat down on some birds droppings/ After looking at his
suit,/ he said: “ It’s a sign,/ I just won’t be able to find the meaning of it.” ’

These sentences express that the agent of the infinitive situation intends to realize the
infinitive situation, but is blocked in this attempt. Note that the term intention does
not necessarily mean that the agent FRQVFLRXVO\ plans to realize a situation; in some cases
the imagination of the realization of the infinitive situation is just seen as something
positive. In all cases the speaker contradicts the initial information state that the
infinitive situation is the case/ realizable by expressing that the dative subject fails in
102
103
104
105

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ PROZA/ shitowa.txt
http:/ / lib.r-isp.net/ lat/ DOWLATOW/ kompromiss.txt
http:/ / mirror.primorye.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ LEGUIN/ rybakizwnutrimoriya.txt
http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ iron-month-9806.html
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realizing the intended situation. As in the case of the necessitive use of the DIconstruction, the typical ontic nature may be underlined by particles like X]KHQH, and
YHG·.
Note that the verbs with which the impossibility interpretation of the DIconstruction occurs, often indicate situations where the subject deliberately strives to
reach the natural end point of the situation (Bricyn, 1990: 235). In such cases the
negation of the infinitive in combination with the meaning of the dative emphasizes
the fact that the speaker is not in the position to UHDOL]H the action. Sentences like these
can be paraphrased with a dative subject and the form XGDW·VMD(‘succeed’). This form,
combined with negation, H[SUHVVHV the failing of the subject in realizing the intended
action. The idea of succeeding is less clearly present in the case of modal forms with a
nominative subject like VPRFK· (‘can’). This form indicates an inherent property of the
subject, and, unlike the DI-construction, has a future oriented meaning. Because of the
different semantics of VPRFK· and the DI-construction, the DI-construction can not be
paraphrased with VPRFK· in all contexts:
(210)

Tebe ne zapugat’ menja (… ). (Maurice, 1996: 104/ MM)
you-DAT not frighten-INF-PERF me
‘You ZRQ·Wfrighten me.’

(211)

Ty ne smozhesh’ zapugat’ menja. (incorrect as a paraphraze of (210))
you-NOM not can-1sg-PERF frighten-INF-PERF me

Sentence (210) expresses the general statement that the dative participant has such
properties that he is not in the position to frighten the speaker, whereas the statement
in (211) has a clear future oriented character, and therefore a less general and more
specific meaning. The general character of (210) is the result of the ontic character of
the construction. Note that in the case of verbs that do not indicate goal-oriented
actions, the impossibility interpretation takes on an even clear epistemic-ontic
character, e.g. (208). This character can be traced back to the PHDQLQJ of the DIconstruction: the DI-construction expresses that agent x is the UHFLSLHQW of state type not
Y. A sentence like PQHQHSURMWL (lit. ‘to me not go through’) expresses that the agent will
not be the recipient of the action of SURMWL, because of particular circumstances or
because of the way things are.
In many contexts the DI-construction can be paraphrased with the perfective
present, for example in (210): 7\ PHQMD QH ]DSXJDHVK·. This form, however, lacks the
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aspect of the specific RQWLF nature of the DI-construction. Consider the following
sentences:
(212)

(213)

Nikogda PQH ètogo ne ]DE\W·.106 (U. LeGuin (VKFKH RGQD LVWRULMD LOL U\EDN L]
YQXWULPRU·MD)
never I-DAT that not forget-INF-PERF
‘I will never forget that.’
My v teatre vstretilis’, a ne v posteli, Olimpiada Nikolaevna! I vot ètogo ja ne zabudu
nikogda!107 (N. Ptushkina, 3ODFKXYSHUHG)
(...) and PRT that I not forget-PRS-PERF never! (...)
‘We met in the theatre, and not in the bed, Olimpiada Nikolaevna! And I will never
forget that!’

In the first sentence, with the DI-construction, the speaker expresses that no matter
what she tries, the way things are is such that she will not forget. In (213), with the
perfective present, the speaker asserts that he will never forget, ZLWKRXWVWUHVVLQJ that the
non-occurrence of the situation is due to factors outside of his will. The construction
with the perfective present and the verb ]DE\W· has a future oriented meaning, whereas
the DI-construction has a more general character.
In 4.9.1 I already pointed out that the position of the negation is in full accordance
with the meaning of the construction. As such, strategies like ‘negative transportation’
are not needed to motivate the negation in such sentences. Furthermore, I argued that
that the impossibility interpretation cannot be reduced to a necessitive interpretation
(necessary not X QRWSRVVLEOH; ,QWKHFDVHRIWKH',-construction, the meaning of
necessity expressed by the construction cannot be defined as a logical operator of
necessity ‘ ·EHFDXVHWKHQHFHVVLW\LVWKHUHVXOWRIWKHLGHDRIEeing a recipient of an
action type, and is not the result of some presupposed operation of necessity. Both in
the case of the necessitive interpretation, and in the case of the impossibility
interpretation, the meaning of UHFLSLHQW plays a part. This idea of being a recipient of an
action type X cannot be equated with ‘ ;·ZKHUH\LVWKHVXEMHFWRI;7KHLGHDRIWKH
agent as a recipient of an action type can be interpreted as a case of negation of
necessity ( ;  RU DV D FDVH RI LPSRVVLELOLW\ ¡X), depending on the context in
which it occurs. In the case of impossibility we start out from the perspective of the
106
107

http:/ / mirror.primorye.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ LEGUIN/ rybakizwnutrimoriya.txt
http:/ / www.theatre.ru:8084/ drama/ ptushkina/ plachu1.html
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subject of the situation that has an intention to fulfill the action, whereas in the case of
the necessitive interpretation, we do not take the perspective of the agent into account.
How can we derive the impossibility interpretation from the meaning of the
construction? We start out from the meaning given earlier, and specify it with a context
(Figure 4.15).
Figure 4.15

[LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDVLWXDWLRQW\SH<LH<LVQRWLQLWLDWHGE\[

VHPDQWLFV\QWDFWLFIHDWXUHV:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Y is negated.
Y is prototypically perfective.
x is animate or inanimate; if x is inanimate an intentionto reach the resultative
situation of Y can be ascribed to people associated with x.
x is expressed in the dative, or if not expressed interpretable as a generic agent
The auxiliary is mostly not expressed.
The word order is prototypically [dative infinitive], but a reverse order occurs
as well.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

The subject can be interpreted as a recipient because he intends to realize the action
(which is underlined by the perfective aspect), but is blocked in his intention, i.e. he is
the recipient of state not Y:

7KH DJHQW H[SUHVVHG LQ WKH GDWLYH IRUP  KDV WKH LQWHQWLRQ WR UHDOL]H WKH
LQILQLWLYH DFWLRQ < EXW LV EORFNHG E\ SDUWLFXODU FLUFXPVWDQFHV ZKLFK PHDQV
WKDW WKH GDWLYH SDUWLFLSDQW LV WKH UHFLSLHQW RI WKH VWDWH ¶QRW <· LH WKH DJHQW
FDQQRWGRZLOOQRWGRHVQRWVXFFHHGLQGRLQJDFWLRQ<

Below I will discuss the contexts as in Figure 4.15 in more detail:
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(i) The negation in the case of impossibility
The impossibility interpretation occurs in so-called QHJDWLYH contexts.108 In the case of
the infinitive two main types of negation can be distinguished:
– Cases where an action (expressed by the infinitive) is fully negated.
– Cases where an action is partly negated; these cases amount to possibility with a
clear reference to a possible failure.
Under full negation we can classify cases with QH (‘not’), negative concord forms like
QLNRJGD (‘never’), QLFKHJR (‘nothing’), and the negative construction [QL… QL]. (‘neither …
nor’). Under partial negation we can classify sentences with HGYD OL (‘hardly’/ ’almost
not’)109 and YUMDG OL (‘probably not’); such sentences express that there is a situation
close to the non-occurrence of the situation:
(214)

(215)

(216)

Ulicy takie uzkie, chto edva UD]PLQXW·VMD GYXP PDVKLQDP. (5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND,
1980, II: 374)
streets so small, that hardly overtake-INF-PERF two-DAT cars-DAT
‘The streets are so narrow that two cars can hardly overtake.’
0QH]DE\W· tvoi glaza edva li. 110 (Song text, twentieth century)
I-DAT forget-INF-PERF your eyes hardly
‘I can hardly forget your eyes.’
Izvinite mne moi voprosy, ska<zal> Isp<anec>, – no vrjad li PQHQDMWL v drugoj raz
udovletovoritel’nyx otvetov. (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 347/ Pushkin)
forgive me my questions, said spaniard, – but probably.not I-DAT find-INF-PERF in
another time satisfactory answers

In logically oriented literature, negative contexts are sometimes described in terms of particular logical
properties that they share, e.g. in terms of PRQRWRQLFLW\ (see Van der Wouden, 1994). The term ‘monotonicity’
concerns patterns of inference; in the case of monotonicity one can speak of stability of semantic information
or truth-value under change of context. Van der Wouden (1994) argues that operators such as ‘hardly’ can be
seen as a monotone-decreasing operators. This means that this operator allows reasoning from sets to subsets.
Negation is a typical monotone-decreasing operator. As such, ‘hardly’ shares features with negation.
109 Note that a similar interpretation can occur with HGYD and the past tense: %HGQDMDPDW·HGYDRWRGUDODPHQMDRW
SRPHVKDYVKHJRVMDqWRJRFKHORYHND (‘My poor mother could hardly free me from the embrace of that man’).
110 http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ T9/ T9.32.lat.html
108
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‘“ Forgive me my questions” , said the Spaniard, “ but another time I will probably not
be able to find satisfactory answers.” ’
(217)

My daleko zashli i vyxod vrjad li QDPQDMWL.111 (Kuz’min)
we far came and exit probably.not we-DAT find-INF-PERF
‘We have come a long way, and will probably not find the exit/ succeed in finding the
exit.’

Negative contexts constituted by HGYD and YUMDG OL differ from contexts such as WRO·NR
(‘only’) because in the case of WRO·NR the negation is applied to a presupposition or
implication (only x can do Y, presupposes or implies that others cannot do Y). In the
case of these operators, the negation is not presupposed or implied, but rather
contained in the expression (almost/ probably (Y)). Because of this, I will discuss
sentences with WRO·NR under cases of possibility. Sentences with HGYD and YUMDG OL are
rather infrequent in modern standard Russian; in most cases a construction with a
modal form (XGDW·VMD, XVSHW·VPRFK·, PR]KQR, VXPHW·) is preferred.
(ii) The aspect of the infinitive
In the case of the impossibility interpretation of the DI-construction, the infinitive
normally has the SHUIHFWLYH aspect, which expresses the intention of the agent to realize
the infinitive situation, that is, reach the natural or imposed end point (WHORV) of the
situation. In the case of the construction under discussion we start out from the
contradicting initial information state where the dative participant realizes the infinitive
situation, and express that this scene will not occur. By initiating the situation ‘not Y’
the external force blocks the result of the situation intended by the potential agent.
The perfective aspect, it should be noted, is not a necessary feature of the
impossibility interpretation. In the case of verbs that indicating actions that have no
natural end point we find the imperfective aspect:
(218)

(219)

111

Tam WHEH ne JXOMDW·: vysokij sneg. (Maurice, 1995: 152)
there you-DAT not walk-INF-IMPERF: high snow
‘You can’t walk there: the snow is too high.’
Konechno, 6PLUQRYX kak kamen’shchiku s Pashej ne WMDJDW·VMD. (Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ,
V. Belov, 9RVSLWDQLHSRGRNWRUX6SRNX)

http:/ / www.relex.ru:8040/ ~ kuzmin/ songs/ din82/ beda.txt
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of.course, Smirnov-DAT as mason with Pasha not compete-INF-IMPERF
‘Of course, as a mason, Smirnov can’t compete with Pasha.’


In these sentences the idea of not VXFFHHGLQJ is less strongly expressed, but it is expressed
that the dative participant is QRWLQWKHSRVLWLRQ to realize the infinitive situation.
(iii-iv) The nature of the dative participant
The dative subject can refer to an animate entity, or an inanimate entity, e.g.:
(220)

Boloto? – sprosil Morgan. – A obojti ego mozhno? – Mozhno, no togda vy ne
popadete v Dzhassu. Po ètomu puti nikto ne xodit, tak kak NDUDYDQDPs gruzom zdes’
neSURMWL.112 (K. Kurtc, 9ODVWLWHO·GHULQL)
marshland? – asked Morgan. – but go.around him may? – may, but then you not
end.up in Dzhassa. by.this road no-one not goes, because caravans-DAT with.goods
here not pass-INF-PERF
‘Marshland? – asked Morgan. – But can you go around it? – You can, but then you
don’t end up in Dzhassa. No-one takes that road, because caravans with goods can’t
pass here.’

In such sentences one can speak of personification because the people leading the
caravans are identified with the caravan.
In some cases one finds a negated perfective infinitive in sentences without a dative
subject. Such sentences express that there is no agent that can reach the telos of the
infinitive situation, or put differently, no agent FDQ realize the infinitive situation, e.g.:
(221)

(222)

To, chto menja vyvelo iz ravnovesija, naxodilos’ v odnoj komnate so mnoj – èto
vygljadelo … nu dazhe ne RSLVDW· (...).113
that, what me brought.out of balance, was.present in one room with me – that
looked.like ... well even not describe-INF-PERF
‘The thing that brought me out of balance was in the same room with me, it looked
like, well, you can’t even describe it.’
Vam ponachalu pridetsja prignut’sja, inache zdes’ ne SURMWL, no èto nichego!114 (R.
Fejst, 9UDWDYRMQ\)

http:/ / www.atlant.ru:8070/ library/ kurtc/ Ruler/ 37.htm
http:/ / www.russian-club.com/ COMMENTS/ letter81-comments.html
114 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ FEIST/ appret.txt
112
113
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you first.of.all will.have.to jump, otherwise here not pass-INF-PERF, but that nothing
‘First of all you will have to jump, otherwise it’s impossible to pass here, but it is very
easy.’

(v) Auxiliary
The auxiliary E\OR is expressed in some instances of the construction under discussion:
(223)



(224)

Zaplatkina E\OR uzhe ne YHUQXW·. (Uppsala corpus)
Zaplatkin-ACC was-NEUT already not get.back-INF-PERF
‘One couldn’t bring Zaplatkin back any more [he was dead].’
Skol’ko my ni vgljadyvalis’ v binokli, nikak ne XJDGDW·E\OR, chto zhe èto takoe. (5XVVNDMD
*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 376/ Ju. Kazakov)
how.much we not looked through binoculars, never not guess-INF-PERF, what PRT that
such
‘No matter how much we looked through the binoculars, we couldn’t find out what was
going on there.’


In these sentences no dative is expressed; a dative is also absent in the examples given by
the 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 376). I suspect that the expression of E\OR is less
restricted with sentences without dative (cf. 4.5.2 for the relation between verbalness and
the expression of the dative with modal adverbs).
In some cases the auxiliary EXGHW is expressed, e.g.:
(225)

(226)

On na sebja do smerti slavushku nadel, HPX ne RWP\W· ee EXGHW. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND,
1980, II: 376/ Rasp.)
he on him till death ill.fame put.on, he-DAT not wash.off-INF-PERF her will.be
‘He will have ill fame until his death, he won’t be able to wash it away.’
A esli ty bespokoishs’ja, chto 0DNX odnomu vsex nas EXGHW ne Y\WDVKFKLW·, – poprezhnemu lenivo progovorila Ordi, gljadja na boloto, – tak ty ne zabyvaj, chto tashchit’
emu pridetsja odnogo, ot sily dvux, a on mal’chik sil’nyj. (B. & A. Strugackie, 2VWURY)
(...), that Mak-DAT alone-DAT all of.us will not pull.out-INF-PERF (...)
‘If you’re worried whether Mak will be able to drag us all out by himself, said Ordi lazily,
looking at the swamp, then keep in mind that he has to drag out alone only me, with at
most two persons, and he is a strong boy.’
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In these sentences the function of EXGHW is to stress the future character (the action will
take place in the future) of the scene. For a further discussion of the expression of the
auxiliary, see 4.9.

(vi) Word order

The word order of most uses is [dative infinitive]. The 5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND (1980, II:
378) notes that it is possible to place the infinitive at the first position in the clause in a
rheme position, e.g. (with my accentuation):
(227)

(228)

(229)

Kakaja ni est’ – ne ]DEëW· mne ee. (J. Mamleev, 6RQYOHVX)
which not is – not forget-INF-PERF I-DAT her
‘No matter who she is, I won’t forget her.’
Ne SURMWtmal’chiku po ètoj doroge! (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 378)
not pass-INF-PERF boy-DAT by that road
‘The boy can’t pass by that road.’
Tol’ko vidit Volod’ka – ne UD]REUiW·HPX, gde ego molodaja zhená.
just sees Volod’ka – not find.out-INF-PERF he-DAT, where his young wife
‘Volod’ka just sees that – he can’t find out where his young wife is.’

According to the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, such sentences have an ‘expressive’ character. In
my opinion, this expressive character must be related to the specific information structure
of the sentence and the argumentative function of the infinitive sentence in the discourse
where it occurs.
In all three of these sentences the information expresed by the infinitive sentence is
closely connected to the information expressed in the previous discourse.115 The function
RI WKH ZRUGRUGHULQWKLVFDVHLVUHPLQLVFHQWRIWKHIXQFWLRQRI 9RUGHUUHPDUNHGE\
Bonnot & FougHURQ  IRUQRPLQDWLYHVXEMHFWV7KH\DUJXHWKDW 9RUGHU
serves as an explicit mark of the dependence on the preceding context; in the case of SV
order this specific marking is absent. Kompeer (1992: 218, 219) reformulates this
description b\ VWDWLQJ WKDW 9 RUGHU WHQGV WR UHIHU WR DQ HYHQW RU VLWXDWLRQ DV D IDFW
present at a given moment. For the VS order here a similar analysis can possibly be given.

115

In Dutch this can be made visible by the use of particles such as WRFK.
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I suspect that in these expressions the identity of the subject is already given in the
discourse, and functions as an addition to the information expressed by the accented
infinitive. The accent on the infinitive expresses that the presupposition that the infinitive
might not be the case is contradicted. The emphasis on the existence of the situation
expressed by the infinitive would not occur in the case of VS order, since this is the
neutral arrangement for the expression of a scene where the dative subject is the recipient
of a situation. In the case of VS order the identity of S is not relevant because it is already
given; this presupposes a strong informational tie with the preceding discourse. The
accent on the infinitive serves as a marker that the infinitive situation GRHV exist (or not
exist in the case of negation).

¶3RVVLELOLW\·DQGUHODWHGFDVHV
The dative-infinitive construction with a possibility interpretation occurs without
restriction in the case of interrogative sentences, and in the case of non-interrogative
sentences only in special contexts, viz. contexts that provide ‘deblocking’: contrastive
sentences, sentences with WRO·NR, sentences with FKWRE\, and sentences with [RW·; in (6)
above, an example of a contrastive context was given.
The interpretation of the DI-construction as a case of possibility is peripheral not
only in the sense that it occurs in special contexts only, but also in the sense that such
uses with special contexts do not occur frequently in modern standard Russian
(Timofeev, 1950: 281; Bricyn, 1990: 230). Furthermore, in many cases neutralization
can be perceived between cases that express possibility and cases that have a
necessitive ontic nature. Before giving my analysis of the possibility interpretation of
the dative-infinitive construction, then, I should make a few remarks about the status
of the data on which my analysis is based.
There are two problematic aspects connected with my analysis of the possibiliy
interpretation of the DI-construction. The first problem concerns the set of data on
which my analysis is based. These data are mostly examples taken from the linguistic
literature on infinitive sentences, with some data collected from corpora, or from the
Internet. Because the amount of data I have at my disposal is relatively small, it is difficult
to make and test hypotheses about them. The second problem is that the data I have
collected are often examples from the nineteenth century, or twentieth-century phrases
from poetic texts or fragments with a colloquial or ‘VND]’ character. It could be said that
these sentences are typical of nineteenth century Russian, or modern Russian with archaic
features (poetry, VND]), and cannot be analyzed as part of the twentieth-century Russian
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language system. If this is the case, an explanation must be given as to (i) why and how
the system has changed and (ii) why the sentences given in the literature all occur in
specific contexts only.
Data from historical grammars (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964: 336; Borkovskij,
1978: 278–282; Nikiforov, 1952) show that the specific use of the dative-infinitive
construction has changed in some respects, perhaps partly due to change of oppositional
forms and due to change of the meaning of the constituents (for example the function of
E\W·). Vaulina (1988: 135), however, concludes in her study of the evolution of modal
expressions in Russian from the eleventh to the seventeenth century, that infinitive
sentences preserve a relative stability in the course of the studied period, and occupy a
rather peripheral position in the system of modal expressions. From her discussion of the
use of the DI-construction as a way to express (im)possibility, we can conclude that there
are no major differences from the current contexts for possibility. Like in modern
Russian the DI-construction expresses impossibility rather than possibility (see Vaulina,
1988: 53). A difference from modern Russian is that in older stages of Russian the DIconstruction was freely used to express possibility with verbs that express ‘to see’ such as
YLG WL, ]U WL (see Borkovskij, 1978: 280). In modern Russian, such constructions with a
dative are archaic; a modern way to express similar notions is a construction with an
adverbial predicate (e.g. YLGQR). Borkovskij (1978: 280) writes that the same modal
meaning was sometimes also expressed with other verbs; the examples he gives, however,
all have an ontic character, and might be seen as examples of ‘necessity’. Another
difference from modern Russian is that in older stages of Russian, the infinitive was used
in sentences without a dative to express so-called ‘permanent possibility’ (Vinogradov &
Shvedova, 1964: 337; e.g. GDYQHP]KHNXSLWLOMXGLFKHUQ\H; ‘there one can buy black people.’).
In modern Russian such cases must be paraphrased with the adverbial predicate PR]KQR.
Because of the absence of a dative, these cases cannot be seen as instances of the DIconstruction. I will discuss such cases in 4.11.3.
Since I have seen no good indication that one can only account for the occurrence of
the possibility interpretation of the DI-construction by looking at a diachronic change, I
will assume that the sentences under discussion are all interpretable by modern Russians
and can be seen as part of the modern Russian language system.116
How can we derive the possibility interpretation from the meaning of the
construction? We start out from the meaning given earlier, and specify it with a context
(Figure 4.16).
Whether the interpretations of possibility are part of modern Russian or not, an explanation must still be
given as to why they occur in specific contexts only.
116
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Figure 4.16

[LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDVLWXDWLRQW\SH<LH<LVQRWLQLWLDWHGE\[

FRQWH[W
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Y can be interpreted as being ‘deblocked’.
Y is prototypically perfective.
x is animate or inanimate; if x is inanimate an intention to perform Y can be
ascribed to x.
x is expressed in the dative, or if not expressed interpretable as a generic agent.
The auxiliary is mostly not expressed.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

7KH DJHQW [ H[SUHVVHG LQ WKH GDWLYH IRUP  ZKR ZDV LQLWLDOO\ EORFNHG LQ WKH
UHDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH LQWHQGHG DFWLRQ < FDQ UHDOL]H WKH DFWLRQ < EHFDXVH WKH
EORFNDJHLVUHPRYHGRUEHFDXVHWKHSRWHQWLDOEORFNLQJLVDEVHQW

The possibility interpretation is represented in Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17
Situation Y
DAT+

Force = property DAT

If the agent is a recipient of a situation type Y, one can only speak of ‘possible Y’ if an
intention to do a situation is ascribed to the agent, but ‘not possible Y’ is initially the case
or to be expected, and the external force can be seen as an ‘enabling’ force that initiates
the intended situation. About such cases two important points have to be noted.
Firstly, it must be remarked that the notion of GHEORFNLQJ of the intended situation
differs from the possibility of FDQ, since the notion of deblocking in the case of the DIconstruction must be in accordance with the idea of recipienthood. A sentence like the
following is not possible:
(230)

*,YDQXUHVKLW· ètu zadachu.
Ivan-DAT solve-INF-PERF that problem.
meaning: ‘Ivan can solve that problem.’
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The marginal status of the possibility interpretation of the DI-construction is connected
with the specific meaning of the construction. The meaning of ‘recipient of a situation
type’ is not easily combined with the idea of possibility. To be interpreted as such, it
needs a specific context. The contexts in which the possibility interpretation occur are
partly contexts that are typical of negative polarity items (WRO·NR) and partly not (e.g. FKWRE\).
Secondly, the notion of deblocking must in all non-interrogative cases, except
sentences with FKWRE\, be identified with what I call ‘epistemic’ deblocking. In the case of
epistemic deblocking, the unblocking has nothing to do with the initial presence of a
physical barrier blocking the intended action of the participant, and the removal of this
barrier, but must be identified with blocking in the domain of presupposition. This means
that there is some presupposition that the dative subject is not the recipient of the
infinitive action, but this presupposition is contradicted. The exact nature of this blocking
will be discussed below, when I will analyze the different contexts for possibility in more
detail.
4.10.2.1 Perfective infinitives in a contrastive context
Mets (1985: 205) claims that a possibility interpretation can occur in contrastive sentences
which express that agent x is the recipient of a situation Y, and agent x´ is not. An
example of such a case was given in (6), and another example is given below:
(231)

9DP, V\QDP =HPOL, kogda-nibud’ UD]JDGDW· zagadku. No ne QDP. (Mets, 1985:
387/ A.Tolstoj)
you-DAT, sons-DAT of.Earth, one.day solve-INF-PERF mystery. But not we-DAT
‘You, sons of the Earth, will one day solve/ be able to solve the mystery. But we will not.’

Note that sentences like these have an RQWLF character; this is especially clear in sentence
(231); this sentence can be interpreted both to indicate that the infinitive situation will
occur in the future, and to indicate that the agent will have the ability to realize the
situation.117
117 Note that Bricyn (1990: 225) classifies the following sentence (119) with a verb of motion as a case of what
I call epistemic-ontic necessityËWLPUHEMDWDPH]GLW·2QLSRSULURGHH]GRY\H$HMRQDQLNRJGDQHVPR]KHWVDPDVHVW·]D
UXO·. (Bricyn, 1990: 225). The differences in classification point at the fact that all uses have the same meaning
and that the different uses must be seen as interpretations. These different interpretations cannot be classified
as clear cases of either necessity or possibility.
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How can we explain why the DI-construction can be used to express possibility in
contexts like these? It may be argued that contrastive contexts allow for the possibility
reading because they trigger an ‘epistemic deblocking’; contradiction/ negating of a
presupposition can be seen as a weak form of deblocking.
In the case of these sentences there is a presupposition, based on the contrasted
situation, that the situation will not occur. The occurrence of the dative subject can thus
be explained because we focus on the fact that the subject is the recipient of a situation,
by placing it under the presupposition that the subject has an intention to initiate the
action, EXW LV EORFNHG IURP GRLQJ VR. This ontic deblocking can be compared to cases that
express ontic necessity, like (PXFKLWiW·NQLJX (‘he WILL read the book.’). In these sentences
the speaker negates the presupposition that the agent will not read the book, and
expresses that the infinitive action will necessarily be the case. The sentences under
discussion here differ from these sentences in that an LQWHQWLRQ is ascribed to the subject to
initiate the situation, which leads to the interpretation of ‘possibility’; in these sentences
the external force can be identified with something like the capacities of the dative
subject. Note that this does not mean that the dative participant actually wants to realize
the action; in (6) it is only expressed that LI the dative participant wants to realize the
action, he can do it.
4.10.2.2. Sentences with WRO·NR
A possibility interpretation can occur in the case of sentences with WRO·NR (‘only’). In these
two sentences WRO·NR modifies the dative:
(232)

(233)

A i tol’ko v vyrezy PXUDVKXSURMWL (Maurice, 1995: 151/ %\OLQ\)
but and only in hole ant-DAT go.through-INF-PERF
‘But only an ant can go through such holes.’
Nesmetnyj mir semenit v mesmerizme, I tol’ko YHWUX VYMD]DW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 230/ B.
Pasternak)
countless world minces in mesmerism, and only wind-DAT tie-INF-PERF
‘The uncountable world minces in the mesmerism, and only the wind FDQ tie it up.’

Sentences with WRO·NR and a possibility interpretation can be analyzed as follows. In
(232) it is expressed that because of its particular qualities (for example its small size), it
is possible only for an ant to realize the infinitive situation. In (233) a similar
interpretation occurs. Note that we find the perfective aspect, which is typical of the
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possibility interpretation. The perfective aspect emphasizes the succes in reaching the
telos of the infinitive situation. In this case the dative participant is an inanimate entity;
this means that we ascribe a tendency to the wind to realize the infinitive situation (that
is, the wind is seen as being directed at the realization of the infinitive situation).
In the sentences under discussion one can speak of GHEORFNLQJ because the possibility
of realization of the situation by the dative subject is contrasted with the impossibility
of the same situation in a presuppositional world. The contrast with those cases where
the agent cannot be seen as the recipient of the situation triggers the ‘possibility’
interpretation; in these sentences the constrast with the non-recipienthood of the other
agents triggers the expression of the dative. As such, this case can be compared to a
case of epistemic deblocking as discussed above.118
It must be noted that sentences with a possibility interpretation and WRO·NR are
infrequent in modern standard Russian, and occur in language with archaic features
such as skaz or poetry. In modern standard Russian modal infinitive sentences with
WRO·NR with a possibility reading occur mostly in sentences without dative where the
agent of the infinitive is understood as a generic subject (‘one’), and where,
consequently, WRO·NR does not modify the dative. I will discuss these sentences below in
4.10.2.6.
The DI-construction with WRO·NR also occurs with imperfective verbs:
WRO·NR modifies the place specification of the infinitive:
(234)

I ty nazyvaesh’ èto – Muzykoj?, neozhidanno zlo zasmejalas’ Feja. Nechego skazat’,
Tvorec! Da WHEH tol’ko na bazare LJUDW·! (T. Konstantinov; *UXVWQ\HVND]NLROMXEYL)
and you call that – music?, unexpectedly mean laughed Feya. nothing say creator. PRT
you-DAT only on market play-INF-IMPERF
‘“ And you call that music?” , laughed Feya unexpectedly mean. “ And that calls itself a
cretor! The only place where you can / will play is the market!” ’

WRO·NR modifies the time specification of the infinitive:
(235)

Za dver’ju strogij nadziratel’/ Prislonivshis’ u tolchka stoit/ On odin, odin lish’ tol’ko
znaet/ Parnju do rassveta WRO·NR ]KLW·119(Songtext)

118 Note that the operator WRO·NR can also trigger a possibility reading in the case of the perfective present,
e.g. 7RO·NRUXVVNLMQDFLRQDOL]PVSDVHW5RVVLMXDYODVW·VHJRGQMDQHXSUDYLWHO·VWYD. (lit. ‘only the Russian nationalism
will save Russia and the government doesn’t have the power.’)
119 http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ I5/ I5.02.lat.html
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behind door severe supervisor/ Leaning.against at loo/ he alone, alone just only
knows/ man-DAT till dawn only live-INF-IMPERF
‘Behind the door the severe supervisor/ Leaning at the door of the loo/ He alone
knows/ That the boy will only live till dawn.’

WRO·NRmodifies the dative:
(236)

Ivan-carevich perelez v krepost’, tam vse storozha spali, zashel na konjushnju, pojmal
konja zlatogrivogo, da pozarilsja na uzdechku – ona zolotom, dorogimi kamnjami ubrana;
v nej ]ODWRJULYRPXNRQMX tol’ko JXOMDW·. (%\OLQ\)
Ivan-prince climbed in castle, there all guards slept, went to equarry, took horse
with.golden.manes, and set.his.eyes.on bridle – she with.gold, with.valuable stones
decorated, in her with.the.golden.manes-DAT horse-DAT only go-INF
‘Prince Ivan climbed into the castle, there all the guards were sleeping, he went to the
equarry, took the horse with the golden mane, and looked at the bridle, it was gold and
decorated with precious stones, only the horse with the golden mane could go in it [was
good enough to go in it].’

In (234) it is expressed that because of his bad musical abilities, the only place for the
agent to play his music is the market. In this sentence we find an epistemic-ontic
nuance; this character is connected to the conditioned character of the occurrence of
the action in this sentence, viz. if people play that bad, the only place for them to play
is the market. In this sentence the external force can be identified both with the
internal abilities of the dative subject and with a general law or script. In (235) the ontic
character is even stronger. This sentence conveys that the way things go is such that
the dative participant will only live till dawn. Sentence (236) conveys that it is
appropriate only for the dative participant, and not for anyone else, to realize the
infinitive situation.
For sentences like these, the occurrence of the dative can be explained by pointing
at their epistemic-ontic character: they express that because of the abilities of the dative
subject, or the situation in which the dative subject is, the realization of the infinitive
action is necessarily the case.
Besides the occurrence of WRO·NR in sentences that express ‘possibility’ or ontic
necessity, sentences with WRO·NR and an infinitive can also be interpreted as cases of wish.
In this construction WRO·NR modifies the infinitive situation. Consider the following
sentences, given by Veyrenc (1979: 54), where the speaker can be identified with the
potential agent of the infinitive:
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(237)

(238)

0QHtol’ko E\W· na tvoem meste!
I-DAT only be-INF on your place
‘If only I could be in your shoes.’
0QH tol’ko eshche raz XYLGHW· ee!
I-DAT only still time see-INF-PERF her
‘If only I could see her one more time.’

Veyrenc (1979: 54) claims that these sentences express possibility; however, this claim is
based solely on the possibility of translating these sentences in French with the form
SRXYRLU (‘can’). I do not think one can say that the construction expresses possibility, but
rather that the relation of the sentences (237)–(238) and sentences that express possibility
can be motivated as follows. In the case of (237)–(238) the speaker intends to realize the
infinitive situation, but in the real world this situation does not take place. By using the
DI-construction with WRO·NR, the speaker expresses that he is focused on just one thing,
and that is the future realization of the infinitive situation. As such, the speaker is focused
on the deblocking of the realization of the infinitive situation in some hypothetical world.
This construction can also occur without expressed potential agent, e.g. WRO·NR HVKFKH UD]
XYLGHW·HH; in such sentences the speaker is identified with the potential agent. 120
If the dative subject cannot be identified with the speaker, a paraphrase with a form
expressing possibility is not possible, e.g.:
(239)

9DP tol’ko YOMXEOMDW·VMD, da kak by zamuzh vyjti za blagorodnogo, chtob barynej byt’!
(Bricyn, 1990: 241/ A. Ostrovskij)
you-DAT only fall.in.love-INF-IMPERF, and how IRR marry to nobleman, in.order. lady
be-INF
‘The only thing you want is to fall in love, marry a nobleman and become a lady.’

Sentences with WRO·NR and an imperfective or perfective infinitive are interpreted as cases
of wish, where an intention can be ascribed to the dative subject to realize the infinitive
action, and the dative participant can be identified with the force.
In sum: the DI-construction with WRO·NR can be interpreted differently, depending on
the context in which it occurs. The three basic uses of WRO·NRcan be schematized as in
Table 4.3:
120 According to informants expression of the particle E\ in (237–238) would make this sentence more
acceptable. Furthermore, they remarked that this sentence could, with the right intonation and context, also
be interpreted as a case of restricted possibility.
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Table 4.3. The DI-construction with WRO·NR
Necessity

Possibility

Wish

no restriction

dative121

infinitive

Intention DAT to
realize INF

–

+

+

Force

law, script (external)

ability DAT (internal)

DAT (internal)

WRO·NR modifies

Note that some sentences can be classified both as cases of ontic necessity, and as
cases of possibility; in such cases the parameters of both necessity and possibility can
be applied to the sentence in question. The occurrence of the possibility interpretation
can be explained by the fact that the recipienthood of the infinitive agent is emphasized
by constrasting it with other agents that cannot be seen as recipients. This constrasting
can be seen as deblocking, and triggers the possibility interpretation in those cases
where an intention can be ascribed to the dative subject to realize the infinitive
situation.
4.10.2.3 Sentences with [RW·
Veyrenc (1979: 54) argues that the following use of the DI-construction, where the
particle [RW· (‘even’, ‘almost’) modifies the infinitive VP, can be seen as a case of
possibility:
(240)

Mavre bylo vse ravno. (M xot’ sejchas s tatarinom li, s zhidom li SRYHQFKDW·VMD, ...
(Mel’nikov)
Mavra dwas all the.same. she-DAT even now with Tartar PRT, with Jew PRT marryINF-PERF
‘Mavra didn’t care anymore. Now she could/ would even marry a Tartar or a Jew.’

Similar sentences cannot always be translated with modal predicates that express
possibility, compare:

121

I suspect that WRO·NR may also modify other constituents, but I have not attested examples of such cases.
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(241)

$OHNVDQGUX xot’ skvoz’ zemlju SURYDOLW·VMD. (Vinogradov & Shvedova, 1964:
347/ Goncharov)
Alexandr-DAT even through ground disappear-INF-PERF
‘Alexander almost felt like vanishing from the face of the earth.’

In this sentence the DI-construction can be paraphrased with JRWRYE\O (‘was ready’), Y
SRUX (‘time to’).
The claim that (240) must be seen as a case of possibility is based solely on the
possibility of translating this sentence in French with SRXYRLU (‘can’). In my opinion, it is
incorrect to speak of possibility, but rather the relation between this sentence and
sentences that express possibility can be elucidated as follows. Sentence (240) expresses
that because of some particular emotional state (YVHUDYQR), the participant expressed in
the dative is in the position to realize a situation that would, under normal
circumstances, be the least expected situation to be realized. As such, the emotional
state can be seen as the external force that creates the possibility for the least expected
situation to occur. Note that in this case we find the perfective aspect, which is typical
of those cases where an intention is ascribed to the dative subject to realize the
infinitive situation.
It seems that the particle [RW· (‘even’), or similar particles, are necessary components
of sentences like these. A similar context is given below, where we find the form L
(‘and’/ ‘even’), which modifies the object of the infinitive:
(242)

9DP ]DE\W· i granicu Versalja na bortu samoleta-kovra. (Bricyn, 1990: 230/ V.
Majakovskij).
you-DAT forget-INF-PERF and border of.Versailles on board of.the.flying.carpet
‘You [=youth] can/ will even forget the border of Versailles, on board the flying carpet.’

It seems that the occurrence of the possibility interpretation in this sentence can be
related to the occurrence of L (‘even’). The forms L and [RW· both express in the DIconstruction that of all the actions that are to be expected, the infinitive action (‘forget the
border of Versailles’, ‘marry a Jew or a Tartar’) is the least expected. In other words: there
is an expectation that something is not the case but this presupposition is negated and it
is stated that because of the particular circumstances the least expected is the case. For
the occurrence of the dative one can perhaps give a similar explanation to that for the
contexts discussed above. The negation of the presupposition that something will not be
the case emphasizes the recipienthood of the subject. Hence the occurrence of the dative
in sentences with a perfective infinitive.
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The infinitive with the particle [RW· also occurs in sentences without dative, such as in
the sentences below, which have a directive or permissive character:
(243)

(244)

I èxo vsled kukuet tozhe. Nakukovali nam tosku! Xot’ XEH]KDW·. Izbav’ nas, bozhe, / Ot
èlegicheskix ku-ku. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 373/ Pushkin)
and echo after cuckoos also they.cuckooed we-DAT melancholy-ACC. even run-INFPERF deliver us, god/ from elegiac cuckoo
‘And the echo cuckoos after us. The cuckooing made us melancholic. It would be
better to/ one should/ one would almost run away. Deliver us O God, from the elegiac
cuckooing.’
Odezhu samuju luchshuju dam: cherkesku, i sapogi, xot’ ]KHQLW·VMD. (Timofeev, 1950:
281/ L. Tolstoj)
(...), almost marry-INF-IMPERF
‘I give you the best clothing: a Circassian coat, boots, you could almost marry.’

In the first sentence no intention to realize the infinitive action is ascribed to the nonspecified agent, hence the necessitive interpretation. In the second sentence an intention
can be ascribed to the contextually given infinitive agent (the addressee) to realize the
infinitive action, hence the possibility interpretation. In both cases the modal
interpretation is closely related to the directive meaning of this construction, which is
underlined by the possibility of paraphrasing these sentences with an imperative ([RW·
XEHJL, [RW· ]KHQLV·). In modern Russian, the construction with the infinitive + [RW·
expressing permission is not frequently used; instead the construction with the imperative
is used (see 3.2).
The particle [RW· also occurs in sentences that express a wish or desire, such as in the
following sentence, where [RW· modifies the specification of time of the infinitive:
(245)

122

A PQH xot’ raz v godu Y]JOMDQXW·;/ A PQH xot’ raz v godu VKDJQXW·/ Na ètu tesnuju,
drozhashchuju ploshchadku (...).122 (Song text, V. Luferov)
but I-DAT even once in year look-INF-PERF; but I-DAT even once in year walk-INFPERF/ on that narrow, shivering ground
‘I would like to look just once a year;/ I would like to step just once a year/ On that
narrow shivering ground.’

http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ KSP/ luferow.txt
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In this sentence the speaker expresses his desire to realize the infinitive situation, even if
he could do it just once a year. I have only seen examples of such sentences with a first
person singular. For such sentences two analyses could apply: (a) the external force can be
identified with the dative subject, and an intention to realize the infinitive action can be
ascribed to the dative subject; (b) the blocking force is counterfactually overcome
(deblocked) by the dative subject. Which interpretation is at stake here? In my opinion,
this question cannot be answered. Such sentences can be seen as borderline cases
between blocking and deblocking.
To recapitulate my main point: the DI-construction with [RW· can be interpreted
differently, depending on the context in which it occurs. The occurrence of the dative in
the case of the ‘possibility’ interpretation can be motivated by the epistemic deblocking
that is facilitated by the meaning of [RW·. The basic interpretational possibilities of
sentences with [RW· can be represented for sentences with and without dative respectively
as in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.
Table 4.4. The DI-construction with [RW·

Possibility

Wish of deblocking

Intention DAT to realize INF

+

+

Force

property DAT

speaker/ external force that
blocks the action

Identity DAT

1/ 2/ 3

speaker/ ontic force

Table 4.5Infinitive sentences without dative with [RW·
Possibility
Intention infinitive
agent to realize Inf

Necessity

+

–

Infinitive agent

Generic agent; Addressee

Generic agent; Addressee

EF

Contextually given; Speaker

Contextually given; Speaker
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The occurrence of the possibility interpretation can be motivated by the fact that the
recipienthood of the infinitive agent is emphasized by constrasting it with the expected
situation; in the case of [RW· it is expressed that the dative subject is the recipient of the
least expected situation. This constrasting can be seen as epistemic deblocking, and
triggers the possibility interpretation in those cases where an intention can be ascribed
to the dative subject to realize the infinitive situation.
4.10.2.4 Sentences with a possibility interpretation in interrogatives
As I discussed above in 4.9.1, the DI-construction also occurs in interrogative
sentences with interrogative adverbs. A possibility interpretation occurs in the case of
the perfective aspect, such as the following:
(246)

Kak PQHXH[DW· s det’mi v Shtaty?123
how I-DAT leave.for-INF-PERF with children in USA
‘How can I travel to the USA with children?’

In my opinion one can speak of deblocking in such cases as well. In the case of questions
like in (246), the speaker has an intention to perform the infinitive action but cannot
realize the action, in other words, he is blocked from realizing the intended action. By
asking the question the speaker asks the hearer how the blocking can be unblocked, or
put differently, how he can realize the action. As such, questions like these can be seen as
cases of deblocking.124
4.10.2.5 Sentences with a ‘possibility’ interpretation and FKWRE\
The DI-construction can be interpreted as a case of ‘possibility’ in some contexts with
FKWRE\ (‘in order’). I will discuss the different uses of the DI-construction with
subordinators separately below in 4.11. Here, I will confine myself to briefly discussing
the uses of this construction that might be classified as cases of possibility.
http:/ / immigration.andrewz.org:8105/ boards/ topic_us_visa_embassy/ messages/ 96.html
Besides regular questions, the infinitive also occurs in rhetorical questions. In the case of the infinitive
construction these are questions where there is an anticipated answer, which is negative. Veyrenc (1979: 57)
claims that in the case of rhetorical questions one has to speak of impossibility. His argumentation is based
on the translation of infinitive rhetorical questions in French with SRXYRLU,in contrast to regular questions
that are translated with GHYRLU: It can be argued that one has to speak of impossibility in the case of such
sentences because the anticipated answer to rhetorical questions like these is negative.
123

124
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Garde (1963: 291) notes that the DI-construction can be used to express possibility in
sentences with the conjunction of purpose FKWRE\ (‘in order to’). He gives the following
example of such a sentence:
(247)

Polez zhilin v dyru, chtob i .RVW\OLQXSUROH]W·. (Garde, 1963/ Tolstoj)
climbed Zhilin in hole, so.that and Kostylin-DAT pass.trough-INF-PERF
‘Zhilin climbed into the hole, so that Kostylin could pass through as well.’

In the sentence given above, the subject of the matrix sentence is not co-referential with
the subject of the complement sentence. In the following example, which has a clearer
ontic character, the subjects of the two sentences are co-referential:
(248)

A chtob QDP poprilichnej RGHW·VMD,/ My po novoj pojdem vorovat’.125 (Song text from
the film 5HVSXEOLND6KNLG, 1966)
and in.order to we-DAT better dress-INF-PERF,/ we again go steal-INF-IMPERF
‘In order to dress ourselves better,/ We go out stealing again.’

In both these sentences one can actually speak of the GHEORFNLQJof an action: an action
is performed in order to facilitate the occurrence of another action. In other words:
there is a situation where the agent wants to realize the action, but is not in the position
to do so, and a situation where the blockage is taken away, and the obstacles to
realizing the action are overcome. Note that all cases with FKWRE\ and a dative have a
clear ontic nature; a paraphrase with modal predicates of possibility (XGDVW·VMD, VPRFK·,
etc.) does not convey the actual meaning of the construction.
4.10.2.6 Sentences without a dative subject that express possibility
The possibility interpretation occurs in some cases with infinitive sentences where no
dative is expressed. Because of the absence of the dative subject, and the impossibility of
inserting a dative subject in such sentences, these cases cannot be seen as uses of the DIconstruction. I will, however, briefly discuss such sentences as well, since they are
semantically related to the DI-construction.
Three groups of infinitive sentences without dative that express possibility can be
distinguished: (i) sentences with YLGDW· (VO\[DW·), which have a strong phraseological

125

http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ I1/ I1.11p.lat.html
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character, (ii) sentences with WRO·NR, and (iii) sentences without restrictive context. I will
briefly discuss them below.
An example of a sentence with YLGDW· is given below:
(249)

Srazu YLGDW·, chto principial’nyj. (K. Paustovskij, 1DFKDORQHYHGRPRJRYHND)
immediate see-INF-IMPERF, that man.of.principle
‘You can see immediately that he is a man of principle.’

The construction with YLGDW·also occurs with negation:
(250)

Celi E\ORQHYLGDW·.126 (V. Pikul’, 5HNYLHPNDUDYDQX34)
target-GEN was-NEUT not see-INF
‘The target wasn’t visible.’

In older stages of Russian, sentences with YLGDW· (and VO\[DW·) also occurred with a dative,
but in modern Russian this use has become obsolete. In modern Russian, YLGDW· can also
function as a parenthetic word, expressing somethin like ‘clearly’:
(251)

Pomer, YLGDW·, ot natugi.127 (J. Burkin & S. Luk’janenko, 2VWURY5XV·)
died, see-INF, from tension
‘He died, clearly, from tension/ effort/ .’

Because of the phraseological character of sentences with YLGDW·, I will not discuss them
here, but confine myself to the non-phraseological cases.
The infinitive predicate can occur with the form WRO·NR, as in the following sentences,
where WRO·NR modifies a specification or argument of the infinitive:
(252)

(253)

Tol’kos ptich’im shepetom i VUDYQLW·E\OR zvonkij Polin golosok. (5XVVNDMD *UDPPDWLND,
1980, II: 376/ Leon.)
only with birds sound and compare-INF-PERF was-NEUTER clear of.Polin voice
‘You FRXOG only compare the clear voice of Polja with the singing of a bird.
Vnov’ vernutsja zhuravli. Tol’ko ix YVWUHFKDW· vesnoju.128
again will.return cranes. just them meet-INF-IMPERF in.spring

http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ PIKULX/ req_pq17.txt
http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ LUKXQN/ russ.txt
128 http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ L1/ L1.40.lat.html
126
127
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‘Again the cranes will return. You can only meet them in spring.’

The expression of the restrictive form WRO·NR may trigger a possibility interpretation
because these can be seen as cases of partial negation (cf. the analysis of cases with a
dative). Since no intention to realize the infinitive can be ascribed to a specific agent, but
rather to a generic agent, sentences like these, in contrast to cases with a dative, do not
express the idea of ‘succeeding’. As I mentioned above, cases without dative are less
restricted than cases with a dative. This may be connected with the fact that in personal
sentences, by using a form expressing possibility (XGDW·VMD, (V)PRFK·), one can place more
emphasis on the possibility. In the case of subjectless sentences, it may be that the
‘generic’ nature of the subject, and hence the general character of the proposition, are
expressed by the infinitive construction, than by oppositional forms or constructions. It is
possible that the occurrence of the imperfective aspect in (253) is also connected with the
more general character, and the fact that no intention to realize the infinitive situation is
ascribed to a specific agent.
Besides sentences with WRO·NR sentences with a possibility reading without WRO·NRoccur:
(254)

(255)

(256)

Takix ljudej po pal’cam SHUHVFKLWDW·. (5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 377)
such people-ACC on fingers count-INF-PERF
‘You can count such people on your fingers.’
Posredi lesnoj tishi, gde rukoj GRVWDW· do neba, – ja stoju v sugrobax snega (… ). (Bricyn,
1990: 230/ Cybin)
amongst wood silence, where with hand touch-INF-PERF to sky, I stand in piles of.snow
(...)
‘Amongst the silence of the wood, where one can reach the sky with one’s hand, I was
standing in piles of snow.’
Tak u nej bylo umno izdelano: takaja ljul’ka bol’shaja, vrode dvuspal’naja, i tuda i sjuda
NODVW·. (Timofeev, 1950: 281/ L. Tolstoj)
so with her was smart done: such cradle big, type double.bed, and there and here putINF-IMPERF
‘So it was very well done: a big cradle, like a double bed, and you could put it everywhere.’

In contrast to the sentences with a dative that express possibility, we do not find the
context of deblocking in the case of the impersonal sentences under discussion
(constrast, WRO·NR, interrogative sentence, [RW·, FKWRE\). An exception can possibly be made
for (254) with the modification SR SDO·FDP (‘on your fingers’); this modification can
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possibly be seen as a negative context, comparable to WRO·NR. A similar analysis cannot,
however, be given for the other examples.129
As I remarked above, in older stages of Russian, this specific use of the infinitive was
possibly less restricted than it is now. In modern Russian such cases are normally
expressed with the adverbial predicate PR]KQR (‘may’). Since I have not attested many
examples of sentences like these it is difficult to analyze them thoroughly, so I will
confine myself to a few observations.
Firstly, they do not clearly express the idea of VXFFHHGLQJ in doing an action. This can be
motivated by the absence of the dative participant. If no agent is expressed, we do not
attribute an intention to a VSHFLILF agent to realize the action, but only to a generic agent.
Secondly, in these sentences, the possibility is not a property of the non-specified agent,
like in the case of sentences with a dative. Sentences without dative subject have the
following stucture: an object, referent (which may be a situation or a place) is such (has
such properties), that it makes the realization of the infinitive action by some
contextually given agent (or generic agent if no agent is given in the context) possible.
In other words, the deblocking is provided by the particular properties of the referent. As
such, the deblocking is less strong than in the case of sentences with a dative subject. A
sentence like the following is not possible:
(257)

?Posredi lesnoj tishi PQH rukoj GRVWDW·do neba.
amongst wood silence I-DAT with.hand reach sky

The specific contexts that trigger a possibility interpretation in the case of subjectdatives are listed above.
In all sentences given here the predicative adverb PR]KQR can be inserted. Sentences
with PR]KQR essentially have the same structure as the infinitive sentences under
discussion. The modal adverb of (im)possibility QHO·]MD / PR]KQRcan be used to express
(im)possibility only in the case of a generic subject, i.e. if it is not combined with a
dative subject:
(258)

Na ètom avtobuse mozhno/ nel’zja doexat’ do centra.
in that bus can-ADV/ cannot-ADV reach-INF-PERF to center
‘One can(not) reach the center with that bus.’

(259)

Ètu zadachu mozhno reshit’ ochen’ bystro.

129

It may be that the context of deblocking in (255) is connected with the interrogative form JGH.
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that problem can-ADV solve-INF-PERF very quickly
‘One can solve that problem very quick.’

In combination with a dative subject it expresses deontic (im)possibility, i.e.
prohibition/ permission:
(260)

Ej nel’zja est’ sladkoe.
she-DAT cannot-ADV eat-INF-IMPERF sweet
‘She may not eat sweet things.’

(261)

Tebe mozhno vojti.
you-DAT may-IMP go in-INF-PERF
‘You may enter.’

Sentences with PR]KQR and dative with a non-permissive possibility interpretation occur
only if the possibility can be seen as induced by some external force, that is, if
circumstances, and not an inherent property of the agent, give you the possibility of
realizing Y:
(262)

… , i serdce nachalo tak sil’no bit’sja, chto drugomu mozhno bylo slyshat’ ego. (Scholz,
1973: 151/ Gogol’).
… , and heart started so forceful beat, that other-DAT can-ADV was-NEUT hearINF-IMPERF him
‘And the heart started to beat so hard, that someone else could hear it.’

(263)

A mozhno mne teper’ dogadat’sja, chto proizoshlo v tex parax, gde partnery soxranili
podstrojku?130 (Text on hypnosis)
and can-ADV I-DAT now guess, what went.on in those couples, where partners kept
arrangement
‘And is it now possible for me to guess what happened with those couples that kept the
arrangement?(… )’

(264)

Vojna byla konchena. Nakonec mne mozhno bylo exat’ k moim roditeljam. (A.
Pushkin, $UDS3HWUDYHOLNRJR)
war was ended. al.last I-DAT may-ADV was go-INF-IMPERF to my parents
‘The war had ended. At last I could go to my parents.’

130

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ DPEOPLE/ gorin.txt
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(265)

Prochitav neskol’ko stranic, on axnul, reshiv, chto u nego belaja gorjachka. Ego napugalo
bol’she vsego to, chto emu – znachit – nel’zja dal’she pit’, a do litra vodki on ne dobral
eshche 200 gramm.131 (J. Mamleev, 7HWUDG·LQGLYLGXOLVWD)
after.reading some pages, he sighed, deciding, that at him white fever. him frightened
most of.all that, that he-DAT – means – may.not-ADV further drink, but till liter
of.wodka he not took still 200 gramms
‘After reading some pages, he sighed, and decided that he had delirium tremens. The
main reason to be frightened of this was because he couldn’t drink anymore, and there
were still only 200 grams left from the liter of vodka.’

In the case of both the sentences given ealier and the sentences with PR]KQR, the
possibility to do the infinitive situation is not so much a property of the agent of the
infinitive; cases of possibility where the possibility is the result of an internal property are
expressed with the verb PRFK· Two questions have to be asked here: (a) What is the
difference between cases with and without PR]KQR?, and (b) Why is the context of
deblocking less strong than in the case of sentences with a dative?
The answer for (b) is probably connected with the absence of the dative, and the
difference between this type of possibility and the possibility of cases with a dative. In the
case of the sentences with a dative subject, the subject must be seen as a UHFLSLHQW. A
possibility interpretation occurs only in those cases where the idea of deblocking is in
accordance with the idea of recipienthood. These cases are restricted to contexts where
there is some kind of ontic deblocking, or physical deblocking. In sentences without
dative subject, no such restriction occurs. In these sentences the possibility interpretation
is connected with the association of the infinitive agent with a generic agent. This act of
relating can be compared to ‘it is the case that’. In many sentences this ‘it is the case that’
character has no clear modal nature. Consider the following sentences where we find no
modal interpretation:
(266)

(267)
131

[Ogneva] … Vecherom – v poezd, i – ]DE\W·iVSDW·… Prosnut’sja daleko, daleko, – v
okne mel’kajut telegrafnye stolby. (Bondarko & Bulanin, 1967/ A. Tolstoj)
[Ogneva] … at night – in train, and – forget-INF-PERF and sleep-INF-IMPERF…
dream-INF-PERF far, far, – in window flash telegraph poles
‘At night – in the train, IRUJHW and VOHHS… To wake up, far far away, in the window the
flash of telegraph poles.’
Kak priedet – VSDW·. 132 (L. Leonov, %DUVXNL)

http:/ / www.rvb.ru:8090/ mamleev/ 01prose/ 2stories/ 2centre/ 01-2-2-24.htm
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(268)

how comes home – sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘As soon as he comes home – he JRHVWRVOHHS·
Da ved’ emu tol’ko glazom mignut’, on takim by psom obzavelsja, chto D[QXW·.
(Bulgakov, 6REDFK·HVHUGFH)
yes PRT he-DAT only with.eye blink-INF-PERF, he such dog IRR obtained, that
gasp-INF-PERF
‘Well, he only had to blink, and he would have gotten a dog that PDNHV\RXJDVS.’

In the first sentence a scene is introduced (Vecherom – v poezd) and it is stated that in
this situation the infinitive action applies (people do this action in this situation).133 In
the second sentence it is expressed that as soon as the subject comes home, the
infinitive action is the case. In this sentence the infinitive is interpreted as ‘the action
will take place’. In (268) it is expressed that if a particular situation is the case (he has
the dog), the infinitive action will also be the case; in this sentence the infinitive is
interpreted as ‘will take place because of the influence of the given situation’. In all
these sentences the use of the infinitive stresses the type character of the action; (What
does the agent do in the given situation? It is the infinitive action that applies/ is the
case).
Why do we not find a possibility interpretation in these sentences? A possibility
interpretation occurs in those cases where we can ascribe an intention to the generic agent
to realize the action (favored by the perfective aspect), and where circumstances make the
realization of the action possible. Note that in many cases it is not clear whether one
should speak of a possibility interpretation, necessity interpretation, or an ‘applies’
situation; this is the case for example in (266) above. The ‘hybrid’ nature of the
interpretation of the sentences under discussion may be the answer for (b). Sentences
with the predicative adverb PR]KQR express possibility; sentences without adverb have a
less specific modal meaning. In some contexts, it may be, that such an underspecified
modality is more appropriate.134
http:/ / moshkow.orsk.ru/ Library/ lat/ LEONOWL/ barsuki.txt
Compare Dutch: Bij ons is het liegen, bedriegen en geroddel. (Daklozenkrant); (at us is lie-INF, cheat-INF
and gossip-INF). Sentences like these can in principle be interpreted differently, depending on the context, as
cases of necessity, possibility or ‘is the case’.
134 In older stages of Russian the situation was different because of the different linguistic system, more
specifically because of the absence, or different use of PR]KQR. It may be that the meaning of permanent
possibility, remarked by Vinogradov & Shvedova (1964: 337), was therefore more freely expressed by
infinitive sentences than it is now.
132

133
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 7KH ',FRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK WKH VXERUGLQDWRUV SHUHG WHP NDN FKWRE\ DQG
HVOL
The DI-construction can occur as a subordinate clause introduced by the subordinator
of anteriority SHUHG WHP NDN (‘before’), with the subordinator of purpose FKWRE\ (‘in
order’), and with the conditional subordinator HVOL (‘if’). Because of the subordinate
context, the occurence of the dative subject in these cases depends on the semantics of
the subordinator. As I have mentioned before, I will analyze such sentences as
subordinate clauses with infinitival predicates.
Sentences with the subordinators under discussion and a dative are rather
infrequent in modern Russian. The standard rule for SHUHG WHP NDN and FKWRE\ and an
infinitive (e.g. (71)–(72)) is that the agent of the situation mentioned in the principal
clause is co-referential with the non-expressed infinitive agent; in such cases the agent of
the infinitive action is not expressed, but can be inferred from the context. In the case of
HVOL (e.g. (73)) the infinitive agent remains unspecified, and is interpreted as the generic
agent:
What these constructions have in common is that, relative to the moment
expressed by the subordinator, the infinitive situation is projected in a hypothetical
world or space. A construction with another conjunction such as the conjunction of
posteriority and the infinitive is therefore not possible:
(269)

*A posle togo, kak ]DEROHW·, ochen’ skoro umer.
but after that how become.ill-INF, very soon died

Bricyn (1990: 284) notes that constructions with HVOL are never oriented on the past
(270)

*Esli YVWDYDW· rano, uvidel rassvet.
if get up-INF early, saw.3sg dawn

The occurrence of the dative subject in sentences with the above-mentioned
subordinators is often treated as a purely syntactic phenomenon, especially in the
generative literature (e.g. Schoorlemmer, 1995; for cases with SHUHG WHP NDN), or as a
means to avoid co-reference disturbance (Rubinstein, 1986, for cases with FKWRE\).
Below I will argue that the claim that the dative subject does not have experiencer
semantics in the case of the subordinators under discussion cannot be maintained. As I
will argue, all cases with a dative have experiencer semantics, and can, as such, be seen as
instances of the DI-construction.
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Below we find examples of the DI-construction with the conjunction of anteriority
SHUHGWHPNDN (‘before’):
(271)

(272)

(273)

(274)

(275)

135
136

Pered tem, kak QDPSRMDYLW·VMD v Leninoj kvartire, dushevnyj papa pobyval na obede i
predusmotritel’no zagotovil sebe na vecher 10 litrovuju kanistru piva (...).135
before we-DAT appear-INF-PERF in of.Lena house, understanding father stayed on
dinner and foresightfully prepared for.self on evening 10 jerry.can of.beer (...)
‘Before we were to appear in Lena’s house, her understanding papa had dinner, and
foresightfully prepared himself a jerry can with 10 litres of beer for the evening.’
Za den’ pered tem, kak LPSULE\W· v Sautgempton, mama sprosila, xochetsja li ej snova
uvidet’ ajju. 136 (R. Kipling, 'HYMDW·VERUQLNRYUDVVND]RY)
till day before they-DAT arrive-INF-PERF in Southhampton, mama asked, want PRT
she again see Ajju
‘A day before they were to arrive in Southampton, mama asked whether she would like to
see Ajju again.’
Pered tem kak QDP uzhe X[RGLW· na pristan’, podoshel staruxin syn. (Proeme,
IRUWKFRPLQJ/ A. Gajdar, 6XG·EDEDUDEDQVKFKLND)
before we-DAT already go.out-INF-IMPERF to pier, came of.old.woman son
‘Before we went to the pier, the son of the old woman came up to us.’
Pered tem, kak VOXFKLW·MDYVHMqWRMLVWRULL, ja spokojno pisal svoego Chonkina (...).(I.
Vojnovich, ,YDQ·NLDGDLOL5DVVND]DYVHOHQLLSLVDWHOMD9RMQRYLFKDYQRYXMXNYDUWLUX)
before happen-INF-PERF this history, I quietly wrote my Chonkin
‘Before this history was going to happen, I was quietly writing my Chonkin.’
[N]ochi za dve pered tem, kak EDU\VKQHXPHUHW·, gljanula na tualet, a v zerkale stoit
kto-to belyj-belyj, kak mel, da dlinnyj-predlynnyj! (I. Bunin, 5DVVND]\)
nights over two before lady die-INF-PERF, looked at toilette, but in mirror stands
someone white white, like chalk, but long-very.long!
‘Two nights before the lady was to die, I looked at my appearance, but in the mirror I
saw someone very white, like chalk, and very tall.’

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ an/ an9811/ o981103.html
http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ KIPLING/ rasskazy.txt
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(276)

(277)

[Pushkin] zanimalsja svoim ‘Sovremennikom’ i za chas pered tem, kak HPXH[DW’
streljat’sja, napisal pis’mo k Ishimovoj (...) (Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ)
Pushkin was.working on.his ‘Sovremennik’ and over hour before, he-DAT go-INF
shoot-INF-IMPERF, wrote letter to Ishimova.
‘Pushkin was working on his ‘Sovremennik’ and an hour before he went to duel, he
wrote a letter to Ishimova.’
Ja vynuzhden byl unosit’ s soboj iz stolovoj v spal’nju tot dragocennyj, xrupkij poceluj,
kotoryj mama imela obyknovenie darit’ mne, kogda ja lezhal v posteli, pered tem kak
PQH]DVQXW· (… ).137(M. Prust, 3RQDSUDYOHQLMXN6YDQX)
I accustomed was take with me from dining-room to sleeping.room that dear, fragile
kiss, that mama habit give me, when I laid in bed, before I-DAT fall.asleep-INF-PERF
(...)
‘I was accustomed to taking the kiss with me from the dining room to the sleeping
room, that dear, fragile kiss, that my mama always gave me, when I laid in bed, before
falling alseep.’

Note that in most sentences the agent of the infinitive is not co-referential with the
agent of the situation in the main clause; exceptions are sentence (276) and (277).
Furthermore, all sentences have an ‘ontic’ character, which is underlined in some cases
by the English translation with the construction [be + to INF].
Schoorlemmer (1995: 64) argues that the dative in the case of infinitival complements
of anteriority (SHUHGWHPNDN) must be seen as a so-called structural dative. She claims about
infinitive complements with conjunctions of anteriority that the “ [s]tructural dative case is
not connected to experiencer semantics” . An analysis such as the one given by
Schoorlemmer leaves many questions unanswered. It does not motivate (a) why the
infinitive is assigned a dative subject, (b) why in some instances of the DI-construction
we find modal interpretations, whereas in others no clear modality is expressed, and (c)
what the difference in meaning is between cases with and without a dative.
I wish to argue that the specific features of the DI-construction mentioned above can
be motivated by the meaning of the DI-construction given earlier, viz. the participant
expressed in the dative is the recipient of a situation type, and the meaning of SHUHGWHP
NDN. In the construction under discussion, the conjunction SHUHG WHP NDN indicates a
situation just before the intended or expected realization of another situation. The idea
of expected course of events is realized differently. In some cases the external force
137

http:/ / moshkow.orsk.ru/ Library/ lat/ INPROZ/ PRUST/ swan.txt
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can be identified with a plan or script (as in EHIRUHZHZHUHWRDSSHDU), or something like
‘the way things go’ (as in EHIRUH VKH ZDV WR GLH). Such cases share properties with ontic
necessitive cases. The construction under discussion can be represented in a simplified
way as shown in Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.18
HYPOTHETICAL WORLD

INF
EF = fate, script, plan

DAT

In this construction the dative participant is the recipient of an action assigned to
him by a force, which may be identified with a script/ plan or ontic force (‘the way
things go’).
In some sentences, the external force can be identified with some planned or
intended action that the subject is just about to realize. This is the case for example in
(273); in this sentence it is expressed that the subject of the sentence wanted to realize
a particular action, but was stopped in the realization of this action due to the
circumstances expressed in the main clause. Note that the occurrence of the modal
particle X]KH (‘already’) in (273) is connected with the specific meaning of the
construction: it expresses that according to some plan or script the time had come to
to realize the infinitive action. The use of this particle stresses that according to plan,
the infinitive situation was just about to be realized.
The analysis given here motivates why the dative is not expressed in the case of
SUH]KGHFKHP. In the case of the conjunction of anteriority SUH]KGHFKHP, the anteriority is
not specified with respect to closeness. This complementizer indicates that there is a
temporal order of anteriority between events X and Y, and focusses on the realization
of the situation expressed in the main-clause. In the case of the sentences with SHUHG
WHPNDN the contribution of the conjunction is not only to express that there exists a
temporal order between two events, but also to stress that the action of the subject in
the main clause occurs just before the moment that is ‘predestined’ to be the moment
on which the action of the infinitive will occur.138 As such, the meaning of this
conjunction is in accordance with the ontic character of the DI-construction.

Schoorlemmer (1994: 63) does not observe this and treats them equally, even changing the conjunction
in (10) to SUH]KGHFKHP.
138
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The RQWLF character that we find in the DI-construction is absent in sentences
without a dative and in sentences with a finite verb; compare:
(278)



(279)

Pered tem, kak nagnut’sja, ona posmotrela v nebo. (V. Aksenov, 2]KRJ)
before bend.down-INF, she looked at sky
‘Just before she bent down, she looked at the sky.’
A moj kollega po koktejlju, kak mne potom rasskazali, ushel kak raz pered tem, kak ja
poshel v tualet.139
but my colleague by cocktail, as me afterwards they.told, went.away immediately
before I went to toilet
‘But my cocktail companion went away, as they told me afterwards, just before I went
to the toilet.’ 


In (278) no reference is made to the ontic nature of the events; the conjunction +
infinitive points to the moment just before the realization of the infinitive situation.
The ontic nature is also not expressed in (279); note that in this sentence the infinitive
cannot be used because this would lead to co-reference disturbance.

7KH',FRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKFKWRE\ ¶ LQRUGHU WR· 

Below we find examples of the DI-construction with the conjunction of anteriority
FKWRE\ (‘in order’):
(280)

(281)

139

Kstati, ja koe-chto zaberu, FKWRE\WHEH zavtra ne WDVKFKLW· mnogo. (Proeme,
IRUWKFRPLQJ)
by.the.way, I something take, in.order you-DAT tomorrow not carry-INF-IMPERF
much
‘By the way, I will take something, so that you won’t have to carry much tomorrow.’
Na to ved’ i moe prizvan’e,/ Chtob ne skuchali rasstojan’ja,/ &KWRE\ za gorodskoju
gran’ju/ =HPOH ne WRVNRYDW·odnoj. (7KH3HQJXLQERRNRI5XVVLDQYHUVH, 1962/ B. Pasternak)
(...)/ So.that beyond town boundary/ earth-DAT not pine-INF-IMPERF alone-DAT
‘It is my calling, after all, to see that distances do not feel lonely and that beyond the town
boundary the earth does not pine in solitude.’

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ an/ an9804/ t980411.html
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(282)

(283)

Nashe schast’e v otkrytom puti/ V tom FKWREURGLQH jarche FYHVWL/ &KWRE v prostorax
skvoz’ versty/ 6HUGFH druga QDMWL. 140 (Songtext, 1960)
our happiness in open road/ in that in.order homeland-DAT clearer shine-INFIMPERF/ in.order in spaces though wersts/ heart-ACC friend find-INF-PERF
‘Our happiness lies in the open road/ In that the homeland will shine brighter/ To find
the heart of a friend miles away in the spacious fields.’
Oni zhdut poezda, kotoryj ix povezet, FKWRE\LP ne RSR]GDW· kuda-to. (Rubinstein,
1986: 367/ Okudzhava)
they waited for-INF train, that them will.take, in order they-DAT not be.late-INF-PERF
somewhere
‘They wait for the train which will take them, so that they won’t be late.’

As I remarked above, in most sentences with FKWRE\ and an infinitival predicate, the
identity of the non-expressed infinitive agent is non-specified, and contextually given.
In the sentences above, however, the dative is expressed to identify the potential
subject of the infinitive. Note that in the case of infinitives with indirect objects in their
valence, this interpretation is not possible; in these cases the dative is interpreted as the
indirect object of the infinitive verb, e.g: 141
(284)

Emu i tak bylo nelovko, da eshche èto “ tpru-u” ! Chto on, loshad’ chto li, FKWRE\HPX
JRYRULW· “ tpru-u” ?!142 (V. Krukovskij, 0\V7UD[WDQNXW)
(...) what he, horse, or something, in.order he-DAT speak-INF-IMPERF “ tpru-u” ?!
‘He felt already so uncomfortable, and then also that “ giddy-up” ! As if he was some
kind of horse, to say “ giddy-up” to him?!’

The use of infinitival clauses with FKWRE\ and a dative subject is analyzed by Rubinstein
(1986). Rubinstein states that the occurrence of the dative subject in infinitive clauses of
purpose (ICPs) in Russian is much more restricted now than it was in the past, but still
occurs in colloquial and popular speech.143 Rubinstein shows in his article that when
stylistic conditions are satisfied, certain structural factors come into play. The use of the
dative subject in ICPs is favored by co-reference disturbance (complete co-reference,
partial or obscured co-reference with the matrix subject, contrastive emphasis, lack of
http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ L2/ L2.39.lat.html
At least, in all the examples that I have attested this was the interpretation at stake.
142 http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ krukovsky/ trahtk.html
143 Nikiforov (1952: 207) discusses infinitive sentences with FKWRE\ and a dative from the second half of the
sixteenth century; the sentences he discusses are classified as cases of necessity (‘dolzhenstvovanie’).
140

141
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expressed matrix subject); in the case of co-reference disturbance, the use of the subjectdative is usually obligatory in ICPs, since it is the only means of avoiding ambiguity.
Rubinstein also observes that the use of the subject-dative in the ICP is favored by
negation. As Rubinstein (1986: 373) remarks, some instances of the construction are not
possible without negation:
(285)

(286)
(287)

(288)

Ja prines dokumenty, chtoby PQH ne E\W· na sude goloslovnym.
I brought documents, in.order I-DAT not be-INF in court without.motivation
‘I brought the documents, so that I wouldn’t be in court without motive.’
Ja prines dokumenty, chtoby (*PQH) SRND]DW· ix na sude.
I brought documents, in order (I-DAT) show-INF-PERF them in court
Ja luchshe pojdu tuda sam, chtoby PQH ne SURVLW· ego lishnij raz.
I better go there myself, in.order I-DAT not ask-INF-PERF him another time
‘I ‘d better go there myself, so that I don’t have to ask him another time.’
Ja luchshe pojdu tuda sam, chtoby (*PQH) SURVLW· ego lishnij raz.
I better go there myself, in.order (I-DAT) ask-INF-PERF him another time

Rubinstein notes about this phenomenon that “ [t]he action of negation can probably be
accounted for by the semantics of negative ICPs similar to that of certain modal
structures in which the DAT [subject-dative] is often expressed” (1986: 376–7). He also
remarks about his study: “ Nor does it treat such important problems as the relation of
ICPs to infinitival sentences and the grammatical status of the DAT [subject-dative]”
(1986: 377).
In my opinion, the intuition expressed by Rubinstein that there is a relation between
modal infinitives and ICPs with a dative subject is essentially correct but should be put
more strongly: ICPs with a dative subject DUH instances of the modal infinitive
construction. If we recognize this we can motivate the distribution of the ICPs with a
dative subject by means of the meaning of the construction and the meaning of FKWRE\.
The modal nature of the construction can have the character of future-oriented
possibility, (negation of) epistemic necessity, and negation of deontic necessity.
The particular use of the construction must be motivated by the meaning of FKWRE\ and
the meaning of the DI-construction. The subordinator FKWRE\ expresses the goal of an
action, and as such situates the intended goal in a hypothetical world; in combination with
the DI-construction, this goal is the situation that some participant is the recipient of an
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action type. The goal character accounts for the future oriented nature of the
construction that we find in all cases, and motivates why the ICP with a dative subject
rejects past or future tense of E\W· (Rubinstein, 1986: 377).144 The meaning of the
construction can further motivate the specific distribution, and why the action of a
negation favors the subject-dative. The specific contexts of use can be explained
pragmatically.
One can do an action to facilitate the occurrence of another action intended by some
agent; this is only possible in cases of deblocking. One can do an action to facilitate the
non-occurrence of a non-intended action by some agent; in that case the sentence can be
paraphrased with QHQX]KQR. One can do an action in order to facilitate the occurrence or
non-occurrence of some action because one wants the occurrence or non-occurrence of
the situation oneself. In that case the intention to do the action of the infinitive agent is
not considered; case one can speak of (absence of) epistemic-ontic necessity. The
pragmatic possibilities of the construction can be schematized as shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6.


¶ZLOO·
Ontic necessity

¶FDQ·
Ontic possibility

¶GRHVQRWKDYHWR·
¶ZRQ·W·
Absence (de)ontic Absence ontic
necessity
necessity

Intention Inf

not considered

+ (perfective)

–

not considered

Negation

–

–

+

+



–

+

–

–



Deblocking

I have not seen examples of deontic necessity and impossibility in affirmative
sentences, although I think that it should in principle be possible in those cases where
you do an action to make the action necessary for someone else (I do X such that Y
has to do Z), or to take away the impossibility of some action.
I suspect that (286) is unacceptable because of the valency of SRND]DW· (+3) and
because the DI-construction with a perfective infinitive only occurs ZLWKRXW negation if
some kind of GHEORFNLQJ is involved; such cases have a so-called ‘possibility’ interpretation.
It may be that in (286) the idea of deblocking is not sufficiently sustained by the context
144 In one of his own examples E\OR is expressed: -DGOMDVHEMDHH>PXNX@FKHOLSULMDWHOMDGOMDVHEMDEHUHJOD"'OMD
YDV]KHSDUD]LW\Y\QHQDHGQ\HFKWREYDP]DYWUDE\ORFKH]KHYDW·&KWREYDP]KHVJRORGXQHSRGR[QXW· (Rubinstein,
1986: 372/ Rasputin). In this sentence, however, E\OR does not refer to a past event.
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of the sentence: we do not first have a situation where the subject is blocked (first I was
not in the position to show the documents in court) and then a situation where this
blockage is taken away. The precise nature of deblocking in sentences like these needs
further analysis.
Finally, an answer must be given to the question of how sentences with a dative differ
from ICPs without a dative. A reason to express the dative may be that the expression of
the dative leads to a stronger modal character than in those sentences where no dative is
expressed. I suspect that the expression of a dative in ICPs may stress the modal nature
of the scene; the unification of the non-specified infinitive agent with a specific agent
focuses on the imposing or deblocking of an action. Take the following ICP without a
dative subject:

(289)

Bez ljubovnoj uslady/ Ne xochu bol’she zhit’/ Est’ eshche v skljanke jadu/ Chtoby
zhizn’ SUHNUDWLW·.145
without love delight/ not want further live/ is still in phial poison/ In.order life end-INF
‘Without the delight of love/ I do not want to live any further/ There is still poison in
the phial/ To end my life.’

In this sentence the phrase &KWRE\ ]KL]Q· SUHNUDWLW· (‘to end my life’) can be seen as a
complement to MDGX. Here it is not possible to express the dative (PQH) because this would
imply that the poison exists to facilitate the realization of the infinitive action.

7KH',FRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKHVOL ¶LI· 

Below some find examples are given of the DI-construction with the subordinator of
condition HVOL. Such sentences can be called ‘infinitive complements of condition (ICC):
$IILUPDWLYHVHQWHQFHVZLWKQHJDWLRQ
(290)

145

(VOL]DNOMXFKHQQRPXQHSHUHVWXNLYDW·VMD, tak chto emu i delat’? (Proeme,
IRUWKFRPLQJ/ A. Solzhenicyn, $U[LSHODJ*XODJ)
if prisoner-DAT not communicate.by.tapping-INF-IMPERF, then, what he-DAT and
do-INF?
‘If a prisoner may not communicate by tapping, what else should/ could he do?’

http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ D5/ D5.11.lat.html
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(291)

(292)

[M]ozhet delo dojti do ubijstva, HVOLHPX QH]KLW· otdel’no za stenoj (… ). (Proeme
IRUWKFRPLQJ/ L. Petrushevskaja, 3·HV\)
can case go till murder, if he-DAT not live-INF-IMPERF separate behind wall
‘People may get killed, if he will not/ may not live behind a separate wall.’
[E]sli on umret prezhde, chem budet postavleno “ Kol’co” , on zaveshchaet partituru
Listu s tem, chtoby poslednij szheg ee, HVOLHPX uzhe QHGRVWLFK· ispolnenija ee v
zhelaemom duxe 146 (Text on Wagner)
if he dies before, then will.be performed ‘The Ring’, he dedicates score to.List with
that, in.order last burned it, if he-DAT already not achieve-INF-PERF performance
of.it in wished spirit
‘In case he dies before the ‘Ring’ is performed, he dedicates the score to List with the
task to burn it, if he does not achieve the performance of the piece in the way he
wants.’

$IILUPDWLYHVHQWHQFHVZLWKRXWQHJDWLRQ
(293)

(294)

(VOLGHOXWRPXVGHODW·VMD, tak razve na tu zimu (Ebeling, 1984: 116/ Mel’nikov).
if case-DAT that-DAT do-INF-PERF, then PRT in that winter
‘If we have to do it anyway, then it’s better to do it next winter.’
Net, brat, izvini, uzh NROLFKHPX na vystavku LWWL, tak razve ètoj gruppe. (ibid.)
no, brother, sorry, PRT if that-DAT to exhibition go-INF, then PRT that-DAT groupDAT
‘No brother, sorry, íf anyone goes to the exhibition, then it will be that group.’

,QWHUURJDWLYHV
(295)

(296)

146
147

Ja podumal, chto HVOLPQH QHVKHYHOLW·VMD, ]DPHUHW·, oni zabudut o moem prisutstvii.
147(K. Lomer, 3ODQHWDNDWDVWURI)
I thought, that if I-DAT not move-INF-IMPERF, freeze-INF-PERF, they will.forget
about my presence
‘I thought that if I didn’t move, and if I froze, they would forget about my presence.’
Chto HVOLPQHVDPRM odnazhdy k vam pod vecher ]DMWL? (… ) Chto HVOLPQH igrushku
synu tvoemu SRGDULW·?148

http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ personal/ wagner/ lwagner.htm
http:/ / icc.migsv.ru/ library/ lat/ LAUMER/ plcatast.txt
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what if I-DAT self-DAT once to you near evening go-INF-PERF? (… ) what if I-DAT
toy to.son your give-INF-PERF
‘What if I came to you in the evening sometime. What if I gave your son some presents?’
(297)

A chto vy skazhete, HVOLQDP sejchas NXSLW· vodku i SRMWL ko mne. (D. Xarms, 1991: 410)
and what you say, if we-DAT now buy-INF-PERF vodka and go-INF-PERF to me.
‘What do you think, how about if we bought some vodka and went to my place.’

As I remarked above, hypothetical sentences with HVOL and an infinitive usually occur
without dative; in those cases the non-specified infinitive agent is unified with the
generic subject. Sentences with HVOL + infinitive express a hypothetical scene (expressed
by HVOL) where the infinitive situation is the case; such sentences can be paraphrased
with ‘if generic agent x (‘one’) does Y’. In such cases the modal character of the
sentence is less clear than in cases where the ICC occurs with a dative. In sentences
with a dative, the scene expressed by the infinitive clause is not just interpreted as
‘being the case’, but rather as something that is assigned to the dative participant by
some force. I would like to assert that the occurrence of the dative is triggered by a
specific context, viz. a context where the initial information state is that the dative
participant will not do the infinitive situation, and where this information state is
contradicted in the hypothetical world opened up by HVOL. I will briefly discuss these
contexts below.
In sentence (290) the dative can be motivated because the speaker holds that the
realization of the infinitive situation should be the case, and gives an invitation to
imagine the undesirable situation where a force interdicts the proposed realization. In
this sentence the dative can be motivated because there is an emphasis on the fact that
the subject will QRWHYHQ do the infinitive situation. Put differently, the speaker proposes
that one assume something to be the case that one would normally not assume to be
the case because it is highly inappropriate. Note that in contrast to the regular
impossibility interpretation of the DI-construction this force may also be a deontic
force, such that the construction is interpreted as ‘x PD\QRW do Y’.149
Sentence (291) is similar to (290); here the speaker also holds that the realization of
the infinitive situation should be the case, and claims that if the way things go is such

http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ L2/ L2.44.lat.html
The DI-construction never expresses deontic impossibility.The interpretation of the force as a deontic
interdicting force in the construction with HVOL is not clear to me.
148

149
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that this realization is blocked, bad things will happen. In this case the occurrence of
the dative can be motivated by the RQWLFcharacter of the sentence.
In (292) the occurrence of the dative is facilitated by the particle X]KH. This particle
stresses that there is no way in which the infinitive situation can still be realized. This
case is close to regular uses of the DI-construction that express impossibility (not
succeeding).
In non-interrogative affirmative sentences like (293) and (294) the force that assigns
the infinitive situation to the dative participant can be identified with ‘the way things
go’. In these sentences the occurrence of the dative is not only triggered by the idea of
an ontic force that assigns a situation, under the presupposition that the occurrence of
the infinitive action may very well not occur in the actual world; in such sentences one
can speak of epistemic deblocking. Sentences like these can be paraphrased as: ‘I don’t
think that X will be the case, but let’s suppose for argument’s sake that x is the case.’ I
think that such an analysis must also be given for sentence (9) above with negation; in
this sentence the speaker asserts that in principle the truck and the combine-harvester
are harmless, SURYLGHGWKDW they don’t cross the road. This means that in reality, they may
be dangerous.
A similar analysis can be given for interrogative sentences (295)–(297) that all have
the character of a suggestion. In (295) and (296) the speaker suggests realizing the
infinitive action, while taking into account that the addressee does not agree with the
realization of the infinitive situation. In (297) a similar reading occurs; such sentences
differ from cases without dative in that the realization of the infinitive action is
presented as only a possible situation, that in reality might very well not occur.


2SWDWLYHVHQWHQFHVZLWKRXWE\RUWRO·NR

The infinitive can be used with a dative subject to express the wish or desire of the
speaker that the infinitive situation will be realized:
(298)

=KLW·YDP do sta let! (Van der Auwera & Plungian, 1998)
live-INF-IMPERF you-DAT till hundred years
‘May you live a hundred years.’

A similar case can be found below, although in this sentence the ontic character of the
construction is more straightforward:
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(299)

3URYDOLW·VMDPQH na ètom meste!150 (M. Pavich, 9HFKQRVW·LHVKFKHRGLQGHQ·)
disappear-INF-PERF I-DAT on this place
‘I will disappear from this place [if I lie]!’

These sentences have an SV order, which is the typical order for optative sentences
wittout optative conjunction (see 3.6.3 for a discussion of the meaning of word
order).151 Van der Auwera & Plungian (1998) suggest that this use of the infinitive must
be seen as a later develoment of the infinitive, more specifically as a diachronical
extension of the meaning of necessity. I do not see this as a necessary conclusion. In
my opinion both uses – necessity and wish – can be seen as uses or interpretations of
the abstract meaning of the construction. The optative use of the DI-construction can
be compared to sentences where the force directed at the realization of the infinitive
action can be identified with the stroke of fate, or the way things go. The idea of wish,
or desire is attributed by the word order of the sentence and the particular meanings of
the forms in the sentence. Compare:
69RUGHU
(300)

9DP]KLW· do sta let.
you-DAT live-INF-IMPERF till hundred years
‘You will live a hundred years.’

The dative participant is the recipient of the infinitive situation; this means that some
force, fate, is directed at the realization of the infinitive situation. In the case of the VS
order, the speaker wishes that the dative participant be the recipient of the infinitive
action. This means that the speaker expresses his wish that some force, fate, the way
things go, be such that the infinitive action is assigned to the dative participant, or that
the speaker can be seen as the force that assigns the infinitive action to the dative
participant.152

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ INPROZ/ PAWICH/ day.txt
The sentences given here are highly idiomatic; in the spoken language, however, this construction is
used productively in modern Russian.
152 The same construction occurs with the particle E\; in these sentences the direction or wish by the
speaker is weaker because the non-occurrence of the situation is taken into account.
150
151
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The DI-construction can occur with the particle E\. The particle E\ expresses that the
situation to which it is semantically-syntactically applied, occurs in an ‘irreality’ world. For
these cases the term ‘negative epistemic stance’ may be used (see Dancygier & Sweetser,
1996). Instances of the DI-construction with E\ can express different shades of necessity,
direction, and wish. As I have argued before, the meaning of the construction with E\ can
be accounted for by the composition of the meanings of the components in the
construction. Such a compositional analysis does not have to posit basic modalities for
the construction, such as ‘possibility’ or ‘necessity’, or to speak of ‘neutralization of
modality’ (cf. Veyrenc 1979: 45 and Maurice, 1996: 152, who try to analyze instances of
the DI-construction with E\ as cases of necessity or possibility). In this section I will
briefly discuss the different uses of the DI-construction with E\, and analyze the process
of interpretation.
Uses of the DI-construction that occur with E\ can be schematically represented as in
Figure 4.19:
Figure 4.19
IRREALITY SCENE

INF
EF

DAT

Different cases occur because of the different nature of the external force (speaker, nonspeaker dative participant, non-speaker external force), the different nature of the dative
subject (first, second, third, person), the presence or absence of negation, the aspect of
the infinitive, and the presence of certain particles. The following three main types of the
DI-construction with E\ can be distinguished:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

EF = non-speaker external force (‘way things go’; ‘fate’, ‘norm’, ‘script’)
EF = speaker
EF = non-speaker dative subject

I will briefly discuss these different types below.
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4.13.1 Type I: Sentences where the external force is ‘the way things go’
The following sentences are examples of uses of the DI-construction with E\ with an
ontic interpretation:
(301)

(302)

(303)

(304)

[V]stretila parnja i poljubila ego, i E\W·E\VYDG·EH, no mat’ ee, Arina, vdrug
zauprjamilas’. (… ). (B. Pil’njak, 6PHUWHO·QRHPDQLW)
met guy and fell-in-love with.him, and be-INF IRR wedding-DAT, but mother her,
Arina, sudddenly objected
‘She met a guy and fell in love with him, and there would have been a wedding, if her
mother, Arina, had not suddenly objected..’
1DFKLQDW·E\E\OR PQH srazu GULAG vmesto vojny, esli by ne shchastlivoe
zastupnichestvo. (A. Solzhenicyn, $U[LSHODJ*XODJ)
begin-INF IRR was-NEUT I-DAT immediately GULAG in-stead-of war, if IRR not
happy intercession
‘I would have started to work in the GULAG instead of going to war, if it had not been for
that fortunate protection.’
>1@DP]KLW·E\, kazalos’, i knigam rasti,/ no muzy bezrodnye nas dokonali,/ i nyne pora
nam iz mira ujti.153 (V. Nabokov, 3RHW\)
we-DAT live-INF-IMPERF IRR, it.seemed, and books-DAT grow-INF-IMPERF, / but
muses homeless us destroyed,/ and now time for.us from world go.away
‘We would have to live, it seemed, and the books would have to grow, / but the homeless
muses destroyed us,/ and now it’s time for us to leave the world.’
TutE\HPXiSRQMDW·vse, no – net, ne soobrazil Voroncov, ne xvatilo kriticheskoj
massy informacii.154 (V. Zvjagincev, 2GLVVHMSRNLGDHW,WDNX)
now IRR he-DAT and understand-INF-PERF all, (...)
‘Now he should understand everything, but no, Voroncov did not understand it, the
critical mass of information was not sufficient.’

In sentences like these the infinitive situation is placed in a counterfactual world. This
counterfactual world may be a world that could have been the case if circumstances
had been different, as in (301) and (302). In such sentences the infinitive can be seen as
the apodosis of a counterfactual conditional sentence. The conditional structure is
153
154

http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ stixiya/ razval/ nabokov.html
http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ ZWQGINCEW/ OdisseyPokidaetItaku2.txt
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absent in (303) and (304); in these sentences the counterfactual situation is presented as
something which should have been the case, but which in reality was not the case. In
all cases the past character of the sentence is inferred from the context.
The sentences under discussion are visually represented in Figure 4.20.
Figure 4.20
PAST RELATED IREALITY SCENE

INF
way things go/ script

DAT

How can we derive the interpretation of such sentences from the meaning of the
construction? We start out from the meaning given earlier and specify it with a context
(Figure 4.21).
Figure 4.21

[LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDVLWXDWLRQW\SH<LH<LVQRWLQLWLDWHGE\[

FRQWH[W
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

The particle E\occurs.
Y can be related to a contrasting past event (often the infinitive clause is part of a
conditional sentence (apodosis) or can be interpreted as such).
The auxiliary E\OR may be expressed (see (302)).
x is expressed in the dative, or if not expressed interpretable as a generic agent.
Y is prototypically imperfective.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

The infinitive action is situated in a counterfactual world close to the actual past world,
where the dative participant x would have been the recipient of the infinitive action Y:

,Q D FRXQWHUIDFWXDO ZRUOG WKH GDWLYH SDUWLFLSDQW [ ZRXOG KDYH EHHQ WKH
UHFLSLHQW RI VRPH DFWLRQ W\SH < WKDW LV WKH ZD\ WKLQJV JR ZRXOG KDYH EHHQ
VXFK WKDW WKH SDUWLFLSDQW H[SUHVVHG LQ WKH GDWLYH ZRXOG KDYH UHDOL]HG WKH
LQILQLWLYHDFWLRQ
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In the sentences above the force that is directed at the occurrence of the infinitive
situation can be identified with an ontic force.

4.13.2 Type II: Sentences where the external force is the speaker
The DI-construction with E\ occurs in sentences where the speaker identifies with the
external force. The speaker expresses the existence of a counterfactual scene where the
way things go is such that the dative participant is the recipient of the infinitive
situation. Since the speaker wishes the realization of the infinitive situation, the speaker
can be said to identify with the force that ‘assigns’ the infinitive situation to the dative
participant.
By using this construction the speaker expresses that he ZLVKHV the realization of the
infinitive situation, after the moment of speaking, or in a past situation. The following
sentences are examples of uses of the DI-construction with E\ with an interpretation of
wish:
:LVK1HFHVVLW\SHUWDLQLQJWRWKHIXWXUH
(305)

(306)

(307)

155

0QHE\ v vodu YOH]W· sejchas.155
I-DAT IRR in water get.into now
‘I would like to get into the water now.’
2WGR[QXW·E\EUDWX. (Mets, 1985: 385)
rest-INF-PERF IRR brother-DAT
‘The brother should rest/ ‘It would be good if the brother rested.’
– Molokososy! – krichal on nam, molodym gazetchikam. (...) V gazete dolzhny byt’ takie
rechi, chtoby u chitatelja spiralo dyxanie. A vy chto delaete? Mjamlite! 9DPE\SLVDW·
romany o malokrovnyx devicax. (Paustovskij, 1DFKDORQHYHGRPRJRYHND)
(...) you-DAT IRR write-INF-IMPERF novels about anemic girls
‘“ Greenhorns!” , he shouted at us, young journalists. (...) “ In the newspaper stories should
be such that readers have difficulty breathing. And what do you do? You just twaddle.
You should write novels about anemic girls.” ’

http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ M2/ M2.04.lat.html
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:LVK1HFHVVLW\SHUWDLQLQJWRWKHSDVW
(308)

(309)



(310)

Ja proxodil inogda cherez ètot gorod/ 0QHE\XYLGHW·, a ja ego ne zamechal.156 (Song
text, 1930)
I passed sometimes through this city/ I-DAT IRR see-INF-PERF, but I him not noticed
‘I sometimes passed that city. I should have seen him, but I never noticed him.’
A PQHE\QHSHW·, a ja vse pel,/ A PQHE\VJRUHW·, a ja ne sgorel (...).157(Song text,
1976)
but I-DAT IRR not sing-INF-IMPERF, but I all sung, / but I-DAT IRR burn-INFPERF, but I not burned
‘I shouldn’t have sung, but I sang anyway, / I should have burned down, but it didn’t
happen.’
9RORG·NHE\, konechno, v shutku vse SUHYUDWLW·. A on ochen’ obidelsja. (Zoshchenko,
1935)
Little.volodja-DAT IRR, of.course, in joke all change-INF-PERF. but he very
was.offended
‘Volod’ka should, of course, have turned everything into a joke. But he was very
offended.’

The meaning of the construction under discussion can be paraphrased with ‘for x it
would be/ would have been good to do Y’, as represented in Figure 4.22.
Figure 4.22
DESIRABLE SCENE

(not) INF
speaker

DAT

If the agent in the dative can be seen as the addressee, and the situation can be interpreted
as something to which the addressee can actively contribute, the construction can be seen
as a directive with the character of advice:
(311)

156
157

2WGR[QXW· E\ WHEH! (Mets, 1985: 358)
rest-INF-PERF IRR you-DAT

http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ K11/ K11.40.lat.html
http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ D2/ D2.04p.lat.html
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‘You should rest’
(312)

2WG\[DW· E\ WHEH chashche! (Mets, 1985: 358)
rest-INF-IMPERF IRR you-DAT more often
‘You should rest more often.’

This use occurs in both aspects. Oppositional forms of this construction are the
imperative and the subjunctive (2WGR[QL;2WGR[QXOE\W\).
In constrast to infinitive directives without E\, this construction expresses that the
realization of the infinitive action by the addressee takes place in an LGHDO world only; in
reality the addressee can UHIXVH to realize the action expressed by the infinitive.158 Bricyn
(1990: 245) observes that the DI-construction with E\ cannot be used in cases where it
is clear that the infinitive action is positive only for the speaker, and not for the
addressee:
(313)

? Tebe by prinesti mne knigu.
you IRR bring-INF-PERF to.me book
‘You should bring the book.’

This is in accordance with the meaning of the construction I that gave above, viz. ‘for x
it would be/ would have been good to do Y’. In this case, however, it is possible to use
the subjunctive:
(314)

Ty by prines ètu knigu.
you IRR brought that book
‘You should bring that book.’

The subjunctive may be used for cases where the realization of the action is positive
only for the speaker DQG for cases where the results are positive for the addressee:
(315)

– Ty by sxodil v ètot skit, posovetovala mne mama. (K. Paustovskij, 1DFKDORQHYHGRPRJR
YHND)
you IRR went-IMPERF in that monastery, advised me mama
‘“ You should visit to that monastery” , adviced mama.’

158 Note that in the case of this use the dative participant is always expressed: the non-expression of the
dative would lead to an interpretation where the speaker is associated with the potential agent. This differs
from the directive use of the infinitive without E\, where the addressee is usually not expressed.
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The difference in use between the DI-construction and the subjunctive cannot be
attributed to the meaning of E\, since this particle occurs in both constructions. The
difference in meaning must explained by taking into account the other constituents in the
construction. I suspect that the idea of ‘IRU[ it is good’ must be attributed to the presence
of the dative in the construction in relation with the other constituents. The exact nature
of the dative in this construction needs further explanation.
Note that the ideal world in which the infinitive situation takes place may be a
future world or a past world. The difference between these interpretations is attributed
by the context, the discourse in which the construction occurs, and in the case of
negative sentences, the aspect of the infinitive. I will say more about negative sentences
below.
I will now briefly discuss the process of interpretation of this construction. The
process of interpretation can be analyzed as follows (in Figure 4.23).
Figure 4.23

[LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDVLWXDWLRQW\SH<LH<LVQRWLQLWLDWHGE\[

V\QWDFWLFVHPDQWLFIHDWXUHV
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

The particle E\ occurs.
X occurs in all persons; if X is not expressed it is prototypically interpreted as
referring to the speaker, and in some specific cases to a generic agent.
Y can be negated.
In the case of a first person WRO·NR and OLVK· can be expressed.
Y occurs in both aspects.
Both dative-infinitive, and infinitive-dative order occurs.
The infinitive can occur in a coordinate sentence.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

In these sentences it is expressed that ideally speaking the dative participant is the
recipient of a situation type in an ideal world; this means that the speaker can be seen
as the external force:
7KHVSHDNHUH[SUHVVHVWKDWLGHDOO\VSHDNLQJ[SHUIRUPVSHUIRUPHG< RUQRW<
LQWKHFDVHRIQHJDWLRQ 
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I will briefly discuss the context mentioned in Figure 4.23 below:
(i) The particle E\
The reason for the addition of E\, the particle indicating irrealis, to the combination of
the dative and the infinitive is that the infinitive situation is portrayed as an LGHDO
situation that does not necessarily occur, because (i) the subject may not give in to the
force to realize the infinitive situation, or (ii) because in reality the dative subject
performed a different situation in the past.
The expression of the particle E\ further accounts for the element of wish in the
construction, but it is not H[SUHVVHG by it. The particle E\ does not express wish, which is
underlined by the occurrence of E\ in cases where the element of wish is absent, for
example in the case of sentences that express the way things go as described in the
preceding section.
I think that the element of wish must be seen as an interpretative phenomenon,
which is attributed by the context. Maurice (1995: 165) discusses the possibility of
analyzing the infinitive sentences with E\ and a dative as elliptical conditional sentences,
where the apodosis, stating the positive consequences of realization of the infinitive
clauses, is left out. In my opinion, it is not necessary to treat this construction as an
elliptical conditional sentence. Such an analysis is just a trick to make the attribution of
the context to the construction visible. In the case of the DI-construction with E\ under
discussion, the speaker identifies with the force that assigns the infinitive situation to the
dative participant, in an ideal world; this implies that the speaker ZDQWV the realization of
the infinitive situation. The possibility of identification of the speaker with the force also
occurs in other uses of the DI-construction, as in cases with a VS order (see 4.12), for
example, or in the case of directive sentences.
(ii) The dative
Cases of the DI-construction with E\ that expresses wish can occur with all persons (first,
second, third). In many cases the potential agent is not formally expressed. In these cases
prototypically a first person plural or singular is associated with the non-expressed agent
of the infinitive situation:159
159 The association of the non-expressed infinitive agent with the speaker may possibly be motivated
pragmatically: if a wish is uttered that a situation will be realized, the speaker is the most likely candidate to
be associated with the non-expressed infinitive agent, because (i) one usually wishes something for the
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(316)

(317)

(318)

Vot E\ X]QDW· chto tvorilos’ u starogo skazochnika v golove, kogda on sochinjal ètu
istoriju!160
PRT IRR get.to.know-INF-PERF what was.happened at old fairy.tale.writer in head,
when he created that story
‘If only I knew what was going on in the head of the old fairy-tale writer when he created
this story.’
Trojku by sejchas ... 8H[DW·E\ v snega, v step’. (V. Shukshin, /MXEDYLQ\5RPDQ)
trojka IRR now ... go.away-INF-PERF IRR in snow, in steppe
‘If only there would be a trojka now. We could go into the snow and the steppe.’
On zakusil gubu. =DE\W·E\.161(A. Gromov, 7HNRGRQW)
he bit lip. forget-INF-PERF IRR
‘He bit his lip. If only he could forget/ He should forget.’

The first person may also be formally expressed as in (305) above, or as in the following
sentence:
(319)

(320)

1DPE\WRO·NRGYLQXW· ètot jashchik. (Maurice, 1996: 155/ Mickey Mouse)
we-DAT IRR only move-INF-PERF that box
‘We only want to move that box.’
Chto prikazhete? – suxo sprosil metrdotel’. – 0QHE\SR]DYWUDNDW·. – Prostite, zavtrakov
net.162 (A. Averchenko, %\W)
what you.order? – drily asked maître d’hôtel. – I-DAT IRR have.breakfast-INF-PERF. –
Excuse.me breakfast not
‘“ Would you like to order?” , asked the maître d’hôtel drily. “ I would like to have
breakfast.” “ I am sorry, but we don’t have breakfast anymore.” ’

I suspect that ommitting the dative subject is not possible in all cases where the speaker is
associated with the non-expressed infinitive agent. I have not seen examples of cases
benefit of oneself, rather than for the benefit of others, and (ii) the speaker participant is DOZD\V given in the
context.
160 http:/ / www.russ.ru:8085/ krug/ razbor/ 19991210.html
161 http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ RUFANT/ GROMOV_A/ tekodont.txt; this example can be
seen as a case of free indirect speech.
162 http:/ / dacota.rriai.org.ru:8005/ Texts/ Averchenko/ byt.html
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without dative where the infinitive situation pertains to a past situation. Furthermore, I
think that cases with a dative such as (319) or (320) have a slightly different character
from cases without a dative. I think that cases without a dative have a stronger and more
emotional character than sentences with a dative where the infinitive situation pertains to
the future, like (305).
Garde (1963: 58) notes that in some cases without dative the non-expressed infinitive
agent may be associated with a generic subject. According to Maurice (1996: 154) this
interpretation occurs primarily in negative sentences. An example of such a reading is
given below:
(321)

3RFKHPX E\ QH SRPHVKDW· religioznym kul’tam promyvat’ mozgi nevinnym ljudjam?
3RFKHPXE\QHRWNU\W· cerkovnye sudy dlja proverki mirskoj juridicheskoj sistemy?163
why IRR not prevent-INF-IMPERF religious cults wash brains innocent people? why
IRR not open-INF-PERF church courts for control by.worldly juridical system?
‘Why not prevent religious cults from brainwashing innocent people? Why not open
church courts for the inspection by the worldy juridical system?’

In this interrogative sentence the speaker asks whether there are good reasons not to do
the infinitive action in a counterfactual world. This sentence has a rhetorical character,
that is, the speaker indirectly asserts that it would be good to realize the infinitive action.
Note that in this sentence the speaker can, among other things, be associated with the
infinitive agent (‘why wouldn’t we/ one’). Maurice (1996: 154) argues that such a reading is
not possible in the following sentence:
(322)

Menja ne xudo by sprosit’. Ved’ ja ej neskol’ko srodni (...). (Maurice, 1996: 154:
Griboedov)
me not badly IRR ask-INF-PERF. since I for.her some akin (...)
‘It woudn’t be bad if they asked me, after all I am somehow related to her.’

In this sentence, however, the predicate of the sentence is not the infinitive but the
adverb [XGR; as such this sentence cannot be seen as an infinitive sentence. A generic
reading is possible, however, in the following sentences with the restrictive particle OLVK·
(‘just’) andWRO·NR (‘only’):
(323)

163

Ljudi pridumyvali sebe poroki i izvrashchenija, OLVK· E\ QH SURVO\W· presnymi. (Bricyn,
1990: 293/ A. Tolstoj)

http:/ / apolresearch.org/ reed7_lat.html
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people invented for.self flaws and perversions, only IRR not be.reputed.for-INF-PERF
vapidity
‘People invented flaws and perversions themselves, just not to be reputed for their
vapidity.’
(324)

Ja s uvazheniem k nemu [= Javlinskij] otnoshus’, no ja schitaju, chto vechnaja
oppozicija, i vechnye 5 procentov – OLVK·E\WRO·NRQHEUDW· na sebja otvetstvennost’,
OLVK·E\QHXFKDVWYRYDW· vo vlasti – èto vazhno.164
(...) PRT IRR only not take-INF-IMPERF on him responsibility, only IRR not participate
in power (...)
‘I have great respect for self, but in my opinion, the never-ending opposition, and the
everlasting 5 percent, just not to take responsibility, just not to participate in the power, is
important.’

(325)

[D]a, esli net svezhej [somlevshaja vishnja], mozhno iz varen’ja pozaimstvovat’ ili iz
kompota, WRO·NR potom QH]DE\W·E\ ee nazad YHUQXW·.165
(...), only afterwards not forget-INF-PERF IRR her back bring
‘Yes, if there are no fresh ones, you can take some from jam or compote, only don’t
forget to put some back afterwards.’

Such sentences do not express wish or desire by the speaker, but the wish or desire of the
agents associated with the non-expressed infinitive agent. In the first two sentences these
agents are specifically given in the preceding context, whereas in (325) the non-expressed
infinitive agent can be associated with the addressee. Maurice (1996: 154) follows Bricyn
(1990, 293), who classifies such sentences as goal-oriented constructions, but in my
opinion such an analysis is not correct for all cases, e.g. not for (325).
(iii) Restrictive particles
Sentences with a first person, or without expressed agent, where the non-expressed
infinitive agent is associated with the speaker often occur with the restrictive particle WRO·NR
(‘only’) that modifies the infinitive:
(326)

164
165

7RO·NRE\XVSHW·! (Bricyn, 1990: 247/ G. Nikitina)
only IRR arrive.in.time-INF-PERF

http:/ / www.kirienko.ru:8085/ interview/ kir3.html
http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ d85.html
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‘If only I would succeed!’
(327)

(328)

No ja vse-taki nadejus’, chto v Rossii im [the west] ne oblomitsja. 1DPE\WRO·NR za um
Y]MDW·VMD.166
(...) we-DAT IRR only to senses take-INF-PERF
‘Yet I hope that Russia will not give it [resources] away to them. I wish we would come to
our senses.’
1DPE\WRO·NRGYLQXW· ètot jashchik. (Maurice, 1996: 155/ Mickey Mouse)
we-DAT IRR only move-INF-PERF that box
‘We only want to move that box.’

In sentences without a dative such as (326) the particle WRO·NR modifies the infinitive
sentence. Since no agent is expressed, the infinitive agent is associated with the speaker.
Without context such a phrase just expresses the ‘bare’ scene where only the infinitive
situation is realized, but in its context the phrase is interpreted as that the speaker wishes
the realization of this situation. This interpretation is highly conventionalized, such that it
can be seen as part of the meaning of the construction. Note that this use of WRO·NR is a
general phenomenon in the Russian language (HVOL WRO·NR, SXVW· WRO·NR), and also in other
languages (e.g. LIRQO\ ... ).167
Besides with the particle WRO·NR, the DI-construction with E\ also occurs with the
restrictive particle OLVK·, as in the sentences below:
(329)

(330)

I pust’ v rezul’tate obizhaetsja na menja Vasil’ev, PQH OLVK· E\ QH SURIDQLURYDW·
sistemu.168
(...) I-DAT only IRR not profane-INF-IMPERF system
‘I don’t care if Vasil’ev is insulted as a result of this, I just don’t want to profane the
system.’
Vrjad li torgovcev dopuskajut prjamo v dom. – 1DP OLVK· E\ SURMWL vorota!169 (J.
Nikitin, 6YMDWRM*UDDO·)
(...) we-DAT only IRR pass-INF-PERF gate

http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ 990615092251.gb.html
Similar particles that occur with this construction are [RW· and the adverb VNRUHH, which indicates an impatient
wish (Bricyn, 1990: 247)
168 http:/ / www.theatre.ru:8084/ ptzh/ 2000/ 20/ 060.html
169 http:/ / www.pool-7.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ NIKITINYU/ graal_1.txt
166
167
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‘“ The merchants will probably not let us into the house directly.” “ But we just want to
pass the gate!” ’

Sentences with the particle OLVK· express a modest wish. The difference between this
construction and constructions with WRO·NR must be attributed to a difference in
meaning between these particles.
(iv) Negative sentences
The infinitive construction with E\ also occurs with negation; in such cases the infinitive
situation is negated. For the analysis of sentences with negation it is important to look at
the aspect of the infinitive. In sentences with a perfective infinitive the speaker considers
a hypothetical state of affairs that would be bad for him and expresses an apprehension
that this bad thing might happen. Sentences like these express a desire to do something to
prevent the undesirable state of affairs; below some examples are given, all without dative:
(331)

(332)

(333)

1H ]DE\W· E\, kak nazyvaetsja dachnyj poselok na peschanoj kose, u kotorogo
zakonchilas’ vojna. (Uppsala corpus)
not forget-INF-PERF IRR, how call-REFL dacha settlement on sand spit, at which
ended war
‘We mustn’t forget, what the dacha settlement on the sandy spit is called, where the war
ended.’
1HSRSDVW·E\, dumaju, pod motor. (Zoshchenko, 1935)
not end.up-INF-PERF IRR, I.think, under motor
‘I hope I won’t end up under the motor, I thought.’
Ne otstavaj, QHRSR]GDW·E\ k obedu. (B. Pasternak, 3RVWRURQQLM)
not stay.behind-IMP, not be.late-INF-PERF IRR to dinner
‘Come on, move, we don’t want to be late for dinner.’

In the above the speaker is associated with the potential agent of the infinitive; the
following sentences have a more generic character:
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(334)

(335)

I sootvetstvenno projavljaem solidarnost’ s “ xoroshimi” i vojuem s temi, kto
zashchishchaet “ ploxix” . 1H]DE\W·E\SRVFKLWDW·, s kakoj storony bol’she otrezannyx
golov, chtoby znat’, kto xuzhe.170
(...) not forget-INF-PERF IRR count (...)
‘And in the same vain we proclaim solidarity with the “ good” ones, and make war with
those that protect the “ bad” . Of course one shouldn’t forget to count the number of
heads that are cut off in order to find out who is worse.”
Analogichno stroim sobach’ju konuru na dache. 1H]DE\W·E\ tol’ko dyrku ostavit’ ne
sverxu, a v stene. A to sobaka, pozhaluj, Vas ne pojmet.171
(...) not forget-INF-PERF IRR just hole leave not on.top, but in wall. (...)
‘In the same way we build a dog-kennel at the dacha. Just don’t forget to leave a hole
in the wall, and not on top. Or else the dog will probably not understand you.’

Negative sentences can also occur with a dative, e.g.:
(336)

(337)

“ Nel’zja, chtoby v starosti chelovek ostavalsja odin, – dumal on. – Odnako èto
neizbezhno. 1H]DE\W·E\PQHs” est’ tunca, pokuda on ne protux, ved’ mne nel’zja
terjat’ sily. 1H]DE\W·E\PQHVµHVW· ego utrom, dazhe esli ja sovsem ne budu
goloden. 7RO·NRE\QH]DE\W·” , – povtorjal on sebe.172 (È. Xeminguej, 6WDULNLPRUH)
(...) not forget-INF-PERF IRR I-DAT eat-INF-PERF tuna (...). not forget-INF-PERF
IRR I-DAT eat-INF-PERF him in.morning, (...). just IRR not forget-INF-PERF (...).
‘“ One shouldn’t stay alone when one is old” , he thought. “ But it is inevitable. I
shouldn’t forget to eat tuna, as long as it has not gone off, since I may not loose
strength. I shouldn’t forget to eat it in the morning, even when I am not hungry. I just
don’t want to forget” , he repeated to himself.’
0QHE\WRO·NR teper’ do konca QHUDVNU\W·VMD (...).173 (A. Tarkovskij)
I-DAT IRR only now till end not open-INF-PERF
‘I just do not want to open myself up before the end.’

In my opinion, sentences without dative express the wish that a situation will (not)
happen, with the provision that in reality the situation might in fact very well happen.
In sentences with a dative the apprehension that a bad thing might very well happen,
http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ guestbook-po990327.html
http:/ / www.cityline.ru:8084/ soveti/ 9a.html
172 http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ INPROZ/ HEMINGUEJ/ starik.txt
173 http:/ / www.ruthenia.ru:8085/ 60s/ tarkovskij/ mne_by.htm
170
171
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and the idea that one should do something to prevent it, seems less strong. Sentences
with dative, show more similarities to deontic-ontic cases of the DI-construction,
where the speaker expresses the necessity to do a situation, whereas sentences without
dative are infinitive sentences where the feature of wish is contributed by the context.
The aspect of the construction under discussion can be motivated as follows. The
speaker focuses on the absence of completion of the situation, since this completion is
associated with negative consequences. For such a reading the SHUIHFWLYH aspect is typical.
In sentences with the imperfective aspect the speaker expresses (i) his wish that a
necessity to do a situation in the future would be absent or (ii) the wish that a past
undesirable situation would not have occurred, but that, instead, the infinitive situation
would have occurred. The particle E\ expresses that the situation where there is an
external force that directs the agent toward the situation is seen as counterfactual: on
an ideal level the infinitive situation occurs/ occurred, but in reality the action will
not/ did not occur:
(338)

(339)

1HYVWDYDW·E\PQH zavtra rano!
not get.up-INF-IMPERF IRR I-DAT tomorrow early
‘I shouldn’t have to get up early to tomorrow.’
1HRWNU\YDW·E\HPX okno! (Mets, 1985)
not open-INF-IMPERF IRR he-DAT door!
‘He shouldn’t have opened the window.’

The aspectual choice in this construction can be motivated as follows. In sentences
where the infinitive situation is associated with a future event, the speaker focuses on
the fact that the dative participant should not HQJDJHin the infinitive situation and uses
the imperfective aspect; such sentences show close similarities to deontic-ontic
necessitive cases without E\. In the case of a situation that has already occurred, the
completion of the situation is a given fact; in this case the speaker focuses on the
occurrence of the situation qua situation, and uses the LPSHUIHFWLYH aspect.
(v) The aspect of the infinitive
In the construction under discussion the infinitive occurs in both the perfective and
the imperfective. The difference in aspectual choice points at a difference in
conceptualization and profiling. In the case of the perfective the emphasis is placed on
the positive consequences of the realization of the infinitive situation, whereas in the
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case of the imperfective aspect the emphasis is placed on the occurrence of the
situation TXDVLWXDWLRQ, or the fact that the dative participant is to HQJDJH in the infinitive
situation. A reason to choose the imperfective aspect may be to emphasize the
duration of the situation:
(340)

– Èx, slavnoe mesto! – skazal filosof. – Vot WXW E\ ]KLW· ORYLW· rybu v Dnepre i v
prudax, R[RWLW·VMD s tentami ili s ruzh’em za strepetami i krol’shnepami. (Garde, 1963:
58/ Gogol’)
O, heavenly place! – said philosopher – PRT here IRR live-INF-IMPERF, catch-INFIMPERF fish in Dnepr and in ponds, hunt-INF-IMPERF with awnings or with arms
after little bustards and curlews
‘“ O, what a heavenly place!” , said the philopsopher. “ If only I could live here, catch
fish in the Dnepr and in ponds, hunt with arms after little bustards and curlews.” ’

In the case of inherently perfective actions (e.g. semelfactives), or inherently
imperfective actions (e.g. states) the difference in profiling is directed by the meaning
of the lexical item itself. In some cases a difference in aspect strongly correlates with
different usage types. This is the case for example with negative sentences as discussed
above.
(vi) The word order
In the construction under discussion both the [infinitive dative] and [dative infinitive]
order occur. I suspect that the [infinitive dative] order must be motivated in the same
way as in the case of sentences without E\. For an analysis see the preceding sections.
(vii) Conditional sentence structure
In some cases the infinitive occurs in a coordinate sentence with a conditional character:
(341)

(ME\XFKLW·VMD, ona by mnogo dostigla (Bricyn, 1990: 242/ A. Tvardovskij)
she-DAT IRR study-INF-IMPERF, she IRR much achieved
‘Had she studied, she would have achieved a lot.’

In such sentences it is expressed that the dative participant should have realized/ should
realize the infinitive action, because the infinitive action would have led/ would lead to a
desirable situation, which is expressed in a clause following the infinitive clause.
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4.13.3 Type III: Sentences with WRO·NR or YVH where the external force is the dative
participant

In the cases above the speaker wishes the realization of the action expressed by the
infinitive. An exception to this rule occurs in some cases with WRO·NR (‘only’), OLVK·, or YVH
(‘all’) In these cases the second or third person dative subject wishes to do just RQH thing
(with an imperfective ‘all the time’), namely to do the infinitive situation:
(342)

(343)

(344)

(345)

7HEHE\YVHSLW· da ]KUDW·. (Maurice, 1996: 162/ Popov)
you-DAT irrealis all the time drink-INF-IMPERF and eat-INF-IMPERF
‘If it were up to you, you would eat and drink all the time.’
Da ladno tebe, Vasja, – xlopnul ego po plechu vtoroj, s prokurennym golosom. – 7HEH
E\WRO·NRzubyVNDOLW·. Idem luchshe.174 (V. Maksimov, 3RSRO]QRYHQLH)
PRT enough you, Vasja, – tapped him on shoulders second, with smoked voice. – youDAT IRR only teeth show-INF-IMPERF we.go better
‘“ Well, enough Vasja” , said the second of the two men with a smoker’s voice while
tapping him on the shoulder. “ You only want to have a good laugh. We ‘d better go.” ’
Kot Kornej uzhasnyj sonja. Spit celyi den’! (PX E\WRO·NR VSDW· i VSDW·!175
cat Kornej terribly sleepy. sleeps all day! he-DAT IRR only sleep and sleep
‘The cat Kornei is terribly sleepy. He sleeps all day! He just wants to sleep all the time.’
Nakinuv na golovu shlem, Aurel tronul motocikl s mesta i molniej vynessja so dvora.
Teper’ HPX E\WRO·NR Y\UYDW·VMD na trassu (...).176 (V. Vasil’ev, 6HUGFDLPRWRU\).
put.on.GERUND on head helmet, Aurel touched motor from place and as.lightning
take.out-GERUND from courtyard. now he-DAT IRR only break.away-INF-PERF on
route
‘After putting on his helmet, Aurel moved his motor from its place and took off from the
courtyard, as fast as lightning. Now he only wanted to break away and go on the route.’

In these sentences it is expressed that the dative participant wants only one thing, viz. the
realization of the infinitive action; see figure 4.24.
http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ maximov/ popolz.html
http:/ / www.sm.ru:8085/ detset/ arseniy/ cat/ index.htm
176 http:/ / www.r-isp.net/ library/ lat/ WASILXEW/ hear_eng.txt
174
175
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Figure 4.24
DESIRABLE SCENE

only/ all the time INF
dative participant

DAT

In sentences with second persons the speaker often expresses his discontent with this
wish of the dative participant. Such a reading is not typical of cases with a third person. In
the case of third persons the speaker may identify with the dative participant and, from
the perspective of this participant, express the wish to realize the infinitive situation. Such
sentences can be paraphrased with modal predicates or constructions such as XGDW·VMD (‘to
succeed’), HVOLE\RQVPRJ (‘If only he could’), or GRYHVWLV· (‘to manage’). An example given
below:
(346)

Imeja v svoem rasporjazhenii polnuju moshchnost’, on eshche mog by zatormozit’ i ujti v
prostranstvo, WRO·NRE\ HPX QDEUDW· èti samye sto g. 177(S. Lem, 'R]QDQLH)
having in his order full power, he still could IRR brake and leave in space, just IRR heDAT gather-INF-PERF that same hundred g.
‘Since the order gave him full power, he could still put on the brakes and leave for space,
LIKHZRXOGRQO\VXFFHHGLQJDWKHULQJ that same hundred g.’

In this sentences WRO·NR modifies the proposition expressed by the combination of the
infinitive and the dative: they have [WRO·NR dative infinitive] order; this differs from the
sentences given above, where we find a [dative WRO·NR infinitive] order.
Below I will briefly discuss the interpretation of this construction. The
interpretation of such sentences is accounted for in Figure 4.25.
Figure 4.25

[LVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIDVLWXDWLRQW\SH<LH<LVQRWLQLWLDWHGE\[

V\QWDFWLFVHPDQWLFIHDWXUHV
(i)
(ii)

177

The particle E\ occurs.
The infinitive may be imperfective or perfective.

http:/ / moshkow.perm.ru/ lat/ LEM/ inquest.txt
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Occurrence of the forms WRO·NR, OLVK· or YVH that modify the infinitive, or the
combination of the dative and the infinitive.
Y can be negated.
x occurs in the second or third person.
The dative occurs before the infinitive.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

In these sentences it is expressed that if it were up to the dative participant, the dative
participant would be the recipient of just one action, viz. the infinitive action:
The dative participant would like to do/ be completely satisfied with only the infinitive
action Y

Below I will briefly discuss some of the contextual features given in Figure 4.25.
(i) The particle E\
The particle E\ occurs because in such sentences the occurrence of the infinitive action
does not take place in this world, but only in an ideal world. This ideal world is defined by
the wish or urge of the dative participant.
(ii) Aspect
The infinitive may be imperfective or perfective. The imperfective aspect is typical of
cases where the speaker disagrees with the kind of behavior, indicated by the infinitive,
whereas the perfective aspect is typical of cases where the speaker identifies with the wish
of the dative participant to realize a single event.
(iii) Restrictive forms
The interpretation where the dative participant can be seen as the external force only
occurs with the forms WRO·NR (OLVK·), that indicate that the agent wants to do just this one
action. Maurice gives an example with YVH; in this sentence it is expressed that the agent
wants to do one action all the time (and as such focuses on one action).
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(vi) Word order
In the case of the interpretation under discussion we find the following arrangements (i)
[dative [WRO·NR infinitive]], and (ii) [WRO·NR [dative infinitive]]. The first arrangement reflects
the point of view of the dative participant. Note that the same order also occurs in
sentences where the speaker can be seen as the force that assigns the infinitive situation:
(347)

1DP by tol’ko GYLQXW· ètot jashchik. (Maurice, 1996: 155/ Mickey Mouse)
we-DAT IRR only move-INF-PERF that box
‘We only want to move that box.’

In cases where the narrator identifies with the third person dative participant, WRO·NR
modifies the combination of the dative and the infinitive. This use of WRO·NR is similar to
cases that express wish or desire in infinitive sentences without a dative, or in expressions
with HVOL or SXVW·.

'LUHFWLYHLQILQLWLYHXVH
In this section I will briefly discuss the directive use of the infinitive. The infinitive can be
used as a directive in sentences without dative where the non-expressed infinitive agent is
unified with a contextually given second person addressee. In some cases the same
construction occurs with a dative, usually with the forms YVHP (all-DAT) and QLNRPX(noone-DAT). Directive infinitives can be seen as special instances of the DI-construction. I
will therefore briefly discuss them here.
In Russian the directive infinitive is prototypically used for two functions:
(i)
(ii)

As as an order or command, or strong urge.
In cases where the identity of the non-expressed infinitive agent remains
unspecified (‘one’).

Examples of the first type can be found below:
(348)

0ROFKDW·, idiotki! – rjavknul Xvastishchev. (V. Aksenov, 2]KRJ)
be.silent-INF-IMPERF, idiots – barked Xvastishchev
‘“ Quiet, you stupid girls” , barked Xvastishchev.’
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(349)

(350)

(351)

Ne VPHW·! – javno bol’nym golosom voskliknul Filipp Filippovich.178 (M. Bulgakov,
6REDFK·HVHUGFH)
not dare-INF-PERF! – clearly with.sick voice shouted Filip Filippovich
‘“ Don’t you dare!” , shouted Filip Filippovich with a clearly sore voice.’
Ne VWUHOMDW·! (K. Paustovskij, 1DFKDORQHYHGRPRJRYHND)
not shoot-INF-IMPERF
‘Don’t shoot!’
– Teper’ raketa gotova k poletu. Zavtra utrom vlkjuchim nevesomost’ i otbuksiruem
kosmeticheskij korabl’ na startovuju plochshadku. A sejchas VSDW·. (N. Nosov, 1H]QDQND
QD/XQH)
(...) but now sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘Now the rocket is ready to take off. Tomorrow morning we will switch on the zero
gravity and tow off the space ship to the take-off place. But now – sleep.’

This use of the infinitive is typical of the order of an officer to a soldier, a human to his
dog, or a parent to his child. The term ‘order’ does not apply equally well to all cases. It is
typical of infinitive directives that the speaker does not take the possibility of the
addressee refusing to perform the infinitive action into account. In some cases the
directivity has the character of a binding statement, as in (352):
(352)

– Ladno, – govorit Dimka, – berem tebja s toboj. Tol’ko QH [Q\NDW· potom. (Ch.
Ajmatov, 3RVOHVND]NL)
O.K, says Dimka, we.take you with us. just not whine-INF-IMPERF afterwards
‘“ O.K!” , said Dimka, “ we will take you with us. But don’t start whining later on.” ’

If the infinitive is not uttered in the immediate speaker-addressee context, the nonexpressed infinitive agent may remain unspecified, and be interpreted as the generic agent;
in such cases the direction has the character of a general statement of how to behave in a
certain situation. This use of the infinitive is found in the case of recipes or general
instructions (Maurice, 1995: 167), e.g.:
(353)

178

3ULJRWRYLW· mjasnoj farsh s lukom, SRVROLW·, SRSHUFKLW·, Y]ELW· v nego 2 jajca, xorosho
SHUHPHVKDW·. (Maurice, 1996: 168/ Sizova)
prepare meat mince with onion, salt-INF-PERF, pepper-INF-PERF, break.into-INFPERF in him 2 eggs, good mix-INF-PERF

http:/ / www.yuvictim.net.ru:8105/ liter/ bulgakov/ serdce/ sobsrd_6.html
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‘Prepare the minced meat with onion, add salt, pepper, break two eggs into it, and mix it
well.’
(354)

(355)

Ne Y\VRY\YDW·VMD. (Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ/ Notice in the train)
not lean.out-INF-IMPERF
‘Don’t lean out.
To’lko SUHGVWDYLW·chto kazhdyj iz nas – celyj mir, a obobshchat’ znachit pomeshat’
sebja gde-to tam, nad mirami.179
only imagine-INF-PERF that each of us – whole world, and generalize means hinder
self somewhere there, above worlds
‘Just imagine/ one just has to imagine that each of us is a world on its own, and that
generalizing means interfering with yourself, somewhere there in such a world.’

Cases where the non-expressed infinitive agent remains unspecified or generic cannot be
seen as instances of the DI-construction proper.
Besides the cases where the direction is aimed at a second person addressee, the
infinitive can also be used as a directive in the following contexts:
(i)
(ii)

directivity to the speaker (hortative)
directivity to a non-specified group of people

The following sentences are cases where the speaker directs himself to do an action:
(356)

(357)

179
180

Poezd stal ostanavlivat’sja. – Nikak stancija, – skazal on, – SRMWL napit’sja. (5XVVNDMD
*UDPPDWLND, 1980, II: 374)
train started stop – in.no.way station, – said he, – go-INF-PERF drink-INF-PERF
‘The train started to stop. “ It seems to be a station” , he said, “ let’s go and have a drink.” ’
Bol’she ne mogu, podumal Peskavin. Krivjas’ ot rezi v boku, on ostanovilsja i tjazhelo sel
na sneg. Vse. Pobegali – xvatit. Teper’ GXPDW·.180(A. Gromov, 7HNRGRQW)
(...) now think-INF-IMPERF
‘“ I can’t go any further” , thought Peskavin. He made a wry face because of the sharp
pain, stopped, and sat down with difficulty in the snow. “ Enough, we have to run. Now I
must think.” ’

http:/ / kamburova.cdru.com:8082/ sharm.htm
http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ RUFANT/ GROMOV_A/ tekodont.txt
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(358)

>%@H]KDW·, EH]KDW·, – podumala Katerina. – %H]KDW·.181 (J. Mamleev; %OD]KHQVWYRL
RNDMDQVWYR)
run-INF, run-INF-IMPERF, – thought Katerina. – run-INF-IMPERF
‘“ Run, run” , thought Katerina, “ I have to run.” ’

The 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980, II: 374) describes such sentences as expressing a desired,
intended action, which the subject will immediately perform. In my opinion such
sentences can best be seen as directives, where the speaker can be regarded both as the
potential agent, and as the impulse giver. The sentences given above display some
variation in character. In (356) the speaker expresses that it would be a good idea to
realize the infinitive action. I suspect that the occurrence of the perfective aspect here is
connected with the fact that the speaker expresses his ZLVK to realize the infinitive
situation action. This means that he does not focus on the fact that he will engage in the
action, but rather on the fact that he wants to realize the action. The sentences (357) and
(358) cannot be seen as cases of wish. In these sentences the speaker expresses the
necessity to realize the infinitive situation in the given context. The sentences under
discussion do not occur with datives, and can therefore not be seen as instances of the
DI-construction. 182
A directive interpretation also occurs in the following sentences, where the nonexpressed infinitive agent is associated with non-specified people (‘they’):
(359)

(360)

=DUH]DW· takogo starika ko vsem svin’jam! (I. Babel’, 1989: 231)
kill-INF-PERF such an.old.man to all pigs
‘They should kill the old man like a pig/ Let them kill the old man like a pig.’
5D]PHQMDW· ego! – zakrichal veselym golosom paren’ s xmel’nymi glazami. (K.
Paustovskij, 1985: 27)
exchange-INF-PERF him! – shouted with.happy voice man with drunken eyes cheerfully
‘“ They should exchange him!” , shouted the young man with the drunken eyes cheerfully.’

In such sentences no dative can be expressed; as such they cannot be seen as instances of
the DI-construction. I will therefore not discuss them further here.
Bricyn (1990: 250–251) argues that the directive use of the infinitive can be analyzed
as the complement of the finite verb SULND]\YDW· (‘order’). This means that a directive
http:/ / www.rvb.ru:8090/ mamleev/ 01prose/ 2stories/ 4folk/ 01-2-4-04.htm
In most examples given by the 5XVVNDMD*UDPPDWLND (1980) no dative is expressed, with the exception of
(140).
181

182
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infinitive like 0ROFKDW·(be.silent-INF) must be analyzed as a sentence where the finite verb
‘order’ is left away(-DSULND]\YDMXPROFKDW·; ‘I order you to be silent.’). According to him,
this analysis motivates the categorical character of many directive infinitive sentences. A
weak point of the analysis, is, however, that it does not motivate ZK\ it is the case that the
directive infinitive often has the character of an order, and ZK\ in some cases the directive
infinitive is QRW interpreted as an order, but as a general statement or as a direction to
oneself or to a non-specified group of people. As such, the analysis given by Bricyn is
insufficient. I think it is better to analyze the specific use of the infinitive from the point
of view of the PHDQLQJ of the infinitive, taking into account the influence of oppositional
forms such as the imperative, and the context in which the infinitive occurs.
Directive infinitives can be analyzed as in Figure 4.26.
Figure 4.26

6LWXDWLRQW\SH<E\QRQVSHFLILHGDJHQW[

V\QWDFWLFVHPDQWLFIHDWXUHV
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Y, or not Y in the case of negation, does not occur at the moment of speaking.
Y is be interpreted as controllable.
Y occurs in both aspects.
The speaker can be seen as committing himself to the content of the utterance.
x can be identified with some agent present in the directive situation; in some
cases a dative occurs, especially in the case of YVH (‘all’), and QLNWR (‘noone’).
Y is prototypically not combined with modal particles.
Occurrence of embedded cases.

,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

For cases where a specific addressee is given, the interpretation can be analyzed as
follows. The speaker states that in the given context action type Y is appropriate, and
implicitly expresses that no other situation is the case. Since the utterance is made in
the presence of an addressee, and the action type does not occur at the moment of
speaking, or is thought of as not occurring at the moment of speaking, the speaker
directs the addressee to realize the infinitive action, or in the case of negation, not to
realize the infinitive situation:

7KH VSHDNHU GLUHFWV WKH DGGUHVVHH [ WR UHDOL]H WKH LQILQLWLYH DFWLRQ < DQG QR
RWKHUJLYHQRULPSOLHGVLWXDWLRQ
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For cases where no specific addressee is given the infinitive is used because (i) the
focus is on the general validity of the situation in abstraction from a specific addressee,
and/ or (ii) the idea that the addressee should do the situation is already presupposed,
and the infinitive occurs in a list of situations that the addresee is to perform. In both
cases the speaker directs a potential agent to perform the infinitive situation:
7KHVSHDNHUGLUHFWVWKHDGGUHVVHH[WRUHDOL]HWKHLQILQLWLYHDFWLRQ<

Below I will discuss the context as given in Figure 4.26 in more detail.
(i) The situational context
It is typical of the directive context that the action expressed by the infinitive does not
occur at the moment of speaking. In Russian the infinitive is not used in contexts where
the speaker is already performing the action in question; in such cases the imperative is
used.
(ii) Controllability
For a discussion of controllability I refer the reader to the 3.2.2.1 on the notion of
controllability of the imperative use.
(iii) Aspect
The aspect of the directive infinitive is prototypically perfective; this is connected with the
fact that the speaker wants the realization of the infinitive action. In the case of negation
we find the imperfective aspect.
(iv) Speaker commitment
In the case of the directive interpretation of the infinitive the speaker commits himself to
wanting the realization of the infinitive situation. By using the infinitive in a directive
context the speaker expresses that the infinitive situation, and no other situation, applies
in the given context. In my opinion, the type character of the infinitive accounts for the
fact that the infinitive cannot be used to express permission, in contrast to the imperative.
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In the case of the LPSHUDWLYH the speaker expresses that he wants the realization of the
imperative action. In such cases, however, the initial intention to do the action may come
from the addressee. In such sentences the speaker SHUPLWV the addressee to do the
infinitive action. A permissive interpretation is not possible in the case of the directive
infinitive because by uttering the infinitive WKH VSHDNHU indicates which action type is
appropriate in the given context. Because of this the infinitive is also appropriate to be
used as an order or command. In a directive context, with a specific intonation, the
speaker states that no other action than the infinitive action is appropriate.
(v) The unification of the infinitive agent with the contextually given agent
In most directive sentences there is no association of the non-expressed infinitive agent
with an expressed agent. In such cases the non-expressed infinitive agent is associated
with the addressee present in the speech context, the speaker, or a group of non-specified
people. In some cases we find directive sentences with a dative subject. Typical of such
cases is that the dative subject is a universal quantifier, viz. YVHP (all-DAT), or QLNRPX (noone-DAT):
(361)

(362)

(363)

183

9VHP VLGHW· na svoix mestax! prikazala uchitel’nica i shla vmeste s direktorom.
(Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ/ Belov).
all sit-INF-IMPERF at self places! ordered teacher and went together with director
‘“ Everyone stay on their places!” , ordered the teacher and went out together with the
director.’
Kto bezhit? – Vasich trjaxnul nad soboj avtomatom. (...) – 1LNRPX ne EH]KDW·! Von
pushki! (ibid. / Uppsala)
who runs? – Vasich waved over his with.kalashnikov. no-one-DAT not run! there
canons
“ Who is running away there?” Vasich waved with his kalashnikov above his head. “ Noone runs away! There are the canons!”
1LNRPX ne VWUHOMDW·!183 (A. Tjurin & A. Shchegolev, ,QGLDQD']KRQVSURWLY7UHW·HJRUHM[D)
no-one-DAT not shoot-INF-PERF
‘No-one shoot!’

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ TYURIN/ indiana.txt
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The information expressed by YVHP and QLNRPX, unlike the identity of the addressee
(WHEH), cannot be inferred from the immediate speaker-addressee context, which
explains why in some cases they are expressed. In some specific cases a second person
in the dative is expressed:
(364)

7HEH – PROFKDW·. (...). – Ubiraj samovar.184 (M. Gor’kij, $YWRELRJUDILFKHVNLH5DVVND]\SR
]KXUQDO·QRMSXEOLNDFLL)
you-DAT – be.silent-INF-IMPERF. (...) – Take.away-IMP samovar
“ You should keep your mouth shut.” (...) “ Just take away that samovar.” ’

In this sentence the expression of the dative can be motivated by the contrastive
context in which the infinitive occurs: the speaker expresses that the dative participant
should keep silent, and not talk. This sentence is close to a necessitive case; it is
expressed that what the dative participant should do is the infinitive action. Maurice
(1996: 168) gives the following example with a third person dative:
(365)

Jadovityj! .UROLNDP v pishchu ne XSRWUHEOMDW·. (Maurice, 1996: 168/ Mickey Mouse)185
poisened! rabbits-DAT for food not use-INF-IMPERF
‘It is poisened! The rabbits shouldn’t use it as food.’

This sentence is not a typical directive case because the dative is a third person instead
of a second person. The sentence cannot, however, be seen as a case of (de)ontic or
ontic necessity (‘The rabbits don’t have to use it as food’). Sentences like these are
exceptional.
Directive use of the infinitive further occurs with nominative subjects (with a pause
between the subject and the infinitive):
(366)

Chto ja xochu, to i govorju, a W\ – PROFKDW·! (Maurice, 1996: 169/ Chexov)
what I want, that and say, but you – be.silent-INF-IMPERF
‘I ’ll say what I want, and you – be quiet!’

This use can be seen as an instance of the nominative-infintive construction (see 4.4.3).

http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ prose/ gorky002.htm
Perhpas the dative in this case is not a dative subject but a benefactive subject (‘It is poisonous. One
shouldn’t use it as food for the rabbits.’)
184
185
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(vi) Particles
The infinitive is prototypically not used with particles such as -ND. The following sentence
can be seen as an exception to that rule:
(367)

Ili bukval’no neskol’ko chekannyx fraz na zasedanii pravitel’stvo: a SRGDW·-ka sjuda
Gruziju da vvesti s nej vizovyj rezhim! (Moskovskije Novosti, 9-15 nov. 1999)
and literally some precise phrases on meeting government: but give-INF-PERF PRT here
Georgia and introduce-INF-PERF with her visa policy
‘And here are some literal phrases from the meeting of the government: well just bring
Georgia here and introduce a visa policy there.’

(vii) Embedded infinitives
Infinitives with a directive interpretation also occur in embedded contexts:
(368)

Skazal, chto vremja emu strashno dorogo, poètomu – QH RSD]G\YDW·.186
he.said, that time him terrribly expensive, because.of.that – not be.late-INF-IMPERF
‘He said that his time was terribly expensive, and therefore we should not be late.’

The occurrence of embedded infinitives with a directive interpretation shows that the
directive feature is not part of the meaning of the infinitive, as in the case of the
imperative, but is rather an interpretation.


,QWHUURJDWLYHVZLWKRXWLQWHUURJDWLYHDGYHUEVDQGSURQRXQV

Besides the occurrence of the DI-construction in interrogative sentences with
interrogative adverbs and pronouns, the infinitive predicate can occur in interrogatives
without such interrogative forms where the speaker can be seen as the non-expressed
infinitive agent, and where the speaker offers to realize the infinitive situation and asks
whether the addressee is OK with this proposed realization, e.g.:
(369)

186
187

1DOLW· tebe eshche? – Ne dozhidajas’ soglasija, on razlivaet brendi.187 (A. & B.
Strugackie, 7XFKD)

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ an/ an9908/ t990808.html
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ STRUGACKIE/ tucha.txt
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pour you-DAT still? – not waiting permission, he pours.out brandy
‘“ Shall I pour you some more?” Without waiting for his answer, he pours out the
brandy.’
(370)

Poroshkov, mozhet, tebe GDW·? (A. Zoshchenko, 1935)
powders, maybe, you-DAT give-INF-PERF”
‘Do you want me to give you some powders?’

This use of the infinitive is typical of contexts where the speaker wants to engage in a
situation that affects the addressee, or that might interest the addressee, and therefore
asks the addressee whether he agrees with the realization of the infinitive situation; in
such contexts the addressee prototypically answers with yes or no. The aspect of such
sentences is usually perfective, but may be imperfective in the case of negation, and if
the occurrence of the action is known as such and the speaker focuses on the
engagement in the action (‘SULVWXS N GHMVWYLX·), or in the case of ‘open repetition’ (see
Maurice, 1995: 194 – 205). The infinitive use under discussion occurs without
expressed potential subject; the non-expressed infinitive agent is associated with the
speaker.188 The absence of a dative may be motivated because (i) the speaker is given in
the context, and (ii) the focus is on the question of whether the infinitive situation ZLOO
EHWKHFDVH or not, and not on the question of force (‘I am under the influence of a force
that compels me to do X). The construction under discussion can be seen as an
instance of the class of infinitive sentences, and not as an instance of the DIconstruction proper. I will not discuss these here, but I refer the reader to Maurice
(1995: 194 – 205) for a further overview and discussion.
Another construction that I will not discuss is the construction wih the interrogative
particle OL. Following Maurice (1996: 206), two types can be distinguished:
Ne LQILQLWLYH  
(371)

!"# 

 li

1HSRVODW·OLQDP v Madrid palladina Nassau-Zigena dlja peregovorov (...)?189 (V. Pikul’,
)DYRULW)
not send-INF-PERF PRT we-DAT to Madrid palladine Nassau-Zigen for negotiations?
‘Shouldn’t we send the paladin Nassau-Zigena to Madrid for negotiations?’

188 Maurice (1996: 194) claims that a dative subject occurs in some cases, but I have not attested examples
of such sentences.
189 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ PIKULX/ favorit2.txt
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(372)

Byl period posle otstavki, kogda ja ser’ezno dumal, QH YHUQXW·VMD OL PQH na
proizvodstvo.190
was period after resignation, when I seriously thought, not go.back-INF-PERF PRT IDAT in industry
‘There was a period after my resignation, when I seriously wondered whether it wasn’t a
good idea to go back to the industry.’

2WKHUVWUXFWXUHV
(373)

(374)

DaPQHOL Vam RE·MDVQMDW·?191
PRT I-DAT PRT you-DAT explain-INF-IMPERF
‘Why should I explain this to you? [because you already know it]’
Grif Rift skazal ej o chajke, letjashchej v nochnom uragane, – HPXOLQH]QDW·!192 (I.
Efremov, &KDVE\ND)
(...); he-DAT PRT not know-INF-IMPERF
‘Grif Rift told her about the seagull, flying in the nighttime hurricane; as if he didn’t
know about that! [of course he knew!]’

In cases with the structure: [QH infinitiveperfective OL] the speaker proposes to realize the
infinitive situation. These sentences have the following structure: (a) The speaker
thinks that Y might be a good idea, but does not have enough information to be sure
about this (Baranov & Kobozeva: 1983: 272), or is not in the position to assert that
this is the case; (b) the speaker asks the addressee whether Y is a good idea (or: Sp asks
addressee whether the dative participant is the recipient of ‘Y’; that is, whether the
dative participant should realize the infinitive situation)193; (c) the speaker expects the
addressee to say that ‘Y’ is a good idea. Such sentences can be paraphrased with PR]KHW
+ infinitive (Bricyn, 1990: 268). The dative in this construction is triggered because the
speaker asks the addressee whether he agrees that the (appropriate) way things go is
such that the dative participant should engage in the realzation of the infinitive
situation; in this case the ontic character of the DI-construction is supported by the
initial information state (a).
http:/ / www.kirienko.ru:8085/ interview/ index.html
http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ d22.html
192 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ EFREMOW/ chas.txt
193 Note that the speaker and the addressee may be the same person (e.g. in (372)).
190
191
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A different interpretation is at stake in (373) and (374). In these sentences the force
that assigns the infinitive situation to the dative participant can also be identified with
the (appropriate) way things go. In (373) the ontic nature of the DI-construction is
supported by the fact that the speaker contradicts the idea that he would have to
engage in the action (this negative attitude explains the use of the imperfective aspect),
and in (374) the ontic nature is supported by the fact that the speaker thinks that the
idea that the dative participant might not be the recipient of the infinitive situation is
nonsense.


5HODWHGFRQVWUXFWLRQV

In this section I will present constructions that can be seen as related to the DIconstruction, or special instances of the DI-construction.

6HQWHQFHVZLWKDTXDQWLILFDWLRQDOPRGLILFDWLRQ GROJR 
I will briefly discuss infinitive sentences with a verb of motion and a quantificational
modification; such as the following:
9HUEVRIPRWLRQLQILQLWLYHVDVWRSLFVVXEMHFWVZLWKTXDQWLILFDWLRQDOPRGLILFDWLRQ
(375)

(376)

(377)

194

([DW· bylo nedolgo. (Maurice, 1996: 125/ Dostoevskij)
drive-INF-IMPERF was-IMPERS notlong
‘We didn’t have to drive for a long time.’
,GWL bylo dvednadcat’ kilometrov. (Maurice, 1996: 125/ Kazakov)
drive-INF-IMPERF was-IMPERS twelve kilometers
‘We had to drive for twelve kilometers.’
“ Vitja, a xochesh’ ja tebe rasskazhu, kak ja èkzameny sdaval?” Vitja, ponimaja, chto
H[DW·GROJR i pridetsja slushat’, kivaet.194
(...), that ride-INF-IMPERF long (...)
‘“ Vitja, you want me to tell how I did my exam?” Vitja, who understood that it would
take a long time to get there, and that he had to listen, nods.’

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ story-month-0001.html
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(378)

([DW·PQHE\ORGROJR i, vskore, ja uzhe privyk, chto na ostanovkax, vdol’ marshrutki
sobiralis’ gruppki ljudej, siljashchixsja v po t’max razgljadet’, kuda zhe on, vse taki,
edet.195
ride-INF I-DAT was-NEUT long-ADV (...)
‘I had to drive a long way, and soon I was already accustomed to the fact that at the
stops groups of people gathered at the taxi bus, trying to find out in the dark, what its
destination was.’

',FRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKYHUEVRIPRWLRQVDQGTXDQWLILFDWLRQDOPRGLILFDWLRQ
(379)

Dochen’ka, kupi ogurcy, WHEH zhe eshche dolgo H[DW·.196
daughter, buy-IMP pickles, you-DAT PRT still long-ADV go-INF-IMPERF
‘Little girl, buy some pickles, you still have to ride a long way.’

',FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGTXDQWLILFDWLRQDOPRGLILFDWLRQZLWKRWKHUYHUEV
(380)

(381)

(382)

(383)

– 'ROJR WHEH VLGHW·? – Poka mama ne pridet. – A ran’she nikak nel’zja vyjti?197(V.
Krapivin)
long-ADV you-DAT sit-INF-IMPERF? (...)
‘“ Do you have to stay here for a long time?” “ Till mama comes back.” “ And you may
not leave earlier at all?” ’
(PX QHGROJR ]KLW·.198 (E. Xaeckaja. 9R]YUDVKFKHQLHY$[HQ)
he-DAT not.long live-INF-IMPERF
‘He won’t live long.’
Esli tak, ]KLW·WHEH GROJR.199 (S. Pavlov, /XQQDMDUDGXJD).
if so, live-INF-IMPERF you long
‘If so, you will live long.’
(PXGROJR ne XYLGHW· beregov.200 (D. Skiruk, 2VHQQLMOLV)
he-DAT long not see-INF-PERF shores
‘He won’t see the shores for a long time.’

http:/ / www.anekdot.ru:8084/ an/ an9811/ o981113.html
http:/ / lat.www.citycat.ru/ funny/ fido/ 1999_03/ 23.html
197 http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ vk/ book/ ta_storona_gde_veter/ ta_storona_gde_veter_2_03.htm
198 http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ HAECKAQ/ conquer2.txt
199 http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ PAWLOW/ raduga1.txt
200 http:/ / lat.www.vladivostok.com/ Speaking_In_Tongues/ AutumnFox/ AutumnFox5.html
195
196
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Maurice (1996: 124–126) notes that modal infinitive sentences with a verb of motion
and a quantificational modification have a different VHPDQWLF structure than the other
necessitive uses of the DI-construction; she argues that in contrast to regular cases of
the DI-construction, these sentences express notions in-between necessity and
possibility. In sentences where the infinitive occurs as the topic of the sentence, one
can speak of XWLOLWDULDQ or WHFKQLFDO necessity (see Shatunovskij, 1996: 240 for an overview
of different types of necessity); these sentences have the following structure: in order
to achieve Y, X is necessary. In these cases the necessitive reading is only arrived at
LQGLUHFWO\ in the sense that the meaning of ‘as far as Y is concerned, it was Z’ is
interpreted against the background of the presupposition that one wants to get
somewhere.
In my opinion, it is also important to look at the different V\QWDFWLF structure, and
distinguish between cases where the infinitive can be seen as the topic of the sentence,
such as (375) and (377), and other cases, such as (379), where the infinitive is not the
topic. Sentences where the infinitive functions as a topic cannot be seen as instances of
the DI-construction proper. Typical of these latter cases are the following features,
which set them apart from regular deontic interpretations of the DI-construction:
– In many cases no dative participant is expressed; in such sentences the identity of
the infinitive subject remains unspecified or is contextually given.
– The infinitive is prototypically imperfective.
– There seems to be no restrictions on the expression of the copula.
Note that in the case of the construction under discussion, the negation cannot be
placed before the copula, but is placed before the quantificational modification:
(384)

Idti (*ne) bylo (ne)dolgo.
go-INF-IMPERF (not) was-IMPERS not.long
‘It didn’t take long to get there.’

(385)

Idti (*ne) bylo ne 20 kilometrov, a tridcat’ kilometrov.
go-INF-IMPERF (not) was-IMPERS not 20 kilometers, but 30 kilometers
‘The ride wasn’t 20 kilometers, but 30 kilometers.’
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I do not think that this phenomenon should be compared to the fact that E\OR/ EXGHW
cannot be negated in the case of the DI-construction.201
The sentences under discussion cannot be seen as infinitive sentences; that is,
sentences where the infinitive may be seen as the predicate of the sentence, and where
a dative may be expressed as the experiencer of the adverbial predicate. In my opinion
it would be better to treat the quantificational modification (GROJR) as the predicate in
these sentences. Such sentences are related to constructions such as the following,
where GROJR must be seen as the predicate of the sentence, and the infinitive as the
subject of the verb E\W·:
(386)

Dolgo bylo pro vse UDVVND]\YDW·.202 (V. Krapivin, %ROWLN)
long was-IMPERS about everything tell-INF-IMPERF
‘It had taken much time to tell everything.’

Sentences with a dative where the infinitive is not the topic of the sentence have a
different structure. These sentences must be seen as instances of the DI-construction.
In these sentences the adverb modifies the infinitive, e.g.:
[[Emu [nedolgomodifier [zhit’]]predicate]] o ‘He won’t live long.’

Note, however, that such sentences show similarities to sentences where the adverb
must be seen as the predicate of the sentence with a dative subject, and where the
infinitive must be seen as the subject of the verb E\W·. If someone experiences a
situation as long, this means that the situation is characterized as having the property
long. Extensionally there is no difference between the adverb as a modification of the
infinitive situation, and the adverb as a predicate.203 Semantically and syntactically,
however, the readings are different.
One might say that QHGROJR can be seen as one conceptual entity. I would suggest that this can be
motivated by the semantics of GROJR. The negation of GROJR (QHGROJR) can be seen as the antonym of GROJR
(‘short’). This is not the case with adverbs like YHVHOR (‘veselo’); the antonymy structure of an adverb like
YHVHOR is much more fine-grained, and therefore much more fuzzy.
202 http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ vk/ book/ boltik/ boltik_03.htm
203 Maurice (1996: 124: 124) gives a sentence with a non-topical perfective infinitive, expressing a verb of
motion, and a dative: (...) PQHWDPSURMWLGYDNYDUWDODWDPPDOHQ·NLMSRGµHPFKLN (...). I think this sentence must be
seen as a regular case of the DI-construction. The perfective aspect here is triggered by the ‘restrictive’
context: ‘I only have to pass two blocks, and there will be a little hill.’
201
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In this subsection I will briefly discuss the meaning and syntactic structure of the socalled existential construction. I will discuss this construction because it shares both
semantic and syntactic features with the DI-construction. Both the DI-construction and
the existential construction express modal notions such as (im)possibility and (absence of)
necessity, and in both constructions the dative participant can be seen as the potential
agent of the infinitive situation. In the case of the existential construction, however, the
dative participant can be seen as the potential agent of a situation, the realization of which
depends on the availability of a place, time, or another entity that is closely associated with
the action. As such, the dative participant is only LQGLUHFWO\ the recipient of a situation.
Examples are given below of the existential construction:
(387)

(388)

(389)

(390)

(391)

(392)
204
205

(VW·PQHNXGDLGWL. (Veyrenc, 1979: 72)
is I-DAT where go-INF
‘There is somewhere for me to go.’
%\ORVNHPSR]QDNRPLW·VMD. (Zolotova, 1982: 253)
was-NEUT with someone meet-INF-PERF
‘There was someone to meet.’
(PXQHNXGDE\ORVSHVKLW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 185)
he-DAT nowhere was-NEUTER hurry-INF-PERF
‘There was nowhere for him to hurry to.’
(PX ved’ QHFKHJR E\OR SUHGOR]KLW· ‘original’nogo’. A PQH – HVW· FKWR.204 (S.
Luk’janenko, =DSD[VYRERG\)
he-DAT PRT nothing was-NEUT offer-INF-PERF “ original” . but I-DAT – is what
‘After all, he had nothing interesting to suggest. But I have something to suggest.’
0QHQHFKHJRE\ORVND]DW· ej.205(U. LeGuin, 5\EDNLL]YQXWULPRU·MD)
I-DAT nothing was-IMPERS say-INF-PERF her
‘I had nothing to tell her.’
0QHQHFKHJRVWHVQMDW·VMD. (V. Erofeev, %HUGMDHY)

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ LUKXQN/ svoboda.txt
http:/ / mirror.primorye.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ LEGUIN/ rybakizwnutrimoriya.txt
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me-DAT nothing be.ashamed.of-INF-IMPERF
‘There is nothing for me to be ashamed of.’

This construction is called ‘existential’ because it expresses that there H[LVWV, or in the case
of negation does not exist, a place, time, person etc. that is connected to, or characterized
by the realization of the infinitive situation (by the participant expressed in the dative if a
dative, is expressed). The construction has a modal nature, comparable to the DIconstruction, and can express notions close to absence of necessity, possibility and
absence of possibility. The occurrence of these interpretations can be compared to the
occurrence of these interpretations in the case of the DI-construction.206
In the case of ‘absence of possibility’ an intention/ tendency is ascribed to the dative
participant to perform the infinitive situation Y, but instead the dative participant is the
recipient of the situation ‘not Y’; in such cases one can speak of EORFNLQJ of an intended
situation. In the case of ‘possibility’ an intention/ tendency is ascribed to the dative
participant to perform Y, but this intention/ tendency is initially blocked; this blockage is
removed such that the participant can perform the action. This GHEORFNLQJis epistemic, that
is, there is a SUHVXSSRVLWLRQ that the agent will not perform the action because there is no
place, time, etc. to do the action, but this presupposition is negated: the agent WILL be in
the position to perform the action because there DOES exist such a place; such cases
occur with an accented existential verb (HVW·). As in the case with the DI-construction, it
is typical of cases that express (im)possibility that an intention can be ascribed to the
potential agent to perform the situation. Because of this, the interpretation of
(*im)possibility does not occur with inanimate participants to which no
intention/ tendency can be ascribed to realize the situation, as in (393) below.
In the case of ‘absence of necessity’, the dative participant is indirectly the recipient
of the infinitive situation assigned to him by some force (norm, script, etc.), while there
is a presupposition that the dative participant disagrees with the realization of this
situation.
In the rest of this section I will briefly discuss the semantic-syntactic structure of the
construction. In the existential construction we find the following constituents:

– Dative:
experiencer
² E\W· neuter :
existence of a situation
– Pronoun/ Adverb (K-word): person/ place/ time/ manner variable
2065

]LFKND  DUJXHVWKDWWKHPRGDOFRQWHQWRIWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQLVFDUULHGE\WKHLQILQLWLYHLQP\
opinion this is an incorrect conclusion.
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– Infinitive:

situation type

The dative expresses the recipient (Bricyn, 1990: 188) of the availability of a person/ place,
etc. variable, and indirectly the recipient of the infinitive situation. Apresjan & Iomdin
(1989: 60) argue that the dative must be animate; they observe that the following sentence
is ungrammatical:
(393)

*Kartine negde povesit’
painting-DAT nowhere hang-INF-IMPERF
‘There is nowhere for the picture to hang.’

They further observe that a non-animate dative is possible in the following construction
MDEORNXQHJGHEXGHWXSDVW· (‘there is nowhere for the apple to fall’):
(394)

Kak bystro demograficheskoe davlenie zastavit nas zaselit’ vsju Vselennuju tak, chto i
MDEORNXQHJGHEXGHWXSDVW·?207 (R. Xajnajn, =YH]GQDMDSH[RWD)
how fast demographic pressure force us populate all universe such, that and apple-DAT
nowhere will fall-INF-PERF
‘How fast will the demographic pressure force us to populate the whole universe such
that the apple has nowhere to fall?”

In my opinion, the observations made by Apresjan & Iomdin (1989: 60) should be
specified. In cases where the construction expresses ‘absence of possibility’ or similar
notions the existential construction can occur with non-animate participants:
(395)

(396)

Tut nichego ne proisxodit, potomu chto SURLV[RGLW·QHFKHPX.208 (A. Nikitin, 2VKLEND)
here nothing not happend, because happen-INF-IMPERF nothing-DAT
‘Here nothing happens, because there is nothing to happen.’
Ruka ne bespokoit? – Normal’no, Mixail Antonovich. 1HFKHPX EHVSRNRLW·.209 (V.
Xlumov, 3UHOHVW·)
hand not troubles? – normal, Mixail Antonovich. nothing-DAT trouble-INF-IMPERF
‘“ Does the hand not make you worried?” “ It looks normal, Mixail Antonovich. There is
nothing to be worried about.” ’

http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ HYNLINE/ troopers.txt
http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ nikitin/ err.html
209 http:/ / www.litera.ru:8085/ slova/ khlumov/ prel2.htm
207
208
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(397)

Ubyl’ vody proisxodit tol’ko za shchet intensivnogo isparenija letom (chasto nad morem
stoit gustoj smog) – ved’Y\WHNDW·YRGHQHNXGD.210
(...) PRT flow-INF-PERF water-DAT nowhere
‘The subsidence of the water only results from the intensive evaporation the during
summer (often there is a thick smog above the water) – after all, there is nowhere for the
water to flow to.’

The construction can only occur with non-animate participants if the dative participant is
personified, as in (394), or more generally if a WHQGHQF\ can be ascribed to the dative
participant to realize the infinitive situation. This reading is not possible in (393), since in
this sentence the tendency to hang cannot be ascribed to the picture itself, but to the
people that hang the picture.211
In the construction the dative participant is sometimes not expressed. In such cases
the potential agent of the infinitive action is interpreted as a generic agent, or as the
speaker of the sentence.
(398)

(VW·NXGDLGWL.
is where go-INF
‘There is a place to go.’

In some cases the dative participant and the pronoun ‘collapse’. These are negative
sentences where the pronoun refers to the agent of the infinitive action:
(399)

(400)

1HNRPXE\ORUDERWDW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 183)
no-one-DAT was-NEUTER work-INF
‘There was no-one to work.’
V Madride net oficerov. 1HNRPXNRPDQGRYDW·. (Bricyn, 1990: 193/ A. Afinogenov)
in Madrid no officers. No-one-DAT command-INF
‘In Madrid there are no officers. There is no-one to give orders.’

In these sentences it is expressed that there are no agents that can realize situation type Y.
In some cases the negative pronoun in the dative case does not express the potential
agent, but the benefactive participant of the infinitive:
210
211

http:/ / spbfp.atlant.ru:8070/ israel/ deadsea.htm
This is comparable to the use of VXFFHHG in English.
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(401)

No QHNRPXPQH shljapoj SRNORQLW·VMD. (Bricyn, 1990: 188/ Esenin)
but no-one-DAT I-DAT with.hat bow-INF-PERF
‘There is no-one to take my hat off for.’

The verb E\W· (‘be’), in the neuter declination, expresses the existence of the entity, which
is expressed by the pronoun/ adverb and the infinitive. The following semantic-syntactic
information is further relevant with respect to the verb E\W· in the construction:
–
–
–
–

In the present tense positive sentences E\W is expressed (HVW·) if accented.
In the case of negation no present tense (HVW·) is expressed.
In the case of negation E\OR/ EXGHW is not accented.
The negation is not placed before the verb E\OR/ EXGHW, but before the pronoun/ adverb.

The infinitive expresses a situation type, and the K-word (interrogative noun/ adverb)
expresses an argument or specification of this situation type, viz. a
person/ place/ time/ manner variable. Apresjan & Iomdin (1989) argue concerning the
construction of the type QHJGH VSDW· that the following syntactic slots play a part: (i)
dative infinitival agent, (ii) negative existential verb QH-, (iii) relative interrogative
pronoun, which is dependent on the verb E\W·, (iv) the null form of E\W·, and (v) the
infinitive, which is the subject of the verb E\W·. In my opinion this analysis has two weak
points.
Firstly, Apresjan & Iomdin treat the QH- morph as an existential verb, whereas the
idea of predicativity cannot be ascribed to a IRUP in all cases, but must be seen as an
interpretative phenomenon in sentences without E\W·. In my analysis I would therefore
like to make a distinction between the question of which constituent must be seen as
the predicate, and which constituent accounts for the ‘predicative’ idea, that is, the idea
of something ‘being the case’.
Secondly, I think it is useful to distinguish two different types of informational
relations for the infinitive and the K-word in this construction, viz. (i) the K-word
SUHGLFDWHV over the infinitive, and (ii) the infinitive is a VSHFLILFDWLRQUHVWULFWLRQ to the K-word.
I wish to argue that because of the valency relation between the infinitive and the Kword, these interpretations are logically equivalent, but differ in terms of the information
structure of the sentence.
Consider the following configurations of (QH NXGDEH]KDW·:
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,QILQLWLYDOVSHFLILFDWLRQ
(402)

(403)

(404)

(405)

Kogda nekuda polzti, HVW·, NXGDEH]KDW·.212 (Ju. Shevchuk, ´''7µ)
when nowhere crawl-INF, is, where run-INF-IMPERF
‘If there is nowhere to crawl to, there is somewhere to run to.’
Da, bezvyxodnoe polozhenie. 1HNXGDEH]KDW·. Da i bezhat’ – protivno.213 (A.
Legostaev, =DPRN3MDWQLVWYRMUR]\)
(...) nowhere run-INF-IMPERF. (...)
‘Yes, it is a hopeless situation. There is nowhere to run to. And running away feels like a
bad thing to do.’
Smotri, PQHQHNXGDEH]KDW·.214 (B. Grebenshchikov, 0QHQX]KQ\DNNRUG\)
look-IMP, I-DAT nowhere run-INF-IMPERF
‘Look, there is nowhere for me to run.’
Fataru E\ORQHNXGDEH]KDW·.215(A. Zorich, .DUOJHUFRJ)
Fatar-DAT was-NEUT nowhere run-INF-IMPERF
‘There was nowhere for Fatar to run.’

,QILQLWLYDOWRSLF
(406)

(407)

Ved’ s zemnogo shara-to EH]KDW·QHNXGD.216
PRT from globe PRT run-INF-IMPERF nowhere
‘There is no running away from the globe.’
Ty v ljuboj moment mozhesh’ bezhat’. – Net, Garriet. Skol’ko mozhno begat’. 0QH
EH]KDW·QHNXGD.217 (K. Sajmak, &KWRPR]KHWE\W·SURVKFKHYUHPHQL)
(...) I-DAT run-INF-IMPERF nowhere

http:/ / www.arty.net.ru/ lib/ lat/ KSP/ shewchuk.txt
http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ sf/ legoa004.htm
214 http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ KSP/ greben.txt
215 http:/ / moshkow.surgut.ru/ library/ lat/ RUFANT/ ZORICH/ carl.txt
216 http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ guestbook-14oct.html
217 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ SIMAK/ dant2.txt
212
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‘“ You can run away at any moment.” “ No, Harriet. That’s not true. There is nowhere
for me to run.” ’
(408)

(409)

No raznica dejstvitel’no est’ i ona zakljuchaetsja v tom, chto WDPRVKQLPNR[DP iz
Ameriki EH]KDW·E\ORQHNXGD.218
(...), that locals-DAT commies-DAT-PL from United States run-INF-IMPERF wasNEUT nowhere
‘But there really is a difference, and that difference is that the local communists
couldn’t run away from the United States.’
Ten’ roka uzhe kosnulas’ ee, i EH]KDW·E\ORQHNXGD, i srazhat’sja bessmyslenno.219 (D.
Gromov, 3XW·SURNOMDW\[)
(...) run-INF-IMPERF was-NEUT nowhere, (...)
‘The shadow of fate had already touched her, and there was nowhere to run, and
fighting was pointless.’

I would like to analyze these expressions as follows.
In (402) the verb E\W· is expressed in the present tense to express the idea of
existence, namely the existence of the phenomenon expressed by the K-word. The
infinitive can be seen as the VSHFLILFDWLRQ of the K-word. In this expression, the infinitive
can be seen as a semantic restriction to the information expressed by the K-word. The
K-word expresses ‘direction’, and presupposes the idea of a situation for which the
direction is indicated. The infinitive expresses the situation type that is connected to
the direction expressed by the K-word. In affirmative sentences the verb HVW· is
accented, which means that the presupposition of the absence of the phenomenon
expressed by the K-word is contradicted/ negated. In such sentences the verb HVW·must
be seen as the predicative center of the construction.
In negative sentences like (403)–(404) the predicative center is not expressed, but
implied by the context. In my opinion it is best to say that in (403)–(404) the ZKROH
FRQVWLWXHQW has a predicative interpretation, that is, [Qp+K-word – infinitive] is interpreted
as the DEVHQFH (= non-existence) of place/ person, etc. specified in terms of the
realization of the infinitive situation.
In (405) we find the same structure with the expression of E\OR. In this expression
the consituent [Qp+K-word – infinitive] must be seen as the subject of E\OR. In this
218
219

http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ guestbook-po10nov.html
http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ OLDI/ nekrorom.txt
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construction it is expressed that the dative participant was the recipient of the scene
expressed by [Qp+K-word – infinitive].
In (406)–(407) the infinitive functions as a topic. In this expression the
coordination of the infinitive + QH+K-word is interpreted such that the information
expressed by [QH+K-word] is related to the information already expressed by the
infinitive. In this sentence the K-word can be seen as the SUHGLFDWHof the sentence. This
is comparable to expressions where the infinitive is the topic, and where the adverb is a
predicate.
In (408)–(409) we find the same construction with the form E\OR. In these
expressions the infinitive functions as a topic. This means that the information
expressed by [E\OR – Qp+K-word] must be seen as the predicate of the infinitive. The
infinitive can be seen as the subject of E\OR, which accounts for the -R morphology here.
A different information structure can be found below:
(410)

Nexudo napomnit’, chto HYUHMDPQHNXGDE\OREH]KDW· ot Gitlera, britancy dazhe ne
puskali ix v Palestinu.220
(..) that jews-DAT nowhere was-NEUT run-INF from Hitler, (...)
‘It is not bad to remember, that the Jews had nowhere to run from Hitler, the British
didn’t even let them into Palestine.’

It might be argued that we have the following structure here: [dative [nékudapredicate
byloauxiliary] [bezhat’]specification]]. The form E\OR constitutes a unit with the predicate
QpNXGD; the infinitive is expressed to specify the situation connected to the direction
expressed by the predicate. A reason not to treat E\OR + infinitive as one unit with the
character of a semantic addition to the K-word predicate is that I have not attested
cases with the structure [dative E\ORinfinitiveQpK-word] or with the structure [dative
Qp+K-word infinitive E\OR]. On the other hand, it could be argued, sentences like these
occupy an intermediate position between cases with infinitive subjects/ topics, and
infinitive specifications. In this case I think it is not possible to answer the question of
whether the -R morphology of E\OR must be attributed to the infinitive or to the K-word
+ infinitive; in this construction both readings are at stake.
The specific meaning of the construction can also motivate the placement of the
negation in the construction. The negation of the existential construction is analyzed by
5 ]KLFKND  +HPRWLYDWHVWKHSRVLWLRQRIWKHQHJDWLRQE\SRLQWLQJDWWKHIDFW
that the negation is placed before the element whose existence is negated: extensionally
220

http:/ / www.forum.msk.ru:8084/ files/ 990602181824.gb.html
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speaking, the negation of the copula amounts to the negation of the universal adverb. In
P\RSLQLRQWKHPRWLYDWLRQJLYHQE\5 ]KLFKND  LVFRUUHFWDOWKRXJKLWGRHVQRW
take account of important criteria, viz. the specific information structure of the existential
construction.
In sentences without negation, the verb E\W· is expressed in those cases where there is
a presupposition that there is no place, time, etc. for the infinitive situation, and where the
presupposition is contradicted: there IS a place, time, etc. for the infinitive situation. In
the case of negative sentences, the verb E\W· does not have the same existential character.
In these sentences the non-existence of some entity is not emphasized by contradicting
the presupposition that such an entity does exist. The idea of emphasizing the existence
of an entity probably cannot be semantically combined with the idea of the absence of an
entity.221
,QILQLWLYHVGDWLYHDVFRPSOHPHQWVWRQRXQVRUSUHGLFDWHV
In this subsection I will briefly discuss the occurrence of datives in constructions with
infinitives that function as specifications to nouns or participles. The following
sentences are examples of this construction:
)RUPVRIFDXVDWLRQvsem
(411)

Selixov segodnja s utra dal NRPDQGX YVHPRWG\[DW·, NXSDW·VMD. (Bricyn, 1990: 155/ A.
Salynskij)
Selixov today this morning gave order everyone-DAT rest-INF-IMPERF, swim-INFIMPERF
‘Selixov gave an order this morning that everyone should rest and swim.’

221 I suspect that the placement of the negation is further influenced by the expression of a dative subject.
As in the case of the DI-construction, the expression of the dative presupposes an initial information state
where the dative participant is not the recipient of the infinitive situation, which is contradicted. In
sentence (..) the presupposition that there is VRPH place to go is negated; it is expressed that there is QR place
to go. If the negation would occur before the verb E\W·, e.g. (PXNXGDQHE\ORVSHVKLW· (‘There was nowhere
for him to go.’), it would be expressed that some place exists, and that you cannot go there. I think that this
clashes with the modal interpretation of the infinitive in this case. In this construction we start out from
the presupposition that there is some place to go. This means that the existence of this place is established,
and that the verb E\W·, which expresses existence, cannot be negated, but only the entity which was
presupposed to be there.
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(412)

(413)

(414)

(415)

Kto-to SUHGSROR]KLO vyvalit’ iz odnoj mashiny seno i YVHP]DNRSDW·VMD v nem.
(Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ/ Ajmatov)
someone proposed throw.out from one.of cars straw and all-DAT dig-INF-PERF in
her
‘Someone proposed to throw out all the straw from the car, and that everyone would
dig into it. ’
Kazhdyj god u nas takie pobegi. U inzhenerov mashinka sbezhala. I teper’ SULND]
YVHPORYLW·. (A. & B. Strugackie, 8OLWNDQDVNORQH)
every year at us such run aways. with engineers’ machine ran away. And now order
everyone-DAT catch-INF-IMPERF
‘Every year we had such runaways. The engineers machine ran off. And now an order
to everyone to catch it.’/ And now an order that everyone must catch it ’
5HVKHQRE\OR YVHPRVWDYDW·VMDQRFKHYDW·. (Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ/ Bulgakov)
Decided was all-DAT stay-INF-IMPERF sleep-INF-IMPERF
‘It was decided that everyone would stay the night.’/ ‘It was decided for everyone to
stay the night.’
Novyj pravitel’ sozval druzej, i E\ORUHVKHQRYVHPYPHVWHRWSUDYLW·V\D k dobroj
volshebnice Stelle v nadezhde, chto ona pomozhet.222 (A.Volkov, 6HP·SRG]HPQ\[
NRUROHM)
(...), and was-NEUT decided all-DAT together go-INF-PERF to good witch Stella
‘The new head called his friends, and it was decided that everyone would go together
to the good witch Stella in the hope that she would help.’

1RXQVRI¶WKRXJKW·GDWLYH
(416)

(417)

222
223

Nu? Jasno? Kakoj VP\VOYDPPROFKDW·? Budem govorit’? (Proeme, IRUWKFRPLQJ,
Semënov)
well? clear? which meaning you-DAT keep silent-INF-IMPERF? We will talk
‘Well? Is it clear? What reason is there for you not to talk? Shall we talk?’
Razumeetsja, Simpkins! No kakoj VP\VO YDPH[DW·? Ved’ Slejton ubit.223 (A. Beljaev,
2VWURYSRJLEVKL[NRUDEOHM)
of.course, Simpkins! but what meaning you-DAT go-INF? PRT Slejton murdered
‘Of course, Simpkins! But why should you go? Slejton has been murdered ... ’

http:/ / www.atlant.ru:8070/ library/ volkov/ 7kings/ index.htm
http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ sf/ belya003.htm
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(418)

Vy sprashivaete, oldfellow, est’ li VP\VO YDP i dal’she RVWDYDW·VMDv vashem
prikljuchenii? – govoril on.224 (V. Aksenov, .UXJO\HVXWNLQRQVWRS)
you ask, oldfellow, is PRT reason you-DAT and further stay-INF-PERF in your
adventures? – said he
‘“ You ask, old fellow, if there is a reason for you to go on with your adventure?” , he
said.’

Bricyn (1990: 153–157) discusses the use of the infinitive as a specification to a noun,
without explicitly mentioning the possibility of expressing a dative (in one of his
examples (1990: 155), however, a dative is given). He distinguishes two types, viz. cases
that occur with nouns that express ‘causation’ (NRPDQGD, SULND], QDND], ]DYHW, ]DGDFKD,
OR]XQJ, SUL]\Y), and those that occur with nouns that express ‘thoughts’ (P\VO·, PQHQLH,
GXPD). In most of the examples that he gives no dative is expressed; in such sentences
the identity of the non-expressed infinitive subject remains unspecified or can be
inferred from the context.
It could be argued that the occurrence of the dative subject here points at the
‘subordinate’ character of such infinitives, that is, these cases can be seen as uses of the
DI-construction in a subordinate context. The opinion that infinitives occurring with
nouns can be seen as infinitive sentences is rejected by Bricyn (1990: 156), who argues
that the meaning of the infinitive component in these cases does not depend solely on
the semantics of the individual forms, but principally depends on the semantics of the
noun to which it belongs. According to Bricyn, the meaning of the infinitivecomponent can therefore not be seen as identical to the meaning of the infinitive
sentence.
I agree with Bricyn’s observation that the infinitive cannot be seen as LGHQWLFDOWRWKH
PHDQLQJRIWKHLQILQLWLYHVHQWHQFH, but I would like to make some further remarks. The main
question pertaining to the sentences given above is whether the dative must be seen as
the indirect object/ benefactive object of the noun/ participle, or whether it must be
seen as the potential subject of the infinitive. It seems to me that in the case of the
sentences with VP\VO (‘reason’), just one reading is possible, namely a reading where the
dative is analyzed as the benefactive object of the noun. Sentence (416) means ‘what
sense does it make for you to realize the infinitive situation’, and not ‘what is the
meaning of you realizing the infinitive situation.’ Further evidence for the benefactive

224

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ AKSENOW/ nonstop.txt
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status of the dative can be found from similar expressions that have a different
information structure. Consider the following sentences with the noun VP\VO:
(419)

(420)

I esli dvuxgolovyj pirat ne vral (a kakoj HPXVP\VOYUDW·, esli podumat’), polozhenie
sil’no oslozhnilos’.225 (A.& B. Strugackie, ËNVSHGLFLMDYSUHLVSRGQMXMX)
and if twoheaded pirate not lied (but which he–DAT reason lie-INF-IMPERF, of
think), situation strongly became.complicated
‘And if the two-headed pirate didn’t lie (and why should he, if you think about it), then
the situation has become radically worse.’
Kakoj VP\VO HPX voobshche ix SXVNDW·?226 (V.Vasil’ev, 6PHUW·LOLVODYD)
which reason he-DAT in.general them let.go-INF-IMPERF?
‘What reason is there for him to let them go at all?’

In (419) and (420) the dative does not co-occur with the infinitive, which means that it
must be seen as a benefactive object of the noun.
A different situation is at stake in the case of the forms of causation. In analyzing
this construction a distinction has to be made between the semantic-logical structure of
the sentence, and the semantic-syntactic structure of the sentence. In terms of the
VHPDQWLFORJLFDO VWUXFWXUH, in the case of ‘forms of causation’ the identity of the
indirect/ benefactive object is identical to the non-expressed participant of the
infinitive. This is comparable to the structure of objective infinitives, where the indirect
object of the finite verb is identical to the non-expressed infinitive agent (see 4.4.4.1).227
In terms of the VHPDQWLFV\QWDFWLF VWUXFWXUH, however, the dative may form a constituent
with the infinitive, or with the noun. Regarding this last question, the following criteria
have to be taken into account, viz. (i) what is the prosodic structure of the
construction, (ii) what is the valency structure, or array of combinatory possibilities of
the noun/ participle, and (iii) what is the information structure of the construction. I
will briefly discuss the criteria below.
Firstly, the question of to which constituent the dative belongs may be evidenced
by the prosodic structure of the expression. Consider the following sentence (without a
dative):

http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ STRUGACKIE/ hell_exp.txt
http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ WASILXEW/ d_glory.txt
227 Note that objective infinitives also occur with accusative objects (e.g. VSURVLW·).
225
226
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(421)

Byl prikaz – plennyx ne WURJDW·! (Paustovskij, 1985: 27)
was order – captives not touch-INF-IMPERF
‘There was an order – “ don’t touch the captives!” ’

In this sentence we find the predicate SULND] and an infinitive complement. This
complement has a clause character, which is evidenced by the existence of an
intonation break between the two parts of the sentence, and by the specific intonation
associated with an order, symbolized by the exclamation mark. This can be compared
to the following sentence with an imperative:
(422)

Rotnyj peredal komandu “ stoj” .228 (P. Andreev, 'YHQDGFDW·UDVVND]RY)
commander gave order “ stand.still-IMP”
‘The commander gave the order: “ Stand still” .

The independent character of the infinitive clause is therefore dependent on the
intonational pattern at stake. In the sentences with nouns derived from verbs of
causation given above, an intonation break may be inserted in the following way:
(423)

Selixov segodnja s utra dal NRPDQGX / / YVHPRWG\[DW·, NXSDW·VMD

(424)

5HVKHQRE\OR / / YVHPRVWDYDW·VMDQRFKHYDW·.

(425)

Novyj pravitel'sozval druzej, i E\OR UHVKHQRYVHP YPHVWH RWSUDYLW V\D k dobroj
volshebnice Stelle v nadezhde, chto ona pomozhet.

(426)

Kazhdy god u nas takie pobegi. U inzhenerov mashinka sbezhala. I teper’ SULND]YVHP
/ / ORYLW·.

According to this principle, (423)–(425) can be seen as infinitive sentences, and as
instances of the DI-construction. Note that according to this principle the following
sentence, where YVHP modifies a noun, FDQQRWbe seen as an infinitive sentence:
(427)

228
229

No dazhe esli i tak – (...), SHUHGDGXWNRPDQGXYVHPRNUHVWQ\PUDMRWGHODPL
VOX]KEDPJRVEH]RSDVQRVWLLVNDW· chernuyu ‘emku’ s takim-to nomerom.229 (V.
Zvjagincev, %RMPHVWQRJR]QDFKHQLMD)

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ MEMUARY/ AFGAN/ andreev.txt
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZWQGINCEW/ boi.txt
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(...) give order all-DAT neighboring-DAT regional.department-DAT and servicesDAT of.state security look.for-INF-PERF black “ emka” with that number
‘But even if that is the case, they will give an order to all the neighboring regional
departments and services of state security to look for the black “ emka” [car] with a
given license plate.’

Here the intonation break must be placed before the infinitive:
(428)

No dazhe esli i tak – (...), SHUHGDGXW NRPDQGX YVHP RNUHVWQ\P UDMRWGHODP L
VOX]KEDPJRVEH]RSDVQRVWLLVNDW· chernuju ‘emku’ s takim-to nomerom.

(429)

?No dazhe esli i tak – (...), SHUHGDGXW NRPDQGX  YVHP RNUHVWQ\P UDMRWGHODP L
VOX]KEDPJRVEH]RSDVQRVWLLVNDW· chernuju ‘emku’ s takim-to nomerom.

The second reading is pragmatically strange because it means that an order was given,
and that the content of the order was: ´9VHPRNUHVWQ\PUDMRWGHODPLVOX]KEDPJRVEH]RSDVQRVWL
LVNDW·FKHUQXMX´HPNXµVWDNLPWRQRPHURP”
Secondly, in order to answer the question of to which constituent the dative
belongs, it is important to look at the ‘valency structure’ of the noun or participle in
question. Nouns like SULND], and NRPDQGD can occur with ‘indirect objects’ expressed in
the dative (SULND]/ NRPDQGD NRPX), e.g.:
(430)

Kto dal emu komandu dostavit’ zaderzhannogo imenno v Suxanovskuju (...)?230 (V.
Zvjagincev, %RMPHVWQRJR]QDFKHQLMD)
who gave him-DAT order deliver-INF-PERF prisoner exactly to Suxanoskaja
‘Who gave him an order to bring the prisoner to Suxanoskaja?’

This analysis cannot account for sentences with UHVKHQR since this participle does not
have a dative listed in its valency structure, or put differently, this participle does not
occur with datives; the following sentence is ungrammatical:
(431)

230http:/

?Bylo resheno nam chto, ...
was-NEUT decided we-DAT that ...

/ www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZWQGINCEW/ boi.txt
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This suggests that with UHVKHQR, the form YVHP forms a constituent with the infinitive,
and not with the participle. The restriction of the dative to YVH can be motivated as
follows. The impossibility of (431) must be accounted for by the VHPDQWLFIXQFWLRQ of YVH.
In most cases of the construction under discussion [noun/ participle of causation +
infinitive] no dative is expressed because the identity of the participant for whom the
decision is taken (‘indirect object’), which is extensionally identical to the nonexpressed infinitive subject, can be inferred from the context, e.g.:
(432)

(433)

Uzhe UHVKHQR E\OR RWSUDYLW·VMD cherez ves’ arxipelag Soroka Ostrovov, verbuja na
puti storonnikov Konfederacii.231 (S. Luk’janenko, 5\FDULVRURNDRVWURYRY)
already decided-PART was-NEUT go-INF through whole archipelago of.fourty
islands, (...)
‘It was already decided to go through the whole archipelago of the Fourty Islands,
recruiting supporters of the Confederacy on the way.’
Èj, Ivanov! Ja dal NRPDQGX VQMDW· protivogazy, a ty chto – osobennyj? – Da ja ego
davno snjal! – Nu i morda zhe u tebja!232
(...) I gave order take.off gas masks, but you what – special? (...)
‘“ Hey, Ivanov! I gave an order to take off the gas masks, but what do you do, are you
special or what?” “ I took it off long ago.” “ What a face you have!’”

However, if the speaker wants to emphazise that DOO potential agents must be associated
with the ‘indirect object’/ non-expressed infinitive subject, it is necessary to express this
formally, since it cannot be inferred from the context. For such cases it is natural to
choose the dative form. The dative is in accordance with the meaning of UHVKHQR: this
participle expresses an act that is directed at a participant, such that this participant is
affected (‘it was decided for everyone’).
Thirdly, the information structure of the construction may give an indication as to
which constituent the dative belongs. In all cases the form YVHP occurs before the
infinitive – I have not attested cases with the dative before the noun/ participle – and in
all cases the dative seems to forms a syntactic-semantic unit with the infinitive.
Considering what I have said above, I conclude that the construction [YVHP +
infinitive] may occur as a clause with a subordinate character in the case of expressions
of causation such as GDW·NRPDQGX or E\ORUHVKHQR. In the case of GDW·NRPDQGX the infinitive
clause functions as the specification of the object of the verb; it expresses the content
231
232

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ LUKXQN/ Forty_Isles.txt
http:/ / www.atlant.ru:8070/ library/ anecdots/ 423.HTM
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of the order. In the case of E\ORUHVKHQR the infinitive functions as the subject of the verb
E\W·; it expresses the content of the decision. The occurrence of the dative of YVH in
these cases is influenced by the noun/ participle with which the infinitive clause occurs,
but also forms an independent semantic-syntactic unit with the infinitive. In my
opinion, the occurrence of the dative in these cases is facilitated by the co-reference of
the indirect/ benefactive object of the form of causation and the infinitive subject. This
can be motivated by the fact that no cases with QLNRPX are attested. Respondents pointed
out that such sentences can only occur with a clear intonational pause:
(434)

Selixov segodnja s utra dal komandu: “ Nikomu ne otdyxat’, kupat’sja” .
Selixov this.morning gave order: “ no-one-DAT not rest-INF-IMPERF, swim-INFIMPERF
‘This morning Selixov gave the order: “ No-one is allowed to rest or swim.’

The intonation break is probably necessary because the dative cannot be interpreted as
the indirect object of GDW· NRPDQGX. This case suggests that the expression of YVHP is
facilitated by the co-reference of the indirect object with the infinitive subject.
In the following section I will discuss the use of the so-called second dative. Although
this construction can also be seen as a construction related to the DI-construction, I will
devote a separate section to it.


7KHVHFRQGGDWLYH
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this section I will discuss the assignment of the dative case to the Russian forms RGLQ
(‘alone’) and VDP (‘self’) when they occur as modifiers or adjuncts (Neidle, 1982, 1988)
of the non-expressed subject of the infinitive or as modifiers of the expressed dative
subject: the so-called ‘second dative’ (Chagisheva, 1971; Comrie 1974) or
‘semipredicative’ (Franks, 1990) in the dative case. The forms RGLQ and VDP are usually
called ‘second predicates’ in the literature (Comrie, 1974; Neidle 1982, 1988). The term
‘second predicate’ or ‘semipredicative’ is used to refer to modifiers that are detached
from the noun phrase to which they – according to some models – refer (e.g Comrie,
1974; Neidle, 1982, 1988; Franks, 1999). Before discussing the meaning and use of the
semipredicatives RGLQ and VDP, I will briefly consider the use of
semipredicatives/ second predicates with adjectives.
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In Russian adjectives can occur as second predicates or semipredicates in the
instrumental case, or in the nominative case (Comrie, 1974). Consider the following
sentences:
,QVWUXPHQWDOFDVH
(435)

Esli b ty ne vstretilas’/ Ja b tebja pridumal/ Chtob v aprele mesjace / Ne xodit’
ugrjumym.233
if IRR you not met/ I IRR you made.up/ in.order in April month/ not go-INF-IMPERF
gloomy-INSTR
‘If you had not met me / I would have made you up/ So I wouldn’t have to go around
gloomy in the month of April.’

(436)

Ivan vernulsja ugrjumym. (Comrie, 1974)
Ivan-NOM returned gloomy-INSTR
‘Ivan returned gloomy.’

1RPLQDWLYHFDVH FDVHDJUHHPHQWZLWKQRPLQDWLYHDQWHFHGHQW 
(437)

Chto stoish’ ugrjumyj.234
what you.stand gloomy-NOM
‘Why are you looking so gloomy?’

(438)

Na rynok on vernulsja ugryumyj. Oshchushchenie viny tjazhest’ju leglo na ego
serdce.235 (N. Samuxina, )RQWDQ$OEHQL)
on market he-NOM returned gloomy-NOM. feeling of.guilt as.a.weight lay on his heart
‘He returned gloomy to the market. The feeling of guilt felt like a weight on his heart.’

Comrie (1974) and other scholars (e.g. Neidle, 1988) argue that the choice of either the
instrumental or nominative is a matter of convention, and that the instrumental is
preferred in modern Russian.236 It may indeed be the case that conventionalization is at
stake here, but I think that the different cases are also related to a difference in
conceptualization. According to the literature on case (Jakobson, 1995), the
http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ lyr/ T8/ T8.146.lat.html# s.8
http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ xref/ ug/ ugryumyj.lat.html
235 http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ ZHURNAL/ samuhina.txt
236 Following Comrie (1974), I conclude that in the case of dative subjects, the case of the adjunct is
instrumental, and not dative.
233
234
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instrumental case is used if the property expressed by the adjective is conceptualized as
a property of the situation expressed by the verb, whereas in those sentences where the
case of the adjective agrees with its antecedent, the property expressed by the adjective
is seen as a property of the antecedent.237 In some instances, however, it is difficult to
distinguish between these different readings; consider the following sentence:
(439)

On ushel surovyj i ugrjumyj / Golovoj na grud’ svoju ponik.238
he-NOM went.away grim-NOM and gloomy-NOM / head on chest his hanged
‘He went away grim and gloomy/ His head hanged on his chest.’

In this sentence the nominative occurs, whereas the action itself is described as being
‘gloomy’. Note furthermore that with some verbs no choice is possible between the
instrumental case and another case; in such cases the instrumental case is listed in the
valency structure of the verb. This is the case for example with the verb Y\JOMDGHW· (‘look
like’):
(440)

A ostrov vygljadit ugrjumym i sedym.239
but island looks gloomy-INSTR and grey-INSTR
‘But the island looks gloomy and grey.’

237 Chagisheva (1971) shows in her article that there have been diachronic changes in the assignment of
case to second predicates. In the eleventh century (until the sixteenth century) the second dative could be
used with different predicates in modal infinitival structures [first dative + verb E\W· + second dative], in
impersonal structures, or in structures with a modal predicate [first dative + modal (directive) verb + verb
E\W· + second dative]. In this period the dative was used in contexts where in modern Russian the
instrumental case is used (HPXE\W·]KLYX instead of HPXE\W·]KLY\P). In the same period, however, a tendency
can be perceived to assign the instrumental case to second predicates. This tendency occurs first in the
speech of written narratives, and is restricted to specific syntactic contexts. Chagisheva argues that the use
of the instrumental case for second datives means that the subordinate relation between the second
predicate and the first dative is weakened, and that the subordinate relation with the verb is strengthened.
Chagisheva (1971: 231) explains the changes of case assignment in terms of the division of labor between
the dative and the instrumental case. In Old Russian the dative is polyfunctional, but this polyfunctional
status has changed because the instrumental case has taken over one function of the dative, viz. the
expression of the relation with the predicate (instead of the relation between the second predicate and the
first dative). In modern Russian the situation of Old Russian, where the dative is assigned to second
predicates only, occurs with the forms RGLQ and VDP, and optionally with the adjective SHUY\M (‘first’).
238 http:/ / math.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ xref/ ug/ ugryumyj.lat.html
239 http:/ / euclid.ucsd.edu/ ~ broido/ xref/ ug/ ugryumym.lat.html
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In the literature, the term ‘second dative’ is employed to refer to the use of the words VDP
and RGLQ in the dative case when they function as second predicates. The case assignment
of these forms differs from other adjectives such as XJUMXP\M. The semipredicatives can
agree in case with their antecedent, also if the antecedent is a dative subject: 240
(441)

Oleg, tebe nel’zja tuda idti odnomu
Oleg, you-DAT may not there go-INF-IMPERF alone-DAT
‘Oleg, you may not go there alone.’

However, the second dative (VDP, RGLQ in the dative case) also occurs in contexts where
there is no such agreement at all. Consider the following sentence:
(442)

Samoe vazhnoe- umenie rabotat’ odnomu. (Neidle, 1982: 416)
most important – ability work-Inf alone-DAT
‘The most important thing is the ability to work alone.’

In this sentence there is no antecedent available for the second predicate; nevertheless we
find a second dative. What is the motivation for the occurrence of the second dative?
Before this question can be answered, it is necessary to look at the different contexts for
second datives:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

In sentences with an adverbial predicate, with or without dative subject
With objective infinitives and some subjective infinitives
With passives
With infinitive predicates with a dative subject (DI-construction proper)
With infinitive predicates with overt subordinators

240 Another exception is the adjective SHUY\M (‘first’), that can also show agreement with the dative subject,
e.g.: >9@DP VWUHOMDW· SHUYRPX. (Timofeev, 1950: 268/ Lermontov); you-DAT shoot-INF-IMPERF first-ADJDAT; ‘You may shoot first.’ Another example from this century 'HOR MDVQRH Y SRVHONHWR YVH NRPPXQLVW\
QLNRPXSHUYRPXNVWHQHLGWLQH[RFKHWVMD  . (V. Xolmogorov, 3RGERUNDUDVVND]RY); (...) no-one-DAT first-DAT
to wall go-INF not want-REFL; ‘It’s all very clear, in the settlement everyone is a communist, and no-one
likes to stand against the wall to be shot.’ Chagisheva (1971: 213) further remarks that (primarily) in the
spoken language the second dative also occurs with other adjectives; she gives the following example:
=KLYRPX V\QRN >WHEH@ E\W· (...).; alive-DAT son [you-DAT] be-INF; ‘You will be alive my son.’ Another
example, from a translation of Astrid Lingren is given here:9]GXPDHVK QDVRSMDW YRGLW ]DQRV²]KLYRPXWHEH
QHE\W WDNL]QDM; http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ LINDGREN/ blumkvis.txt;); (...) alive-DAT you
not be-INF (...); ‘If you take it into your head to deceive us, you won’t stay alive, don’t forget it.’ The
construction with ]KLYRPX probably shows idiomatic features.
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(vi)
(vii)

In sentences where the infinitive is a complement to a noun or an impersonally
used reflexive finite verb
In infinitival complement sentences without dative subjects

I will briefly present these contexts.
L $YHUELDOSUHGLFDWHV
The second dative occurs in sentences with an adverbial predicate and a dative subject:
(443)

Mne trudno UDERWDW·RGQRPX.
I-DAT difficult-ADV work-INF alone-DAT
‘I find it difficult to work alone.’

In such sentences the second dative and the dative subject are co-referential. The second
dative also occurs in sentences with an adverbial predicate, without dative subject, where
the second dative is co-referential with the non-specified, generic agent
(444)

(445)

No vse èto, konechno, nadoYLGHW·VDPRPX.241 (V. Pelevin, =KL]Q·QDVHNRP\[)
but all that, of.course, need-ADV see-INF-IMPERF self-DAT
‘But all that you have to see yourselves of course.’)
Estestvenno, mozhno VDPRPX QDNUXFKLYDW· schetchik, no za ètim bditel’no sledjat i
strogo nakazyvajut.242 (Text about an internet site where you can make money by clicking
on an icon)
of.course, may-ADV self-DAT screw-INF-IMPERF counter, but after that careful follow
and severe punish
‘Of course you can screw with the counter yourselves, but people follow this carefully and
punish offenders severely.’

In (444) a dative noun can be inserted within the paradigm to express the identity of the
non-expressed infinitive agent, but in (445) the expression of a dative noun changes the
meaning of the sentence: [dative + PR]KQR] is interpreted as a case of permission, whereas
PR]KQR is interpreted as a case of possibility (see 4.10.2.6 for a discussion).
241
242

http:/ / mirror.primorye.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ PELEWIN/ insectos.txt
http:/ / binocle.atlant.ru:8070/ archiv/ 9808.htm
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LL 2EMHFWLYHLQILQLWLYHV
The second dative occurs in the case of so-called ‘objective infinitives’ (see also 4.4.3). In
the case of objective infinitives the subject of the infinitive is co-referential with the
object of the matrix sentence:
(446)

Ja velel emu SULMWLRGQRPX. (Neidle, 1988: 125)
I ordered he-DAT come-INF alone-DAT
‘I ordered him to come alone.’

In many cases there is agreement between the dative case of the indirect object of the
finite verb, and the dative case of the second dative. Neidle (1982: 394) argues that this is
not a necessary feature; she gives the following example with the objective infinitive
SRSURVLW· (‘to ask’), which has an accusative object listed in the valency structure, and occurs
with a dative semipredicative:
(447)

My poprosili Ivana SRMWLRGQRPX/ *odnogo. (Neidle, 1988: 126)
we asked Ivan-ACC to.come alone-DAT/ *alone-ACC
‘We asked Ivan to come alone.’

Below, two other examples are given:
(448)

(449)

[U]moljala ego otkazat’sja ot ee ruki i VDPRPX ]DVKFKLWLW· ee ot vlasti roditelja.
(Pushkin, 'XEURYVNLM)
begged he-ACC refuse-INF-PERF from her hands and self-DAT defend her from power
of.parent
‘She begged him to refuse her hand, and to protect her from the power of her parents
himself.’
Vas kak uchenogo ne tjanet VDPRPX ]DQMDW·VMD inoplanetnymi chudesami? (A. & B.
Strugackie, 3LNQLNQDRERFKLQH)
you-AC as scientist not attracts self-DAT deal.with-INF-PERF out-of-space wonders?
‘Does it not attract you as a scientist to work with wonders from another planet?’

In the case of so-called subjective infinitives, where the nominative subject and the nonexpressed infinitive subject are co-referential, the second predicate normally occurs in the
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nominative. I have attested subjective infinitives with a nominative semipredicative with
the following verbs (see Bricyn, 1990, for a classification of verb types):243
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

verbs that indicate the beginning of an action: e.g. QDFKLQDW·
verbs that indicate the continuation of an action: e.g. SURGRO]KDW·
so-called ‘definite verbs’ (see Bricyn, 1990: 43): e.g. L]YROLW·
the verbs PRFK· and XPHW·
verbs that indicate actions that are directed at the realization of other actions by
removing potential obstacles; the so-called ‘probacionnye glagoly’ (Bricyn, 1990: 52):
e.g. S\WDW·VMD
verbs that indicate a psychological state: e.g. [RWHW,SR]KHODW·, RVPHOLW·, VRELUDW·VMD, SULQMDW·VMD,
UHVKLW·, GXPDW·
verbs that indicate psychological relations: e.g. OMXELW·
verbs that indicate goal-orientation: e.g. SRMWL
verbs with the meaning feature of ‘to speak’: e.g REHVKFKDW·
with VWDW·, future tense of E\W· (EXGHW), and short predicates with E\W· (E\W· GRO]KHQ, E\W·
VSRVREHQ, E\W·JRWRY, E\W·QDPHUHQ etc. )
with the expression YVLOD[ (‘have strenght’)

However, with some verbs in some specific contexts I have attested subjective infinitives
with GDWLYH semipredicates. Consider the sentences below:
UHVKLW· with VDP in the dative
(450)

[Ja] reshil na sledujushchee utro, esli k ètomu vremeni ne vernetsja Dik, VDPRPX
RWSUDYLW·VMD v gorod i uznat’, ne sluchilos’ li s nim chego-nibud’.244 (Ch. Bich, 3URSDYVKDMD
VHVWUD)
I-NOM decided on following morning, if till that time not will.return Dik, self-DAT goINF-PERF in town and find.out-INF-PERF, not happened PRT with him something
‘I decided that the following morning, if Dik had not returned by that time, I would go
into the city myself to find out if something had happened to him.’

243 I suspect that the nominative case occurs with all subjective infinitives (see Bricyn, 1990 for a more
complete list of verb classes).
244 http:/ / moshkow.relline.ru:5000/ lat/ MAJNRID/ vanished.txt
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UHVKLW· with VDP in the nominative
(451)

On reshil VDP VR]GDW· vozduxoplavatel’nyj apparat i VDP SROHWHW· na nem. (F. Iskander,
Stojanka cheloveka)
he-NOM decided self-NOM create-INF-PERF aeronautic machine and self-NOM flyINF-PERF on her
‘He decided to make an aeronautic machine himself, and to fly it himself.’

QRURYLW·with samin the dative
(452)

Voobshche, zhenivshis’, on uzhasno razlenilsja i vse norovil ne ]DSLV\YDW· VDPRPX, a
– diktovat’. (N. Mandel’shtam, 9RVSRPLQDQLMD)
in.general, after.getting.married, he terribly grew.very.lazy and all aimed.at not
write.down-INF-IMPERF self-DAT, but dictate-INF-IMPERF
‘In general, he became very lazy after getting married, and just aimed at not writing
anything down himself, but dictating it.’

QRURYLW·with VDP in the nominative
(453)

No kak tol’ko v ruki popadaet telekamera, vsjak norovit VDP YWLVQXW·VMD v pole
s” emki. 245 (J. Nikitin, -DURVW·)
but how only in hands fall camera, each-NOM aims.at self-NOM force.into-INFIMPERF in field of.filming
‘But as soon as a camera falls into your hands, everyone wants to force himself into the
field of filming.’

VWDW· with VDP in the dative
(454)

245

Ja tipografii ne arestovyvaju potomu, milostivyj gosudar’ Evstratij Pavlovich, chto u
nas takovyx net, a VDPRPX VWDYLW· na den’gi departamenta, chem zanimaetsja
Kremeneckij, daby poluchat’ vneocherednye nagrady, – uvol’te, ne stanu. (J. Semenov,
1HSUHPHULPRVW·)
I printing.houses not arrest because, dear sir Evstratij Pavlovich, that at us such not,
but self-DAT put-INF-IMPERF on money of.department, what engaged.in
Kremeneckij, in.order receive out-of-order reward, – if.you.please, not will.be

http:/ / kulichki-lat.rambler.ru/ moshkow/ NIKITINYU/ rage.txt
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‘I don’t arrest printing houses because, dear sir Evstratij Pavlovich, we don’t have such
printing houses, and to organize something with the money of the department, in order
to get a useless reward, which Kremeneckij is doing, I won’t do, if you please.’

VWDW· with VDP in the nominative
(455)

On dazhe GUDW·VMD ne stanet VDP.246 (R. Zheljazny, =QDNLGRURJL)
he-NOM even fight not will.be self-NOM
‘He won’t even start fighting himself.’

Below, I will say more about the cases with a dative.
LLL 3DVVLYHV
Neidle (198: 127) argues that in the case of passives the second dative is strongly favored
over the nominative:
(456)

On byl ugovoren prijti *odin/ ?odnomu. (Neidle, 1988: 127)
he was persuaded to come alone-NOM/ ?alone-DAT
‘He was persuaded to come alone.’

Sentences like these, however, are rather ‘constructed’.
LY :LWKWKH',FRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKILUVWGDWLYHV
The second dative occurs in the case of the DI-construction:
(457)

Mne eshche RGQRPX domoj YR]YUDVKFKDW·VMD.
I-DAT still alone-DAT home return
‘I still have to go back home alone.’

In this sentence the case of the second dative agrees with the case of the first dative.

246

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZELQZNY/ roadmark.txt
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Y :LWKRYHUWVXERUGLQDWRUV
The second dative occurs with subordinators such as the conjunction of purpose FKWRE\,
the conditional complementizer HVOL, and the conjunction of anteriority SUH]KGHFKHP:
(458)

Xotel ot nas otdelat’sja, da? Chtoby VDPRPXXOL]QXW·, kak pytalsja vchera?247 (R.
Zheljazny, 'ROLQD3URNOMDWLM)
wanted from us escape, yes? In.order self-DAT slip.away-INF-PERF, how tried
yesterday
‘You wanted to escape us, didn’t you? So that you could slip away by yourselves, like
you tried yesterday.’

(459)

Odin iz vyvodov po povodu ceny podobnoj veshchi – kak minimum $7000, libo $3000
esli GHODW·VDPRPX.248
one of conclusions with regard price of.such things – as a.minimum $7000 or $3000 if doINF-IMPERF yourself-DAT
‘One of the things that we can conclude about the price of such things is that it will cost
$7000 as a minimun, or $3000 if you do it yourself.’

(460)

Vskore do Èddi doshlo, chto èto – ta samaja fraza, kotoruju Roland probormotal togda
na poljane, gde Sjuzanna vyrubila medvedja, prezhde, chem VDPRPXRWUXELW·VMD.249 (S.
King, 7HPQDMDEDVKQMD)
soon till Eddy come, that that – that same phrase that Roland mumble then on glade,
where Suzanna cut down bear, before himself-DAT crumble.down-INF-PERF
“ Eddy soon understood that it was the same phrase that Roland had mumbled on the
glade, where Suzanne had slaughtered the bear, before he crumbled down himself.’

In such sentences the second dative is co-referential with the subject expressed in the
main clause, or if no subject is expressed, with a generic agent.
YL :LWKQRXQVDQGILQLWHYHUEV
The second dative occurs when the infinitive is a specification to a noun; below some
examples offered by Neidle are given:
http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ ZELQZNY/ damnatio.txt
http:/ / www.enlight.ru:8005/ ib/ news/ 17.05.1999_23.05.1999.html
249 Internet site: http:/ / mslib.mos.ru/ moshkow/ lat/ KING/ bash3.txt

247
248
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(461)

(462)

(463)

Popytka NRQFKLW· rabotu RGQRPX ne uvenchalas’ uspexom. (Neidle, 1988: 142)
attempt finish-INF-PERF work alone-DAT not crowned with.success
‘The attempt to finish work alone, wasn’t crowned with success.’
Samoe vazhnoe – umenieUDERWDW· RGQRPX. (Neidle, 1982: 416)
most important – ability work-INF-IMPERF alone-DAT
‘The most important thing is the ability to work alone.’
U Koli net silSULMWLVDPRPX. (Neidle, 1982: 394)
around Kolja there.is.not strength come-INF-PERF alone-DAT
‘Kolja doesn’t have the strength to come alone.’

Franks notes that in some cases the nominative can occur (I will discuss his examples
below). I have attested the following cases where both a nominative and a dative occur;
compare:
9R]PR]KQRVW· + nominative
(464)

Esli rasprostranitel’ imeet vozmozhnost’ VDP UD]PQR]KDW·nomer – ja vysylaju emu
lish’ odin èkzempljar, kotoryj on razmnozhaet i rassylaet.250
if distributor has possibility self-NOM duplicate-INF-IMPERF number – I send him
just one copy, that he duplicates and sends.away
‘If the distributor has the possibility to duplicate the journals himself, I’ll just send him
one copy, that he can duplicate and distribute.’

9R]PR]KQRVW·dative
(465)

250
251

... u russkogo chitatelja pojavilas’ vozmozhnost’ VDPRPX UD]REUDW·VMD v voprose o
podlinnosti opublikovannyx tekstov ... 251 (V. Demin, 7DMQ\UXVVNRJRQDURGD)
... at Russian reader appeared possibility self-DAT understand-INF-PERF in question
over originality of.published texts
‘ ... the possibility appeared for the Russian reader to decide himself whether the
published texts are original ... ’

http:/ / sf.glasnet.ru:8105/ tc/ vesty/ vesty01.htm
http:/ / lib.nordnet.ru/ lat/ DEMIN/ tajny.txt
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6LOD + nominative
(466)

Vse v moej dushe burno kipelo; ja chuvstvoval, chto ego iz ètogo vozniknet novyj
porjadok, no ne imel silVDP ego QDYHVWL.252 (M. Shelli, )UDQNHQVKWHMQLOL6RYUHPHQQ\M
3URPHWHM)
(...) but not had strength self-NOM him direct-INF-PERF
‘Everything in my soul was boiling stormily; I felt that from this a new order would
develop, but I didn’t have the strength to direct it myself.’

(467)

Edva tol’ko Dava-Dorchzhi priobretaet silVDPQDGHW· sapogi, on beret kotelok.253 (V.
Ivanov, 9R]YUDVKFKHQLH%XGG\)
(...) will.gain strength self-NOM dress-INF-PERF boots, he takes kettle
‘As soon as Dava-Dorchzhi gaines the strength to put his boots on himself, he takes
the kettle.’

6LOD + dative:
(468)

(469)

... u menja ne xvatilo by silVDPRPXQDMWLLQD]KDW· nuzhnuju knopku.254 (K. Lomer,
3ODQHWDNDWDVWURI)
... at me not be.sufficient IRR strength self-DAT find-INF-PERF and press-INF-PERF
necessary button
‘ ... I wouldn’t have had enough strength to find and press the necessary button myself.’
Ja ne mogu odin kazhdyj den’ byt’ so vsemi vami; mne nedostaet sil RGQRPXEHVHGRYDW·
s takim mnozhestvom.255 (Religious site about Lazarus)
(...), I-DAT lack strength alone-DAT talk-INF-IMPERF with such multitude
‘I can’t be alone with you all every day, I lack the strength to talk alone with so many
people.’

In this case the second dative is co-referential with the non-specified infinitive agent.
The second dative can also occur as a complement to reflexive verbs, e.g.:
(470)

Pol’zovatelju ne razreshaetsja VDPRPX]DGDYDW· parol’. 256

http:/ / www.moshkow.pp.ru:5000/ lat/ INPROZ/ SHELLI/ frankenshtejn.txt
http:/ / moshkow.orsk.ru/ Library/ lat/ IWANOWWS/ budda.txt
254 http:/ / icc.migsv.ru/ library/ lat/ LAUMER/ plcatast.txt
255 http:/ / www.magister.msk.ru:8085/ library/ bible/ comment/ zlatoust/ zlato047.htm
256 http:/ / www.lito.sammit.kiev.ua:8105/ docs/ rfc1244/ rfc_4_3.htm
252

253
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user-DAT not permitted-REFL self-DAT give-INF-IMPERF code
‘The user is not permitted to give the code himself.’

In this sentence the second dative is co-referential with the indirect object of the finite
verb. In some cases no indirect object is expressed, e.g.:
(471)

6DPRPXGHODW· èto ne rekomenduetsja. 257
self-DAT do-INF-IMPERF that not recommends-REFL
‘It is not recommended that you do it yourself.’

In this sentence the indirect object of the finite verb (something is recommended WR
VRPHRQH) is interpreted as the generic agent and as co-referential with the (generic) nonexpressed infinitive subject.
YLL :LWKLQILQLWLYDOFRPSOHPHQWVZLWKRXWGDWLYHVXEMHFW
The second dative further occurs in the case of infinitives that function as complements,
e.g.:
(472)

Uzhe i èto slishkom mnogo dlja menja – VDPRPX [UDQLW· svoi mnenija (...).
Nicshe, 7DNJRYRULO=DUDWXVWUD)
already that too much for me – self-DAT keep-INF-IMPERF own opinion (...)
‘That is already too much for me – to keep my opinion to myself.’

258

(F.

0RWLYDWLRQIRUWKHVHFRQGGDWLYHLQIRUPDOIUDPHZRUNV
In the syntactic literature the occurrence of the second dative has received considerable
attention from scholars working in a variety of frameworks, but mainly in the so-called
‘formal’ frameworks such as Generative Grammar (e.g. Comrie, 1974; Franks, 1990;
Schoorlemmer, 1995) and Lexical Functional Grammar (Neidle, 1982, 1988). The general
problem addressed by these scholars is how one can motivate the distribution of the
second dative. I will now briefly discuss some of these analyses, and then present my own
analysis. The aim of this section is to show the advantages of semantic approaches to the
occurrence of the second dative compared with ‘formal’ approaches.
257
258

http:/ / lat.www.citycat.ru/ funny/ fido/ 1998_06/ 02.html
http:/ / moshkow.donetsk.ua/ lat/ NICSHE/ zaratustra.txt
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The first formal analysis of the second dative is given by Comrie (1974). His analysis
is based on two rules:
(i)
(ii)

The case of the non-expressed infinitive subject (PRO) is dative.
The main verb and a subjective infinitive form a cohesive unit, in the sense that
the agreement in case between PRO and the semipredicative is blocked, and
there is case agreement between the subject of the main verb and the
semipredicative.

,Q&RPULH·V  DQDO\VLVLQILQLWLYHVPXVWEHVHHQDVVXERUGLQDWHFODXVHV 6 LQWKHFDVH
RI VXEMHFWLYH LQILQLWLYHV WKH LQILQLWLYH FODXVH 6  LV WXUQHG LQWR D 93 E\ D UXOH RI
restructuring. Since the infinitive occurs in a VP, RGLQ and VDP do not agree in case with
PRO, but agree in case with the nominative subject of the matrix verb.
Comrie (1974: 132–33) argues that the postulation of non-expressed infinitive
subjects in the dative case can be motivated by the occurrence of dative infinitive subjects
in Old Church Slavonic, and the occurrence of dative infinitive subjects in modern
Russian. Comrie (1974: 132) remarks that “ [e]ven in modern Russian we find examples of
an overt subject, in the dative, mainly where the dependent infinitive also has a
complementizer, e.g. in time and purpose clauses” . Comrie gives sentence (10) as an
example of such a dative. Note that Comrie does not motivate the occurrence of the
dative in such contexts by pointing at the semantics of the dative, notwithstanding the
fact that the dative-infinitive construction has a modal meaning in all its instances, that
can be motivated by the interaction of the meaning of the infinitive and the meaning of
the dative (see my analysis of such cases in 4.11). As I will argue below, the exclusion of
semantics here leads to an incomplete analysis.
Comrie’s (1974) analysis is partly followed by Franks (1990), while Schoorlemmer
(1995) follows the analysis given by Franks. Franks rejects the idea that the subject of the
infinitive must be implicitly dative, and that case can be assigned to PRO; instead he
argues that the dative case is assigned directly to the second dative if nominative
agreement with its controller is blocked by one of the following factors: (a) the absence of
anaphoric (i.e. subject) control; (b) the presence of an overt complementizer; and (c) the
absence of a nominative controller. Franks proposes that agreement is possible only
when the understood PRO subject of an infinitival clause is lexically governed and that
the second dative arises only when the second predicate appears in a full CP (=S´) clause.
Franks too does not take account of the semantics of the dative or the infinitive in the
analysis of the second dative.
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Schoorlemmer (1995: 64) makes a distinction between sentences where the dative has
no experiencer semantics (the so-called ‘structural dative’, where the dative case is
assigned to subjects of infinitival clauses only) and sentences where it has experiencer
semantics. These latter are sentences with overt or non-overt adverbial predicates. A
problem with Schoorlemmer’s analysis is, however, that it remains unclear in which cases
the dative has experiencer semantics and in which cases it does not.
Neidle (1982, 1988) gives an analysis of the second dative in the model of Lexical
Functional Grammar, in which she takes Comrie’s (1974) analysis as her starting point.
Following Comrie (1974), she treats the forms VDP and RGLQ as adjuncts, and assigns the
dative case to infinitival subjects (PRO) (Neidle, 1988: 187). Neidle rejects the hypothesis
proposed by Comrie (1974) that all infinitives must be seen as sentences (S´), and that the
assignment of the nominative case to VDP and RGLQ in subjective infinitive sentences can be
motivated by a rule of restructuring. Instead, she argues that one should distinguish
EHWZHHQ 93 DQG 6  LQILQLWLYDOV 93 LQILQLWLYDOV PXVW EH VHHQ DV YHUEDO FRPSOHPHQWV
(VCOMPs) whose subjects are supplied within functional structure by the control
equations. The rule for agreement within functional structure is stated as follows: “ an
adjunct agrees in case with its functional subject, which is identical with some other
grammatical function within its clause nucleus” (Neidle, 1982: 419). This rule says that the
dative case is assigned to RGLQ and VDP in clauses without subject, or in clauses with a
dative subject; in clauses without object the infinitive must be seen as a VP, such that
PRO is assigned the nominative case. The rule given here, however, cannot account for
so-called objective infinitives, where RGLQ and VDP always occur in the dative case. Neidle
solves this problem as follows. She argues that in Russian there is a rule that there is no
object control of VCOMPs (Neidle, 1988: 134–135). This means that in objective
infinitive sentences with an accusative object (e.g. SURVLW·) or a dative indirect object (e.g.
YHOHW·), the infinitive clause must be seen as an S´, such that PRO is assigned the dative
case. Neidle’s (1982, 1988) argumentation can thus be summarized as follows: (i) PRO is
dative; (ii) VDP and RGLQ are adjuncts; (iii) an adjunct agrees in case with its functional
subject, which is identical with some other grammatical function within its clause nucleus;
(iv) there is no object control in Russian.
In my opinion the analyses given above are characterized by the following interrelated
shortcomings:
(i)

Non-motivated rules are postulated to explain the linguistic phenomenon in
question.
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Model-theoretic notions that are postulated as explanatory devices have in fact
no real explanatory value, because they are partly defined in terms of the
phenomena they aim to describe and explain.
Linguistic phenomena that are formally unified (different occurrences of the
dative case) are treated as non-related phenomena, such that arbitrary
distinctions between linguistic data are made.
The models do not adequately explain the occurrence of the second dative,
and make the wrong predictions.

An example of (i) is the rule given in Comrie (1972) and Neidle (1982, 1988) that the
case assigned to the non-expressed infinitive subject (PRO) is dative. I already argued
above against this rule, since it is not semantically-conceptually motivated, and does
not make the correct observations in some cases, especially in the case of the
nominative-infinitive construction. Furthermore, this rule necessitates the postulation
of other non-motivated rules, to account for cases where the dative cannot be
expressed with the infinitive.
An example of (ii) is the rule that explains the occurrence of the second dative by
stating that the second dative occurs, under some specific conditions, if the infinitive
constituent is a sentence (S´) (e.g. Franks, 1990). In my opinion, this rule makes the
correct observation that the occurrence of the second dative is connected with the
predicative status of the infinitive clause. However, the rule has no explanatory value:
the sentential status (S´) of the infinitive with a second dative is the result of the
meaning of the second dative and the infinitive, and not its cause. Language users
cannot learn and follow some rule that predicts in which cases the dative case is
assigned to second predicates on the basis of some unexplained notion of
sentencehood. Rather, in order for the notion of sentencehood to have explanatory
value, an explanation must be given, independently from the occurrence of the dative,
of what the criteria are for sentencehood.
An example of (iii) can be found in Schoorlemmer (1995), who explicitly makes a
distinction between dative case with experiencer semantics, and dative case without
experiencer semantics, the so-called structural dative case. In my opinion, such an
analysis makes arbitrary distinctions, and does not account for the fact that all uses of
the dative case have particular semantic features in common.
An example of (iv) is that the proposed analyses do not adequately motivate the
occurrence of the second dative in the case of some subjective infinitives. Neidle’s
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analysis does not account for instances of the dative with subjective infinitives (e.g. with
QRURYLW·) or for instances of the nominative with deverbal nominals.
The analyses of the second dative discussed above are all characterized by the fact that
they do not take the PHDQLQJ of the dative and the PHDQLQJ of the infinitive into account in
motivating of the case assignment to the second predicates RGLQ and VDP. I will argue that
the shortcomings outlined above can be resolved if we try to motivate the occurrence of
the second dative on the level of conceptualization. The addition of the level of
conceptualization to the syntactic analysis provides a deeper understanding and motivates
the occurrence of the dative without needing to postulate non-motivated additional rules.
The specific proposition that I wish to make is that the second dative has H[SHULHQFHU
VHPDQWLFV, and that one can account for the occurrence of the second dative by the
meaning of the infinitive and that of the dative.
In those cases where a dative subject occurs, the second dative can best be seen as a
modifier of the dative subject (first dative) of the infinitive predicate, agreeing in case with
the dative subject (cf. Neidle, 1988). In those cases where no dative subject occurs, the
second dative must be seen as the modification of a contextually given subject, which is
associated with PRO. Although the second dative can be seen as a modifier of the dative
subject, the distribution of the second dative differs from that of the first dative, as in
many cases the second dative occurs where no first dative occurs. This can be motivated
by the difference in meaning and function between the second dative and the first dative
subject. In many sentences where the second dative is expressed, the first dative is not
expressed, because the identity of PRO can be inferred from the context. An example of
this can be seen in sentences (458) and (460) above, where the infinitive occurs with
subordinators. In these sentences the identity of PRO can either be inferred from the
main clause, or is interpreted as a non-specified agent. This differs from the forms VDP
(‘self’) and RGLQ (‘alone’), whose special lexical attribution cannot be inferred from the
context, and is therefore necessarily expressed. As I will show below, in some special
cases one also finds a first dative subject in the case of subordinators; such sentences
have a modal character.
In those cases where the dative can be seen as the subject of the infinitive, the
infinitive action is DVVLJQHGto the participant expressed in the dative, which presupposes
the idea of some IRUFH. In such cases one can speak of an association or unification of
PRO with the dative participant. The force that assigns the action to the participant may
be a person, script, expected course of events, the speaker, etc., and is contextually given.
As I have argued before, the assignment of a situation type to some participant in the
dative creates a predicative relationship: the situation is related to the participant that is to
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realize the infinitive situation. The predicative moment that is constituted by relating the
infinitive predicate to the dative subject, creates the idea of a phenomenon perceived in
time; this phenomenon can be seen as the ‘verbal’ element of the construction.
Unlike Franks (1990) and Neidle (1988), I do not find that the notion of
sentencehood (S´) has any explanatory status in the analysis of the second dative. The
assignment of the dative case to the second predicates RGLQ and VDP can be motivated on
the basis of the semantics of the relevant forms (infinitive, lexical meaning of VDP and
RGLQ, dative) and the meaning of oppositional forms (meaning of the other cases). Hence,
the resulting sentencehood (S´) of the infinitive clause is only the result of the
conceptualization under discussion, and not its cause.
Below I will discuss the different contexts for the second dative, and discuss why one
can speak of experiencer semantics in these cases. I will show that the dative case is
assigned to RGLQ and VDP when they are unified with PRO; in those cases where a (first)
subject dative is expressed, there is agreement between the second dative and the subject
dative.
6HPDQWLFPRWLYDWLRQIRUWKHVHFRQGGDWLYH
4.17.3.1 Objective infinitives and subjective infinitives
The typical context for the second dative is exemplified by sentences which express that a
force is directed at the occurrence of an action by another agent. This is the case for
example with the objective infinitive (446)–(449). The infinitive and the second dative
form a complement to a finite predicate with the function of object. The non-expressed
agent of the infinitive is unified with the second dative predicate, and co-referential with
the dative indirect object or accusative object of the finite verb. The occurrence of the
semipredicative in the dative case is natural, since the finite verb expresses an action
GLUHFWHG at the occurrence of the infinitive action by the dative participant: subject
participant does action1 such that (indirect) object participant does action2.
The second dative does not occur in the case of subjective infinitives because in this
construction (a) the subject of the main verb, and the subject of the infinitive are
coreferential, and (b) the main verb and the infinitive form a close conceptual unit; in the
case of phasal predicates because these predicates indicate a phase of an already given
infinitive situation; in the case of modal verbs like PRFK·(‘can’) and [RWHW· (‘want’) because
the infinitive expresses the FRQWHQW of the state expressed by the main predicate, rather than
a situation at whose realization the phenomenon expressed by the main verb is directed.
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Put differently, it is not that one ‘wishes’ or ‘is able’ LQRUGHU to realize the infinitive action,
but rather the wish or the ability are characerized LQWHUPVRI the infinitive situation; that is,
the concept expressed by the main predicate and the concept expressed by the infinitive
cannot be independently conceptualized, but are manifestations of the same scene.
As I have shown above, there are exceptions to the rule that the nominative occurs in
the case of subjective infinitives. On the basis of the examples that I have attested, I
would suggest motivating the dative here by two interdependent features, viz. (i) the scene
expressed by the dative and the infinitive must be interpretable in terms of features of the
basic Dative-Infinitive meaning, especially the idea of ‘directedness’, and (ii) the infinitive
in these sentences is conceptually more independent from the main verb than in the cases
with a nominative, that is, the realization of the infinitive situation is conceptualized
independently from the concept expressed by the main-verb.
A reading with either a dative or a nominative is possible with the verbs UHVKLW· and
QRURYLW· because these verbs can express both the idea of an action characterized in terms
of the FRQWHQW of another action, and an action that is GLUHFWHG at the realization of another
action; in the latter instance the dative case can be chosen.
I suppose that the dative is chosen in (450) because of the addition HVOL N qWRPX QH
YHUQHWVMD'LN; this addition restricts the realization of the infinitive situation to a specific
condition, focusing on the fact that the infinitive situation is not already implied by the
decision itself, but only occurs under specific conditions. Such a reading is impossible in
(451) with a nominative, because in this sentence there is no indication of restrictive
conditions, and the infinitive just expresses the content of the action denoted by the main
verb.
The dative in (452) can be motivated in a similar way to that in (450). In this sentence
the subject of the main verb combines all his efforts LQRUGHU for the infinitive situation to
be realized; note that one can speak of a restriction here as well (situation X, in stead of
Y). In (453), with a nominative, the action expressed by the main verb and the action
expressed by the infinitive are co-occurring, that is, the scene expressed by QRURYLW· cannot
be conceptualized independently from the scene expressed by the infinitive. Put
differently, the scene expressed by QRURYLW· (‘aiming’) constitutes the potential beginning of
the action expressed by the infinitive (‘forcing yourself into the field of filming’).
For the occurrence of the dative in (454) a different motivation has to be given,
probably in terms of the topical status of the infinitive clause. In this sentence the
interpretation of the infinitive as a complement of the finite verb is a reinterpretation or
‘resumption’. The infinitive situation has not been realized at the moment of speaking,
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but only put forward by the speaker as something that could in principle be realized. I will
discuss the function of the second dative in complement-sentences below.259
4.17.3.2 Passives and Modal infinitives
For passives like (456), an analysis similar that of the objective infinitive can be given. In
(456) the logical subject of XJRYRUHQ (viz. people) can be seen as a force directed at the
realization of the infinitive action.
A similar analysis can be given for the occurrence of the second dative with ‘modal
infinitives’, or DI-construction, as in (457). In this construction the infinitive and the
dative subject form a clause with a modal character. In such sentences PRO is unified
with the dative subject (first dative); here the second dative agrees in case with the
dative subject. The dative case is the optimal case for this construction, since the DIconstruction expresses the idea of a force (norm, plan, script, way things go, etc.)
directed at the realization of the infinitive situation.
It must be remarked that the modal nature of such sentences is sometimes difficult
to grasp, especially in sentences where no first dative is expressed. Consider the
following sentence, which according to Schoorlemmer (1995: 64) has a so-called
structural dative case, that is, a dative without experiencer semantics:
(473)

Ivan ne imeet predstavlenija o tom [kak [PRO ]KLW·RGQRPX]].
Ivan not has notion about that how live-INF-IMPERF alone-DAT
‘Ivan doesn’t have a clue about how to live alone.’

In my opinion the statement that the dative has no experiencer semantics is incorrect.
This sentence has a modal character, which can be made clear by a paraphrase with a
modal form: ‘Ivan doesn’t have a clue how he VKRXOG live alone.’ In this sentence the dative
occurs because it is expressed that Ivan does not know what he must do such that he will
do the infinitive action. Note that in sentences like these the subject dative may also be
expressed: ,YDQQHLPHHWSUHGVWDYOHQLMDRWRPNDN(08]KLW·RGQRPX.

259

Possibly one can speak of an ‘alternative situation’ here as well.
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4.17.3.3. Infinitives with subordinators
The second dative also has experiencer semantics in sentences with subordinators such
asFKWRE\ (‘in order’), SUH]KGH FKHP (‘before’) and HVOL (‘if’). Consider the following sentence
given by Franks (1990: 244):
(474)

Ljuba priexala [CP chtoby [[IP PRO pokupat’ maslo *sama/ samoj]].
Ljuba arrived in.order buy-INF-IMPERF buy butter *self-NOM/ self-DAT
‘Ljuba arrived in order to buy some butter herself.’

Franks (1990) and Schoorlemmer (1995) treat the dative here as having no experiencer
semantics. Again, in my opinion this is incorrect. This sentence expresses that the subject
of the matrix clause performs an action GLUHFWHGDW the occurrence of some other action put
differently, the action expressed in the matrix clause HQDEOHV the action expressed in the
infinitive clause. As I discussed earlier in 4.11.2, a first dative can be expressed in such
sentences if particular conditions are met.
A motivation for the second dative in terms of experiencer semantics can also be
given for sentences with the subordinators HVOL and SUH]KGHFKHP, as in (459) and (460). In
these cases the experiencer semantics of the second dative has a more abstract nature,
because the force that directs at the occurrence of the infinitive action cannot be
identified with a specific person, but rather with something like ‘the expected course of
events’ or the speaker of the sentence.
In the case of SUH]KGHFKHP, as in (460), the idea of ‘experiencer’ is connected with the
fact that SUH]KGHFKHP focuses the conceptualization on a moment before the realization of
an expected action. In such sentences the dative case is assigned to the non-expressed
infinitive agent (PRO) because the expected course of events can be seen as the force that
assigns the action to the agent. As I discussed above the first dative (subject dative) can
occur with the conjunction of anteriority SHUHG WHP NDN. Such sentences have a clearer
ontic nature and express that according to some script the action is due to happen.
For sentences with HVOL a similar motivation can be given. In the case of HVOL, as in
(459), an action type is assigned to the participant expressed in the dative (x does not do
Y now, but the speaker assigns the action to the infinitive agent in a hypothetical world).
It is expressed that in those worlds where the course of events is such that x will do Y,
some other situation is also the case. As I argued above in 4.11.3, sentences with HVOL can
also occur with first datives. In such cases the first dative is triggered by the
presupposition that the action will possibly not take place in reality because (a) the
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speaker thinks it is very unlikely that the infinitive action will happen, or (b) he wants to
take into account the possibility of refusal to do the infinitive action.
4.17.3.4 Infinitive specifications to nouns and predicates
The second dative also has experiencer semantics in sentences where the infinitive must
be seen as a specification to a noun. In such constructions the non-expressed agent of the
infinitive is unified with the second dative and is co-referential with the non-expressed
generic agent (461)–(462), or with a genitive ‘subject’ (463). Contrary to Franks (1990)
and Schoorlemmer (1995), I think that the occurrence of the dative in these sentences is
motivated by the experiencer semantics of the dative. In all cases the noun is
characterized by the infinitive; this characterization is connected with the realization of
the action type expressed by the infinitive. In (461): the ability that DOORZV the subject to
work. In (462): the attempt GLUHFWHGDW the realization of the infinitive action. In (463): the
strength that allows the realization of the infinitive action to happen.
Franks (1990: 245) mentions the possibility of the nominative case with these
nouns. He argues that in some specific contexts the infinitive can occur in the
nominative case, also when it can be seen as the complement to some head. Compare
(475)–(477) versus (478)– (480):
(475)

Ivan prinjal reshenie [PRO prijti na vecherinku odin]. (Franks (1990: 245))
Ivan took decision [PRO come-INF-PERF to party alone-NOM]
‘Ivan took the decision to come to the party alone.’

(476)

Ivan dal obeshchanie [PRO prijti na vecherinku odin]. (Franks (1990: 245))
Ivan gave promise [PRO come-INF-PERF to party alone-NOM]
‘Ivan gave his promise that he would come to the party alone.’

(477)

Ivan vyrazil zhelanie [PRO prijti na vecherinku odin]. (Franks (1990: 245))
Ivan uttered wish [PRO come-INF-PERF on party alone-NOM
‘Ivan uttered his wish that he wanted to come to the party alone.’

(478)

Soldat poluchil prikaz [PRO poexat’ v gorod *odin/ odnomu]. (Franks, 1990: 245)
soldier received order [PRO come-INF-PERF to city *alone-NOM/ alone-DAT
‘The soldier received the order to come to the city alone.’

(479)

Ivan poprosil razreshenija [PRO prijti na vecherinku *odin/ odnomu. (Franks, 1990:
245)
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Ivan asked permission [PRO come-INF-PERF to party *alone-NOM/ alone-DAT
‘Ivan asked permission to come to the party alone.’
(480)

Ivan vyrazil svoe zhelanie [PRO prijti na vecherinku *odin/ odnomu]. (Franks, 1990:
245)
Ivan uttered his wish [PRO come-INF-PERF to the party *alone-NOM/ alone-DAT]
‘Ivan uttered his wish to come to the party alone.’

Franks (ibid.) suggests that in the first sentences the verb-noun sequence is being
restructured into a complex verb. In my opinion such an analysis is just a trick, since it
remains unclear what the criteria are for such restructuring. Instead, I would suggest
looking at the different types of predicates in these sentences, and the different
conceptualizations underlying the dative and the nominative.
The dative is typical of cases where a force is directed at the FRPLQJLQWREHLQJ of a
situation. Such a context is clear in (478) and (479): In (478) the soldier receives an
order that can be seen as a IRUFH that PDNHV KLP GR an action; in (479) Ivan asks
permission such that he will be DEOH to go to the party alone. Put differently, the order is
a force directed at the realization of the infinitive action; the permission is also a force
directed at the realization of the infinitive action.
A different conceptualization can be found in the sentences with a nominative
second predicate. In (475) and (476) one cannot speak of a force that is directed at the
coming into being of the action expressed by the infinitive. In (475) it is expressed that
Ivan took the decision WKDWhe would come to the party alone. In (476) Ivan gives the
promise WKDW he will come to the party alone.
Although in my opinion an analysis of the phenomenon in question in terms of the
meaning of the dative and that of the nominative is essential, the precise factors that
determine the assignment of case in these sentences are not fully clear to me. It
remains unclear for example to me how the difference in case assignment between
(477) and (480) can be motivated. On the basis of the meaning of the dative and the
nominative, and the examples of the same phenomenon discussed above, one could
argue that the nominative is chosen in (477) because the infinitive clause (SULMWL QD
YHFKHULQNX RGLQ) can be seen as the content of the wish: Ivan uttered his wish WKDW he
wants to come to the party alone. In this a dative is not chosen because the utterance
of his wish is not directed at the realization of the infinitive action. In the same vein it
could be argued that in (480) the dative is chosen because here the expression of the
wish is directed at the realization of the infinitive action: Ivan uttered his wish VXFKWKDW
he will come to the party alone. Yet, it remains unclear, how the expression of the
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possessive pronoun VYRM (‘own’) contributes to this last reading. I suspect that the
expression of VYRM (‘own’) focuses attention on the perspective of the subject of the
wish, through which the subject is conceptualized as a force that is directed at the
realization of the infinitive action. Compare the following sentences:
(481)

[P]restupnik ne tol’ko ne xotel opravdyvat’sja, no dazhe kak by iz’’javljal zhelanieVDP
eshche bolee REYLQLW· sebja.260 (F. Dostoevskij, 3UHVWXSOHQLHLQDND]DQLH)
criminal not only not wanted justify.himself, but even how IRR express-INF-IMPERF
wish self-NOM more blame-INF-PERF self
‘The criminal not only wanted not to justify himself, but seemed to express his wish to
blame himself even more.’

(482)

On oshchushchal nekoe upoitel’noe sostojanie legkoj bezmjatezhnosti, slaboj ustalosti,
kogda ne to chto by net sil podnjat’sja, net, sily est’, no net ni malejshego zhelanija
vstavat’, dejstvovat’, komu-to chto-to dokazyvat’, kogo-to ot chego-to zashchishchat’ i
]DVKFKLVKFKDW·VMDVDPRPX.261 (B. Tolchinskij, 1DUERQQVNLMYHSU·)
he felt some delightful state of.light serenity, of weak weakness, when not that what IRR
not strength get.up, no, strength is, but not not slightest desire rise-INF-IMPERF, actINF-IMPERF, someone something prove-INF-IMPERF, someone from something
protect and protect.oneself self-DAT
‘He felt a delightful state of light serenity, a light weakness, not like he didn’t have any
strength to get up, no, he had the strength, but he didn’t have the slightest desire to act, to
prove something to anyone, to protect anyone from anyone, and to protect himself.’

In (481) the occurrence of the nominative can be motivated by the fact that it is not
expressed that the subject expressed his wish in order to realize the infinitive situation,
but it is expressed that the content of his wish is to blame himself even more.
The analysis that I have given here for difference in meaning between the nominative
and the dative can be extended to the sentences with the nouns YR]PR]KQRVW· (‘possibility’).
With YR]PR]KQRVW· the nominative with RGLQ and VDP is natural (e.g. (464)), and at least
strongly preferred, if the infinitive occurs with the verb LPHW· (‘to have’). In this
construction the second predicate together with the infinitive expresses the content of the
possibility, rather than the situation that is enabled by the possibility. A different
conceptualization can be found in (465), where a dative occurs. Here, the dative can be
motivated by the occurrence of the main verb SRMDYLW·VMD (‘to appear’). This verb focuses on
260
261
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the FRPLQJ LQWR EHLQJ of the infinitive situation; this conceptualization is typical of the
combination of the dative and the infinitive.
Finally, I will make some observations about the construction with the noun VLOD
(466)–(469). In the examples of this construction that I have attested, the nominative
occurs in sentences where the infinitive must be seen as the specification or objectcomplement of a finite verb with a nominative subject. The dative occurs in sentences
where the non-expressed agent of the infinitive is associated with a logical subject in the
dative case or genitive case, and where VLOD + infinitive has the function of subject. The
occurrence of the second dative must probably be motivated by the subject status of the
infinitive in such cases, comparable to the status of the infinitive in the case of adverbial
predicates. For a further discussion, see below.
4.17.3.5 Complement-Specification to an adverbial predicate
The second dative also occurs in sentences with an adverbial predicate, as in (434)
above. The non-expressed agent of the infinitive is unified with the second predicate and
is co-referential with the dative subject of the adverbial predicate (if expressed at all). The
occurrence of the second dative can be motivated by the experiencer semantics of such
sentences. In such sentences it is expressed that the assignment of the infinitive situation
to the participant in the second dative leads to the state expressed by the adverbial
predicate, which is experienced by the subject of the infinitive action; the second dative
agrees in case with the dative subject (if expressed at all).
The second datives do not occur in the case of states that have a nominative subject:
(483)

Ja dolzhen èto delat’ sam/ *samomu.
I-NOM must-ADJ that do-INF self-ACC/ *DAT
‘I must do that myself.’

The adjective GRO]KHQ does not denote a state that is induced by some force, but portrays
the necessity as a property of the subject. If the second dative were expressed in this
sentence, this would lead to an interpretation where the realization of the action type
expressed by the infinitive would lead to the state of the nominative subject; this
interpretation clashes with the meaning of the nominative.
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4.17.3.6 Complement
In my opinion sentences where the infinitive can be seen as a complement (472) have
essentially the same structure as sentences with an adverbial predicate. In both cases the
speaker assigns the infinitive situation to an agent in order to predicate about the
situation; in the case of the sentences under discussion the agent remains unspecified
(generic). Some cases can be seen as intermediate cases between specification to adverbial
predicates and infinitive complements or predicates; this is the case for example in the
following sentence:
(484)

Isxodja iz materialisticheskoj idei o tom, chto vremennoe udovletvorenie matpotrebnostej
proizoshlo, mozhno perexodit’ k udovletvoreniju duxpotrebnostej. To est’ posmotret’
kino, televizor, poslushat’ narodnuju muzyku, ili SRSHW·VDPRPX i dazhe pochitat’
kakuju-nibud’ knigu, skazhem, ‘Krokodil’ ili tam gazetu.262 (A.& B. Strugackie, 3RQHGHO·QLN
QDFKLQDHWVMDYVXEERWX)
proceeding from materialistic idea over that, that temporary satisfaction
of.material.demands happened, can-ADV go.over to satisfaction of.mental.demands. that
is see-INF-PERF film, tv, listen-INF-PERF folk music, or sing-INF-PERF self-DAT and
even read-INF-PERF some book, let’s.say, ‘Crocodile’ or there newspaper
‘Proceeding from the materialistic idea that the material demands have been temporarily
satisfied, one can move away to the satisfaction of mental demands. That is, see a film,
watch tv, listen to folk music, or sing yourself, and even read some book, let’s say, the
‘Crocodile’ or some newspaper.’

In this sentence the second dative can be motivated by the idea that the infinitive action is
assigned to non-specified people in a hypothetical world (it is possible that people will do
the infinitive actions).
4.17.4 Concluding remarks
In this analysis I have shown that the occurrence of the second dative can be analyzed on
the level of conceptualization. In some cases my analysis is still tentative, but I think that
the relevance of taking the semantics of the dative and the nominative into account in the
syntactic analysis has been strongly underlined. I have shown that if we look at the
meaning of the different constituents we can motivate the occurrence of the second
dative in a natural way. The second dative is coreferential with, and agrees in case with
262
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the expressed or non-expressed subject of the infinitive. In all cases the occurrence of
the dative can be motivated by the experiencer semantics of the dative and the meaning
‘situation type’ of the infinitive. The forms RGLQ and VDP occur in the dative case when
there is some force directed at the realization of the infinitive situation by the
participant expressed by RGLQ or VDP. This presupposes the idea of a scene where the
agent is not performing the action, and a scene where the agent will perform the action,
giving rise to the predicative feature of infinitive clauses with a dative subject.
As I have argued, the difference in case between infinitive complements to nouns
in the dative and the nominative can be explained by pointing at a difference in
conceptualization, and cannot be attributed to a difference in syntactic status of the
infinitive complement, that is, the question of whether the infinitive occurs in a CP or
not. Notions like CP or S´can be seen as theoretical terms for constituents associated
with a predicative element. However, for the language user, who has to choose the
correct case for VDP and RGLQ, the question of whether some constituent is an S´or not
is irrelevant. The language user chooses the dative case if there is some force directed
at the realization or coming into being of the infinitive action. The idea of coming into
being associated with the combination of the dative and the infinitive creates a
predicative moment, because the idea of being the recipient of an action type can be
seen as a phenomenon in time. As such the status of clauses with a second dative can
be compared to S´; this is not, however, an explanatory notion, but only a formulation
of the predicativeness of the combination of the second dative with an infinitive
In this analysis I have not systematically addressed issues that are relevant if one
wishes to account for the case assignment of second predicates. I will, however, just
mention them here. Firstly, the assignment of case to second predicates, and more
generally the assignment of case has changed diachronically. This suggests that the
meaning of the different cases in Russian has changed. It is therefore important to
address the question of whether my analysis can be falsified by looking at diachronic
data. Secondly, the meaning of case differs structurally from many other meanings in
the linguistic system, because of the clear-cut oppositional forms of a specific case.
This differs from, for example, the phenomenon of lexical meaning; lexical meanings
do not occur in a clear-cut and well-defined structure of oppositions, giving rise to the
flexibility of lexical meaning. The process of assignment of case can best be analyzed in
terms of choosing the most suitable case in the given context. As such, I think that a
semantic analysis in terms of optimality would be appropriate for the meaning of case.
Such an analysis would have to take into account the diachronic changes in the system
of case assignment.
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A final remark about the status of this analysis is in order. An analysis of syntactic
phenomena in terms of the meanings of constituents is not an easy task, but that
should not prevent the linguist from taking account of meaning in the syntactic
analysis. In my opinion, the level of semantics and conceptualization is the basic level
of language, and consequently is also basic to syntax. I do not think, however, that the
level of semantics is in contradiction to analyses in models such as generative grammar;
it must rather be considered a deeper level of analysis and motivation.
&RQFOXVLRQDQGIXUWKHUUHPDUNV
In this chapter I have presented a construction with an infinitive predicate, a dative
subject and in some cases the auxiliary E\W·The meaning of the DI-construction can be
defined as follows.
$ IRUFH LV GLUHFWHG DW WKH UHDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH VLWXDWLRQ H[SUHVVHG E\ WKH
LQILQLWLYHRIZKLFKWKHGDWLYHSDUWLFLSDQWLVWKHSRWHQWLDOVXEMHFW
I have argued that the language user interprets the abstract meaning in different ways,
depending on the contexts in which this meaning occurs. The different uses of the DIconstruction can be seen as LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of the combination of the dative meaning and
the infinitive meaning. As such, the construction is not polysemous, but rather multiinterpretable.
The idea of recipienthood of a situation presupposes an initial information state
where the dative participant is QRW associated with the realization of the infinitive
situation (or in the case of negation, where the dative participant LV associated with the
realization of the infinitive situation), which is contradicted, that is, the realization of
the infinitive situation by the dative participant is presented as something which
accords with the normal or inevitable way things go, rather than as the result of the
intention or tendency of the dative participant. Different basic interpretations of the
construction (SD + INFpred) in affirmative sentences are given below:
(i)

SD + INFimperf/ action + context of epistemic imposing (YHG·, ]KH HVKFKH, contrast,
etc.) o According to some (DE)ONTIC FORCE the infinitive action will be
realized
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

SD+ INFimperf/ state + context of epistemic imposing (presupposition that the
situation might not be the case, YVH UDYQR QH, X]KH QH, etc.) o THE WAY THE
THINGS GO is such that the situation will occur
SD + INFperf + context of epistemic blocking (QH, HGYD OL, YUMDG OL) o
CIRCUMSTANCES block the realization of an intended action (and impose [not
INF])
SD + INFperf + context of epistemic deblocking (contrast, WRO·NR, FKWRE\, [RW·) o
THE CAPACITY OF THE DATIVE PARTICIPANT overcomes potential blocking by
some force (there was a scene or presupposition where/ that the agent could not
do the action); one can speak of an ENABLING FORCE if some blocking must be
overcome.
SD + INF + FKWRE\ + presupposition that effort is necessary to get dative
participant to do the infinitive situation o GOAL ORIENTED FORCE directed at
the (non) realization of the infinitive situation
SD + INF + SHUHGWHPNDNo THE EXPECTED , PLANNED WAY THINGS GO is
directed at the realization of the infinitive situation
SD + INF + HVOL + epistemic imposing or blocking (presupposition that the
infinitive situation may in fact not be the case, on in the case of negation, be the
case)o DEONTIC/ ONTIC FORCE is directed at the realization of the infiinitive
situation
SD + INF + E\ + coordinate structure o THE WAY THE THINGS GO could have
been such that the infinitive situation would have been the case
SD + INF + E\ o THE SPEAKER imposes a situation on the dative participant in
a counterfactual world (in a world desired by the speaker)
SD 2/ 3 + WRO·NR + INF + E\ + o THE DATIVE PARTICIPANT ‘imposes’ a situation
on himself in a counterfactual world (in that world where things go as the dative
participant wants)
SD $ % &(' )* / + , - ) + INF o THE SPEAKER imposes a situation on the dative participant
by directing the dative participant to realize the infinitive situation

Whether a scene can be conceptualized as falling under the DI-construction is not an
ontological issue; in some cases the assignment of a dative subject to an infinitive
predicate can only be motivated in terms of LQIRUPDWLRQVWDWHV.
I have argued that the infinitive can be seen as the predicate of the DI-construction,
in the sense that it expresses the situation that is associated with the potential agent, but
that the predicative center is an LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ and not expressed by a form. The
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predicativity – the ‘modal’ idea of the construction – is the result of the unification of the
non-expressed infinitive agent with the dative subject (or in those cases where no dative is
expressed, with the contextually given agent). This means that no underlying modal
operators or verbal heads can be posited for the construction. The modal nature of the
construction must be seen as an interpretation of the construction, and cannot be
attributed to one of the components, or to a non-expressed element. The use of modal
logic operators in the analysis of modality is therefore insufficient.
Only by analyzing the meaning of the construction on the level of the individual
components can the specific ontic character of the different uses, and the seemingly
peculiar restriction of the possibility interpretation to specific contexts be motivated.
Furthermore, motivation can be given for why some cases of the DI-construction do not
have a clear modal meaning. Such cases can be seen as peripheral uses of the DIconstruction, where some of the features of the basic meaning are backgrounded, and
others highlighted.
Besides the DI-construction proper (with dative nouns or pronouns), I have also
given a short analysis of cases with the dative form of the modifiers VDP or RGLQ. Although
the analysis that I have given has a tentative character, I have argued that the assignment
of the dative case to these forms can be motivated by taking account of the meaning of
the DI-construction.
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In this dissertation I have given an analysis of the meaning, use and interpretation of
the Russian imperative and the Russian dative-infinitive construction. The purpose of
this analysis is to show how the different uses of these forms or constructions are
related to one another, and how one can account for their LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ.
In my analysis I have maintained the traditional structuralist distinction between
meaning and interpretation. Meanings must be seen as DEVWUDFWLRQV from different uses of
a form, where the context-specific information is abstracted; that is, they must be seen
as belonging to that which is a YDULDQW. The notion of abstraction used here can be seen
as the traditional Aristotelian notion of abstraction, namely the omission of qualities. In
my analysis I have defined two types of interpretations:
(i) Specification
(ii) Adjusting
In the case of VSHFLILFDWLRQ, the interpretation can be seen as a specification of the
(relatively) underspecified abstraction by means of the context. This specification is the
result of the interaction between the abstraction and the information provided by the
context. Put differently: the abstraction can be seen as an abstraction from such
interpretations.
In the case of DGMXVWLQJ, the interpretation does not fall directly under the concept, or
abstraction. Under the influence of the context, some features of the abstraction are
selected while others are backgrounded (in other words, the meaning is DGMXVWHG). This
means that the abstraction cannot be seen as an abstraction from such adjusted uses,
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but rather such uses must be seen as GLUHFWO\GHULYHG from the information contained in
the abstraction.
This linguistic analysis must be seen as a systematization of the linguistic uses, and
conventional linguistic structure, rather than as a description of the knowledge of the
language user, or as a description of the processing of language. The systematization of
the conventions is cognitively based, which means that conventions are not quite
deliberate. Nevertheless, there is a sufficiently broad area of indeterminacy to leave
open a choice between different cognitively possible conventions. The linguistic
possibilities are cognitively restricted on the basis of similarity, or partial identity, and
contiguity; these restrain the use of linguistic expressions on the grounds of previous
cases of use. This means that the linguistic analysis shows something about the
understandibility of uses in the light of previous cases of use of these uses.
Before analyzing the forms under discussion, in Chapter II I explained the structure
of meaning by discussing how meanings are learned, and how they function in the
linguistic structure. Following Bartsch (1999), I argued that in order for the linguistic
structure to be stable, it is necessary that forms are associated with different concepts;
however, this is only possible if different perspectives enable the language user to
differentiate between them. It is also important that concepts are not overextended
under a perspective, and that the use of an expression is delineated by oppositional
forms.
I have argued that although forms are associated with different uses, it is possible in
many cases to abstract from these different uses on different levels, and to define a
general meaning. The general meaning can best be seen as a IUDPH within which the
different uses of an expression may occur. Such a frame cannot be seen as a definition,
as it does not predict the possible uses of a word, but rather describes the common
features of a word, which may stand in opposition to other uses. The notion of ‘frame’
points to two things: (i) the frame can be seen as a UHVWULFWLRQ on the use of a particular
form, or put differently, a restriction on the extensions of a particular form, securing
stability of the linguistic system; and (ii) it is within the possibilities provided by the
frame that GLIIHUHQWXVHVFDQEHGLVWLQJXLVKHG. I have also argued that it is not possible to give
an adequate answer to the question of ZKHQ uses of a form can be seen as different since
there are no clear and discrete criteria for distinguishing different uses.
The general findings and notions discussed in Chapter II, served as the basis for the
linguistic analyses given in the following chapters. For the specific conclusions of
Chapters III and IV, I refer the reader to these chapters. Here, I will confine myself to a
summary and some general remarks.
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In Chapter III, I discussed the meaning and use of the Russian imperative. I gave a
basic meaning of the imperative that can be seen as an abstraction from directive uses
and hortative-optative uses. These uses have basic uses themselves, and extensions
from these basic uses by the process of selection, and possibly in the case of the
narrative imperative, cancelling of features under perspectives provided by contexts.
The process of extension by feature selection (backgrounding, highlighting, and in the
case of the narrative possibly cancelling) occurs in different degrees (corresponding to
the number of selected features), such that some instances of the imperative can be
seen as borderline cases between different uses. The different uses should therefore be
seen as XVDJH W\SHV. These usage types correspond to FRQWH[W W\SHV Context types are
constituted by collections of formal features that correspond to clear examples of
different semantic types.
Although it is not possible to give a necessary and sufficient definition for all the uses
of the imperative it is possible to abstract from the uses on different levels, and point at
shared features of the different imperative uses, that do not occur with oppositional
forms. The approach to the study of the imperative that I have advocated is an
intermediate position between monosemous approaches and polysemous approaches. It
shares with monosemous approaches the idea that some collection of features (viz.
directivity) can be seen as a necessary and sufficient condition for the correct
understanding (rather than correct use) of the imperative, and it shares with polysemous
approaches the idea that different uses have a more or less independent status, and can be
analyzed in terms of extensions of other uses.
In Chapter IV, I discussed the dative-infinitive construction. I showed how the
different modal uses of the construction can be derived from its component parts, and
how the distribution of the construction can be motivated by its meaning. I argued that
the assignment of the dative to the infinitive predicate is always connected to an RQWLF
modal meaning, that is, the realization of the infinitive situation by the dative participant is
presented as something which is in accordance with the normal or inevitable way things
go, rather than as the result of the intention or tendency of the dative participant. More
specifically, I argued that the idea of recipienthood of a situation presupposes an initial
information state where the dative participant is QRW associated with the realization of the
infinitive situation (or in the case of negation, where the dative participant LV associated
with the infinitive situation), which is then contradicted.
I argued that the verbal or predicative element of the construction cannot be seen as a
PHDQLQJ, but must rather be seen as the LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ that is the result of the association
between the non-expressed infinitive agent and the dative subject. It is therefore incorrect
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to posit modal logic operators, or non-expressed modal elements for the construction.
In my analysis I pointed at the shared features between the dative-infinitive
construction proper (with dative nouns or pronouns), and the occurrence of the second
dative. I argued that if the second dative is analyzed as a special instance of the DIconstruction, it is possible to motivate its distribution. Such an analysis provides a deeper
level of understanding than syntactic analysis that do not take meaning into account in a
systematic way.
There are a number of topics that I did not investigate thoroughly in my analysis.
Among them are (i) the issue of idiomatization, and (ii) the specific relation between
general cognitive capacities and norms of language. The issue of idiomatization plays a
part in the case of both the imperative and the dative-infinitive construction. The study
of these forms may therefore be greatly assisted by investigating idiomatization in
relation to (a) the meaning of these expressions and the linguistic structure in which
they occur, and (b) the process of language change. Further research should also focus
on how different conventional linguistic structures place different boundaries on similar
cognitive-functional domains across languages, and what these cognitive domains or
capacities exactly are. In my analysis I have pointed out some areas where such research
might be interesting; for example the difference in use between nominalizations and
infinitives in contexts where they are oppositional forms. Only by independent analysis
of proposed cognitive capacities such as type construal, scanning, Gestalt construal,
etc., and the actual use of forms in language, can the relation between cognition and
semantics be clarified, and an answer given to the question concerning to which extent
cognitive notions can have an explanatory value in the linguistic analysis.
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In de literatuur is een lange discussie gaande over de vraag of vormen in beginsel
PRQRVHHP zijn, dat wil zeggen één abstracte betekenis hebben, of dat zulke abstracties
principiëel te weinig specificiek zijn. Volgens de laatste opvatting zijn betekenissen in
essentie SRO\VHHP, dat wil zeggen vormen zijn geassocieerd met verschillende aan elkaar
gerelateerde betekenissen. Veel onderzoeken die zich met deze vraag bezighouden, zijn
sterk theoretisch van aard en ondersteunen hun empirische claims niet met
diepgravende analyses van talige data. De nadruk op het theoretische aspect leidt, in
sommige gevallen, tot bepaalde tekortkomingen. Monoseme analyses laten het proces
van interpretatie van betekenissen vaak onverklaard en in veel gevallen zijn de
betekenisdefinities zo abstract dat ze ook de betekenis van oppositionele vormen
beschrijven. In polyseme analyses is het vaak onduidelijk wat precies de criteria zijn om
verschillende betekenissen te onderscheiden en in veel gevallen is de status van
grensgevallen onduidelijk. Bovendien wordt in polyseme analyses vaak nagelaten om te
wijzen op de gedeelde kenmerken van verschillende gebruiksgevallen van één vorm die
in oppositie met andere vormen kunnen staan.
In deze dissertatie probeer ik meer inzicht te verschaffen in het fenomeen van
polysemie dan wel monosemie door een gedetailleerde analyse te geven van de
wisselwerking tussen betekenis en context tegen de achtergrond van het
betekenissysteem waarin de bestudeerde vormen optreden. De onderzochte vormen
zijn de imperatief en de datief-infinitiefconstructie in het moderne Russisch. Het
voornaamste doel van deze analyses is de verschillende gebruiksgevallen van deze
vormen/ constructies te verklaren.
In hoofdstuk I geef ik een korte inleiding tot de dissertatie. Alvorens de genoemde
vormen te onderzoeken bespreek ik in hoofdstuk II de structuur van betekenis door te
kijken hoe betekenissen of concepten worden geleerd en hoe ze functioneren in het
talige systeem. In navolging van Bartsch (1999) stel ik dat vormen in een stabiele talige
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structuur noodzakelijk met meerdere betekenissen geassociëerd zijn. Dit is echter alleen
mogelijk als de taalgebruiker een onderscheid kan maken tussen zulke verschillende
gebruiksgevallen door middel van verschillende SHUVSHFWLHYHQ. Hierbij is het van belang dat
concepten niet vanuit een te algemeen perspectief worden bekeken en dat het gebruik
van een talige uiting afgebakend wordt door oppositionele vormen.
Ik wijs er verder op dat het tevens mogelijk is op verschillende niveaus te
abstraheren van verschillende gebruiksgevallen en zo een algemene betekenis te
definiëren. De algemene betekenis kan het best gezien worden als een UDDPZHUN
waarbinnen verschillende gebruiksgevallen van een uiting onderscheiden kunnen
worden. Zo’n raamwerk is geen definitie die voorspelt welke gebruiksgevallen mogelijk
zijn en welke niet, maar moet eerder gezien worden als een omschrijving van de
gedeelde kenmerken van een vorm of constructie die in oppositie kunnen staan met
andere vormen. De notie ‘raamwerk’ duidt op twee dingen, namelijk: (i) het kan gezien
worden als een beperking op het gebruik van een bepaalde vorm, anders gezegd, een
beperking op de betekenisafleidingen van een bepaalde vorm, en (ii) binnen het
raamwerk kunnen verschillende gebruiksgevallen worden onderscheiden. Ik beweer
verder dat het niet mogelijk is om een volledig eenduidig antwoord te geven op de vraag
ZDQQHHU gebruiksgevallen van een vorm als verschillend kunnen worden gezien; dat komt
doordat er geen duidelijke en discrete criteria zijn voor een dergelijke classificatie.
Het grootste gedeelte van de dissertatie bestaat uit een gedetailleerde analyse van de
Russische imperatief en de Russische datief-infinitiefconstructie. In hoofdstuk III,
bespreek ik de betekenis van de Russische imperatief. Ik geef een basisbetekenis van de
imperatief die gezien moet worden als een abstractie van de zogenaamde ‘directieve’ en
‘horatieve’ gebruiksgevallen. Deze gebruiksgevallen hebben op hun beurt weer
basisgevallen en afleidingen van deze gevallen door middel van selectie, en mogelijk
cancelling van kenmerken onder perspectieven. Het proces van uitbreiding door
kenmerkselectie treedt op in verschillende gradaties–corresponderend met het aantal
geselecteerde kenmerken–zodat sommige gevallen gezien kunnen worden als
grensgevallen tussen de verschillende JHEUXLNVW\SHQ. Deze gebruikstypen corresponderen
met FRQWH[WW\SHQ. Contexttypen worden gevormd door verzamelingen van formele
kenmerken die corresponderen met duidelijke semantische typen.
Hoewel het niet mogelijk is om een noodzakelijke en voldoende voorwaarde voor
het correcte gebruik van de imperatief te geven, kan men wel abstraheren van de
verschillende gevallen en wijzen op gedeelde kenmerken die niet optreden bij
oppositionele vormen. De benadering die ik voorsta in de bestudering van de
imperatief houdt het midden tussen een monoseme en een polyseme benadering. Het
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heeft de overeenkomst met de monoseme benadering dat bepaalde kenmerken
(bijvoorbeeld ‘directiviteit’) gezien kunnen worden als een noodzakelijke voorwaarde
voor het correcte begrip (eerder dan correcte gebruik) van de imperatief. Het deelt met
de polyseme benaderingen dat verschillende gebruiksgevallen een min of meer
onafhankelijke status hebben en dat verschillende gebruiksgevallen geanalyseerd kunnen
worden in termen van afleidingen van andere gebruiksgevallen.
In hoofdstuk IV bespreek ik de datief-infinitiefconstructie. Ik laat zien hoe de
verschillende modale gebruiksgevallen afgeleid kunnen worden van de betekenissen van
de componenten in de constructie en hoe de distributie van de constructie verklaard
kan worden door te wijzen op de betekenis van de constructie. Ik beweer dat het
toewijzen van de datief aan het infinitiefpredikaat altijd gerelateerd is aan de RQWLVFK
PRGDOH betekenis van de constructie, hetgeen betekent dat het optreden van de
infinitiefsituatie door de datiefparticipant voorgesteld wordt als iets wat ligt in de
normale of onvermijdelijke loop der dingen, en wat niet het resultaat is van de wil of
intentie van de datiefparticipant. Meer in het bijzonder beweer ik dat het idee van
‘recipiens van een situatie/ handeling’ te maken heeft met een informatieuitgangssituatie
waarin de datiefparticipant QLHW geassocieerd is met de infinitiefsituatie (of in het geval
van negatie, ZHO geassocieerd wordt met deze situatie), die dan impliciet tegengesproken
wordt.
Ik stel verder dat het verbale of predikatieve element van de constructie niet gezien
kan worden als een betekenis, maar als een interpretatie die het gevolg is van de
associatie van de niet-uitgedrukte infinitief-agens met het datiefsubject. Het is daarom
fout om modaal-logische operatoren, of modale niet onderliggende vormen voor de
constructie te poneren.
In mijn analyse wijs ik verder op de gedeelde kenmerken van de eigenlijke datiefinfinitiefconstructie (met zelfstandige naamwoorden of voornaamwoorden), en het
optreden van de zogenaamde tweede datief. Ik beweer dat de tweede datief
geanalyseerd kan worden als een speciaal soort datief-infinitiefconstructie; een dergelijke
benadering maakt het mogelijk om de distributie van de tweede datief adequaat te
verklaren. Deze analyse biedt een dieper niveau van verklaring dan analyses die
betekenis niet meenemen in de syntactische analyse (zoals analyses in de Generatieve
Grammatika of in het model van Lexical Functional Grammar). Ik laat zien dat deze
modellen gekarakteriseerd worden door de volgende tekortkomingen: (i) niet
gemotiveerde regels worden gepostuleerd om talige fenomenen te verklaren, (ii)
theoretische noties die dienen ter verklaring, zijn dit in feite niet, omdat ze gedeeltelijk
zelf gedefiniëerd worden in termen van de fenomenen die ze beogen te beschrijven en
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verklaren, (iii) talige fenomenen die vormelijk met elkaar samenhangen, worden op een
arbitraire wijze van elkaar gescheiden, en (iv) in sommige gevallen worden de verkeerde
voorspellingen gedaan.
In hoofdstuk V, ten slotte, geef ik een algemene conclusie en doe ik enkele
suggesties voor verder onderzoek.
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In the literature there has been much debate concerning the question of whether forms
are essentially PRQRVHPRXV, that is, associated with RQH abstract meaning, or whether such
abstractions are principally underspecified; according to the latter approach, meanings
are essentially SRO\VHPRXV, that is, forms are associated with different interrelated
meanings. Many studies that deal with this problem are highly theoretical, and do not
support their empirical claims with extensive analyses of specific empirical data. The
focus on the theoretical aspect of the phenomenon of meaning leads, in some cases, to
particular shortcomings. Monosemous approaches frequently leave the process of
interpretation of abstract meanings unexplained, and in many cases definitions of
meanings are so abstract that they also describe oppositional forms. In polysemous
analyses, however, the criteria for distinguishing different uses are not always clear, and
intermediate uses are often not accounted for. Moreover, polysemous analyses often
fail to point at the shared features of different interrelated uses, which may stand in
opposition to other forms.
In this dissertation I provide further insight into the phenomenon of polysemy
versus monosemy by giving a detailed analysis of the interaction between meaning and
context against the background of the semantic system in which the forms occur. The
expressions that I analyze are the imperative and the dative-infinitive (DI) construction
in modern Russian. The main aim of these analyses is to account for the different uses
of these forms/ constructions.
In Chapter I, I give a short introduction to the dissertation. Before analyzing the
forms under discussion, in Chapter II I explain the structure of meaning by discussing
how meanings are learned, and how they function in the linguistic structure. Following
Bartsch (1999), I argue that in order for the linguistic structure to be stable, it is
necessary that forms are associated with different concepts; however, this is only
possible if different perspectives enable the language user to differentiate between
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them. It is also important that concepts are not overextended under a perspective, and
that the use of an expression is delineated by oppositional forms. I further argue that
although forms are associated with different uses, it is possible in many cases to
abstract from these different uses on different levels, and to define a general meaning.
The general meaning can best be seen as a IUDPH within which the different uses of an
expression may occur. Such a frame cannot be seen as a definition in the strict sense, as
it does not predict the possible uses of a word, but rather describes the common
features of a word, which may stand in opposition to other uses. The notion of ‘frame’
points to two things: (i) the frame can be seen as a UHVWULFWLRQ on the use of a particular
form, or put differently, a restriction on the extensions of a particular form, securing
stability of the linguistic system; and (ii) it is within the possibilities provided by the
frame that GLIIHUHQWXVHVFDQEHGLVWLQJXLVKHG. I also argue that it is not possible to give an
adequate answer the question of ZKHQ uses of a form can be seen as different since there
are no clear and discrete criteria for distinguishing different uses.
The main part of the dissertation consists of a detialed analysis of the Russian
imperative and the Russian dative-infinitive construction. In Chapter III, I discuss the
meaning and use of the Russian imperative. I define a basic meaning of the imperative
that can be seen as an abstraction from so-called ‘directive’ uses and ‘hortative’ uses.
These uses have basic uses themselves, and extensions from these basic uses by the
process of selection, and possibly cancelling of features under perspectives provided by
contexts. The process of extension by feature selection (backgrounding, highlighting,
cancelling) occurs in different degrees (corresponding to the number of selected
features), such that some instances of the imperative can be seen as borderline cases
between different uses. The different uses should therefore be seen as XVDJHW\SHV. These
usage types correspond to FRQWH[W W\SHV Context types are constituted by collections of
formal features that correspond to clear examples of different semantic types.
Although it is not possible to give a necessary and sufficient definition for all the uses
of the imperative it is possible to abstract from the uses on different levels, and point at
shared features of the different imperative uses, that do not occur with oppositional
forms. The approach to the study of the imperative that I advocate is an intermediate
position between monosemous approaches and polysemous approaches. It shares with
monosemous approaches the idea that some collection of features (viz. directivity) can be
seen as a necessary and sufficient condition for the correct understanding (rather than
correct use) of the imperative, and it shares with polysemous approaches the idea that
different uses have a more or less independent status, and that can be analyzed in terms of
extensions of other uses.
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In Chapter IV, I discuss the dative-infinitive construction. I show how the different
modal uses of the construction can be derived from its component parts, and how the
distribution of the construction can be motivated by its meaning. I argue that the
assignment of the dative to the infinitive predicate is always connected to an RQWLF modal
meaning, that is, the realization of the infinitive situation by the dative participant is
presented as something which is accordance with the normal or inevitable way things go,
rather than as the result of the intention of the dative participant. More specifically, I
argue that the idea of recipienthood of a situation presupposes an initial information state
where the dative participant is QRW associated with the realization of the infinitive situation
(or in the case of negation, where the dative participant LV associated with the infinitive
situation), which is then (implicitly) contradicted.
I argue that the verbal or predicative element of the construction cannot be seen as a
PHDQLQJ, but must rather be seen as the LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ that is the result of the association
between the non-expressed infinitive agent and the dative subject. It is therefore incorrect
to posit modal logic operators, or non-expressed modal elements for the construction.
In my analysis I point at the shared features between the dative-infinitive
construction proper (with dative nouns or pronouns), and the occurrence of the second
dative. I argue that if the second dative is analyzed as a special instance of the DIconstruction, it is possible to motivate its distribution. Such an analysis provides a
deeper level of understanding than syntactic analysis that do not take meaning into
account in a systemantic way (more specifically analyses working within the framework
of Generative Grammar, or Lexical Functional Grammar). I will argue that these
analyses are characterized by the following shortcomings (i) non-motivated rules are
postulated to explain the linguistic phenomenon in question; (ii) model-theoretic
notions that are postulated as explanatory devices have in fact no real explanatory value,
because they are partly defined in terms of the phenomena they aim to describe and
explain, (iii) linguistic phenomena that are formally unified (different occurrences of the
dative case) are treated as non-related phenomena, such that arbitrary distinctions
between linguistic data are made, and (iv) the models do not adequately explain the
occurrence of the second dative, and make the wrong predictions.
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